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The Iowa State University Bulletin is a general 
catalog of information regard ing fees , curric-
ula, and re lated policies and procedures. 
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bu lletin accurate as of the date of publication ; 
however, all policies , procedures, fees , and 
charges are subject to change at any time by 
appropriate action of the faculty, the university 
administration, or the State Board of Regents. 
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Academic Calendar 1989-1991 
Fall semester 1989 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
University holidays, offices closed 
Thanksgiving, classes recessed 
University holidays, offices closed 
Classes resume 
Commencement 
University holidays, offices closed 
Spring semester 1990 
University holiday, offices closed 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
Spring vacation, classes recessed 
Classes resume 
Veishea, classes recessed 
Classes resume 
Commencement 
University holiday, offices closed 
Summer session 1990 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
University holiday, offices closed 
Commencement 
Fall semester 1990 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
University holiday, offices closed 
Thanksgiving , classes recessed 
University holidays, offices closed 
Classes resume 
Commencement 
University holidays, offices closed 
University holiday, offices closed 
Spring semester 1991 
University holiday, offices closed 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
Spring vacation, classes recessed 
Classes resume 
Veishea, classes recessed 
Classes resume 
Commencement 
University holiday, offices closed 
Summer session 1991 
Registration 
Classwork begins 
University holiday, offices closed 
Commencement 
For specific deadlines, consult the Graduate Student 
Handbook or the Graduate Faculty Handbook, or 
contact the Graduate College Office. 
Friday, August 25 
Monday, August 28 
Monday, September 4 · 
Friday, November 17, 11 p.m. 
Thursday & Friday, November 23 & 24 
Monday, November 27, 7 a.m. 
Saturday, December 23 
Monday-Wednesday, December 25-27 
Monday, January 1 
Friday, January 19 
Monday, January 22 
Friday, March 9, 11 p.m. 
Monday, March 19, 7 a.m. 
Thursday, May 3, 11 p.m. 
Monday, May 7, 7 a.m. 
Saturday, May 19 
Monday, M~iy 28 
Friday, June 8 
Monday, June 11 
Wednesday, July 4 
Saturday, August 4 
Friday, August 24 
Monday, August 27 
Monday, September 3 
Friday, November 16, 11 p.m. 
Thursday & Friday, November 22 & 23 
Monday, November 26, 7 a.m. 
Saturday, December 22 
Monday & Tuesday, December 24 & 25 
Monday, December 31 
Tuesday, January 1 
Friday, January 18 
Monday, January 21 
Friday, March 8, 11 p.m. 
Monday, March 18, 7 a.m. 
Thursday, May 2, 11 p.m. 
Monday, May 6, 7 a.m. 
Saturday, May 18 
Monday, May 27 
Friday, June 7 
Monday, June 10 
Thursday, July 4 
Saturday, August 3 
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Iowa State University is a broad-based univer-
sity of international stature. The majority of its 
students are from Iowa, but every state and 
more than a hundred foreign countries are 
represented in the student body. The aca-
demic program, with an orientation around 
science and technology and strong programs 
in the humanities and the arts, offers students 
excellent opportunities for specialization within 
a broad education in the liberal arts tradition. 
In its early years Iowa State established a 
national-and in many cases international-
reputation in the areas of agriculture, veteri-
nary medicine, home economics, and 
engineering . In recent years it has maintained 
its pre-eminence in these areas, but has 
broadened and strengthened its work in other 
areas to the point that its largest enrollment 
now is in the sciences and humanities. 
The university is composed of the colleges of 
Agriculture, Business Administration , Design, 
Education , Engineering , Family and Consumer 
Sciences, Sciences and Humanities, Veteri-
nary Medicine, and the Graduate College. 
The Development of the University 
Iowa State University was one of the earl iest 
institutions established in the movement to 
create an educational system uniquely su ited 
to American democratic ph ilosophy. 
It was chartered by the Iowa General Assem-
bly in 1858. Four years later the national 
"people's col lege" movement was underwrit-
ten by the Morrill Land-Grant Act. The act 
made federal lands available for sale to 
endow colleges whose aim was to promote 
"liberal and practical education ... in the 
several pursuits and professions of life. " 
Iowa was the first state to accept the terms of 
the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862. In March 
'1864, the General Assembly awarded Iowa's 
grant to the recently chartered institution at 
Ames. Originally these "people's colleges" 
were primarily concerned with subjects relat-
ing to agricultural and industrial pursuits . Thus 
this institution was chartered as the Iowa 
Agricultural College. 
The school opened its doors to a preparatory 
class in the fall of 1868. Instruction at the 
college level began the following March. A 
class of 26 was graduated at the first 
commencement in 1872. Today Iowa State 
awards approximately 4,500 baccalaureate, 
advanced, and doctor of veterinary medicine 
degrees each year. 
Iowa State pioneered in the establishment of 
agricultural curricu la, was the fi rst state 
institution to found a veterinary school , and 
helped move engineering from a small and 
narrow profession to its present key position in 
our industrialized society. Coeducational from 
its beginning , Iowa State took leadership in 
domestic economy (later to become home 
economics). 
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The University 
Graduate study was offered almost as soon as 
classes began, and the first graduate degree 
was conferred in 1877. Experimentation and 
research also started early, first in agriculture 
and shortly thereafter in home economics, 
engineering, science, and veterinary 
medicine. 
Iowa State shared the conviction with other 
land-grant institutions that all people should 
have access to the ideas and knowledge of 
the campus. By 1870 it was holding educa-
tional institutes in various Iowa towns. In 1903 
Iowa State set the pattern of county cooper-
ative extension as it is conducted now 
throughout the United States. 
The expansion of the college's programs was 
recognized with the adoption in 1896 of the 
more inclusive name, Iowa State College of 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts . 
As Iowa State adapted the land-grant philoso-
phy to the changing needs of the twentieth 
century, its program became that of a 
university with special teaching responsibility 
in science and technology, an extension 
education program throughout the state, and 
extensive research interests to advance the 
frontiers of learning . 
Since 1959, it has been known as Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology. It is a 
member of the Association of American 
Universities, a prestigious organization of 53 
major research universities in the United 
States and Canada. 
Accreditation, Sessions, and 
Enrollment 
Iowa State University is accredited by the 
North Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools as well as by appropriate 
professional organizations. 
Instruction is offered throughout the year. The 
academic year is divided into two semesters 
of sixteen weeks each, beginning in late 
August and ending in mid-May. 
In 1988, Iowa State had an enrollment of more 
than 25,000 students and a faculty of nearly 
2,000. 
Nondiscrimination and Affirmative 
Action Policy 
Iowa State University is committed to develop-
ing and implementing a program of 
nondiscrimination and affirmative action, a 
responsibility the university accepts willingly 
because it is the right and just thing to do. 
Because an educational institution exposes 
the youth of Iowa and of the nation to a 
multitude of ideas that strongly influence their 
future development, there is no other area of 
our society where removing barriers is more 
critical. To permit discrimination here would 
tend to promote misconceptions leading to 
future patterns of discrimination. 
Consistent with this belief, Iowa State Univer-
sity herein recommits itself to comply with all 
federal and state laws, regulations, and 
orders, including the policies of the Iowa 
Board of Regents, which pertain to non-
discrimination and affirmative action. 
All administrators and personnel providing 
input into administrative decisions are here-
with directed to ensure that all decisions 
relative to employment and conditions of 
employment will be made without regard to 
age, color, known handicaps (mental and 
physical), national origin, race, religion, sex, 
status as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran, 
or any other classification that deprives the 
person of consideration as an individual. 
Exceptions to this directive may be made in 
matters involving bona fide occupational qual-
ifications, business necessity, actions 
designed to eliminate workforce underutiliza-
tion, and/or where this policy conflicts with 
federal and state laws, rules, regulations, or 
orders. Among the classifications that deprive 
the person of consideration as an individual 
are those based on affectional preference or 
marital status. 
No otherwise qualified person will be denied 
access to, or participation in , any program, 
activity, service, or the use of facilities on the 
basis of factors previously enumerated. Rea-
sonable accommodations will be made to 
facilitate the participation of persons with 
disabilities in all such activities consistent with 
applicable federal and state laws, orders, and 
policies. 
Further, all supervisory personnel will be 
responsible for maintaining an environment, 
work or otherwise, that is free of racial or 
sexual overtones. Acts by anyone that ad-
versely affect another person 's employment, 
conditions of employment, academic stand-
ing, receipt of services, and/or participation in 
or enjoyment of any other activity, will be 
regarded as a violation of university policy 
and thereby subject to appropriate disciplin-
ary action. 
Iowa State University's commitment to non-
discrimination and affirmative action is of the 
highest priority and is to be adhered to as 
such. It applies to all university-sponsored 
programs and activities as well as those that 
are conducted in cooperation with the 
university. 
Any person who believes that he or she has 
been the recipient of a discriminatory act 
prohibited by this policy may file a grievance 
with the university's Affirmative Action Office at 
214 Beardshear Hall. 
Retaliation against persons filing complaints 
for the redress of a grievance, or for assisting 
in an investigation pursuant to a filed com-
plaint, is prohibited. 
The laws of the United States and of the State 
of Iowa provide for resident academic instruc-
tion, research , and extension education , and 
for the management of Iowa State University 
of Science and Technology. The university and 
two other state educational institutions of 
higher learning are governed by the State 
Board of Regents, composed of nine mem-
bers nominated by the Governor of Iowa and 
confirmed by the Senate of Iowa. The immedi-
ate regulation and direction of the academic , 
research , and extension activities of the 
university are delegated by the Board of 
Regents to the president and faculty of the 
university. The board appoints an executive 
secretary with over-all responsibility for the 
administration of the central office of the 
board located in Des Moines. 
State Board of Regents 
Marvin A. Pomerantz, President 
R. Wayne Richey, Executive Secretary 
Terms expire June 30, 1989 
Charles Duchen . . . . Des Moines 
Percy G. Harris .. ...... .. ..... Cedar Rapids 
Bass Van Gilst . . . . . . .... Oskaloosa 
Terms expire June 30, 1991 
John M. Greig. . ..... .. . Esthervil le 
James R. Tyler . . . . . Atlantic 
Jacklyn Kay Van Ekeren .... . . Coralville 
Terms expire June 30, 1993 
John R. Fitzgibbon . .. . ... . . West· Des Moines 
Marvin A. Pomerantz . . . . West Des Moines 
Mary C. Williams . . .. .... Davenport 
Administration of 
Iowa State University 
Officers of Administration 
Gordon P. Eaton, Ph.D., President of the 
University 
Milton D. Glick, Ph.D., Provost 
Warren R. Madden, M.B.A., Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Charles E. McCandless, Ed.D., Executive 
Vice President 
Thomas B. Thielen, Ph.D., Vice President for 
Student Affairs 
David G. Topel, Ph.D., Dean of the College of 
Agriculture 
, Dean of the College of 
Business Administration 
Thomas D. Galloway, Ph.D., Dean of the 
College of Design 
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Virgil S. Lagomarcino, Ph.D., Dean of the 
College of Education 
David T. Kao, Ph.D ., Dean of the College of 
Engineering 
Beverly J. Crabtree, Ph.D., Dean of the 
College of Family and Consumer Sciences 
David F. Bright, Ph.D., Dean of the College of 
Sciences and Humanities 
, Dean of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine 
Norman L. Jacobson, Ph.D., Dean of the 
Graduate College 
, Dean of University Extension 
, Dean of Students 
Nancy L. Eaton, M.L.S., Dean of Library 
Services 
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Norman L. Jacobson, Associate Provost for 
Research and Dean 
George G. Karas, Associate Dean 
The Graduate College at Iowa State University 
is responsible for the quality of graduate 
education, for administering students' gradu-
ate programs, and for promoting research 
support from various governmental, industrial, 
and private agencies. 
Members of the graduate faculty have a dual 
role of teaching and research . All courses 
offered for major or minor credit are taught by 
graduate faculty members. Through a pro-
gram of study committee system, they 
supervise individual programs of study which 
are specially designed for each graduate 
student's needs. 
The graduate faculty includes the president, 
the provost, the executive vice president, the 
dean and associate deans of the Graduate 
College, deans and associate deans of the 
other eight colleges, the dean of library 
services, and the directors and associate 
directors of research institutes as full mem-
bers. Executive officers of departments, 
assistant deans, and other members of the 
General Faculty may be elected to associate 
or full membership in recognition of accom-
plishments in their respective disciplines. 
Graduate study was offered soon after the 
university was founded, and the first graduate 
degree was conferred in 1877. Experimenta-
tion and research also started early, first in 
agriculture and shortly thereafter in home 
economics, engineering, science, and veteri-
nary medicine. In 1913, the graduate faculty 
was organized formally and an executive 
graduate committee was appointed . In 1915, 
the graduate faculty held its first meeting , and 
in 1916, it granted the first doctor of philoso-
phy degree. 
Graduate education is vital to the quality of 
university teaching . The creative efforts of 
graduate faculty members and graduate stu-
dents result in knowledge necessary to help 
society solve problems in educational, scien-
tific, technological, and socio-economic areas. 
The Graduate College encourages educa-
tional exchange and contact with 
undergraduate areas of the university to 
promote improved teaching on both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. A part of 
this exchange is accomplished by books and 
technical articles which are made possible by 
graduate research. 
The degrees master of arts, master of sci-
ence, and doctor of philosophy are research 
oriented . In many fields these masters are 
also available without thesis, but a written 
report of independent study, called a creative 
component, is required. For those people 
interested ·in advanced study directed toward 
meeting vocational or professional objectives, 
6 
Graduate College 
the following degrees are offered: master of 
agriculture, master of architecture, master of 
business administration, master of community 
and regional planning , master of computing, 
master of education, master of engineering, 
master of landscape architecture, master of 
public administration, master of school mathe-
matics, and specialist. 
Graduate Appointments 
Graduate assistantships, fellowships, and cer-
tain special research grants have been 
established at Iowa State University for the 
encouragement of graduate work and the 
promotion of research. Such appointments 
and research opportunities are available 
through the various departments of instruc-
tion, the Agriculture and Home Economics 
Experiment Station, the Business Research 
Institute, the Design College Research In-
stitute, the Research Institute for Studies in 
Education, the Engineering Research Institute, 
the Family and Consumer Sciences Research 
Institute, the Sciences and Humanities Re-
search Institute, the Veterinary Medical 
Research Institute, the Statistical Laboratory, 
the Computation Center, the Ames Laboratory, 
the Institute for Physical Research and Tech-
nology, the Water Resources Research 
Institute, the Offices of the Vice President for 
Student Affairs , the Graduate College, and 
other research centers on campus. 
A half-time graduate assistantship permits the 
holder to enroll for a maximum of 12 semester 
credits . Recipients of these assistantships are 
assessed fees at full resident rates regardless 
of the number of credits for wh ich they 
register. Students who are graduates of a 
regionally accredited college or university in 
the United States or of a recognized institution 
in another country whose requirements for the 
bachelor's degree are substantially equivalent 
to those of Iowa State University, who gradu-
ated in the highest quartile of their respective 
classes and who present the requisite under-
graduate or graduate preparation , may apply 
for these appointments. Students registered 
on a restricted or nondegree basis and those 
placed on academic probation are not eligible 
for assistantship appointment. Further informa-
tion may be obtained by writing to the 
appropriate department chair. 
The satisfactory completion of one appoint-
ment, plus satisfactory academic 
performance, will ordinarily make a student 
eligible for reappointment. After a period of 
three years of full time study for the master's 
degree or five years for the doctorate, the 
student will not normally be continued on 
assistantship support. The Graduate Student 
Handbook and the Graduate Faculty Hand-
book discuss graduate assistantship require-
ments more fully. Copies of these handbooks 
may be requested from the Graduate College 
office. 
Fellowships and traineeships supported by 
agencies of the federal government are 
sometimes available. Applicants for these 
awards must present evidence of superior 
scholarship. 
Postdoctoral Study 
Opportunities are provided for postdoctoral 
study through the extensive research pro-
grams of the university. Inquiries should be 
directed to the appropriate department, in-
stitute, or to the dean of the Graduate 
College. 
Graduate Study by Staff Members 
Full-time members of the research , instruc-
tional , or extension staffs of the rank of 
instructor, subject to the approval of the head 
of their department or section , may become 
candidates for an advanced degree. They 
may carry not more than six credits of 
graduate work per semester, provided such 
coursework does not interfere with other 
duties. This privilege may be extended to 
members of the research , instructional , or 
extension staffs of the rank of assistant 
professor upon approval of the dean of the 
employee's college and the dean of the 
Graduate College. 
Staff members holding the rank of professor 
or associate professor cannot become candi-
dates for degrees from this institution . 
Admission 
Admission to the Graduate College may be 
granted to a graduate of an institution in the 
United States which is accredited by a 
recognized regional association or to a gradu-
ate of a recognized institution in another 
country whose requirements for the bachelor's 
degree are substantially equivalent to those of 
Iowa State University. For information concern-
ing graduate study in a particular academic 
discipline, prospective students should 
correspond with the chair of the department in 
which they wish to study. 
Application forms, available from the Admis-
sions Office, should be completed and 
returned to 110 Alumni Hall with a $20 
application fee at least two months before the 
opening of the term for which the student 
seeks admission. Because some departments 
and programs have earlier admission dead-
lines, the applicant should check with the 
appropriate departmental office for this infor-
mation. The application fee is required of all 
applicants except those who have attended 
Iowa State as undergraduates, or those 
applying for nondegree admission. In addi-
tion , an applicant must request that each 
college attended send official transcripts of 
grades and credits earned, and request that 
the institution from which the degree was 
granted provide a statement of the degree 
received and the applicant's quartile class 
rank. 
Categories of graduate admission 
There are three admissions categories for 
students who wish to pursue an advanced 
degree: 
Full Admission status may be granted to 
students who meet either of the fol lowing 
requirements : 
1. Graduate in the upper one-half of the 
graduating class with a bachelor's degree 
from a reg ionally accredited U.S. institution ; or 
2. Graduate in the upper one-half of the 
graduating class from a recogn ized foreign 
institution where the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree are similar to those at Iowa 
State. 
Provisional admission status may be granted 
to students who meet the requirements for full 
admission (listed above), but have certain 
background deficiencies to remedy. Transfer 
from provisional admission to full admission 
status requires the completion of the English 
requirement , 10 hours of graduate credit with 
a grade average of B or better, and the 
written recommendation of the major professor 
and approval by the dean of the Graduate 
College. 
Restricted admission status may be granted to 
students who meet the requirements for fu ll 
admission (listed above) except that they do 
not rank in the upper one-half of their 
graduating class and/or lack adequate prepa-
ration in the proposed field of study. 
Advancement from restricted to fu ll admission 
status usually requires completion of at least 
10 semester credits of graduate level course 
work with a grade average of B or better and 
satisfaction of the Graduate College English 
requirement. The recommendation is submit-
ted in writing by the major professor and must 
be approved by the graduate dean. In all of 
these categories the applicant must first be 
recommended by the department in which he/ 
she will be pursuing an advanced degree and 
must be approved by the dean of the 
Graduate College. 
Nondegree admission is an admission cate-
gory for graduates of regionally accredited 
institutions in the United States who do not 
intend to seek an advanced degree from Iowa 
State University. Such students usually 
include: 
1. Those who intend to transfer graduate 
credit earned at Iowa State University to other 
institutions. 
2. Those who intend to use graduate cred its 
earned for professional certification. 
3. Those who enroll for personal satisfaction. 
4. Those who enroll occasional ly in graduate 
courses. 
Certain students admitted on a nondegree 
basis may not wish to declare a major. 
Applications and schedules for such students 
with an undeclared major are processed 
directly by the Graduate College office; no 
departmental signatures are required . Appl ica-
tions and schedules for students declaring a 
major require departmental evaluation and 
approval. 
A nondegree student who subsequently seeks 
full or restricted admission must apply to and 
be accepted by a department and by the 
Graduate College for degree study. A new 
application, the $20 'application fee, and 
transcripts from all colleges attended are 
required . 
For those students originally admitted to the 
Graduate College on a nondegree basis, 
whether they are in a department or on 
undeclared status, no more than 9 semester 
hours of graduate credit earned under the 
nondegree option may be applied if the 
student later chooses to undertake a graduate 
degree program. The student's program of 
study committee wil l recommend to the 
Graduate College which courses (if any) 
taken on a nondegree basis may be included 
in the degree program. 
An applicant who is a graduate of a recog-
nized foreign institution is subject to the same 
criteria for admission as a graduate from an 
institution in the United States and may be 
recommended for the same admission cate-
gories described above except that of 
nondegree. The admission deadline for inter-
national students is two months prior to the 
introduction (orientation) program which is 
approximately one week before registration. 
International students are required to show 
evidence of financial support and to carry 
adequate health and accident insurance while 
in residence. 
Admission Examinations 
Graduate Record Examination. The Graduate 
Record Examination (GRE) is not a university-
wide requirement for all applicants. However, 
some departments require or recommend 
submission of GRE scores; individual depart-
n:ental statements appearing in the 
publication Information and Application for 
Prospective Graduate Students should be 
consulted for this information. 
English Requirement for Native Speakers 
The English requirement for native speakers is 
fu lfilled by taking the Graduate English Exam-
ination, a machine-scored test of English 
grammar, usage, and punctuation. Perform-
ance on that test will determine whether a 
student must take an additional writing profi-
ciency test. 
Students (except those admitted on a non-
degree basis) should satisfy the Graduate 
College English requirement before complet-
ing 12 credit hours of graduate work at Iowa 
State University. 
English Requirements for Non-native 
Speakers 
Applicants whose native language is not 
English and who have not earned the bac-
calaureate from a university where the 
medium of instruction is English are required 
to submit Test of Eng lish as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) scores as part of their 
application for admission . A minimum score of 
500 on the TOEFL is required for admission to 
the Graduate College. Because some depart-
ments require a higher score, applicants 
should check directly with the department to 
which they desire admission or see the 
bul letin Information for International Applicants 
for this information. 
Graduate students whose native language is 
not English and who do not have an under-
graduate degree from Iowa State University 
must take the English Placement Test at the 
beginning of their first semester of enrollment. 
This test is administered by the Department of 
English in lieu of the Graduate English 
Examination . Students who do not pass this 
examination are assigned to one or more 
courses in the English 100 series. This 
coursework must be completed during the 
first year of study. 
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Graduate students whose native language is 
not English, but who have an undergraduate 
degree from Iowa State University, must take 
the Graduate English Examination for Interna-
tional Students, also administered by the 
Department of English, at the beginning of 
their first semester of graduate work. Students 
who do not pass this examination must 
complete English 100D during their first' year 
of study. 
New teaching assistants whose native lan-
guage is not English are evaluated for their 
ability to communicate effectively in English 
before their assistantship assignment is made. 
Tests of oral proficiency and teaching skills 
(SPEAK and TEACH) are given before the 
beginning of each semester. A prospective 
teaching assistant who does not pass is 
required to complete coursework in speaking 
and teaching skills and to be retested . 
Registration 
Graduate students may register for courses 
through the Touch-tone Registration System. 
Students who are unable or who choose not 
to register through this system may use a 
walk-through registration procedure. New 
graduate students should report to their 
departmental offices for assistance in com-
pleting either the ISU touch-tone registration 
worksheet or the Graduate College student 
schedule. 
Credit Limits. Registration is limited to a 
maximum of 15 credits per semester. Sched-
ules for graduate assistants on one-half time 
appointments are licnited to a maximum of 12 
credits . For full-time staff members, the limit is 
6 credits . (Different credit limits apply during 
the summer session .) 
Interim Registration. Registration for special 
work between semesters and during certain 
vacation periods cannot exceed one credit for 
each week that the student is in residence. 
"In Absentia" Registration. Graduate work by 
correspondence is not permitted, nor is it 
accepted in transfer. In absentia registration is 
restricted to thesis preparation after comple-
tion of research or for research under special 
conditions. The total credit thus obtained 
cannot be used to reduce residence 
requirements. 
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Extension and Off-campus Registration. Many 
departments offer oft-campus classes taught 
by members of the graduate faculty. For this 
purpose special arrangements are made for 
the necessary library and laboratory re-
sources so that the classes are equivalent to 
those taught on campus. 
Continuous Registration . Graduate students 
who have completed coursework and resi-
dence requirements are required to register 
and pay fees for an appropriate number of 
credit hours if university facilities and equip-
ment are used or staff members consulted . 
Continuous registration is required during the 
academic year after the preliminary examina-
tion is passed by the Ph.D. candidate whether 
or not university facilities, equipment, and staff 
time are used. Graduate students must enroll 
for at least minimum cred it hours during the 
terms of the preliminary examination and final 
examination . Registration for a workshop does 
not qualify as registration for the semester in 
which either of these examinations is to be 
taken . 
If students take the final examination during 
the interim between terms (including the first 
day of classes), registration can be for the 
term either before or after the examination is 
held. 
Auditing. Audit registration pertains to courses 
that the major professor or program of study 
committee recommends the student audit. 
They carry the full fee assessment on the 
basis of course credits and reduce the 
allowable course load by one credit. Audited 
courses do not appear on the student's 
permanent record unless the form "Request 
for Audit(s) to Appear on Transcript" is 
completed and signed by the student, course 
instructor, and major professor. Copies of this 
form are available from the Graduate Col lege. 
Graduate Courses Taken by Seniors. Certain 
graduate level courses listed in the General 
Catalog may be taken for graduate credit by 
undergraduate seniors at Iowa State Univer-
sity. If a student is admitted for graduate 
study at Iowa State University, the program of 
study committee at the time the program of 
study is submitted may request approval from 
the graduate dean that up to nine semester 
hours of such credit be applied toward 
meeting advanced degree requirements . 
Credits earned in these courses must be in 
addition to those used to meet requ irements 
for the bachelor's degree and must be so 
certified by the Registrar's Office. 
Special Regulations for Students in Veterinary 
Medicine. Advanced students in veterinary 
medicine may request permission from the 
dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine 
and the dean of the Graduate College to 
pursue work concurrently toward the degrees 
master of science or doctor of philosophy and 
doctor of veterinary medicine. 
To participate in such a concurrent program, 
a student must be admitted to the Graduate 
College and a program of study committee 
must be appointed according to the usual 
procedures. A concurrent enrollment request 
form should be obtained from the Admissions 
Office and circulated for the appropriate 
signatures. 
Admission to Concurrent Undergraduate 
Programs. Graduate students interested in 
enroll ing in a concurrent undergraduate pro-
gram should contact the Admissions Office to 
obtain admission information (even if the 
student has been previously admitted as an 
undergraduate). A concurrent enrollment re-
quest form should be obtained from the 
Admissions Office and circulated for the 
appropriate signatures. The student must be 
formally admitted both as a graduate student 
and as an undergraduate student. Official 
enrollment and fee payment will be as a 
graduate student. Cred its will not be trans-
ferred from the graduate permanent record to 
the undergraduate permanent record until 
after the term in which the first degree is 
earned . The courses and grades wi ll also 
appear on the graduate record but not be 
included in the graduate grade-point-average. 
The transferred courses will not be available 
for use in the graduate program of study. 
Courses Taken as a Special Student. Courses 
taken by a person with special student 
admission status may not be used in a 
graduate degree program. Persons with a 
baccalaureate degree are required to register 
as graduate students if they take graduate 
credit courses. 
MASUA Traveling Scholar Program 
As a member of the Mid-America State 
Universities Association, Iowa State University 
participates in the MASUA Traveling Scholar 
Program. Universities cooperating include 
Iowa State University; University of Colorado 
at Boulder, Colorado Springs , Denver, and the 
Health Sciences Center at Denver; University 
of Kansas and University of Kansas Medical 
Center; Kansas State University; University of 
Missouri at Columbia, Kansas City, Rolla and 
St. Louis; University of Nebraska at Lincoln 
and Omaha, and University of Nebraska 
Medical Center at Omaha; University of 
Oklahoma at Norman and University of 
Oklahoma Medical Center at Oklahoma City; 
and Oklahoma State University. 
The MASUA Traveling Scholar Program is 
designed to provide breadth and depth in the 
opportunities for graduate study ottered at 
MASUA universities by permitting advanced 
graduate students to study at another MASUA 
university where they may uti lize unique 
facilities or specializations. 
Graduate students at MASUA universities are 
eligible to participate in this program for a 
minimum of one term of enrollment. The 
student's major professor initiates the proposal 
for the student's participation by contacting a 
professor at another MASUA university where 
the student wishes to study. The graduate 
· dean at each university involved must concur 
in the proposed participation . During the time 
of participation, the student will register for 
research or special topics cred it for the 
appropriate number of hours and pay fees at 
the home university. Additional information 
concern ing the MASUA Travel ing Scholar 
Program is available at the Graduate Office. 
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Degree Requirements 
The Graduate Student Handbook, listing pol-
icies and procedures of the Graduate College, 
is available in the Graduate Office. Each new 
graduate student is urged to obtain a copy. 
The Graduate Faculty Handbook is mailed to 
graduate faculty members. 
Probation. If a graduate student does not 
maintain a cumulative 3.0 grade point average 
on all coursework taken , he or she may be 
placed on academic probation by the gradu-
ate dean. Before each subsequent registra-
tion, a student placed on probation must 
undergo department-level review, which results 
in a recommendation to the Graduate College. 
Improvement in academic performance must 
take place for registration to be approved . 
Removal from probation is accompl ished upon 
specific recommendation from the student's 
major professor to the Graduate College. 
Doctoral students are not allowed to take 
preliminary examinations while on probation. 
Time Limits. It is expected that work for the 
master's degree shall be completed within five 
years. A student beginning a Ph .D. degree 
program at Iowa State with a master's degree 
from another institution is expected to com-
plete the Ph.D. within five years, while a 
student beginning a Ph.D. degree program 
without the master's degree is expected to 
complete the program within seven years . In 
special circumstances the student's program 
of study committee may recommend that the 
graduate dean extend these degree time 
limits. Cases in which the student leaves Iowa 
State during his or her graduate career and 
later returns are dealt with individually by the 
student's program of study committee and the 
Graduate Office. 
Master of Science and Master of Arts 
General requ irements for the degrees are as 
follows: 
Appointment of the Student's Program of 
Study Committee. As soon as practicable 
after the student enrolls in the Graduate 
College, the department chair recommends to 
the graduate dean a committee of the 
graduate faculty to be in charge of the 
student's work. 
This committee consists of at least three 
members of the graduate faculty, one of 
whom must be from a department other than 
that in which the student is enrolled . At least 
one member of the committee should be a full 
member of the graduate faculty. An associate 
member of the graduate faculty may serve as 
major professor for a master's degree candi-
date. A faculty member holding a joint 
appointment may not serve as an "outside the 
department" member on a committee if the 
student's major is in either of the departments 
represented in the joint appointment. A com-
mittee appointment form should be submitted 
to the Graduate College before the student's 
program of study is developed. 
Program of Study. A program of study, 
developed by the student and major professor 
in consultation with the program of study 
committee, should be submitted for approval 
by the end of the second semester in 
residence. 
Residence. There is no on-campus residence 
requirement for the master's degree. 
Credits. At least 30 credits of acceptable 
graduate work must be completed , not less 
than 22 of which must be earned from this 
institution. 
Any transfer of credits from another institution 
must be recommended in the program of 
study by the student's program of study 
committee. Graduate credit will be approved 
for transfer only if it is of B grade or better. 
Graduate courses taken as an undergraduate 
or a special student at another university 
cannot be transferred . 
A graduate student may change from one 
department to another by submitting the 
request form to transfer from one department 
or interdepartmental program to another. This 
form requires written permission from the 
executive officers of departments involved , 
and approval of the graduate dean. Transfer 
will be processed after the student completes 
the degree currently being worked on . 
Major. The exact number of cred its in a major 
is not prescribed. To obtain the special ization 
which is considered essential for an advanced 
degree, approximately two-thirds of the work 
should be devoted to the major field , but this 
is not necessarily restricted to one 
department. 
Minor. Requirements for declared minors are 
determined by the minor department or 
program and the faculty member representing 
the minor field on the student's program of 
study committee. To have a minor placed on 
the transcript after graduation, it must be 
approved on the program of study and listed 
on all examination reports and the diploma 
slip. 
Foreign Language Requirement. There is no 
uniform language requirement for the Gradu-
ate College. Departmental descriptions in this 
catalog specify departmental requirements. 
The university offers the standardized exam-
inations provided by Educational Testing 
Service· for those departments wishing to use 
them and for students interested in transfer-
ring a foreign language test score elsewhere. 
For students whose native language is not 
English, the ability to communicate ade-
quately in English (as certified by the 
Department of English) may be accepted as a 
substitute for the read ing knowledge of one 
foreign language. Th is option applies only 
when specifically recommended by the stu-
dent's program of study committee. 
Any foreign language requirements must be 
met before the semester in which the student 
receives the degree. 
Application for Graduation. This procedure is 
accomplished by submitting a diploma slip to 
the Graduate Office by the end of the first 
week of the semester in which the student 
expects to receive the degree, or by the first 
week in May for a student wishing to graduate 
during summer session. 
Thesis. A thesis is required in all areas in 
which the M.S. or M.A. is granted, except 
where specific provision is made for a 
nonthesis degree program. The minimum 
cred it requirement is three credits for a thesis 
and two credits for a nonthesis creative 
component. 
The student should consult The Graduate 
College Thesis Manual for instructions about 
thesis preparation and time schedules. Cop-
ies of the manual are on sale at campus area 
bookstores . Joint authorship is not permitted . 
Copies of the completed thesis must be in the 
hands of the program of study committee at 
least one week before the final examination. 
After the final examination and at least two 
weeks before graduation, two unbound, ap-
proved copies of the thesis should be 
deposited in the Thesis Office, 213 
Beardshear Hall. A thesis fee of $40 is 
charged . 
Final Examination. After all other requirements 
have been met, the final examination is taken, 
covering all graduate work, including the 
thesis where applicable. It is oral , but may 
have written sections if specified by the 
committee in charge. 
Graduation Approval Slip. These slips are 
prepared by the Office of the Registrar about 
two weeks before the end of a semester. 
Candidates wishing to secure this form at any 
earlier date should file a request with the 
Graduate Office at least one day before the 
form is needed. 
Master of Arts and 
Master of Science-Nonthesis 
A nonthesis degree program may be under-
taken in over 40 departments or 
interdepartmental programs. This requires sat-
isfactory completion of at least 30 credit hours 
of acceptable work (not including research 
credit) and satisfactory completion of a com-
prehensive examination. (Some master's 
programs requ ire more credit hours.) Every 
nonthesis master's program, however, must 
present substantial evidence of individual 
accomplishment which may vary from a 
special report or an annotated bibliography to 
a project in research , design, or other creative 
endeavor. A minimum of two semester hours 
is required on every program of study for a 
nonthesis master's degree for this creative 
component. This element of creative indepen-
dent study, called the creative component, 
must be explicitly identified on the program of 
study. Detailed requirements may vary with 
fields . Reference should be made to the 
departmental descriptions in this catalog. 
Master of Agriculture 
The major in professional agriculture is an off-
campus, nonthesis program leading to the 
master of agricu lture degree. It is available to 
students wishing to pursue graduate study in 
agriculture without taking formal coursework 
on campus. The program is considered to be 
a terminal master's degree. Students are 
required to take a minimum of two courses in 
each of three disciplines and complete 24 
semester cred its of formal coursework. 
Courses are ·offered in agricultural mechaniza-
tion, agronomy, animal science and 
economics. A minimum of four credits of 
creative component experience is required . 
Four workshops of one cred it each are also 
required . 
Master of Architecture 
The Department of Architecture offers several 
programs leading to the master of architec-
ture, a professional degree. Beyond the 
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bachelor of architecture degree, a minimum of 
30 graduate credits is required . Beyond the 
B.A. or B.S. degrees in architecture or 
environmental design, a minimum of 60 
credits is required . For students with other 
baccalaureate degrees, a program of more 
than 60 credits may be tailored to each 
student's experience, training, and education. 
For programs of 60 credits or more, 40 must 
be graduate credits. 
Master of Business Administration 
The College of Business Administration offers 
a 48 credit hour program leading to a 
nonthesis master of business administration 
degree. The degree is composed of (1) a set 
of core courses in business administration 
(30 hours) and (2) a specialization in agri-
culture or general business (18 hours). 
Master of Community and 
Regional Planning 
The master of community and regional plan-
ning degree requires 48 semester credit 
hours, including a 9 credit thesis . 
Master of Computing 
The Department of Computer Science offers a 
30-credit program for industrial practitioners 
and other professionals who are seeking 
graduate-level courses in computer science, 
but are unable to return to the formal 
instructional setting . Lectures are telecast live 
to remote sites by means of the WOl-TV uplink 
facility; any downlink facility can receive the 
signals. Two-way voice communications, by 
means of the telephone, allow interaction 
between lecturers at ISU and participants at 
remote sites. Requirements for the degree are 
similar to those of the M.S. degree, with more 
flexibility in course selection . 
Master of Education 
For the master of education degree, a 
minimum of 30 credits of graduate-level 
courses are required . The student demon-
strates an ability to perform inoependent 
study through the completion of a creative 
componer:it. 
Master of Engineering 
The academic standards and the general 
level of attainment are the same for the master 
of engineering and master of science de-
grees. Master of engineering programs are 
offered to meet the needs for professionally 
oriented programs on campus, and for off-
campus professionally oriented programs at 
locations with adequate library and laboratory 
facilities . 
An appropriate number of credit hours in 
design, laboratory work, computation or inde-
pendent study is required as evidence of 
individual accomplishment. 
Of the minimum 30-credit requirement 22 
credits must be received from Iowa State 
University. 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
The master of landscape architecture degree 
requires a minimum of 36 graduate credits 
and the satisfactory completion of a thesis or 
a creative component. 
Master of Public Administration 
This is a professional degree program de-
signed to provide training necessary for an 
administrator in a public or quasi-public 
bureaucracy. A minimum of 39 semester 
credit hours is required in six subject areas. 
(See departmental hand-out for details.) Either 
an internship in a governmental unit or a 
thesis is required. 
Master of School Mathematics 
This degree is designed primarily for inservice 
secondary mathematics teachers. Its pre-
scribed program of study requires 36 credits , 
two of which come from the writing of an 
approved creative component, 15 from 
courses offered for graduate credit, and 13 
from courses offered for minor graduate 
credit. At least 22 of the credits must be 
earned at Iowa State University. 
Specialist 
This degree is a post-master's degree in 
school psychology requiring 60 semester 
hours of work beyond the baccalaureate. A 
thesis equivalent to a master's thesis, and an 
internship in the public schools of not less 
than 600 clock hours are required . 
Doctor of Philosophy 
The degree doctor of philosophy is strongly 
research oriented . The primary requirements 
for the degree are: (1) high attainment and 
proficiency of the candidate in his or her 
chosen field, (2) development of a dissertation 
which is a significant contribution to knowl-
edge and which shows independent and 
creative thought and work, and (3) successfu l 
passing of detailed examinations over the field 
of the candidate's major work, with a satisfac-
tory showing of preparation in related courses. 
Appointment of the Student's Program of 
Study Committee. As soon as practical after 
the student enrolls in the Graduate College, 
the department chair shall recommend to the 
graduate dean a committee of the graduate 
faculty to be in charge of the student's 
program. This committee should consist of at 
least five members of the graduate faculty, 
three of whom must be full members. At least 
two committee members must be outside the 
declared major or area of specialization , and 
at least one of the two must be outside the 
major department. A faculty member holding 
a joint appointment may not serve as an 
"outside the department" member on a 
committee if the student's major is in either of 
the departments represented in the joint 
appointment. An associate member of the 
graduate faculty may not serve as a major 
professor of a doctoral program but may co-
chair a doctoral committee. 
Program of Study. A program of study should 
be developed by the student in consultation 
with his or her major professor and commit-
tee. This should be submitted for approval by 
the end of the second semester in residence. 
Residence. A minimum of 72 graduate cred its 
must be earned for a Ph.D. degree. At least 
36 credits. including all dissertation research 
credits, must be earned under the supervision 
of the student's program of study committee. 
Graduate credits of B grade or better earned 
at another institution may be transferred at the 
discretion of the program of study committee 
and the approval of the department and 
Graduate College. Transfer of S and "pass" 
grades may be accepted for research only 
when such grades can be documented as 
being B grade or better. Responsibility for 
submitting such documentation to the Gradu-
ate College rests with the student's program of 
study committee. 
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Credits. At least 24 semester credits must be 
earned during two consecutive semesters or 
during a continuous period including two 
semesters and a summer session. This 
requirement does not apply to doctoral stu-
dents who are employed more than half-time 
at Iowa State University. 
Major. A major is the area of study or 
academic concentration in which a student 
chooses to qualify for the award of a graduate 
degree. Majors are listed for departments and 
interdepartmental programs in the Courses 
and Programs section of the catalog . 
To avoid overspecialization, a significant body 
of pertinent coursework must be taken outside 
of the major field . Approximately 12 hours of 
applicable graduate credit may be required 
by the student's committee. 
Opportunities also exist for majoring in more 
than one area of study (co-major or joint major 
programs). 
Double Graduate Degree Programs. A double 
degree requires fulfillment of the requirements 
for two graduate majors for which two 
differently named master's degrees and two 
diplomas are granted at the same time. For 
double degrees the final project (thesis or 
creative component) must integrate subject 
areas from both departments. Just one Rec-
ommendation for Committee Appointment 
form and one Program of Study need to be 
submitted for the two degrees. All forms 
should show clearly that the student is 
enrolled in a double-degree program. Two 
such combinations are currently available: 
(1) Master of Architecture/Master of Commu-
nity and Regional Planning ; and (2) Master of 
Architecture/Master of Business 
Administration . 
Minor. Students may declare a formal minor in 
any department authorized to grant a gradu-
ate degree and in departments or 
interdepartmental units authorized to offer a 
formal minor only. Requirements for declared 
minors are determined by the minor depart-
ment or program and the faculty member 
representing the minor field on the student's 
program of study committee. A student 
declaring a minor must pass a preliminary 
examination covering that area. To have a 
minor placed on the transcript after gradua-
tion, it must be approved on the program of 
study and listed on all examination reports 
and the diploma slip. 
Foreign Language Requirement. The Graduate 
College has no uniform requirements . Depart-
mental foreign language requirements are 
specified in the individual department de-
scriptions in the Courses and Programs 
section of this catalog . 
For those departments wishing to use them 
and for students interested in transferring a 
foreign language test score elsewhere, the 
university offers the standardized examina-
tions provided by the Educational Testing 
Service. 
For students whose native language is not 
English, the ability to communicate ade-
quately in Engl ish (certified by the 
Department of English) may be acceptable as 
a substitute for the reading knowledge of one 
foreign language. This option applies only 
when specifically recommended by the stu-
dent's program of study committee. 
The foreign language requirement, when ap-
plicable, may be fulfilled at any time, but not 
less than six months prior to the final 
examination. 
Preliminary Examination. The student must 
pass satisfactoriiy a preliminary examination 
before becoming a doctoral candidate. This 
examination is comprehensive and should not 
be restricted only to the content of graduate 
courses. It usually has two parts: a written 
examination followed by an oral examination . 
The oral examination is mandatory, and all 
members of the student's program of study 
committee (or approved substitutes) must be 
present. The preliminary examination is usu-
ally given before all coursework has been 
completed, and must be passed at least six 
months before the final examination. Excep-
tions to this rule are made only upon special 
recommendation of the student's committee 
and approval of the graduate dean. If a minor 
is declared, the preliminary examination must 
cover both the major and minor. The student 
must be registered for 'at least minimum credit 
hours during the semester in which the 
preliminary examination is taken. 
Application for Graduation. This procedure is 
accomplished by submitting a diploma slip to 
the Graduate Office by the end of the first 
week of the semester in which the student 
expects to receive the degree, or by the first 
week in May for a student wishing to graduate 
during summer session. 
Dissertation. A doctoral dissertation shall be 
completed on some topic connected with the 
major field. To be acceptable, it must con-
stitute a significant contribution to knowledge. 
Joint authorship is not permitted. The student 
should consult The Graduate College Thesis 
Manual for instructions about dissertation 
preparation and time schedules. Copies of the 
manual are on sale at campus area 
bookstores. 
Copies of the completed dissertation must be 
in the hands of the program of study 
committee at least one week before the final 
examination . Two unbound, approved copies 
of the dissertation should be deposited in the 
Thesis Office, 213 Beardshear, after the final 
examination and at least two weeks before 
graduation. 
At the same time the dissertation is depos-
ited, two typewritten copies of an abstract 
which meets the requirements as set forth in 
The Graduate College Thesis Manual must 
also be filed with the Thesis Office. The 
abstract should cover the entire dissertation 
and does not exclude publication of a journal 
article. A charge of $80 covers costs, micro-
filming of the dissertation, and publication of a 
600-word abstract in Dissertation Abstracts 
International. 
Final Examination. A final examination should 
be taken after the completion of all other work 
prescribed for the degree. The student must 
be registered for minimum credit hours during 
the semester in which the final examination is 
taken. This examination is oral; however, it 
may be both written and oral if specified by 
the student's committee. It is intended prin-
cipally as a defense of the dissertation. 
Graduation Approval Slip. These slips are 
prepared by the Office of the Registrar about 
two weeks before the end of a semester. 
Candidates wishing to secure this form at any 
earlier date should file a request with the 
Graduate Office at least one day before the 
form is needed. 
Summary of 
Graduate Degrees, 
Majors and Areas of 
Specialization* 
Aerospace Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., 
Ph.D.-Aerospace Engineering. 
Agricultural Education-M.S., Ph.D.-
Agricultural Education, Agricultural Extension 
Education. 
Agricultural Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., 
Ph.D.-Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural 
Mechanization (minor only), Soil and Water 
Resources, Agricultural Power and Machinery, 
Food Processing Engineering, Agricultural 
Structures and Environment. 
Agronomy-M.S., Ph.D.-Agricultural Mete-
orology, Crop Production and Physiology, 
Plant Breeding and Cytogenetics, Soil Chem-
istry, Soil Fertility, Soil Management, Soil 
Microbiology and Biochemistry, Soil Mor-
phology and Genesis, Soil Physics. 
Animal Ecology-M.S., Ph.D.-Animal Ecol-
ogy, Animal Behavior, Ecology, Limnology, 
Taxonomy; Fisheries Biology, Animal Behavior, 
Ecology, Limnology, Taxonomy; Wildlife Biol-
ogy, Animal Behavior, Ecology, Limnology, 
Taxonomy. 
Animal Science--M.S., Ph.D.-Animal Breed-
ing, Animal Nutrition, Animal Production (M.S. 
only), Meat Science, Muscle Biology, Nutri-
tional Physiology, Physiology of Reproduction, 
Poultry Nutrition, Poultry Products Technology. 
Anthropology-See Sociology. 
Architecture--M. Arch., M.S.-Architecture. 
(M. Arch . only), Architectural Studies (M.S. 
only). 
Art and Design-MA-Art and Design, Art 
Education, Craft Design, Drawing/Painting/ 
Printmaking, Graphic Design, Interior Design, 
lntermedia. 
Biochemistry and Biophysics-M.S., Ph.D.-
Biochemistry, Biophysics. 
Biomedical Engineering (Interdepartmental 
Program)-M.S., Ph.D.-Biomedical 
Engineering. 
Botany-M.S., Ph.D.-Botany, Aquatic and 
Wetlands Plant Biology, Cytology, Ecology, 
Morphology, Mycology, Physiology, Taxonomy. 
Business Administration-M.B.A.-Business 
Administration, Agriculture, General Business. 
Business Administrative Sciences 
(Interdepartmental Program)-M.S.-Business 
Administrative Sciences. 
Chemical Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., 
Ph.D.-Chemical Engineering. 
Chemistry-M.S., Ph.D.-Analytical Chem-
istry, Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Inorganic 
Chemistry, Physical Chemistry. 
Child Development-M.S., Ph.D.-Child 
Development. 
Civil and Construction Engineering-M.S., 
Ph.D.-Civil Engineering (M.S. only), 
Construction Engineering and Management, 
Geodesy and Photogrammetry (M.S. only), 
Materials, Municipal Engineering (M.S. only), 
Geotechnical Engineering, Sanitary Engineer-
·Areas of specialization are shown in italics. 
ing, Structural Engineering, Transportation 
Engineering . 
Community and Regional Planning-
M.C. R. P.-Community and Regional Planning. 
Computer Science--M.S., Ph.D.-Computer 
Science. 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology-M.S., 
Ph.D-lnterdepartmental major only. 
Economics-M.S., Ph.D.-Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Economics. 
Education-See Professional Studies. 
Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., Ph.D.-Electrical 
Engineering, Electromagnetics (Ph.D. only), 
Computer Engineering, Communication and 
Signal Processing (Ph .D. only), Control Sys-
tems (Ph.D. only), Electric Power (Ph.D. only), 
Microelectronics, (Ph.D. only). 
Energy Systems Engineering-Interdepart-
mental minor only. 
Engineering Science and Mechanics-
M. Eng., M.S., Ph.D.-Engineering 
Mechanics. 
English-MA-English, Business and Tech-
nical Communication, Creative Writing, Liter-
ature, Rhetoric and Composition, Teaching 
English as a Second Language/Linguistics. 
Entomology-M.S., Ph.D.-Entomology, 
~ehavior, Biological Control, Ecology, Eco-
nomic Entomology, Medical Entomology, Host 
Plant Resistance, Morphology, Pathology, Pest 
Management, Physiology, Systematics, Insec-
ticide Toxicology. 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education-
M. Ed., M.S., Ph.D.-Home Economics 
Education. 
Family Environment-M.S., Ph.D.-Family 
Environment. 
Food and Nutrition-M.S., Ph.D.-Food and 
Nutrition (M.S. only), Food Science, Nutrition. 
Food Technology-M.S., Ph.D.-Food Tech-
nology, Meat Science (joint major). 
Forestry-M.S., Ph.D.-Forestry, Forest Ad-
ministration and Management (M<S. only), 
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Forest Biology (M.S. only), Forest Biometry, 
Forest Economics and Marketing (M.S. only), 
Wood Science (M.S. only), Forest Economics 
(Ph.D. only), Forest Biology-Wood Science 
(Ph.D. only). 
General Graduate Studies (Interdepartmental 
Program)-M.A., M.S.-General Graduate 
Studies, Arts and Humanities, Biological Sci-
ences, Family and Consumer Sciences Stud-
ies, Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, 
International Development Studies. 
Genetics-M.S., Ph.D.-Genetics. 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences-M.S., 
Ph.0.-Earth Science, Geology, Meteorology, 
Geodesy and Photogrammetry. 
Gerontology-Interdepartmental minor only. 
History-MA, Ph.0.-History (M.A. only), His-
tory of Technology and Science, Agricultural 
History and Rural Studies (Ph.D. only). 
Horticulture--M.S., Ph.0.-Horticulture. 
Hotel, Restaurant, and Institution 
Management-M.S., Ph.D. (joint major)-
Hotel, Restaurant, and Institution 
Management. 
Housing-Interdepartmental minor only. 
lmmunobiology (Interdepartmental Program)-
M.S., Ph.0.-lmmunobiology. 
Industrial Education and Technology-M.Ed., 
M.S., Ph.0.-lndustrial Education and Tech-
nology, Industrial Technology Education, 
Industrial Technology, Industrial Vocational-
Technical Education, Occupational Safety 
(areas of specialization at M.S. only) 
Industrial Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., Ph.0.-
Engineering Valuation, Industrial Engineering, 
Operations Research (co-major) M.S. only. 
Industrial Relations (Interdepartmental Pro-
gram)-M.S.-lndustrial Relations. 
Journalism and Mass Communication-M.S.-
Journalism and Mass Communication . 
Landscape Architecture--M. L.A. -Landscape 
Architecture. 
Latin American Studies-Interdepartmental 
minor only. 
Materials Science and Engineering-M.Eng., 
M.S., Ph.0.-Materials Science and Engineer-
ing (M.Eng. only), Ceramic Engineering, (M.S., 
Ph.D. only), Metallurgy (M .S., Ph.D only). 
Mathematics-M.S., M.S.M., Ph.0.-Applied 
Mathematics (M.S., Ph.D only), Mathematics 
(M.S., Ph.D. only), School Mathematics 
(M.S.M. only). 
Mechanical Engineering-M.S., Ph.0.-
Mechanical Engineering. 
Microbiology-M.S., Ph.0.-Microbiology; 
Applied, Food, Medical, Systematic; Immu-
nology; Microbial Ecology, Genetics, 
Microbiology, Morphology, Physiology; 
Virology. 
Mineral Resources-Interdepartmental minor 
only. 
Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental 
Biology-M.S., Ph.D.-lnterdepartmental ma-
jor only. 
Nuclear Engineering-M. Eng., M.S., Ph.D.-
Nuclear Engineering. 
Philosophy-minor only. 
Physical Education and Leisure Studies-
M.S.-Physical Education. 
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Physics-M.S., Ph.D.-Applied Physics, 
Astrophysics , High Energy Physics, Nuclear 
Physics, Physics, Solid State Physics. 
Plant Pathology-M.S., Ph.D.-Plant 
Pathology. 
Plant Physiology-M.S., Ph.D.-lnterdepart-
mental major only. 
Political Science-MA, M.PA-Political Sci-
ence, Public Administration. (M.A. only), Pub-
lic Administration (M.P.A. only). 
Professional Agriculture (Interdepartmental 
Program)- M.Ag.-Professional Agriculture. 
Professional Studies in Education-M.Ed. , 
M.S., Ph.D.-Education; Adult and Extension 
Education; Counselor Education; Curriculum 
and Instructional Technology; Educational Ad-
ministration; Elementary Education (master's 
only) ; Higher Education; Historical, Philosoph-
ical, and Comparative Studies in Education; 
Research and Evaluation; Special Education 
(master's only); and Vocational Education 
(M.Ed. only). 
Psychology-M.S., Sp., Ph.D.-Psychology, 
School Psychology (Sp. only). 
Sociology and Anthropology-MA, M.S., 
Ph.D.-Anthropology (M.A. only) Rural So-
ciology (M.S. and Ph.D. only), Sociology (M.S. 
and Ph.D. only). 
Speech Communication-Minor only. 
Statistics-M.S., Ph.D.-Statistics , Applied 
Statistics, Experimental Design, Statistical 
Methods, Probability, Quality Control, Statis-
tical Computing, Statistical Theory, Survey 
Sampling; Operations Research (co-major, 
M.S. only). 
Technology and Social Change--
Interdepartmental minor only. 
Textiles and Clothing-M.S., Ph.D.-Textiles 
and Clothing . 
Toxicology-M.S., Ph. D.-lnterdepartmental 
major only. 
Transportation Planning-M.S., Ph.D.-lnter-
departmental major only. 
Veterinary Anatomy-M.S., Ph.D.-Veterinary 
Anatomy. 
Veterinary Clinical Sciences-M.S.-Veterinary 
Clinical Science, Veterinary Radiology, 
Theriogenology, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary 
Medicine. 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive 
Medicine--M.S., Ph.D.-Veterinary Micro-
biology, Veterinary Preventive Medicine (M.S. 
only). 
Veterinary Pathology-M.S., Ph.D.-Veterinary 
Pathology, Toxicology, Veterinary Clinical Pa-
thology, Veterinary Parasitology (master's only), 
Veterinary Toxicology. 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology-
M.S., Ph.D.-Physiology, Pharmacology, 
Toxicology. 
Water Resources-M.S. , Ph.D.-lnterdepart-
mental major only. 
Zoology-M.S., Ph.D.-Zoology; Animal Be-
havior; Cell Biology; Comparative Physiology; 
Developmental Biology; Ecology; Endo-
crinology; lmmunobiology; Molecular Biology; 
Neurobiology; Parasitology; Physiology; 
Toxicology. 
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Interdepartmental 
Offerings and 
Cooperating Units 
Interdepartmental Programs 
Biomedical Engineering-Col lege of Engineer-
ing; College of Veterinary Medicine. 
Business Administration-College of Agri-
culture; College of Business Administration . 
Business Administrative Sciences-College of 
Business Administration, Economics, Indus-
trial Engineering , Statistics. 
General Graduate Studies-all departments 
offering graduate courses. 
lmmunobiology-Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Food & Nutri-
tion, Genetics, Microbiology, Veterinary 
Microbiology and Preventive Medicine, Veteri-
nary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology, and Zoology. 
Industrial Relations-Economics, Manage-
ment, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology 
and Anthropology. 
Professional Agriculture-Agricultural En-
gineering, Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Economics. 
Interdepartmental Majors 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology-Agronomy, 
Animal Ecology, Botany, Entomology, Forestry, 
and Zoology. 
Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental 
Biology-Agronomy, Animal Science, Bio-
chemistry and Biophysics, Botany, Food and 
Nutrition, Food Technology, Genetics , Micro-
biology, Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary 
Microbiology and Preventive Medicine, and 
Zoology. 
Plant Physiology-Agronomy, Biochemistry 
and Biophysics, Botany, Forestry, Genetics, 
Horticulture, Plant Pathology 
Toxicology-Agronomy, Animal Ecology, Ani-
mal Science, Biochemistry and Biophysics, 
Botany, Entomology, Food and Nutrition, Food 
Technology, Microbiology, Plant Pathology, Vet-
erinary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology, and Zoology. 
Transportation Planning-College of Business 
Administration, Civil Engineering , Community 
and Regional Planning, Economics, Industrial 
Engineering, Political Science, Sociology and 
Anthropology, and Transportation and 
Logistics. 
Water Resources-Agricultural Engineering, 
Agronomy, Animal Ecology, Botany, Chemical 
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Economics, 
Family Environment, Food and Nutrition, Food 
Technology, Forestry, Geological and Atmo-
spheric Sciences, Horticulture, Microbiology, 
Nuclear Engineering, Political Science, and 
Sociology and Anthropology. 
Interdepartmental Minors 
Energy Systems Engineering-Aerospace En-
gineering , Agricultural Engineering, Architec-
ture, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering , 
Electrical Engineering and Computer En-
gineering, Engineering Science and 
Mechanics, Industrial Engineering, Materials 
Science and Engineering, Mechanical En-
gineering, and Nuclear Engineering. 
Gerontology-Architecture, Biochemistry and 
Biophysics, Economics, Family Environment, 
Food and Nutrition, Family and Consumer 
Sciences Education, Physical Education and 
Leisure Studies, Political Science, Professional 
Studies in Education, Psychology, Sociology 
and Anthropology, and Textiles and Clothing. 
Housing-Architecture, Art and Design, Com-
munity and Regional Planning , Economics, 
Family Environment, Family and Consumer 
Sciences Education, Landscape Architecture, 
Political Science, Professional Studies in Edu-
cation, Sociology and Anthropology, and 
Textiles and Clothing . 
Latin American Studies-Family Environment, 
Foreign Languages and Literatures, History, 
Political Science, and Sociology and 
Anthropology. 
Mineral Resources-Agricultural Engineering, 
Animal Ecology, Agronomy, Botany, Chemical 
Engineering, Civil Engineering , Community 
and Regional Planning , Economics, Engineer-
ing Science and Mechanics, Forestry, 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, Indus-
trial Engineering , Landscape Architecture, 
Materials Science and Engineering, Nuclear 
Engineering , Political Science, Sociology and 
Anthropology. 
Technology and Social Change-Aerospace 
Engineering, Agricultural Education , Agri-
cultural Engineering, Agronomy, Animal 
Science, Architecture, Chemical Engineering, 
Chemistry, Child Development, Civil Engineer-
ing , Community and Regional Planning , 
Computer Science, Economics, Electrical En-
gineering and Computer Engineering, English, 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education , 
Family Environment, Food and Nutrition, Geo-
logical and Atmospheric Sciences, History, 
Industrial Education and Technology, Indus-
trial Engineering, Journalism and Mass 
Communication , Management, Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Nuclear Engineering, Philosophy, 
Physics, Political Science, Professional Studies 
in Education, Sociology and Anthropology, 
Speech Communication, Textiles and 
Clothing , and Transportation and Logistics. 
(Fees and tuition are subject to change 
without notice.) 
A registration fee is charged to all students of 
the university. A full registration fee covers 
most laboratory fees, access to student health 
facilities, use of the library, membership in the 
Memorial Union, and a number of student 
activities. In certain courses involving special 
expenses, an additional fee may be charged . 
These fees are indicated in the course 
description of the specific courses involved . 
Students who are not residents of Iowa pay an 
additional tuition fee each semester. This 
tuition fee is assessed in accordance with 
regulations of the State Board of Regents 
which are found in this catalog under 
Admissions and Records. 
All fees and expenses listed in this catalog 
are effective as of summer session 1989. They 
are subject to change without notice. 
Fee Schedule 
Resident Nonresident 
Per Semester 
Undergraduate 
(12 or more hours) 
Graduate 
(9 or more hours) 
$ 913 
1081 
$2991 
3118 
Fees for students enrolled for less than a full 
course load are given below. There is a 
minimum 2-hour fee for all students. Aud its 
and zero credit courses are assessed on 
contact hours and there is a maximum charge 
for zero credit courses of 3 hours. R credits 
are assessed for the minimum fee only if no 
other credits are taken. The continuous regis-
tration fee for graduate students is $70. If the 
total number of credits includes .5 credit, 
such as 6.5, fees are assessed on the next 
larger whole number of credits. Therefore 6.5 
credit hours would be assessed as 7 credit 
hours. 
Summer session fees are charged per credit 
hour as indicated in the hourly fee schedule. 
Hourly Fee Schedule 
No. of Graduate 
Hours Res. Nonres. 
1 $242 $242* 
2 $242 $242* 
3 363 363* 
4 484 484* 
5 605 1735 
6 726 2082 
7 847 2429 
8 968 2776 
9 or more 1081 3118 
*Nonresident students taking 4 hours or fewer are 
assessed at the resident rate. 
Fees and Expenses 
Private Music Instruction 
University students, per semester 
1 lesson per week, Y2 hour .............. $78 
1 lesson per week, 1 hour ................ 112 
Nonuniversity students, per semester 
1 lesson per week, Y2 hour ..... .... . .... $145 
1 lesson per week, 1 hour .. . .. . ........ . 224 
Application Fee 
A fee of $20 must accompany the application 
for admission and is nonrefundable except in 
the case of residents of Iowa who are denied 
admission. This fee will not apply to special 
students or workshop applicants. 
Payment of Fees 
Students wi ll be billed by the Accounts 
Receivable Office for tuition, room and board , 
and various other university charges. A state-
ment of charges will be mailed on the first of 
each month to students at their in-session or 
interim address. It is the student's responsibil-
ity to ensure the Reg istrar's Office has a 
correct mailing address. Students who do not 
receive a billing statement before the term 
begins should go to the Accounts Receivable 
Office to obtain the amount of their account 
balance due. Failure to receive a billing 
statement will not exempt students from late 
penalties nor from having a hold placed on 
their registration . 
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Deferred Payment 
Most university fees are payable in three 
installments for fall and spring semesters. 
Payments for fall semester will be due 
September 15, October 15, and November 15. 
Payments for spring semester will be due 
February 15, March 15, and April 15. Students 
will be charged a $10 administrative fee if 
they elect to use the deferred option. Students 
who do not pay their first payment in full will 
automatically select the deferred option . 
Past Due Accounts 
Students having past due accounts receivable 
charges prior to the beginning of classes will 
be dropped from enrollment if these past due 
accounts are not paid before the first day of 
classes. 
Late Registration Fee 
Students who do not complete their registra-
tion before the first day of classes are 
charged a late registration fee of $10. 
Late Fee Payment 
Students who do not pay fees by the deadline 
printed on the billing statement will be 
assessed a late charge equal to one percent 
of the amount indicated as the minimum 
amount due. These students will also have a 
hold placed on their registration until payment 
of the minimum amount due has been made. 
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Reinstatement Fee 
With written permission of the college, stu-
dents who have had their registration 
canceled for nonpayment of fees may be 
reinstated . A reinstatement fee of $20 will be 
assessed. 
Activity Fee 
The activity fee for undergraduates and 
graduate students taking courses on campus 
is included in the general registration fee . 
Fees for courses taken off campus do not 
include the activity fee. Off-campus students 
may pay $31 per semester which allows them 
to pay student admission rates to concerts , 
lectures, debates, and athletic events. 
Graduation Fee 
Undergraduate and graduate students are 
charged a $10 graduation fee the term they 
receive their degree. 
Withdrawal Registration and Refund 
Schedule 
To cancel their registration students must 
notify the Registrar's Office at least 10 calen-
dar days before the first day of classes to 
avoid tuition assessment. Beginning one week 
before the first day of classes, it will be 
necessary for students to formally withdraw 
from the university to terminate their registra-
tion. Tuition adjustments are made for with-
drawals of registration according to the follow-
ing schedule: 
Student Pays 
One week before classes begin 10% 
First week of classes 10% 
Second week of classes 25% 
Third week of classes 50% 
Fourth week of classes 75% 
After fourth week 100% 
Fee refund for students who drop into light 
classification : 
100 percent if change is made during first 
week. 
75 percent if change is made during second 
week. 
50 percent if change is made during third 
week. 
25 percent if change is made during fourth 
week. 
No refund after the fourth week. 
For the refund policy for off campus courses, 
contact the Office of Continuing Education. 
Workshop Refunds 
Students who drop workshops before the first 
class meeting will receive a full (100 percent) 
refund for the workshop. Once the workshop 
begins, there will be no refund . 
Change of Classification Fee 
Starting the 6th day of classes a $5 fee is 
charged for course drops, additions, and 
section changes. Changes approved by the 
classification office at the same time are 
charged a single fee . 
Workshops 
Graduate students enrolled in 1, 2, or 3 credit , 
workshops pay $121 per credit hour tuition. 
Off-Campus Fees 
For off-campus fees, contact the Office of 
Continuing Education. 
Summer Camp Fee 
A special tuition rate is assessed to students 
participating in summer camp programs. The 
undergraduate assessment is $308 and the 
graduate rate is $484. Summer camp pro-
grams entitled to the special rate are 
Anthropology, Forestry, and Geology. Students 
will be charged other fees in addition to 
tuition for enrolling in these programs. To 
obtain total fees information, students should 
contact the director of the individual program. 
Sponsored International Student Fee 
Agencies and foreign governments which 
require special administrative and fiscal re-
porting services of ISU will be assessed an 
administration fee . The fee for 1989-91 will be 
3% of the total tuition charge billed the 
sponsor. On succeeding years, the fee may 
be raised after 90 days advance notice to the 
sponsoring agency. 
Engineering Fee 
An engineering fee of $100 per semester will 
be charged all undergraduate students en-
rolled in the College of Engineering, and 
graduate students with a major in the College 
of Engineering including all graduate students 
in the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering and those majoring in biomedical 
engineering . The fee will not be assessed to 
undergraduate co-op students, or students 
enrolled only in off-campus courses, students 
on exchange programs and graduate stu-
. dents enrolled only in Gr St 600. 
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The maximum fee is $100 for undergraduates 
enrolled in 12 or more credits and graduate 
students enrolled in 9 or more credits, and 
decreases to a minimum of $30 for students 
enrolled in 3 credits or fewer. The refund 
schedule of this fee for withdrawal or for 
reduction from a full load to light classification 
is 100 percent during the first week, 75 
percent during the second week, 50 percent 
during the third week, and 25 percent during 
the fourth week, with no refunds after the 
fourth week. 
Students transferring out of the College of 
Engineering on or before the fifth day of 
classes will not be charged the fee. Students 
transferring into the College of Engineering 
any time during the term will be charged the 
fee for that term. Students assessed the 
engineering fee will not be charged computer 
course fees. 
Computer Course Fees 
Computer course fees are charged for certain 
courses designated by the departments as 
making significant use of computational facili-
ties. Computer fees are based on course-wide 
computer usage rather than on individual 
student usage. 
Courses for which computer fees will be 
charged are footnoted in the course listings 
section of the Schedule of Classes. 
The maximum total computer fees per student 
per term is $60. A student auditing a 
computer fee course will be assessed the 
same fee as students registered for cred it. 
Students who drop a computer fee course will 
receive a credit adjustment on their next 
accounts receivable statement. The credit 
adjustment schedule is 100 percent for 
courses dropped during the first, second, or 
third week, 75 percent for courses dropped 
during the fourth or fifth week, 50 percent for 
courses dropped during the sixth or seventh 
week, and 25 percent for courses dropped 
during the eighth or ninth week. A student 
whose bill was limited by the $60 maximum 
computer fee will have the per course 
charges recalculated following a drop, poten-
tially raising the charges back to the $60 
maximum. 
Billing and collection of the computer course 
fees are handled through the university's 
accounts receivable system. 
Director: Charles F. Frederiksen, M.S. 
Associate Director: Stewart L. Burger (Food 
Service), M.S. 
Assistant Directors: Virginia C. Arthur, Ph.D. , 
(Towers) ; James F. Day, Ph.D. (Richardson 
Court); L. R. McFarlin, B.C.S. (Administrative 
Services); Carlton T. Mpen, Ph.D. (University 
Student Apartments); Gary G. Schwartz, M.A. 
(Union Drive); James R. Judy, (Residence 
Halls Maintenance) 
Manager, Business/Personnel Services: David 
M. Popelka, M.S. 
Manager, Food Stores: Robert D. Parrish , B.S. 
Coordinator of Residence Life: Patricia J. 
Robinson, Ph.D. 
The university provides residence hall housing 
facilities for approximately 325 single gradu-
ate men, 200 single graduate women, 1,150 
family apartments, and apartment space for 
500 single students. Other students live in 
private rooms and apartments in Ames or 
nearby communities. 
Each newly admitted student to the university 
will receive a housing application form with 
his/her letter of admission . The student's name 
will be placed on the waiting list for assign-
ment according to the date the completed 
application and application fee are received in 
the Department of Residence Administrative 
Office. Admission to the university is neces-
sary before a housing application will be 
accepted. 
Address correspondence concerning under-
graduate and graduate single student 
housing to the Administrative Office, Depart-
ment of Residence, 1215 Friley Hall , Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa 50012, or to the 
Director of University Student Apartments , 100 
University Village, Ames, Iowa 50010, for 
family or single student apartments . 
Graduate 
Residence Halls 
Buchanan Hall provides housing in 174 single 
occupancy rooms and 108 double occupancy 
rooms for single graduate students and single · 
adult undergraduate students. A suite-type 
room plan provides a semi-private bath 
shared by the occupants of two single 
occupancy rooms or two double occupancy 
rooms. Public areas include a lounge, televi-
sion room, recreation area, vending room , 
laundry room, and administration office. All 
student rooms are air-conditioned and open 
for occupancy all twelve months. 
Graduate Student Housing 
Westgate Hall has 80 double-occupancy 
rooms. The suite-type room plan provides a 
semi-private bath shared by the occupants of 
two rooms. There is a public area on the first 
floor and a lounge on each floor for use by 
the residents of the hall . 
Rooms in both Buchanan and Westgate halls 
are furnished with single beds, mattresses, 
chest of drawers, window drapes, individual 
study desks, chairs , and telephone service. 
Students provide their own towels and study 
lamps. All bed linens are furnished , and 
custodial service is provided weekly. 
The room rate as of June 1988 was $1 ,310 per 
academic year in a double occupancy room, 
or $1,744 per academic year in a single 
occupancy room. A meal plan may be 
purchased to eat in a residence hall dining 
room with the same options available as for 
undergraduate students. 
Single Student 
Apartments 
There are 90 two-bedroom apartments in 
Schilletter Village designated for use by single 
students. The rate for these apartments as of 
July 1988 was $359 per month per apartment. 
Each apartment normally houses 4 students. 
The apartments are furnished with the same 
furniture used in the undergraduate residence 
hall rooms plus range and refrigerator. Water 
service and trash removal are included in the 
rent Students pay their own gas, electricity 
and telephone. 
Family Apartments 
The university provides 166 apartments in 
Schilletter Village, 500 apartments in Univer-
sity Village, 196 apartments in Hawthorn 
Court, and 266 apartments in Pammel Court 
for student families . Rates for these apart-
ments as of July 1, 1988 were $242 per month 
for Schilletter Village, $228 per month for 
University Village, $214 per month for 
Hawthorn Court, and $125 per month for 
Pammel Court. Apartments are unfurnished 
except for ranges and refrigerators . Water 
service and garbage removal are included in 
the rental. Residents pay for their own gas, 
electricity, and telephone. 
Approximately 40 percent of Iowa State's 
student families live in university apartments. 
The remainder find accommodations in pri-
vate homes, apartments, and trailer courts in 
and near Ames or commute from surrounding 
communities. 
Applications for University Student Apartments 
will be accepted not more than one year in 
advance of attending the university. Assign-
ments are made by date of application. 
Address correspondence concerning student 
apartments to the Director of University Stu-
dent Apartments , 100 University Village, 
Ames, Iowa 50010. 
Off-Campus Housing 
for Students 
Availability and cost are factors to be consid-
ered when living off-campus. Sleeping rooms 
in older houses and apartments make up the 
bulk of off-campus housing. 
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The Off-Campus Center, 59 Memorial Union, 
keeps a partial listing of off-campus sleeping 
rooms and apartments. Other housing may be 
obtained through real estate agents, local 
newspapers, or by contacting individual 
owners. 
A list of off-campus apartments for student 
families may be seen at the University Student 
Apartment Office; however, the majority of the 
available rentals may be obtained from local 
newspapers and real estate offices. 
It is best that the student come to Ames well 
in advance of the time he or she plans to 
begin academic work, as many rooms and 
apartments are rented 3 to 6 months in 
advance. Because of the variety, it is best to 
contact the owner directly to make arrange-
ments for housing that will fit requirements of 
the individual . 
The single occupancy room rental rates 
average $25 per week; the double occupancy 
room rental rates average $20 per person per 
week. The student usually furnishes bed 
linens, towels, and study lamp. Average rental 
rate per student sharing an apartment or 
house would be in the $85 to $100 range per 
month. Board for students living in off-campus 
rooms may be obtained in residence hall 
dining rooms, private restaurants , or the 
Memorial Union. 
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The University 
Library 
Dean of Library Services: Nancy L. Eaton, 
M.L.S. 
The University Library collections total more 
than 4.3 million items, including more than 1.8 
million books and bound serials, 2 million 
microforms, 120,000 maps and thousands of 
audio-video materials, manuscripts, films and 
archival photographs. The library is nationally 
recognized for its holdings in the basic and 
applied fields of the biological and physical 
sciences and has a long-range program for 
strengthening collections in the humanities 
and social sciences. Important holdings of 
many periodicals are maintained in botany, 
chemistry, entomology, mathematics, phys-
iology, veterinary medicine, and zoology. The 
library currently receives over 20,000 journals 
and other serial publications, amounting to 
world coverage in many scientific fields in 
major and minor languages. 
The library encourages use of its collections, 
services, and study facilities . Instruction in the 
use of books and libraries is offered to 
graduate and undergraduate students. 
Weekly exhibits of new books in all subjects 
are held on open-shelf display in the New 
Books Reading Room, first floor. Current 
numbers of selected periodicals are displayed 
in the Periodical and Newspaper Room, 
second floor. Media Services are located on 
the library's ground floor. The Reference 
Center of the Information Services Department 
is to be found on the first floor, as are the 
Reading Room for the Visually Impaired, 
Microform Services, and Reserve Room. The 
library maintains a Department of Special 
Collections which includes the Iowa State 
University Room and the University Archives; 
historical documents and photographs impor-
tant to Iowa State are located in Special 
Collections. 
There are several subject reading rooms 
outside the main library including the physical 
sciences, economics and sociology, design, 
and mathematics reading rooms. A branch 
library is maintained in the College of Veteri-
nary Medicine. 
Student Counseling 
Service 
Director: Ronald A. Jackson, Ph.D. 
Student Counseling Service provides a wide 
range of services to help students gain the 
most benefit from their college experience. 
Counseling may involve self-understanding, 
personal development, choice of major or 
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Student Services 
career, communication skills , or college ad-
justment. Groups are offered for personal 
growth, assertiveness, career exploration, eat-
ing disorders, stress management, and test 
anxiety management. 
Student Counseling Service keeps the identity 
of its clients and the information shared in 
counseling confidential. Career or personality 
testing is available. There is no charge for 
regularly enrolled students. 
Other services include the Academic Learn-
ing Lab, the Adult Student Information Lab, 
Career Resource Center, Learning Disabilities 
Assessment, Walk-in Career Clinic, Orientation 
and Placement Testing , and consultation/ 
outreach services. 
Hours are Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. and Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The 
Student Counseling Service phone number is 
294-5056. 
Student Health 
Center 
Director: Robert K. Patterson, M.D. 
The Student Health Center is located in the 
Student Services Building south of Pearson 
Hall and next to Alumni Hall. The Health 
Center provides services for all registered 
students and visiting foreign scholars; newly 
enrolled students one week before registra-
tion; faculty, employees, visitors for 
emergencies and travel immunization. The 
students' spouses and spouses of visiting 
foreign scholars may use the Student Health 
Center provided both the student and spouse 
pay the voluntary health fee. 
Services include: outpatient clinic for general 
medicine, gynecology, psychiatry, sports med-
icine, dermatology, otolaryngology, 
ophthalmology, orthopedic; health education; 
preventive medicine; pharmacy; laboratory; x-
ray; diet counseling ; and emergency service. 
Clinic hours are Monday through Thursday, 
8 a.m.-8 p.m., Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. , Saturday, 
8 a.m.-12 noon. The clinic operates on a walk-
in basis as well as on an appointment system. 
Each patient has the option of seeing the 
physician he/she requests . 
Service is available for emergent problems 
after regular clinic hours. After hours care is 
available in the west end of the Student 
Services Building until 10 p.m. daily. It begins 
at noon on Sundays. After 10 p.m. and until 
8 a.m. emergency services are available at 
Mary Greeley Medical Center Emergency 
Room. The cost of such care is the responsi-
bility of the student and/or the student's 
insurance plan. 
All records are confidential. Student records 
are not available without the student's written 
permission. 
A voluntary health fee program enables 
students to defray their medical expenses by 
paying a semester fee which entitles them to 
receive many services free or at a reduced 
cost. All enrolled students are eligible to 
participate in the program. 
Students' spouses can use the Student Health 
Center, provided both the student and spouse 
pay the voluntary health fee. The voluntary 
health fee program is not an insurance plan 
but a health maintenance plan to complement 
the student's individual insurance coverage. 
Placement Offices 
Agriculture: Roger Bruene, B.S., 120 Curtiss 
Business Administration: Dan Blanco, M.A., 
204 Engineering Annex 
Design: Margaret E. Harrell , M.Ed., 134 Col-
lege of Design 
Education: George A. Kizer, Ph .D., E106 
Lagomarcino 
Engineering: Herbert A. Harmison, Jr., M.S., 
200 Engineering Annex 
Family and Consumer Sciences: Beverly S. 
Madden, M.S., 131 MacKay 
Sciences and Humanities: Dan Blanco, M.A.; 
204 Engineering Annex 
Veterinary Medicine: Durwood L. Baker, 
D.V.M ., 2510 Veterinary Medicine 
The university maintains offices for each of the 
colleges where employers and prospective 
employees are brought together. Each of 
these offices assists students and alumni who 
seek information on career openings in their 
fields . The placement offices are also a 
resource for students seeking summer 
employment. 
Office of Minority 
Student Affairs 
Director: George A. Jackson, Ph.D. 
The Office of Minority Student Affairs is 
designed to give leadership to the university's 
mission in the area of equal educational 
opportunity. The office strives to maximize the 
educational and personal growth of students 
by identifying and assisting to develop and 
promote programs which will enable students 
and staff to achieve their fullest potential. 
In addition, the Office of Minority Student 
Affairs works closely with all units in the 
university to achieve the following objectives: 
1. Increase the number of entering and 
graduating minority students. 
2. Review the concept of equal educational 
opportunity and recommend changes in uni-
versity policy(ies) that may limit or prevent the 
achievement of educational and cultural goals 
of minorities. 
3. Ensure access and persistence of minority 
students in every discipline and area of study 
offered by the university. 
4. Maintain liaison with all departments and 
organizations interested in the growth and 
development of students. 
The above four objectives are designed to 
help evaluate the achievement of the major 
purpose of the Office of Minority Student 
Affairs: the identification, recruitment, retention, 
graduation, and placement of minority stu-
dents. This purpose is accomplished through 
the following programs: 
Special Services, Martin Luther King Loans, 
Summer Enrichment Program, National Merit 
Achievement Scholarships, Educational Re-
covery Program, Visiting Scholars Program, 
Career Advisement and Placement Program. 
Office of International 
Educational Services 
Director: Martin Limbird, Ph.D. 
The Office of International Educational Ser-
vices provides assistance, information, and 
programming for three principal groups: the 
more than 2,600 foreign students, faculty, staff, 
and scholars, on campus each year; the more 
than 2,000 U.S. students, faculty, and staff at 
Iowa State seeking advice on overseas work 
and study; the 150,000 Iowans who use items 
from other cultures which are available 
-through the office. Services to foreign na-
tionals include group orientation activities and 
intercultural programs throughout their stay as 
well as advice and counseling on immigration , 
legal, and personal concerns. Individual 
counseling on overseas study and work 
opportunities and fellowships, such as 
Fulbright grants, is available. Orientation semi-
nars for study and work abroad are scheduled 
each semester in addition to monthly informa-
tion programs at which students who have 
returned from study and work abroad report 
on their experiences. Educational materials 
reflecting the cultures of 190 countries are 
developed and distributed by the International 
Resource Center to campus and state-wide 
community groups. Service to these three 
groups contributes to improving intercultural 
understanding on campus and throughout the 
state. 
Dean of 
Students Office 
Interim Dean of Students: Margaret A. Healy, 
Ph.D. 
The Dean of Students Office provides a 
variety of services and programs to enhance 
the personal development of each student 
outside of the classroom. Office units include 
administrative services, orientation and reten-
tion programs, student organizations and 
activities, recreation services, and women 's 
programs. 
Students first encounter staff from this office 
during orientation when they are provided with 
a brief, yet comprehensive introduction to 
campus life. Advocates in the office are 
available for students who may need as-
sistance with their personal adjustment to 
college, with an academic problem, or with 
interpretation of university policies and pro-
cedures. Advocacy and other services also 
are provided for disabled students. Educa-
tional programs and workshops in the areas of 
leadership, time management, career devel-
opment, and interpersonal skills are presented 
on an on-going basis and when requested by 
campus groups. The Parents Advisory Line 
(PAL) serves as a liaison between parents and 
the university during times of emergencies or 
special concerns. 
Another service students find useful is the 
Campus Information Center where information 
on any campus-related topic may be obtained 
either by telephone or in person . Recreation 
Services provides a wide variety of intramural 
and recreational activities for all skill levels. 
Activities and programs for and about women 
are facilitated by the Women's Center. The 
Student Organizations and Activities Center 
coordinates activities for the 55 fraternity and 
sorority chapters and registers and provides 
services and programs for over 450 student 
organizations. 
Margaret Sloss Women's Center 
Coordinator: Judith Jones, Ph.D. 
The Margaret Sloss Women 's Center promotes 
the educational , personal , and career devel-
opment of all university women. Along with 
other departments, the Women 's Center 
shares the university's responsibility to create 
a safe and supportive environment for all 
individuals. The Women's Center provides: 
• A clearinghouse of information including a 
lending library, resource files, a newsletter, 
and a calendar of events. 
• A program center that focuses on helping 
students, staff, and faculty thrive in an 
academic environment by motivating them 
toward a greater understanding of, and in-
volvement with , women 's issues. Programs 
include workshops, leadership training, local 
and national speakers on current issues, 
coffeehouses, special events weeks, con-
ferences, and discussion groups. 
• An advocate for campus women who works 
toward changing situations which adversely 
affect them, both individually and 
institutionally. 
•A space for women to meet, study, read, 
discuss, find support, or relax. 
• A place to gain volunteer experience and 
credit as an intern, practicum student, student 
programmer, board member, or a volunteer. 
The Women's Center is open Monday through 
Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Phone: 294-4154. 
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Recreation Services 
Director: Larry Cooney, Ed.D. 
Recreation Services is dedicated to the 
provision of quality recreational opportunities 
for the campus community. Programs include 
intramural sports, sports clubs, open recrea-
tion, outdoor recreation, special events, and 
recreation facility scheduling . Assistance for 
other recreational services is provided . 
The open recreation program includes the 
opportunity for recreational sports activity in 
Beyer Hall , State Gymnasium, Armory, Phys-
ical Education Building (east campus), new 
recreation/athletic center, outdoor tennis 
courts near Beyer Hall and Physical Education 
Building , outdoor basketball courts near Beyer 
Hall , intramural fields east of the Towers and 
Maple-Willow-Larch Residence Halls, play-
fields north of Beyer Hall , Clyde Williams Fielp 
and the new southeast field complex east of 
the football stadium. 
The outdoor recreation program is composed 
of four basic elements: the camping-outdoor 
equipment checkout program; the organized 
trip program; basic instruction activity work-
shops; the Outdoor Equipment and Resource 
Center. All of these programs and activities 
are designed to provide opportunities for 
natural environment experiences. Two regula-
tion golf holes north of the Armory are open 
for ISU recreation golf use at no charge. For 
more information, drop in at the Outdoor 
Equipment and Resource Center, Room 43 in 
the Armory (294-8200). 
The sports club program is designed to serve 
individual interests in different sports club 
activities and is student oriented in every 
respect. Sports clubs offer team or individual 
recreational opportunities. Following are the 
sports clubs: badminton, bowhunting, bowl-
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ing, boxing, cricket, cycle, cyclone sabres 
(fencing), equestrian, flying, frisbee, hapkido, 
hockey, judo, karate, kayak, lacrosse, moun-
taineering, raquetball, rifle and pistol, rodeo, 
rugby, sailing , scuba, ski, sky diving, soccer, 
table tennis, tae-kwon-do, tennis, trap and 
skeet, volleyball, water polo, and weightlifti~g. 
These clubs offer instruction and competition 
at the local and intercollegiate levels. Dues 
are set by the club members, and most clubs 
receive financial subsidy from the Government 
of the Student Body to enable students to 
participate regardless of their financial 
situation. 
The intramural program involves competition 
among participants who enter as teams or 
individuals and play according to specific 
schedules. There are a total of 80 intramural 
activities ranging from football to innertube 
water basketball and curling. Activities include 
men's, women's, and co-rec divisions. 
Numerous special events add spice to the 
recreation program. These activities are of an 
endless variety and usually take place in a 
short time span. In general, they encompass 
demonstrations, performances, special con-
tests, mass group participation, social 
occasions, excursions, displays, or special 
instruction. 
Other physical, cultural, and social recreation 
programs are sponsored in coordination with 
various departments, organizations, and 
groups on and off campus. For further 
information concerning campus recreation ac-
tivity, contact the Recreation Services Office, 
107 State Gym, or call 294-4980. 
Student Conduct 
Iowa State students are expected to seriously 
pursue their educational goals and conduct 
themselves in a manner that preserves an 
appropriate atmosphere of learning. All stu-
dents who enroll at Iowa State are expected to 
assume the responsibilities of citizenship in 
both the university and local communities. 
As a citizen of this academic community, 
students are entitled to all the rights and 
protections enjoyed by other members of the 
community. Membership in this community is 
purely voluntary, and any student may choose 
to withdraw from it at any time that the 
obligations of membership seem dispropor-
tionate to the benefits. While enrolled, 
students are subject to university authority 
which includes the prerogative to discipline or 
dismiss those whose conduct is in violation of 
university rules and regulations. 
The president has delegated the authority to 
establish policy and to administer the disci-
pline process to the All-University Judiciary 
Committee. (See /SU Information Handbook.) 
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Research is an important activity at Iowa 
State. Faculty members engage in research 
pursuits as well as teaching . Graduate stu-
dents, and in some cases undergraduates, 
play an active part in this search for new 
knowledge. 
Support for research at Iowa State comes 
from state and federal appropriations as well 
as from contracts and grants involving the 
federal government and nonfederal 
organizations. 
As part of its total program the university also 
operates extension services, special laborato-
ries, centers , and institutes. 
An abbreviated description of the various 
research organizations and their activities is 
presented here. Additional information con-
cerning any of these organizations and 
student research opportunities they support 
may be obtained from their administrative 
offices. 
Agriculture and Home Economics 
Experiment Station 
David G. Topel, Ph.D., Director 
The university has had a commitment to 
agricultural research since Iowa State College 
was established, when the original farm 
provided an opportunity for research on 
livestock, crops, and horticulture. In 1887 the 
U.S. Congress passed the Hatch Act to 
provide federal support for agricultural re-
search, providing funds to establish the Iowa 
Experiment Station. 
Experiment Station staff conduct research to 
serve agricultural producers, agribusinesses, 
communities, and policy makers. Scientists 
work in ,campus laboratories, at 12 outlying 
research centers, and in the fields and 
business places of private citizens. About 275 
scientists, 350 support staff, and 350 gradu-
ate students in 30 departments work in the 
station. 
The station currently supports about 350 
research projects, in agricultural microbiology, 
agriculture and resource economics, agri-
cultural education, agricultural engineering, 
agricultural journal ism, agricultural statistics, 
agronomy, animal science, animal ecology, 
biochemistry, entomology, fisheries and wild-
life biology, food technology, forestry, genetics, 
family and consumer sciences, horticulture, 
plant pathology, seed science, and sociology. 
Five campus centers report to the Experiment 
Station. The station uses centers to support 
interdisciplinary research teams recruited from 
various departments on campus and occa-
sionally from other institutions. The centers put 
teams together to solve specific problems and 
Research 
Organizations 
help focus research on major problems facing 
Iowa's agricultural sector: 
Center for Agricultural 
and Rural Development (CARD) 
Stanley R. Johnson, Ph .D., Professor in 
Charge 
CARD is devoted to agricultural economic 
policy research, education and publication in 
both domestic and international .arenas. It has 
an international reputation for applications of 
advanced economic theory and quantitative 
methods in policy research . Advances in 
theory, method, and computer technology are 
integrated to support large-scale models for 
analysis of natural-resource and conservation 
policy, trade and agricultural policy, food and 
nutrition policy, and economic and rural-
development policy. 
CARD's educational activities work to bridge 
the gap between scholarship and policy 
making, furnishing new information and analy-
ses to decision makers in the public and 
private sectors. The international students in 
the graduate program at CARD have had an 
important impact in increasing the research 
capability of developed and developing 
countries. 
Meat Export Research Center (MERC) 
Dennis G. Olson, Ph.D., Professor in Charge 
MERC conducts research to develop a 
stronger agricultural economy through in-
creased exports of U.S. meats and meat 
products. MERC takes a national view of 
problems and opportunities for the Iowa 
livestock and meat sector and an international 
view for development of new markets. 
The first research facility of its kind in the 
nation, MERC focuses the expertise of re-
searchers in animal science, economics, food 
technology, and sociology to identify types of 
products in demand in international meat 
markets, evaluate the effect of international 
trade policies on meat export opportunities, 
examine the cultural and legal barriers to 
meat exports, and develop meat products and 
processsing technologies to support and 
expand exports of meat products. 
Center for Crops Utilization Research 
Lawrence A. Johnson, Ph .D., 
Professor in Charge 
The Center for Crops Utilization conducts 
research aimed at expanding demand for 
processed and raw crops . 
Basic research produces information on the 
properties and possible usefulness of such 
Iowa crops as corn and soybeans and on the 
potential of alternative crops. Identifying the 
basic properties and constituents of crops 
includes exploring the potential for developing 
specific crop varieties for specific uses. 
Applied research focuses on developing spe-
cific products and processing techniques to 
increase the value of crops and expand food-
crop demand. Interdisciplinary research 
teams explore and design methods to improve 
crop products, and center scientists work 
closely with extension personnel to distribute 
information on improved technologies to pro-
cessors, export customers, and foreign 
scientists. 
Seed Science Center 
Allen D. Knapp, Ph.D., Professor in Charge 
Seed research at the center focuses on seed 
physiology, seed pathology, and agricu ltural 
engineering as they relate to seed condition-
ing. The center trains seed specialists and 
seed scientists, provides testing services, and 
distributes information to seed growers, condi-
tioners, and sellers. 
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture 
Dennis R. Keeney, Ph.D., Director 
The Leopold Center was established in 1987 
to operate a mission-oriented, interdisciplinary 
research and education program to develop 
and promote agricultural systems that com-
bine responsible stewardship of natural 
resources with farm profitability. 
The center coordinates research by ISU 
faculty, faculty at other Iowa universities and 
colleges, and by nonprofit agencies on such 
study topics as reducing the negative impacts 
of agricultural practices, developing agri-
cultural methods that maintain and enhance 
environmental quality, and providing informa-
tion for policy makers, farmers, and the 
general public . 
Current research projects range over a wide 
area, including reduction of agricultural chem-
icals in groundwater, alternative crops, 
development of short-rotation woody and 
nonwoody crops for use as renewable sources 
of fuel, and the management of farm systems 
using livestock, timber, and crops. 
The Ames Laboratory of the 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Thomas J. Barton, Ph.D. , Director 
The Ames Laboratory originated in the early 
days of the atomic energy program because 
of the expertise available at Iowa State 
University for the separation and purification 
of what were then exotic metals. All of the 
metallic uranium used in the western world 
since that time has been prepared using 
processes developed at Ames. Efficient pro-
duction processes have also been developed 
here for about 25 additional metals that were 
formerly considered unusual. All these meth-
ods were adopted by industry and most are 
currently in use for metal production. 
The Ames Laboratory is a national, govern-
ment-owned contractor-operated laboratory of 
the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE). Iowa State University is the operating 
contractor and the laboratory is located on 
the university campus. The university has 
leased areas on the campus to DOE for the 
location of Spedding Hall, Wilhelm Hall , the 
Metals Development Building, and the support 
buildings. 
A large majority of the laboratory's approx-
imately 80 scientific group leaders are 
members of the university facu lty, and a 
substantial fraction of the laboratory's basic 
research is performed by university graduate 
students holding research assistantships in 
the laboratory. 
The laboratory's research program empha-
sizes basic work in the disciplines of 
chemistry, physics, materials science and 
engineering with a strong focus on the 
preparation and characterization of new mate-
rials for energy technologies and other 
national needs. Some recent developments 
include a new technique for producing a 
highly magnetostrictive material for sonar and 
robotics applications; development of amor-
phous silicon for more efficient solar cells; 
study of refractory metal systems for the 
development of alloys with high temperature 
strength; and the establishment of integrated 
programs in quantitative nondestructive eval-
uation and microelectronics. 
Biotechnology Council 
Walter R. Fehr, Ph .D., Chair 
The Biotechnology Council is composed of 
faculty members engaged in active programs 
of biotechnology research from the colleges of 
agriculture, engineering, family and consumer 
sciences, sciences and humanities, and veter-
inary medicine. 
Established as an advisory group to the 
associate provost for research, the council 
recommends to the associate provost uses of 
funds from the State of Iowa and other 
sources to promote quality biotechnology 
education and research at Iowa State. The 
council interacts with an industry advisory 
board to define priority research areas and to 
foster Iowa-based biotechnology industries to 
enhance state economic development. 
The council coordinates biotechnology ac-
tivities at Iowa State University by operating 
centralized instrumentation facilities serving all 
university departments, awarding funds for 
research in selected focus areas, and attract-
ing new personnel to complement existing 
faculty. 
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Business Research Institute 
A component of the College of Business 
Administration 's mission is to create and 
disseminate knowledge and to offer innovative 
programs to prepare managers and leaders 
for a technologically oriented world . The 
college's Business Research Institute plays an 
important role in carrying out this mission. 
Through the institute, support is provided for 
applied research by college faculty and 
graduate students, resulting in the advance-
ment of new knowledge for the business 
world . A concerted effort is made to encour-
age research within each of the college's 
departments. 
Center for Indigenous Knowledge for 
Agriculture and Rural Development 
D. Michael Warren , Professor in Charge 
The Center for Indigenous Knowledge for 
Agriculture and Rural Development (CIKARD) 
was established in 1987 as part of the 
technology and social change program. Its 
goal is to collect indigenous information 
available to development professionals and 
scientists. In addition to this clearinghouse 
function , associates of CIKARD develop meth-
odologies for recording these knowledge 
systems and conduct training courses and 
cross-disciplinary research on indigenous 
knowledge. CIKARD maintains formal linkage 
relationships with similar centers in Wales, 
the Netherlands, and Nigeria. 
Center for New Industrial Materials 
Richard F. Gaertner, Director 
The Center for New Industrial Materials 
(CNIM) is a research and business develop-
ment organization for technology transfer. In 
this capacity it bridges the traditional gap 
between university basic research and indus-
trial commercialization . The technical work 
performed by the center is predominantly 
applied research in the field of materials and 
related technologies. CNIM broadly supports 
this type of research in other research and 
academic centers throughout the university. 
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation 
Donald 0. Thompson, Director 
The Center for Nondestructive Evaluation 
(NOE) sponsors an interdisciplinary program 
that conducts fundamental and applied re-
search leading to improved NOE technology. 
Research areas include ultrasonics, elec-
tromagnetic techniques, thermal wave 
imaging, microfocus x-ray techniques, artificial 
intelligence and expert systems with applica-
tion to NOE measurements, signal processing 
routines, NOE of composites, NOE for material 
properties, and new instrumentations. 
Computation Center 
George 0. Strawn, Director 
The first electronic digital computer was 
developed at Iowa State in the late 1930s by 
J. V. Atanasoff and Clifford E. Berry. In the 
1950s R. M. Stewart and others constructed 
the "Cyclone," a computer patterned after the 
llliac I. Around the same time the Statistical 
Laboratory acquired a commercially available 
computer. These developments led to the 
organization of the Computation Center in 
1962 as a university-wide service providing 
facilities for research and instructional 
computing. 
The Computation Center supports aca-
demic-instructional and research-
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computing and networking, from microcom-
puting and local area networking to 
supercomputing and wide area networking . In 
the increasingly distributed academic comput-
ing environment, the Computation Center 
seeks to promote computing standards and to 
achieve commonality of operations and econ-
omies of scale where appropriate. Toward 
these ends, the Computation Center: 
Provides planning, consulting , and training for 
academic computing and networking for uses 
such as computer enhancement of learning, 
engineering and scientific computing , data 
base management, electronic mail , and word 
processing ; 
Provides an all-university academic computing 
facility and offers management and consulting 
services for special-purpose installations; 
Performs research and development in se-
lected area of academic computing and 
networking the results of which could benefit 
the university computing community; and 
Remarkets, supports, and maintains micro-
computer and workstation hardware and 
software for academic purposes of the 
university. 
Design Research Institute 
Thomas 0 . Galloway, Ph.D., Director 
The Design Research Institute was organized 
in 1978 as the principal research entity of the 
College of Design . It conducts and admin-
isters research projects , as well as facilitates 
the research, artistic , and creative design 
endeavors of college faculty and graduate 
students. It provides seed grants, research 
fellowships, informational assistance on exter-
nal funding and exhibition opportunities, and 
technical support for proposal development 
and grant-writing. 
The over-riding objective of the ORI is to 
encourage and develop interdisciplinary re-
search teams and to facilitate linkages with 
researchers in other colleges across the 
university. Within the ORI , new research 
divisions are emerging such as the Small 
Town Action and Research (STAR) division 
which focuses the collegE?'s interd isciplinary 
research efforts directed toward small town 
and regional revitalization. In addition , a new 
emphasis has been placed in international 
design and planning opportun ities. Along with 
the publication of research reports and mono-
graphs, the ORI publishes the Design 
Exploration Series, a working paper series for 
ORI investigators. 
Engineering Research Institute 
0 . T. Kao, Ph .D .. Director 
The Engineering Research Institute (ERi) was 
organized in 1904 as the research arm of the 
College of Engineering . ERi coordinates re-
search involving all eng ineering academic 
departments . 
Senior research personnel of ERi are also 
active in teaching . The major portion of the 
research activity is related to graduate instruc-
tion and training. Research projects are 
generally initiated and supervised by the staff . 
Research is funded by state appropriations 
and by industrial and government grants and 
contracts . 
Major research programs include studies in 
process chemistry crystallization , ceramic ma-
teri.als, electrical power systems, enzymic 
processes, computers, solid-state devices, 
gas dynamics, fluid mechanics, highway ma-
terials, turbomachinery, sanitary engineering, 
geotechnical engineering , structures , water 
resources, fluid power, coal processing, heat 
flow, energy systems, microwave propagation, 
agricultural products, energy utilization , wind 
effects, biomedical eng ineering , transportation 
engineering , structural dynamics, and com-
putational aerodynamics. 
Major laboratories are maintained for electron 
microscopy, low-turbulence aerodynamics, 
heat transfer, bituminous materials, sanitary 
engineering , geotechnical eng ineering , struc-
tures, computers , radio astronomy, high-
voltage photoelectricity, turbomachinery, and 
nuclear research . 
Facilities include aerodynamic shock tubes, 
low- and high-speed wind tunnels, chemical 
process pilot plants, x-ray and infrared spec-
trometers , scanning electron microscopes, 
and a nuclear reactor. 
Technical service groups include a machine 
shop, an electronic service area, and an 
editorial and technical illustrating service. 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Research Institute 
Beverly J. Crabtree, Ph.D., Director 
The Family and Consumer Sciences Research 
Institute, established in 1966, operates as a 
part of the College of Family and Consumer 
Sciences. Objectives of the research are 
coord inated with those of the resident instruc-
tion and extension programs in Family and 
Consumer Sciences with emphasis on chang-
ing life styles, effective family functioning , and 
the provision of goods and services to 
individuals and families . 
Research in Family and Consumer Sciences 
is administered by the Institute and by the 
Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment 
Station. 
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Research is conducted in the fields of child 
development; family environment; food and 
nutrition; family and consumer sciences edu-
cation ; hotel , restaurant, and institution 
management; and textiles and clothing . 
Industrial Relations Center 
J. Peter Matti la, Ph .D., Director 
Concern over the profound impact of eco-
nomic and social change in a dynamic 
economy led to the establishment of an 
Industrial Relations Center at Iowa State 
University by the Board of Regents in June 
1966. 
The center's primary focus is on interd isciplin-
ary research to increase our knowledge about 
the behavior of both individuals and organiza-
tions in the employment relationship. Faculty 
members associated with the center come 
principally from the d isciplines of economics, 
management, political science, psychology, 
and sociology. Through an interdisciplinary 
Graduate Col lege facu lty committee the cen-
ter administers an M.S. degree program in 
industrial relations. 
The research is catholic in nature, reflecting 
the broad spectrum of the fie ld of industrial 
relations as a discipline and also the diverse 
interests of some 15 Iowa State faculty 
members currently active in the center's 
research programs. Research currently in 
progress includes employee selection and 
behavior studies, quantitative behavioral re-
search in collective bargaining , and empirical 
research on publ ic policy issues affecting 
industrial relations . 
As an interdisciplinary entity embracing fac-
ulty from several different discip lines and two 
colleges, the center is funded primarily by the 
university. The center also obtains funding 
from spec ific grants and contracts from 
private and government sources. _ 
Institute for Physical Research 
and Technology 
Michael M. Crow, Ph .D., Director 
During World War 11 , a small group of 
scientists and co-workers at Iowa State played 
a very important ro le in the atomic energy 
program. Through their efforts , a process was 
developed and demonstrated for making high 
purity uranium metal. Before the process was 
turned over to industry, more than two million 
pounds of uranium metal were produced on 
campus in a temporary bui ld ing . Shortly after 
World War II , Major General Leslie R. Groves 
presented the Ames project employees with 
the Army-Navy "E" award for excellence in 
industrial production of a vital war material. 
In order that an enterprise of this caliber 
might continue at the university in peacetime, 
the Iowa State Regents , in 1945, authorized 
the creation of an Institute for Atomic Re-
search . This was renamed the Energy and 
Mineral Resources Research Institute (EMRRI) 
in 1974, and the Institute for Physical Re-
search and Technology (IPRT) in 1987. 
Some of IPRT's main functions are to maintain 
the university's operational structure for the 
U.S. Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory, 
located on the campus, and to promote the 
interactions the laboratory provides among 
faculty and students , the collaborative pro-
jects it stimulates, and the involvement of the 
university community in the research pro-
grams of national importance that it conducts. 
The Ames Laboratory's role is to conduct 
basic research addressed to correcting defi-
ciencies in our understanding of the physical , 
chemical , and materials sciences that under-
lie energy generating and other technologies 
essential to national interests. In the conduct 
of its work, the laboratory cooperates with 
Iowa State University in the training of new 
scientific and engineering professionals by 
appointing graduate students and post-
doctoral associates to research positions. 
The laboratory conducts mission-oriented , 
interdisciplinary and collaborative research . 
Universities tend more effectively to pursue 
projects aligned with the academic interest of 
a single investigator. While industrial research 
organ izations tend to aim toward short-term 
proprietary projects , the laboratory conducts 
open research that is unlikely to support 
commercial enterprise within 5 to 10 years . 
When basic research leads to an especially 
promising idea or process the laboratory 
conducts the intermediate range research that 
will help promote transfer of the technology to 
industry and the commercialization of appro-
priate developments. 
In addition to the Ames Laboratory, IPRT 
administers other research centers of out-
standing local and national signficance. 
These include the following : 
• The Center for Nondestructive Evaluation-
An NSF University/Industry Cooperative Re-
search Center 
• The Microelectronics Research Center 
• The Iowa State Mining and Minerals Re-
sources Research Institute 
The Iowa State Mining and Mineral 
Resources Research Institute 
Richard Markuszewski, Ph.D., Director 
The Iowa State Mining and Mineral Resources 
Research Institute (ISMMRRI) was officially 
established in 1979 as the designated state 
organization to accept funds and direct the 
state-federal mineral resources research pro-
gram of the U.S. Department of the Interior. 
The program is administered by the U.S. 
Bureau of Mines and is coordinated with 
mineral research institutes in 32 other states 
to carry out the responsibilit ies of this inter-
disciplinary effort. 
The institute's graduate education and re-
search programs provide increased 
opportunities for regional resear~h and educa-
tion in the field of mining and mineral 
resources. The primary responsibilities of the 
institute are: (1) support, training , and educa-
tion of students at the M.S. and Ph.D. levels; 
(2) support of mining- and mineral-related 
research and experiments; (3) dissemination 
of mining- and mineral-related information 
through published reports and seminars. The 
educational program is intimately tied to the 
research program through an interdepartmen-
tal minor in mineral resources sponsored by 
the Graduate College. Its special curriculum 
and courses address the unique problems 
related to mineral characterization, process-
ing, and exploration , as well as mining and 
land reclamation. 
The overall institute research effort combines 
the participation of 19 different departments 
and draws from a large base of on-going 
research projects at the university to focus on 
four research areas: mineral characterization , 
mineral processing , mining engineering , and 
reclamation of coal- and mineral-mined areas. 
The institute cooperates with industry, govern-
ment, and other research centers in the areas 
of coal and mineral research . Technical 
information is disseminated through publica-
tions in scientific journals; presentations at 
technical meetings, conferences, and sym-
posia; patents generated as a result of 
sponsored research ; and ISMMRRl-sponsored 
seminars that provide opportunities for mineral 
scientists and engineers to be updated on 
new technologies and research. Additionally, 
ISMMRRI publishes a semi-annual and annual 
report summarizing the research efforts of its 
science and engineering graduate students, 
faculty, and staff. The objectives set by this 
institute have combined U.S. Bureau of Mines 
guidelines and various university disciplines to 
address the complex problems associated 
with the exploration, extraction , use and 
processing of fossil fuels and minerals. 
The institute operates under the guidance of 
the ISMMRRI Executive Committee, com-
posed of the associate provost for research at 
Iowa State University, the director of the 
Institute for Physical Research and Tech-
nology, and the director of ISMMRRI. The 
institute's educational program is reviewed by 
the Mineral Resources Advisory Committee, 
composed of executive officers and faculty 
members from ISMMRRl-participating depart-
ments in the colleges of Engineering, 
Agriculture, Design, and Sciences and Hu-
manities at Iowa State University. 
Microelectronics Research Center 
Kenneth M. Lakin, Director 
The Microelectronics Research Center con-
ducts mission-oriented basic and applied 
research on electronic materials, devices, and 
applications. The center works closely with 
academic departments to promote and sup-
port graduate education in electronic 
sciences. 
Midwest Transportation Center 
Benjamin J. Allen , Director 
The Midwest Transportation Center, a joint 
venture of Iowa State University, the lead 
institution, and the University of Iowa, is a 
research center for Reg ion VI I under the U.S. 
Department of Transportation's university 
transportation centers program. Multidisciplin-
ary, inter-university research is conducted 
collaboratively with other public agencies and 
the private sector in Missouri, Kansas, 
Nebraska, and Iowa. Major goals of the center 
are (1) to conduct technical , management, 
and policy-oriented research that provides 
fundamental knowledge toward the solution of 
regional and national transportation problems; 
and (2) to provide educational services and 
the dissemination of research find ings to 
public officials, policy makers, transportation 
practitioners, and the general publ ic . 
National Soil Tilth Laboratory 
The laboratory is a federal research faci lity 
administered by the Agricultural Research 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, at 
Iowa State University. Activities will involve 
research on the fundamentals and manage-
ment of soil ti lth to solve national problems 
such as maintaining water quality, controlling 
soil erosion, and developing a profitable, 
sustainable agriculture. The laboratory will 
begin operation in 1989 with a scientific staff 
from the areas of agronomy, soils , physics, 
chemistry, microbiology, agricu ltural engineer-
ing, and agricultural economics. 
North Central Regional Aquaculture Center 
Robert C. Summerfelt, Associate Director 
This center, established by the U.S. Congress 
in 1987, is administered jointly by Michigan 
State University and Iowa State University. It is 
one of five reg ional centers established to 
develop collaborative interstate research and 
cooperative extension programs for commer-
cial aquaculture-the culture or husbandry of 
aquatic organisms under controlled 
conditions. 
North Central Regional Center 
for Rural Development 
Peter F. Korsching , Ph.D., Professor in Charge 
The center is a research and extension 
organization supported by the land-grant 
universities of the North Central Region and 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Its pur-
pose is to develop and implement research 
and extension programs in rural development 
for states in the reg ion . This purpose is 
attained through research by faculty at Iowa 
State University and cooperative projects with 
personnel of other land-grant universities in 
the region . The center also assists in exten-
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sion programs through the development of 
materials and the training of rural develop-
ment personnel in the reg ion. 
A major activity of center personnel , in 
cooperation with specialists and admin-
istrators of other universities, is to develop 
systematic and coordinated research and 
extension programs re lated to major problems 
of rural development in the North Central 
Reg ion . The center is governed by a board of 
directors representing the land-grant univer-
sities in the region, USDA and the Farm 
Foundation . Advice to the center is provided 
by representatives of several reg ional research . 
and extension committees. 
The center sponsors conferences and work-
shops cooperatively with the universities in the 
region and with other regional centers. These 
conferences are developed as a means of 
brining together current knowledge about 
such rural development problems as eco-
nomic development, providing community 
services and facilities, financing and manag-
ing local government, and maintaining the 
quality of rural life. 
North Central Regional Plant Introduction 
Station 
R. L. Clark, Coordinator 
One of four regional centers , the station 
maintains seed (germplasm) collections of 
30,000 individual lines. The station has three 
basic areas of activity: (1) to grow and store 
seed to maintain viability of the collection, 
(2) to conduct research, and (3) to serve as a 
distribution center for plant scientists. 
Nutritional Sciences Council 
Jerry L. Sell , Ph .D., Chair 
The Nutritional Sciences Council consists of 
faculty members and qualified collaborators 
who are engaged in research , extension , or 
teaching in the nutritional sciences and 
closely related disciplines. Membership is by 
election . The council develops symposia on 
topics of international interest, sponsors an 
interdepartmental seminar, "Modern Views of 
Nutrition," and arranges short courses de-
signed to fi ll specific needs in the total 
nutrition program. It promotes evaluation and 
coordination of teaching and research pro-
grams in the nutritional sciences. The 
governing body is a seven-member advisory 
committee elected from the membership of 
the counci l. 
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Physiology Council 
Joel Abramowitz , Ph.D., Chair 
The Physiology Council consists of interested 
faculty members who are engaged in re-
search and instruction in physiology and 
closely related areas. The council encourages 
cooperation between departments and pro-
motes development and coordination of 
unique and interdisciplinary programs, semi-
nars, and symposia of interest to 
physiologists. 
Various aspects of graduate study and re-
search in physiology are supervised in the 
following departments and programs: Animal 
Ecology, Animal Science, Biomedical En-
gineering , Botany, Entomology, Food and 
Nutrition, Veterinary Physiology and Phar-
macology, and Zoology. Co-majors in these 
departments are possible. In addition, training 
and research in certain aspects of applied 
physiology are supervised in the following 
departments: Agronomy, Biochemistry and 
Biophysics, Forestry, Genetics, Horticulture, 
Microbiology, Physical Education, Veterinary 
Microbiology and Preventive Medicine, and 
Veterinary Pathology. 
By special arrangement, certain facilities and 
equipment may be made available by the 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute, National 
Animal Disease Center, and the Iowa State 
Institute for Physical Research and Tech-
nology or ISMMRRI. 
Research Institute for Studies in Education 
Richard D. Warren, Ph.D., Director 
The Research Institute for Studies in Educa-
tion, established in 1974, stimulates, conducts 
and coordinates research activities in the 
College of Education. 
The institute's programs focus on research in 
the field of education including the develop-
ment of educational personnel, teaching and 
learning, educational effectiveness and qual-
ity, and educational pedagogy and 
assessment. 
Research activities are directly concerned 
with, but not limited to, teacher education in 
the major areas of elementary, secondary, 
graduate, and continuing education . Re-
search is conducted in areas of specialization 
such as adult education, agricultural educa-
tion, educational administration, elementary 
education, secondary education, higher edu-
cation, home economics education , 
curriculum and instruction, guidance and 
counseling , industrial education, philosophy of 
education, vocational-technical education, 
and areas cognate to the College of Educa-
tion's commitment to the preparation of 
educational personnel. 
The research programs are implemented 
through research activities of institute staff, 
faculty, and graduate students. In engaging in 
research the institute cooperates with other 
colleges and research institutes within the 
university and other universities in the state, 
with schools, school districts, area schools, 
the Iowa State Department of Education, other 
state departments of education, regional edu-
cational research centers , national research 
centers, and various agencies of the federal 
government. 
Sciences and Humanities 
Research Institute 
David F. Bright, Ph .D., Director 
Research programs in the College of Sci-
ences and Humanities are sponsored, 
coordinated, and administered through the 
Sciences and Humanities Research Institute. 
Its primary objective is to encourage basic 
research and creative scholarship in the five 
major areas included in the college-the 
humanities, the social sciences, the biological 
sciences, the physical sciences, and the 
mathematical disciplines. These activities are 
carried out, with support from the institute, by 
faculty members of the college and by 
graduate students working in these areas. In 
addition, the institute works closely with other 
research agencies, both on campus and off, 
and administers externally funded research 
within the college. 
In extending the frontiers of knowledge, these 
activities contribute directly to the university's 
educational mission. In addition, they provide 
ideas and results that may aid in the solution 
of both present and future problems of the 
state and the nation. 
Social and Behavioral Research Center 
for Rural Health 
Rand D. Conger, Director 
Research and educational efforts of the Social 
and Behavioral Research Center are directed 
toward improving the quality of life in Iowa's 
communities. The center improves cooper-
ative efforts among universities, hospitals, 
businesses, and other state and community 
agencies in promoting rural health, expands 
the knowledge base to develop and deliver 
innovative health promotion and care technol-
ogies, improves accessibility to health 
services, enhances the use of limited health 
care resources, and provides collaborative 
research and educational programming op-
portunities in the area of rural health for 
members of cooperating institutions and the 
communities they serve. 
Statistical Laboratory 
Dean L. Isaacson, Ph.D., Director 
The Statistical Laboratory is a research and 
service institute that conducts research in 
statistical theory and methodology. It pro-
motes and fosters the use of sound statistical 
methods in university research through on-
campus consulting. Established in 1933, it 
was the first statistical center of its kind in the 
United States. 
The laboratory cooperates closely with re-
search workers in all colleges of the university. 
Staff and facilit ies are maintained for statistical 
consulting aid, statistical numerical analysis 
and data processing, sample survey opera-
tions, and statistical design and analysis of 
surveys and experiments. Similar consulting 
aid, research cooperation, and services are 
extended to off-campus groups, other col-
leges and universities, and civic groups when 
such activities are of mutual benefit or 
otherwise in the public interest. 
The Statistical Laboratory's Survey Section has 
special staff and facilities for extended ser-
vices on sample surveys and census-type 
studies. It maintains nationa! resource invento-
ries and soils interpretations data bases for 
the U.S. Soil Conservation Service. The 
Statistical Numerical Analysis and Data Pro-
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cessing Section provides computer 
programming and data processing support for 
research projects. 
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 
Vaughn A. Seaton, Head 
The laboratory provides a research , teaching, 
and service facility to which the veterinary 
medical profession may bring animal health 
problems for counsel and diagnostic as-
sistance. Disciplines utilized are pathology, 
bacteriology, virology, serology, chemistry, and 
toxicology. A graduate residency program for 
pathology, microbiology, and toxicology is 
active. 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute 
Phillip T. Pearson, D.V.M., Ph .D., Director 
Richard F. Ross, D.V.M., Ph.D ., Professor in 
Charge 
The Veterinary Medical Research Institute has 
a multidisciplinary faculty with a responsibility 
to conduct research and offer research train-
ing in animal diseases. Research and 
research training are conducted in the areas 
of viral , bacterial and parasitic diseases, 
immunology and basic biology. 
The Veterinary Medical Research Institute is a 
part of the College of Veterinary Medicine and 
is located at the southeast edge of the 
campus. It has a complement of research 
laboratories and animal isolation units. 
The institute includes 10 professional faculty 
members with specialized training in the fields 
of parasitology, epidemiology, microbiology, 
pathology, physiology, and biochemistry, and 
their supporting staff. 
No graduate courses are offered by the 
institute; however, faculty members hold aca-
demic appointments in a department of the 
College of Veterinary Medicine and mem-
bership in the graduate faculty. This 
arrangement allows the faculty to advise 
graduate students and to offer research 
training opportunities through predoctoral, 
postdoctoral, and visiting scientist training 
programs. 
The faculty of the institute also participates in 
the instructional programs of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine by assisting the aca-
demic departments in their course offerings. 
Water Resources Research Institute 
T. Al Austin, Ph.D., Director 
The Iowa State Water Resources Research 
Institute was established in 1964 as the 
designated state organization to accept funds 
and administer the state-federal water re-
sources research program of the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Geological Survey. 
Coordination is maintained with state agen-
cies, and with regional organizations of water 
institutes in the Missouri River basin and the 
Upper Mississippi River basin , in carrying out 
the responsibilities of this interdisciplinary 
program. 
The purpose of the program is to assist in 
solving water problems in Iowa, the Midwest, 
and the nation. Identifying research needs, 
conducting research, training students, and 
disseminating information and the results of 
research through technology transfer and 
extension are major objectives. The institute 
operates Linder the guidance of the ISWRRI 
Council , composed of six faculty members at 
Iowa State University and three at the Univer-
sity of Iowa. These members represent a 
broad cross-section of the water-related disci-
plines in the sciences, humanities, and 
engineering phases of education, research, 
and extension . A research advisory board 
composed of technical representatives of 
state and federal water agencies assists the 
institute in establishing research priorities and 
in carrying out its program. Faculty members 
participating in the program represent many 
disciplines in the scientific-engineering-social-
economic-legal-institutional framework within 
which the water resources of the nation are 
developed for beneficial use. 
The institute sponsors research projects on a 
broad variety of subjects. Proposals usually 
originate with the faculty, using ISWRRI guide-
lines and priorities. Support of graduate 
students at the master's and Ph.D. levels is 
emphasized so that students develop the 
specialized knowledge and skills necessary 
for continuing in these water-related fields . 
Several specific problem areas of water 
resources have been outlined, and a research 
team approach has been implemented for 
identifying additional research needs and for 
conducting the required research . Close coor-
dination is also maintained with research 
groups at other colleges and universities in 
Iowa. 
The institute sponsors conferences, symposia, 
and workshops and publishes the results of 
research and all symposia. It is closely 
associated with the multidisciplinary water 
resources graduate program at Iowa State 
and the comparable program at the University 
of Iowa. 
World Food Institute 
The World Food Institute of Iowa State 
University was established in 1972 by the Iowa 
Board of Regents to focus on Iowa State 
University's competencies and leadership on 
the provision of adequate and nutritious food 
supplies for the world 's peoples through 
research and education. The Director reports 
to the Executive Director for International 
Affairs. The World Food lnstitute's five major 
goals are: (1) to analyze food and nutrtiion 
problems; (2) to generate solutions to food 
and nutrition problems and to suggest means 
for implementation of solutions; (3) to build 
competencies in people for the generation 
and implementation of solutions of food and 
nutrition problems; (4) to collect, analyze, and 
disseminate information bearing on food and 
nutrition problems; and (5) to study inter-
relationships between the United States, with 
particular emphasis on Iowa, and other coun-
tries of the world . 
The institute initiated an undergraduate 
course on world food problems through 
University Studies, and sponsors lectures, 
seminars, faculty and faculty/student projects. 
WFI Distinguished Foreign Scholars, WFI 
International Fellows, an annual World Food 
Day conference, and an annual report, World 
Food Trade and Agriculture. 
Through the combined University Extension 
program, the total range of the knowledge 
base of Iowa State is brought to bear on 
significant problems of Iowans. Specifically, 
Extension 's efforts focus on those problems 
which can be impacted by the dissemination 
of information and application of research and 
technology. University Extension includes all 
Extension programs emanating from Iowa 
State. An increasing number of credit and 
non-credit offerings are avai lable in distance 
learning modes including television , radio, 
videotape, telephone conferences, etc. 
23 
University 
Extension 
Cooperative Extension Service in 
Agriculture and Home Economics 
Programs focus on increasing efficiency of 
agricultural production and marketing, conser-
vation of natural resources , family living, 4-H 
and youth development, community and eco-
nomic development. 
Business and Engineering Extension 
Both non-credit conferences and graduate-
credit courses taught by faculty members 
from the College of Engineering are offered 
throughout the state-many via videotape. 
Center for Industrial Research and Service 
This advisory service to Iowa industry facili-
tates the dissemination of counsel and 
assistance in solving the operational problems 
of industry and manufacturing. 
Office of Continuing Education 
Informal continuing education programs and 
off-campus courses for credit are coordinated 
by this unit as part of the educational and 
service component of the university. 
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Information About Courses 
Course Numbers 
The courses in each department are num-
bered from 1 to 699, according to the 
following groups: 
1-99 Courses not carrying credit toward 
a degree (not listed in this 
catalog). 
100-299 Courses primarily for freshman 
and sophomore students (not 
listed in this catalog). 
300-499 Courses primarily for junior and 
senior students, but those in this 
catalog are available for minor 
graduate credit. 
500-599 Courses primarily for graduate 
students, but open to qualified 
undergraduates. 
600-699 Courses for graduate students 
only. 
Credits and Contact Hours 
The academic value of each course is stated 
in semester credits . Each credit is normally 
earned by attending one (50-minute) hour of 
lecture or recitation per week for the entire 
semester, or by attending a laboratory or 
studio period of two or three hours per week. 
Each course states the number of semester 
credits assigned to the course, preceded in 
parentheses by the number of hours in class 
(contact hours) expected of the student. The 
first of the two contact-hour numbers indi-
cates the number of lecture or recitation class 
hours per week for the semester. The second 
is the number of laboratory or studio hours 
required per week. Laboratory and studio 
hours may include some time devoted to 
lectures and recitations . 
The term "Cr. arr." means that the amount of 
credit is arranged in advance between the 
student and the instructor. The credit to be 
earned depends on the amount of work 
expected of the student, in accordance with 
the policy that some combination of teacher-
student contact and outside work by the 
student involving at least three hours per 
week for the entire semester is required for 
each credit. 
The term "Cr. R. " means that the course is 
required in a certain curriculum or as cognate 
to one or more other courses. It is also used 
for cooperative education courses and for 
some optional inspection trips , study tours, 
and professional development courses for 
which numerical credit is not granted. 
Semester of Offering 
Within each course description may be found 
one or more of the following letters: F. S. SS., 
indicating which term-fall , spring, summer 
session-of the academic year the course is 
offered . "Alt." is the abbreviation for alternate. 
The abbreviation "Yr." is used to designate a 
Courses and Programs 
sequence of two courses taught fall and 
spring , respectively. If there is sufficient 
demand, courses may be offered more fre-
quently than announced . 
Course Prerequisite 
A prerequisite indicates the specific academic 
background or general academic maturity 
considered necessary for the student to be 
ready to undertake the course. Prerequisites 
are usually stated in terms of specific 
courses, but equivalent preparation is usually 
acceptable. For a description of courses 
listed as prerequisites but not included here, 
see the /SU General Catalog. An instructor 
may direct a student whose background does 
not meet the stated prerequisite, or its 
equivalent , to drop the course. Conversely, an 
instructor may waive the prerequisite for a 
course for which he or she is responsible. 
Thus, permission of the instructor is under-
stood to be an alternate to the stated 
prerequisites in all courses. 
Dual-listed Courses 
Dual-listed courses permit undergraduate and 
graduate students to be in the same class but 
to receive credit under two different course 
numbers. Credit in the graduate course is not 
available to students who have received credit 
in the corresponding undergraduate course. 
Both graduates and undergraduates receive 
the same amount of credit for the course, but 
additional work is required of all graduate 
students taking the course under the gradu-
ate-level course number. This extra work may 
take the form of additional reading , projects, 
examinations, or other assignments as deter-
mined by the instructor. The instructor must 
be a member of the Graduate Faculty or a 
Graduate Lecturer. Each dual-listed course is 
designated in the catalog and on the gradu-
ate student's program of study with the letters 
"DL," although the student's official transcript 
of credits , both graduate and undergraduate, 
does not identify dual-listed courses as such . 
There is a limit to the number of dual-listed 
course credits that may be used to meet the 
requirement for an advanced degree. (For 
information about procedures for requesting 
permission to offer dual-listed courses, faculty 
should consult the Graduate Faculty 
Handbook.) 
Priority Enrollment 
High demand for courses in certain areas, 
including engineering , business administra-
tion, and design , has necessitated enrollment 
management for some courses in those areas. 
When enrollment priority is established for a 
course, first consideration is given to students 
whose curriculum/major explicitly requires the 
course. After those needs are met, priority is 
based on the c lassification of the student, with 
those nearest graduation receiving first con-
sideration. The Schedule of Classes, 
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published semiannually, contains current infor-
mation as to the courses for which priority 
enrollment is in use. 
Special Course Fees 
Courses for which special fees are assessed 
are designated in this course description 
section along with the specific type of fee 
charged . Special fee categories include mate-
rials fees (which may include consumable 
materials or other laboratory fees), field trip 
fees, computer course fees, developmental 
math fee, and summer camp fees . In some 
cases, special course fee amounts vary from 
term to term . Bi lling and collection of special 
fees are handled through the university's 
accounts receivable system. 
Additional information on computer course 
fees , summer camp fees , and the develop-
mental math fee may be found in the fees and 
expenses section on page 13. 
Designators 
For a list of abbreviations designating depart-
ments and programs, see page 25. 
Graduate Programs 
Graduate Major 
A major in the Graduate College is the area of 
academic professional concentration, ap-
proved by the Board of Regents, in which the 
student chooses to qualify for the award of a 
graduate degree. 
Graduate Area of Specialization 
Areas of specialization are indicated in the 
graduate statements of some departments. 
This is a subdivision of a major in which a 
strong graduate level program is available. 
When approved by the Graduate College, 
such areas of special ization are shown paren-
thetically after the major on official records 
and transcripts . 
Graduate Minor 
A minor is an area of study, approved by the 
Board of Regents, in which a student chooses 
to study in addition to the major. 
Interdepartmental Programs, 
Majors, Minors 
An interdepartment program is an admin-
istrative structure usually not functioning as a 
department. It is ordinarily headed by a 
supervisory committee, admits students di-
rectly into the program, and offers a degree 
with major(s) in that subject area. It may offer 
courses. An interdepartmental major is 
headed also by a supervisory committee, but 
students are admitted by and receive degrees 
from one of the cooperating departments. An 
interdepaf1mental minor is also administered 
by a supervisory committee. Students may 
declare a minor in this area of study but 
cannot receive a degree in the subject area. 
Designators IVTE Industrial Vocational Technical Accounting Education 
Acct Accounting JI MC Journalism and Mass Communication Kenneth 0. Elvik, Chair of Department 
AE Agricultural Engineering LA Landscape Architecture 
A Eel Animal Ecology LS Leisure Studies The Graduate Faculty 
Ad Ed Adult and Extension Education Latin Latin Members: Handy, Hira, Maydew, Norris, 
Aer E Aerospace Engineering Lib Library Swanson 
Ag Ed Agricultural Education ME Mechanical Engineering 
Ag M Agricultural Mechanization MSE Materials Science and Engineering Associate Members: Bouillon, Doran, Elvik, 
Ag St Agricultural Studies Math Mathematics Grube 
Agron Agronomy MCDB Molecular, Cellular and The department participates in two inter-
An S Animal Science Developmental Biology departmental programs: the master of science 
Anthr Anthropology Mgmt Management (M .S.) in business administrative sciences 
Arch Architecture Micro Microbiology and the master of business administration 
Art Art and Design Mkt Marketing (M .B.A.). The M.S. program consists of a 30 
ArtCD Art: Craft Design Mn Rs Mineral Resources credit hour curricu lum leading to a nonthesis 
ArtDP Art: Drawing/Painting/Printmaking Mteor Meteorology master of science degree with a major in 
ArtEd Art Education Music Music business administrative sciences. The M.B.A. 
ArtGr Art: Graphic Design Nuc E Nuclear Engineering program, designated BusAd , is a 48 credit 
ArtlD Art: Interior Design 0 Saf Occupational Safety hour curriculum which culminates in a non-
Art H Art History, Theory, Criticism p E Physical Education thesis master of business administration 
Art VS Art: Visual Studies Phil Philosophy degree. The M.B.A. program offers special iza-
Astra Astronomy and Astrophysics Phys Physics tions in agriculture and general business. 
Av Ed Aviation Education Pol S Political Science 
BB Biochemistry and Biophysics Port Portuguese Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
BME Biomedical Engineering Pl P Plant Pathology 485. Principles of Federal Income Tax. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Bot Botany Psych Psychology F.S.SS. Prereq: 285. An overview of the fundamentals 
BusAd Business Administration Relig Religious Studies of income tax related to individual taxpayers, and 
CD Child Development Res Ev Research and Evaluation concepts applicable to all tax entities. Transaction 
CE Civil Engineering Rus Russian 
planning to maximize participation in preferential tax 
opportunities. 
Ch E Chemical Engineering Sec Ed Secondary Education 
Chem Chemistry Soc A Sociology (Rural) 486. Advanced Income Tax. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 386, 485. Extended study of property transactions. 
CmDis Communication Disorders Soc S Sociology (S&H) Principles of partnership and corporate taxation. Tax 
Co Ed Counselor Education Sp Cm Speech Communication planning. Recommended for those who plan a 
Com S Computer Science Sp Ed Special Education career in public accounting. 
Con E Construction Engineering Span Spanish 487. Accounting Information Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
CprE Computer Engineering Stat Statistics Prereq: 386. Analysis of concepts and procedures 
CRP Community and Regional Planning TC Textiles and Clothing underlying the automated accumulation and pro-
Curr Curriculum and Instructional Tc A Telecommunicative Arts cessing of accounting data. EDP internal control and 
Technology Thtre Theatre 
audit techniques. Trends in accounting information 
systems. Intended for the upper level accounting 
Dsn S Design Studies Tr Log Transportation and Logistics major. Semester project is required . Computer fee. 
EE Electrical Engineering Tr Pl Transportation Planning 496. Advanced Accounting Problems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
EM Engineering Mechanics T SC Technology and Social Change Prereq: 387. Partnerships, branch operations, ac-
E Sci Engineering Science U St University Studies counting for business combinations and affiliated 
Econ Economics (S&H) V An Veterinary Anatomy companies, consolidated financial statements; re-
Econ A Economics (Ag) vcs Veterinary Clinical Sciences porting for multinational operations, bankruptcy and 
EdAdm Educational Administration V Med Veterinary Medicine 
corporate reorganization , estates and trusts. 
EEB Ecology and Evolutionary Biology V MPM Veterinary Microbiology and 497. Auditing I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 387. The conceptual framework of auditing. Rules of conduct. 
El Ed Elementary Education Preventive Medicine External reporting concepts. Audit methodology 
Engl English VPP Veterinary Physiology and including procedures for gathering evidence. Internal 
Ent Entomology Pharmacology control, audit verification, and the role of statistical 
FCS Family and Consumer Sciences V Pth Veterinary Pathology sampling in auditing for financial information 
FE Family Environment W Res Water Resources systems. 
Fin Finance ws Women's Studies 498. Accounting Theory and Contemporary Issues. 
F Lng Foreign Languages and Literatures Zoo I Zoology (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 496, permission of instructor. To provide exposure to the theoretical constructs of FN Food and Nutrition accounting and current pronouncements of the FASS 
F Tch Food Technology and other authoritative bodies. Current theory and 
For Forestry thought and topics not covered in other courses. 
Frnch French 499. Auditing II. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 497. The 
Gen Genetics application of auditing procedures in the review of 
Geog Geography the financial affairs of business. The utilization of 
Geo I Geology computerized system controls. For students with a 
Ger German strong professional interest in auditing. Computer fee. 
Gr St General Graduate Studies 
Greek Greek Pr.imarily for Graduate Students, major or 
Grnt Gerontology minor 
H Ed Home Economics Education 580. Accounting Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
HPC Historical, Philosophical, and 285. Importance of accounting information in busi-
Comparative Studies in Education ness decisions. Management's use of planning and 
HRI Hotel , Restaurant, and Institution control concepts as they apply to all types and 
Management functions of organizations. 
Hg Ed Higher Education 585. Tax Implications of Business Decisions. (3-0) 
Hist History Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 580. The impact of federal tax legislation on the formation, operation and liquida-Hort Horticulture tion or reorganization of entities. Income and estate 
IE Industrial Engineering planning for executives. 
IEd T Industrial Education and Technology 589. Accounting and Taxation of Agricultural Entities. 
IR Industrial Relations (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 285. Financial and cost 
lmbio I mmunobiology accounting concepts and procedures for farming 
Ital Italian operations, managerial decisions including present 
value analysis and break-even point analysis. Pro-
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cedures and planning of income and transfer tax as 
related to farming and ranching . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. For students 
wishing to do individual research in a particular area 
of accounting . 
Aerospace 
Engineering 
James D. Iversen, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Hsu, Inger, Iversen, McDaniel, 
Pierson, Rothmayer, Tannehill, Wilson 
Associate Members: Hindman, James, 
Rajagopalan, Seversike, Vogel 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of engineering , master of science, and 
doctor of philosophy with major in aerospace 
engineering , and minor work to students 
taking major work in other departments. For 
all graduate degrees it is possible to establish 
a co-major program with another graduate 
degree granting department. Within the aero-
space department work is available in the 
following areas: computational aerodynamics, 
optimization, environmental aerodynamics, 
control systems, atmospheric and space flight 
mechanics, structural analysis, gasdynamics, 
turbulence, combustion , and swirling flow. 
The major work for the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy requires an 
acceptable thesis in addition to the course-
work. For the degree master of engineering , a 
creative component or suitable project as 
evidence of independent accomplishment is 
required. Appropriate credit is allotted for this 
requ irement. 
Minor work for aerospace engineering majors 
is usually selected from mathematics, phys-
ics, electrical engineering , engineering 
mechanics, mechanical engineering , and 
meteorology. 
The normal prerequisite to major graduate 
work in aerospace engineering is the comple-
tion of a curriculum substantially equivalent to 
that required of aerospace engineering stu-
dents at this university. However, because of 
the diversity of interests within the graduate 
programs in aerospace engineering , a student 
whose prior undergraduate or graduate edu-
cation has been in allied engineering and/or 
scientific fields may also qualify. In such 
cases, it may be necessary for the student to 
take additional work to provide the requisite 
background. A prospective graduate student 
is urged to specify the degree program and 
the specific field(s) of interest on the applica-
tion for admission . 
Courses normally will be offered at the times 
stated in the course description. Where no 
specific time of offering is stated, the course 
may be offered during any semester provided 
there is sufficient demand. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental minors in energy systems 
engineering, and technology and social 
change. (See Index.) 
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Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
321 . Flight Structures Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
E M 324. Determination of flight loads. Materials 
selection for flight applications. Analysis of flight 
structures including trusses, beams, and frames 
employing classical and finite element methods. 
Computer fee. 
341 . Aerodynamic Theory I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Math 266. Incompressible potential flow, Euler's 
equations, thin airfoi l and finite wing theory. Com-
puter fee. 
342. Aerodynamic Theory II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
341 , ME 330 or 331 . Energy equation, compressible 
flow, shock and expansion waves, linearized sub-
sonic and supersonic flow, transonic flow, hypersonic 
flow. Computer fee. 
351. Astrodynamics I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Math 
265, E M 345. Introduction to astrodynamics, two-
body motion , coordinate systems, launch vehicle 
trajectories, and atmospheric entry trajectories. 
Orbital transfer methods, lunar and interplanetary 
trajectories. Computer fee. 
355. Flight Vehicle Stability and Control. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 242, Math 267, E M 345. Aircraft rigid 
body equations of motion. Longitudinal and lateral-
directional static and dynamic aircraft stabi lity and 
control. Flight handling characteristics. Computer 
fee. 
361 . Analytical Techniques for Aerospace Design. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 321 , 341, credit or enrollment 
in 355. Mathematical and computational methods 
used in the structured design process. Graphical 
techniques for pre- and post-processing of data 
bases. Computer fee. 
411 . Aerospace Vehicle Propulsion I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 342. Principles of internal combustion en-
gines, turbojet, turbofan, turboprop, ramjet , and 
rocket propulsion systems. Computer fee. 
412. Aerospace Vehicle Propulsion II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 411 . Performance, dynamics, and control of 
turbo-engines. Blade element theory applied to 
propellers , axial flow compressors, turbines, and 
fans. Engine core and jet noise. Solid and liquid 
rocket engine theory, construction and operation. 
Nuclear and electrical propulsion . Computer fee. 
421 . Advanced Flight Structures. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 321 , Math. 266. Analysis of indeterminate 
structures. Analytical solution of finite element 
analysis of heat conduction in structures, static 
deflection and stresses in membranes, plane stress, 
and plate structures. Buckling analysis of beams, 
frames, and plate structures. Introduction to the 
dynamics of truss-type structures. Computer fee. 
422. Advanced Aerospace Structural Analysis. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 421 . Static and dynamic analysis 
and design of aerospace structures. Advanced 
composites, aeroelastic phenomena, and thermal 
effects are included. Computer fee. 
431. Flight Control Systems I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
355. Linear systems analysis using frequency re-
sponse and root locus methods. Aircraft automatic 
controls systems and stability augmentation . Com-
puter fee. 
432. Flight Control Systems II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
431. Aircraft inertial cross-coupling stabilization . 
Launch vehicle pitch control system design. Control 
system design for flexible vehicles. Active satellite 
attitude control. State variable description of flight 
control systems. Pole placement controller design. 
Introduction to sampled-data systems. Computer 
fee. 
441. Aerodynamic Theory Ill. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
342. Viscous flow theory. Boundary layer. Aero-
dynamic heating. Computer fee. 
442. V/STOL Aerodynamics and Performance. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 341 , 355. Introduction to the 
aerodynamics, performance, stability, control and 
critical maneuvering characteristics of aerospace 
vehicles such as V/STOL aircraft, helicopters, 
hovercraft, and other short-range transportation 
vehicles. Computer fee. 
451. Astrodynamics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 351 . 
Orbit determination and prediction methods. Many-
body problem. General and special perturbation 
methods as applied to satellite and spacecraft 
trajectories. Introduction to universal variable meth-
ods. Computer fee. 
455. Flight Systems Testing. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
355. Principles of flight testing. Techniques of data 
acquisition and data analysis. Planning a flight test 
program. Conducting a flight test program. Materials 
fee. Computer fee. 
461 . Design and Analysis I. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
342, 355, 361, credit or enrollment in at least two of 
411 , 421 , 431. Application of the principles and 
methods of analysis and synthesis in the solution of 
aerospace engineering design problems with em-
phasis on a structured design process. Introduction 
to applications of computer-aided design. Computer 
fee. 
462. Design and Analysis II. (1-6) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
461 . Preliminary design of aerospace vehicles. Detail 
design of aerospace vehicle components. Funda-
mental principles used in engineering development 
of aircraft, missile, and space systems. Computer 
fee. 
464. Spacecraft Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 351 , 
355. Space environment, spacecraft, launch vehicle 
integration , placement in orbit, attitude control 
systems, attitude sensing systems, space commu-
nications, space power, thermal control , structures 
and mechanisms, scientific instruments. Computer 
fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
514. Advanced Mechanics of Materials. (EM 514) See 
Engineering Mechanics . 
521. Airframe Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 421. 
Analysis of static and dynamic stresses and defor-
mations in continuous aircraft structures. 
Approximate and numerical analysis of static and 
dynamic stresses and deformations in airframe 
design by normal mode technique. Computer fee. 
525. Advanced Aeroelasticity I. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
521 , 544 . Static aeroelastic analyses of flight 
vehic les and li fting surfaces. Lifting surface and 
panel flutter. Dynamic response and load studies of 
flight vehicles using normal rnodes. Computer fee. 
531, 532. Automatic Controls for Flight Vehicles I, II. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. S.F. Prereq: 531 : 431 ; 532: 531 . 
Theory of automatic control of flight vehicles. 
Spacecraft attitude control. Control of flexible vehi-
cles. Optimal controls. Adaptive controls. Computer 
fee. 
533. Thermodynamics of Compressible Flow II. (M E 
533) See Mechanical Engineering. 
541 , 542. Advanced Aerodynamics I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each . Yr. Prereq: 541 : 341 or ME 424; 542: 541 . 
Classical flow theory, compressible fluid theories, 
shock wave studies, and applications to aero-
dynamic shapes. Computer fee. 
543. Advanced Aerodynamics Ill. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 542. Applications of classical flow theory, 
compressible flu id theories, and shock theory to 
aerodynamic shapes. Computer fee. 
544. Applied Wing Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Credit or enrollment in 541 . Methods of estimating 
the aerodynamic characteristics of swept and 
unswept, steady and oscillating wings in subsonic 
and supersonic flight. Computer fee. 
546, 547. Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat 
Transfer I, II. (M E 546, 547) (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prereq: 546: credit or enrollment in 541 or E M 571 or 
M E 538. 547: 546. Introduction to finite difference 
methods used in modern engineering . Solution of 
example problems in fluid mechanics and heat 
transfer. Computer fee. 547: Application of computa-
tional methods to current problems in flu id 
mechanics and heat transfer. Computer fee. 
551 . Space Flight Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
351 . General equations of motion for rigid body flight 
vehicles. Coordinate systems and time keeping. 
Two-body motion orbit transfers. Patched conic and 
multi-conic interplanetary trajectories. Restricted 
three-body problem. Computer fee . 
552. Entry Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered when 
demand warrants . Prereq: 551. Atmospheric entry 
and entry dynamics of missiles and spacecraft. 
Trajectory control. Descent and landing. Thermal 
protection considerations. Entry vehicle attitude 
control. Computer fee. 
55~ . Atmospheric Flight Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Offered when demand warrants. Prereq: 355. Use of 
energy methods and optimization in the perform-
ance analysis of highly maneuverable aircraft and 
missiles . Stability and control analysis of flight 
vehicles. Introduction to parameter identification. 
Computer fee. 
569. Mechanics of Composite and Combined 
Materials. (E M 569, M S E 569) See Engineering 
Mechanics. 
571. Environmental Aerodynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Offered when demand warrants. Prereq: 341. Survey 
of atmospheric turbulence, turbulent diffusion, and 
velocity profile within the atmospheric boundary layer 
with emphasis on modeling by means of the 
environmental wind tunnel. 
575. Tornado Fluid Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered 
when demand warrants. Prereq: 341 . Formation of 
atmospheric vortices, interaction of atmospheric 
vortices with the earth's surface, laboratory modeling 
of tornado vortices . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. 
A. Aero and/or Gasdynamics 
B. Propulsion 
C. Aerospace Structures 
D. Fl ight Mechanics 
E. Spacecraft Systems 
F. Flight Control systems 
G. Aeroelasticity 
H. Viscous Aerodynamics 
I. Design 
J. Hypersonics. Computer fee . 
K. Computational Aerodynamics. Computer fee . 
L. Magnetofluiddynamics. Computer fee. 
M. Severe Storm Technology. Computer fee. 
N. Optimization. Computer fee. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 5. Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
620. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. 
621 . Aerospace Structures Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 521. The application of transfer matrix 
techniques to the analysis of various types of large 
aerospace structures under static, dynamic, and 
buckling loads. Computer fee. 
625. Advanced Aeroelasticity II. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered 
when demand warrants. Prereq: 525. Aerodynamic 
and structural instabilities of fixed and rotating wing 
flight vehicles under discrete and random dynamic 
loads. Computer fee. 
635, 636. Optimization in Aerospace Engineering I, 
11. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Offered when demand warrants. 
Prereq: 635: 542, 551; 636: 635. Applications of 
parameter optimization, dynamic programming and 
optimal control theory to problems in aerodynamics, 
aircraft structures , flight mechanics, design and 
performance. Singular optimal control problems. 
Pursuit/evasion differential games. Branched optimal 
trajectories. Optimal control of distributed parameter 
systems. Computer fee . 
641, 642. Hypersonic Flow Theory I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. Offered when demand warrants. Prereq: 641 : 
542; 642: 641 . High Mach number flows, Newtonian 
theory, small disturbance theory, constant density 
solutions, thin shock layers, blunt body problems, 
hypersonic boundary layers and viscous interac-
tions. Computer fee. 
645, 646. Magnetofluiddynamics I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. Offered when demand warrants . Prereq: 645: 
542; 646: 645 . Electromagnetic theory, equations of 
motion for viscous, heat and electrically conducting 
fluids of multiple species, wave motions, engineering 
problems in magnetohydrodynamics and magne-
togasdynamics. Radiation gasdynamics. 
647, 648. Dynamics of Real Gases I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. Offered when demand warrants. Prereq: 647: 
542; 648: 647. Introduction to quantum theory and 
statistical mechanics of thermally and calorically 
imperfect gases, theories of harmonic and anhar-
monic oscillators, vibrational relaxing and chemically 
reacting flows behind a strong shock and through an 
expansion nozzle. Gasdynamic lasers. 
650. Fluid Mechanics Seminar. (ME 650) (1-0) Cr. 1 
each time taken. F. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Special topics of current research interest to 
students and staff of departments concerned. 
Computer fee. 
651, 652. Mechanics of Space Vehicles Maneuvers 
I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 each . Offered when demand 
warrants . Prereq: 651 : 551; 652: 651 . Vehicle orbital 
transfers, intercept and rendezvous problems, 
spacecraft and satellite attitude control using active 
and passive methods and entry vehicle control. 
Computer fee. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. 
A. Aero and/or Gasdynamics 
B. Propulsion 
C. Aerospace Structures 
D. Flight Mechanics 
E. Spacecraft Systems 
F. Flight Control Systems 
G. Aeroelasticity 
H. Viscous Aerodynamics 
I. Design 
J. Hypersonics 
K. Computational Aerodynamics 
699. Research. Computer fee. 
Agricultural Education 
David L. Williams, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Carter, Crawford , Kahler, Martin , 
Mi ller, Trede, Williams 
Associate Members: Gamon, Hoerner, 
Lawrence (Emeritus) 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in agricultural education, a 
specialization in agricultural extension educa-
tion, opportunities for emphasis in 
international agricultural education and minor 
work to students taking major work in other 
departments. Candidates pursuing the master 
of science degree may do so by completing 
either a thesis or nonthesis program of study. 
Complete descriptions of these programs are 
available in the department. The department 
cooperates with the colleges of education and 
family and consumer sciences in providing a 
master of education degree with an area of 
specialization in vocational education. The 
department offers courses at the graduate 
level for persons who have an interest in 
improving their teaching skills in agriculture. 
The department cooperates with other depart-
ments in the College of Agriculture to offer 
work for a co-major master of science degree 
to prepare area school and community col-
lege agriculture teachers. 
Courses and workshops are offered, both on 
and off campus, for extension personnel and 
agriculture instructors. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
410. Planning Vocational Agriculture Programs. (5-0) 
6 weeks. Cr. 2. F.S. Prereq: 310.Philosophy of 
vocational agricultural education , planning course 
content, FFA, SOE, adult and young farmer educa-
tion, and cooperative experience programs. 
411. Teaching in Agriculture Education Programs. 
(4-4) 6 weeks . Cr. 2. F.S. Prereq: 311 . Instructional 
delivery, selection of methods and teaching aids, 
student evaluation , class management, and micro-
teaching in agricultural education programs. 
412. Internship in Agricultural Education. (0-8 to 
0-32) Cr. 2 to 8. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. A supervised learning experience in an 
approved learning environment with application to 
educational practices and principles. 
414. Developing Extension Agriculture, Natural 
Resource, and 4-H Programs. (2-0) Cr. 2. F.S. Basic 
concepts in planning and conducting agricultural 
extension education programs for youth and adults. 
415. Seminar in Agricultural Education. (1-0) Cr. 1. 
F.S. Offered on a satisfactory-fail basis only. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Course in Agricultural Education. Cr. 1 to 
3. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Specific 
problems, issues, and content areas in agricultural 
education . On and off campus on arranged basis. 
Materials fee . 
511. Instructional and Organizational Problems of 
Beginning Professionals in Agriculture. (0-4) Cr. 1 to 
2. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Problems 
in planning and conducting agricultural programs. 
Materials fee. 
512. Agricultural Education in the Career 
Development Process. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 411 and permission of instructor. 
Components of the career development process. 
Integrating agricultural education objectives, pro-
gram activities , and new instructional areas into the 
career development process. The guidance function 
of the agricultural teacher and extension worker. 
514. Organizing Agricultural Information for 
Professional and Scientific Meetings. (1-2) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification in agriculture. 
Concepts and practices in planning , preparing , and 
presenting materials used in professional meetings 
and scientific papers by agriculturalists. Materials 
fee. 
520. Instructional Methods for Teaching in 
Agricultural Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 411 . Learning theories, innovations and 
advanced principles in teaching methods and 
materials. Group techniques including decision 
making, developing interest and understanding, and 
student evaluation . Individualized instructional tech-
niques and evaluation of instruction. 
521 . Leadership Development in Agricultural 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 
315 and permission of instructor. Principles and 
practices of leadership development. Organization, 
implementation, and evaluation of individual and 
group leadership development in agriculture and 
group dynamics. 
524. Program Development and Evaluation in 
Agricultural Extension Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 414. Development of program 
objectives, implementation strategies and evaluation 
procedures based on agricultural needs and educa-
tional opportunities in communities, counties, and 
extension areas. Experiences in marketing extension 
programs. 
538. Adult and Post-Secondary Education in 
Agriculture. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F, offered 1990. Prereq: 
410 and permission of instructor. T~e adult and post-
secondary learner in production agriculture and 
agricultural occupations; adult learning styles and 
principles; use of advisory groups, community 
resources , problem solving techniques and learning 
strategies for formal and nonformal education . 
560. Role of Agricultural Education and Agricultural 
Extension in Technology Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: Soc 415. Processes by which 
formal and informal agricultural education programs 
and agricultural extension influence introduction and 
acceptance of agricultural technology, including 
strategies for technology transfer. 
561 . Agricultural and Extension Education in 
Developing Countries. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Utilizing 
systematic approaches to identifying , analyzing, and 
solving problems in international agricultural educa-
tion , with emphasis on the impact of agricultural 
education, formal and nonformal, on development. 
590. Special Topics in Agricultural Education. Cr. 1-3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in agricultural education. 
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593. Workshop in Agricultural Education. Cr. 1-3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in agricultural education. 
Materials fee. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Methods 
C. Evaluation 
D. Administration 
E. Leadership 
F. Extension 
G. Program Planning 
599. Creative Component. F.S.SS. For nonthesis M.S. 
degree programs. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
604. Evaluation in Agricultural Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 410 or 524 and 
permission of instructor. Criteria and procedures for 
designing evaluations of programs in agricultural 
education. Critique of evaluation theories. Selection 
and construction of evaluation instruments. Reporting 
of results and recommendations. 
610. Curriculum Development in Agricultural 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 
410 and permission of instructor. Analysis of social , 
individual, and subject matter needs in agriculture 
and their impact on agricultural curricula. Applica-
tion of new concepts and educational theory to 
curriculum planning in agricultural education. 
615. Seminar in Agricultural Education. (1-0) Cr. 1. 
F.S.SS. Offered on satisfactory-fail basis only. 
617. Professional Development of Agricultural 
Educators. (1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Analysis of the roles and activities of 
professionals in agricultural education and agri-
cultural extension with emphasis on identifying and 
describing future personnel roles in higher educa-
tion . Offered on satisfactory-fail basis only. 
620. Research Procedures in Agricultural Education. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: ResEv 550, 552. Application of 
research methods to agricultural education research. 
Identification of research priorities, selection and 
development of research design, and critique of 
research in agricultural education . 
625. Administration and Supervision of Agricultural 
Education Programs. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 521 . Management principles and practices 
of planning , organizing , directing, staffing, and 
evaluating as applied to administration and supervi-
sion of programs in agricultural education . 
630. Philosophy and Policy Making in Agricultural 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
410 and permission of instructor. Basic philosophic 
premises in development of agricultural education 
programs at federal , state, and local levels. Impact 
of legislation on state and local policy making. Role 
of state and local advisory groups in policy making. 
699. Research. 
Agricultural 
Engineering 
James R. Gilley, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Baker, Beer (Emeritus), Bern, 
Buchele, Bundy, Colvin, Erbach, Gilley, Hazen 
(Emeritus), Hsu, Hurburgh, Johnson 
(Emeritus), Kanwar, Marley, Morford 
(Emeritus), Roth (Emeritus), Smith 
Associate Members: Anderson, Bekkum, 
Hoerner, Melvin, Misra 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering, and 
doctor of philosophy with major in agricultural 
engineering and minor work to students 
taking major work in other departments. Minor 
work is also offered in agricultural mechaniza-
tion for students in the College of Agriculture , 
see Agricultural Mechanization. Within the 
major the student may specialize in soil and 
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water resources, agricultural power and ma-
chinery, food and process engineering , or 
agricu ltural structures and environment. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of an undergraduate curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that required of 
agricultural engineering undergraduate stu-
dents at this institution. However, because of 
the diversity of interests within the graduate 
programs in agricu ltural engineering , a stu-
dent may qualify for graduate study even 
though the undergraduate training has been 
in a discipline other than engineering. Sup-
porting work will be requ ired depending on 
the student's background and area of interest 
with requirements defined by departmental 
guidelines. 
For the degree doctor of philosophy, an 
enrichment component is requ ired on the 
program of study (POS). This component 
encourages broadening of the student's 
knowledge in some important subject area 
apart from the major, minor, or other principal 
thrust area. The enrichment component shall 
consist of 6 hours of coursework at Iowa State 
University, approved by the POS committee. 
These courses can be at any academic level, 
but must be taken for a grade and must have 
some central focus . Testouts are not allowed. 
Courses in any language are acceptable. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental minors in energy systems 
engineering , mineral resources , technology 
and social change, and the interdepartmental 
major in water resources (see Index). 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
342. Agricultural Tractor Power. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
M E 330. Thermodynamic principles and construc-
tion of tractor engines. Fuels , combustion , and 
lubrication. Kinematics and dynamics of tractor 
power appl ications; drawbar, power take-off and 
traction mechanisms. Field trip fee. Computer fee. 
363. Agri-lndustrial Applications of Electric Power. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Phys 222. Single phase and 
three phase circuits. Electrical safety. Lighting and 
wiring system design. Electric motors and motor 
controls. Programmable logic controllers. Standby 
power systems. Computer fee. 
421. Hydraulic Design of Soil and Water Control 
Facilities. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment 
in E M 378. App lication of open channel flow 
principles to the design of irrigation, drainage and 
erosion control facilities . Hydraulics of conduits and 
stilling basins . Hydraulics of pumps. Spatially varied 
flow. Flow through porous media. Computer fee. 
446. Agricultural Engineering Design. (2-4) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 202, EM 378, Math 267. Identification of 
current design problems in agricultural engineering . 
Generation and evaluation of alternate solutions 
using creativity and engineering analysis and syn-
thesis techniques. Selection of promising solutions 
for development by design teams. Presentation of 
designs through oral and written reports . Computer 
fee. 
447. Power and Control Hydraulics (1-3) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in E M 378. Properties of 
hydraulic fluids . Performance parameters of fixed 
and variable displacement pumps and motors. 
Characteristics of control valves. Analysis and 
design of hydraul ic systems for power and control 
functions. Field trip fee . Computer fee. 
478. Design of Agricultural Structures. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: EM 324. Uniform Bui ld ing Code and ANSI 
Standard. Analysis of wind, snow, dead and live 
loads. Pressures from granuJar materials. Design of 
light-framed agricultural structures using cold-formed 
steel. Flexural and compression members, connec-
tions, corrugated sheets. Applications in grain bins, 
agricultural bui ldings, and equipment. Computer fee. 
495. Food Engineering. (F Tch 495) (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: EM 378 or Ch E 356 or F Tch 493. 
Application of material and energy balances to food 
processing equipment and processes. Principles of 
heat and mass transfer operations. Applications to 
selected unit operations commonly found in the food 
industry. 
496. Food Engineering Laboratory. (F Tch 496) (0-3) 
Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 493 or enrollment in 495. 
Experiments cover basic engineering measurements, 
material and energy balances, momentum and heat 
transport operations. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
502. Simulation of Agricultural Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: Com S 205, Stat 401 . Model development 
and computer simulation of processes and systems 
in agricu lture. Model elements include soil , crop, 
animal, and machine parameters. Interdisciplinary 
appl ications. Computer fee. 
503. Controls and Instrumentation for Agricultural 
Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3 F. Prereq: Math 267, E E 441 . 
Linear response of control systems using Laplace 
transforms and numerical techniques . Use of LSAP, 
CSMP, ODEPACK, and SIMPLOTIER. Feedback 
controllers. Sensors. Use of operational amplifiers as 
controllers. Root-locus diagrams. Discrete-time sys-
tems and the microcomputer as a controller. Case 
studies from agricultural engineering. Computer fee. 
522. Drainage and Irrigation Engineering. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 421 or CE 372, Agron 154 or CE 360. Soil-
water-plant relationships; theory of infiltration and 
evapotranspiration; saturated and unsaturated flow 
through soils; movement of chemicals in the vadose 
zone. Design of surface and subsurface drainage 
systems; design of surface, sprinkler, trickle, and 
subsurface irrigation systems. Management of irriga-
tion systems in developing countries. Computer fee . 
523. Erosion and Sediment Transport. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: Math 266 and either 421 or 
C E 472. Erosion processes. Initiation of motion and 
overland flow. Erosion models. Flow in alluvial 
channels and theory of transport. Surface soil and 
channel stabil ity. Wind erosion. Computer fee. 
569. Grain Preservation and Handling. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 202, 214. Grain properties and quality 
evaluation. Grain preservation methods. Fans and 
airflow through grain. Simulation of drying. Grain 
handling and processing systems. Field trip fee. 
Computer fee. 
571 . Timber Design for Agricultural Structures. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 478. Design of 
timber beams, columns, and fasteners. Plywood 
design. Analysis of timber structures by diaphragm 
action and matrix analysis. Post-frame building 
design. Design with composite materials. Computer 
fee. 
572. Design of Environmental Systems for 
Agricultural Structures. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 214, ME 330. Principles of animal 
environment . Insulation, venti lation, air distribution, 
heating and cooling equipment, and controls. Analy-
sis of air quality. Research instrumentation. 
Computer fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. 
P. Power and Machinery 
Q. Structures and Environment 
R. Process Engineering 
S. Soil and Water 
T. Construction and Maintenance 
U. Waste Management 
599. Creative Component. Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
648. Harvesting Machines. (1-2) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 446. Principles of cutting , gathering, 
threshing, and separating . Analysis of harvesting 
devices. Effects of crop condition , maturity, and 
moisture content on performance of functional 
components. 
661, 662. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each. Yr. Discussion of 
research problems, methods, procedures , and 
reports . 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
699. Research. 
P. Power and Machinery 
Q . Structures and Environment 
R. Process Engineering 
S. Soil and Water 
U. V'faste Management. Computer fee. 
Agricultural 
Mechanization 
Administered by the Department of Agricultural 
Engineering 
J. R. Gilley, Professor in Charge 
The Department of Agricultural Engineering 
offers courses for minor graduate credit in 
agricultural mechanization for students taking 
major work in other departments, and cooper-
ates in the interdepartmental program in 
professional agriculture. A minor in agricultural 
mechanization is offered. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
420. Land Drainage and Irrigation. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants . Prereq: 324, 
Agron 154. Technical , economic, and social aspects 
of the planning and management of farm field 
drainage and irrigation systems. Application of 
theory from engineering, soil science , and plant 
science to the solution of real-world problems. 
Designed for master of agriculture program. 
424. Drainage and Irrigation Management. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 324, Agron 154. 
Basic relationships between soil and water; develop-
ment of knowledge in drainage and irrigation of 
agricultural lands; design and management of 
drainage and irrigation systems. 
430. Farm Machinery Principles and Mechanisms. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 330, 335, 
Phys 111. Advanced principles of agricultural ma-
chine mechanisms and components. Forces, 
strength, energy and motion in machinery and its 
components. Introduction to electronic control and/or 
monitoring systems and their diagnostics. 
434. Farm Machine Mechanisms. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 3 
credits in math. Principles of clutches , universal 
joints and belt, chain , gear, and hydraulic drives. 
Analysis of linkages used in agricultural machinery. 
Constraints and limitations for successful operation. 
Designed for master of agriculture program. 
435. Agricultural Safety. (1-3) Cr. 2. F Prereq: 3 
credits in math. Risk recognition , hazard analysis 
and danger evaluation in the agricultural industry. 
Epidemiological study of accidents. Product reliabil-
ity, safe design and operation. Materials fee . 
462. Post-Harvest Grain Technology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 6 
credits in agricultural or biological science. Grain 
drying and high-moisture preservation methods with 
emphasis on corn. Psychrometrics. Fans and airflow. 
Grain handling methods and system planning. 
Computer simulation of grain drying . Designed for 
master of agriculture program. 
473. Environmental Systems for Animal Production. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 3 credits in math. Effects of 
environment on animal production. Principles of 
environmental control. Planning confinement systems 
for livestock; functional , economic, and environmen-
tal considerations. 
474. Livestock Housing Systems. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 6 
credits in agricultural or biological science. 
Properties of moist air, effects of environment on 
animal performance, principles of environmental 
control, feed handling systems, manure manage-
ment alternatives, planning total systems. Designed 
for master of agriculture program. 
475. Agricultural Water Supplies and Waste 
Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 6 credits in biological sciences, 3 credits in 
math. Water requirements, supplies, and treatment 
for domestic and livestock production systems. On-
site domestic sewage disposal systems. Livestock 
waste properties, collection , transport , storage, and 
treatment. Practical design criteria and procedures. 
476. Farmstead Planning. (1-2) Cr. 2. Alt. S , offered 
1991 . Prereq: 273 or 473. Layout and organization of 
farmsteads. Planning farm homes, livestock produc-
tion buildings, structures for crop storage and 
machinery housing. Plans, construction materials, 
and structural considerations for agricultural build-
ings. Materials fee . 
488. Teaching Agricultural Mechanics. (4-4) 6 weeks. 
Cr. 2. FS. Prereq: 285. Organization and manage-
ment of the agricultural mechanics and laboratory 
instructional programs, facilities , and equipment. 
Students plan and present teaching demonstrations 
of agricultural mechanics and laboratory related 
skills. 
489. Developments in Agricultural Mechanics. (2-2) 
Cr. 1. FS.SS. Off campus 5 weeks or 3 days. Prereq: 
488. Selection , principles of operation , application 
and maintenance of equipment and materials used 
in mechanized agriculture. Development of instruc-
tional units for vocational-technical programs. Lab 
fee. 
A. Electricity in Agriculture 
B. Electric Motors 
C. Agricultural Structures 
D. Metal Construction 
E. Agricultural Machinery 
F Hydraulics in Agriculture 
G. Diesel Tractors 
I. Ma~hinery Management 
J. Computers in Agricultural Mechanics 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 5. 
H. Honors 
P. Power and Machinery 
0 . Structures and Environment 
R. Electric Power and Processing 
S. Soil and Water 
T Construction and Maintenance 
Agronomy 
John T. Pesek, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Amemiya (Emeritus), I. Anderson , 
M. Anderson (Emeritus), Atkins, Black 
(Emeritus), Blackmer, Bremner, Browning 
(Emeritus), Burris, Buxton, I. Carlson , 
R. Carlson, Cianzio, Cruse, Dekker, Fehr, 
Fenton , Frey, George, Green, Hallauer, 
Hanway (Emeritus), Hodges, Horton, Karlen , 
Kaspar, Keeney, Kirkham (Emeritus), Lamkey, 
Larson , Loynachan , Palmer, Pearce, Pesek, 
Peterson , Roath, Russell , Scholtes (Emeritus), 
Scott, Shaw (Emeritus), Shibles, Shoemaker, 
Shrader (Emeritus), Tabatabai, Takle, 
Thompson (Emeritus), Webb, Wedin , 
Whigham, Wilson , Woolley, Yarger 
Associate Members: Anderson, Campbell , 
Clark, Henning, Killorn, Knapp, Lee, Mansur, 
McCorcle, Miller, Mullen, Owen, Pollak, 
Sandor, Taylor, Thompson, Timmons, Troeh, 
Vaughan, Voss, Widrlechner 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy, 
with majors in agricultural meteorology, crop 
production and physiology, plant breeding 
and cytogenetics , soil chemistry, soil fertility, 
soil management, soil microbiology and bio-
chemistry, soil morphology and genesis, and 
soil physics. Minor work is offered for students 
with majors in other departments. An M.S. 
nonthesis option is available for students 
desiring a general degree program with 
additional coursework and a written creative 
component substituting for thesis research. 
The department also cooperates in the inter-
departmental programs in immunobiology and 
professional agriculture; interdepartmental ma-
jors in ecology and evolutionary biology, 
MCDB (molecular, cellular, and developmental 
biology), plant physiology, toxicology; and 
water resources ; and interdepartmental mi-
nors in mineral resources and technology and 
social change. 
Prerequisite to major work in this department 
is completion of an undergraduate degree 
program with emphasis on agronomic , biolog-
ical, and physical sciences. The foreign 
language requirement, if any, for the Ph .D. 
degree is establ ished on an individual basis 
by the program of study committee appointed 
to guide the work of the student. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
318. Principles of Crop Physiology. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. 
Prereq: Bot 310 or 320. Pearce. Basic principles 
concerning the growth, development, and production 
of crop communities in relation to their environment. 
354. Soil Fertility (3-0 or 3-3) Cr. 3 or 4. FS. Prereq: 
154. Troeh or Loynachan . Effects of soils on plant 
growth with emphasis on nutrient elements and tilth. 
Chemical and biological soil properties related to 
plant nutrition. Physical soi l properties related to root 
growth. Laboratory emphasizes methods of evaluat-
ing soil fertility. Agronomy majors are required to take 
this course for 4 credits. 
364. Soil Resource Conservation. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 154 or 357. Troeh . Relation of soil properties 
and land morphology to erosion . Principles and 
methods of conserving soil. Preparation of a conser-
vation plan . Out-of-town field trips. Field trip fee. 
406. Climate of the Continents. (Mteor 406) (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F Prereq: Agron!Mteor 206. R. Carlson. The 
major climate controls and how they affect the world 
climate. Climate classification . Combining controls 
and classification to explain the pattern of climates 
of the different continents and the world . 
412. Crop Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. FS. Prereq: 212. 
Woolley. Problem solving approach to crop manage-
ment. Principles and practices of agronomic science 
are used in the discussion of management problems 
related to corn, soybeans, forage, small grain , 
sorghum, and alternative crops . 
415. World Crops. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 114. 
Whigham. Origin , characteristics, adaptation , pro-
duction, and products of economically important 
crops of the world with emphasis on crops not 
commonly grown in the Midwestern U.S. 
421 . Introduction to Plant Breeding. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. 
Prereq: Gen 320 or 330. Green. Basic principles 
used in genetic improvement of plants . A review of 
genetics and reproduction as related to plant 
breeding . Methods of breeding self-pollinated, cross-
pollinated, and asexually reproducing plants. 
434. Pasture and Grazing Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 334. Wedin . Principles of 
grazing management for various pasture types. 
Practices used in U.S. and elsewhere in relation to 
intensive grazing systems under continuous or 
intermittent grazing and maintenance of sward 
productivity. Management and utilization of supple-
mental hay, silage, and row-crop residue in year-
around systems. 
453. Fertilizers. (2-0) Cr. 2. F Prereq: 354. Polito, 
Schafer. The technology of ferti lizer manufacturing. 
Relationship of handling characteristics of soil-
fertilizer reactions to organic and mineral fertilizer 
management and their environmental impact. Suit-
ability and accuracy of plant and soil testing 
methods to determine fertilizer requirements. 
454. Soil Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. F Prereq: 354. 
Troeh. App lication of soil science to the solution of 
soil management problems. Economic effects of soil 
management technology. Integration of crop, tillage, 
water, and fertility information for management 
decisions. 
457. Soil Chemistry and Physics. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 354. Troeh . Chemical , physical , and miner-
alogical properties of soils. Influence of particle size 
and mineralogy on soil properties. A study of the 
colloidal system and the movement of materials in 
soils. 
473. Soil Genesis and Survey. (2-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
154 or 357. Sandor. Formation , classification, and 
distribution of soils . Soils 9-nd geomorphology. Soil 
. profile description, soil mapping , and interpretation 
of soil survey information . Two weekend field trips . 
Field trip fee . 
483. World Soil Resources. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
Chem 163 (154 recommended). Schafer. Properties, 
classification, and geographical d istribution of soils 
with emphasis on their suitability for food production . 
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485. Soil Biology. (Micro 485) (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
154, Micro 300. Loynachan . Description of orga-
nisms in the soil and plant environment, and their 
role in organic matter decomposition (including 
natural materials, chemicals, and wastes). nitrogen 
fixation and transformations. and other processes. 
493. Workshop in Agronomy. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permis-
sion of instructor. Staff. Workshop experience in 
crops, soils , or agricultural meteorology. 
. Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Orientation Seminar. (2-0). Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 
International agronomy graduate students only. 
Pesek and staff. An introduction to Iowa and U.S. 
agriculture for international scholars in agronomic 
majors. Field trips when possible. Departmental role 
in the functioning of research, teaching , and 
extension in fulfilling the charge given the land-grant 
university. 
505. Biometeorology. (Mteor 505) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Agron!Mteor 206. McCorcle. The heat ex-
change near the ground. Radiation, turbulence, 
conductance and evaporation as components of the 
heat balance. Temperature, wind and humidity 
conditions in the microclimate . Modification of the 
microclimate. 
508. Biophysical Crop Ecology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
505. Taylor. Principles of physical energy exchange 
applied to crop growth and development. Ecological 
implications of radiation , temperature, moisture, and 
the biological properties of size, shape, resistance to 
water vapor loss, and absorptivity to solar and 
thermal radiation. Physiological stress in the soil , 
plant. atmosphere continuum. 
516. Crop Physiology and Management. (3-0) Cr. 2 
or 3. S. Prereq: Bot 320. Shibles, I. Anderson . 
Physiological and biochemical processes and their 
relationships to crop plant growth and development. 
Application to crop culture and management. Stu-
dent may elect physiology only (10 weeks, 2 er.) or 
the full topic (15 weeks, 3 er.). 
517. Weed Ecology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt . F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 317, Bot 484. Dekker. Physiological , mor-
phological , ecological, and sociological adaptations 
to disturbed agro-habitats resulting in weedy 
qualities in plants. Genetic bases of colonizing 
species. Crop-weed interactions. Role of the environ-
ment in weed ecology. 
519. Herbicide Physiology and Biochemistry. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 317. Dekker. 
Physiological, biochemical, and genetic bases of 
herbicide action in plants. Herbicide modes of 
action, bases of selectivity between plant species, 
uptake and translocation of xenobiotics , and fate of 
herbicides in the soil and environment. 
521 . Principles o~ Cultivar Development. (3-0) Cr. 3 . 
S. Prereq: 421; Stat 401 . Fehr. Analysis of alternative 
breeding methods for improvement of crop plants. 
Strategies for hybridization and self-pollination. Ster-
ility systems and their relationship to breeding 
methods and commercial hybrid seed production. 
522. Field Methods in Plant Breeding. (0-6) Cr. 2. SS. 
Prereq: 521 . Staff. Field experience in planning and 
conducting plant breeding research for cross-
pollinated and self-pollinated crops. Offered on a 
satisfactory-fail basis only. Field trip fee . 
523. Germplasm. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: Gen 501 . Campbell. Germplasm collection , 
evaluation, and utilization in the context of sampling 
in centers of diversity; preservation and evaluation of 
materials; and data storage and retrieval. Methods 
and examples of germplasm enhancement and 
utilization in crop improvement. 
526. Field Plot Techniques in Plant Breeding. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Stat 401 . Campbell . Planning 
experiments for plant breeding research, analysis of 
data, and concepts in data interpretation. 
529. Cytogenetics in Plant Breeding. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 521 ; Gen 501, 625. 
Peterson. Chromosome recombination, principles of 
chromosome pairing , gene distribution within the 
genome, aberrations, polyploids, genome relations, 
aneuploids, nullisomic analysis, interspecific hybrids, 
cell fusion , evolution of the nucleotype, repetitive 
DNA, the eukaryotic genome, and emergent tech-
niques for the genetic improvement of crops. 
Materials fee . 
533. Pasture: Forage Research Methods. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 434 or equivalent, Stat 
401 . Wedin . Intake and quality assessment of forage 
(fed or pastured). Methods and approach in devel-
oping grassland situations. Current literature reports . 
538. Seed Physiology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 338; B B 301 or Chem 331 . Burris. 
Physiological aspects of seed development, matura-
tion , longevity, dormancy, and germination. 
541 . Agricultural Meteorology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 206. 
R. Carlson . Basic concepts in agricultural mete-
orology with emphasis on the weather-agriculture 
relationship and the microclimate-agriculture interac-
tion . Designed for the master of agriculture program. 
542. Advanced Crop Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 318 or 
412. Staff. Basic concepts in plant-soil-c limate 
relationships with emphasis on recent advances in 
crop culture and management. Designed for the 
master of agriculture program. 
543. Applied Plant Breeding. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off campus, 
offered as demand warrants. Prereq: Gen 320. 
Campbell. Techniques and principles involved in 
breeding and maintaining crop varieties. Emphasis 
on the application of breeding methods to major 
field crops. Designed for the master of agriculture 
program. 
544. Advanced Soil Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 354 or 
454. Blackmer, Cruse. Basic concepts of soil 
management with emphasis on how various tillage 
and fertilization practices influence plant growth . 
Designed for the master of agriculture program. 
551 . Growth and Development of Perennial Grasses. 
(Hort 551). See Horticulture. 
553. Soil-Plant Relationships. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
354. Blackmer. Composition and properties of soils 
in relation to the nutrition and growth of plants. 
554. Soil Environment-Root Relationships. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 354; Math 165 or 
175. Cruse. Implications of tillage practices on the 
soil environment and root activity. Effect of soil 
physical properties on soi l erosion. 
558. Laboratory Methods in Soil Chemistry. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 354 and Chem 210 or 211 . 
Tabatabai. Experimental and descriptive inorganic 
and organic analyses. Operational theory and 
principles of applicable instruments, including spec-
trophotometry, atomic and molecular absorption and 
emission spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, X-ray 
diffraction and fluorescence, gas and ion chro-
matography, and ion-selective electrodes. 
561 . Irrigation Agriculture. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 354. 
Troeh. Properties of soils in relation to irrigation; use 
, and quality of irrigation water; reclamation of saline 
and sodic soi ls; management of irrigated cropland; 
irrigation in humid regions. 
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575. Soil Morphology, Genesis, and Classification. 
(2-0 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3. F. Prereq: 457, 473; Geo/ 100. 
M. Thompson. Synthesis of how landscapes, water, 
organisms , and chemical reactions determine soil 
morphology and diagnostic horizons; special assign-
ments concerning soi l taxonomy are required for 3 
credits . 
577. Soil Physics. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 354; Math 
166 recommended. Horton. The physical soil system: 
the soil components and their physical interactions; 
transport processes involving water, air, and heat. 
578. Laboratory Methods in Soil Physics. (1 -3) Cr. 2. 
S. Prereq: 577 concurrent. Horton. Methods of 
measuring soil physical properties such as texture, 
density, and water content , and transport of heat, 
water, and gases. 
585. Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry. (Micro 585) 
(2-0 or 2-3) Cr. 2 or 3. S. Prereq: 485, one course in 
biochemistry. Loynachan . Ecological and environ-
mental considerations of soil microorganisms, 
organic matter, enzymes, carbon, and other nutrient 
cycles. Laboratory emphasizes creative component. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 15 credits in 
agronomy. Literature reviews and conferences on 
selected topics in crops, soils, or agricultural 
meteorology according to needs and interest of 
student. 
593. Workshop in Agronomy. Cr. arr. Prereq: Gradu-
ate classification. 
A. Crops 
B. Soils 
C. Agricultural Meteorology 
D. Microcomputers in Agronomy 
E. Seed Science 
F. Weed Science 
599. Creative Component. Cr. arr. Prereq: Nonthesis 
M.S. option only. A written report based on research, 
library readings, or topics related to the student's 
area of specialization and approved by the student's 
advisory committee. 
A. Agricultural Meteorology 
B. Crop Production and Physiology 
C. Plant Breeding and Cytogenetics 
D. Soil Chemistry 
E. Soil Fertility 
F. Soil Management 
G. Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry 
H. Soi l Morphology and Genesis 
I. Soil Physics 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. Reports and discussion of 
recent literature and research. 
A. Plant Breeding . F.S. I. Carlson or Hallauer 
B. Soils. F.S. Staff 
C. Soi l-Plant-Climate. F.S. Kaspar 
D. Seeds. F.S. Knapp 
609. Agricultural Meteorology Conference. (1-0) Cr. 1. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Staff. Liter-
ature reviews and conferences with instructor on 
special problems relating to agricultural meteorology, 
beyond the scope of current courses offered . 
616. Advanced Topics in Crop Physiology and 
Biochemistry. (4-0) Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
516; Bot 511 , 513; permission of instructor. 
I. Anderson, Shibles. An in-depth treatment of 
physiological and biochemical processes and their 
relationships to crop growth and development. 
Emphasis on individual study· followed by in-class 
discussion. 
619. Professional Development. (1-0) Cr. 1. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Shibles, Wedin. Instruction and practice in research 
proposal preparation, writ ing of professional papers, 
oral presentation, and vitae preparation. Teaching , 
research, and extension as careers. Interviewing, 
expectations in professional advancement, and other 
topics. 
620. Colloquium in Crop Production and Physiology. 
(1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Staff. 
Presentation of papers and informal discussion of 
related literature topics in crop physiology and crop 
production. 
621. Advanced Plant Breeding. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
521 , Stat 436 or An S 550, Gen 430. Lee. Estimation 
and interpretation of genetic effects; analysis of 
mating designs; heritability estimation ; intra- and 
interpopulation selection methods; inbreeding and 
heterosis; classification and development of parental 
materials; selection indices; combining ability analy-
sis; procedures and problems with germplasm 
evaluation ; integration of molecular and cellular 
approaches to plant improvement programs. 
625. Population Development and Utilization in Plant 
Breeding. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 
521 , Stat 436, Gen 501 . Frey. Natural systems of 
reproduction and their consequences in crop im-
provement. Methods for generating genetic variation, 
including the use of exotic germplasm and inter-
specific hybridization. Populations in plant breeding 
strategies. Characteristics of cultivar populations 
relative to agricultural production. 
629. Colloquium in Plant Breeding and Cytogenetics. 
(1-0) Cr. 1. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Peterson . Presentation of papers and 
informal discussion of related literature in plant 
breeding and cytogenetics. 
655. Advanced Soil Fertility. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 553. Blackmer. Evaluation of 
soil fertility and fertilizers; theory and applications. 
657. Advanced Soil Chemistry. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 553, Chem 321 . Scott . Struc-
tural and surface chemistry of soil clay minerals. 
675. Advanced Soil Genesis and Classification. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 575. Fenton . 
Processes, reactions, and theories in soil formation ; 
principles of soil classification . 
677. Advanced Soil Physics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 577; Math 266, 267, Com S 172 
recommended. Horton. The flow and distribution of 
water, gas, and heat in soils. Physical principles and 
applications. 
685. Advanced Soil Biochemistry. (Micro 685) (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: 585. Tabatabai . 
Chemistry of soil organic matter and biochemical 
transformation brought about by microorganisms 
and enzymes in soils. 
696. Seminar in Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Bot 696) See Botany. 
699. Research. 
A. Agricultural Meteorology 
B. Crop Production and Physiology 
C. Plant Breeding and Cytogenetics 
D. Soil Chemistry 
E. Soil Fertility 
F. Soil Management 
G. Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry (Micro 699) 
H. Soil Morphology and Genesis 
I. Soil Physics 
J. Plant Physiology 
Animal Ecology 
Bruce W. Menzel, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Atchison, M. Bachmann, 
R. Bachmann, Best, Carlander (Emeritus), 
Clark, Dinsmore, Franklin , Klaas, Menzel , 
Mitchell, Ramsey, Summerfelt , Vohs 
Associate Member: Scarnecchia 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master ot science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in animal ecology, fisheries biol-
ogy, and wildlife biology. Within these majors, 
the student may also specialize in animal 
behavior, ecology, limnology, or taxonomy. 
Students may also major in interdepartmental 
graduate majors in ecology and evolutionary 
biology, toxicology, and water resources, or 
minor in the interdepartmental graduate minor 
in mineral resources (see Index). 
The Ph .D. degree requires proficiency in one 
foreign language. This may be demonstrated 
by one year of college credit with a minimal 
average of 2.0 (on a 4.0 = A scale), by an 
Educational Testing Service Foreign Language 
Examination score of at least 500, or by 
committee approval of equivalent language 
experience. The student's committee may 
require additional language competence. 
Personnel of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, through the Iowa Cooperative Fish 
and Wildlife Research Unit, and the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources contribute 
to the graduate program of the department. 
No more than two dual-listed animal ecology 
courses may be applied for major graduate 
credit. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
350. Wildlife Techniques and Habitat Analysis. (0-4) 
Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 231, 320L. Techniques and methods 
used in research and management of wildlife with 
emphasis on inventory and manipulation of wildlife 
populations and habitat . Field trips. 
410. Limnology. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 10 credits in 
biological sciences, Chem 163, or graduate classifi-
cation. Structure and function of aquatic ecosystems 
with application to fishery and pollution problems. 
440. Fishery Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 231 , 
320L. Biological basis of fishery management. 
441. Fishery and Limnological Techniques. {0-6) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Credit or classification in 410 or 440. 
Field and laboratory methods used in fishery and 
limnological studies. Field trips. 
451. Wildlife Management. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 312, 
350. Basic principles of managing wildl ife habitat 
and populations. Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Seminar. (2-0) Cr. 1 each time taken; may be 
taken more than once for graduation credit. F.S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor or graduate classifi-
cation. Current topics in ecological research , fish 
and wildlife management, and environmental prob-
lems related to fish or wildlife resources. 
501 . Field Seminar. (0-3 or 0-6) Cr. 1 or 2 each time 
taken. Prereq: 231 and permission of instructor. 
Extended field trips to areas such as national parks 
and wilderness areas to study ecological topics in 
forests, grasslands, deserts, wetlands, or coastal 
and marine systems. Field trip fee. 
510. Histology and Pathology of Fish Diseases. (Zool 
510) See Zoology. 
511. Population Ecology. {3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 312; Stat 401; a course in calculus. 
Theories and concepts of animal population dynam-
ics with emphasis on models of growth, predation , 
competition, and regulation. 
512. Vertebrate Behavioral Ecology. (Zool 512) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 312; Zool 3fJ4 
recommended. Selected topics in behavior consid-
ered relative to evolutionary and ecological con-
cepts. Includes predation, foraging , spacing, 
reproduction , and habitat selection. 
513. Pollution Ecology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: 312. Ecological relationships between 
aquatic and terrestrial organisms and environmental 
pollutants. Aspects of source, occurrence, per-
sistence, toxicity, ecosystem dynamics, and rate of 
degradation of pollutants. 
515. Ecology of Freshwater Invertebrates. (Zool 515) 
(1-6) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: Biol 312, Zoo/ 
206, Stat 104. Identification, natural history, and 
ecological relationships of free-living aquatic meta-
zoan invertebrates of the north-central region. 
Emphasis on community structure and function and 
sampling techniques. Field trips. 
516. Advanced Limnology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 410, 441; Stat 401 . Physical, chemical , 
and biological processes of lakes and streams and 
their relationships to biological productivity, ecologi-
cal succession , and water quality. Limnological 
research techniques . Field trips. 
520. Fish Ecology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 312, 321 . Ecological interrelationships of fish 
communities in North American lakes and streams. 
Emphasis on habitat and reproductive ecology, and 
community structure. 
*521. (321 DL) Ichthyology. (2-4) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
320L. Biology, classification, and identification of 
major freshwater and marine fish groups. Field trips. 
*522. (322 DL) Herpetology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 320L. Biology, life histories, 
classification, and identification of amphibians and 
reptiles. 
*523. (323 DL) Mammalogy. (2-4) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 
320L. Ecology, natural history, identification, classifi-
cation of mammals with emphasis on how mammals 
adapt to and interact with their environment. 
*524. (324 DL) Ornithology. (1-3) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
320L. Ecology, behavior, and physiology of birds. 
531 . Wildlife Planning, Policy, and Administration. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: A course in natural resource 
management. History and philosophy of wildlife 
administration , and modern methods for planning 
and implementing management policy. Intended for 
students interested in employment in public or 
private agencies dealing with natural resources. 
540. Analysis of World Fisheries. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 440; Stat 104. Major fishery 
resources and how they have been studied and 
managed. Critical analysis. 
541. Aquaculture. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 341. Concepts related to the intensive culture 
of aquatic organisms, including culture techniques, 
nutrition, and disease problems. Field trip fee. 
543. Advanced Fishery Management. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: 321, 410, 440, 441 . Survey 
and evaluation of principles and techniques used in 
research and management of fishery resources. 
Field trip fee. 
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544. Aquatic Toxicology and Hazard Evaluation. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 410, permission of 
instructor. Philosophy and science of establishing 
safe toxicant concentrations in aquatic ecosystems 
including aquatic chemistry and biological effects of 
toxic substances. 
550. Advanced Wildlife Management. Cr. 1 to 3 each 
time taken . Prereq: 451 . Current topics in ecology 
and management of wildlife. May include upland 
birds, mammals, ungulates, large carnivores, 
shorebirds, waterfowl , or furbearers . 
551. Wildlife Behavior and Management. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S , offered 1990. Prereq: 312; a course in wildlife 
management recommended. Examination and syn-
thesis of social organizational and behavioral con-
cepts important for wildlife management. Game and 
non-hunted wildlife species of the world treated . 
580. Research Methods in Ecology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. 
S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 20 credits in biological 
sciences and Stat 401 . Research design, proposal 
preparation, technical writing , and professional 
presentations. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Graduate 
classification , permission of instructor. A total of 6 
credits may be used toward degree requirements. 
593. Workshop in Animal Ecology. Cr. 1 to 3. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Seminar. (2-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . F.S. 
Current topics in ecological research , fish and 
wildlife management, and environmental problems 
related to fish or wildlife resources. 
614. Evolutionary Ecology. Cr. 1 to 3. Offered as 
demand warrants. Prereq: 312; Biol 303, Gen 320 
recommended. Relationships between animals and 
their environment, with major emphasis on adaptive 
strategies and evolutionary mechanisms. 
699. Research. 
*See page 24 for regulations governing dual-listed 
(DL) courses. 
**Courses Offered at the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory 
508L, 509L. (L:103) Aquatic Ecology. Cr. 5 each . SS. 
Survey of local aquatic organisms and aquatic 
habitats ; analysis of physiographic , physical , and 
chemical factors . Emphasis on fie ld work, meth-
odology, and basic ecological principles. Field trips. 
520L. (L:128) Fish Ecology. Cr. 5. SS. Prereq: 320 or 
Zoo/ 206 and permission of instructor. Basic princi-
ples of fish interaction with the biotic and abiotic 
elements of the environment. Field methods, tax-
onomy, and biology of fish with emphasis on the 
fauna of northwestern Iowa. 
**Written permission of the instructor is prerequisite 
to all courses offered at the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory. For current information concerning 
courses, registration, and housing, see the annual 
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Bulletin. This bulletin is 
usually available from participating departments after 
February 15. 
Animal Science 
Solon A. Ewing , Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Anderson, Beitz, Berger, Christian, 
Ewan, Ewing, Ford, Foreman (Emeritus), 
Freeman, Hoffman, Horst, Huiatt, Jacobson, 
Kline (Emeritus), Lamont, McGilliard 
(Emeritus), Molins, Nissen, Nordskog 
(Emeritus), Olson, Owings, Parrish, Robson, 
Rothschild, Sebranek, Self (Emeritus), Sell , 
Speer, Stromer, Topel, Trenkle, Willham, 
Wilson, Young, Zimmerman 
Associate Members: Aitchison, Brackelsberg, 
Hasiak, Jurgens, Kenealy, Kilmer, Knipe, Loy, 
Russell, Rust, Spike, Timms, Wunder 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in animal breeding , animal nutri-
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tion, meat science, muscle biology, nutritional 
physiology, poultry nutrition, poultry products 
technology, and physiology of reproduction . 
Minor work is offered in these areas to 
students taking major work in other depart-
ments. For students desiring more general 
training , the degree master of science is 
offered in animal production. In this program, 
additional coursework may be substituted for 
a thesis . 
A strong undergraduate program is required 
for those students interested in graduate 
study. Fundamental training in biology, chem-
istry, mathematics, and statistics is requisite to 
a satisfactory graduate program. Graduate 
programs in animal science include support-
ing work in areas such as agronomy, anatomy, 
bacteriology, biochemistry, chemistry, eco-
nomics, food technology, genetics, 
physiology, and statistics. Students may 
choose graduate programs involving a co-
major with one of these areas. Graduate work 
in meat science is offered as a co-major in 
animal science and food technology. 
The department also cooperates in the inter-
departmental programs in immunobiology and 
professional agriculture, and interdepartmental 
majors in MCDB (molecular, cellular, and 
developmental biology) and toxicology. (See 
Index.) 
The foreign language requirement, if any, is 
established on an individual basis by the 
program-of-study committee appointed to 
guide the work of the student. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
318. Fundamentals of Nutrition. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS.SS. 
Prereq: Organic chemistry or BB 221 ; physiology 
recommended. Digestion and metabolism of carbo-
hydrates, fats , proteins, minerals, and vitamins. 
Measures of energy. 
319. Applied Animal Nutrition. (2-2) Cr. 3. FS.SS. 
Prereq: 318. Essential nutritive requirements of 
live~tock and poultry, sources and composition of 
nutrients, replacement value of feeds in diets, 
ingredient identification, diet formulation , and feed-
ing recommendations. Credit for both 218 and 319 
may not be applied toward graduation. Computer 
fee . 
331. Animal Reproduction and Lactation . (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: Course in physiology. Comparative 
anatomy, physiology, and endocrinology of animal 
reproduction and lactation. 
352. Livestock Improvement Through Animal 
Breeding. (3-2) Cr. 4. FS.SS. Prereq: One course 
each in genetics and statistics . The genetic and 
environmental bases of animal differences. Selection 
and mating systems as mechanisms for genetic 
change. Emphasis on economically important traits. 
Selection in a simulated breeding herd . 
353. Designing Breeding Programs for Livestock. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 352. Evaluation of alternate 
breeding programs and molecular genetic tech-
niques. Multiple trait selection . Merchandising 
seedstock. Computerized simulation and manage-
ment decision aids. Fee for field trips. Computer fee . 
360. Fresh Meats. (2-2) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 270; B B 
221 or one course in organic chemistry. Carcass 
composition and grading . Fundamentals of muscle 
contraction, postmortem changes. and fresh meat 
quality. Wholesale and retail cuts, merchandising, 
tenderness. cooking, restructuring, and patty 
production. 
415. Horse Production. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 319 or 
218, 352. Principles and concepts of horse genetics. 
breeding , reproduction , nutrition, behavior, training , 
stable management, and marketing. Application of 
these concepts in pleasure horse production and 
use. Fee for field trips. Materials fee. 
420. Poultry Nutrition. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 319. 
Theoretical and practical aspects of poultry nutrition . 
Ration formulation , mixing , and feeding tests. Feed-
ing programs and requirements at different ages . 
Computer fee . 
423. Poultry Production. (2-2) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 319 or 
218, 352. Practical feeding and management of 
chicken and turkey flocks. Operational study of 
commercial farms, including production and market-
ing practices . Fee for field trips. 
425. Pork Production. (2-2) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 319 or 
218, 352. Life-cycle swine production . Fee for field 
trips. 
426. Beef Production. (3-2) Cr. 4. FS. Prereq: 270, 
319, 352. Life cycle beef production . Emphasis on 
cow-calf production and feedlot management. Fee 
for field trips. 
429. Lamb and Wool Production. (2-2) Cr. 3. F 
Prereq: 319 or 218, 352. Calendarized farm flock 
program. Programs for feeder lambs. Fee for field 
trips. 
434. Milk Production. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 319 or 
218. Economics of mi lk production . Facilities, feed-
ing , management of the milking herd . Nutritional 
relationships in milk secretion . Raising herd 
replacements. 
436. Dairy Enterprise Planning. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
434. Independent student and team development of 
dairy production systems, cost analysis, budgets, 
and labor requirements. Fee for fie ld trips. 
470. Processed Meats. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 270, 
BB 221 or a course in organic chemistry. Physical , 
chemical and biological characteristics of meat that 
influence composition , formulation , and quality of 
processed meat products. Techniques, ingredients, 
and equipment used in cured meats, fresh , cooked , 
dry and semi-d ry sausages, and liver and jellied 
products. Field trip fee . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Computer Techniques for Biological Research. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Stat 401. Development of 
computing strategies for problem solving. Construct-
ing algorithms in FORTRAN. Organizing data and 
analyses using statistical program libraries. Introduc-
tion to WYLBUR, graphics, and job control 
language. Computer fee . 
503. Seminar in Animal Production . (1-0) Cr. 1. F 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Discussion and 
evaluation of current topics in animal production and 
management. 
505. Techniques in Animal Nutrition Experimentation. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: Stat 401 . 
Planning , execution, interpretation , and communica-
tion of nutrition research . 
510. Applied Animal Breeding. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus. offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 352, 
Stat 493. Principles of animal breeding; application 
to improvement of domestic animals. Heritability, 
genetic and phenotypic correlations, selection index, 
sire and dam evaluation , and breeding program 
design. Designed for master of agriculture program. 
511 . Applied Ruminant Nutrition. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 319. 
Procedures and theories in beef. dairy, and sheep 
nutrition. Feeding programs and requirements for 
lactation, growth , and reproduction. Designed for 
master of agriculture program. 
512. Applied Non-Ruminant Nutrition. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off 
campus, offered as demand warrants. Prereq: 319. 
Recent developments and application of basic 
nutritional concepts for swine and poultry produc-
tion . Selected aspects and concepts of computer 
diet formulation. Designed for master of agriculture 
program. 
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518. Advanced Non-Ruminant Nutrition. (3-0) Cr. 3. F 
Prereq: 319. Digestion and metabolism of nutrients . 
Nutritional requirements and current research and 
feeding programs for poultry and swine. 
519. Advanced Ruminant Nutrition. (3-0) Cr. 3 . S. 
Prereq: 319. Digestion, absorption, and metabolism 
of nutrients in the ruminant and preruminant. 
Nutritional requirements and feeding programs for 
ruminant species. Computer fee . 
533. Physiology and Endocrinology of Animal 
Reproduction. (2-0). Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: General physiology course. Development of 
structure and function of the reproductive system. 
Physiologic and endocrine aspects including 
puberty, gametogenesis, estrous cyc le, pregnancy, 
parturition, interaction of environment, thyroid and 
adrenal function , and nutrition with these processes. 
540. Genetic Regulation of Livestock Immunology. 
(lmbio 540) (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 : Prereq: 
~50 or Gen 430 or VMPM 520. Basic principles of 
immunology in large domestic animals and poultry. 
Immunology of reproduction . Genetics of cancer. 
Breeding for immune responsiveness and disease 
resistance. Genetic engineering . 
550. Population Genetics. (Gen 550) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Stat 401 . Basic concepts of qualitative and 
quantitative genetics of populations. Equi librium 
populations. Forces that can change the genetic 
composition of populations. For biologists and 
breeders of plants and animals. 
570. Advanced Meat Science and Applied Muscle 
Biology. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 470. Chemistry and 
microscopic structure of muscle tissue. Post-mortem 
changes in muscle and their relationship to muscle 
as a food . Palatability and processing characteristics 
and factors affecting these characteristics. Labora-
tory practice and experimentation . 
571 . Advanced Meat Processing Principles and 
Technology. (2-2) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 470 or 570. 
Physical/chemical relationships during processing . 
Effects of modern technology, non-meat additives 
and preservation techniques on quality and safety of 
processed meat. Laboratory demonstration of princi-
ples and technology. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor Special topics in the animal 
sciences, offered on demand and often conducted 
by guest professors. 
A. Animal Breeding 
B. Animal Nutrition 
C. Meat Animal Production 
D. Dairy Production 
E. Meat Science 
F Physiology of Reproduction 
G. Muscle Biology 
H. Poultry Nutrition 
I. Poultry Products 
J. Experimental Surgery 
K. Professional Topics 
593. Workshop in Animal Science. Cr. 1 to 3. Offered 
as demand warrants. Prereq: Permission of instruc-
tor Graduate workshops in animal science and the 
technologies that impact the animal industry. Com-
puter fee . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
603. Seminar in Animal Nutrition. (1-0) Cr. R. S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Discussion of cur-
rent literature; preparation and submission of 
abstracts . 
610. Ruminology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F , offered 1989. 
Prereq: 519 . Anatomy and physiology of the ruminant 
digestive tract. Description and metabolism of 
ruminal and intestinal microbes. Utilization of end-
products absorbed from tract. Abnormal rumen 
function. 
618. Advanced Nutrition-Minerals and Vitamins. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: B B 405. Role of vitamins and 
minerals in mammalian intermediary metabolism. 
Integration of cellular biochemistry and physiology of 
vitamins and minerals. 
619. Advanced Nutrition and Metabolism-Protein. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: B B 405. Digestion, 
absorption , and intermediary metabolism of amino 
acids and protein . Regulation of protein synthesis 
and degradation. Integration of cellular biochemistry 
and physiology of mammalian protein metabol ism. 
620. Advanced Nutrition-Energy. (2-0) Cr. 2. S . 
Prereq: B B 405. Energy constituents of feedstuffs 
and energy needs of animals as related to cellular 
biochemistry and physiology. Interpretations of clas-
sical and current research . 
633. Seminar in Animal Reproduction. (1 -0) Cr. 1. F 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Discussion of cur-
rent literature and preparation of reports on selected 
topics concerning physiology of reproduction . 
651. Methodology in Animal Breeding . (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 550, Stat 402. Techniques and statistical 
methods useful in animal breeding theory and 
application. Correction for environmental effects , 
estimation variance components and expected 
mean squares, heritabil ities, genetic correlations. 
selection index discounted gene flow and two-stage 
selection . Computer fee . 
652. Population Dynamics in Animal Breeding. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 651 . Mixed model animal prediction 
theory. Writing equations for simpl~ and m.ultivari at~ 
models. Using sources of relative 1nformat1on. Equiv-
alent model theory, properties of solutions and 
analytical techniques for comparing models. Com-
puter fee. 
653. Applied Poultry and Swine Breeding. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt . F., offered 1989. Prereq: 651 . Industrial applica-
tion of breeding systems, selection methods, in-
breeding , and hybridization. 
654. Applied Beef and Dairy Cattle Breeding. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 651 . Industrial 
application of breeding systems, sire selection and 
evaluation, and crossbreeding. 
657. Statistical Applications in Animal Breeding. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 652. Primary 
emphasis on variance component estimation . Other 
topics include new statistical methods to analyze 
animal breeding data. 
670. Molecular Biology of Muscle. (B B 670) (3-0} 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: BB 405, 420, or 
502. Microstructure and chemical composition of 
muscle tissue. Chemistry, function , and turnover of 
muscle and connective tissue protein . Molecular 
aspects of muscle contraction . 
680. Modern Views of Nutrition. (F N 680) (2-0) 
Cr. R. S. Current concepts in nutrition and related 
fields. Required for all graduate students in nutrition . 
684. Seminar in Meat Science. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Discussion and evaluation of 
current topics in research publications in meat 
science. 
685. Seminar in Muscle Biology. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Reports and discus-
sion of recent literature and current investigations. 
699. Research. 
A. Animal Breeding 
B. Animal Nutrition 
C. Meat Animal Production 
D. Dairy Production 
E. Meat Science 
F. Physiology of Reproduction 
G. Muscle Biology 
H. Poultry Nutrition 
I. Poultry Products 
Anthropology 
Administered by the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology 
Gerald E. Klonglan, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bower, Gradwohl , Schuster, 
Warren, Whiteford 
The Department of Sociology and Anthro-
pology offers the degree master of arts in 
anthropology. Graduate courses are given in 
the areas of biological anthropology, archae-
ology, sociocultural anthropology, linguistic 
anthropology, history and theory, and meth-
odology. Competence in one foreign language 
and in statistics is to be demonstrated. A 
thesis, generally based on original fieldwork, 
is required . 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*415. (515 DL) Archaeology of North America. (Am In 
415) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 30? or 
314 or 322 or Am In 210. Prehistory and early history 
of North America as reconstructed from archae-
ological evidence; peopling of the .New World ; 
culture-historical sequences of maior culture are.as 
north of the Rio Grande; linkages of archaeological 
traditions with selected ethnohistorically known 
Native American groups. 
*428. (528 DL) Archaeological Laboratory Methods 
and Techniques. Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
308, permission of instructor. Individual and/or group 
projects including laboratory process1.ng and. analy-
sis of archaeological materials, experiments 1n 
technologies such as manufacture of stone to~ls or 
ceramics, writing a preliminary site report, design 
and preparation of a museum display. 
*429. (529 DL) Archaeological Field School. Cr. 8 to 
10. SS. 8 to 10 weeks . Prereq: 308, permission of 
instructor. Summer field school for training in 
archaeological reconnaissance and excavation tech-
niques; documentation and interpretation of 
archaeological evidence. Field trip fee. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Language and Culture. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991. Prereq: 309. Structure and design of 
language; functional relationships between lan-
guage, cognition , and culture; linguistic change; 
social and linguistic aspects of verbal behavior; 
language, world view, and cognitive style. 
503. Primate Evolution. (3-2) Cr. 4. Alt. F. , offered 
1989. Prereq: 307 or Zoo/ 206L. Comparative studies 
of the morphology and behavior of primates in 
neontological and paleontological perspective . Lab-
oratory analysis of locomotor adaptations and 
variability in habitus and heritage; limb bones, 
muscles and fossil casts. Materials fee. 
510. Sociocultural Anthropology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq .· 6 credits in anthropology. 
Survey of historical and current developments in 
topical and theoretical approaches to sociocultural 
anthropology. Examination and assessment of con-
troversies; new research directions; formulation of 
research paradigms for advanced studies. 
*511 (311 DL) Culture Change and Applied 
Anthropology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or 306. Theoretical and practical 
considerations of human cultural development. Ex-
amination of cu ltural theories of change. Culture 
contact and acculturation . Dynamics of directed 
change in contemporary world cultures. Principles, 
theories, and ethics of international development 
projects from a sociocultural perspective. 
*512. (312 DL) Psychological Anthropology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. 
Relationship of cultural , social , and personality 
factors in human behavior. Cross-cultural com-
parisons of child rearing practices, cognitive 
development, mental health , deviancy, ethno-
psychiatry, altered states of consciousness, and 
psychological dimensions of culture change. 
*513. (313 DL)The Family and Kinship in Cross- . 
Cultural Perspective. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits 
in anthropology, 201 recommended. Comparative 
and historic study of the family and kinship groups 
in cross-cultural perspective; discussion of the 
structure, cycle, and functioning of family and 
kinship systems, including the family in Wester.n 
culture; theoretical issues in contemporary family 
and kinship studies. 
*514. (314 DL) World Prehistory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in anthropology, 202 
or 308 recommended. Survey of the archaeological 
record for each of the world 's major regions . 
Emphasis on comparing causes, consequences, 
and ecological settings of major cultural develop-
ments, such as the origins of food production and 
the rise of civi lization . 
*515. (415 DL) Archaeology of North America. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 308 or 314 or 322 
or Am In 210. Prehistory and early history of North 
America as reconstructed from archaeological evi-
dence; peopling of the New World ; culture-histo~ical 
sequences of major culture areas north .of the Rio 
Grande; linkages of archaeological trad1t1ons with 
selected ethnohistorically known Native American 
groups. 
520. Cultural Continuity and Change in the Prairie-
Plains. (Am In 520) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 322 or 415 or 429. Ecological adaptat io~s . 
sociocultural changes, and continuities of trad1t1ons 
among Prairie and Plains Indian groups through 
time; impacts of Euro-American so.ciety and tec.h-
nology on Indians of the Great Plains; perspectives 
from ecology, archaeology, ethnology, history, and 
contemporary literary sources. 
*523. (323 DL) Peoples and Cultures of Latin . 
America. (Am In 323) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 C?r~d1ts 
in anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. Origin 
and distribution of native populations; blending of 
Old and New World cultures; theoretical problems of 
peasant and tribal societies; discussion of eco-
nomic, social , political , and re ligious systems; 
processes of change. 
*525. (325 DL) Peoples and Cultures of Africa. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. . 
Anthropological approaches to the study of Afri~an 
cultures in historical and cross-cultural perspectives. 
Origin and distribution of peoples of Africa; survey of 
cu lture areas; examination of ecology and subsis-
tence, language, kinship, political , economic, and 
religious systems. 
*526. (326 DL) Peoples and Cultures of East and 
Southeast Asia. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. 
Prereq: 6 credits in anthropology, 201 or 306 
recommended. Origin and development of early 
civilizations on the western rim of the Pacific Ocean, 
including China, Japan, and mainland and insular 
Southeast Asia. Survey of current issues among 
these societies in ecological, historical, and ideologi-
cal contexts . 
*527. (327 DL) Anthropology of Human Settlements. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. Spatial 
arrangements of people and facilities in ecological 
and evolutionary perspective; proxemics , cross-
cultural exploration of settlement systems and 
tradit ional dwellings; applications. 
*528. (428 DL) Archaeological Laboratory Methods 
and Techniques. Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
308, permission of im;tructor. Individual and/or group 
projects including laboratory processing and analy-
sis of archaeological materials, experiments in 
technologies such as manufacture of stone tools or 
ceramics, writing a preliminary site report, design 
and preparation of a museum display. 
*529. (429 DL) Archaeological Field School. Cr. 8 to 
10. SS. 8 to 10 weeks. Prereq: 308, permission of 
instructor. Summer field school for training in 
archaeological reconnaissance and excavation tech-
niques; documentation and interpretation of 
archaeological evidence. Field trip fee. 
530. Field Problems in Social Anthropology. Cr. 3 to 
5. Alt . F., offered 1990. May be taken for 8 to 10 
credits in summer field school. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, permission of instructor. Field training 
experience in ethnography. Problems emphasizing 
field studies in the contemporary societies of the 
world . Focus on techniques of data gathering and 
analysis. 
*532. (332 DL) American Indians Today. (Am In 332) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 201 or 306; 322 or Am In 210 
recommended. Conditions and issues of contempo-
rary Native Americans; historic background of 
eighteenth and nineteenth century Jndian-White 
relationships; examination of legal status, the reser-
vation system, treaty violations, Indian militancy, 
education and urbanization, self-determination , so-
cial impact of resource development, and other 
current concerns. 
*538. (338 DL) Cultural and Biological Factors in 
Human Nutrition. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or F N 107 recommended. 
Integration of perspectives from anthropology and 
nutrition; exploration of cultural bases for nutritional 
beliefs and practices; assessment of nutritional 
status and identification of malnutrition. Protein-
energy malnutrition, nutritional anemias; patterns of 
food avoidance/taboos; toxicological problems; 
causes of malnutrition; intervention programs; effects 
of social change on nutritional status. 
*539. (339 DL) Medical Anthropology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in anthropology, 
201 or 306 recommended. Study of human health in 
cultural and environmental context; comparison of 
health and disease patterns of western and non-
western populations; use of epidemiological models 
in understanding illness and disease etiologies 
cross-culturally; interrelationship between diet and 
culture. 
*540. (340 DL) Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion. 
(Relig 340) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
6 credits in anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. 
Origin and development of indigenous magico-
religious systems; myth and ritual ; therapeutic 
aspects; symbols and meanings; religion and socio-
cultural change, including acculturation , nativistic, 
and revitalization movements. 
555. Seminar in Archaeology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 308, or 320, or 420, or 429. 
Examination of traditional and contemporary meth-
ods and theories involved in the study of human 
behavior in the past. 
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*580. (380 DL) Ethnography of the Visual Arts. (Art H 
580) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 
credits in anthropology, 201 or 306 or 322 or 325 
recommended. Survey of the visual arts of non-
Western societies, with emphasis on North America 
and sub-Saharan Africa, and focus on the function 
of the arts within particular cultural settings. The-
oretical approaches and description of stylistic 
traditions and areas; art as cultural symbol; the role 
of the artist in society; and contemporary trends. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 10 credits in 
anthropology; graduate classification. 
598. Advanced Topics in Anthropology. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each . 
699. Research . 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Architecture 
Michael J. Underhill, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Block, Findlay, Gottfried, McKeown 
(Emeritus), Mukerjea, Shank, Shao, Underhill 
Associate Members: Bassler, Engelbrecht, 
Heemstra, Horwitz, Kainlauri , Kitzman , 
Kocimski (Emeritus), Maves, Orlowski, 
Osterberg , Slater, Stone (Emeritus), Toporek, 
Young 
The first of two graduate programs the 
department offers leads to the professional 
degree, master of architecture. It is designed 
to provide professional education in the 
practice of architecture as well as graduate 
studies in design research interactions utiliz-
ing university wide resources. 
The master of architecture program is a three-
part program serving students with a variety 
of backgrounds. Applicants holding BA or 
B.S. degrees in architecture or environmental 
design and applicants with B.Arch. degrees 
are given advanced standing in the program. 
Applicants with undergraduate degrees in 
fields other than the above may receive 
advanced standing or may be required to 
complete additional prerequisite work as part 
of the program, depending upon their prior 
education and experience. Students holding 
B.Arch. degrees must complete a minimum of 
30 graduate credits; other students must 
complete a minimum of 60 credits including 
40 graduate credits. 
Part I: The program for students holding the 
bachelor of architecture degree shall include: 
Cr. 
6 Arch 603, 690 or DsnS 546* 
10 Thesis** 
5 History and human behavior 
options* 
9 Electives 
----
30 
Part II: In addition to the Part I requirements , 
the program for students holding BA or B.S. 
degrees in architecture or environmental de-
sign shall include: 
Cr. 
12 Arch 601 , 602 
3 History and human behavior 
options* 
6 CE 438, 439*** 
6 Arch 440, 452 
___ 3 Arch 582 
30 
34 
Part Ill: In addition to the Parts I and II 
requirements, the program for students hold-
ing four year degrees in discipl ines other than 
architecture or environmental design shall 
include: 
Cr. 
2 Arch 131 
18 Arch 501 , 502, 503 
3 Arch 271 
4 EM 241 
3 CE 336 
3 Arch 240 
3 Arch 352 
___ ....:.4 electives 
40 
A second graduate program leads to the 
nonprofessional degree, master of science in 
architectural studies. This program is de-
signed to enable students to conduct 
scholarly work and research in architecture. It 
is a 40 graduate credit nonprofessional pro-
gram and is for applicants holding degrees in 
architecture or other discipl ines. 
The master of science in architectural studies 
degree program shall include: 
Cr. 
3 Arch 576 
3 Engl 507 
4 Stat 401 
15 Thesis 
__ _;.1....::.5 Electives 
40 Total cred its 
Double degree programs are offered with the 
Department of Community and Regional Plan-
ning (M.Arch ./M.C.R.P.) and with the College 
of Business Administration (M .Arch ./M.BA). 
These programs share courses and culminate 
in a single thesis. The department participates 
in the interdepartmental minors in energy 
systems engineering , gerontology, housing, 
Latin American studies, and technology and 
social change. 
An optional one-semester foreign study pro-
gram may be offered depending on available 
resources in the department. 
Admission to a graduate program is based on 
the applicant's qualifications and on depart-
mental resources. Students are encouraged to 
seek practical experience in professional 
settings prior to undertaking graduate studies. 
All graduate programs requ ire the guidance of 
a major professor and a program of study 
advisory committee identified by each 
student. 
*Students choose from facuity approved lists of 
courses. 
**Thesis: 10 to 15 credits in a combination of Arch 
699, Research (2 credits minimum) and/or Arch 690, 
Advanced Architectural Design IV. The number of 
credits and combination of courses to be approved 
by the student's graduate advisory committee. Thesis 
credits over 10 may be electives. 
***For students taking the M.Arch. as a first 
professional degree, CE 438 and 439 (6 credits) are 
required. If these courses, or their equivalent, have 
been taken, 6 elective credits will be taken. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*421. (521 DL) Topics in Ancient Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 221 , 222. A topical study of the 
history, theory, and principles of ancient architecture 
and urban design considering relationships to the 
cu lture, visual arts, site , and surround ings. 
*422. (522 DL) Topics in Medieval Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 221 , 222. A topical study of the 
history, theory, and principles of medieval architec-
ture and urban design considering relationships to 
the culture, visual arts, site, and surround ings . 
*423 . (523 DL) Topics in Renaissance to Mid-
Eighteenth Century Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 221 , 222. A topical study of the history, 
theory, and principles of renaissance to mid-
eighteenth century architecture and urban design 
considering relationships to the culture, visual arts, 
site, and surroundings. 
*424. (524 DL) Topics in Nineteenth Century 
Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 221 , 222. A 
topical study of the history, theory, and principles of 
nineteenth century architecture and urban design 
considering relationships to the culture, visual arts, 
site, and surroundings . 
*425. (525 DL) Topics in Twentieth Century 
Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 221 , 222. A 
topical study of the history, theory, and principles of 
twentieth century architecture and urban design 
considering relationships to the cu lture, visual arts, 
site, and surroundings. 
*426. (526 DL) History, Theory and Criticism of Pre-
Columbian Mexican Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Junior classification . Study of bui lt environ-
ments of pre-conquest Mexico and Central America 
including the emergence, florescence, and demise 
of architecture styles, urban and ceremonial centers, 
religion , social structure and associated arts . Mate-
rial fee . 
*427. (527 DL) History, Theory, and Criticism of 
Chinese Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Survey of the 
history and theoretical concept of Chinese built 
environment with emphasis on the morphology of 
built form and its relation to art, landscape design, 
and urban structure . 
*431 . (531 DL) Design Communications V. (0-7) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 202, 231 . Architectural graphic pro-
cedures. Emphasis on quick techniques of concep-
tual and development drawings. 
434. Computer-Aided Architectural and 
Environmental Design. (1-4). Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 334, 
Com S 107 or 205. Emphasis on appl ication of the 
computer as a design tool , topical applications and 
computer graphic methods, development of com-
puter software for architectural and environmental 
problem solving. Computer fee. 
437. Architectural Photography. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
202. Emphasis on use of the camera and lighting in 
photographing drawings, scale models and interior 
and exterior building environments . Material fee. 
466. Multi-Family Housing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S . Prereq: 
360. Historical survey of private and public multi-
fami ly housing types. Field trip fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501. Architectural Design and Communication I. 
(1-15) Cr. 6. SS. Prereq: Admission to the M.Arch. 
program. Emphasis on design process; the ele-
ments, concepts, and precedents of architectural 
design and graphic communications. Field trip fee . 
502. Architectural Design and Communication II. 
(1-15) Cr. 6. F. Prereq: 501 . Emphasis on the 
contextual parameters of architectural design and 
their graphic representation . Field trip. Fee. 
503. Architectural Design and Communication Ill. 
(1 -15) Cr. 6. S. Prereq: 502. Emphasis on architec-
tural systems and design presentation graphics. 
Field trip fee. 
*521. (421 DL) Topics in Ancient Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 221 , 222. The history, theory, and 
principles of ancient architecture and urban design 
considering relationship to the cu lture, visual arts , 
site, and surroundings. 
*522. (422 DL) Topics in Medieval Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 221 , 222. The history, theory, and 
principles of medieval architecture and urban design 
considering relationships to the culture, visual arts, 
site, and surroundings. 
*523. (423 DL) Topics in Renaissance to Mid-
eighteenth Century Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 221, 222. The history, theory, and principles 
of renaissance to mid-eighteenth century architec-
ture and urban design considering relationships to 
the culture, visual arts, site, and surroundings. 
*524. (424 DL) Topics in Nineteenth Century 
Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 221 , 222, 
permission of instructor. The history, theory, and 
principles of nineteenth century architecture and 
urban design considering relationships to the 
culture, visual arts, site, and surroundings. 
*525. (425 DL) Topics in Twentieth Century 
Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 221 , 222. The 
history, theory, and princip les of twentieth century 
architecture and urban design considering rela-
tionships to the culture, visual arts, site, and 
surroundings. 
*526. (426 DL) History, Theory, and Criticism of Pre-
Columbian Mexican Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Material fee . 
*527. (427 DL) History, Theory, and Criticism of 
Chinese Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
528. Topical Studies in History, Theory, and Criticism 
of Architecture. (2-0 to 3-0) Cr. 2 to 3 each. F.S. 
Prereq: 221 , 222. 
A. Pre-Modern 
B. Modern 
C. American 
D. Oriental and Other Non-European 
E. Arch itects 
F. Historic Preservation 
G. Technical , Structural , and Programmatic 
I. Urban Design 
*531. (431 DL) Advanced Design Communications. 
(0-7) Cr. 3. Prereq: 431 . Advanced explanations of 
presentation media and techniques. 
532. Advanced Two-Dimensional Studio. (0-6) Cr. 2 
each time taken, up to a maximum of 8 cred its for 
332 and 532 combined . S. Prereq: 332. Advanced 
studies in visual design . Emphasis on materials, 
techniques, scale, and color/shape relationships. 
Potential of expressive, decorative, and optical 
effects for independent and architectural ly inte-
grated projects. 
534. Advanced Computer Aided Architectural Design. 
(1-4) Cr. 3 each time taken up to a maximum of 6 
credits . Prereq: 434, permission of instructor. 
Emphasis on concepts , algorithms, data structures 
and data base development, evaluation and devel-
opment of software for complex data management 
and applications in architectural design. Computer 
fee . 
535. Advanced Three-Dimensional Studio. (0-6) Cr. 2 
each time taken , up to a maximum of 8 credits for 
335 and 535 combined . F.S. Prereq: 335 or graduate 
standing. Advanced investigation of sculptural ex-
pression with emphasis on individual projects. 
*536. (436 DL) Advanced Architectural Presentation . 
(0-9) Cr. 3. Prereq: 431 or graduate standing. 
Advanced explanation of presentation media and 
techniques. 
540. Advanced Studies in Architectural Materials. 
(3-0). Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 440 or graduate standing. 
Field trip fee . Materials fee . 
542. Concepts in Building Fire Safety. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 401 , 440 or graduate standing. An integrated 
study of the principles of fire safety. Theory of fire 
behavior, site p lanning for fire apparatus, materials, 
construction, detection, suppression, escape and 
refuge. Emphasis on codes as they relate to 
architecture. 
545. Construction Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
401 , 440, or graduate standing. Advanced studies of 
construction methods and procedures. 
546. Advanced Studies in Architectural Structural 
Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, up to a 
maximum of 9 credits . F. Prereq: CE 439 or 
graduate standing. Field trip fee. Materials fee . 
551 . Alternative Energy Systems in Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 452 or graduate standing. Field trip 
fee . 
552. Architectural Luminous Environment. (3-0). 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 401 , 452 or graduate standing. An 
integrated study of the concepts of lighting : natural 
and artificial lighting, visual stimuli , comfort , d iscom-
fort, perception, and active and passive systems of 
control. 
553. Architectural Thermal Environment. (3-0). Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 401 , 452, or graduate standing. An 
integrated study of the concepts of thermal stimuli, 
comfort, active and passive systems of control. 
554. Architectural Acoustic Environment. (3-0). Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 401 , 452 or graduate standing. An 
integrated study of the concepts of acoustic stimuli, 
comfort, active and passive systems of control. 
557. Advanced Studies in Building Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 440 or M E 440 or M E 442. 
Advanced studies of the integration and develop-
ment of technical building systems. 
558. Appropriate Technologies in Architecture. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 440 or graduate standing. 
563. Vernacular Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
401 or graduate standing. Multid iscipl inary seminar 
on vernacular architecture of human settlements. 
566. Housing the Elderly, Disabled, and Low-Income. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 401 or graduate standing. 
Social, psychological , and economic parameters of 
design as related to residential architecture for 
independent and institutionalized persons. 
572. Advanced Architectural Programming. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 372. Determination of space, site, 
and cost factors for design. Emphasis on methods, 
techniques, and applications. 
573. Post-Occupancy Evaluation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 401 , or graduate standing. Methods of 
evaluating the physical, social , and psychological 
performance of bui ldings following construction and 
occupancy, with emphasis on behavioral response to 
the environment and its role in the design process. 
575. Contemporary Urban Design Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 401 or graduate standing. Current urban 
design theory and its application to urban problems. 
576. Research Methods for Environmental 
Designers. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 272, 401 , or 
graduate standing. Examination of quali tative and 
quantitative methods of inquiry with specific applica-
tion to environmental design. 
577. Social Impact of the Physical Environment. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 271 , 401 , or graduate standing. 
Interdiscipl inary review and analysis of social scien-
tific research applied to architectural design. 
582. Professional Practice Seminar. (1-0 to 3-0) Cr. 1 
to 3 each time taken , up to a maximum 6 er. F.S. 
Prereq: 482 or graduate classification. Investigation 
of the changing relat ionships between professional 
practice and the needs of society. 
584. Real Estate Investment Aspects of Architecture. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 401 . Principles of real estate 
investment and an analysi s of their influence on 
architectural design. Field trip fee . 
586. Case Studies in Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 401 or graduate standing. In-depth investiga-
tions of specific , real-world problems of architecture 
or building util izing the case study method: includes 
interviewing design professionals, clients, and users 
and analyzing data found in construction documents 
and reports. Extensive documented final report. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Written approval of instructor and 
department chair on approved form. Investigation of 
architectural issues having a specialized nature. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601 . Advanced Architectural Design I. (1-15) Cr. 6. F. 
Prereq: Admission into the graduate program. 
Emphasis is placed on complex architectural design 
problems incorporating aesthetic, technolog ical, so-
c ial, and contextual issues. Field trip fee . 
602. Advanced Architectural Design II. (1-15) Cr. 6. S. 
Prereq: 601 . Emphasis on complex architectural 
design problems incorporating aesthetic , tech-
nological, social , and contextual issues. Field trip 
fee . 
603. Advanced Architectural Design Ill. (1 -15) Cr. 6 
each time taken up to a maximum of 12 credits . F.S. 
Prereq: Professional degree in architecture or ad-
vanced standing in the graduate program. 
Architectural and urban design problems. Field trip 
fee . 
690. Advanced Architectural Design IV. (1 -15) Cr. 2 to 
6 each time taken , up to a maximum of 12 credits . 
F.S. Prereq: 602. Architectural design projects 
commensurate with interests of student requiring 
approval of program of study committee. 
699. Research. Cr. Var. F.S.SS. Computer fee . 
· see page 24 for description of dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
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Art and Design 
Evan R. Firestone, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Allen , Chinn , Evans, Firestone, 
Fowles, Heggen, Held, Hromyak, Miller, 
Tartakov, Watson (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Baer, Bro, Croyle, Dake, 
Friedman, Gibbs, Gottfried, Herrnstadt, 
Kaneshiro, Lehner, Lorr, Malven, McClain, 
Mcilrath , Mickelson, Pickett, Polster, Smith, 
Sreenivasam, Weinkein 
The department offers work leading to the 
degree master of arts. Minor work is offered to 
students taking major work in other depart-
ments. Degree specializations are available in 
art education, craft design, intermedia, draw-
ing/painting/printmaking , graphic design, and 
interior design. Within the general area of craft 
design the following emphases are available: 
ceramics, jewelry and metalsmithing, surface 
design on fabric , structural fabric design 
(weaving), and wood design. 
Graduate students who have not completed 
an undergraduate program of study substan-
tially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduates in the department can expect 
that additional supporting coursework, as 
determined by the graduate faculty, will be 
required . 
The master of arts program requires a 
minimum of 34 credits including an art and 
design seminar, a studio concentration of 15 
to 18 credits , history and criticism courses, 
elective courses outside the College of De-
sign, and completion of a thesis or thesis-
exhibition. 
Students in the master of arts program select 
an original area of investigation for the thesis 
or thesis-exhibition. For further information, 
see Graduate College, Master of Science and 
Master of Arts . The thesis-exh ibition is based 
on the development of a body of orig inal 
artwork which is presented in a culminating 
exhibition. A written paper is required as part 
of the thesis-exhibition. The program of study 
committee determines whether a thesis or 
thesis-exhibition option is appropriate. 
Applicants to the graduate program should 
have an undergraduate major in an art or 
design area and demonstrate the ability to do 
technically competent and original work 
through the presentation of a slide portfolio for 
facu lty review. It is recommended that appli-
cants achieve a minimum 3.0 GPA in their 
undergraduate major. Application and addi-
tional program information may be obtained 
from the Department of Art and Design, 
College of Design, Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa 50011 . 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor in housing (see Index). 
Art (Art) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501 . Design Seminar. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Presentation and 
discussion of basic issues in contemporary art and 
design. 
*595. (495 DL) Art and Design in Europe. Arr. Cr. 3. 
SS. Prereq: Graduate classification, 494 or equiv-
alent, permission of instructor. International study 
abroad program in western Europe. Visits to design 
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studios, art museums, and educational facilities. 
Related activities depending on specific area of 
study which may vary each time offered . Tour 
expenses to be paid by the student. 
A. Fine Arts 
C. Craft Design 
D. Visual Studies 
E. Art Education 
G. Graphic Design 
I. Interior Design 
N. Art History 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
698. Current Issues in Art and Design. Cr. 1 to 3, 
maximum of 3. Selected issues in contemporary art 
and design literature and work. Topics and readings 
vary each time offered . 
A. Art Education 
B. Drawing/Painting/Printmaking 
C. Craft Design 
G. Graphic Design 
I. Interior Design 
699. Research. Cr. var. F.S.SS. 
A. Thesis 
B. Thesis-exhibition 
Craft Design (ArtCD) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*420. (520 DL) Wood Design Ill . (0-6) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 320. 
Research and development of furniture forms utiliz-
ing traditional and innovative processes. Materials 
fee . 
*422. (522 DL) Ceramics Ill. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 322. 
Experimentation with clays, glazes, and firing tech-
niques. Materials fee . 
*427. (527 DL) Jewelry and Decorative Metalsmithing 
Ill. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. 
Prereq: 327. Design of jewelry and hollow forms 
using advanced construction techniques. Materials 
fee. 
*444. (544 DL) Structural Fabric Design II. (0-6) Cr. 3 
each time taken, maximum of 9. S. Prereq: 244. 
Weaving ; design of two- and three-dimensional 
fabrics. Materials fee. 
*447. (547 DL) Surface Design on Fabric. (0-6) Cr. 3 
each time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: 3 
credits in surface design . Development of visual 
imagery and personal expression in two and three 
dimensions. 
A. Dye and resist techniques, solar print/dye 
processes, fabric construction, mixed media. Mate-
rials fee. 
B. Printing , felting, photo techniques, mixed media. 
Materials fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*520. (420 DL) Wood Design Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 320. 
Research and development of furniture forms utiliz-
ing traditional and innovative processes. Materials 
fee . 
*522. (422 DL) Ceramics Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 322. 
Experimentation with clays, glazes, and firing tech-
niques. Materials fee . 
*527. (427 DL) Jewelry and Decorative Metalsmithing 
Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 12. 
F.S. Prereq: 327. Design of jewelry and hollow forms 
using advanced construction techniques. Materials 
fee . 
*544. (444 DL) Structural Fabric Design Studio. (0-6) 
Cr. 3 each time taken , maximum of 9. S. Prereq: 244. 
Weaving ; design of two- and three-dimensional 
fabrics. Materials fee. 
*547. (447 DL) Surface Design Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 
each time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: 3 
credits in surface design. Development of visual 
imagery and personal expression in two and three 
dimensions. 
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A. Dye and resist techniques, solar print/dye 
processes, fabric construction, mixed media. Mate-
rials fee . 
B. Printing , felting, photo techniques, mixed media. 
Materials fee . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in art and/or design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
C. Ceramics (Materials fee) 
F. Fiber (Materials fee) 
M. Metalsmithing (Materials fee) 
W. Wood Design (Materials fee) 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization. Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration . Topics vary each time 
offered . 
C. Ceramics (Materials fee) 
F. Fiber (Materials fee) 
M. Metalsmithing (Materials fee) 
W. Wood Design (Materials fee) 
Drawing/Painting/Printmaking (ArtDP) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*430. (530 DL) Drawing IV. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken , maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: Art 230. Figurative 
and/or non-figurative drawing with advanced work in 
media, composition, and theory. Materials fee . 
*438. (538 DL) Painting Ill. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: 338. Figurative 
and/or non-figurative painting with advanced work in 
media, composition, and theory. Materials fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*530. (430 DL) Drawing Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: 12 credits of 
undergraduate drawing. Figurative and/or non-
figurative drawing with advanced work in media, 
composition, and theory. Materials fee . 
*538. (438 DL) Painting Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken , maximum of 9. S. Prereq: 9 credits of 
undergraduate painting. Figurative and/or non-
figurative painting with advanced work in media, 
composition, and theory. Materials fee. 
*557. (357 DL) Monoprinting. (0-6) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: Art 230. Studio exploration of 
monoprint processes: black and white and color 
techniques. Experimentation, development of draw-
ing skills , production procedures. Materials fee . 
*558. (358 DL) Lithography Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: Art 230. The 
planographic printmaking process: theory and prac-
tice. Studio procedures, drawing, and printing skills 
appl ied to metal plate lithography. Materials fee. 
*559. (359 DL) Intaglio Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum of 9. F.S. Prereq: Art 230. Studio 
exploration of intaglio printmaking processes. Devel-
opment of basic knowledge and production 
procedures, drawing, and printing skills . Materials 
fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in art and/or design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
A. Drawing 
B. Painting 
P. Printmaking (Materials fee) 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization. Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration. Topics vary each time 
offered . 
A. Drawing 
B. Painting 
C. Printmaking (Materials fee) 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (Dl) 
courses. 
Art Education (ArtEd) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in art and/or design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization. Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration . Topics vary each time 
offered . Materials fee . 
Graphic Design (ArtGr) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
470. Graphic Design Studio Ill. (0-6) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
371, ArtVS/Dsn S 229 or JI MC 312, credit or 
enrollment in Art H 397. Advanced problem solving 
in graphic design. Field trip. Field trip, materials, and 
computer fees. 
*471. (571DL) Graphic Design Studio IV. (0-6) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 470. Advanced problem solving in graphic 
design. Portfolio and resume preparation. Field trip. 
Field trip, materials, and computer fees . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*571. (471 DL) Graphic Design Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 470. Advanced problem solving in graphic 
design. Portfolio and resume preparation. Field trip. 
Field trip, materials, and computer fees . 
*577. (477 DL) Graphic Design Practicum. (0-6) Cr. 3 
each time taken, maximum of 6. F.S. Prereq: Portfolio 
review and permission of instructor. Graphic design 
problem solving within and outside of the university 
community. Individual and group projects for non-
profit clients selected by the instructor. Field trip. 
Field trip, materials, and computer fees . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in graphic design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
Materials and computer fees" 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization. Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration . Topics vary each time 
offered . Materials and computer fees. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (Dl) 
courses) 
Interior Design (ArtlD) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
367. Interior Design Studio II. (2-6) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
361 , 365, 366, credit or enrollment in 462 and 360 or 
Arch 240. Problem investigation and solution strat-
egies as applied to interior design; problem analy-
sis, code requirements, solution refinement. 
Emphasis on nonresidential settings and accom-
modation of specialized activities. Field trips. Field 
trip and materials fees . 1 
461 . Interior Design Professional Practices. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 460. Professional ethics, business 
procedures, and written specifications. Field trip. 
Field trip and materials fees . 
462. Human Factors in Kitchen, Bath, and Utility 
Area Design. (F E 462) (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 
credits in household equipment, housing, art and 
design, or architecture. Criteria for planning of 
kitchen, bath, utility areas. Application of human 
engineering principles for effective functioning in 
work areas. Emphasis on economy, resource conser-
vation, and space planning . Materials fee . 
*464. (564 DL) Selected Studies in Interior Design. 
(0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in design related courses and 
permission of instructor. Investigation of special 
issues with emphasis on their translation into design 
application. Topics vary each time offered . Materials 
and computer fees. 
*465. (565 DL) Interior Design Studio Ill. (0-8) Cr. 4. 
F. Prereq: 460, credit or enrollment in 461 . Design 
research and refined problem solving methods as 
applied to interior design; functional analysis, pro-
gram development, detailed solution development. 
Solution of complex, multi-functional design prob-
lems. Field trips. Field trip and materials fees . 
*467. (567 DL) Interior Design Studio IV. (0-8) Cr. 4. 
S. Prereq: 465. Advanced design research and 
problem solving; methods; investigation of spe-
cialized functional . aesthetic and technical factors . 
Concentrated work in a specialized area. Field trips. 
Field trip and materials fees. 
468. Contemporary Interior Design Concerns. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 361. Contemporary designers and 
design trends; including interiors, furnishings , and 
product design. Field trips. Field trip and materials 
fees . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*564. (464 DL) Selected Studies in Interior Design. 
(0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in design related courses, permis-
sion of instructor Investigation of special issues with 
emphasis on their translation into design application . 
Topics vary each time offered. Materials and 
computer fees . 
*565. (465 DL) Interior Design Studio. (0-8) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 460, credit or enrollment in 461 . Design 
research and refined problem methods as applied to 
interior design; functional analysis, program develop-
ment, detailed solution development. Solution of 
complex, multifunctional design problems. Field 
trips. Field trip and materials fees. 
*567. (467 DL) Interior Design Studio. (0-8) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 465. Advanced design research and prob-
lem solving ; methods; investigation of specialized 
functional aesthetic and technical factors . Concen-
trated work in specialized area. Field trips. Field trip 
and materials fees . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in interior design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
Materials and computer fees . 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization . Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration . Topics vary each time 
offered . Materials and computer fees . 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Art History (Art H) 
Course for Graduate Students, minor only 
*397. (597 DL) History of Graphic Design . (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 281, enrollment or credit in ArtGr 370. 
Significant works from late nineteenth century to the 
present to provide understanding of the development 
and character of graphic design. Influential forces, 
artists, and designers . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*580. (380 DL) Ethnography of the Visual Arts. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 1990. Prereq: 3 credits in art 
history; Anthr 201 or 306 or 322 or 325 recom-
mended. Survey of the visual arts of non-Western 
societies in Africa. Oceania, and the Americas; 
description of stylistic areas; art as cultural symbol ; 
emphasis on the role of the artist and the function of 
the visual arts within particular cultural settings. 
*581. (381 DL) Art and Architecture of India. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt F., offered 1989. Prereq: 3 credits in art 
history. South Asian art and architecture from earliest 
times to the present day. The development of style; 
special uses and symbolism that give imagery its 
meaning . 
*583. (383 DL) Greek and Roman Art. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S. , offered 1991. Prereq: 3 credits in art history. 
Greek art from Neolithic and Hellenistic periods. 
Roman art from the traditional founding to the end of 
the empire in the West. 
*585. (385 DL) Renaissance Art. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S . 
offered 1990. Prereq: 3 credits in art history. 
European art including painting , sculpture, architec-
ture. and crafts ; thirteenth through sixteenth 
centuries. 
*586. (386 DL) Baroque and Rococo Art. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F .. offered 1990. Prereq: 3 credits in art history. 
European art including painting, sculpture. architec-
ture. and crafts; seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. 
*587. (387 DL) Nineteenth Century Art. (3-0) Cr. 3 . 
Alt. S .. offered 1991 . Prereq: 3 credits in art history. 
European and American art and architecture from 
1780 to 1900, focusing on the major monuments of 
western Europe: Neo-Classicism. Romanticism, Real-
ism, Impressionism. and Post-Impressionism. 
*589. (389 DL) Twentieth Century American Art. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 credits in art history. American art 
from 1900 to the present. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in art and/or design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalancy in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
*591. (391 DL) Modern European Art. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F. , offered 1989. 3 credits in art history. Painting , 
sculpture, architecture. and crafts of Europe; 1870 to 
the present. 
*597. (397 DL) History of Graphic Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 3 credits in art history. Significant works 
from late 19th century to the present to provide · 
understanding of the development and character of 
graphic design . Influential forces, artists. and 
designers . 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Visual Studies (ArtVS) 
Course for Graduate Students, minor only 
*329. (529 DL) Design Through Photography II. 
(Dsn S 329) (0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken , maximum of 
9. F.S. Prereq: 229 or JI MC 312 or equivalent 
photography course. Use of photography as a 
pliable medium of art and design. Must have camera 
with adjustable shutter speeds and lens openings. 
Field trip. Field trip and materials fees. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*505. (305 DL) Two-Dimensional Mixed Media. (0-6) 
Cr. 3 each time taken . maximum of 6. F. Prereq: 12 
credits in design and/or drawing. Exploration and 
application of various materials, techniques, and 
ideas. Students required to attend selected exhibi-
tions and/or lectures. Materials fee . 
*506. (306 DL) Three-Dimensional Mixed Media. 
(0-6 to 10) Cr. 3 each time taken. maximum of 6. S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in design and/or drawing. 
Exploration of three-d imensional forms including 
relief. Presentation techniques. Students required to 
attend exhibitions and/or lectures. Materials fee . 
*529. (329 DL) Photography Studio. (0-6) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 9. F.S . Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Use of photography as a pliable medium 
of art and design. Must have a camera with 
adjustable shutter speeds and lens openings. Field 
trip. Field trip and materials fees . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Bach-
elor's degree in art and/or design, or evidence of 
satisfactory equivalency in specialized area. Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form in advance of semester of enrollment. 
A. Two-Dimensional Media (Materials fee) 
B. Three-Dimensional Media (Materials fee) 
C. Calligraphy/Letterform Design 
D. Computer Art and Design (Computer fee) 
G. Photography (Materials fee) 
I. lntermedia (Materials fee) 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification; evidence of satisfac-
tory experience in area of specialization. Intensive 2 
to 3 week studio exploration. Topics vary each time 
offered . 
A. Two-Dimensional Media (Materials fee) 
B. Three-Dimensional Media (Materials fee) 
C. Calligraphy/Letterform Design 
0 . Computer Art and Design (Computer fee) 
G. Photography (Materials fee) 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Astronomy and Astrophysics 
For description of cour~es . see Physics . 
Bacteriology 
See Microbiology. 
Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 
Donald J. Graves. Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Applequist. Athe rly, Beitz, Bremner, 
Foss, Fromm, Graves. Hammond, Honzatko, 
Horowitz, Huiatt, Kostic, Metzler, Nikolau, 
Nilsen-Hamilton, Olson, Outka, Robson , 
Robyt, Rougvie, Stromer, Tabatabai , 
B. Thomas, J. Thomas, Tipton 
Associate Members: Kintanar, Myers, 
Thornburg, White 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in biochemistry and biophysics 
and with interdepartmental majors in MCDB 
(molecular, cellular, and developmental biol-
ogy) and toxicology. The department also 
participates in the interdepartmental program 
in immunobiology, the interdepartmental major 
in plant physiology, and the interdepartmental 
minor in gerontology (see Index). Minor work 
is offered to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
Prerequisite to graduate work is a sound 
undergraduate background in chemistry, 
mathematics, physics, and biology. 
All graduate students are required by the 
department to teach as part of their training 
for an advanced degree. 
Candidates for the degree doctor of philoso-
phy must demonstrate a reading knowledge 
of one modern foreign language, either by 
passing the Educational Testing Service ex-
amination or by passing a three-year 
secondary school course or a one-year 
college course in a modern foreign language 
with a minimum grade of C- . 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
t404,t405. Biochemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. Prereq: 
404: Chem 332; 405: 404. A fundamental rigorous 
treatment for graduate and advanced undergraduate 
students in agricultural, biological, and nutritional 
sciences. 404: Chemistry of amino acids, proteins, 
carbohydrates, lipids. vitamins, and nucleotides; 
enzymology; metabolism of carbohydrates and 
lipids. 405: Metabolism of amino acids and nu-
cleotides; biosynthesis of membranes, DNA. RNA, 
and proteins; genetic code; metabolic regulation ; 
selected topics. 
411 . General Biochemical Research Techniques. (1-6) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 320 or credit or enrollment in 404 or 
501 ; Chem 210 or 211 . Introduction to laboratory 
techniques for studying biochemistry, including: 
chromatography, electrophoresis, use of radi-
oisotopes, enzyme purification, and kinetics. 
Materials fee. 
420. Physiological Chemistry. (4-0) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 
Chem 332. Structure and function of proteins; 
enzymology; biological oxidation ; chemistry and 
metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids 
and nucleic acids; protein synthesis and the genetic 
code; relationship of biochemistry to selected animal 
diseases. Biochemistry of higher animals will be 
emphasized. Not acceptable for credit toward a 
majo'r in biochemistry or biophysics. 
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451 . Introduction to Physical Biochemistry. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Chem 331 ; Phys 112 or 222; a 
previous course in calculus is helpful but not 
required. Selected topics in physical chemistry in 
the context of applications to problems in biology, 
biochemi~try and food sciences. Not acceptable for 
credit toward a major in biochemistry or biophysics . 
tAdministered by the College of Agriculture. Courses 
not marked are administered by the College of 
Sciences and Humanities. 
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461. Introduction to Biophysics. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
451 or Chem 321 or 324 or Phys 304. Biological 
phenomena viewed as problems in physics. Survey 
of selected topics such as bioenergetics, muscle 
contraction, nerve conduction, vision , and mac-
romolecular behavior. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501, 502. General Biochemistry. (4-0) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
Prereq: 501 : Chem 210 or 211; 332; and 322 or 325; 
502: 501 . Chemical composition of living matter and 
the chemistry of life processes. 501 : Chemical 
characterization of amino acids, proteins, carbohy-
drates, lipids, and nucleotides; membranes; muscle 
biochemistry; enzymology and co-enzymes; metabo-
lism of carbohydrates and lipids; biological 
oxidations. 502: Metabolism of amino acids and 
nucleotides; biosynthesis of DNA, RNA, and pro-
teins; genetic code; gene regulation ; hormones and 
metabolic regulation; molecular immunology; se-
lected topics. For graduate students in biochemistry 
and biophysics, advanced undergraduates in bio-
chemistry or chemistry, and qualified students 
desiring a rigorous course. 
503. Bioinorganic Chemistry. (Chem 503) See 
Chemistry. 
511 . Topics in Experimental Biochemistry. (1-6) 
Cr. var. 1-3. F.S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 404 
or 501; Chem 210 or 211 . Modules include protein 
chemistry, isotopes in biochemistry, DNA sequence 
analysis, and other basic laboratory modules on 
specialized topics. Taught as individual one-credit 
modules. Materials fee. 
520. Genetic Engineering. (Gen 520) See Genetics. 
520L. Genetic Engineering Laboratory. (Gen 520L) 
See Genetics. 
521. Radiobiochemistry. (2-6) Cr. 2. S. 8 weeks. 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 404 or 501 and credit 
in Chem 210 or 211 . A laboratory course in 
biochemical uses of radioisotopes. Covers basic 
techniques for detecting and quantifying radi-
oisotopes. Also provides laboratory experience in 
such topics as radioimmunoassay, isotope dilution, 
radiolabeling of proteins, and isotopic studies of 
enzyme action . Materials fee. 
531. Structure and Reactivity of Biomolecules. (3-0) 
Cr. 1. F. Five weeks. Prereq: Chem 332. Special 
properties of reactive groups prevalent in bio-
molecules and reactions commonly encountered in 
biochemical studies. A study of reaction types and 
mechanisms in biochemistry. 
541. Physical Principles in Biochemistry. (3-0) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: Chem 322, Phys 222, Math 166. A study of 
physical principles as applied to biochemical mole-
cules and reactions, with special emphasis on 
problem solving and application to practical prob-
lems in biochemistry. Computer fee. 
551. Molecular Biophysics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Math 166; Phys 112; permission of instructors . An 
examination of physical methods for the study of the 
molecular structure and organization of biological 
materials, with emphasis on applications. Spec-
troscopy, hydrodynamic methods, and X-ray 
diffraction. 
581 . Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Short presentations by students and 
discussion on assigned topics. For entering gradu-
ate students. 
590. Special Topics. F.S.SS. Cr. arr. 
595. Biochemical Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy. Cr. 1 SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Two-week short course in the theory and 
application of NMR spectroscopy to biochemical 
and biological problems. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Molecular Immunology. (Micro 615) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 405 or 502. Contemporary topics in immu-
nochemistry, immunobiology, and immunogenetics. 
622. Carbohydrate Chemistry. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Robyt. Prereq: 404 or 501. Structure, 
occurrence. properties, function , and chemical and 
enzymatic modifications of monosaccharides, 
oligosaccharides. polysaccharides, and 
glycoproteins. 
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632. Kinetics of Enzyme Action. (2-0) Cr. 1 or 2. 8 or 
16 weeks. Alt. S., offered 1991. Fromm. Prereq: 501 . 
The one-credit version stresses the fundamentals of 
enzyme kinetics. Topics include integrated rate 
equations, methods for deriving initial-rate equa-
tions, inhibition, product effects, and methods for 
verifying kinetic mechanisms. The two-credit version 
covers the same material plus additional topics such 
as allostery, hysteresis, isotope effects, and complex 
kinetic mechanisms. 
642. Mechanisms of Enzymatic Catalysis. (2-0) 
Cr. 1. First 8 weeks of semester. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Metzler. Prereq: 404, 420, or 501 . The chemical 
basis of enzymatic catalysis with emphasis on 
mechanisms of substrate recognition, general acid-
base catalysis and stereoelectronic factors . 
643. Vitamins and Coenzymes. (2-0) Cr. 1. Second 8 
weeks. Alt . F., offered 1989. Metzler. Prereq: 404, 
420, or 501. Chemistry and function of vitamins, 
coenzymes, and prosthetic groups of enzymes. 
t645. Metabolic Regulation and Hormone Action. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Beitz, Nilsen-
Hamilton, Thomas. Prereq: 420, 405, or 502. 
Advanced topics in regulation of metabolism with 
emphasis on important regu latory molecules. and 
mechanisms of enzyme regulation. The second half 
of the course deals extensively with molecular 
mechanisms of action of selected hormones and 
growth factors . 
650. Biochemical Thermodynamics. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Offered every third year; next offered S. 1992. 
Applequist. Prereq: Chem 321 or 324. Biochemical 
phenomena such as metabolism, coupled reactions, 
denaturation of macromolecules. cooperativity, and 
membrane phenomena studied in the framework of 
thermodynamic principles. 
652. Protein Chemistry-Chemical Methods. (2-0) 
Cr. 1. 8 weeks. Alt. S., offered 1990. Graves. Prereq: 
404 or 501 . Chemical reactions as a means of 
determining protein structure and biological function. 
653. Protein Chemistry-Physical Methods. (2-0) 
Cr. 1. 8 weeks. Alt. S., offered 1990. Honzatko. 
Prereq: 404 or 501 . Application of physical methods 
to protein structure and biological function . 
t670. Molecular Biology of Muscle. (An S 670) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Huiatt, Robson , Stromer. 
Prereq: 405, 420, or 502. Microstructure and 
chemical composition of muscle tissue. Chemistry, 
function , and turnover of muscle and connective 
tissue protein . Molecular aspects of muscle 
contraction. 
675. Nucleic Acid Structure and Function. (Gen 675) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 405 or 502. 
Horowitz. Properties of nucleic acids; relationship of 
nucleic acid structure to function. Chemistry of 
nucleotides; the chemical reactivity of nucleic acids; 
analytical and separation methods; nucleases; se-
quence determination; synthesis of specific genes; 
nucleoproteins. 
681 . Advanced Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: Permission 
of instructor. Student presentations. 
682. Departmental Seminar. Cr. R. F.S. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Staff and visitor 
presentations. 
683. Analyzing Biochemical Research. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: 405 or 502, permission of instructor. Student 
presentations of material related to the lecture topic 
in 682. Current journal articles are chosen and 
discussed with emphasis on analyzing the research 
approach and on interpreting the results of the 
reported studies. 
696. Seminar in Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Agron 696, Bot 696, For 696, Gen 696, Hort 
696) See Botany. 
698. Seminar in Molecular, Cellular. and 
Developmental Biology. (MCDB 698) See Molecular, 
Cellular and Developmental Biology. 
699. Research. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
tAdministered by the College of Agriculture. Courses 
not marked are administered by the College of 
Sciences and Humanities. 
Biology 
Persons interested in graduate study in 
biology may take the master of science or 
doctor of phi losophy degree with a major in 
any of the life science departments. Inter-
departmental graduate offerings in molecular, 
cellular, and developmental biology (MCDB), 
ecology and evolutionary biology, toxicology, 
plany physiology, general graduate studies, 
immunobiology, biomedical engineering, and 
water resources are also available. (See 
Index.) 
A non-thesis master's degree in general 
graduate studies (biological sciences) has 
been establ ished particularly for teachers who 
wish to broaden and update their formal 
training in biology. 
Biomedical 
Engineering 
(Interdepartmental Program) 
Supervisory Committee: M. H. Greer, Chair 
W. H. Brockman, R. W. Carithers, 
D. L. Carlson, R. L. Engen, R. T. Greer, 
T. D. McGee, P. E. Patterson, T. R. Rogge, 
R. C. Seagrave, C. S. Swift, D. F. Young 
Work is offered for the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy with major 
in biomedical engineering, and minor work for 
students taking major work in other areas. 
Prerequisite to major and minor work in the 
interdepartmental program of biomedical 
engineering is an undergraduate degree in 
one of the fields of engineering, life sciences, 
physical sciences. or a professional degree in 
one of the fields of medicine. 
The program of formal courses taken by 
students is oriented toward developing 
proficiency in research in the interdisciplinary 
field or in utilizing biomedical principles in 
clinical situations. Selected background and 
advanced courses from related disciplines are 
taken in conjunction with appropriate 
biomedical engineering courses. The program 
of formal courses varies, depending upon the 
background and interests of the student, and 
is determined in consultation with the 
student's committee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
505. Single-Chip Computer Applications. (1-2) Cr. 1. 
S. Second 8 weeks. Prereq: E E 441 and permission 
of instructor. Introduction to the use of single-chip 
BASIC microcomputers in biomedical instrumenta-
tion, monitoring, and control. Topics: BASIC 
programming, port input/output, AID and DIA con-
version, timing/counting, EPROM programming , 
typical uses. Computer fee. 
520. Biomechanics. (E M 520) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Phys 111 or 221 , Math 265. For students with 
interests in the life sciences who wish to obtain 
background in applied mechanics. Topics include 
equilibrium, vibratory motion , stress and deformation, 
material properties, flow of fluids, dimensional 
analysis and modeling of biological systems. Il-
lustrative examples taken from biology and 
medicine. 
525. Anatomy and Physiology for Biomedical 
Engineers. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Phys 222. 
Microscopic and gross anatomy with emphasis on 
funct ional relationships and engineering design. 
540. Biothermodynamics and Transport Phenomena. 
(Ch E 540) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Chem E 210, Math 
266, Phys 222. The principles of thermodynamics 
and transport phenomena applied to the study of 
physiology and the design and operation of artificial 
organs and life support systems. Computer fee. 
551, 551 L, 552. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology. 
(VP P 551 , 551L, 552 , Zool 551, 551L, 552) See 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. 
555. Biomedical Fluid Mechanics. (E M 555) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 520. Application of principles and 
concepts of fluid ,mechanics to problems in biology 
and medicine. Hemodynamic characteristics of the 
circulation, rheology of blood, flow in the microcir-
culation, flow in the large arteries, and the 
respiratory system. 
560. Integrated Circuit Applications in Biomedical 
Engineering. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq.· EE 441. 
Application of solid-state devices for analog signal 
measurement and processing using operational 
amplifiers and other linear ICs. 
565. Electrophysiology. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 551, 
Math 176, Phys 222. Electrical events in living 
systems. 
570. Biomedical Instrumentation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: EE 441 , credit or enrollment in BM E 525. 
Characteristics of bioelectric signals, pressure sig-
nals, transducers. Biological data acquisition . 
Electrical safety. 
575. Simulation of Biological Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 525, 540. Development of mathematical 
models for living systems, including control systems, 
population dynamics, cardiovascular and respiratory 
systems, and anesthesia delivery systems. Com-
puter fee. 
580. Biomaterials. (E M 580, M S E 580) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: M S E 270. Presentation of the basic 
chemical and physical properties of biomaterials as 
they are related to their manipulation by the engineer 
for incorporation into living systems. Role of micro-
structure properties in the choice of biomaterials and 
design of artificial organs, implants, and prostheses. 
585. Information Processing in Living Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: EE 441. Nervous and neuron 
network models, information processing in living 
systems, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 as arranged. 
Investigation of problems of special interest in 
biomedical engineering. 
595. Biomedical Data Processing. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: EE 441 . Digital data acquisition systems 
used in biomedical research, hardware, data reduc-
tion algorithms, digital filters . Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Experimental Surgery. (2-0) Cr. 2. SS. Prereq: 
525. Advanced surgical procedures for quantitative 
studies in biomedical engineering. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 as arranged. 
A. Instrumentation 
B. Simulation 
C. Transport Phenomena 
D. Biomaterials 
E. Information Processing 
699. Research. 
Botany 
David C. Glenn-Lewin, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bowen (Emeritus), Colbert, 
Crumpton, Dodd (Emeritus), Farrar, Gendel , 
Glenn-Lewin, Horner, Jurik, Lamotte, Lersten , 
Peterson, Pohl (Emeritus), Smith (Emeritus), 
Spalding, Stewart, Swenson (Emeritus), 
Tiffany, Vandervalk, Wendel 
Associate Members: Clark, Hack, Pleasants, 
Richard 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in botany, and minor work for 
students majoring in other departments. 
Within the botany major one of the following 
areas of specialization may be designated: 
aquatic and wetland ecology, cytology, ecol-
ogy, morphology, mycology, physiology and 
molecular biology, or systematics and 
evolution . 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental majors in ecology and evo-
lutionary biology; molecular, cellular, and 
developmental biology; plant physiology; tox-
icology; and water resources. (See Index.) 
Prospective graduate students need a sound 
background in the physical, biological, and 
mathematical sciences, and English. The 
department requires submission of Graduate 
Record Examination aptitude test scores. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*320. Plant Physiology. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 207; 
Chem 331 or BB 301 ; Phys 111, Math 141 
recommended. Peterson. Application of physical and 
biological principles to the understanding of plant 
processes involved in assimilation , metabolism, and 
regulation of growth and development. Materials fee. 
404. Plant Anatomy. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 207; 306 
recommended. Lersten . Characteristics of cell and 
tissue types in vascular plants. Anatomy of develop-
ing and mature stems, roots, and leaves, including 
secondary (woody) growth. Introduction to the 
special anatomy of flowers and seeds. Materials fee. 
406. Principles of Mycology. (Micro 406) (2-3) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 10 credits in biological sciences. Tiffany. 
Morphology, taxonomy and ecology of fungi; their 
relation to agriculture and industry. Materials fee. 
444. Plant Cell and Molecular Biology. (3-3) Cr. 4. 
Alt. F., offered 1991. Prereq: 310 or BB 301; Gen 330 
recommended. Organization and function of the 
plant cell; the nucleus, DNA. and gene expression . 
Materials fee. 
484. Plant Ecology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Biol 312. 
Principles of plant population, community, eco-
system, and landscape ecology. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Biology of Algae. (Micro 500) (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 10 credits in biological sciences. Crumpton. 
Introduction to major groups of algae and their roles 
in aquatic systems. Environmental factors affecting 
growth and reproduction . Materials fee. 
*503. (403 DL) Introductory Microtechnique. (0-3) Cr. 
1. F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 404. Lersten . 
Instruction in making freehand, paraffin, and resin 
sections for microscopic examinations, and prepara-
tion of leaf clearings and wood macerations. 
Materials fee. 
*505. (405 DL) Plant Diversity and Evolution. (2-6) 
Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 10 credits in 
biological sciences. Farrar. Modern concepts of 
plant phylogeny from the origin of land plants 
through the origin of angiosperms, with emphasis on 
morphology, reproduction and evolutionary trends in 
bryophytes, pteridophytes, and gymnosperms. Mate-
rials fee. 
511. Plant Nutrition and Water Relations. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: 320, Phys 111, Chem 331; BB 404 and 
Math 166 recommended. Peterson. Mineral nutrition, 
water relations, and translocation in vascular plants. 
512. Plant Growth Regulation. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
320; 444 or a course in biochemistry; Phys 111 or 
221; Chem 331 . LaMotte. Vascular plant growth, 
correlative phenomena in development, and hor-
mones involved in their regulation. Hormone 
biosynthesis, metabolism. and action. 
513. Plant Metabolism. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 320, 
Phys 111, Chem 331 ; one semester of biochemistry 
recommended. Stewart, Spalding. Photosynthesis, 
respiration, and other aspects of plant metabolism. 
517. Physiological Methods and Techniques. (0-12) 
Cr. 2. F. 8 weeks. Prereq: 320 or 444, credit or 
enrollment in 511 or 512 or 513 and permission of 
instructor. Research methods and techniques in 
plant physiology. Materials fee. 
529. Plant Cell Biology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 310 or 320 or Zool 325; BB 405 or 
Gen 330. Organization, function, and development of 
plant cells and subcel lular structures . 
545. Plant Molecular Biology. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 
444 or B B 405 or Gen 420; Gen 520 recom-
mended. Hack. Organization and function of plant 
nuclear and organelle DNA; regulation of gene 
expression. Methods of generating novel genetic 
variation. 
546. Ecology of Aquatic Fungi. (2-6) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. 8 weeks. Prereq: 406. Tiffany. Aquatic 
fungi and their roles in fresh-water habitats. Pro-
cedures for collection, culture, and identification. 
Materials fee. 
552. Pteridology. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. SS., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 10 credits in biological sciences. Farrar. 
Morphology, taxonomy, and ecology of the lower 
vascular plants, with emphasis on ferns. Field trip 
and materials fee . 
553. Sexual Reproduction in Flowering Plants. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 10 credits in 
biological sciences, including Bot 306. Lersten. 
Structural and functional aspects of stamen/pol len 
and ovule/embryo sac development; pollination, 
pollen tube growth and fertilization; embryo and 
endosperm in seed development; apomixis and 
polyembryony. 
558. Paleobotany. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
8 weeks. Prereq: 10 credits in biological sciences. 
Farrar. Introduction to morphology, identification, and 
phylogeny of fossil plants from Pre-Cambrian to 
present. Materials fee . 
559L. Field Biology of Bryophytes and Pteridophytes. 
(See list of courses offered at Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory.) 
564. Wetland Ecology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
10 credits in biological sciences. van der Valk. 
Ecology, classification, creation and restoration, and 
management of wetlands. Emphasis on North Ameri-
can temperate wetlands. Laboratories stress 
collection and identification of aquatic vascular 
plants . Weekend field trips. Field trip fee. 
575. Field Mycology. (2-6) Cr. 4 each time taken . 
SS., offered 1990 (SS II, 1990, Lakeside Lab). Prereq: 
5 credits in botany. Tiffany. Collection and identifica-
tion of fungi and relation of their occurrence to 
environmental factors . Preparation and utilization of 
mycological exsiccati . May be taken at Iowa 
Lakeside Laboratory with written permission of 
instructor. Field trips. 
582. Physiological Ecology of Plants. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 320, 484 recommended. 
Jurik. The nature of adaptations to physical and 
biotic environments. Photosynthesis, water relations, 
energy balance, nutrient relations, and other phys-
iological bases of plant growth, distribution, and 
abundance. 
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583. Techniques in Physiological Ecology. (0-3) Cr. 1. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 
582. Jurik. Laboratory and field approaches to plant 
water relations, photosynthesis, energy balance, and 
growth. Modern techniques of data acquisition and 
analysis. Field trips. Field trip fee. 
584. Plant Communities. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 484. Survey of approaches to the 
study of plant community composition, structure and 
function, and vegetation dynamics. Techniques of 
community analysis. 
585. Advanced Field Ecology. (0-6) Cr. 2 each time 
taken. S. Prereq: Graduate classification. Weekend 
and extended field trips to various vegetation types 
with emphasis on field problems. Report required . 
Field trip fee. 
588. Plant Population Biology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 484. Pleasants. Examination of 
demography, population growth and regulation, 
important features of life history stages, vegetative 
and sexual reproduction, competition, herbivory, 
seed dispersal , pollination. genetic structure, and 
local adaptation . Field trip fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. 
Prereq: 10 credits in botany. permission of instructor. 
A. Plant Physiology and Molecular Biology 
B. Morphology 
D. Mycology 
E. Systematics and Evolution 
F. Plant Ecology 
J. Cytology 
K. Aquatic and Wetland Ecology 
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595. Agrostology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 306. Clark. Structure, identification, classifi-
cation, phylogeny, and economic aspects of grasses 
and related families. Materials fee. 
596. Advanced Plant Systematics. (2-6) Cr. 4. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 306, Gen 320, and permission 
of instructor. Clark, Wendel. Principles and history of 
plant classification ; evaluation of classification sys-
tems, theory, and problems; processes of speciation 
in higher plants; sources and interpretation of 
systematic data; examination of research methods 
and their applications; plant nomenclature. Materials 
fee. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. arr. Research toward 
nonthesis master's degree. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Courses ·for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
624. Physiology of Fungi. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 406, Chem 331 or B B 301 . Nutrition, 
metabolism. growth, reproduction, and mor-
phogenesis of fungi. 
641, 642. General Mycology. (Micro 641 , 642) (2-6) 
Cr. 4 each. Yr. Prereq: PP 407, or 416, or 417. Tiffany. 
Taxonomy, morphology, and phylogeny of slime 
molds and fungi (mastigomycetes, zygomycetes, 
ascomycetes. basidiomycetes, and fungi imperfecti). 
Materials fee. 
679. Light Microscopy. (Micro 679) (1-0) Cr. 1. F. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Horner. Current 
theories encompassing light optics, photomicrogra-
phy, photographic printing , biological specimen 
preparation. microtomy, general staining , histo-
chemistry, autoradiography, and cytophotometry. 
679L. Light Microscopy Laboratory. (Micro 679L) 
(0-9) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Permission of instructor, 
enrollment in 679. Horner. Laboratory exercises 
related to all topics covered in 679. Materials fee. 
680. Scanning Electron Microscopy. (Micro 680) (1-0) 
Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Horner. 
Current theories encompassing scanning electron 
microscopy, photography, and specimen 
preparation . 
680L. Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory. 
(Micro 680L) (0-6) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor, enrollment in 680. Horner. Laboratory 
exercises related to all topics covered in 680. 
Materials fee . 
681. Transmission Electron Microscopy. (Micro 681) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Permission of instructor. Horner. 
Current theories encompassing electron optics, 
biological specimen preparation , ultramicrotomy, 
general staining, cytochemistry, immunocytochemis-
try, autoradiography, negative staining , shadowing , 
electron diffraction and image analysis. 
681 L. Transmission Electron Microscopy Laboratory. 
(Micro 681 L) (0-9) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 679, 679L; 
permission of instructor; enrollment in 681 . Horner. 
Laboratory exercises related to all topics in 681 . 
Materials fee . 
682. X-ray Microanalysis. (Micro 682) (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: 680, permission of instructor. Horner. Current 
theories encompassing elemental analysis of bulk 
and thin-sectioned biological specimens using scan-
ning electron microscopy. 
682L. X-ray Microanalysis Laboratory. (Micro 682L) 
(0-3) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 680, 680L; permission of 
instructor; enrollment in 682. Horner. Laboratory 
exercises related to all topics covered in 682. 
Materials fee. 
684. Plant Ecology Colloquium. (2-0) Cr. 2 each time 
taken. F.S. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Discussion of ecological literature and research; 
term paper and oral presentation ; different topic 
chosen by instructor each semester. 
696. Seminar in Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Agron 696, B B 696, For 696, Gen 696, 
Hort 696) Cr. 1 each time taken. F.S. Presentations 
and discussions of recent literature and problems 
under investigation. 
698. Seminar. Cr. 1 each time taken. Meetings of 
botany staff and students to discuss recent literature 
and problems under investigation. 
B. Non-vascular Plants 
C. Systematics and Evolution 
D. For all staff and students in botany 
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E. Molecular, Cellu lar, and Developmental Biology 
(MCDB) 
F. Ecology 
G. Aquatic and Wetland Ecology 
699. Research. 
A. Plant Physiology and Molecular Biology 
B. Morphology 
D. Mycology 
E. Systematics and Evolution 
F. Plant Ecology 
J. Cytology 
K. Aquatic and Wetland Ecology 
Courses Offered at the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory 
Written permission of the instructor is prereq-
uisite to all courses offered at the Iowa 
Lakeside Laboratory. For current information 
concerning courses, registration , and housing, 
see the annual Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Bulletin. This bulletin is usually available from 
participating departments after February 15. 
Numbers beginning with L indicate numbers 
used in the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Bulletin . 
559L. (L:119) Biology of Bryophytes and 
Pteridophytes. Cr. 5. Alt. SS., offered 1989. Prereq: 10 
credits in biological science. Farrar. Collection and 
identification of mosses, liverworts , c lubmosses, 
spikemosses, quillworts , horsetails. and ferns ., Analy-
sis of microclimates, soils, and community structure, 
with the goal of explaining and predicting species 
occurrence. 
575L. (L:115) Field Mycology. Cr. 5. Alt. SS., offered 
1988. Prereq: 5 credits in botany. Tiffany. Collection 
and taxonomy of fungi and relation of their occur-
rence to environmental factors . Preparation and use 
of mycological exsiccati . Field trips. 
580L. (L:117) Ecology and Systematics of Diatoms. 
Cr. 5. SS. Prereq: 10 credits m biological science. 
Field experience in the study of freshwater d iatoms. 
Environmental factors affecting growth and distribu-
tion are stressed . Techniques, col lection, and 
preparation of diatom samples. 
590L. Special Topics. 
699. Research. 
Courses Offered at the Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory (GCRL), Ocean 
Springs, Mississippi 
Written permission of the coord inator of the 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, 201 Bessey 
Hall , Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 , 
is prerequisite to all courses offered at the 
Gulf Coast Laboratory. Numbers in paren-
theses beginning with BOT and MS are GCRL 
numbers. 
590G. (MS-405 or MS-705) Special Topics. 
699G. (MS-700) Research. 
Business 
Administration 
Two interdepartmental graduate programs in 
business administration are offered : a master 
of science (M.S.) program in business admin-
istrative sciences and a master of business 
administration (M.B.A.) program. 
Master of Science (M.S.) in Business 
Administrative Sciences 
Supervisory Committee: August R. Ralston, 
chair; J. Mattila, G. Maydew, W. 0 . Meeker, 
P. Morrow, C. E. Smith 
The College of Business Administration par-
ticipates in an interdepartmental program, 
Business Administrative Sciences. Work is 
offered for the nonthesis degree master of 
science with a major in business admin-
istrative sciences under an interdepartmental 
arrangement. Cooperating departments are 
Accounting, Economics, Finance, Industrial 
Engineering , Management, Marketing, Statis-
tics , and Transportation and Logistics. The 
coursework is oriented toward further spe-
cialization at the master's level for those 
students with degrees or backgrounds in 
business who intend to pursue specialized 
careers in business or industry or who plan to 
pursue a doctoral program in business. 
Application materials for the M.S. program 
include the Graduate Management Admission 
Test (GMAT) score, official transcript of pre-
vious educational coursework/degrees, three 
letters of reference, and a personal essay 
form. Non-U.S. citizens are required to submit 
a TOEFL score. Prerequisite courses and 
common body of knowledge courses may be 
required . Applications are accepted for fall 
(May 1), spring (October 15), and summer 
(March 1) semesters. 
Students majoring in business administrative 
sciences will choose a major professor from 
the graduate faculty of business admin-
istrative sciences. The student's program of 
study will be developed with the guidance of 
an advisory committee selected by the stu-
dent and the major professor, approved by the 
chair of the Business Administrative Sciences 
supervisory committee, and appointed by the 
dean of the Graduate College. The program 
total of 30 minimum graduate credits is 
composed of 9 credits of required coursework 
and 21 credits of electives. The program of 
study agreed upon by the student and the 
student's committee shall include a sufficient 
number of 500- and 600-level courses to be 
consistent with quality graduate work on the 
master's level. Although this is a nonthesis 
degree. a creative component is required . 
This is accomplished by taking a minimum of 
3 credits in 599 from one of the cooperating 
departments. 
A minor in business administrative sciences is 
offered for students majoring in other areas. 
Such students must have a faculty member 
representing the interdepartmental program 
on their committee. At least six courses, one-
half of which are at the 500 level , shall be 
selected from designated course offerings. 
Four courses should be selected from busi-
ness administration (12 credits) and two 
courses (6 credits) from other departments. A 
minor cannot include courses that are offered 
by the department in which the student is a 
major. 
Courses required or recommended for a major 
in business administrative sciences are as 
follows: 
Statistics: Stat 328 
Economics: Econ 511 
Business administration: Bus Ad 599 (Creative 
Component) 
Electives: Minimum of 21 graduate credits 
from the cooperating departments. 
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) 
M.B.A.-Agribusiness Supervisory Committee: 
Max S. Wortman , Jr., chair 
M.B.A.-General Business Supervisory 
Committee: August R. Ralston, chair 
The College of Business Administration offers 
a 48 credit hour program leading to a 
nonthesis master of business administration 
degree. The degree is composed of (1) a set 
of core courses in business administration (30 
hours) and (2) a specialization (18 hours). 
Specializations are currently offered in agri-
business or general business. The purpose of 
this program is to provide a current profes-
sional business education by preparing 
students to understand the impact of tech-
nology on business organizations in a global 
environment. Students who have taken appro-
priate undergraduate coursework may, 
through specific test-out and/or waiver, com-
plete the M.B.A. by enrolling in fewer than 48 
credit hours . The maximum credits to be 
waived and/or earned by test-out are 12. 
Applications will be accepted for fall (May 1), 
spring (October 15), and summer (March 1) 
admission . Students may enroll on a full or 
part-time basis. Prerequisites for program 
admission are a baccalaureate degree and 
undergraduate work in accounting , econom-
ics, computer science, statistics, and a 
behavioral science. Students with a deficiency 
in one or more of these areas may be 
provisionally admitted subject to completion of 
these prerequisites. Applicants must submit 
Graduate Management Admission Test 
(GMAT) scores, official transcripts of previous 
educational coursework/degrees, a personal 
essay form, and three letters of reference. 
Non-U.S. citizens are required to submit 
TOEFL scores. 
Students working toward a master of business 
administration will work with members of the 
supervisory committee for the selected spe-
cialization . The student's program of study will 
be developed with the guidance of this 
committee and approved by the supervisory 
committee. The program total of 48 semester 
credits includes work in the business core 
(accounting, economics, quantitative analysis, 
management, finance, marketing , operations 
management, management information sys-
tems, business and social responsibility, 
strategic management and business policy) ; 
the area of specialization ; and a creative 
component. 
The business specialization consists of 18 
semester credits distributed across the de-
partments of Accounting , Finance, 
Management, Marketing, and Transportation 
and Logistics. A maximum of 6 credits in 
graduate courses in nonbusiness depart-
ments may be taken with the approval of the 
student's program of study committee. 
The agribusiness specialization consists of 18 
semester credits of graduate level courses 
distributed across the departments in the 
Col lege of Business Administration and the 
departments of Economics, Statistics, Forestry, 
Agronomy, Animal Science, and other depart-
ments involved in production agriculture. 
In both specializations the 18 semester credits 
includes the creative component. 
' Courses required in the master of business 
administration core are as follows: 
Acct 580; Econ 511 ; Fin 550; Mgmt 510, 520, 
530, 570, 578; Mkt 540; Stat 328. 
Electives and the creative component course 
are selected from the cooperating 
departments. 
Master of Business Administration/Master 
of Architecture (M.B.A./M.Arch) 
The College of Business Administration and 
the Department of Architecture jointly offer 
graduate study for the double degrees 
M.B.A./M.Arch . This double-degree program 
is 84 semester credits in length and is 
designed for those students who want to 
pursue managerial careers in architectural 
firms. Students must satisfy prerequisite 
courses for the M.B.A. and the M.Arch. 
degrees and make applications into both 
programs. Interested students should contact 
the College of Business Administration Gradu-
ate Studies Office or the Department of 
Architecture for more information. 
Course for Graduate Students 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 3. Prereq: Full admis-
sion status in M.S. or MB.A. program and permis-
sion of supervisory committee chair. Preparation and 
writing of creative component. 
A. Accounting 
B. Economics 
C. Finance 
D. Industrial Engineering 
E. Management 
F. Marketing 
G. Statistics 
H. Transportation and Logistics 
I. Agribusiness 
J. General Business 
Chemical 
Engineering 
Richard C. Seagrave, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Abraham, Boylan , Burkhart, 
Burnet, Glatz, Hill , Larson, Reilly, Schrader, 
Seagrave, Ulrichson , Wheelock, Youngquist 
Associate Members: Eggebrecht, Hebert, 
Jolls, King 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering , and 
doctor of philosophy with major in chemical 
engineering , and minor work to students 
taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of an undergraduate curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that offered in 
chemical engineering at this institution. 
The master of engineering degree requires a 
creative component. A thesis is required for 
the master of science degree. 
Interdepartmental programs between chem-
ical engineering and biomedical engineering 
are provided under the sponsorship of the 
colleges of Engineering and Veterinary Medi-
cine. Laboratory facilities are available in both 
biomedical engineering and chemical en-
gineering. See Biomedical Engineering. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental major in water resources, 
and in the interdepartmental minor programs 
in energy systems engineering, mineral re-
sources, and technology and social change. 
(See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
324. Chemical Engineering Laboratory I. (0-2) Cr. 1. 
F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 356. Experiments 
covering basic chemical engineering measurements, 
material and energy balances, and momentum 
transport operations. Computer applications. Com-
puter fee . 
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325. Chemical Engineering Laboratory II. (0-2) Cr. 1. 
S. Prereq: 324, credit or enrollment in 357 and 382. 
Experiments in heat and mass transfer, ther-
modynamics, and chemical reactor performance . 
Computer fee . 
356. Momentum Transport Operations. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 210, Com S 205, Phys 221, credit or 
enrollment in Math 267. Momentum and mechanical 
energy balances . Incompressible and compressible 
fluid flow. Applications to fluid drag , piping system 
design, filtration, packed beds and settling . Com-
puter fee . 
357. Heat and Mass Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S . Prereq: 
356. Conduction and diffusion , convective heat and 
mass transfer, boiling and condensation , radiation , 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer, design of heat 
exchange equipment. Computer fee. 
358. Mass Transfer Operations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 230, 357. Analysis and design of continuous 
contacting and multistage separation processes . 
Binary and multicomponent distillation , absorption , 
extraction , evaporation. Computer fee . 
381 . Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 230, Math 267, Phys 222. 
Application of thermodynamic principles to chemical 
engineering problems . Energy balances and entropy 
accounts. Thermodynamic properties of fluids , 
phase equi libria, chemical reaction equilibria. Com-
puter fee. 
382. Chemical Reactor Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S . 
Prereq: 381 , credit or enrollment in 357. Kinetics of 
chemical reactions. design of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous chemical reactors . Computer fee . 
410. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 382 and Chem 331 or graduate 
standing in chemistry. Integration of chemistry and 
chemical engineering principles as practiced in 
modern industry. Processing routes and procedures 
in the chemical, petroleum, biochemical , and semi-
conductor industries . Computer fee. 
415. Biochemical Engineering . (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq.· 
357, 382 recommended, Chem 331. Application of 
basic chemical engineering principles in bio-
chemical and biological process industries such as 
fermentation , food processing, enzyme technology, 
and biological waste treatment . Computer fee. 
421. Process Control. (2-2) Cr. 3. F,S. Prereq: Credit 
or enrollment in 358, Math 267. Control of industrial 
chemical processes. Device applications and limita-
tions. Dynamics of chemical process components 
and process control systems. Computer fee . 
426. Chemical Engineering Laboratory Ill. (0-3) Cr. 1. 
F. Prereq: 325, 358. Investigation of chemical 
engineering process equipment. Computer fee. 
430. Process and Plant Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 358, 382. Synthesis of chemical engineeri ng 
processes, equipment and plants. Cost estimation 
and feasibili ty analysis. Computer fee . 
441 . Modeling and Simulation. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
358, 382. Simulation of behavior of chemical 
processes, trial and error calculations, numerical 
integration and other numerical methods. Problems 
involving fluid flow, distillation, heat transfer, process 
control , anq reactor design . Computer fee . 
443. Polymers and Polymer Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 357, 382 recommended, Chem 331 . 
Chemistry of polymers, addition and condensation 
polymerization . Physical and mechanical properties, 
polymer rheology, production methods. Fabrication 
and extrusion equipment operation. Applications of 
polymers in the chemical industry. Computer fee . 
456. Transport Phenomena. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
358. Applied mathematical analysis of transport 
phenomena in chemical processes and equipment. 
Mathematical models for momentum, heat, and 
mass transfer in fluid continua . 
462. Advanced Unit Operations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
358. Analysis of chemical processes and specifica-
tion of equipment from the unit operations viewpoint. 
Momentum, heat, and mass transfer in multi-phase 
systems. Computer fee . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
508. Mineral Processing Operations. (MN RS 508, 
M S E 508) See Mineral Resources. 
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515. Coal Science and Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: Chem 321 , 331 . Physical and 
chemical properties of coal , methods of analysis, 
and characterization . Industrial processes for clean-
ing, carbonizing , desulfurizing , gasifying, and 
liquefying coal to produce cleaner, more useful fuels . 
530. Process Design and Optimization. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 430. Advanced process synthesis. Optimum 
seeking methods applicable to process design and 
evaluation . Computer fee. 
540. Biothermodynamics and Transport Phenomena. 
(BME 540) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 210, Math 266, 
Phys 222. The principles of thermodynamics and 
transport phenomena applied to the study of 
physiology and the design and operation of artificial 
organs and life support systems. Computer fee. 
545. Analytical and Numerical Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 358, Math 267. Analysis of equipment and 
processes by analytic and/or numerical solution of 
descriptive differential equations. Operational and 
series techniques, boundary value problems, numer-
ical interpolation and approximation . integration 
techniques. Computer fee. 
552. Transport Phenomena I. (4-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
357, 381, Math 267, credit or enrollment in 545. 
Equations of change for mass, energy, and momen-
tum according to phenomenological and molecular 
models. Introduction to transport in multicomponent 
systems. Exact and approximate solutions to the 
equations of motion. One-hour weekly 
demonstrations. 
553. Transport Phenomena II. (4-0) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
552. Convective and radiative heat transfer, boiling , 
condensation, multicomponent diffusion , mass trans-
fer models. High transfer rate effects. Simultaneous 
heat, mass, and momentum transfer. Computer fee. 
563. Statistical Mechanics. (Chem 563) (3-0) Cr. 2 
or 3. S. Prereq: Chem 322 or 325. Microscopic and 
macroscopic properties, laws of thermodynamics, 
ensembles and distribution functions, applications to 
gases, solids, and chemical equilibrium. Fundamen-
tals will be covered in the first 10 weeks for 2 credits. 
The last 5 weeks will emphasize applications to 
selected topics such as dense fluids , polymers, and 
surfaces (1 credit). 
565. Processing of Microelectronic Devices. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 382. Application of chemical 
engineering principles in the semiconductor industry. 
Analysis of chemical and physical processes in 
microelectronics fabrication . 
583. Advanced Thermodynamics. (4-0) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 381 . Application of thermodynamic principles 
to chemical engineering problems. Thermodynamic 
properties of non-ideal fluids and solutions; phase 
and chemical-reaction equilibria. Computer fee. 
587. Advanced Chemical Reactor Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 382. Kinetics of heterogeneous reactions. 
Analysis and design of non-ideal flow and hetero-
geneous reactors . Computer fee. 
588. Catalysis and Catalytic Processes. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 382. Principles and applications of 
heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysis. Adsorp-
tion . Reaction kinetics and mass transfer effects. 
Catalyst characterization. Industrial catalytic 
processes. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 6 each time taken . 
Investigation of an approved topic on an individual 
basis. 
595. Special Topics. Cr. 2 or 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. When offered with a 
letter suffix, the follqwing letters are reserved for the 
topics listed. 
A. Separations 
B. Air Pollution and Its Control 
C. Crystallization 
D. Thermodynamics 
E. Kinetics and Catalysis 
F. Transport Operations 
G. Bioengineering 
599 .. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601 . Seminar. (1-0) Cr. R. F.S. Offered on a 
satisfactory-fail basis only . 
645. Advanced Calculation Methods for Chemical 
Engineers. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 1991. Prereq: 
545. Advanced analysis and design of equipment 
and processes requiring specialized mathematical 
techniques. Computer fee. 
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652. Advanced Momentum Transport. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 552. Advanced topics in 
momentum transport and fluid mechanics including 
study of recent literature. 
653. Advanced Mass Transport. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 553. Advanced topics in mass 
transport including study of recent literature. 
654. Advanced Heat Transport. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt . F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 553. Advanced topics in heat 
transfer including study of recent literature. 
683. Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. SS., offered 1991 . Prereq: 552, 583. 
Thermodynamics of irreversible processes including 
diffusion and sedimentation , electrochemical pro-
cesses, muscle contraction, thermal diffusion, and 
membrane transport. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
699. Research . 
Chemistry 
David K. Hoffman, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Angelic i, Applequist, Barton , 
Corbett, Depristo, Diehl (Emeritus), Espenson, 
Fassel (Emeritus), Franzen, Fritz, Gerstein, 
Glick, Graves, Hansen (Emeritus), Hoffman, 
Houk, Jacobson, Johnson, Kostic , Kraus, 
Larock, Martin (Emeritus), Mccarley, Ng, 
Powell (Emeritus), Ruedenberg , Russell , Small , 
Struve, Svec (Emeritus), Thiel, Trahanovsky, 
Verkade, Voigt (Emeritus), Wilhelm (Emeritus), 
Yeung 
Associate Members: Hutton, Petrich. Porter, 
Schwabacher, Woo 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in analytical , inorganic, organic, 
and physical chemistry, as well as the 
degrees master of science and doctor of 
philosophy in chemistry. Co-majors may be 
taken between areas within chemistry or 
between one of the areas in chemistry and 
another department. Courses in other areas of 
chemistry as well as courses in other depart-
ments may be used to satisfy the requirement 
for coursework outside the major field . Minor 
work is offered to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
The Department of Chemistry requires all 
graduate students majoring in chemistry to 
teach as part of their training for an advanced 
degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of undergraduate work in chem-
istry, mathematics, and physics, substantially 
equivalent to that required of undergraduate 
students at this institution. 
For the Ph.D. degree, the foreign language 
requirement is reading proficiency in one of 
the following : German, Russian , French, or, in 
some special cases, Japanese. 
Index to field of work is given by the second 
and third digits of course numbers: 
(a) Inorganic Chemistry 
(b) Analytical Chemistry 
(c) Physical Chemistry 
(d) Organic Chemistry 
(e) General Chemistry 
(f) Research 
00-09 
10-19 
20-29 and 60-69 
30-40 
60-79 
99 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
301 . Inorganic Chemistry. (2-0} Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 324 
or 321 . Chemistry of the nonmetallic elements; 
descriptive and systematic chemistry of the non-
metallic elements; correlation of structure and 
bonding with chemical or physical properties; 
thermodynamic and kinetic aspects . 
*316. Instrumental Methods of Chemical Analysis. 
(2-6) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 210. Quantitative and 
qualitative instrumental analysis. Operational theory 
of instruments, atomic and molecular absorption and 
emission spectroscopy, electroanalysis, liquid and 
gas chromatography, literature of chemical analysis. 
Materials fee. 
*321. Physical Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
210 or 211or178, Math 166 or Math 176, Phys 222 
recommended. Kinetic theory of gases, classical 
thermodynamics with applications to gases, multi-
component, multiphase equilibrium of reacting 
systems, surface chemistry, and electrochemical 
cells . Students majoring in chemistry or biochemistry 
will ordinari ly elect Chem 324, 325. 
321 L. Laboratory in Physical Chemistry. (1-3) Cr. 2. 
F.S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 321 . Materials 
fee. 
*322. Physical Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Chem 321 or 324. Solids, transport properties. 
chemical kinetics; quantum mechanics, atomic and 
molecular structure, spectroscopy, statistical 
thermodynamics. 
*331, 332. Organic Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 331 : 
F.S .; 332: F.S. ; 332C: S. Prereq: 331 : 178 or 210 or 
211, enrollment in 333A highly recommended; 332: 
331 , enrollment in 334A highly recommended. 
Modern organic chemistry including nomenclature, 
synthesis, structure and bonding, reaction mecha-
nisms, natural products, carbohydrates and proteins . 
For students majoring in physical and biological 
sciences, premedical and preveterinary curricula, 
chemistry and biochemistry. Chemistry and bio-
chemistry majors should take 332C. Students 
desiring only one semester of organic chemistry are 
encouraged to take 231 (with the accompanying 
laboratory 232). 
401 L. Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory. (0-4) Cr. 1. F. 
Prereq: 301 . Preparation and characterization of 
inorganic and organometallic compounds by mod-
ern techniques. For students majoring in chemistry 
or biochemistry. Materials fee. 
402. Inorganic Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 301 . 
Chemistry of the metallic elements, including mem-
bers of main groups and transition series. Structure. 
bonding, thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of the 
chemistry of elements having d and f valence 
electrons. Crystal field and molecul~r orbital theory 
appl ied to complex ions and organometallic 
compounds . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 301 . Concepts of structure, bonding , and 
chemical reactivity applied to inorganic compounds 
of the metallic and nonmetallic elements. For 
students not majoring in inorganic chemistry. 
501. Inorganic Preparations. (0-4) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 
402. Preparation and characterization of inorganic 
and organometallic compounds by modern research 
techniques . Materials fee. 
503. Bioinorganic Chemistry. (B B 503) (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F., offered 1988. Prereq: 402 or B B 405. 
Essential elements: transport and storage of ions 
and of 0 2; metalloenzymes and metal locoenzymes; 
electron-transfer processes in respiration and photo-
synthesis; metabolism of nonmetals and redox 
processes involved in it ; medicinal aspects of 
inorganic chemistry. 
505. Physical Inorganic Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 402 and 325 or 322. Elementary group 
theory and molecular orbital theory applied to 
inorganic chemistry. Spectroscopic methods of char-
acterization of inorganic compounds. 
506. Systematic Inorganic Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 402 or 500 and 325. Descriptive chemistry of 
the metallic and nonmetallic elements . 
509. Introduction to Inorganic Chemistry Research. 
(1-0) Cr. R. F. Discussion of the various areas of 
current research in inorganic chemistry at Iowa State 
University. 
51 o. Advanced Survey of Analytical Chemistry. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 316. Selected topics in modern 
quantitative analysis including analytical separations, 
titrimetry, spectroscopy, and other instrumental 
methods. 
511 . Advanced Quantitative Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 316. General methods of quantitative in-
organic and organic analysis. Aqueous and nona-
queous titrimetry; selective reagents ; sampling and 
sample dissolution ; and analytical literature. 
512. Electrochemical Methods of Analysis. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 316, 325, rand 325L. Principles of 
convective-diffusional mass transport in electro-
analysis. Applications of potentiometry, voltammetry, 
and coulometry. Introduction to heterogeneous and 
homogeneous kinetics in electroanalysis. Analog 
and digital circuitry. Interfacing . 
513. Analytical Molecular and Atomic Spectroscopy. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 316, 325, 325L. Introduction to 
physical optics and design of photometric instru-
ments. Principles of absorption, emission, and 
fluorescence spectroscopy. Error and precision of 
optical methods. Ultraviolet, visible, and infrared 
methods of qual itative and quantitative organic and 
inorganic · analysis. 
516. Analytical Separations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
316, 325, 325L. Principles and examples of in-
organic and organic separation methods applied to 
analytical chemistry. Solvent extraction . volatilization, 
ion exchange, liquid and gas chromatography. 
518. Advanced Quantitative Laboratory. (0-6) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 512, 513 and 516. Instrumental methods of 
qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis . Mate-
rials fee. 
530. Advanced Organic Chemistry. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 332. Selected topics in modern organic 
chemistry, including structure, reaction mechanisms, 
organic synthesis and spectroscopy. For students 
not majoring in organic chemistry. 
537. Physical Organic Chemistry I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 332. Molecular structure, stereochemistry, 
introduction to reaction mechanisms, thermodynamic 
and kinetic data, linear free energy relationships, 
isotope effects, orbital symmetry. 
538. Physical Organic Chemistry II. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 537. Survey of reactive intermediates includ-
ing cations, anions. carbenes. and radicals . 
539. Introduction to Research in Organic Chemistry. 
(1-0) Cr. R. F. Introduction to the various areas of 
research in organic chemistry at Iowa State 
University. 
540. Organic Synthesis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 332. 
Survey of organic functional group transformations 
and synthesis of complex organic compounds 
including natural products. 
555. Chemical Pedagogy. Cr. 1. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
Graduate teaching assistantship in chemistry. 
Policies, methods of instruction, and practice teach-
ing in undergraduate chemistry recitation, 
discussion, and laboratory courses for chemistry 
graduate teaching assistants. 
560. Advanced Physical Chemistry. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 322 or 325. Principles of physical chemistry 
as they apply to analytical , inorganic , and organic 
chemistry, including thermodynamics, kinetics, quan-
tum mechanics and spectroscopy. For students not 
majoring in physical chemistry. 
561 . Molecular Quantum Theory I. (4-0) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 322 or 325. Schrbdinger equation and exact 
solutions; operators including angular momenta; 
group theory; perturbation theory and variational 
method. 
562. Molecular Quantum Theory II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 561. Time dependent perturbation theory, 
application to atomic spectra and molecular struc-
ture, collision theory. 
563. Statistical Mechanics. (Ch E 563) (3-0) Cr. 2 or 
3. S. Prereq: 322 or 325. Microscopi.c and mac-
roscopic properties, laws of thermodynamics. en-
sembles and distribution funct ions, applications to 
gases, solids, and chemical equilibrium. Fundamen-
tals will be covered in the first 10 weeks for 2 
credits. The last 5 weeks will emphasize applications 
to selected topics such as dense fluids , polymers. 
and surfaces (1 credit). 
564. Chemical Spectroscopy and Structure. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 505 or 562. Maxwell 's field 
equations, interaction of electromagnetic radiation 
with matter including induced absorption and emis-
sion and spontaneous emission, microwave, infrared, 
Raman and electronic molecular spectroscopy, 
spectral lineshapes. introduction to sol id state 
symmetry and structure. 
569. Introduction to Research in Physical Chemistry. 
(1-0) Cr. R. F. Introduction to the various areas of 
research in physical chemistry at Iowa State 
University. 
*570. (470 DL) Structure and Bonding. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 325. Graduate study in conjunction with 470. 
Not available for credit for students who have taken 
470. 
571 . Solid State Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 301, 325. A study of solid state 
materials including structures, bonding , defects, 
disorder, phase transitions. ionic mobility, metal-
insulator transitions, band theory,. synthesis and 
intercalation. 
572. Spectrometric Identification of Organic 
Compounds. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332. Principles of 
infrared, ultraviolet , nuclear magnetic resonance, 
and mass spectroscopy as appl ied ·to organic 
chemistry. 
573. Classical Thermodynamics. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 322 or 325. The laws of thermodynamics and 
their applications to single and multi-component 
systems, heterogeneous and homogeneous equi-
libria, properties of gases, condensed phases, 
solutions. and surfaces . 
574. Organometallic Chemistry of the Transition 
Metals. (2-0). Cr. 2. Alt. s .. offered 1988. Prereq: 301, 
332. Transition metal complexes of ligands such as 
cyclopentadienyl , olefins, acetylenes, benzenes, and 
carbon monoxide. Homogeneous catalysis. 
575. Diffraction and Crystal Structure. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
S., offered 1988. Prereq: 322 or 325. X-ray neutron 
and electron diffraction scattering by electrons. 
atoms, and molecules. Data collection techniques. 
space group symmetry, application of Fourier meth-
ods, methods of phasing structural amplitudes. 
576. Surface Chemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. . offered 
1988. Prereq: 322 or 325. Basic principles and 
applications. 
577. Mass Spectrometry. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S .. offered 
1989. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Basic physics, 
instrumentation, and chemical applications of mass 
spectrometry. 
578. Chemical Kinetics and Mechanisms. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: 322 or 325. Methods of studying reaction 
rates and mechanisms; inference of mechanisms 
from rate laws; reversible, consecutive, and compet-
ing reactions; chain mechanisms; exchange 
reactions; isotope rate effects; very rapid reactions; 
acid-base catalysis, theories of unimolecular reac-
tions; absolute rate theory. 
599. Nonthesis Research . Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission 
of staff member concerned. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Seminar in Inorganic Chemistry. (1-0) Cr. 1 
each time taken. F.S. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
601 . Selected Topics in Inorganic Chemistry. (1-0 or 
2-0) Cr. 1 or 2. F.S. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Topics such as chemical applications of group 
theory, molecular structure and bonding , 
organometallic compounds, physical techniques of 
structure determination, nonaqueous solutions, 
ligand field theory, sol id state chemistrY, and bio-
inorganic chemistry. 
611 . Seminar in Analytical Chemistry. (1-0) Cr. 1 
each time taken. F.S. 
631 . Seminar in Organic Chemistry. (1-0) Cr. 1 each 
time taken . F.S. Prereq: 537, permission of instructor. 
632. Selected Topics in Organic Chemistry. (1-0) 
Cr. 1 each time taken . F.S. Prereq: 537. Topics of 
current interest in organic chemistry such as 
spectroscopy, physical organic chemistry, photo-
chemistry, organometallic chemistry, mechanisms of 
oxidations and reductions. modern organic syn-
thesis, reactive intermediates. heterocycles, and 
biosynthesis. 
660. Seminar in Physical Chemistry. (1-0) Cr. 1 each 
time taken. S. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
661 . Quantum Chemistry. (2-0 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3 
each time taken. Alt . F .. offered 1988. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Construction of general 
electronic wavefunctions in many-electron systems. 
Spin eigenstates and spin adapted antisymmetric 
wavefunctions. Energy matrices and density ma-
trices for general electronic wavefunctions . Natural 
and localized orbitals. Analysis of the self-consistent-
field approximation . Discussion of various ap-
proaches to the correlation problem, configuration 
interaction method, pair theories, multi-configuration-
self-consistent-field methods. Representative ap-
plications to atoms, molecules, and reactions. 
663. Statistical Mechanics. (2-0 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3 
each time taken. Offered every third year; next 
offered S. 1988. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Review of ·classical and quantum mechanics, princi-
ples of statistical mechanics, applications to 
·thermodynamics, and other related problems. 
665. Advanced Dynamics I. (2-0 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3, 
each time taken . Offered every third year; next 
offered S. 1990. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Phenomenological kinetics. Classical, semiclassical, 
and quantum scattering theory (with emphasis on 
elastic scattering). Classical trajectories. Energy 
transfer collisions. Unimolecular kinetics. Reactive 
scattering. Experimental methods in molecular reac-
tion dynamics. 
666. Advanced Dynamics II. (2-0 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3, 
each time taken. Offered every three years; next 
offered S. 1989. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Dynamics of spectroscopic transitions. Time depen-
dent quanium mechanics of two state systems in the 
density matrix picture. Relaxation processes of 
excited states in spectroscopies varying from NMR 
to UV. Modern applications of transient 
spectroscopies . 
667. Special Topics in Physical Chemistry. (2-0 or 
3-0) Cr. 2 or 3 each time taken. F.S. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Topics such as atomic and 
molecular structure, surface chemistry, magnetic 
resonance, solid state spectroscopy, and chemical 
kinetics. 
699. Research. Prereq:· Permission of staff member 
concerned. 
43 
Child Development 
Dianne C. Draper, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Clark, Conger, Crase, Fuqua, 
Galejs (Emeritus), Lempers, Pease (Emeritus), 
Stockdale 
Associate Members: Draper, Hegland, 
Herwig, King 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in child development, and a 
minor for. students taking major work in other 
departments. 
In addition to fulfilling graduate college 
admission requirements , appl icants should 
have substantial background in one of the 
following fields : child development, family 
relations, human biology, human nutrition, 
education, anthropology, psychology, or so-
ciology. Emphasis areas within the department 
program are: growth and development of 
children; research and teaching in child 
development; parent-child relationships; and 
early childhood programs with an option for 
prekindergarten-kindergarten certification . 
There is no uniform foreign language require-
IT}ent for the degree master of science or 
doctor of philosophy. In individual cases, 
however, competence in one or more lan-
guages may be specified by the student's 
program of study committee. 
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Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
342. Guidance of Children : Theories and Practices. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 224 or 225 or 226. Theories 
and principles of guidance of children in groups, 
including those with special needs. Influence of 
environments and life stress situations such as 
separation and abuse .. Observation and application 
of techniques through guided partic ipation. 
443. Curriculum Planning for Children. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
FS. Prereq: 341. Examination and evaluation of 
program models and methods leading to develop-
ment and organization of appropriate curricula for 
young children. Evaluating and designing curricula, 
applying principles of development and teaching 
s~rategies. 
449. Parent-Professional-Community Relations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 224 or 225 or 226. Relationships 
among professionals and agencies working toward 
optimal environments for children . Strategies for 
parent involvement and education including parents 
with exceptional children. Resources for families . 
Ethical and legal responsibilities . 
455. Curricula for Early Childhood Special Education. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 255, 310, 310L, 353. 
Development and implementation of individualized 
education plans for young children with special 
needs. Curriculum planning for center-based pro-
grams in early childhood special education 
classrooms. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Course. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Concentrated group study of various 
developmental and educational issues in the field of 
child development . 
501. Graduate Study Orientation in Child 
Development. (1-0) Cr. R. F. Prereq: 6 credits in child 
development or psychology. Orientation to graduate 
study and current research in the department. 
524. Principles and Theories of Child Development. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. FS.SS. Prereq: 6 credits in child 
development or psychology. Theoretical foundations 
of child development. Developmental approach to 
the study of child behavior. Basic principles, major 
theories, and research . 
525. Theories and Research in Early Childhood 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. S.SS. Prereq: 524 or 6 credits 
in child development or psychology. Analysis of 
contemporary and historical models, including early 
intervention programs. The effect of variables such 
as programming, physical environment, and teacher 
effectiveness on children . Research on teacher-chi ld 
and teacher-parent interactions in early childhood 
education programs. 
*539. (439 DL) Cross-cultural Perspectives on 
Children and Youth. (2-0} Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 6 credits in social sciences. Review of 
methods and results of cross-cultural research on 
physical, cognitive, language, and social-emotional 
development of children and youth . Cross-cultural 
variations in child-rearing practices. 
*541. (441 DL) Giftedness in Children. (2-0} Cr. 2. 
F.SS. Prereq: 524 or 6 credits in child development 
or psychology. History and theories of creative and 
intellectual giftedness. Characteristics of children 
with superior abilities. Assessment, current research , 
family, and educational issues. 
543. Developmental Disabilities in Children. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F Prereq: 255 or equivalent; 524 or equivalent. 
Theories and research of atypical development in 
children with disabilities. Investigation of motor, 
social, cognitive, and communication development. 
545. Administration and Evaluation of Early 
Childhood Education Programs. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
525. Programs and staff development in early 
childhood education . Theories and research related 
to program and personnel supervision, evaluation, 
and development. Models for community involve-
ment and financial resource management including 
grant writing. 
547. Parent-Child Relations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F, alt. SS., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 524 or 6 credits in child 
development or psychology. Analysis of theories and 
research related to parent-child interactions; exam-
ination of parenting as a developmental process. 
Current issues in child rearing . 
*548. (448 DL) Parent Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Alt. 
SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 524 or 6 credits in child 
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development or psychology. Needs assessments, 
models, delivery systems, and evaluation procedures 
used in parent education programs for families with 
diverse needs, including single parents, adolescent 
parents, and parents of ch ildren with developmental 
disabilities. Developmental aspects of parenting . 
Effects of values, family structures, family goals, and 
parenting styles on parent education. 
566. Research Methods in Child Development. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 524. 
Concepts, strategies, and methods of developmental 
research with children and assessment of children. 
Application of selected research strategies to current 
ch ild development research. Experience in research 
procedures, methods of data collection , analysis, 
interpretation, and dissemination of findings. 
566L. Research Methods Laboratory in Child 
Development. (0-3) Cr. 1. F Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 566. Procedures for organizing, cod ing , 
and statistical analysis of child development re-
search data using a computer. Practical applications 
of interactive, statistical, and word processing 
computer programs in ch ild development research . 
Computer fee . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 6 credits in child 
development and enrollment in special degree or 
MS. program. 
A. Developmental Processes 
B. Programs for Children 
C. Community Services and Agencies 
D. Research in Child Development 
E. Early Childhood Special Education 
593. Workshop. Cr. arr. FS.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL} 
courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
616. Seminar. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. 
A. Current Issues in Chi ld Care 
B. Developmental Processes in Chi ldren 
C. Developmental Appraisal of Children 
D. Exceptional Children 
E. Guidance of Children 
F History of Child Development 
G. Prenatal and Infant Development 
H. Parent and Family Issues 
I. Research Issues in Child Development 
618. Child Development Practicum. Cr. arr. FS.SS. 
Prereq: 524 . Supervised experience in the following 
areas of chi ld development: 
A. Children in Group Situations 
B. College Teaching 
C. Community Outreach Programs 
D. Computer Usage in Child Development 
E. Professional Relations with Parents 
F Program Administration 
G. Research in Chi ld Development 
630. Physical and Motor Development in Children. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 524 . 
Physical and motor development as applied to an 
understanding of the development of human behav-
ior. Theory and research in behavior genetics, 
psychobiology, and/or related fields in terms of 
developmental processes and individual differences 
in infants, ch ildren, and youth. 
631. Learning and Cognitive Development in 
Children. (3-0} Cr. 3. Alt. F, offered 1989. Prereq: 
524. Theory and research emphasizing Piagetian , 
psychometric, and information processing ap-
proaches to cognitive development. Concept, 
memory, and problem-solving development . Sources 
of individual differences in cognitive funct ioning of 
children and adolescents. 
632. Language and Perceptual Development in 
Children. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 
524 . Models of perceptual development. Research 
methods and findings. Theories and research on 
language development. Role of perceptual strategies 
in the language learning process. 
633. Social and Emotional Development in Children . 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 524. Theory 
and research related to social and emotional 
development of infants, children, and adolescents. 
Dynamic socialization processes involving children, 
adolescents, parents, peers, and society. A develop-
mental perspective of social , emotional , and 
behavior problems. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor and enrollment in Ph.D. program. 
A. Developmental Processes 
B. Programs for Children 
C. Community Services and Agencies 
D. Research in Child Development 
E. Early Childhood Special Education 
699. Research. 
Civil Engineering 
Richard R. Dague, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Abendroth, Austin, Baumann, 
Bergeson, Brewer, Carstens (Emeritus), 
Cleasby, Dague, Demirel (Emeritus), Fanous, 
Foufoula, Greimann, Handy, Hoover, 
Jeyapalan, Kannel, Kao, Klaiber, Lee, Lohnes, 
Maze, Morgan (Emeritus), Oulman, Pitt, Porter, 
Sanders, Wipf 
Associate Members: Chase, Dunker, Fung 
(Emeritus), Jaselskis, Jellinger (Emeritus), 
Jones, Levine, Mickle, Ring (Emeritus), 
Ringwald, Rowings, Spencer, Thomas, Yates 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with majors in civil, geo-
technical , municipal , sanitary, structural , and 
transportation engineering ; in civil engineering 
materials and in geodesy and photogramme-
try; an area of specialization in construction 
engineering and management offered within 
the civil engineering major; for the degree 
doctor of philosophy with majors in transpor-
tation, structural, sanitary, and geotechnical 
engineering and in civil engineering materials; 
and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
Candidates for the degree master of science 
are required to satisfactorily complete 30 
credits of acceptable graduate work, includ-
ing preparation of a thesis or the completion 
of a creative component in lieu of a thesis . 
The department strongly recommends that all 
candidates for the degree doctor of philoso-
phy demonstrate a significant level of 
proficiency in one of the following languages: 
French , German, Russian, or Spanish. How-
ever, with the approval of a doctoral 
candidate's program of study committee, 6 
additional credits of coursework outside the 
Department of Civil and Construction En-
gineering may be substituted for a language 
requirement. 
The normal prerequisite to major graduate 
work is the completion of a curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that required of 
engineering students at this university. How-
ever, because of the diversity of interests 
within the graduate programs in civil engineer-
ing , a student may qualify for graduate study 
even though undergraduate or prior graduate 
training has been in a discipline other than 
engineering . Supporting work will be required 
depending upon the student's background 
and area of interest. A prospective graduate 
student is urged to specify the degree 
program in which he or she is interested on 
the application for admission. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor in energy systems 
engineering and in mineral resources , and in 
the interdepartmental majors in technology 
and social change, transportation planning , 
and water resources. (See Index .) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
317. Land Surveying. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 214. 
Public land survey systems. Precise control surveys. 
Public land subdivision systems and property survey 
requirements. Land survey data systems. Pho-
togrammetric considerations. Resurvey of land 
parcel , record search , plat preparation, and legal 
description. Case studies and field exercise. 
318. Legal and Professional Aspects of Surveying 
and Civil Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 214. 
Legal aspects and liability in surveying and civil 
engineering practice. Professional registration. Mal-
practice. Ethical decision making . Case studies. Tort 
litigation. Various legal rights of property affecting 
surveying and civil engineering practices . 
326. Water Quality Engineering. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. S. 
Prereq: Chem 167, Math 166, credit or enrollment in 
EM 378. Water quality parameters and requirements , 
purification processes in natural systems; potable 
water quality and quantity objectives, water sources 
and treatment methods; water pollution control 
objectives and treatment methods. 
332. Structural Analysis I. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
E M 324. Loads, shear, moment, and deflected 
shape diagrams for framed structures. Approximate 
methods. Displacement calculations. Flexibility and 
stiffness methods. Computer applications. Moment 
distribution. Influence lines and MOller-Breslau princi-
ple. Materials fee. Computer fee. 
333. Structural Steel Design I. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 332, EM 327. Design and behavior of the 
elements of steel structures, proportioning members 
and connections. Introduction to load and resistance 
factor design, plastic design, and composite design . 
Preliminary building design. Materials fee . Computer 
fee. 
334. Reinforced Concrete Design I. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 332, E M 327. Analysis and design of 
beams, one-way slabs, and columns. Preliminary 
design of building frames using pattern loading and 
moment coefficients. Materials fee. Computer fee . 
350. Introduction to Transportation Planning. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 3 credits in statistics . Planning of 
urban and regional transportation systems. Applica-
tions of population, land use, economic, social, and 
travel studies to problems of transportation system 
configuration and route location . Organization and 
coordination of the transportation planning function . 
Not available for graduation credit for students in 
civil engineering. 
351. Introduction to Transportation Engineering. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 214, 295 or 296, Phys 221 , a 
course in statistics from approved department list. 
Introduction to planning and design of highway, air, 
rail, water, and pipeline transportation facilities . 
Technological and economic factors . Transportation 
terminals. Suggested for engineering students only. 
Computer fee. 
360. Soil Engineering. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Geo! 
301, credit or enrollment in EM 324. Introduction to 
soil engineering and testing . Identification and 
classification tests, soil structure, soil mineralogy, soil 
water systems, and interactive forces, principles of 
settlement, shearing stresses in soils and shear 
strength testing; embankments, retaining walls, foun-
dations, piles, and underground conduits . Computer 
fee. 
372. Engineering Hydrology and Hydraulics. (3-3) 
Cr. 4. F. S. Prereq: E M 378, a course in statistics 
from approved department list. The hydrologic cycle: 
precipitation , infiltration, runoff, evapo-transpiration , 
groundwater, and streamflow. Hydrograph analysis , 
flood routing, frequency analysis and urban hydro-
logy. Applied hydraulics including pipe and channel 
flow with design applications in culverts, pumping , 
water distribution, storm and sanitary sewer systems. 
Computer fee . 
382. Design of Concretes and Pavement Structures. 
(1-6) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 360. Physical and chemical 
properties of bituminous, portland , and other ce-
ments; aggregate properties and blending ; mix 
design and testing of concretes; admixtures, mixing, 
handling , placing and curing ; soil stabilization , soil 
bearing values, application of soil engineering to 
subgrades; pavement thickness design. Materials 
fee. 
416. Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 214. Theory and practice of stereo 
plotting instruments. Control surveys by electronic 
and satellite surveying . Introduction to map projec-
lions, adjustment computations, remote sensing , 
g·eographic information systems and image analysis. 
417. Surveying and Planning for Urban Development 
and Public Works. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 214 or 215, 
351 or credit or enrollment in CRP 432. Planning of 
urban development from an engineering and publ ic 
works basis. Zoning, subdivision ordinances, platting 
law, and regulation of public works. Power distribu-
tion and utility system surveys. Street and drainage 
network layout. 
446. Bridge Design. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 333, 334. Bridge design in structural steel 
and reinforced concrete . Application of AASHTO 
Bridge Design Specifications. Analysis techniques 
for complex structures. Preliminary designs include 
investigating alternative structural systems and mate-
rials . Final designs include preparation of design 
calculations and sketches. Materials fee . Computer 
fee . 
447. Building Design. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 
1990. Prereq: 333, 334. Building design in structural 
steel and reinforced concrete. Investigation of 
structural behavior of frameworks . Lateral load 
resisting systems. Application of current building 
codes and design specifications. Review of building 
designs. Preliminary designs include investigating 
alternative structural systems. Final designs include 
preparation of design calculations and sketches. 
Materials fee . Computer fee. 
451. Urban Transportation Planning and 
Management. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 350 or 351. 
Planning of highway systems and terminals as part 
of a complete planning approach; public transporta-
tion system planning ; transportation planning 
studies, projections analysis, plan formulation , and 
programming . Transportation system management 
models, concepts, and methods. Individual and 
group projects. Computer fee. 
452. Highway Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 351 , 
372, 382, I E 304. Design , construction, and 
maintenance of highway facilities; earthwork, 
drainage structures ; pavements. Preparation of en-
vironmental impact statement. A complete design 
project is required . Materials fee . Computer fee . 
460. Foundations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 360. 
Fundamentals of foundation engineering . Explora-
tion, sampling, and in-situ tests . Shallow and deep 
foundations. Settlement and bearing capacity analy-
ses . Foundation soil improvement. Stability of 
excavations and earth retaining structures. 
472. Applied Hydraulic Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
372. Detailed study of flow characteristics in natural 
and constructed channels; principles of hydraulic 
design of culverts , bridge waterway openings, 
spillways, hydraulic gates and gated structures, 
pumping stations, and miscellaneous water control 
structures; flow measuring devices. Design project. 
Computer fee . 
485. Engineering Construction. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 333, 360, EM 327, 
I E 304. Construction contracts, competitive bidding 
procedures, cost estimating, construction planning 
and scheduling for civil engineering projects. The 
critical path methods; equipment selection and 
production capabilities; falsework and concrete form 
work and cofferdam designs are covered . Field trip 
fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
505. Public Works Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. 
offered 1991. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 326 and 
452. The civil engineer's role in the public works 
field; municipal engineering and public works 
responsibilities in planning , financing , and in admin-
istering design, construction, operation , and 
maintenance of public facilities. 
508. Adjustment of Observations. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 416. a course in statistics from approved 
department list. Theory of errors. Error propagation 
in geodetic and photogrammetric systems. Observa-
tion and condition equations. Practice in the 
application of theory of least squares to adjustment 
of observations. Error analyses. 
509. Rock Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 360. Civil engineering application of 
theory and principles of rock mechanics. Engineer-
ing classification of rock masses, evaluation and 
interpretation of properties. Design of rock excava-
tions and structures in rock. 
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511. Fundamentals of Geodesy. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 
416. General theory of geometric and physical 
geodesy. Applications of geodesy to scientific and 
engineering problems. Size and shape of the earth. 
Geometry of geodetic reference surfaces . 
512. Geodetic Astronomy. (1-3) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 416, 
Math 265. Celestial sphere and terrestrial coordinate 
systems. Coordinate transformations. Theory of pre-
cise determinations of latitude, longitude, azimuth, 
and time. Astronomical and instrumental corrections. 
515. Physical Geodesy. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 511, 
Math 265. Gravity and potential theory. Geoid and 
other equipotential surfaces. Theory of geoidal 
undulations and deflections of the vertical. lsostasy. 
Gravity instrumentation and data reduction. Spher-
ical harmonic and related analyses. 
517. Analytical Photogrammetry. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 416 or For 414, enrollment in 508. Concepts, 
principles, and methods of analytical photogramme-
try. Coordinate transformation . Colinearity, 
coplanarity, and scale restraint conditions. Lineariza-
tion of systems of equations. Computational 
methods. Adjustment of strips and blocks. Analytical 
plotters . Computer fee . 
519. Remote Sensing of Earth Resources and the 
Environment. (1-3) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: For 414. Review 
of the theoretical basis of remote sensing, including 
photogrammetry and photo-interpretation. Remote 
sensing systems, including multispectral cameras, 
thermal mappers, multispectral scanners, microwave 
and radar imagers. Applications of remote sensing 
to resources, environment, and land use. 
520. Fundamentals of Analysis and Treatment of 
Water. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 326. Physical and 
chemical processes in the analysis and treatment of 
water; includes adsorption, ion exchange, mem-
brane processes, chemical precipitation, and gas 
transfer. 
521. Fundamentals of Analysis and Treatment of 
Wastewater. (1-6) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 326, Biol 110, 
credit or enrollment in Chem 231. Principles and 
laboratory exercises related to common wastewater 
parameters and unit processes including flocculent 
and hindered sedimentation , aerobic biological treat-
ment, and others. 
522. Water Pollution Control Plant Design. (1-3) Cr. 2. 
S. Prereq: 326, 372. Principles and design of 
physical, chemical , and biological treatment pro-
cesses, plant layout, and hydraulic considerations. 
Materials fee . 
523. Water Treatment Plant Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 326, 372. Principles and design of conven-
tional water treatment processes including coagula-
tion , flocculation, sedimentation, filtration , 
disinfection, and corrosion control. Plant layout and 
hydraulic considerations. 
524. Principles of Solid and Hazardous Waste 
Management. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 360, 372. 
Characterization of solid and hazardous wastes. 
Study of management options for their collection, 
transport, transfer, storage, and processing . Analysis 
and design of alternatives for their treatment and 
disposal including waste containment , solidification , 
incineration, and land disposal. Resource and 
energy re<;:overy. Regulatory requirements . Remedial 
action at hazardous waste disposal sites. 
528. Principles of Environmental Engineering. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Phys 221, Chem 167, Math 266. 
Physical , chemical , biological , and mathematical 
principles governing the fate of contaminants in the 
environment; environmental modeling; introduction to 
air quality control and solid and hazardous waste 
management. Individual and group projects. 
531 . Structural Analysis by Finite Elements. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 533. Use of the finite element 
method for the analysis of complex structural 
configurations. Plane stress, plate and shell finite 
elements. General purpose finite element programs. 
Computer fee. 
533. Structural Analysis by Matrix Methods. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332. Analysis of structural problems 
by means of matrix formulation . Stiffness and 
flexibility methods. Direct stiffness method for 2-D 
frames, grids, 3-D frames. General purpose frame 
programs. Computer fee. 
534. Classical Analysis Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 332. Basic structural principles. Moment 
area, energy methods, unit lo&d method, conjugate 
beam. Extension of slope deflection and moment 
distribution. Non-prismatic members, temperature 
changes, axial load effects. Newmark methods. 
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537. Dynamic Analysis of Structures. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 533, E M 307 or E M 345. Single and multi-
degree of freedom systems. Free and forced 
vibrations. Linear and nonlinear response. Modal 
analysis. Response spectra. Computer programs for 
dynamic analysis. Seismic design. Computer fee. 
539. Prestressed Concrete Structures. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 334. Principles of prestressed concrete with 
applications to structural design. 
540. Behavior of Reinforced Concrete Structures. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 334. 
Behavior and strength of reinforced concrete mem-
bers by reviews of experimental and analytical 
investigations; flexure, axial load, shear, bond , 
torsion; combined loadings. 
544. Limit Analysis and Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 333, 334. Load and resistance factor design 
in structural steel. Plastic analysis and design of 
steel beams. Limit analysis and design for reinforced 
concrete beams. Considerations of hinging and 
ductility. Introduction to structural optimization . Mate-
rials fee. 
546. Advanced Structural Design in Metals. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 333. Development of the AISC 
design equations for columns, beams, beam-col-
umns, and plate girders. Elastic and inelastic 
buckling ot members and member elements. Torsion 
of W-shapes. Combined bending and torsion. Load 
and resistance factor design. Materials fee . 
547. Analysis and Design of Plate and Slab 
Structures. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 334, E M 514, Math 
266. Bending and buckling of thin plate components 
in structures. Slab analysis by finite difference 
method. Analysis of shell roofs by membrane and 
bending theories. 
549. Reinforced Concrete Design II. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 334. Design of long columns, floor slabs , 
building frames, and combined footings. Design 
considerations for torsion , biaxial bending, and 
structural joints. Introduction to cold-formed com-
posite slab design and masonry design . Materials 
fee . Computer fee. 
550. Advanced Highway Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 452. Rural and urban street and highway 
design. Establishment of design criteria, application 
to street and highway systems, and to intersections 
and interchanges; drainage design, urban freeway 
design aspects. Noise analysis and other environ-
mental factors. Computer fee . 
552. Traffic Safety, Operations and Maintenance. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 351. Engineering aspects of 
highway traffic safety. Reduction of accident inci-
dence and severity through highway design and 
traffic cortrol. Accident analysis. Legal implications. 
Safety in highway design, maintenance, and opera-
tion . Computer fee. 
553. Traffic Engineering. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 351 . 
Driver, pedestrian and vehicular characteristics. 
Traffic characteristics; highway capacity; traffic stud-
ies and analyses. Principles of traffic control for 
improved highway traffic service and safety. Traffic 
signals, signs, and markings; lighting; channeliza-
tion; other traffic control measures. Computer fee . 
556. Air and Public Transportation Facilities. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 452 or 
admission to Transportation Planning. Airport plan-
ning and operation. Public transportation planning 
and terminals. Parking lots and terminals . Landside 
and airside aspects of air terminals. Design aspects 
of air and public transportation facilities. 
557. Transportation Systems Analysis. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 451 , 3 credits in statistics or probability. 
Travel studies and analysis of data. Travel projec-
tions. Public transportation forecasts and analyses. 
Statewide, regional, and local transportation system 
planning. Corridor travel planning . Optimization of 
systems. Computer fee . 
558. Transportation Systems Development and 
Management Laboratory. (2-2) Cr. 3 each time taken, 
maximum 6 credits . F. Prereq: 350 or 351. Study of 
designated problems in traffic engineering , urban 
transportation planning, and urban development. 
Forecasting and evaluation of social, economic, and 
environmental impact of proposed solutions; consid-
erations of alternatives. Formulation of 
recommendations and publication of a report . 
Presentation of recommendations in the host com-
munity. Materials fee . 
560. Soil Mechanics. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 360. 
Advanced treatment of theory and principles of 
engineering soil mechanics as related to per-
meability, capillarity, seepage forces , stress 
distribution, effective stresses, consol idation , shear 
strength, slope stability, earth pressure, bearing 
capacity, piles, and underground conduits . Labora-
tory testing . Computer fee . 
562. Airphoto Interpretation and Site Evaluations of 
Engineering Soils. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 360. 
Identification and mapping of engineering soils from 
airphotos. Site evaluation for civil engineering pro-
jects, planning for sub-surface investigations. Use of 
radar infrared, and multi-spectral imagery, and 
published geological and soil survey maps. Field 
verification . 
564. Advanced Soil Engineering Field Testing. (0-6) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 560. In-situ testing ; load, penetration 
and fie ld shear tests. 
571. Surface Water Hydrology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
372. Collection and analysis of hydrologic data 
concerning precipitation , infiltration , evapotranspira-
tion , direct runoff and streamflow; theory and use of 
frequency analysis to hydrologic data; deterministic 
and statistical hydrologic models. 
572. Water Resources Systems Engineering. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1990. Prereq: 372. Applications 
of systems analysis and operations research tech-
niques to the planning , design, and operation of 
water resources systems; use of linear programming , 
network analysis, dynamic programming , and simu-
lation as tools in solving water resources problems, 
use of deterministic and stochastic models in water 
resources planning and design. 
573. Groundwater Hydrology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
372. Groundwater as a source of municipal , indus-
trial, and agricu ltural water supplies; location, occur-
rence, hydraul ics of flow; determination of aquifer 
and well characteristics, pumping test analysis; well 
design and pump selection ; mathematical modeling 
of groundwater systems, groundwater basin 
management. 
575. Groundwater Quality Control. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 573. Study of natural and people-induced 
groundwater quality variations; chemical and biolog-
ical breakdown of pollutants in groundwater; 
pollutant transport including prediction of ground-
water qual ity using mathematical models; evaluation 
of aquifer clean-up and restoration techniques; 
design of groundwater monitoring systems. 
576. Stochastic Hydrology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 372 and 
Stat 341 or 333 or 447. Analysis and synthesis of 
hydrologic time series and systems; correlation and 
spectral analysis; flood frequency analysis ; regres-
sion models of hydrologic signals; parameter 
estimation and forecasting ; simulation; spatial vari-
ability of hydrologic processes; geostatistical 
methods; probabilistic model ing of hydrologic vari-
ables; recent advances in stochastic hydrologic 
modeling . Computer fee. 
577. Water Resources I. (W Res 577) See Water 
Resources . 
578. Water Resources II. (W Res 578) See Water 
Resources . 
583. Advanced Geomaterials Laboratory. (2-3) Cr. 3 . 
S. Prereq: 584. Overview of state-of-the-art instru-
mental techniques for analysis of the phys-
icochemical properties of civil engineering materials. 
Introduction to mercury porosimetry, phase transition 
porosimetry, scanning electron microscopy and x-ray 
microanalysis, image analysis, x-ray diffract ion, x-ray 
fluorescence, and thermal analysis (OTA, TGA, DSC, 
TMA) methods. 
584. Fundamentals of Geomaterials Behavior. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 360 or Chem 321 . Physicochemical 
factors affecting engineering behavior of soils and 
rocks. Clay minerals, clay colloid chemistry and soil 
stabilization . Prediction of shear resistance, swelling 
and creep from physicochemical properties. 
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585. Highway Construction Methods. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 382, 485. Methods and equipment used in 
processing materials and constructing highways and 
their appurtenances; scheduling and controlling 
operations; compliance with specifications. 
586. Heavy Construction Method. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 485. Methods and equipment employed in 
heavy construction including piles, caissons, heavy 
foundations, piers, cofferdams and river works, 
heavy concrete structures, retaining walls, tunneling 
and dam projects . 
587. Portland Cement Concrete Mixes and 
Pavements. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 382. Effects of 
cement chemistry and water-cement ratio, curing 
method, air entrainment, pozzolans, and other 
admixtures on concrete plasticity, strength and 
durability. Fibrous, light weight and high-density 
concrete. Elements of fatigue and creep. Principles 
of rigid pavement design, maintenance and 
rehabilitation . 
588. Bituminous Materials and Pavements. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 382. Effect of chemical, physical 
and rheological properties of bituminous materials 
on mix and thickness design of flexible pavement 
systems. Durability, fatigue, performance evaluation, 
and rehabi litation of flexible pavements. 
589. Civil Engineering Specifications. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: A course in statistics from approved depart-
ment list, credit or enrollment in Mgmt 315 or IE 
480. Contract documents, competitive bidding pro-
cedures for public works projects. Negotiated con-
tracts for engineering design services. Preparation 
and interpretation of specifications for civil engineer-
ing projects. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time elected. 
F.S. Pre-enrollment contract required. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1-3. Pre-enrollment 
contract required . Advanced topic for creative 
component report in lieu of thesis . Computer fee . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
616. Advanced Topics in Photogrammetry, Remote 
Sensing, and Image Interpretation. (2-0) Cr. 2 each 
time taken , maximum 6 credits . S. Prereq: 517. Study 
of advanced concepts in photogrammetry, remote 
sensing , and image interpretation, including satel lite 
applications. Projecting systems. Advanced topics in 
data reduction and image processing . 
618. Advanced Topics in Geodesy. (2-0) Cr. 2 each 
time taken, maximum 6 credits . S. Prereq: 515. Study 
of advanced concepts in geodesy, including satellite 
applications. Mathematical geodesy, including statis-
tical methods. Advanced computational methods. 
622. Advanced Topics in Water Pollution Control. 
Cr. 2 each time taken, maximum 4 credits . Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 522. Study of advanced 
concepts in water pollution control. Analysis and 
appl ication of current developments to pollution 
control methods. 
623. Advanced Topics in Water Treatment. Cr. 2 each 
time taken, maximum 4 credits . Alt. F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 523 . Study of advanced concepts in water 
treatment. Analysis and application of current devel-
opments to water treatment methods. 
649. Advanced Topics in Structural Engineering. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Permission of structural graduate 
faculty. Advanced concepts in structural engineering 
topics . Emphasis for a particular offering will be 
selected from the following topics: 
A. Behavior of Metal Structures 
B. Design of Concrete Shells 
C. Cable-Supported Structures 
D. Advanced Matrix Analysis of Structures 
E. Dynamic Design of Structures 
660. Foundations and Underground Structures. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 560. Advanced foundation analysis 
and design to meet various soi l conditions. Review 
of recent literature . Field investigation. Case histo-
ries . Reports. 
663. Design of Geotechnical Containments. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 560, 573. 
Location , selection of materials, design, and con-
struction of geotechnical containments including 
earth dams, sanitary landfills, waste and hazardous 
waste impoundments. Field trip fee. 
671. Advanced Topics in Water Resources 
Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 
571 , 572. Study of advanced concepts and experi-
mental techniques used in solving water resource 
engineering problems. Application of simulation 
methods in areas of hydrology, hydraulics of water 
control. 
685. Stability of Soils and Granular Materials. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 560, 584. 
Theoretical soil mechanics and mechanics of partic-
ulate media. Three dimensional stress space, strains 
and soil failure theories. Granulometry and colloid 
chemistry as related to soil strength , classification , 
and stabilization by chemical and physical means. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. Pre-enrollment 
contract required . 
699. Research. 
Community and 
Regional Planning 
R. Duane Shinn, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Galloway, Kihl, Mahayni, Shinn 
Associate Members: Ertur, Knox, Lex, Malone 
(Emeritus) 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of community and regional planning 
with areas of concentration in development 
planning , rural and small town planning, 
housing, urban design, and planning man-
agement and implementation. 
Degree requirements include completion of a 
2-year, 48-credit program, including a thesis 
of 9 credits . Minor work is offered in transpor-
tation planning, housing, mineral resources , 
and technology and social change (see 
Index). 
The program of graduate study is accredited 
by the Planning Accreditation Board . 
The planning core consists of Stat 401, C R P 
511, 520, 522, 531 or 532, 561, 57Q, and 591 
or 592. 
No foreign language is required for the degree 
master of community and regional planning . 
Satisfactory completion of the core require-
ments and the acceptance of a thesis (9 
credits) are required for the M.C.R.P. degree. 
In addition, the student is encouraged to 
complete 3 months of acceptable work expe-
rience in a planning office between his or her 
first and second year. 
Double degree programs are offered with 
architecture (M.Arch/M.C.R.P.) and public ad-
ministration (M.P.A./M.C.R.P.). The department 
participates in the interdepartmental minors in 
housing, mineral resources, and technology 
and social change, and in the interdepart-
mental major in transportation planning . 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
380. Regional and State Planning. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 253 or 270. Analysis of theories, policies, 
and functions at the metropolitan, regional, and state 
levels with emphasis on area-wide governance 
structures and strategies for guiding development. 
416. Urban Design and Planning Practice. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 253, or 270. Principles of urban design 
and their application to residential and commercial 
development. Review processes and criteria for 
subdivision design and site planning. 
432. Urban Development Planning and Programming. 
(1-9) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 272. Collaboration in the 
comprehensive planning process for a specific 
geographic area. Application of analytical methods 
in preparing a plan. Preparation of effectuating 
devices such as revitalization projects, codes, 
ordinances, and capital improvement programs. 
*491. (591 DL) Environmental Law. (Env S 491) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in natural sciences. Legal 
precedents and alternative policies for environmental 
protection; rights to and regulations for uses of 
water, air and land . Federal environmental control 
acts and leading federal court cases.Field trip, fee. 
492. Planning Law, Administration and 
Implementation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 253 or 270. 
The basis in constitutional , common , and statutory 
law for the powers of plan effectuation. Problems of 
balancing public and private interests as revealed in 
the study of leading court cases. Administration of 
planning agencies and programs. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
511. Introduction to Community and Regional 
Planning. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Graduate classifica-
tion. Development of planning in the United States; 
history and evolution of the planning profession and 
constructs of current practice. Theoretical basis of 
planning . 
515. Seminar in Housing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor and graduate classification. 
An in-depth review of the problems and issues 
related to housing planning and policy dealing 
primarily with inter-relationships and interdependen-
cies among the socio-cultural , economic, and 
physical aspects of housing . Analysis of housing 
policy-making processes in the U.S., a comparative 
review of the housing policy and planning systems in 
selected developed and developing nations. 
516. Urban Design and Planning Practice. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: Graduate classification. Principles of urban 
design and their application to residential and 
commercial development. Review processes and 
criteria for subdivision design and site planning . 
520. Planning Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Graduate classification . Basic foundation of planning 
methods and analytical techniques. Planning infor-
mation sources and data and their use in the 
analysis of community issues. Application of scien-
tific method to forecasting of demographic and land 
use variables. Computer fee . 
522. Advanced Planning Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 520 and Stat 401 or graduate classification. 
Advanced foundations of planning methods and 
techniques. Analysis of economic base, input-output 
analysis, employment forecasting , transportation, use 
of computers and models in planning . Computer fee . 
*527. (427 DL) Seminar in Social Policy Planning. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: Graduate 
classification. Review and development of methods 
for planning, programming , and implementing social· 
service delivery systems. Federal, state, and local 
approaches to social policy and planning . 
529. Planning in Developing Countries. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: Graduate classification. 
A variety of planning and planning-re lated issues 
including rural-urban migration , development of 
national policies and programs, urban decay, rural 
development strategies, housing problems in a 
developing country. 
530. Practicum. Cr. 1-3, may be repeated up to a 
maximum of 3 credits. F.S.SS. Prereq: Graduate 
classification in community and regional planning. 
· Practical planning experience. Structured work in 
range of varied tasks under c lose supervision of a 
professional planner. Relationships between theory 
and practice, exposure to variety of roles in 
functioning specialties. Offered on a satisfactory/fail 
basis only. 
531 . Regional Planning Workshop. (1-9) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 520, 522. Integration of planning methods 
and theory in deal ing with a regional planning 
problem. Analysis of problem and formulation of 
strategies for implementation. Preparation of a 
regional planning report. 
532. Community Planning Workshop. (1-9) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 520, 522. Integration of planning methods 
and theory in deal ing with a community planning 
problem. Analysis of problem and formulation of 
strategies for implementation. Preparation of a 
community planning report . 
*533. (433 DL) Rural Development Planning. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 511 or 529. Resources management; 
agricultural land preservation ; integrated rural devel-
opment programs; decentralization of planning 
functions; agropolitan planning ; comparison of First 
and Third Worlds. 
535. Seminar in Small Town Planning. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification. The application of 
relevant planning tools to solve the social and 
economic problems of small towns. Subjects cov-
ered include downtown revitalization , land use 
regulations , public facil ities, and other community 
development planning topics. 
561. Seminar in Planning Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor and graduate classi-
fication. Current planning theories: comprehensive 
land use, advocacy, participatory, radical , and 
transactive planning models. Decision making and 
organization models as they affect planning practice. 
Value conflicts and conflict resolution . 
570. Seminar in Planning Research . (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification in community and 
regional planning. Topics vary from year to year. 
Emphasis on planning research methods and devel-
opment of research proposals. 
575. Urban Planning/Urban Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F .. offered 1989. Prereq: Graduate classification. 
The role planning plays as a part of the manage-
ment and decision-making process; policy initiation , 
development, and implementation; management ap-
proaches and tools . 
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580. Seminar in Regional Planning and 
Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 
Graduate classification . Regional development is-
sues and policies in advanced and developing 
countries. Theories and methods, distribution of 
economic activities and settlement patterns . Role of 
infrastructure in development. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
Graduate classification and written approval of 
instructor and department chair on required form. 
A. Planning Administration 
B. Local Economic Development 
C. Urban Design 
D. Housing 
E. Neighborhood Renewal 
F. Social Planning 
G. Regional Economic Development 
H. Environmental Planning 
I. Transportation Planning 
J. Policy Analysis 
K. State Planning 
L. Planning in Developing Countries 
*591 . (491 DL) Environmental Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification. Legal precedents 
and alternative policies for environmental protection ; 
rights to and regulations for uses of water, air, and 
land. Federal environmental control acts and leading 
federal court cases. Field trip fee. 
*592. Planning Law, Administration and Effectuation . 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Graduate classification. 
Process of administration and implementation of 
planning programs through planning law. Effective 
management of the urban environment. Powers and 
duties of planning authorities and the powers of plan 
effectuation; problems of balancing public and 
private interest as revealed in study of leading court 
cases . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
699. Research. Cr. var. F.S .SS. Computer fee . 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
See page 14 for information on computer fees. 
Computer 
Engineering 
Administered by the Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Engineering 
J. 0. Kopplin , Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Davis, Jacobson, Koppl in, Pohm, 
Smay, Swift, Vittal , Wright 
Associate Members: Bond, Brearley, Hassoun, 
Horton, Jones, Stewart (Emeritus), Triska 
(Emeritus) 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering , and 
doctor of philosophy with major in computer 
engineering and minor work to students with 
other majors. Minor work for computer en-
gineering majors is usually selected from a 
wide range of courses outside computer 
engineering . The department also participates 
in the technology and social change and 
energy systems engineering interdepartmental 
minors. 
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The degree master of science requires a 
thesis and is recommended for students who 
intend to continue toward the doctor of 
philosophy degree or to undertake a career in 
research and development. The nonthesis 
master of engineering degree requires a 
creative component . 
The normal prerequisite to major work in 
computer engineering is the completion of 
undergraduate work substantially equivalent 
to that required of computer engineering 
students at this university. It is possible for a 
student to qualify for graduate study in 
computer engineering even though the stu-
dent's undergraduate or prior graduate 
training has been in a discipline other than 
computer engineering. Supporting work, if 
required , wi ll depend on the student's back-
ground and area of research interest. A 
prospective student from a discipline other 
than computer engineering is urged to sub-
mit, with the application for admission, a 
statement of the proposed area of graduate 
study. 
The department requires submission of GRE 
aptitude test scores by applicants from other 
countries. All students whose first language is 
not Engl ish and who have no U.S. degree 
must submit TOEFL examination scores. Ph.D. 
students must pass a department qualifying 
examination. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
340. Digital Circuits and Systems. (3-2) Cr. 4. F S. 
Prereq: Phys 221 , Math 166 or 176. Combinational 
and sequential logic. Logic elements. Digital repre-
sentation of data. Design of digital subsystems. 
384. Computer Organization and Design I. (Com S 
384) (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 280, 288 or Com S 321 . 
ln~roduction to computer organization, including 
microprogrammed and hardwired control units; in-
struction set design ; memory and bus structures; 
computer arithmetic; cache memories; overlapped 
instruction execution ; and selected advanced topics 
such as RISC computers and multiprocessor 
architectures. 
385. Computer Organization and Design II. (Com S 
385) (2-3) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 384. Implementation of 
key aspects of a computer architecture. Virtual and 
segmented memory architectures; interrupt, pro-
grammed, and OMA 1/0; implementation of message 
passing , shared memory, and semaphores in a 
multitasking environment; design of systems using 
bit-slice and PLA technology. Emphasis on labora-
tory experiments using several departmental 
facilities . Computer fee. 
389. Introduction to Design of Computer-Based 
Systems. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 287, 288, credit or 
enrollment in E E 436. Use of microcomputers as 
system components. Digital and non-digital interfac-
ing. Examination of the role of standard system 
buses and standard interfaces. Use of advanced 
system development tools, e.g ., emulators, software 
performance analyzers, state and timing analyzers, 
in both assembly-language and high-level language 
environments. Laboratory oriented design projects. 
Computer fee. 
411. Software Engineering. (Com S 411) See 
Computer Science. 
440. Computer Based Instrumentation and Control. 
(3-2) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 340, or 280 and E E 205, or 
280 and EE 441 . Introduction to computer based 
instrumentation and control. Microprocessor regis-
ters , memory, and programmable peripheral devices. 
Counters and timers. Parallel and serial input/output 
methods. Data acquisition, instrumentation buses, 
and development systems. Computer fee . 
460. Advanced Computer Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 385. Study of advanced computer architec-
ture, focusing on high-level language computers and 
highly parallel computers. Topics include stack 
machines, RISC computers, microcoded instruction 
sets, pipelined and processor array architecture , 
and dataflow computers. Emphasis on design 
considerations and tradeoffs , and measuring the 
effectiveness of the resulting architecture. 
481, 482. Digital Systems Design Laboratory I, II. 
(1-4) Cr. 3 each. FS. Prereq: 481 : 389, EE 436; 482: 
481 . Projects in digital system design. Engineering 
applications of business and techn ical communica-
tion . Oral and written reports required. Materials fee. 
Computer fee . 
483. Switching Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 280. 
Analysis and synthesis of combinational and se-
quential circuits . 
485. Digital System Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. F S. Prereq: 
484, E E 212, Stat 333. Design of total digital 
systems including hardware and software. Specifica-
tions, life cycle costs , design cycles, documentation 
(flow charts , block diagrams, log ic diagrams, timing 
diagrams. mechanical diagrams), automated design 
aids including MACSYM and automated layout 
prc:igrams, c ircuit and system problems including 
noise and reflections, design reliability and redun-
dancy in systems, and the engineering and life-
cycle costs of software including maintenance and 
documentation . Computer fee . 
489. Computer Networking and Data 
Communications. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 384. Survey 
of modern computer networking and data commu-
nications. Contemporary concepts , facilities, 
practices, and issues. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
524. Digital Signal Processing. (E E 524) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: EE 374. Discrete-time systems and signal 
processing . Observability and sampling applied to 
continuous-time systems. Parameter estimation view-
point of d igital signal processing . Application of the 
z-transform to discrete-time systems. Discrete 
Fourier transform and its relation to discrete Fourier 
series and the z-transform. Linear and circular 
convolution using the OFT. Design of llR and FIR 
digital filters , FFT algorithms, and other computa-
tional considerations. Example computer algorithms 
and selected applications of digital signal process-
ing techniques. Computer fee . 
527. Statistical Communication Theory. (E E 527) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: EE 421 . Information theory of 
Shannon. Entropy. Noiseless cod ing. Channel ca-
pacity. Elementary error-correcting codes. 
Continuous channels. Hypothesis testing. Bayes and 
mini-max criterion . Detection of known signals. 
Matched filters . Quadrature receiver and equivalent 
forms. Detection of signals- in colored Gaussian 
noise. 
580. Advanced Computer Networking and Data 
Communications. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 489. Design 
and analysis of computer networks and data 
communications systems. Detailed examination of 
modern communication standards, protocol systems 
and their performance. Transmission technology, 
packet switching , routing , flow control, performance, 
and cost. Computer fee. 
581 . Design and Specification of Distributed 
Processing Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S.Prereq: 580. 
Introduction to formal state-oriented techniques for 
the specification and analysis of digital communica-
tion and d istri buted data processing systems. 
Protocol validation and direct implementation tech-
niques. System design based on hierarchical 
layering , canonical structure, and canonical function. 
582. Computer System Performance. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 580. Introduction to measurement, simula-
tion , queueing and probability theory techniques 
applied to quantify the performance and re liabili ty of 
computer systems and networks. 
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583. Advanced Switching Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
483. Advanced topics in switching theory. 
584. Digital System Organization I. (Com S 584) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 384 or Com S 501 . Introduction 
to Shannon's information theory, entropy, source 
coding , channel capacity, elementary error-correct-
ing codes. Hierarchical memory systems, cache 
memories, virtual memories, memory technologies. 
System performance and reliability analysis through 
queueing and probability theory techniques. 
585. Digital System Organization II. (Com S 585) 
(3-0) C r. 3. S. Prereq: 584 . Study of computer 
system buses, standards, case studies, design 
examples. Technology issues in the design of 
computer systems. Practical design methodologies. 
Engineering economics issues in system design. 
588. Embedded Computer Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 389. Design, implementation, and testing of 
embedded computer systems . Concurrency, real-
time control , hardware/software interfaces, and error 
handling . Computer fee . 
589. Advanced Digital System Architecture. (Com S 
589) (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 584 or Com S 524. Issues 
relating to the design and implementation of special 
purpose computer architecture from a systems 
perspective. Representative topics include dis-
tributed systems, advanced memory systems, highly 
parallel computers, and multiprocessor interconnec-
tion schemes. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 6 each time elected . 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical 
problems in computer engineering . 
592. Seminar in Computer Engineering. Cr. 1 to 3 
each time elected . Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Computer fee . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
620. Error Detection and Correction. (E E 620) See 
Electrical Engineering. 
685. Advanced Topics in Digital Systems. (E E 685) 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time elected . Prereq: 585. Advanced 
topics in computing systems taken from current 
literature. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
699. Research . Cr. var. Computer fee. 
Computer Science 
Arthur E. Oldehoeft, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bieman, Kothari , Lambert, Miller, 
Oldehoeft, Prabhu, Slutzki , Stewart, Thomas 
Associate Members: Boysen, Brearley, 
Fernandez-Baca, Gadia, Grosvenor, Leavens, 
Lutz, Nilsen, Strawn 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in computer science. The 
department offers work for an off-campus 
professional master of computing degree. The 
department also offers minor work to students 
majoring in other departments. 
Facilities exist for research in such areas as 
programming languages, computer architec-
ture, operating systems, database systems, 
software engineering , analysis of algorithms, 
artificial intell igence, formal languages and 
automata theory, complexity theory, and com-
puter networks. 
A student desiring to do graduate work with a 
major in computer science should ideally 
have completed a bachelor's degree or 
equivalent in computer science. Students with 
a major in a related area such as electrical 
engineering or mathematics are also encour-
aged to apply. 
For the degree master of science, 31 se-
mester credits are required . Both thesis and 
non-thesis options are available. If no thesis is 
presented, the preparation of a paper demon-
strating ability to organize and express 
significant ideas in computer science is 
required . 
For the degree doctor of philosophy, a student 
is expected to demonstrate a high degree of 
proficiency in reading , writing and speaking 
skills. To insure such skills, the student must 
include in the program of study a demon-
strated proficiency in either a foreign 
language or in research skills. 
The professional master of computing degree 
is designed to provide the industrial practi-
tioner with a professional program of training 
in computer science leading to a terminal 
graduate degree. The preparation of a paper 
demonstrating ability to organize and express 
significant ideas in computer science is 
required. 
The Department of Computer Science partici-
pates in the interdepartmental minor in 
technology and social change. Students ma-
joring in computer science may elect a minor 
in technology and social change. 
The Department of Computer Science recom-
mends that all graduate students majoring in 
computer science teach as part of their 
training for an advanced degree. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
311 . Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis. (3-1) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 212, 330. Basic techniques for 
design and analysis of efficient algorithms that act 
on data structures . Set manipulation, sorting , graph 
processing , and memory management algorithms. 
Computer fee. 
321 . Introduction to Computer Organization and 
Machine Level Programming. (3-2) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 
211 or 107. Organization of a computer system, 
internal representation of data and instructions, 
memory, registers , addressing modes, input/output, 
interrupts. Machine language, assembly language. 
Use of system software for assembly, linking, 
debugging. Implementation of high level language 
constructs at machine level. Exercises in hands-on 
computer laboratory. Computer fee. 
330. Discrete Computational Structures. (3-1) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 211 and Math 165. Concepts in discrete 
mathematics as applied to computer sc ience. Logic, 
set theory, relations. graphs, combinatorics and their 
computational aspects. 
331 . Theory of Computing. (3-1) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
330. Models of computation : finite state automata, 
pushdown automata and Turing machines. Study of 
grammars and their relation to automata. Limits of 
digital computation, unsolvability and Church-Turing 
thesis. Chomsky hierarchy and relations between 
classes of languages. 
342. Principles of Programming Languages. (3-1) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 330, 361 . Organization of 
programming languages emphasizing language de-
sign concepts and run time implementation. Study of 
major features of various programming languages. 
Computer fee. 
352. Introduction to Operating Systems. (3-1) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 361 , Cpr E 384. Survey of operating 
system issues. Introduction to hardware and software 
components including: processors, peripherals, in-
terrupts, process and memory management, 
deadlocks, file systems, protection, virtual machines 
and system organization. Computer fee. 
361 . File Organization and Processing. (3-1) Cr. 4. 
F.S. Prereq: 212 and 321 or Cpr E 288. Concepts 
and techniques of structuring and processing data 
on external storage devices. Hardware and its 
parameters . Basic file organization including: se-
quential , indexed, indexed sequential , and hash 
files . Hybrid file organization . Computer fee. 
401. Computer Based Information Systems. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 311 , 352. Systems concepts and 
implementations for supporting production oriented 
information systems; data and terminal access 
methods; operating systems implementations; data 
base management systems implementations; data 
dictionary considerations; data communication con-
siderations; lab experiments and implementations. 
Computer fee. 
403. Computer Based Instructional Systems. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 212. Principles, techniques, lan-
guages, and support systems for development and 
delivery of instructional software used in education 
and industry. Programming project emphasizing 
computer scientist's role on a development team. 
Computer fee. 
411. Software Engineering. (Cpr E 411) (3-1) Cr. 3. 
F.S . Prereq: 311 or 384. Principles and techniques for 
methodical construction of quality software. Software 
requirements specification; programming paradigms; 
module specification techniques; testing and valida-
tion procedures; proof of program correctness. 
Emphasis on team projects. Computer fee. 
442. Principles of Compiling. (3-1) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
342. Techniques of pars ing. Lexical analysis, mod-
ern top-down and bottom-up parsing techniques, 
syntax directed translation, and code generation. 
Computer fee. 
*454. (554 DL) Implementation of Operating 
Systems. (3-1) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 352. Laboratory 
course emphasizing the practical issues of operating 
system design and implementation through the 
examination of a fully functional operating system, 
including device drivers, interrupt and signal han-
dlers, file systems, memory, and process 
management. Graduate credit requires additional in-
depth study of design and implementation issues for 
advanced operating systems and networking operat-
ing systems. Computer fee. 
461 . Introduction to Database Systems. (3-1) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 311 , 352. Introduction to database concepts, 
data models (relational , hierarchical , and network 
models), data manipulation languages, data descrip-
tion languages, system implementation issues, 
security and data integrity. Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
507. Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential 
Equations. (Math 507) See Mathematics . 
509. Computational Methods of Linear Algebra. 
(Math 509) See Mathematics. 
511. Design and Analysis of Algorithms. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 311, 330. Design , analysis , and complexity of 
algorithms. General techniques for solving problems 
(divide and conquer, backtracking , etc .) Sorting 
algorithms, graph algorithms, algebraic algorithms, 
fast Fourier transform, and NP-completeness. 
512. Software Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 311 , 
330. A survey of formal topics relevant to the 
software life-cycle process including requirements , 
specifications, design, implementation, testing , and 
maintenance. Implications of formal results for 
software prototyping and automated tting . Computer 
fee. 
524. Computer System Architecture. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 352, 384. Error detection and correction . 
High speed memories. 1/0 subsystems and pro-
cessors. Instruction set architectures including 
RISCs. Microprogramming. Pipelining. Associative 
array processors. Multiprocessor systems. Intercon-
nection systems. Computer fee. 
531, 532. Theoretical Foundations. (3-0) Cr. 3 ea. 
531 : F. 532: S. Prereq: 531 : 330; 532: 531. Analytical 
methods and techniques used in the study of 
computer science. Finite automata and regular sets, 
context-free grammars, pushdown automata, 
Chomsky hierarchy, decidable and undecidable 
problems, basic recursive function theory, computa-
tional complexity, and intractable problems. 
541, 542. Programming Languages. (3-0) Cr. 3 ea. 
541: S. 542: F. Prereq: 541: 442; 542: 531 and 541 . 
Semantics of a wide array of programming language 
features; theory and practice of compilation of high 
level languages. Computer fee. 
552. Principles of Operating Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 352. A comparative study of high-level 
language facilities for process synchronization and 
communication. Formal analysis of deadlock, mem-
ory management policies, and system performance. 
Protection issues including capability-based sys-
tems, access and flow control, encryption , and 
inference control. Computer fee . 
*554. (454 DL) Implementation of Operating 
Systems. (3-1) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 352. Laboratory 
course emphasizing the practical issues of operating 
system design and implementation through the 
examination of a fully functional operating system, 
including device drivers, interrupt and signal han-
dlers, fi le systems, memory, and process 
management. Graduate credit requires additional in-
depth study of design and implementation issues for 
advanced operating systems and networking operat-
ing systems. Computer fee. 
561 . Principles of Database Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 311 and 352. Introduction to database 
system concepts. Physical data organization. The 
network model and the DBTG proposal. The 
hierarchical model. The relational model. Relational 
query languages. Functional dependencies. Multi-
valued dependencies. Decomposition of relation 
schemes. Normal forms. Query systems. Query 
optimization . Concurrence control. Distributed 
database systems. Computer fee . 
571. Principles of Artificial Intelligence. (3-0) Cr 3. S. 
Prereq: 511 , 524, 531 . Study of topics central to 
artificial intelligence, including goal-directed problem 
solving , logic-based and Prolog programming , 
knowledge representation and management, intel-
ligent search strategies, and expert systems. 
Computer fee . 
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584. Digital Systems Organization I. (Cpr E 584) See 
Computer Engineering. 
585. Digital Systems Organization II. (Cpr E 585) 
See Computer Engineering. 
586. Computer Network Architectures. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 511, 524 or Cpr E 489. Design and 
development of advanced computer communication 
networks: distributed and failsafe routing in large 
and dynamic networks, gateways and interconnec-
tion of heterogeneous networks, flow control and 
congestion avoidance techniques, network architec-
tures, computer and communication security, 
communication protocol standards, formal specifica-
tion and verification of protocols, implementation and 
conformance testing of protocol standards, network 
partitioning and intelligent reconfiguration of net-
works . Computer fee . 
589. Advanced Digital System Architecture. (Cpr E 
589) See Computer Engineering. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Satisfactory/fail only. 
591. Faculty Research Interests. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: Graduate standing. Discussion of research 
interests and projects by members of the graduate 
faculty. Students select and prepare a written report 
on some topic of interest. This class is mandatory for 
the M.S. degree and is taken during the second 
semester of a normal M.S. program. Satisfactory/fail 
only. 
599. Creative Component. Cr arr. Satisfactory/fail 
only. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Seminar. Cr. arr. Satisfactory/fail only. 
641 . Semantic Models for Programming Languages. 
(3-0) Cr 3.· Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 542. 
Interpretive, denotational, and logically based mod-
els of semantics; application of semantics to 
program correctness, language specification, and 
translation. 
652. Topics in Distributed Operating Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 552. Concepts 
and techniques for network operating systems: high-
level languages and communication protocols, name 
and object management, concurrency control for 
consistent distributed data, design of reliable soft-
ware, protection , performance analysis. Computer 
fee. 
661. Advanced Topics in Database Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 561 or permission 
of instructor. Advanced topics chosen from the 
following list: Data dependencies. Data models. 
Query systems. Query optimization . Null values, 
partial information and database semantics. Acyclic 
database schemes. Concurrency control mecha-
nisms. Distributed database systems. Logic and 
databases. 
699. Research. Satisfactory/fail only. 
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Construction 
Engineering 
Administered by the Department of Civil and 
Construction Engineering 
James E. Rowings, Jr., Professor in Charge 
An area of specialization in construction 
engineering and management is offered within 
the M.S. in the graduate program of the 
Department of Civil Engineering . See Civil 
Engineering, Courses and Programs. 
Courses are offered for minor work to students 
taking major work in other curricula or in 
interdepartmental programs. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
346. Construction Estimating. (2-3 or 3-3) Cr. 3 or 4. 
F.S. Prereq: 245. Conceptual estimating . Bid prepa-
ration for buildings, highways, heavy, mechanical 
trades. Estimating costs for material, labor, equip-
ment, overhead, and profit. Quantity surveys, unit 
costs, production rates, and pricing methods. 
Subcontract bid analysis and bid procedure. Cost 
analysis and cost control. Materials fee. 
371. Contractor Organization and Management of 
Construction. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 245. 
Organization. operations, and administration of a 
construction company. Marketing considerations, 
insurance and bonding , financial management. 
project organization, cost control, project safety, 
communications, construction labor law and labor 
practices, motivation and leadership, management of 
personnel , and productivity. Materials fee. 
372. Construction Equipment and Heavy 
Construction Methods. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 346, 
C E 360, I E 304. Selection and acquisition of 
construction equipment. Application of engineering 
fundamentals and economics to performance char-
acteristics and production of equipment. Heavy 
construction methods and economic applications. 
Field trip. Materials fee . 
440. Concrete and Steel Construction. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 346, E M 324. Planning and field 
engineering for concrete and steel construction. 
Design and applications of concrete formwork to 
construction. Erection of structural steel. Field trip. 
Materials fee. 
441 . Construction Planning, Scheduling, and Control. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 346, Fr E 160. Integration of 
previous construction coursework into the planning , 
scheduling , and management of time, costs, and 
other resources. Emphasis is on preparation and 
analysis of network schedules. Computer applica-
tions. Materials fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
520. Microcomputer Applications for Constructors. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Con E 346, Fr E 160. 
Advanced construction applications of word pro-
cessing , spreadsheets, data base management and 
business graphics. Overview of systems acquisition, 
communications, and networking. Computer and 
materials fees. 
521. Construction Quality Control. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 371, Stat 105. Application of the principles of 
quality assurance to the development and imple-
mentation of quality control plans and procedures for 
construction projects. Application of the principles of 
quality control to an in-depth study of concrete. 
Analysis of selected case histories of non-conform-
ing construction . Field trip fee. Materials fee. 
531. Preconstruction Project Engineering and 
Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 371 , 441 . 
Application of engineering and management control 
techniques to construction project development from 
conceptualization to notice to proceed. Conceptual 
estimating, control system development, design and 
engineering planning, constructability review pro-
cedures, materials management, value engineering 
and logistics. Field trip fee. Materials fee. 
532. Construction Project Engineering and 
Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 371, 441. 
Application of engineering and management control 
techniques to construction projects from notice to 
proceed to project close-out. Construction project 
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control techniques, equipment selection and utiliza-
tion, project administration, and productivity 
improvement programs. Field trip fee. Materials fee. 
535. High-Rise Building Construction. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 371 , 441, or CE 485. Application of 
construction engineering and management princi-
ples to the solution of problems unique to high-rise 
building construction . Owner-developer considera-
tions, submittal review procedures, estimating, 
scheduling , site organization , materials handling, 
foundation considerations, curtain wall systems, 
vertical and horizontal dimensional control , man-
power allocation, safety engineering , installation of 
mechanical and electrical systems. Field trip and 
materials fees. 
550. Construction Management Functions and 
Processes. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 371 . Analysis of 
critical construction management and organizational 
systems, especial ly those involved in field construc-
tion operations. Materials fee. 
565. Case Histories in Construction Documents. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 371 , IE 480. Study of cases 
involving disputes, claims, and responsibilities en-
countered by management in construction contract 
documents. Analysis of methods of resolving dif-
ferences among the owner, architect, engineer, and 
construction contractor for a project. Materials fee. 
570. Construction Finance and Marketing. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 371 . Specific functions involved in domes-
tic and international financial methods and financial 
management. Analytical concepts and meth-
odologies from modern finance theory and practice. 
Project finance, cash flow analysis, foreign exchange 
exposure, and innovative financial methods. Func-
tions involved in marketing construction services. 
Need for construction marketing, market area and 
research, planning and objectives, operations per-
sonnel. Materials fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of professor in charge. 
Pre-enrollment contract requ ired . Advanced topic for 
creative component in lieu of thesis. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Prereq: Admission 
to 30-credit civil engineering program with spe-
cialization in construction engineering and 
management. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
699. Research. Cr. var. 
Design Studies 
Rabindra N. Mukerjea, Program Coordinator 
The College of Design offers the interdisciplin-
ary program in design studies. The program 
provides: (a) a general design education 
which encompasses a mandatory core pro-
gram for all students of the college; 
(b) enrichment, through elective courses, 
to the programs offered by the college's four 
departments; and (c) service courses open to 
students in other colleges. The program offers 
undergraduate and graduate coursework. 
While no degree program is available in 
interdisciplinary design studies, an under-
graduate minor is offered to all interested 
students. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
329. Design through Photography II. (ArtVS 329) 
(0-6) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 9. F.S. 
Prereq: 229. Use of photography as a pliable 
medium of art and design. Must have camera with 
adjustable shutter speeds and lens openings. Field 
trip. Materials fee. 
426. Criticism of Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Arch 221 or Art 280 or C R P 383 or L A 271 . 
Developing and exercising a process of critical 
evaluation of designed objects varying in size and 
complexity. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
501. Design Studies Seminar. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 
Admission to a graduate program in the College of 
Design. Interdisciplinary inquiries into current issues, 
attitudes, and explorations in design and art 
disciplines. 
526. Criticism of Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Admission to a graduate program in the College of 
Design. Development of critical evaluations of de-
signed objects and sites of increasing complexity. 
546. Interdisciplinary Design Studio. (0-15) Cr. 5 to 6 
each time taken, maximum of 12. Prereq: Admission 
to a graduate program in the College of Design and 
permission of instructor. Advanced interdisciplinary 
design problems. Field trip fee , materials fee. 
580. Advanced Topics in Design Studies. Cr. 2-5 
each time taken, maximum of 10. Prereq: Permission 
of instructors. Thematic or topical studies taught by 
graduate faculty from more than one department. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 2-5 each time taken , 
maximum of 10. Prereq: Permission of instructor and 
major professor. Investigation of an approved topic 
commensurate with the student's interests and 
abi lity. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. F.S. 
699. Interdisciplinary Research in the College of 
Design. Cr. var. F.S. 
Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology 
(Interdepartmental Graduate Major) 
Supervisory Committee: Arnold van der 
Valk, Chair; Marilyn D. Bachman, Richard J. 
Hoffman, Ell iot S. Krafsur, Richard C. Schultz, 
S. Elwynn Taylor, Jonathan F. Wendel 
The ecology and evolutionary biology inter-
departmental major is designed for graduate 
students interested in the study of mecha-
nisms controlling the composition, structure, 
and functional processes of ecological sys-
tems and the mechanisms that regulate the 
pattern and rate of evolutionary change within 
and among species. The master of science 
and doctor of philosophy degrees in ecology 
and evolutionary biology are offered through 
six cooperating departments: Agronomy, Ani -
mal Ecology, Botany, Entomology, Forestry, 
and Zoology. Students wishing to major in 
ecology and evolutionary biology must be 
admitted to the major by the ecology and 
evolutionary biology supervisory committee 
and also be admitted by a department 
offering the major. 
Students who wish to major in ecology and 
evolutionary biology should have completed 
an undergraduate or master of science or arts 
degree in one of the biological, physical or 
mathematical sciences. Students with degrees 
in the physical or mathematical sciences 
should have taken undergraduate courses in 
both basic ecology and evolution. 
All students in the major are required to take 
courses from a core curriculum with three 
areas of emphasis : (1) population and evolu-
tionary biology; (2) physiological and 
behavioral ecology, and (3) community and 
ecosystem ecology. One course from two of 
the three core areas must be taken for an 
M.S. degree, and one of these courses must 
be taken outside the department in which the 
student is majoring . For a Ph.D. degree, three 
core courses, one from each core area, must 
be taken, and two of these must be taken 
outside the student's department. The follow-
ing list of courses can be used to meet core 
requirements : 
Population and Evolutionary Biology: Agron 
508, A Eel 511 , Bot 588, Ent 671 , Gen 515, 
Stat 534, Zool 562 
Behavioral and Physiological Ecology: A Eel 
512, 551 , Bot 582-583, For 603, Zool 507, 559 
Community and Ecosystem Ecology: A Eel 
515, 520, Bot 584, For 504 
All M.S. and Ph.D. students in this major are 
also required (1) to take a graduate seminar in 
ecology and evolutionary biology (EEB 698) 
each year; (2) to participate at least once 
during their M.S. or Ph.D. program in an 
extended field trip (EEB 585); and (3) to 
select two members of their program of study 
committee for M.S. students and three for 
Ph .D. students, from members of the ecology 
and evolutionary biology faculty. Additional 
coursework may be necessary to meet de-
partmental requirements, to correct defi-
ciencies in a student's education, or to 
prepare a student for thesis or dissertation 
research. Foreign language requirements are 
set by the student's home department. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
585. Extended Field Trip (0-6) Cr. 2. F.S. Prereq: 
Graduate classification . Annual field trip to a region 
of North America to study the major terrestrial and 
aquatic ecosystem types of the reg ion. Usually taken 
during spring semester break. Report required . Field 
trip fee . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: Graduate classification and permission of 
instructor. 
698. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . F.S. 
Reports and discussion of recent research and 
literature. 
699. Research. 
Economics 
Dennis R. Starleaf, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: J. Adams, R. Adams, Baumel, 
Beneke, Choi , Enders, Faden, Falk, Fletcher, 
Fox (Emeritus), Fuller, Hallam, Harl, Hayenga, 
Huffman, Johnson, Jolly, Kliebenstein , Kolmer, 
Ladd, Lapan, Luckett, Mattila, Merrill , Meyer, 
Meyers, Moschini , Murray (Emeritus), Orazem, 
Otto, Paulsen, Prescott, Sandler, Schroeter, 
Starleaf, Stephenson, Timmons (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Antonovitz , Deiter, 
Devadoss, Doak, Duffy, Edelman, Edwards, 
Futrell , Gallagher, Ginder, Gratto, Hayes, 
Herriges, Jensen, Lee, Scott, Skadberg 
(Emeritus), Stone, Thomas, Vandewetering , 
Wisner, Zacharias 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in economics and agricultural 
economics, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major work in the department is 
the completion of undergraduate work in 
economics, mathematics, statistics, and other 
social science and technical subjects sub-
stantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students majoring in econom-
ics or agricultural business. 
Candidates for the degree master of science 
are required to complete satisfactorily 30 
credits of acceptable graduate work, includ-
ing preparation of a thesis. 
With the approval of the program of study 
committee, candidates for the degree master 
of science may fulfill requirements by satisfac-
torily completing 36 credits of coursework, in 
which case preparation of a thesis is not 
required . 
Programs of study for the doctorate are 
organized by each student in consultation 
with the major professor and the individual's 
committee. Students may select fields of 
concentration from the following : agricultural 
marketing and price analysis; agricultural 
production, finance, and policy; econometrics; 
economic growth, development, and planning; 
history of economic thought; industrial organi-
zation and regulation; international economics; 
labor economics; mathematical economics; 
monetary economics; natural resource eco-
nomics; public finance ; regional-urban 
economics. 
Each student is expected to achieve a 
minimum competence in economic theory as 
demonstrated by completing basic and ad-
vanced courses in microeconomic and 
macroeconomic theory and by completing a 
written qualifying examination. Examinations 
are also requ ired in two other fields selected 
from the list above. An outside minor, such as 
statistics, mathematics, or computer science, 
can be substituted for one of the fields. 
With the cooperation of the College of Law at 
Drake University, a joint degree consisting of 
doctor of jurisprudence and masters of sci-
ence in agricultural economics or economics 
may be pursued concurrently. Other cooper-
ative programs of study may be arranged with 
the University of Iowa College of Law or other 
recognized institutions. 
The department cooperates in the interdepart-
mental programs in business administrative 
sciences and industrial relations, interdepart-
mental majors in transportation planning and 
water resources, and interdepartmental mi-
nors in gerontology, housing, mineral 
resources, and technology and social change. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
301 . Prices and Resource Allocation. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 201 or 206. Theory of consumer and 
business behavior; optimal consumption choices 
and demand; theory of firm behavior; costs , produc-
tion , and supply; competitive and imperfectly 
competitive markets; theory of demand for and 
supply of factors of production; general equilibrium 
analysis. 
302. Monetary and Macroeconomics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 201 or 205. The Keynesian theory of income, 
employment, and the price level ; fiscal and monetary 
policy; the neoclassical synthesis; budget and trade 
deficits; money and capital inflows, interest rates , 
and inflation. 
402. National Income and Employment. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 205 or 206. Microeconomic founda-
tions of the new classical market clearing model; 
financial intermediation , inflation and interest rates; 
business fluctuations and economic growth; the 
government's budget constraint, real and nominal 
effects of fiscal policy; quantity rationing and the 
Keynesian paradigm; the international economy. 
403. Mathematical Models in Micro-Economic 
Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301, credit or 
enrollment in Math 252. Mathematical approach to 
analytical model building in micro-economics; math-
ematical development of theories of consumer 
demand, production, competitive markets, and im-
perfectly competitive markets. 
404. Labor Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
201 or 206. Survey of contemporary labor market 
problems and public policy towards labor. Economic 
analysis of topics such as labor supply and hours of 
work, work incentives of transfer programs, educa-
tion and training , mobility, labor demand and 
employment, minimum wages, unions, income dis-
tribution and relative wages, discrimination , 
unemployment and wage inflation . 
405. Public Finance. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 201 
or 206. The economic role of governments in market 
economies. The theory of public goods, externalities, 
income distribution , and income maintenance pro-
grams. The theory of the effect of taxes on economic 
behavior, descriptions of the structure of the prin-
cipal U.S. taxes, and current reform proposals. 
410. Economics of Antitrust and Regulation. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 201 or 206. Structure, conduct, and 
performance of industries. Analysis of American 
antitrust laws and government regulation of 
industries. 
411. Economic Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
201 or 206. Current problems of developing coun-
tries , theories of economic development, agriculture 
and economic development, measurement and pre-
diction of economic performance of developing 
countries, alternative policies and reforms requ ired 
for satisfying basic needs of third world countries , 
interrelationships between industrialized countries 
and the developing countries . 
*421 . Cooperatives. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 201 or 206. 
Survey of cooperative activities with emphasis on 
agricultural cooperatives; types of cooperatives; 
methods of organization and operation; principles; 
legal and tax aspects; cooperative finance ; eco-
nomic possibilities and limitations of cooperation. 
Field trip fee . 
*430. Advanced Farm Decision Making. (3-2) Cr. 4. 
S. Prereq: 330. Familiarity with personal computers 
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is helpful but not required. Effective use of decision 
methods and computer assistance for solving farm 
problems. Applications of economic and manage-
ment theory to analyze farm production problems 
using efficiency measures to assess current resource 
use and direct the farm planning process. Integrat-
ing tax management into the farm decision-making 
process. Computers as aids in the decision process . 
Materials fee . 
*435. Agricultural Finance and Investment. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 330, Fin 350; 304 recommended. 
Financial analysis of agricultural businesses; firm 
growth principles; capital budgeting techniques; 
capital theory and investment analysis; financial 
leasing; legal aspects in lending; financial inter-
mediation and major financial institutions for 
agriculture; credit scoring, loan pricing, and asset-
liability management by agricultural lending institu-
tions; public policies affecting agricu ltural credit 
markets; risk management strategies in agriculture; 
farm insurance; international dimension of agri-
cultural finance . 
*436. Agribusiness Firm Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 201 or 206. A capstone course in agri-
business intended to apply economic and business 
concepts to decision making within agri-business 
firms . Critical analysis of the agri-business man-
ager's role in strategic planning, goal setting , time 
management, effective communication, personnel 
management, customer relations, and business 
ethics. 
445. Collective Bargaining . (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
404. Economic analysis and institutional aspects of 
unions and collective bargaining. Organizing , bar-
gaining strategy, and contract terms; impact of 
unions on employment and wages . Public policy 
toward unions, strikes, and negotiated benefits in 
both the private and public sectors . 
446. Economics of Discrimination. (W S 446) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. ,Prereq: 201 or 206. Economic theories of 
discrimination . Analysis of the economic problems of 
women and minorities in such areas as earnings, 
occupations, and unemployment. Public policy con-
cerning discrimination . 
*447. Agricultural , Food, and Trade Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 201 or 206. Description and analysis of 
economic problems of U.S. agriculture. Explanation 
and economic analysis of government policies and 
programs to develop agriculture, conserve agri-
cultural resources, address consumer food 
concerns, stabilize farm prices', and raise farm 
incomes. Study the influence of macro policy, world 
economy, and international trade on U.S. agriculture. 
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448. Economics of Aging . (F E 448) See Family 
Environment. 
*451. Agricultural Law. (3-2) Cr. 4. F.S. The legal 
framework impinging upon decision making by farm 
firms, families and individuals: real and personal 
property, contracts, secured transactions, negotiable 
instruments, debtor-creditor relations, bankruptcy, 
organization of farm firms, intergeneration property 
transfers, trusts, insurance, liabilities, environmental 
law, federal and state regulatory powers . 
455. International Economics. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 
201 or 206. Analysis of pattern and benefits of 
international trade in relationship to employment, 
factor prices, and growth. International cartels, 
monopolies, and governmental policies toward trade, 
such as tariffs, quotas, and common markets. 
Balance of payments deficit , surplus, and exchange 
rate policies. Analysis of devaluations, international 
role of gold , Special Drawing Rights (SOR). fixed 
versus flexible exchange rates, history and reform of 
the intern~tional monetary system. 
461 . Urban-Regional Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 201 or 206. Theories of urban development; 
city typologies, trade and commuting patterns; 
urban economic interdependence; social investment 
in metropolitan communities; regional growth and 
efficiency; locational determinants of firms and 
households; the regional economic base; resource 
development and economic planning in the city-
region . 
465. Economics and Educational Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. SS. and Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 201. 
Economic problems of public education including 
production of services, resource use, allocative 
techniques among and within school systems, 
measurement of educational value, and resource 
development throughout school systems. 
*480. Intermediate Natural Resource and 
Environmental Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301, 
380. Theories of natural resource utilization and 
allocation . Externalities, public goods, and environ-
mental quality. Planning natural resource use and 
environmental quality. Methodologies for analyzing 
natural resource and environmental problems. 
*Administered by the College of Agriculture. Courses 
not marked with an asterisk are administered by the 
College of Sciences and Humanities. 
**See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Introduction to Graduate Studies. (1-0) Cr. R. F. 
Orientation course for new graduate students. 
501 . Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis I. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: Coursework in quantitative 
methods in economic analysis . Economic theory and 
methodology; theory of consumer behavior, theory of 
the competitive firm, supply and factor demand; 
duality relations in consumer and producer theory, 
partial equilibrium analysis, stabil ity and comparative 
statics; general equilibrium analysis, efficiency and 
welfare. 
502. Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis II. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. S.SS. Prereq: 501 . Market failures . externalities 
and the theory of the second best; theory of 
imperfect competition; uncertainty and economic 
theory: consumer portfolio and savings decisions 
under uncertainty; producer output and factor 
demands under uncertainty; value of information. 
503. Macroeconomic Analysis. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 402 and 504. Analysis of static and dynamic 
deterministic models of aggregate economic activity 
with an emphasis on the role of fiscal and monetary 
policies on the determination of GNP and its 
distribution, the price level, and labor employment. 
504. Quantitative Methods in Economic Analysis. 
(4-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 301 . Economic applications of 
selected concepts of finite mathematics, differential 
calculus with emphasis on optimization, and integral 
calculus. 
511. Business Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 205, 
206, and enrollment in MBA or BAS program; not for 
economics majors. Economic analysis of business 
problems, applications of microeconomic theory and 
decision analysis. Forecasting, demand analysis, 
production and cost analysis, pricing , market struc-
tures, and capital investment analysis. 
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*512. Agriculture in Economic Development. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 501 . Role and 
contributions of agriculture in overall economic 
growth and development; functioning of commodity 
and input markets; employment, efficiency, growth , 
and equity effects of alternative farm size. tenure, 
and institutional structures; generation. diffusion, and 
impacts of new agricultural technology; agricultural 
development strategies , programs, and policies to 
achieve growth, nutrition , income distribution, and 
other objectives; use of case studies. 
515. Industrial Organization Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 501. Theoretical and 
empirical studies of industrial structure, conduct. 
and performance. Welfare aspects of monopoly and 
competition, models of oligopolistic interdepen-
dence, cartel problems, product differentiation and 
spatial competition, vertical integration, markets with 
imperfect information. entry deterrence. market 
structure and technological progressiveness. 
516. Economic Aspects of Antitrust and Trade 
Regulation. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
515. Theories of government regulation. alternative 
forms of regulation; emphasis on analysis of antitrust 
policy, including monopolization, mergers, horizontal 
and vertical agreements and arrangements, refusals 
to deal, price discrimination, and unfair trade 
practices; direct regulation of natural monopolies 
and other market structures and practices; deregula-
tion, regulatory reform, and other alternatives for 
influencing economic decision making. 
*520. Labor Supply and Human Capital Formation. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 501 or 
permission of the instructor. Labor supply decisions 
and empirical analysis for farm operators and wage 
earning household members; multiple job holding; 
resource allocation in productive households; human 
capital formation by households, firms, and public 
institutions, which includes schooling, on-the-job 
training, migration, health, research, raising of 
children , and implications for household income and 
welfare; applications to problems in rural areas of 
developing and developed countries. 
*525. Advanced Farm Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Prereq: 6 credits in economics. Management tech-
niques of planning, implementation. and control as 
applied to farm businesses. Quantitative tools as 
applied to agricultural decision making. Accounting 
control concepts and decision theory as used to 
manage agricultural enterprises. Designed for mas-
ter of agriculture program only. 
*526. Issues in Government Policy Affecting 
Agriculture. (2-0) Cr. 2. Off campus. Offered as 
demand warrants . Prereq: 201 or 206. Government 
policy and the policy-making process as it affects 
food, agriculture, and trade. Description and analy-
sis of government policies and programs designed 
to address production agriculture problems and 
consumer food concerns. Evaluation of the interac-
tion of agriculture and world trade as affected by 
U.S. and foreign government policies. Designed for 
master of agriculture program only. 
*531. Agricultural Marketing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
501 or 511 . Analysis of agricultural marketing 
systems focusing on market organization and per-
formance. Role of futures markets, information, 
cooperatives, and government regulation in agri-
cultural markets. 
**533. (433 DL) Quantitative Decision-Making in 
Agriculture. (3-2) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 330, Stat 227, Math 
151. Effective use of quantitative methods and 
computer assistance for decision-making in agri-
culture. Linear programming as applied to planning 
models and ration formulation . Use of statistical 
techniques to measure crop and livestock response 
functions . Optimal input choice and output mix. 
Planning to account for changing prices. Decision 
making under uncertainty. Risk management. Mathe-
matical programming models to account for risk 
preferences. 
*534. Applications of Mathematical Programming in 
Agriculture. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 credits in 
economics at the 400 level or above and permission 
of instructor. Mathematical programming and the 
theory of the firm; goal programming , stochastic 
programming, and other extensions of linear pro-
gramming; input-output and interregional models; 
nonlinear and quadratic programming to reflect 
production, marketing, and financial risk, com-
parison with other criteria for making risky decisions; 
integer programming and ' investment analysis; use of 
recursive and dynamic programming in long-term 
planning and farm firm growth models. 
536. Dynamic Economic Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 501 , 503, 504. Difference and differential 
equations applied to economic models; equiUbrium 
and stability; Markov chains and autoregressive 
systems. 
537. Linear and Nonlinear Economic Models. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 504. Linear and nonlinear program-
ming, input-output analysis, game theory, Kuhn-
Tucker theory; integer and dynamic programming . 
538. Econometric Statistics. (Stat 538) See Statistics . 
539. Game Theory. (Stat 539) See Statistics. 
540. Operations Research and Economic Analysis. 
(Stat 540) See Statistics . 
**542. (442 DL) Commodity Marketing and Price 
Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Stat 227, Math 151 , 
and Econ 301 or 335. Applied commodity price 
forecasting ; futures market theory and hedging 
strategy evaluation; options theory and strategy 
evaluation. 
544. Theory of Public Goods and Externalities. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 501 . Pure public goods and local 
public goods; optimality conditions for an economy 
with public goods; market and club provision of 
excludable public goods; external ities and common 
property resources; preference revealing mecha-
nisms; fiscal federalism ; public choice; decision 
making. 
545. Economics of Taxation. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
501 . Partial and general equilibrium analysis of tax 
shifting and incidence; excess burden and effects of 
taxes on supplies of labor, capital , and risk-taking ; 
alternate bases for taxation and concepts of equity; 
optimal taxation; economic effects of personal and 
corporate income taxes, payroll taxes, sales taxes, 
wealth , and property taxes. 
*548. Agricultural Price Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 501, credit or enrollment in Stat 405. 
Applications of economic and statistical theory .to 
the measurement of supply and demand of agri-
cultural products. Construction and use of forecasts . 
551. Monetary Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 501 , 
603. The monetary mechanism: neo-quantity theory; 
neo-Keynesian monetary theory and the portfolio 
approach. Emphasis on the microeconomic aspects 
of monetary theory and the appropriate role of 
monetary policy. Time-series approach in monet~ry 
theory; money, income. interest rates and causality, 
VAR approach . 
552. Advanced Money and Banking. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 503. Advanced topics in monetary econom-
ics, dynamic programming ; models of asset prices 
and consumption; currency in utility function; cash-
in-advance models; overlapping generations models; 
term structure of interest rates , government debts 
and Ricardian hypothesis, neutrality of money, 
seignorage, and optimum quantity of money; effec-
tiveness of monetary policy. 
555. International Trade. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 502. 
Modern theory of international trade; welfare and 
distributional aspects of trade and tariffs. The 
interdependence of international trade and eco-
nomic growth. Optimal trade policies in the pre.sence 
of such distortions as unemployment, monopolies 
and cartels , balance of payments problems. infant 
industries, and common market areas. 
557. International Finance. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
503, coursework in advanced graduate level mac-
roeconomic analysis. The theory of exchange rate 
and balance of payments determination: the efficient 
market hypothesis appl ied to the foreign exchange 
market. Open-economy macroeconomic issues: the 
analysis of monetary and fiscal policies. devalua-
tions. and exchange controls . Comparison of 
alternative exchange rate regimes and analysis of 
current account adjustment problems. 
*561. Agricultural, Food and Trade Problems and 
Policies. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 501. Description and 
analysis of U.S. and foreign problems, policies and 
programs influencing food and agriculture in an 
interdependent world economy. Conceptual tools for 
analysis of agricultural and food pol icies and trade. 
*562. Quantitative Research on Agricultural Policy 
and Trade. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 561. Application of 
economic theory and quantitative methods and 
models to the analysis of agricultural policy and 
agricultural trade problems. Computer fee . 
565. Location and Regional Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 501 . Location of plants, 
industries and communities, network flows, spatial 
programming and optimization, regional input-output, 
spatial competition, land markets, influence of 
topography and resource distribution , innovation 
diffusion . 
566. Regional-Urban Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 501. Theories of city growth, 
regional development models, central places and 
urban hierarchies, migration and commuting , city 
layout, CBD functions, problems of transportation , 
congestion , pollution and housing, public services . 
568. Evaluation of Development Projects and 
Policies. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 1991 . Prereq: 501 . 
The project concept ; financial , economic efficiency, 
and social valuation; measures of project worth ; 
measurement of consumers' surplus and factor rents ; 
general equilibrium incidence of projects and devel-
opment policies; calculation of systems of social 
accounting prices; review of the evaluation meth-
odologies used by domestic and international 
lending agencies. 
573. Applied Econometrics I. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 
Stat 405 or 447. Application of econometric methods 
to empirical problems faced by economists. Pretest-
ing and selecting models, adding nonsample 
information, stochastic regressors, sample selectivity, 
unobservable variables , qualitative and limited de-
pendent variable models, stochastic parameter 
models, pooling time series, and cross-sectional 
data. Computer fee. 
574. Applied Econometrics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
573. Estimating economic models containing lagged 
variables, serially correlated disturbances, non-
linearities or simultaneities. Computer fee. 
575. Bayesian Econometrics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Offered 
twice every three years. offered 1990. Prereq: Stat 
447. Difficulties with orthodox procedures. founda-
tions of Bayesian inference, parameter estimation 
and forecasting, Bayesian and post-Bayesian hy-
pothesis testing, regression models, simultaneous 
equations, Bayesian control models . 
*579. Water Resources Ill. (W Res 579) (3-0) Cr 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: Permission of water 
resources supervisory committee. Water resources 
planning . Water management categories and bene-
ficial use groups; water demands for various uses. 
Legal , economic, sociological, governmental and 
technical aspects of water resources planning and 
management. Emphasis on systems of rational 
allocation among competing demands for water. 
Administered by Economics, in cooperation with 
Political Science and Sociology. 
580. Economic Development and Planning I. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 F Prereq: 501, 503. Performance of developing 
countries in terms of output, equity and stability 
criteria; survey of theories and approaches to 
economic development; determinants of develop-
ment; growth, choice of technique, and 
technological change; sectoral balance and devel-
opment strategies . Impacts of market distortion and 
external imbalances on growth and equity. 
581. Economic Development and Planning II. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 580. Planning 
models in relation to contemporary issues in 
economic development; techniques for sectoral 
analysis and planning; policy instruments and the 
evaluation of policy alternatives; organization and 
utilization of national and sectoral planning systems; 
applications to national , sectoral , and regional 
development problems. 
585. Comparative Economic Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 501 , 503. Analysis and 
comparison of economic theories, institutions, pol-
icies, and performance of alternative contemporary 
economic systems; emphasis on the economies of 
the Soviet Union, China, and Yugoslavia. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
*A. Agricultural Economics 
B. Economics 
595. Law of Labor Relations. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 
445. Federal and state legislation and policies 
affecting the collective bargaining process, wages, 
and employment. 
596. Labor Markets. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F, offered 1990. 
Prereq: 501 . Modern analysis of labor demand and 
market determination of wages and employment; 
analysis of distortions in labor markets due to non-
competitive forces , legislation, and discrimination; 
microeconomic analysis of unemployment and job 
search . 
599. Creative Component Cr. 1 to 5 
*A. Agricultural Economics 
B. Economics 
**See page 24 for information on dual-l isted (DL) 
courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601 . Advanced Microeconomic Analysis . (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 502 . General equilibrium theory: welfare 
economics, the core, incorporating time and uncer-
tainty. Capital theory: growth, innovation, choice of 
technology, resources. 
603. Advanced Macroeconomic Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 503. The theory of economic stabil ization 
policy: expectations augmented aggregate supply, 
rational expectations, and contract theory. Introduc-
tion to microtheoretic based macroeconomic models; 
intertemporal consumption and labor supply deci-
sions, overlapping generations models, and real 
business cycles . 
605. History of Economic Thought I. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 501, 503. Principal figures in 
the development of economic ideas; contribution of 
each period of economic thought. The Mercantilists 
to the Classical School, inclusive. 
606.History of Economic Thought II. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 605. Critics of the Classical 
School to J. M. Keynes . 
614. Advanced Theoretical Models I. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 501, 504 . Selected topics in 
economic theory of current significance to the 
profession . 
615. Advanced Theoretical Models II. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
F., offered 1991 . Prereq: 614. Selected current topics 
in economic theory for advanced students. 
*632. Quantitative Research and Decision Models. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 501 , credit or 
enrollment in Stat 401 . Use of statistical, economic , 
and other social science models to study marketing 
problems. Appl ications to public and private deci-
sion making . 
*635. Advanced Agricultural Finance. (3-0) Cr. 3. F 
Prereq: 502, 503; Fin 550 recommended. Concepts 
and techniques of modern finance theory as applied 
to agriculture; capital budgeting under uncertainty; 
optimal capital structure of farm firms; capital 
markets for agriculture; equilibrium pricing of capital 
assets and options in agriculture; investment and 
finance in agricultural production ; financial ap-
proaches to risk management in agriculture; public 
policy issues related to agricultural credit markets; 
exchange rates and other international finance 
issues in agriculture; rural financial markets for 
agriculture in developing countries . 
*641. Production Economics. (4-0) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
501 , 573; 534 recommended. Theory and structure 
of production; relationships, empirical estimation, 
duality principles; commodity supply and resource 
demand; technological change and productivity; 
non-parametric approaches to economic theory; risk 
and uncertainty, stochastic production models, dy-
namic production models. 
651 . Time Series. (Stat 651) See Statistics. 
*680. Advanced Natural Resource and Environmental 
Economics I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 501 , 502. 
Dynamic allocation of scarce exhaustible and re-
newable natural resources, including minerals and 
energy, soil , water. forests, and fish. Social versus 
private decisions. Market and nonmarket considera-
tions. Technological change. Regulation. Dynamics 
and uncertainty. 
681 . Advanced Natural Resource and Environmental 
Economics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 680. 
Interrelationships of natural resource use and the 
environment. Appl ied welfare and benefit cost 
analyses. Externalities and pollution abatement. 
Nonmarket valuation of resources. Property rights . 
Legal and social constraints . Policy approaches. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
•A. Agricultural Economics 
B. Economics 
693. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. Prereq: 
6 graduate credits in chosen field. Offerings each 
semester will be selected from the following list: 
A. Industrial Organization 
B. International Economics 
C. Economic Development 
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D. Monetary Economics 
E. Public Finance 
F. Urban-Regional Economics 
*G. Agricultural Marketing and Price Analysis 
*H . Agricultural Development 
I. Labor Economics 
J. Econometrics 
K. Agricultural Pol icy and Trade 
L. Economics of Production and Finance 
699. Research for Thesis or Dissertation. 
*A. Agricultural Economics 
B. Economics 
•Administered by the College of Agriculture. Courses 
not marked by an asterisk are administered by the 
College of Sciences and Humanities. 
Education 
Graduate programs are administered through 
the Department of Professional Studies in 
Education . 
Electrical Engineering 
Administered by the Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Engineering 
J. 0. Kopplin, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Basart, Boast (Emeritus), 
Brockman, Brown (Emeritus), Burns, 
Comstock, Dalal, Fanslow, Fouad, Georgiou, 
Hale, Hsieh, Kopplin, Lakin, Lamont, 
Papadakis, Pohm, Post, Read, Swift, Vittal, 
Weber 
Associate Members: Bond, Brearley, Carlson, 
Coady, Garikepati, Gercek, Hassoun, Horton, 
Kruempel , Mericle, Nilsson (Emeritus), 
Osborne, Potter, Russell, Scott, Stephenson, 
Townsend 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering, and 
doctor of philosophy with major in electrical 
engineering and minor work to students with 
other majors. Minor work for electrical en-
gineering majors is usually selected from a 
wide range of courses outside electrical 
engineering . The department also participates 
in the technology and social change and 
energy systems engineering interdepartmental 
minors. 
The degree master of science requires a 
thesis and is recommended for students who 
intend to continue toward the doctor of 
philosophy degree or to undertake a career in 
research and development. The nonthesis 
master of engineering degree requires a 
creative component. Students pursuing a 
doctor of philosophy degree must select one 
of the following areas of specialization : com-
munications and signal processing, control 
systems, electric power, electromagnetics, 
microelectronics. 
The normal prerequisite to major graduate 
work in electrical engineering is the comple-
tion of undergraduate work substantially 
equivalent to that required of electrical en-
gineering students at this university. Because 
of the diversification in the electrical engineer-
ing graduate program, however, it is possible 
for a student to qualify for graduate study in 
certain areas of electrical engineering even 
though the student's undergraduate or prior 
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graduate training has been in a discipline 
other than electrical engineering. Supporting 
work, if required , will depend on the student's 
background and area of research interest. A 
prospective student from a discipline other 
than a curriculum in electrical engineering is 
urged to submit, with the application for 
admission , a statement of the proposed area 
of graduate study. 
The department requires submission of GRE 
aptitude test scores by applicants from other 
countries. All students whose first language is 
not English and who have no U.S. degree 
must submit TOEFL examination scores. Ph .D. 
students must pass a department qualifying 
examination. 
Interdisciplinary programs between electrical 
engineering and biomedical engineering are 
provided jointly under sponsorship by the 
College of Engineering and the College of 
Veterinary Medicine. Laboratory facilities are 
available at the College of Veterinary Medi-
cine, South Campus. (See Biomedical En-
gineering.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
309. Electric Network Design. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
206, 235. Graphs and properties of gain and phase 
funct ions. Characteristics of tabulated filters. Scaling 
and transformations. Active network design. All-pass 
networks. 
313. Elementary Electromagnetics II. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 206, 212, credit or enrollment in Math 395. 
Solutions of Laplace's equation . Numerical tech-
niques. Partial capacitance. Fields in electric and 
magnetic materials. Electric and magnetic dipoles. 
Domains and domain dynamics. Transmission lines 
in sinusoidal steady-state. Signal propagation on a 
dispersive system. The uniform plane wave solution 
of Maxwell's equations. Reflection and transmission 
at planar interfaces. Wave interference. The transmis-
sion line analogy of wave propagation . Application to 
optical communication . Computer fee. 
330. Electronics I. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 205, 235, 
Cpr E 280 or 340. Overview of semiconductor 
physics. Diode models and applications. D-C mod-
els for bipolar transistor and FET. Switching circuits . 
Basic fabrication processes. Comparison of inte-
grated circuit logic families. Laboratory design 
projects. Computer fee. 
331. Electronics II. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 330. Bias 
stabilization, small-signal models as applied to linear 
integrated circuits. Mid-frequency amplifier analysis. 
Operational amplifier circuitry. Frequency response. 
Feedback. Laboratory design projects. 
337. Digital Integrated Circuits. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 330. Medium- and large-scale digital inte-
grated circuits. Integrated circuit memories: com-
parison of various technological constraints, and 
memory system design. Displays, analog switches, 
AID-DIA, triacs, and SCR. Design of digital logic 
systems and interfaces. Computer fee. 
351. Electromagnetic Devices and Electric Machinery. 
(3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 206, 212, 235. Magnetic 
circuit analysis. Iron core transformers. Force and 
torque calculations . Modeling of electromechanical 
systems. Introduction to electric machines. Experi-
ments with and computer simulation of 
electromagnetic devices. Computer fee. 
374. Linear Systems: Continuous-Time and Discrete-
Time. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 206 or 441 , Math 267 
or 371 . Formulation of system equations and system 
simulation using ideal integrators and delay ele-
ments. Signal flow graphs and Mason's gain formula. 
Stability criteria in terms of pole locations. Input-
output model and state variable representation. 
Transform methods using z-transforms. Computer 
fee. 
411. Introduction to Microwave Instrumentation. (0-2) 
Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: 235, 313. Principles and 
instrumentation used in the microwave portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Power detection; reflec-
tometers and slotted lines; manual and automated 
systems for S-parameter measurements. Computer 
fee . 
412. Electromagnetic Waves. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
313. Electromagnetic waves and energy flow with 
applications to communications and remote sensing 
systems. Wave guides. Transmission line models for 
uniform-plane and guided waves. Phase and group 
velocities, dispersion, and the omega-beta diagram. 
Wave polarization. Propagation in anisotropic media. 
Principles of diffraction and appl ications to radiating 
apertures. Fourier optics systems, and synthetic 
aperture radar. Radiation from simple current and 
aperture sources. Antenna gain and the radio 
transmission formula . 
413. Transmission Lines and Microwave Engineering. 
(3-3) Cr. 4. Prereq: 411 . Common microwave trans-
mission lines. Impedance matching. Passive micro-
wave structures. RF amplifier design. Microwave 
detectors and mixers. Microwave sources. Wave-
guide hardware. 
416. Antenna Engineering and Radiowave 
Propagation. (3-3) Cr. 4. Prereq: 411 . Radiation from 
elementary and extended current sources; wire 
antennas. Antenna theorems. Scattering. Receiving 
antenna and noise considerations. Array theory and 
design. Aperture antennas. Propagation fundamen-
tals in point-to-point, radar, and scatter systems. 
Free-space, ground-wave, and ionospheric propaga-
tion , the atmosphere and noise, from VLF through 
mill imeter wavelengths. Techniques and instrumenta-
tion for experimental studies . 
421. Communication Systems I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 331 , 374, and credit or enrollment in 409. 
Frequency domain analysis. Linear modulation: 
signals, receivers, transmitters. Angle modulation 
systems. Sampling theorem and sampling practice. 
Frequency division multiplex. Calculation of signal-
to-noise ratios. System comparisons . 
422. Communication Systems II. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 421 and credit or enrollment in 423. Pulse 
modulation systems. Quantization and pulse-code 
modulation . Time division multiplex. Information 
theory, coding . Data transmission: spectral shaping , 
transmission impairments, error rates, protocols. 
Comparison and evaluation of modulation schemes 
for data transmission. 
423. Communication Systems Laboratory. (0-3) Cr. 1. 
F.S. Prereq: 421 , credit or enrollment in 422. 
Construction and evaluation of modulators, demod-
ulators, modems, and other components for analog 
and digital communications. Design and evaluation 
baseband communications. Noise measurement. 
433. Power Electronics. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 331 , 
Phys 324. Use of semiconductor switching devices 
in AC and DC power control. Analysis of controlled 
rectifiers, AC-voltage controllers, switched-mode 
power converters, and DC to AC inverters. Applica-
tions to switching power supplies, lighting controls, 
and motor drives. 
434, 435. Analog Integrated Circuits. (3-3) Cr. 4 
each. F.S. Prereq: 434: 331 , Phys 324; 435: 434. 
Integrated circu it technology and its effect on circuit 
design. Internal stabilization. Operational amplifiers. 
AID and DIA converters. Multistage amplifiers: 
frequency response, feedback, stabili ty. Noise, se-
lected circuit and design applications. Computer 
fee. 
436. Digital Integrated Circuits. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 330. Medium and large scale integrated 
circuits. Integrated circuit memories: comparison of 
various technological constraints, and memory-
system design. Displays, analog switches, AID and 
D/A. Design and implementation of digital logic 
systems and interfaces. Computer testing of digital 
integrated c ircuits. Computer fee. 
438. Optoelectronics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 313, 330, 
Phys 324. Optical fibers , optical detectors and 
noise, light-emitting and laser diodes, optical cav-
ities, solar cells , laser fundamentals. Applications of 
optoelectronic devices. 
441. Introduction to Circuits, Instruments, and 
Electronics. (3-2) Cr. 4. F.S.SS. Prereq: Phys 222, 
Math 266 or 267. Circuit analysis using network 
theorems and Laplace transform techniques. Tran-
sient and sinusoidal steady-state circuit behavior. 
Diodes and diode circuits . Transistor amplifiers. 
Operational amplifiers . 
447. Introduction to Electric Machinery. (2-1) Cr. 2. 
F.S. Prereq: 441. Magnetic circuits. Power transfor-
mers. Three phase circuit analysis. Basic principles 
of operation, design, and control of d-c, induction, 
synchronous, and sing le-phase machines. 
450. Energy Systems. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Energy 
resources. U.S. and world energy supply and 
demand. Electric energy systems organization , 
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structure, and operation. Economics of electrical 
generation. Environmental impact of energy systems. 
451 . Electrical Energy Sources. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. A 
study of direct energy conversion devices and 
electrical energy storage methods with emphasis on 
their utilization in solar electric systems. 
456. Power System Analysis I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
351 . Power transmission lines, network analysis, 
power system representation, load flow. Power 
system operation . 
457. Power System Analysis II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
456. Power system protection, symmetrical compo-
nents, faults , stability. Computer fee. 
461, 462. Electrical Systems Design I, II. (1 -4) Cr. 3 
each. Prereq: 461 : Credit or enrollment in Stat 333, 
completion of 29 credits in the E E core professional 
program; 462: 461 . Application of the principles and 
methods of analysis and synthesis in the solution of 
electrical engineering system design problems with 
emphasis on a structured design process. Engineer-
ing applications of business and technical 
communication. Oral and written reports required. 
Materials fee, computer fee. 
475. Design of Linear Control Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 374. Design of linear continuous and 
discrete control systems using root locus and 
frequency response methods. Analysis using Linear 
Systems Analysis Program (LSAP). Lead and lag 
compensation. Rate and state variable feedback. 
Design projects. Computer fee. 
476. Control System Simulation. (1-3) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Prereq: 475. Basic concepts of feedback control 
systems simulation using digital and analog tech-
niques. Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
503. Advanced Network Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
206. Graph theory and applications to network 
analysis. Matrix methods applied to multiport 
networks. 
504. Network Synthesis. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 309 or 
503. Properties of passive networks. Passive network 
synthesis. Properties of networks containing linear 
active elements. Synthesis of active networks with 
emphasis on two-ports. 
510. Topics in Electromagnetics. Cr. 1 to 3. Computer 
fee . 
A. Antennas 
B. Electromagnetic Theory 
C. Microwave Engineering 
D. Radio Astronomy 
E. Stimulated Emission Devices and Systems 
F. Fourier Optics and Holography 
G. Optical and Hybrid Optical-digital Computers 
H. Contemporary Topics 
511. Modern Optical Communications. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 313. Propagation in optical media. Optical 
fibers . Optical sources and detectors. Optical 
communications systems. 
512. Advanced Electromagnetic Field Theory I. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 313. Static electric and magnetic 
fields. Solutions of static field problems. Maxwell's 
equations. Circuit concepts and impedance ele-
ments. Propagation and reflection of plane waves in 
isotropic media. Guided electromagnetic waves. 
Characteristics of common waveguides and trans-
mission lines. Propagation in anisotropic media. 
513. Advanced Electromagnetic Field Theory II. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 512. Special theorems and 
concepts. Plane wave functions. Cylindrical wave 
functions. Spherical wave functions. Perturbational 
and variational techniques. 
515. Physical Processes in Plasma. (Phys 515) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 313 or Phys 365. Ionization and 
breakdown phenomena. Description of plasma and 
basic concepts. Collision theory and Debye shield-
ing. The Liouville theorem and the Boltzmann 
equation. Macroscopic properties of a weakly 
ionized gas. Diffusion and mobility. Particle ballistics 
in a plasma. Solution of the Boltzman equation. 
Plasma diagnostics, plasma oscillation . Thermionic 
and plasma diodes. The magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) generator. The gas discharge and the gas 
laser. 
516. Wave Phenomena in Plasma. (Phys 516) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 412, 515. Classification and propaga-
tion of waves in plasma, waves in a bounded 
plasma, waves in anisotropic uniform plasma. Wave 
instability and instability criteria. Power flow and 
energy density in the presence of diffusion and 
collision. Interaction of electromagnetic waves with a 
gaseous plasma, plasma heating. Interaction of 
electromagnetic waves with solid state plasma. 
Instability in semiconductor plasmas, Boltzmann 
equation treatment of semiconductors. Acoustic 
wave instability and diodes. 
518. Radio Astronomy and Astrophysics. (Astro 518) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 313 or Phys 365. Radio 
astronomy fundamentals. Wave polarization and 
measurement. Radio telescope receivers and anten-
nas. Wave propagation in plasmas. Synchrotron 
emission. Continuum and line spectra. Physical 
conditions in radio sources. 
520. Selected Topics in Communications. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time elected. Advanced topics of current 
interest in the area of electrical communication 
systems and theory. 
A. Spread spectrum systems 
B. Satellite Systems 
C. Radio Navigation Systems 
D. Two-way Radio Communication Systems 
E. Commercial Broadcast Systems 
F Common Carrier Communication Systems 
G. Applied Coding Theory and Design 
H. Lightwave Systems 
I. Frequency Synthesis 
J. Electronic Countermeasures 
K. Radar Systems 
524. Digital Signal Processing. (Cpr E 524) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 374. Discrete-time systems and signal 
processing. Observability and sampling applied to 
continuous-time systems. Parameter estimation view-
point of digital signal processing. Application of the 
z-transform to discrete-time systems. Discrete 
Fourier transform and its relation to discrete Fourier 
series and the z-transform. Linear and circular 
convolution using the OFT Design of llR and FIR 
digital filters , FFT algorithms, and other computa-
tional considerations . Example computer algorithms 
and selected applications of digital signal process-
ing techniques. Computer fee. 
527. Statistical Communication Theory. (Cpr E 527) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 421 . Information theory of 
Shannon. Entropy. Noiseless coding . Channel ca-
pacity. Elementary error-correcting codes . 
Continuous channels. Hypothesis testing . Bayes and 
mini-max criterion . Detection of known signals . 
Matched filters . Quadrature receiver and equivalent 
forms. Detection of signals in colored Gaussian 
noise. 
528. Digital Image Processing. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
Fourier transform and sampling theory. Processing of 
images to aid human interpretation and/or autono-
mous machine perception. Image fundamentals , 
transforms, enhancement, restoration , coding , seg-
mentation, description. Computer projects in image 
processing . Computer fee . 
535. Semiconductor Device Theory and 
Technology I. (Phys 535) (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 331 , 
Phys 322 or Phys 324. Physics and properties of 
semiconductors (a resume), crystal structure, energy 
bands, carrier concentration at thermal equilibrium. 
Phonon spectra and optical , thermal and high field 
properties of semiconductors . Basic equations of 
semiconductor device operation , P-N junction di-
odes, bipolar transistors, thyristors , metal-
semiconductor contacts , Schottky effect, ohmic 
contacts. Metal-semiconductor field effect transistors 
(MESFET). 
536. Semiconductor Device Theory and 
Technology II. (Phys 536) (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 535. 
Junction field-effect transistors (JFET). Metal -in-
sulator-semiconductor (MIS) diode. Charge-coupled 
devices (CCD). Tunneling devices. IMPATI and 
related transit-time diodes. Transferred electron de-
vices (Gunn Diode). Light emitting diodes (LED). 
Semiconductor lasers. Photodetectors. Solar cells . 
550. Advanced Electric Machinery. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 457, 475, Math 481 . Analysis , modeling, and 
computer simulation of the dynamics of polyphase 
induction, polyphase synchronous, and direct cur-
rent machines. Solid-state control of machines. 
551. Operation and Control of Power Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 457. Power system operating functions, 
economic dispatch, unit commitment, production 
costing, automatic generation control , dispatch of 
power and reactive power, state estimation . Com-
puter fee. 
552. Symmetrical Component Analysis of Power 
Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 457. Analysis of 
unbalanced and faulted power systems. Positive, 
negative, and zero sequence impedances of net-
work components, sequence networks. Computer 
fee. 
554. Power System Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
457, 475. Dynamic performance of power systems 
with emphasis on stability. Modeling of system 
components and control equipment. Analysis of the 
dynamic behavior of the system in response to small 
and large disturbances. Computer fee. 
555. Analysis of Distribution Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 457. Distribution components, design crite-
ria, secondary networks, voltage control, protective 
device coordination , reliabi lity analyses, load man-
agement and automation . Computer fee. 
556. Computational Techniques for Power System 
Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 457. Sparse matrix 
algorithms. Matrix techniques for load flow analysis. 
Stability analysis . On-line computing for power 
system operation . Computer fee . 
557. Power System Protection. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
552. Analog and digital elements of protective 
systems, relaying schemes, circuit interrupting 
devices. 
570. Systems Engineering Analysis and Design. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 475, 577. Applications of 
selected topics in abstract algebra, linear algebra, 
theory of measure and integration, functional analy-
sis, and optimization methods in robust and 
uniformly optimal control theory. 
571 . Random Signal Analysis and Kalman Filtering. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 374. Elementary notions of 
probability. Random processes . Autocorrelation and 
spectral functions. Estimation of spectrum from finite 
data. Response of linear systems to random inputs. 
Discrete and continuous Kalman filter theory and 
applications. Smoothing and prediction . Linearization 
of nonlinear dynamics. 
572. Optimal Control. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 577. The 
optimal control problem. Variational approach. 
Pontryagin 's principle, Hamilton-Jacobi equation . Dy-
namic programming. Time-optimal, minimum fuel, 
minimum energy control systems. The regulator 
problem. Structures and properties of optimal 
controls. 
576. Digital Feedback Control Systems. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Prereq: 475. Sampled-data and digital feedback 
control systems. The z-transform. Design of digital 
control systems using transform methods: root locus, 
frequency response and direct design methods. 
Design using state-space methods. Controllability, 
observability, pole placement, state estimators, reg-
ulator design, servo design. 
577. Modern Control Systems I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 
374. State variable and input-output descriptions of 
linear continuous-time and discrete-time systems. 
Solution of linear dynamical equations. Controllability 
and observability of linear dynamical systems. 
Canonical descriptions of linear equations . Irreduci-
ble realizations of rational transfer function matrices. 
Canonical form dynamical equations. State feed-
back. State estimators. Decoupling by state 
feedback. Design of feedback systems. Stability of 
linear dynamical systems. 
578. Modern Control Systems II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 577. Well-posedness of nonlinear control 
systems. Approximate analysis methods. Krylov-
Boguliubov method , Poincare perturbation method 
and describing function method . Lyapunov stability 
theory. Absolute stability of feedback systems. Input-
output stability. Large-scale systems. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 6 each time elected . 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical 
problems in electrical or computer engineering . 
When offered with a letter suffix, a topic is 
designated as fol lows: 
A. Electromagnetic Theory 
B. Control Systems 
C. Communication Systems 
D. Circuit Theory 
E. Computer Engineering 
F Electric Power 
G. Electrical Materials 
H. Electronic Devices and Circuits 
594. Seminar in Electric Power. Cr. 1 to 3 each time 
elected. 
595. Seminar in Electromagnetics. Cr. 1 to 3 each 
time elected. 
A. Antennas 
B. Tropospheric and Scatter Propagation 
C. Coherent Optics 
D. Plasmas 
E. Microwave Power 
F Remote Sensing 
G. Microwave Engineering 
H. Radio Astronomy 
596. Seminar in Control Systems. Cr. 1 to 3 each 
time elected. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Advanced Topics in Electromagnetics. Cr. 1 to 3 
each time elected. 
A. Antennas 
B. Electromagnetic Theory 
C. Microwave Engineering 
D. Radio Astronomy 
E. Contemporary Topics 
620. Error Detection and Correction. (Cpr E 620) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 527 or Cpr E 584. Mathematical 
foundation of error detection and correction. Shift 
registers and pseudorandom sequences. Group 
codes, cyclic codes . Implementation of error detec-
tion and correction in digital systems. 
632. Semiconductor Physics. (Phys 632) See 
Physics. 
653. Advanced Topics in Electric Power Engineering. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time elected. Advanced topics of 
current interest in electric power system engineering. 
Computer fee. 
A. Power System Operation and Control 
B. Computer Applications to Power Systems 
C. Dynamics 
D. Power System Planning 
671. Optimal Estimation in Control Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 521. Linearized and extended Kalman 
filters . Adaptive Kalman filtering. Linear quadratic 
Gaussian (LOG) problem and the separation princi-
ple. Ito stochastic calculus. Applications to control 
systems. 
674. Advanced Topics in Systems Engineering. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each time elected. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Advanced topics of current interest in the 
areas of control theory, circuit theory, stochastic 
processes, digital signal processing, and image 
processing . 
A. Circuit Theory 
B. System Stability 
C. Large-scale Systems 
D. System Identification 
E. Optimal Control 
F Nonlinear Systems 
G. Stochastic Systems 
H. Discrete-time Systems 
I. Delay Systems 
J. Digital Signal Processing 
K. Image Processing 
685. Advanced Topics in Digital Systems. (Cpr E 
685) (3-0) Cr. 3 each time elected. Prereq: Cpr E 
585. Advanced topics in computing systems taken 
from current literature. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
699. Research. Cr. var. Computer fee. 
Elementary 
Education 
Thomas D. Weible Jr., Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Abelson, Barnhart, Baum, Breiter, 
Downs, Duffelmeyer, Henney, Weible 
Associate Members: Beard (Emeritus), Hoy, 
Kelly, Merkley, Peterson 
Graduate programs with a specialization in 
elementary education or special educations 
and graduate certification programs in learn-
ing disabilities and behavioral disorders are 
administered through the Department of Pro-
fessional Studies in Education. 
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Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
450. Ethnicity and Learning. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 245. 
Examination of cultural relevance in education . 
451. Ethnicity and Learning Practicum. (1-4) Cr. 3. · 
Prereq: 450. Field experience in a multi-ethnic or 
ESL (English as a Second Language) classroom 
setting . Students must have one full day open each 
week in order to participate. 
457. Teaching Exceptional Learners in the Regular 
Classroom. (Sp Ed 457) See Special Education . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
520. Teaching Strategies for Individualized 
Instruction. (2-0) Cr. 2. S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in 
behavioral sciences. Analysis of current trends and 
practices for individualizing instruction. 
521. Surveying Gifted Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
9 credits in education. Survey of major areas of 
concern in the field of education for the gifted. 
Includes definitions, program objectives, program 
types, teaching strategies, and tools . 
522. Principles of Corrective Reading. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F.SS. Prereq: 375. Identification, analysis, and cor-
rection of basic reading problems within the elemen-
tary program. 
523. Principles of Corrective Mathematics. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
S.SS. Prereq: 448. Identification, analysis, and 
correction of mathematics problems with in the 
elementary program. 
531. Research in Gifted Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Prereq: 9 credits in education including one course 
in gifted education. Emphasis on research in 
teaching strategies, program development, and 
other areas of topical concern . Informal assessment 
instruments relating to educational programs. 
532. Methods, Models, and Materials for Teaching 
Gifted Children. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education including one course in gifted education. 
Teaching models and the methods and materials 
used with TAG students. 
543. Teaching Science to Elementary School 
Students. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: Teaching certificate. 
Critical examination of the discipline of science 
within the elementary school curriculum. Emphasis 
on content, assessment, and revision of science 
programs using current curriculum procedures. 
548. Reading for Handicapped Adolescents. (Sp Ed 
548) See Special Education . 
550. Current Trends and Issues in Elementary 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: Teaching certificate. 
Focuses on the economics, social, and poli tical 
trends and issues affecting instruction in elementary 
schools. 
575. The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School: Theory and Practice. (3-0) Cr. 3. S.SS. 
Prereq: 375. An analysis of issues and methods 
pertaining to teaching reading in the elementary 
school . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education; permission of department head. 
591. Supervised Field Experience. (0-6) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 15 graduate credits in special area. 
Supervised on-the-job field experience in special 
area. 591A: Gifted and Talented . Fee for field trips . 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 5. SS. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 
credits in education . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. (1 to 3-0) Cr. 1 to 3. F.S. Prereq: 15 
credits in education. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
Special Education (Sp Ed) 
Administered by the Department of Elemen-
tary Education 
457. Teaching Exceptional Learners in the Regular 
Classroom. (El Ed 457) (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
250. Emphasis on teaching techniques, teacher 
attitudes, and instructional modifications for main-
streaming exceptional learners (learning disabilities, 
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behavioral disorders, mental disabilities, physically 
and perceptual ly handicapped, and gifted and 
talented children). 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
519. Introduction to the Education of Children and 
Youth with Behavior Disorders. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
Teaching certificate. Emphasis on epidemiological 
studies, patterns of service delivery, identification 
procedures, exemplary educational programs, and 
concerns about management of adolescents. 
524. Educational Interventions for Behaviorally 
Disordered Children and Youth. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
Teaching certificate. Analysis of current trends and 
practices. Emphasis on therapeutic intervention 
systems, behavioral manifestations, and etiology. 
525. Curriculum Based Assessment of Children and 
Youth with Learning and Behavioral Disorders. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: Teaching certificate. Individual educa-
tional diagnostic procedures and techniques . 
526. Seminar: Research in Educational Procedures 
of Behaviorally Disordered Children and Youth . (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Prereq: 524, 525. Critical review of recent 
li terature in education and psycho-behavioral sci-
ences as appl ied to education of behaviorally 
disordered students. 
540. The Child with Learning Disabilities. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in behavioral sciences. 
Conceptualizations of characteristics of the learning 
disabled as well as possible etiolog ies of learning 
problems. 
541. Teaching Strategies for Learning Disabilities. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 540. Analysis of techniques and 
materials for remedying specific learning disabilities. 
544. Classroom Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
Teaching certificate. Current classroom management 
techniques. Emphasis on practical use of techniques 
with exceptional students in regular and special 
education classrooms. 
545. Consultation Methods in Special Education. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: Teaching certificate. Techniques 
for collaboratively solving classroom problems by 
professionals with diverse expertise and 
responsibilities . 
548. Reading for Handicapped Adolescents. (El Ed 
548) (0-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Teaching certificate. 
Analysis of strategies for teaching read ing in 
conjunction with content area subjects to educa-
tionally handicapped students . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education, permission of department head. 
591A, 5918, 591C. Supervised Field Experience. 
(0-6) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 15 graduate credits in 
special area. Supervised on-the-job field experience 
in special areas. 
591A: Learning disabilities. 
591B: Behavioral disorders-mild. 
591C: Behavioral disorders-moderate to severe . 
Fee for field trips. 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 
credits in education. 
Courses for Graduate Students 
615. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
Energy Systems 
Engineering 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
Supervisory Committee: Alfred W. Joensen, 
Chair; A Akers, D. S. Bundy, H. A Cowles, 
R. R. Dague, A L. Day, J. D. Iversen, 
T. D. McGee, A E. Osterberg , A F. Rohach , 
D. L. Ulrichson 
Minor graduate work is offered in energy 
systems engineering under a cooperative 
arrangement with various departments includ-
ing Aerospace Engineering , Agricultural 
Engineering, Architecture, Chemical Engineer-
ing , Civil Engineering , Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Engineering, Engineering Sci-
ence and Mechanics, Industrial Engineering , 
Materials Science and Engineering, Mechan-
ical Engineering , and Nuclear Engineering. 
Staff and facilities exist in several departments 
to assist the engineer with interest in bulk 
power or energy systems to pursue either 
advanced academic training or research. The 
departments named above are involved with 
energy systems and all offer graduate study 
and research opportunities. These include: 
fossil and nuclear power plants; transmission 
systems; power system analysis and control ; 
utility rate structure, depreciation and valua-
tion; engineering economics; energy supply 
and transport; environmental impact of energy 
systems; materials utilization and processing; 
energy resources , conservation , conversion 
and utilization; and other energy related 
topics. 
The normal prerequisite to minor graduate 
work in energy systems engineering is the 
completion of undergraduate work substan-
tially equivalent to that required for 
engineering students at this university. Be-
cause of the diversity in energy systems 
engineering it is possible for students to 
qualify for graduate study in some of the 
above areas even though their undergraduate 
or prior graduate training has been in a 
discipline other than engineering . 
Students minoring in energy systems en-
gineering will select a block of courses from 
an approved list to achieve a stated energy-
related objective. A member of the Energy 
Systems Engineering Supervisory Committee 
will serve on the student's program of study 
committee and will assist in defining a 
suitable minor program. The approved list of 
courses is available from the chairman of the 
supervisory committee. 
Usually a block of 8 credit hours will be 
required as a minor for the master's degree 
and 12 credit hours as a minor for the 
doctoral degree. Energy Systems Engineering 
(M E 543) shall be included in the student's 
program. The remainder of courses should be 
selected from those offered in two majors 
other than the student's major, at least one of 
which shall be outside the student's 
department. 
Engineering 
Mechanics 
Administered by the Department of 
Engineering Science and Mechanics 
Frank J. Rizzo, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Akers, Greer, Helger, Hsu, Huston, 
McConnell , Mitra, Munson, Nariboli, Pate, 
Riley (Emeritus), Rizzo, Rogge, Rudolphi , 
Schmerr, Skaar, Sturges, 0. Thompson, 
R. Thompson , Tsai , Young, Zachary 
Associate Members: Budreck, Graham 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering, and 
doctor of philosophy with major in engineering 
mechanics, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
The master of science degree requires a 
thesis and a minimum of 8 research credits. It 
has strong research emphasis and is recom-
mended for students who anticipate entering 
a doctoral program later. At least 30 hours of 
acceptable graduate work are required for the 
degree. 
The master of engineering degree does not 
require either research credits or a thesis . 
However, at least 2 credits of acceptable 
creative component and at least 26 credits of 
acceptable graduate course work are re-
quired. A minimum of 30 credits of acceptable 
graduate work is required for the degree. The 
program is intended to give students addi-
tional instruction at the graduate level to 
better qualify them for advanced professional 
engineering work. By careful selection of 
electives and perhaps additional courses 
during the senior undergraduate year, stu-
dents should be able to qualify for the master 
of engineering degree with an additional year 
of full-time study after receiving their bac-
calaureate degree in one of the several 
engineering curricula. 
Credits for creative component will be ob-
tained by registering for E M 599. A written 
report and an oral presentation will be given 
to the student's graduate committee. 
The normal prerequisite to major graduate 
work is the completion of a curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students in engineering at this 
university. However, because of the diversity of 
interests in graduate work in engineering 
mechanics, it is possible for a student to 
qualify for graduate study even though under-
graduate or prior graduate training has been 
in a discipline other than engineering- e.g., 
physics or mathematics. 
Cooperative programs between Engineering 
Mechanics and Biomedical Engineering are 
provided jointly under the sponsorship of the 
Colleges of Engineering and Veterinary Medi-
cine. Laboratory facilities are available both in 
the veterinary medicine complex and on the 
main campus. See Biomedical Engineering for 
requirements . The department participates in 
the interdepartmental minor programs in min-
eral resources and energy systems 
engineering. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
301. Fundamentals of Mechanics. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: Phys 221 , Math 166. Newton's laws, equi-
librium of rigid and deformable bodies, stress. 
Kinematics and dynamics of particles and rigid 
bodies. Deformation and strain of solids and fluids, 
constitutive equations for solids and Newtonian 
fluids. Applications to tension , torsion, flexure of 
solid bars and vibrations. 
324. Mechanics of Materials. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 274 or 307. Plane stress, plane strain, stress-
strain relationships, and elements of material behav-
ior. Application of stress and deformation analysis to 
members subject to centric, torsional, flexural , and 
combined loadings. Elementary considerations of 
theories of failure , buckling , energy methods. 
*327. Mechanics of Materials Laboratory. (0-3) Cr. 1. 
F.S. Prereq: 301 or credit or enrollment in 324 . 
Experimental determination of mechanical properties 
of selected engineering materials. Experimental 
verification of assumptions made in 301 and 324. 
Use of strain measuring devices. Preparation of 
reports . 
*337. Engineering Materials. (M S E 337) (2-3) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 301 or credit or enrollment in 324. 
Structure, properties, and uses of engineering 
materials. Laboratory work similar to 327 with an 
added emphasis on concrete. 
345. Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 274 or 
301 , credit or enrollment in Math 266 or 267. Particle 
and rigid body kinematics , Newton's laws of motion, 
kinetics of plane motion, rigid body problems using 
work-energy, linear, and angular impulse-momentum 
principles, vibrations. 
370. Principles of Nondestructive Testing. (M S E 
370) See Materials Science and Engineering . 
370L. Nondestructive Testing Laboratory. (M S E 
370L) See Materials Science and Engineering. 
378. Mechanics of Fluids. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
274 or 301 or 307. Properties of fluids . Fluid statics. 
Kinematics and kinetics of fluid flow. Impulse-
momentum, dimensional analysis, flow in pipes and 
channels. Selected laboratory experiments. 
401. Intermediate Solid Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3 F. 
Prereq: 202 or 324 , Math 371. Theory of stress and 
strain . Limitations of flexure and torsion formulas, 
shear centers, theories of failures, buckling , intro-
duction to elasticity. Design project. 
402. Intermediate Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
202 or 345, Math 371. Two and three dimensional 
kinematics, multi-degree of freedom systems, New-
ton's equations, impulse and momentum, energy 
methods, Lagrange's equations, Euler angles, nu-
merical solutions of differential equations, gyroscopic 
motion, classical examples. Design project. 
403. Intermediate Fluid Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 202 or 378, Math 371 , credit or enrollment in 
M E 331. Review of method of analysis and 
classification, fluid statics, fluid kinematics , con-
tinuity, energy, and momentum equation , Navier-
Stokes equations, constitutive relationships, vorticity, 
parallel flow, boundary-layer equations, Stokes flow, 
potential flow, 1-D compressible flow. Design project. 
417. Experimental Mechanics. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
301 or 324. Introduction to experimental methods in 
mechanics with application to practical engineering 
problems. Strain measurement methods, transducer 
applications, recording and output devices, motion 
measurement methods. Selected laboratory 
experiments. 
424. Intermediate Mechanics of Materials. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 324. Stresses, strains, deflections and 
angular twist of symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
members subjected to combined loading . Analysis 
of contact stress problems and shrink fit problems. 
Dynamic load effects, fatigue and fracture mechan-
ics introduction. Stress analysis of welded , bolted , 
and riveted joints. 
425. Introduction to the Finite Element Method. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 301 or 324, Math 266 or Math 267. 
Introduction of finite element analysis through ap-
plications to one-dimensional, steady-state problems 
such as elastic deformation, heat and fluid flow, 
consolidation, beam bending, and mass transport . 
Transient heat conduction and wave propagation. 
Two-dimensional triangular and quadrilateral ele-
ments. Plane problems of torsion, thermal and 
potential flow, stress analysis. Simple computer 
programs for one- and two-dimensional problems. 
Computer fee . 
444. Mechanical Vibrations. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
324, 345, knowledge of FORTRAN. Elementary 
vibration analysis, single and multiple degrees of 
freedom, energy methods, free and forced vibra-
tions, viscous damping, transmissibil ity, matrix 
methods, modal analysis. Selected laboratory ex-
periments. Numerical methods of solution. Computer 
fee . 
451. Engineering Acoustics. (M E 451) (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Phys 221 and Math 266 or 267. Sound 
sources and propagation . Noise standards and 
effects of noise on man. Principles of noise and 
vibration control used in architectural and engineer-
ing design. Characteristics of basic noise 
measurement equipment. Experience in use of noise 
measuring equipment, sound power measurements, 
techniques for performing noise surveys, evaluation 
of various noise abatement techniques applied to 
common noise sources. Selected laboratory experi-
ments. Computer fee. 
*Students who are not present for the first laboratory 
meeting of their own sections may qualify for 
continuation in the course only by attending the first 
laboratory meeting of some other section of either of 
these two courses. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
504, 505. Analytical Methods in Mechanics. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each . Yr. Prereq: 504: Math 385; 505: 504 . 
Applications of the equations of heat conduction, 
potential theory, and wave propagation to problems 
in mechanics. Methods of solution . 
510. Continuum Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: Math 385. Presentation of the 
basic equations of engineering mechanics: conser-
vation of mass, conservation of momentum, 
conservation of energy; principles of selection of 
constitutive equations; constitutive relations for clas-
sical elastic materials and classical fluids ; simple 
rheological models for viscoelastic materials; intro-
duction to Cartesian tensors. 
514. Advanced Mechanics of Materials. (Aer E 514) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 324. Theory of stress and 
strain, stress-strain relationships . Limitations of flex-
ure and torsion formulas, unsymmetrical bending, 
curved beams, cross-shear, shear center. Torsion of 
thin-walled noncircular sections. Theories of failure, 
membrane stresses in shells, thick-walled cylinders . 
515. Stability. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 514. Stability of 
columns, beam-columns, bars and frames. Inelastic 
buckling , torsional buckling , bending and buckling 
of thin plates and shells. 
516. Applied Elasticity. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Math 
385. The summation convention and Cartesian 
tensor algebra. Stress vector, stress tensor, and 
principal stresses. Kinematics of small deformations, 
strain tensor, and compatibility. Hooke's law and the 
small strain, isotropic stress-strain relations. Formula-
tion by stress functions and exact solutions of simple 
problems. Expansion of spherical and cylindrical 
shells, torsion of prismatic members, beam bending . 
The strain energy concept , virtual work, and 
approximate solution methods. 
517. Experimental Stress Analysis. (3-2) Cr. 4. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 324. Fundamental concepts of 
strain measurement, properties of stress coat and its 
application , wire, foil, and semiconductor strain 
gages, strain gage circuits and recording instru-
ments, rosette analysis. Two- and three-dimensional 
photoelasticity, compensation techniques, principal 
stress separation using shear difference, oblique 
incidence and other methods, birefringent coatings, 
scattered light, design of models , moire methods. 
519. Experimental Methods of Motion Measurement. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 417, 444. 
Description, specifications, limitations, and applica-
tions of mechanical , electrical , and optical 
transducers used in motion measurements applied 
to steady state, transient, and shock motions. 
Calibration , signal conditioning , and transducer 
systems used to obtain reliable and reproducible 
experimental data. Seismic and absolute references 
for motion measurement. 
520. Biomechanics. (B M E 520) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Phys 111 or 221 , Math 265. For students with 
interests in the life sciences who wish to obtain 
background in applied mechanics. Topics include 
equilibrium, vibratory motion, stress and deformation, 
material properties, flow of fluids, dimensional 
analysis and modeling of biological systems. Il-
lustrative examples taken from biology and 
medicine. 
522. Energy Methods in Applied Mechanics. (3-0) 
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Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 514 or 516 and Math 385. 
Introduction to variational principles and energy 
methods in applied mechanics. Applications in solid 
mechanics, dynamics, and elasticity-bars, beams, 
torsion, and plane elasticity. Variational methods of 
approximation-Ritz's method, weighted residuals, 
finite elements. Applications in plates, shells, and 
components. 
525. Finite Element Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
425, Math 385. Variational and weighted residual 
approach to finite element equations. Emphasis on 
two- and three-dimensional problems in solid me-
chanics. lsoparametric element formulation , higher 
order elements. numerical integration. imposition of 
constraints and penalty, convergence, and other 
more advanced topics. Use of two- and three-
dimensional computer programs. Dynamic and 
vibrational problems, eigenvalues, and time integra-
tion . Introduction to geometric and material 
nonlinearities. Computer fee . 
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526. Boundary Element Methods in Engineering. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 514. 
Introduction to the boundary element method with 
applications to problems of beams, torsion , potential 
flow, heat conduction, elasticity and time dependent 
problems in potential flow (diffusion) and elasticity. 
Programming and use of simple computer programs. 
Computer fee . 
537. Experimental Fluid Mechanics. (M E 537) See 
Mechanical Engineering. 
544. Mechanical Vibrations. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
324, 345. Elements of lumped parameter linear 
systems, kinematics of vibrations, equations of 
motion for free and forced vibrations, energy 
methods, resonance, damping, multiple degrees of 
freedom, mechanical impedance, isolation and ab-
sorption of vibrations with impulsive and arbitrary 
excitation of linear systems, primary and residual 
shock spectra. Vibration of continuous systems. 
546. Introduction to Random Vibrations. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: 544. Modal analysis, 
nonlinear vibration phenomena. Characteristics of 
random vibrations; random processes, probability 
distributions, spectral density and its significance, 
the normal or Gaussian random process . Transmis-
sion of random vibration, response of simple single 
and two-degree-of-freedom systems to stationary 
random excitation. Fatigue failure due to random 
excitation. 
548. Advanced Engineering Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 345, Math 266 or 267. Dynamics of particles 
and rigid bodies. Generalized coordinates. 
Lagrangian equations of motion. Equations of motion 
in terms of Eulerian angles, motion of a gyroscope. 
549. Vehicle Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 345, 
Math 266 or 267. Theory and engineering principles 
of road and off-road ground vehicles. Analysis and 
evaluation of performance characteristics, handling 
behavior, and ride qualities. Computer fee. 
551. Signal Processing in Mechanics. (M E 551) (2-2) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 444 or 451, Math 385. Classification 
and measurement of time dependent phenomena in 
mechanics. Correlation, spectral and probabilistic 
techniques for the analysis of acoustical, vibrational, 
and unsteady fluid dynamic phenomena. Selected 
laboratory experiments emphasizing dual channel 
FFT analyzer applications in mechanics . Computer 
fee . 
555. Biomedical Fluid Mechanics. (B M E 555) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 520. Applications of principles and 
concepts of fluid mechanics to problems in biology 
and medicine. Hemodynamic characteristics of the 
circulation, rheology of blood flow in the microcir-
culation, flow in the large arteries, and the 
respiratory system. 
560. Scanning Electron Microscopy Characterization 
of Materials. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: M S E 270. 
Principles of scanning electron microscopy and 
energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis. Laboratory 
microstructural-microchemical analyses of materials. 
564. Fracture and Fatigue. (MS E 564; M E 564) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 324 and any of 337, E Sci 352, 
MS E 231, 270 or 271. Materials and mechanics 
approach to fracture and fatigue. Fracture mechan-
ics, brittle and ductile fracture, fracture and fatigue 
characteristics. Fracture and fatigue tests, thermal 
fracture, mechanics and materials designed to avoid 
fracture or fatigue. 
568. Plasticity and Creep of Materials. (M S E 568) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 324. 
Mechanics and materials approach to plasticity and 
creep, stress and strain tensors, yield criteria. flow 
rules, slip-line theory, and work hardening. Axially 
symmetric problems. bending , thermal load, torsion. 
Introduction to creep deformation, stress relaxation, 
and recovery problems. 
569. Mechanics of Composite and Combined 
Materials. (M S E 569, Aer E 569) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , 
offered 1991. Prereq: 324. Mechanics of fiber-
reinforced materials. Macromechanical behavior of 
lamina and laminates. Strength and interlaminar 
stresses of laminates. Failure criteria. Micro-
mechanics of lamina. Stress analysis of laminates . 
Thermal and moisture stresses and residual stresses. 
571, 572. Advanced Fluid Mechanics. 571 : (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. ; 572: (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 571 : 378 or ME 
335; 572: 571 . Fundamental relationships of fluid 
dynamics; real and ideal fluids; laminar and tur-
bulent flow; flow in closed conduits ; boundary layer 
theory; two- and three-dimensional potential flow 
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problems , engineering applications. 572: Application 
of complex variables to two-dimensional fluid flow; 
flow around solid bodies; free streamline theory. 
Exact and approximate solutions to Navier-Stokes 
equations for one- and two-dimensional laminar flow 
problems, both steady and unsteady flows ; exact 
and approximate solutions to turbulent flows; intro-
duction to turbulent boundary layers. Computer fee . 
574. Ultrasonic and Electromagnetic Nondestructive 
Measurement Principles. (MS E 574) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 370, 516, Math 385. Ultrasonic inspection 
techniques, underlying theory of elastic wave propa-
gation and scattering, examples of application to 
flaw detection and sizing . Electromagnetic inspec-
tion techniques, theory of operation, Maxwell's 
equations and appropriate solutions, examples of 
applications to flaw detection and sizing . Non-
destructive measurement of material properties. 
580. Biomaterials. (B M E 580; M S E 580) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: M S E 270. Presentation of the basic 
chemical and physical properties of biomaterials as 
they are related to their manipulation by the engineer 
for incorporation into living systems. Role of micro-
structure properties in the choice of biomaterials and 
design of artificial organs, implants. and prostheses. 
584. Similitude in Engineering. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
324, a fluids course. Princ iples of dimensional 
analysis and their application to design of models. 
Design , testing , and interpretation of true and 
distorted models. Similarity analysis. Analogies. 
Computer fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time taken. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
A. Advanced Engineering Acoustics 
B. Linear Wave Propagation 
C. Thermal Stresses in Design 
D. Linear Viscoelasticity 
E. Biomechanics 
F. Other Topics 
599. Creative Component. Cr. arr. Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
645. Advanced Vibration Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 544, Math 385. Multiple 
degrees of freedom, inertia and stiffness matrices, 
transfer matrices. numerical methods. Vibration of 
continuous systems, limitations, and comparison of 
lumped approximations of continuous systems. En-
gineering applications. 
648. Advanced Topics in Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S .. offered 1991 . Prereq: 548, Math 385. Topics of 
current interest in dynamics such as vehic le stability, 
modeling multicomponent dynamical systems, and 
nonrigid body dynamics. Computer fee . 
651. Advanced Topics in Fluid Mechanics. (ME 651) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 571 . Topics of current interest 
in fluid mechanics such as separation phenomena, 
three-dimensional boundary layers, unsteady flow 
phenomena, asymptotic methods in viscous flows , 
stability, theory of homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence, and turbulence models. Computer fee . 
690. Special Topics. Credit 1 to 6 each time taken. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
A. Advanced Experimental Mechanics 
B. Nonlinear Wave Propagation 
C. Nonlinear Material Behavior 
D. Composite Materials 
E. Holography in Mechanics 
F. Finite Elements of Nonlinear Continua 
G. Fracture Mechanics 
H. Atmospheric Fluid Mechanics 
I. Viscous Flow Theory 
J. Advanced Similitude Analysis 
K. Advanced Analytic Methods in Mechanics 
L. Rheology 
M. Other Topics 
699. Research. Computer fee . 
Engineering Science 
Administered by the Department of 
Engineering Science and Mechanics 
Frank J. Rizzo, Chair of Department 
Minor work is available to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
351. Engineering Materials I. (3-2) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 
E M 202. Resistance of materials to failure , 
definitions and evaluation of properties, relationship 
to design. Effects of environment on properties. 
Laboratory determinations. Structure of materials 
and influence of structure upon properties. 
352. Engineering Materials II. (3-2) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
351 or M S E 270 and 270L. Thermal , magnetic. and 
electrical characteristics. Properties of single 
crystals , polycrystalline systems, aggregates of 
domains, thin films and amorphous solids. Inter-
atomic forces , energy considerations. Engineering 
applications. 
381 . Numerical Methods in Engineering Science and 
Mechanics. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: E M 202, Math 371 , 
knowledge of FORTRAN. Numerical methods as 
applied to problems in engineering science and 
mechanics. Numerical linear algebra, solution of 
linear equations by direct and iterative methods, 
polynomial interpolation, numerical integration, solu-
tion of a nonlinear system of equations and solution 
of ord inary differential equations . Design project. 
Computer fee. 
382. Experimental Methods in Engineering Science 
and Mechanics. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: E M 202, Math 
371 , Stat 231 , knowledge of FORTRAN. Planning, 
design , and construction of experiments and experi-
mental apparatus in engineering science and 
mechanics. Interpretation and documentation of 
experimental results. Design project. Computer fee . 
481 . Senior Engineering Science and Mechanics 
Design Project I. (1-2) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 381 , 382, 
credit or enrollment in E M 401, E M 402, and E M 
403. Development of design project proposal in 
student 's area of specialty in engineering science 
and mechanics. Computer fee . 
482. Senior Engineering Science and Mechanics 
Design Project II. (1-6) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 382, 481 . 
Continuation of student's design project. Formal oral 
and written presentation. Computer fee . 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 2 to 5. Prereq: Permis-
sion of department chair. Investigation of an ap-
proved problem commensurate with the training , 
interest, and ability of the student. 
H. Honors 
English 
Frank E. Haggard, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Anderson-Hsieh, Benson, Blyler, 
Bowers, Broadhead, Bruner (Emeritus), 
Consigny, Feinberg (Emeritus), Freed, Galyon, 
Herrnstadt, Hickok, Huntress (Emeritus), 
Jumper (Emeritus), Martone, McCarthy, 
McCay (Emeritus), Nakadate, Poague, Silet, 
Smiley, Swander, Vann, Yates (Emeritus), 
Associate Members: Abraham, Allen, Bataille, 
Boston, Carlson, Catron , Chapelle, David, 
Douglas, Dunlop, Ewald , Fowler, Galyon, 
Geha, Gwiasda, Haas, Hadley, Haggard, 
Hagge, Helle, Higginson, Irwin (Emeritus), 
Kent, Kienzler, Kostelnick, Lowrie (Emeritus), 
Mallam (Emeritus), Matthies, Mendelson, 
Nostwich, Palmer (Emeritus), Payne, Pett, Post, 
Potter, Roberts , Ross, Russell, Schwarte, 
Speer 
(Emeritus), Thralls, Zbaracki , Zimmerman 
The master of arts degree program in English 
offers varied possibilities for the advanced 
study of writing, language, and literature. 
There are five areas of specialization: literature 
(British and American), teaching English as a 
second language/linguistics, business and 
technical communication , creative writing , and 
rhetoric and composition. These areas of 
specialization are designed to prepare stu-
dents for teaching at the secondary, two-year 
college, or beginning college and university 
levels; for further graduate study in language 
and literature; for teaching English as a 
second language; for creative writing; or for 
technical writing and business communica-
tion, editing , and associated professional 
writing . 
The master's degree requires 30 semester 
credits, including a thesis or project (3 
credits), and satisfaction of a language re-
quirement that may be met through a number 
of options, including previous foreign lan-
guage study, graduate linguistics courses, 
satisfactory performance on the Graduate 
Student Foreign Language Test , and knowl-
edge of statistical and/or data processing 
methods. A student whose native language is 
other than English is considered to have met 
the departmental language requirement. 
The department offers graduate students an 
opportunity to gain professional experience 
through professional writing internships, se-
lected departmental research activities, the 
Intensive English and Orientation Program, 
Freshman English Program, Writing Center, 
and Reading Center. Teaching and research 
assistantships are available for qualified stu-
dents. Teaching assistants are responsible for 
teaching , with faculty supervision, classes in 
freshman composition or in English as a 
second language. Research assistants are 
assigned to individual faculty members en-
gaged in projects in writing , language, or 
literature. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor technology and social 
change (see Index). Selected courses in 
English may be used to meet part of the 
requirements for certification to teach English 
in two-year and community colleges (see 
department information bulletin). 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
302. Business Communication. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 105. Theory, principles and processes of 
effective written communication typically encoun-
tered in business and the professions. Extensive 
writing practice in standard letter and memo forms, 
short proposals, policy and procedure descriptions, 
job descriptions, application letters, resumes, auto-
biographical precis, performance reviews and 
evaluations, and letters of recommendation. 
314. Technical Communication. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 105. Theories, principles, and processes of 
effective written communication in the technical 
disciplines. Attention to the major strategies for 
composing technical discourse; techniques for ana-
lyzing audiences and writing situations, for 
organizing data and information, and for orally 
presenting technical material. 
315. Creative Writing-Screenplays. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 6. F. Prereq: 105. Stresses 
master scene technique of writing fully developed 
screenplays. Course may be repeated in conjunction 
with actual production of film or teleplay. Emphasis 
on TV and movie techniques, writing , workshop 
criticism, analytical reading and viewing, and indi-
vidual conferences . 
316. Creative Writing-Playwriting. (Sp Cm 316) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 105. Progresses from production of 
scenes to fully developed one-act plays. Emphasis 
on action , staging , writing , analytical reading, work-
shop criticism, and individual conferences. 
335. Film. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 
6. F.S. Prereq: 105. Principles of film art and the 
traditional vocabulary of literature as applied to film. 
Influence of film on modes of thought and behavior. 
Materials fee. 
340. Survey of Women's Literature. (W S 340) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 105. Historical and thematic survey 
of literature by and about women . Includes auto-
biographies , journals, and letters as well as poetry, 
fiction, and drama. 
345. Women and Literature: Selected Topics. (W S 
345) (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 6. S. 
Prereq: 105. Literature by women and/or dealing with 
the images of women, e.g . study of individual 
authors or related schools of authors; exploration of 
specific themes or genres in women 's literature; 
analysis of recurrent images of women in literature. 
346. American Indian Literature. (Am In 346) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 105. Survey of literature of the 
American Indian from pre-Columbian tales and 
songs to contemporary novels and poetry. 
347. Survey of Black American Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 105. Literature by Black Americans from 
the beginnings to the 1960s. 
348. Contemporary Black American Literature. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 105. Intensive reading in literature 
by Black Americans from 1960 to the present. 
349. Selected Topics in Minority Literatures. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 6. S. Prereq: 105. 
Literature by and/or about American ethnic minor-
ities. May include literature of several ethnic groups 
or focus upon one of the following: Asian Americans, 
Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, American 
Indians. 
357. Folk Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 105. Folk 
literature, its types and functions, in both sacred and 
secular traditions. Emphasis on traditional narratives 
(epic, legend, ballad , folktale) and verbal fo lklore 
(proverbs, superstitions, riddles, rhymes). 
358. Myth and Fairytale. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 105. 
Structure and purpose in myths and fairytales . 
Concentration on development, cultural contexts, 
symbols, and narrative techniques . 
366. Studies in Drama. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, 
maximum of 6. F. Prereq: 105. Selected topics in the 
study of drama. Examination of important themes, 
genres, dramatists, and periods. 
394. Literature of Adolescence. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
105. Literature for and about the adolescent. Critical 
study and evaluation of the genre; examination of 
modes and themes found in the literature; study of 
the relationship of the genre to literature for children 
and adults. Selection of literature for use in school 
programs. 
401. Studies in Film. (TCA 401) (2-0) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum of 6. F.S. Prereq: One 3-credit 
course in film . Advanced study of topics in film 
history, theory, criticism, genre, authorship or pro-
duction. Taught by telecommunicative arts faculty 
each fall; by English faculty each spring. May 
include film production exercises when taught by 
TCA faculty. Materials fee. 
420. History and Dialects of the English Language. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 105. Background and 
development of the English language. Relationships 
of English to other languages of the past and 
present. Linguistic change, current developments in 
English vocabulary, structure. The regional and 
social dialects of American English . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Proseminar: Teaching English Composition. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Required of all new English 1041105 
teaching assistants. Introduction to the teaching of 
English 104/105. Current theories and practices 
related to 104/105 objectives, lesson planning and 
teaching methods, development of writing assign-
ments, evaluation of student writing . 
501 . Proseminar: Teaching English as a Second 
Language. (1-0) Cr. R. F. Required of all new 
teaching assistants of English 100 or IEOP Support 
and supervision of teaching assistants of ESL. 
Evaluation and discussion of sample lesson presen-
tations and videotaped teaching sessions. 
503. Teaching Composition : Theory and Research . 
(3-0) Cr. 3 or 4. F. Prereq: Undergraduate major or 
certification to teach English. Consideration of 
current theories, practices, and research methods in 
the field of composition/rhetoric . Fourth credit avail-
able at discretion of the instructor. 
504. Teaching Business and Technical Writing. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 302, 314 , or 496. 
Theory and practice of teaching college courses in 
business and technical writing . Some consideration 
of in-service writing courses for business and 
government. Emphasis on applicable communication 
and composition theory, curriculum planning, assign-
ment design, materials development. 
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505. Theories of Reading: Implications for Secondary 
Schools. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 3 
credits in linguistics, psycholinguistics, or language 
acquisition. Theoretical models and research devel-
opments in reading . Cognitive and neurolinguistic 
processes in reading and their relationship to 
reading difficulties. Implications for teaching reading 
in secondary schools. 
506. Advanced Communications. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in English . Communication re-
search materials and methods; communication theo-
ries and their application to business and technical 
communication. 
507. Professional and Occupational Writing. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 302 or 314. Theory and practice of 
writing and analyzing documents prepared in busi-
ness, science, and industry. Guided readings; 
individual projects. 
508. History and Theory of Rhetoric. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in English. Princip les of classical 
and modern rhetorics; analysis and application of 
rhetorical principles in specific writing situations. 
509. Writing Proposals and Grant Applications. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in English composition. 
Theories of written communication as applied to 
persuasive discourse. Writing and analysis of pro-
posals or grant applications to businesses, 
governmental agencies , and private and corporate 
foundations . 
510. Editing Principles and Practice. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 302, 314, or 415. Principles of technical 
editing in business, scientific, and professional 
fields . Emphasis on policy-making , project manage-
ment, and methodology. Both group and individual 
editing projects involving diverse fields, audiences, 
and formats. Computer fee . 
511. Introduction to General Linguistics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 3 credits in linguistics . Principles of general 
linguistics; history of the development of modern 
linguistic science. 
512. Historical Linguistics and Language 
Classification. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 credits in 
linguistics or in British literature before 1600. English 
historical linguistics. Genealogical and typological 
classification of languages. 
513. Language and the Mind. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 3 
credits in linguistics. Linguistic processes involved in 
producing and understanding language. Language 
comprehension , language acquisition , pragmatics, 
and discourse analysis. 
514. Social, Regional, and Professional Varieties of 
the English Language. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 
credits in linguistics. Analysis of social , regional , and 
professional varieties of English; discourse commu-
nities; language policy and pedagogical 
implications. 
515. Phonology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 511 or an 
introductory course in linguistics. Theoretical and 
practical analysis of the sound systems of lan-
guages, with an emphasis on English phonology. 
*516. (419 DL) English Syntax. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
3 credits in linguistics. Theories and methods for 
analysis of English syntax with emphasis on transfor-
mational grammar. 
517. Theoretical Foundations for Teaching English as 
a Second Language. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 511 or an 
introductory course in linguistics . Theoretical issues 
and research in second language acquisition: 
related developments in theoretical linguistics, psy-
cholinguistics, and language pedagogy. (For TESL 
methods course, see 518.) 
*518. (495 DL) Teaching English as a Second 
Language: Method and Materials. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 219 or an introductory course in linguistics. 
Teaching grammar, reading, writing, listening com-
prehension, speaking , and pronunciation. Testing 
and evaluation . 
519. Principles of ESL Testing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
517, 518. Principles of second language testing, 
1nclud1ng concepts of reliabil ity, validity, and prac-
ticality. Critical examination of various types of 
assessment of oral and written proficiency. lnter-
pret.ation of test scores. Relationship of language 
t~st1ng and language teaching . Practical applica-
tions, including group and individual projects. 
520. Pedagogical Analysis of English. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 3 credits in linguistics. Identification of the 
basic rule-governed patterns of Eng lish syntax, 
semantics, and discourse. Analysis of errors pro-
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duced by learners of English. Development of 
strategies for teaching standard usage, especially to 
non-native speakers of English. 
521. Teaching Literature and the Literature 
Curriculum. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 9 
credits in literature. Examination of the roles of the 
literary work, reader, and teacher in literary study. 
Responses to literature. Place of literature in lan-
guage arts. Study and development of curriculum 
materials for varied levels of instruction . 
522. Literary Criticism. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 
1990. Prereq: 9 credits in English. Study of selected 
texts of literary criticism, with attention to the 
purposes and uses of critical concepts. 
530. Methods of Literary Scholarship. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 9 credits in English. An 
introduction to graduate study in English . Major 
emphasis on kinds, purposes, and methods of 
research commonly pursued by literary scholars. 
534. Science and Literary Imagination: Rise of 
Romanticism. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 
6 credits in literature. Literature and science of the 
17th to early 19th century considered as comple-
mentary expressions of basic cultural paradigms. 
Attention to imagery, metaphor, theories of language. 
535. Science and Literary Imagination: Modernism 
and Post-modernism. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 6 credits in literature . Literature and science 
of the later 19th and 20th centuries considered as 
complementary expressions of basic cultural para-
digms. Attention to imagery, metaphor, theories of 
literary language. 
542. Studies in Drama. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in literature. Historical, 
thematic, formal, or theoretical study of drama. 
545. Studies in Women's or Minority Literatures. (W S 
545**) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 
credits in literature. Historical, thematic , formal , or 
theoretical study of women or minority authors. 
546. Studies in 20th Century Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken, maximum of 6. F. Prereq: 6 credits 
in literature. Consideration of two or more authors. 
554. Advanced Imaginative Writing: Prose. Cr. 1 to 3 
each time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 
Submission of acceptable portfolio required. 
Individual projects on a workshop and conference 
basis. 
556. Advanced Imaginative Writing: Poetry. Cr. 1 to 3 
each time taken, maximum of 12. F.S. Prereq: 
Submission of acceptable portfolio required. 
Individual projects on a workshop and conference 
basis. 
558. Teaching Creative Writing. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 3 credits in creative writing. 
Approaches effective for grade-school through adult-
education classes. Writing exercises, workshops, 
text evaluation , and visits from creative writers. 
559. Creative Writing Teaching Internship. Cr. 1 to 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: Concurrent enrollment in 
558, permission of English graduate committee. 
Students assist in an introductory creative writing 
class. Some supervised teaching but mainly evalua-
tion of submissions and individual conferences . 
Requirements and grades determined by participat-
ing instructors. 
562. Studies in American Thought and Writing. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. SS. Prereq: 6 credits in American literature. 
Ideas and issues in American writing . Subject matter 
may include biographical, philosophical , or jour-
nalistic writing as well as poetry, fiction, or drama. 
563. Studies in American Fiction to 1950. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in American 
literature. Two or more writers, at least one of whom 
worked before 1900. 
564. American Transcendentalism. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in American literature. 
Transcendentalism as a force in American literature 
with main emphasis on philosophic origins, the 
American scene, and the writings of Emerson, 
Thoreau, and the minor transcendentalists. 
566. Studies in American Poetry to 1950. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits in American 
literature. Two or more authors, at least one of whom 
worked before 1900. 
570. Studies in Renaissance British Literature. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in British 
literature; 374 recommended. Selected writers , 
1500-1660. 
571. Studies in Restoration and 18th Century British 
Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1989. Prereq: 6 
credits in British literature, preferably 374, 375. 
Selected writers, 1660-1800. 
574. Chaucer. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 6 credits in British literature; 373 recom-
mended. Intensive study of selected Canterbury 
Tales and minor poems. Introduction to Chaucer 
scholarship. 
576. Studies in 19th Century British Literature. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in British 
literature; 376, 377 recommended. Selected writers, 
1800-1900. 
579. Major British Authors. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in British literature. Selected 
major authors, studied singly or in combination. 
580. Shakespeare. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. 
Prereq: 6 credits in British literature prior to 1800. 
Shakespeare as poet and dramatist. Chief critical 
schools and areas of scholarship. 
582. Studies in British Fiction to 1900. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in British literature. 
Study of selected novelists. 
586. Visual Communication in Professional Writing. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: 302, 314, or 
507. Rhetorical theory and research in graphics, 
document design, and related principles of visual 
communication . Methods of designing texts , charts , 
data displays, diagrams, illustrations, and other 
visual elements in business and technical 
communications. 
587. Internship in Business, Technical , and 
Professional Writing. (3-0) Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. 
maximum of 6. S. Prereq: 507 plus 3 additional 
graduate credits in business and technical writing or 
composition and rhetoric; and permission of instruc-
tor. Limited to master's degree candidates in English . 
An opportunity to write , edit, and design business 
and technical documents in a professional setting . 
Projects include reports, proposals, manuals, bro-
chures, newsletters. 
588. Supervised Practicum in Teaching English as a 
Second Language. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 495, 518. 
Observation and supervised practice in teaching 
students of English as a second language, with 
seminar discussion of these experiences. 
589. Seminar. Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 6. 
Prereq: 12 credits in literature, linguistics, or rhetoric 
(excluding 104-105). 
A. Literature (W S 589A* *). F. 
B. Teaching Engl ish as a Second Language (TESL)/ 
Linguistics 
C. Composition and Rhetoric 
E. Business and Technical Communication 
F. Creative Writing 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission of the 
English Graduate Committee according to guidelines 
available in the department office. 
A. Literature 
B. Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL)/ 
Linguistics 
C. Composition and Rhetoric 
E. Business and Technical Communication 
F. Creative Writing 
593. Workshop. Cr. arr. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 3. 
699. Research. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
••Acceptable only when offered as a course by or 
about women or in feminist criticism. 
Entomology 
Harold J. Stockdale, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Coats, Dahm (Emeritus), Guthrie, 
Hart, Jarvis, Krafsur, L. Lewis, R. Lewis, 
Mutchmor, Pedigo, Rowley, Showers. Tollefson . 
Wilson 
Associate Members: Dewitt, Holscher, 
Obrycki, Rice, Stockdale 
60 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in entomology or toxicology. 
Within the entomology major, the student may 
concentrate in behavior, biological control , 
economic entomology, genetics, forest ento-
mology, host plant resistance, medical/ 
veterinary entomology, morphology, pathology, 
pest management, physiology, population 
ecology/genetics, systematics, or insecticide 
toxicology. 
Prerequisite to the entomology major and to 
minor graduate work in the department is 
completion of at least two years of zoological 
courses, for part of which credit in other 
closely allied biological sciences may be 
substituted . Specific course requirements for 
advanced degrees depend partly upon pre-
vious training and experience in the major 
field of specialization . 
Any student receiving the M.S. in entomology 
shall have at least one course in insect 
morphology, one course in insect systematics, 
and a course in either insect ecology or 
insect physiology. Any student receiving the 
Ph.D. in entomology shall have at least one 
course in each of these areas. Equivalents of 
these courses taken at other universities will 
be acceptable. Enrollment and participation in 
at least one semester of Ent 500 is required 
for each graduate degree sought in the 
department. Entomology participates in the 
interdepartmental major in ecology and evolu-
tionary biology and in the interdepartmental 
major and minor in toxicology (see Index). 
The Federal Corn Insects Research Unit in 
Ankeny and the North Central Plant Introduc-
tion Station in Ames are available for 
advanced study in certain phases of ento-
mological research . 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
370. Insect Biology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Biol 109 or 
110. Hart. Structure. physiology, evolution, behavior, 
life histories, and recognition of insects. Voluntary 
field trips. 
372. Applied Livestock Entomology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Biol 109 or 110. Holscher. Introduction to the 
economic importance, biology, and management of 
arthropods affecting domestic animals. 
374. Insects in Human and Animal Health. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 credits in biological sciences. 
Rowley. The biology and ecology of insects that 
affect the health of people and animals, including 
the natural history of diseases common to people 
and animals. 
376. Fundamentals of Entomology and Pest 
Management. (P M 376) (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Biol 
109 or 110. Pedigo. Introduction to entomology and 
insect-pest management, including life processes, 
ecology, economics, and tactics of population 
suppression. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Reports of research and current literature. 
544. Advanced Forest Pest Management. (PL P 544) 
See Plant Pathology. 
570. Host Plant Resistance to Insects. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 370 or 376. Tollefson . 
Principles and mechanisms of insect control by host 
plant resistance. 
572. Insect Morphology and Evolution. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 15 credits in zoological sciences, including 
370. Krafsur. The functional anatomy and ultrastruc-
ture of insects and other arthropods, with emphasis 
on adaptation and evolutionary significance. 
573. Advanced Insect Pest Management. (3-3) Cr. 4. 
Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 370. Tollefson . Contem-
porary concepts of insect biology and insect 
population management. 
574. Medical Entomology. (3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. F, offered 
1989. Prereq: 9 credits in biological sciences. 
Rowley. Identification, biology, and significance of 
insects and other arthropods that attack people and 
animals, particularly those that are vectors of 
disease. 
575. Biological Control. (3-0) or (3-3) Cr. 3 or 4. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 370. Obrycki . Theory and 
practice of biological control of insects and weeds; 
ecological basis of biological control, biology, and 
ecology of biological control agents, and the role of 
biological control in integrated pest management. 
576. Systematic Entomology. (3-6) Cr. 5. S. Prereq: 
572. R. E. Lewis. Classification, distribution, and 
natural history of insects including fundamentals of 
nomenclature and taxonomic practice. 
577. Immature Insects. (2-6) Cr. 4. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 576. R. E. Lewis. Taxonomy, distribu-
tion and natural history of immature insects including 
techniques of collection and preservation. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: 15 credits in zoological sciences, permission 
of instructor. 
E. Special research topics. 
T. Internship experience in the techniques of 
organizing and disseminating applied entomological 
information. 
U. Teaching experience. 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Insect Genetics. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 370, 15 credits in biological sciences, and 
Gen 320 or 330. Krafsur. Major genetic systems 
among the lnsecta. Principles and methods of 
genetic manipulation of arthropod populations for 
economic and public health benefit. Review of case 
histories. 
655. Insect Physiology. (Zool 655) (3-6) Cr. 5. S. 
Prereq: 370; Zoo/ 355. Mutchmor. Life processes of 
the insects, including reviews of current problems in 
insect physiology. 
671. Insect Ecology. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 370, Biol 
312, Stat 401 . Pedigo. Concepts of insect population 
dynamics, emphasizing sampling , outbreaks, analy-
sis, and bioeconomics . 
674. Advanced Medical Entomology. (1-6) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 574 . Rowley. Vector-parasite 
relationships, ecology, and epidemiology of arthro-
pod-borne animal diseases. 
675. Insecticide Toxicology. (2-3). Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 655. Coats. Principles of 
insecticide toxicology; classification, mode of action , 
metabolism, and environmental effects of 
insecticides. 
699. Research. Cr. var. 
Family and 
Consumer Sciences 
Cross-Disciplinary 
Studies 
Donna L. Cowan, Associate Dean for 
Academic Programs 
540. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. 
Family and 
Consumer Sciences 
Education 
Jerelyn K. Schultz, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Anderson (Emeritus), Beavers 
(Emeritus), Cowan, Crabtree, Elliott, Fanslow, 
Hughes (Emeritus), Schultz 
Associate Members: Amos, Ebert, Hausafus, 
Rosenfeld (Emeritus), Smith, Torrie , Williams 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of education, and 
doctor of philosophy with a major in home 
economics education . The M.S. degree re-
quires a thesis; the M.Ed. degree requires a 
creative component. Minors are available for 
students who are majors in other 
departments. 
Programs for advanced degrees with a major 
in home economics education are individually 
tailored to fit the educational background, 
experience, and professional goals of the 
individual student. It is expected that the 
student will have fundamental knowledge of 
psychology, education, and home economics. 
Areas of study provided by the department 
include curriculum, evaluation , occupational 
education, post-secondary and adult educa-
tion, research, supervision and administration, 
international home economics education , and 
teacher education. The department offers 
nutrition education in cooperation with the 
Department of Food and Nutrition. Oppor-
tunities are available for strengthening one's 
background in subject matter in other depart-
ments in the College of Family and Consumer 
Sciences. In addition , the department partici-
pates in the General Graduate Studies 
masters program offered by the College of 
Family and Consumer Sciences. 
The department cooperates in the interdepart-
mental minors, housing, gerontology, and 
technology and social change. The depart-
ment also cooperates with the colleges of 
Agriculture and Education in offering the 
master of education degree with an area of 
specialization in vocational education . 
Courses in statistics are included in the 
program of study for the master of science, 
master of education , and doctor of philosophy 
degrees with a higher level of competence 
required for the degree of doctor of 
philosophy. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
413. Curriculum Planning and Evaluation for Family 
Life and Vocational Home Economics. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 310, 310L, enrollment in 413L. Development 
of curriculum plans in school settings; objectives, 
generalizations, methods, instructional strategies, 
and evaluation for specified home economics con-
tent in the natural and social sciences. 
413L. Laboratory for Curriculum Planning and 
Evaluation for Family Life and Vocational Home 
Economics. (0-2) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: Enrollment in 413. 
Observation and teach ing experience implementing 
curriculum plans. Materials fee. 
415. Program Planning and Evaluation for 
Nontraditional Settings. (6-0) Cr. 3. S. First 8 weeks. 
Prereq: 206, 310, 310L. Concepts for program 
development: needs analysis, planning , instruction, 
promotion , evaluation , and reporting . Approaches 
appropriate for various groups. Environmental and 
cultural conditions affecting programs. 
61 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Courses: Current Home Economics 
Offerings. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Adult Education 
B. Supervision and Administration 
C. Curriculum 
D. Evaluation 
E. Teacher Education 
F. OccupationalNocational Education 
G. General 
H. Research Methodology 
I. International Education 
501. Trends, Issues and Public Policy in Home 
Economics. (2-0) Cr. 2. May be taken more than 
once for credit. F. Prereq: Graduate classification. 
Discussion of legislat ion, readings, media, or related 
materials on a current topic affecting the home 
economics education profession . 
507. Program Planning and Evaluation In Home 
Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Graduate classifi-
cation and professional experience in a home 
economics or related area recommended. 
Application of principles of program development to 
formal and nonformal educational settings in home 
economics, e.g., secondary vocational home eco-
nomics, post-secondary, extension , and offerings for 
special groups. Includes integration of methods of 
evaluation to determine program effectiveness. 
508. Nontraditional Methods of Teaching Adult 
Vocational Home Economics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in education or 
educational psychology. Nontraditional methods for 
teaching home economics for young , middle-aged, 
and older adults. Selection, use, and evaluation of 
teaching techniques suited to individuals and 
groups in nonformal education in home economics. 
511. Research Methods for Home Economics 
Educators. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Graduate classifica-
tion. An overview of research designs focusing on 
research procedures. Emphasis on use of research 
results in applied situations. Introduction to computer 
applications for data analysis. 
513. Mainframe Computer Applications for Home 
Economics Education. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: Gradu-
ate classification. Mainframe appl ications, word 
processing , and data analysis. Computer fee . 
*514. (314 DL) Microcomputer Applications for Home 
Economics Education. (1-0) Cr. 1 to 2. S. Prereq: 
Graduate classification. Computer applications for 
use in management and instruction in formal and 
nonformal educational settings. Computer fee. 
515. Evaluation in Home Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Introductory statistical skills. Selection and 
construction of cognitive and affective evaluation 
devices; their use and interpretation in home 
economics. 
519. Self-employment Opportunities for Home 
Economists. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: FE 283 or Econ 
201 . Exploration of small business opportunities in 
home economics. Introduction to basic business 
concepts and analyses of successful businesses. 
520. Supervision in Home Economics. (3-0). Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: Professional experience. 
Concepts related to supervision. Includes study of 
historical perspective, models, and current research 
in supervision. Emphasis on conference techniques 
and change theory. 
*521 . (421 DL) International Application of 
Educational Principles in Home Economics. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 9 credits in home 
economics . Examination of home economics from an 
international perspective; student participation in 
application of educational principles to settings in 
other cultures and adaptation of content to working 
with families in developing countries. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 6 credits in 
education or educational psychology. 
A. Adult Education 
B. Administration 
C. Curriculum 
D. Evaluation 
E. Teacher Education 
F. OccupationalNocational Education 
G. General 
H. Research Methodology 
I. International Education 
J. Educational Gerontology 
K. Human Relations 
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L. Special Needs 
M. Family Life Education 
N. Human Sexuality 
0. Computer Appl ications 
P. Supervision 
Q . Family/I ndividual Health 
R. Consumer Education 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 or 2. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission 
of instructor. Concentrated group study of problems 
in field of home economics education . Sections 
offered will vary from year to year. 
A. Educational Gerontology 
B. Special Needs 
C. Family Life Education 
D. Teaching Methods for Nutrition 
F. Work and Family Education 
G. General 
H. Middle School 
I. Financial Management Education 
J. Computer Applications 
K. Parent Education 
599. Creative Component. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
607. Curriculum Theory and Philosophy in Home 
Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
507 or evidence of curriculum development experi-
ence. Integration of philosophies of education and 
home economics into an operative philosophy of 
curriculum development. Study of various curriculum 
theories with application to home economics curricu-
lum development. 
608. Theories of Adult Education in Home 
Economics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
415 or experience in adult education. Philosophical 
issues in adult education. Theories of planning , 
learning, and teaching home economics appropriate 
for adults of various age levels and in various 
settings. Incorporates current research. 
610. Seminar. Cr. 1 each semester. F.S. Offered on 
satisfactory-fail basis only. 
611 . Advanced Research Design and Evaluation in 
Home Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 511 , 515. Design of research studies. Insight 
into sources of external funding . Proposal and 
manuscript writing . Appl ication of evaluation models 
to home economics programs. 
618. Coordination of Educational Programs in Home 
Economics. Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 520; 
master's degree in home economics or education. 
Approaches to coordination of home economics 
programs in adult education , extension, state de-
partment of education , and teacher education . Study 
of undergraduate programs in home economics 
education; observation and participation in under-
graduate courses; and practicum experience. 
620. Theories of Administration in Home Economics. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: Graduate 
work in home economics or higher education. 
Review of administrative theory; application to home 
economics with emphasis on land grant institutions. 
Administrative roles and their interrelationships. Con-
sideration of effect of current issues on 
administration . 
699. Research. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Family Environment 
Dianne C. Draper, Interim Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bivens (Emeritus), Cole, Conger, 
Deacon (Emeritus), Hira, Joanning, Liston 
(Emeritus), Winter 
Associate Members: Allen, Budolfson 
(Emeritus), Enders, Fletcher, Jeries, Meixner 
(Emeritus), Mercier, Norem, Pickett, 
Schwieder, Volker, Weltha 
~ The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in family environment and minor 
work for students with majors in other depart-
ments. Students may choose a concentration 
in family studies, family economics and 
management, or housing and equipment. 
Students may take an additional emphasis in 
marital and family therapy or in student 
financial aid services management. Family 
environment offers coursework and experi-
ences leading to certification as a family life 
educator. 
The department cooperates in the interdepart-
mental major water resources , and the 
interdepartmental minors technology and so-
cial change, housing, gerontology, and Latin 
American studies (see Index). 
Prerequisite to major work in family environ-
ment is the completion of a re lated 
undergraduate program with basic courses in 
psychology, sociology, and economics. Addi-
tional prerequisites, if any, will depend upon 
the area of specialization . 
Guidelines for graduate programs of study in 
family environment have been developed. 
However, the student's program of study 
committee has the major responsibility for 
determining requirements for an individual 
program. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
440. Home Furnishings II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S Prereq: 210, 
240. Consumer analysis of materials used in home 
furnishings and accessories. Selection process with 
emphasis on households of various lifestyles. Exam-
ination of career opportunities. Field trip fee. 
446. Housing Alternatives for Individuals and 
Families. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 240. Meeting human 
needs through alternative housing forms. Emphasis 
on elderly, low income, minorities, single-parent 
families , dual-career families, and young adults 
influenced by economic, social , technological , and 
physical factors . Field trip fee . 
448. Economics of Aging . (Econ 448) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: 3 credits in principles of 
economics, 3 credits in FE. Economic status of the 
aging; retirement planning and the retirement deci-
sion; role of Social Security; public transfer programs 
for the elderly; intrafamily transfers to/from the 
elderly; private pensions; financing medical care and 
housing for the elderly; prospects and issues for the 
future. 
462. Human Factors in Kitchen, Bath, and Utility 
Area Design. (ArtlD 462) (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 
credits in household equipment, housing, art and 
design, or architecture. Criteria for p lanning of 
kitchen, bath, utility areas. Application of human 
engineering principles for effective funct ioning in 
work areas. Emphasis on economy, resource conser-
vation, and space planning . Materials fee. 
463. Designing Spaces for the Disabled. (ArtlD 463) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 360 or 3 credits in housing, 
architecture, interior design, rehabilitation, psychol-
ogy, or child development. Emphasis on indepen-
dent living within residential and public spaces for 
all ages. Application of criteria appropriate for 
accessibility and functional performance of activities. 
Work with professionals to plan and evaluate special 
projects. Field trip. Materials fee . 
*471 . (571 DL) Family Analysis and Planned Change. 
(2-1) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 378, 391 . Application of 
theory and methods to the analysis of individual and 
family problems. Integration of problem-solving 
approaches. 
483. Advanced Family Financial Management. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 283. Managerial approaches to 
achievement of short- or long-term financial goals for 
households. Investigation of different forms of invest-
ments and investment risks management in 
financing current and future consumption . Analyses 
of tax, estate, and retirement planning needs of the 
family. 
*488. (588 DL) Family Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 483 and 6 credits in sociology 
and economics. Analysis of family income, wealth . 
and welfare. Programs for improving adequacy and 
security of income during family life cyc le. Factors 
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influencing standards and levels of living . Policies 
and programs affecting family economic well-being. 
*493. (593 DL) Family Financial Counseling. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 483. Personal , social/psychological, 
and legal climates affecting family financial deci-
sions. Development of financial planning skills to 
assist families and individuals to become self-
sufficient in family financial management. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Course. Cr. arr. Designed primarily for 
special groups. Not accepted for graduate credit in 
family environment. 
A. Family Relations and Management 
B. Housing 
C. Consumer Economics and Management 
G. General Family Environment 
501 . Graduate Study Orientation. (1-0) Cr. R. F. 
Orientation to graduate study and current research 
in the department. 
504. Research Methods and Techniques. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 9 credits in social sciences. Research 
methods and techniques applicable to studies of 
families and households. Emphasis on the solution 
of practical problems of analysis using mainframe 
computers and microcomputers . 
510. Technology and the Family. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S. , 
offered 1991. Prereq: 3 credits of 500-level courses in 
family environment. Technology as a force influenc-
ing and influenced by individual and family needs. 
Implications of technological change on life styles. 
Intensive analysis of technological concepts, as-
sumptions, and interpretations. 
519. Consumer Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 
1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in family environment and 6 
credits in economics. Consumer roles in the evolu-
tion of economic society. Analysis of consumer 
interactions with public and private institutions 
serving consumer interests. Emphasis on process of 
consumer decision making . 
521 . Housing and the Social Environment. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 504 and 6 credits in sociology. 
Housing adjustment behavior of individuals and 
families in the context of the social and cultural 
framework of society. Impact of housing on the 
family. 
522. Time and Human Resources. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in family environment 
and 6 credits in economics. Conditions, programs, 
and policies related to development and allocation of 
human resources and time, with special reference to 
impact on families and households. 
523. Management within the Family. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 378, 6 credits in sociology 
or economics. Theoretical developments and re-
search related to the use of family resources to 
achieve family goals. Emphasis on systems theory 
as applied to family management. 
540. Energy in the Residential Environment. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S. , offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits in social 
and/or physical sciences. Factors affecting availabil-
ity and use of energy in the home. 
565. Pragmatics of Human Communication. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in behavioral 
sciences. Influence of communication including 
language and cultural aspects in human rela-
tionships. Emphasis on functional interpersonal 
communication in maintenance of holistic health . 
Particular focus on the fami ly. 
566. Impact of Public Policy on the Family. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 1991 . Prereq: 9 credits in social 
science. The effect of legislative policy on the family. 
Explicit and implicit family policies in other nations 
contrasted with policies affecting American families. 
Specific legislation analyzed by family impact 
analysis . 
570. The Individual and Family Development. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 1991 . Prereq: 9 credits in 
behavioral sciences. Experiential learning and en-
counter with contemporary theories of human poten-
tial in individual and family living. 
*571 . (471 DL) Family Analysis and Planned Change. 
(2-1) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 378, 391. Application of 
theory and methods to the analysis of individual and 
family problems. Integration of problem-solving 
approaches. 
572. Stress and Family Crisis Intervention. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits in social 
science. Introduction to family stress theory, stress 
management, and coping strategies. Emphasis on 
practical application of theoretical concepts. 
575. Cultural Foundations of Family Life. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 378. Cultural influences 
in individual and family development. Comparison of 
family roles , values, customs, taboos, and rituals in 
contrasting cultures. 
577. Aging and Intergenerational Relations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 378, Psych 230, 
Soc 305. Personal and family adjustments to role 
changes in later life that affect older persons and 
their adult children . 
578. Family and Household Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 12 credits in behavioral sciences. Analysis of 
theoretical framework used in the study of families 
and households. Examination of the development, 
concepts, assumptions, inadequacies, and applica-
tions of each framework. 
579. Family Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 578 
and either 479 or Soc 485. A psychosocial analysis 
of intrafamilial interaction processes and patterns 
with an emphasis upon relationship issues such as 
emergent roles and power. 
580. The Family and the Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. SS. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 215 or 483 or Acct 215. 
Examination of the effects of selected legislation and 
cases on individuals and families . Discussion of the 
legal processes involved in the activities of indi-
viduals and families. Implications for effective 
functioning within the limits of the legal environment. 
Investigation of legal and quasi-legal services 
available in a community. Field trip fee. 
*588. (488 DL) Family Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 483 and 6 credits in sociology 
and economics. Analysis of family income, wealth , 
and welfare. Programs for improving adequacy and 
security of income during family life cycle. Factors 
influencing standards and levels of living. Policies 
and programs affecting family economic well-being . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Consult department office on procedure 
for filing a written plan of study. 
A. Family Relations and Human Development 
B. Housing 
C. Consumer Economics and Management 
F. Field Trips and Field Experience 
G. General Family Environment 
M. Marital and Family Therapy 
591. Practicum in Family Environment. (as arr.) Cr. 1 
to 6 each time elected. Prereq: 10 graduate credits . 
Supervised experience in the following areas of 
family environment. 
A. Family Relations and Human Development 
B. Housing 
C. Consumer Economics and Management 
G. General Family Environment 
M. Marital and Family Therapy 
*593. (493 DL) Family Financial Counseling. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 483. Personal, social, psychological , 
and legal climates affecting family financial deci-
sions. Development of financial planning skills to 
assist families and individuals to become self-
sufficient in family financial management. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
604. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S. 
A. Family Relations and Human Development 
B. Housing 
C. Consumer Economics and Management 
G. General Family Environment 
M. Marital and Family Therapy 
650. Advanced Family Economics Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits in FE courses 
500 level or above including 588; 15 credits in other 
social sciences; Econ 301. Micro and macro analysis 
uf the family as an economic institution; policy 
considerations. Examination of content and measure-
ment of standards and levels of living and 
consumption over time between countries, and 
among groups, and their effects on human moti-
vation and human resource development. Future 
economic and social trends, their potential effects on 
standards and on levels of living, and their meaning 
for the family as an economic institution. 
672. Marital Therapy. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 579. 
Theories and techniques of marital therapy explored 
in the context of relationship intervention phases and 
emphases. 
676. Family Therapy. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 565, 578. 
Application of family and counsel ing theory to the 
process of therapeutic intervention with families. 
Emphasis on systems dynamics orientation . 
678. Advanced Family Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
3 credits in family theory, 3 credits in research 
methodology. An examination of theory as an 
integral part of empirical investigation with emphasis 
on theory construction. 
684. Advanced Research Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 504, Stat 401. A general research methods 
course that builds on F E 504, Research Methods 
and Techniques. Topics include theory and research, 
data analysis, and measurement. Computer fee. 
691. Internship. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Supervised practice and experience in the 
following specified areas. 
A. Teaching 
B. Research 
C. Marital and Family Therapy 
699. Research. Cr. arr. 
A. Family Relations and Human Development 
B. Housing 
C. Consumer Economics and Management 
G. General Family Environment 
M. Marital and Family Therapy 
Finance 
Mark L. Power, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Ralston, Stover 
Associate Members: Cowan, Koppenhaver, 
Power, Van Auken 
The department participates in two inter-
departmental programs: the master of science 
(M.S.) in business administrative sciences 
and in the master of business administration 
(M.B.A.). The M.S. program consists of a 30 
credit hour curriculum leading to a nonthesis 
master of science degree with a major in 
business administrative sciences. The M.B.A. 
program, designated BusAd, is a 48 credit 
hour curriculum that culminates in a nonthesis 
master of business administration degree. The 
M.B.A. program offers specializations in agri-
business and general business. 
The department provides work in finance in 
the Ph.D. program in economics. Inquiries 
regarding this program can be made at either 
the Finance or the Economics Department. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
451 . Real Estate Finance. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 350, 
351. Decision making in the financing of real estate 
using basic analytic tools including the appl ications 
of various compound interest tables. Principal instru-
ments involved in financing real estate, risk and 
return analysis, financing techniques, and major 
institutional sources of funds. 
452. International Corporate Finance. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 352. 354. Advanced study of contemporary 
topics and issues in international corporate finance. 
455. Commercial Risk Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 357. Major emphasis on business uses of 
risk transfer. Includes an in-depth analysis of 
commercial property/casualty, business life and 
health coverages, and retirement plans. 
456. Risk Management Seminar. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 455. Advanced study of insurance and risk 
topics and issues. 
458. Management of Financial Institutions. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Econ 304. Analysis of operations 
of financial institutions from management viewpoint. 
Emphasis on organization, policy formation, asset 
and liability accounts, control of capital funds. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
550. Financial Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
Acct 285, Econ 206. Financial management prob-
lems; relationship of finance with other functions 
within the firm, including practical and theoretical 
methods of financial analysis as part of a system of 
management decisions. 
552. Advanced Financial Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 550. Modern theory of business finance, with 
emphasis on analytical and quantitative skills. 
Advanced treatment of firm's investment, financing , 
and dividend decisions in a valuation framework and 
survey of related empirical work. Net present value, 
portfolio theory, capital asset pricing model , efficient 
capital markets, option theory, arbitrage pricing 
model, and effects of inflation . 
554. Investments. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 550. A 
comprehensive survey of the classical and contem-
porary theories of optimum portfolio construction; 
determinants of risk-return trade-off in selection of 
securities; emphasis on the theory and evidence of 
efficient capital markets and implications for security 
selection and portfolio management. 
556. Corporate Financial Policy. 93-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 550. A financial policy course including 
financial decision making. Cases are emphasized. 
Financial forecasting, working capital management, 
and capital structure decisions. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. For students 
wishing to do individual research in a particular area 
of finance. 
Food and Nutrition 
Pilar A. Garcia, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Amrich (Emeritus), Eppright 
(Emeritus), Garcia, Kaplan , Miller (Emeritus), 
Olson , Osman (Emeritus), Prusa, Roderuck 
(Emeritus), Runyan, Serfass, Terry, White 
Associate Members: Cook, Hendrich, J . Love, 
M. Love, Mccomber, McMillan (Emeritus), 
Oakland , Redlinger, Reitmeier, Runyan , 
Schafer 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with majors in food and 
nutrition, food science, and nutrition, and for 
the degree doctor of philosophy with majors 
in food science and in nutrition, and minor 
work for students taking major work in other 
departments. 
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Prerequisite to major work is a baccalaureate 
degree in food and nutrition substantially 
equivalent to those at Iowa State University. 
Students with undergraduate degrees in bio-
logical and physical sciences also are 
qualified for graduate study in food science 
and nutrition. 
Students taking major work for the degree 
doctor of philosophy either in food science or 
in nutrition may choose minors from other 
fields of family and consumer sciences as 
well as from anthropology, chemistry, bio-
chemistry, economics, education , food 
technology, journalism, microbiology, psychol-
ogy, physiology, sociology, statistics, 
toxicology, or other related fields. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental program in immunobiology, the 
interdepartmental majors in MCDB (molecular, 
cellular, and developmental biology) and in 
toxicology, and the interdepartmental minor in 
gerontology. 
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305. Nutrition and Dietetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 3 
credits in biochemistry and 3 credits in physiology. 
Physiological and chemical bases for nutrient needs; 
factors to consider in satisfying those needs for 
individuals and populations. 
411 . Experimental Study of Food. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 214; 3 credits in biochemistry. Experimental 
approach to the study of factors influencing behavior 
of foods . Materials fee . 
413. Community Nutrition. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
305. Survey of current public health nutrition prob-
lems among nutritionally vulnerable individuals and 
groups; discussion of the multidimensional nature of 
those problems and of community programs de-
signed to help solve them; and the role of 
community nutritionists . 
422. Food Product Development. (2-6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 320, 411 . Continued experimental approach 
to the study of factors influencing behavior of foods ; 
guidance and individual experience in planning, 
executing, and reporting a problem in food research ; 
interpretation and evaluation of pertinent literature. 
Materials fee . 
431 . Nutrition in Disease. (3-0 or 4-0) Cr. 3 or 4. F.S . 
Prereq: 305. Pathophysiology of selected medical 
problems with specific attention to nutritional needs 
and treatment as part of medical therapy. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Course. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission 
of instructor. 
A. Nutrition 
B. Food Science 
C. Professional Problems 
501 . Advanced Nutrition. (5-0) Cr. 5. F. Prereq: B B 
404 and 405 or 420; F N 305, Zoo/ 355 recom-
mended. Principles of the science of nutrition . 
Energy, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, minerals, 
vitamins; nutritional interrelationships; metabolic con-
sequences of nutritional manipulation. 
506. Laboratory Methods in Food Science and 
Nutrition. (1-3 or 1-6) Cr. var. 2 to 3. F. Prereq: Chem 
211 or equivalent and permission of instructor. 
Application of general physical and chemical. tech-
niques to research in food science and nutrition. 
Modules include basic laboratory techniques (2 er.) 
and methods of separations (1 er.). 
507. Food Science and Nutrition Research 
Techniques. (1-0 or 1-3) Cr. var. 1 to 2. S. Prereq: 
506. The nutrition research module includes animal 
regulations, care, and experimentation and human 
nutrition studies (1 er.). The food science research 
module includes rheology, color, water activity, and 
sensory measurements (1 er.). 
510. Malnutrition in Developing Countries. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
S. Prereq: 305 or An S 318. Identification and 
quantitative assessment of malnutrition in developing 
countries; social, political, economic, and geo-
graphic ecology of malnutrition and its impact on. 
health ; protein-calorie malnutrition; vitamin and min-
eral deficiencies; intervention organizations, 
programs, and efforts. 
520. Current Topics in Food Science. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 411; BB 404. Research literature in selected 
areas of food science. 
530. Nutritional Toxicology. (TOX 530) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 305 or 501 or An S 318. Basic toxicological 
concepts, nutrient toxicities, toxicants in the food 
chain, regulatory policy and philosophy, naturally 
occurring toxicants, diet and carcinogenesis. 
550. Processed Foods. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 214; 
305. Survey of the effects of home and commercial 
food preparation and processing on the nutrients in 
food . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 305; permission 
of departmental executive officer and instructor. 
A. Nutrition 
B. Food Science 
C. Professional Problems 
593. Workshop. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Applied Nutrition Problems. (3-0) Cr. 3. ~· 
Prereq: 305. Emphasis on nutrition problems includ-
ing obesity and other nutrition-related diseases; 
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nutritional epidemiology; assessment of nutritional 
status and evaluation of nutritional intervention 
programs. 
609. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. F.S. Required of all 
graduate majors in the Department of Food and 
Nutrition. 
611. Sensory Properties of Foods. (F Tch 611) (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 411 or F Tch 411 or 
B B 404. Isolation and identification of flavors, flavor 
evaluation, texture and consistency of foods, color 
descriptions of foods. 
612. Food Lipids. (F Tch 612) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 411 or F Tch 411 or B B 404. 
Structure and analysis of food li pids, g lyceride 
structure, crystal form and texture, autoxidation , 
refining and processing of fats and oils and food 
applications of fats and oils . 
613. Food Proteins. (F Tch 613) (3-0) Cr. 3 . Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 411 or F Tch 411 or B B 404. 
Properties of p roteins found in milk, eggs, meat, 
legumes, and cereal grains. Effect of processing on 
food proteins. 
614. Carbohydrates in Foods. (F Tch 614) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 411 or F Tch 411 or BB 
404. Study of production of carbohydrates used in 
foods , changes they undergo during processing and 
storage of food , and relation of their functions to 
their chemical and physical properties. 
615. Selected Topics in Nutrition. (2-0) Cr. 2 each 
time selected . F.S. Prereq: 501 . Series of one-term 
courses on such topics as proteins , vitamins, 
minerals, lipids, energy metabolism, evaluation of 
nutritional status. Classical and current research 
literature in each area. 
631. Human Nutrition and Abnormal Metabolism. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 501; Zo_ol . 
551 or 552. Advanced study of human metabolism 1n 
disease and appropriate nutritional interventions. 
680. Modern Views of Nutrition . (An S 680) See 
Animal Science. 
699. Research . 
A. Nutrition 
B. Food Science 
Food Technology 
Earl G. Hammond, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Glatz, Hammond, Hartman, Hsu, 
Johnson, Kline, Kraft (Emeritus), Mol ins, 
Murphy, Nielsen (Emeritus), Nikolau, Olson, 
Sebranek, Topel, Walker, Wilson 
Associate Members: Hasiak, Jane, Love, 
Pometto, Rust 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with major in food technology, and minor work 
for students majoring in other departments. 
Graduate work in meat science is offered as a 
co-major in animal science and food 
technology. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental graduate majors in mo-
lecular, cellular, and developmental biology, 
water resources , and toxicology. (See Index.) 
Prere'quisite to major graduate work is the 
satisfactory completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum essentially equivalent to the food 
technology and science curriculum offered in 
this department or the completion of a 
curriculum in a related science such as 
microbiology, biology, chemistry, biochemistry, 
or engineering. Preparation in biology, chem-
istry, physics, and calculus along with 
knowledge of food processing , sanitation, and 
preservation are particu larly desirable for 
those intending to pursue graduate work. 
Several courses are shown as open to 
graduate students for minor credit only. 
Exceptions may be made for graduate majors 
whose undergraduate preparation was not in 
food science and technology or food-product 
technology but in a related science. With 
approval of their graduate committees, they 
may take 3 credits of food technology and 
science courses with 400 numbers for gradu-
ate credit. 
301 . Processing of Dairy Products. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 101 . Procedures used in making, distributing , 
and controlling the quality of dairy products. Fee for 
fie ld trips. 
302. Processing of Fruits and Vegetables. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 101 , 201 , 202 or Hort 
422 or 461 or 471 . Harvesting , handling , processing , 
and storage of fruits and vegetables. Current 
practices and problems. Flavor, color, composition , 
nutritional value and safety of raw and processed 
fru its and vegetables. Fee for field trip. 
311. Food Chemistry. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Chem 231 
and 232A or 331 and 333A. The structure, properties 
and reactions of food constituents and commodities . 
325. Food and Water Sanitation. (Micro 325) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Micro 300. Control methods and 
regu lations for maintaining sanitat ion and quality of 
foods and water. 
405. Food Quality Assurance. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
410 or 420; Stat 101 or 104. Basis of food qual ity 
control/assurance systems and applications to vari-
ous food systems. Statistical quali ty control/ 
assurance methods (charts and sampling). Fee for 
field trips. 
410. Food Analysis. (2-6) Cr. 4 . S. Prereq: 311 . An 
introduction to the theory and application of physical 
and chemical methods for determining the constitu-
ents of food . Modern separation and instrumental 
analysis. 
421 . Food Microbiology Laboratory. (Micro 421) (1-6) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Micro 300. Standard microbiological 
techniques employed in the food industry, including 
microscopic examination of foods , plate cou.nts, and 
other enumeration methods, indicator organisms of 
food qual ity and safety, food-borne pathogens, and 
molds. 
438. Food Laws, Regulations, and the Regulatory 
Process. (F N 438) (1 -0) Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: 102 or F N 
207 or 214 or An S 270. History of the development 
of the current federal and state food regulations. 
Guidelines that govern the practice of regulating the 
wholesomeness of red meats, poultry, and eggs. 
Presentations by state and federal food regulators . 
493. Unit Operations in Food Processing. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: Math 140 or 150 or 160; Phys 106 or 111 , 
112. Introduction to material and energy balances. 
Fluid flow and thermal properties of food materials. 
Theory and application of momentum and heat 
transfer. 
495. Food Engineering. (A E 495) (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 493 or EM 378 or Ch E 356. Applicatio.n of 
material and energy balances to food processing 
equipment and processes. Principles of heat and 
mass transfer operations. Appl ications to selected 
unit operations commonly found in the food industry. 
496. Food Engineering Laboratory. (A E 496) (0-3) 
Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 493 or enrollment in 495. 
Experiments cover basic food engineering measure-
ments, material and energy balances, momentum 
transport and heat transfer operations. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501 . Advanced Food Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 3 credits each in organic chemistry, phY_sics, 
mathematics, and microbiology. Important principles 
and applications in the microbiology, chemistry, and 
processing of food . 
510. Food Enzymology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 311 , BB 404 or F N 411 . Properties of 
enzymes important in food processing and produc-
tion ; experimental determination and quantitative 
evaluation of the influence of concentration of 
substrates, enzyme, and inhibitors, pH and tem-
perature ; specific ity and mechanisms important to 
food and agricultural biochemistry. 
547. Biological Applications of Microscopy. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S, offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits of 
biological science, and permission of instructor. 
Stromer. Principles and types of information obtained 
from light and electron microscopy techniques. 
Photomicrography and photomacrography. Demon-
strations and structural data analysis with various 
biosystems. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
611. Sensory Properties of Foods. (F N 611) (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 311 or BB 404 or 
F N 411 . Isolation and identification of flavors, flavor 
evaluation, texture and consistency of foods, color 
descriptions of foods. 
612. Food Lipids. (F N 612) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 
1990. Prereq: 311 or BB 404 or F N 411 . Structure 
and analysis of food lipids, glyceride structure, 
crystal form and texture, autoxidation; refining, and 
processing fats and oils; and food applications. 
613. Food Proteins. (F N 613) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1987. Prereq: 411 or BB 404 or F N 411. 
Properties of proteins found in milk, eggs, meat, 
legumes, and cereal grains. Effect of processing on 
food proteins. 
614. Carbohydrates in Foods. (F N 614) (3-0). Cr. 3. 
Alt. S. , offered 1991. Prereq: 311 or BB 404 or F N 
411 . Study of production of carbohydrates used in 
foods, changes they undergo during processing and 
storage of food , and relation of their function to their 
chemical and physical properties. 
626. Advanced Food Microbiology. (Micro 626) (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 420 or 421 . Topics 
of current interest in food microbiology, including 
new food-borne pathogens , rapid identification 
methods, effect of food properties and preservation 
techniques on microbial growth, genetic engineer-
ing , fermentation , and biotechnology. 
660. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. F.S.SS. 
690. Special Problems. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: A 
major or minor in food technology. 
699. Research. 
Foreign Languages 
and Literatures 
James S. Ruebel, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bruner (Emeritus), Courteau, Dial, 
Dow, Frink, Morris, Roochnik, Ruebel , 
Thogmartin, Von Wittich (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Bernard, Graupera 
(Emeritus), Guerin , Henry, J. Lacasa, 
J. Lacasa, Mariner, Nabrotzky, Rectanus, 
Ryan-Hayes, Seabrook, Valdes 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
French (Frnch) 
401. French Stylistics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 302. 
Stylistic and sociolinguistic varieties of French . 
Practice in appropriate oral and written self-
expression. Materials fee. 
440. Topics in French Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
332. Studies in areas of special interest, such as 
Francophone literature, linguistics, or cinema. May 
be repeated up to a maximum of 6 credits . Materials 
fee. 
441. Topics in Medieval, 16th, or 17th Century 
Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332. Studies in 
periods, genres, or individual authors. May be 
repeated up to a maximum of 6 credits. Materials 
fee. 
442. Topics in 18th, 19th, or 20th Century Literature. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 332. Studies in periods, 
genres, or individual authors. May be repeated up to 
a maximum of 6 credits. Materials fee. 
480. Seminar in French Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
332, senior classification . Study of a selected topic 
in literature or literary criticism. Materials fee . 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
493. Workshop in Second Language Teaching 
(French). (1-3) Cr. 1 to 3. SS. Prereq: Experience in 
teaching French. Intensive refresher course in written 
and oral French. May be repeated to a maximum of 
9 credits. Materials fee. 
Gre~k (Greek) 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken. 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields. 
German (Ger) 
401, 402. Advanced Composition and Conversation. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. 401: F. ; 402: S. Prereq: 401 : 302; 
402: 401 . Study of syntax, modes of expression . 
Intensive practice in composition and conversation 
based on selected read ings. Materials fee. 
440. Topics in German Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. F. 
Prereq: 302 or 322. Studies in periods, genres , or 
individual authors. May be repeated for different 
offerings to a maximum of 6 credits. Materials fee. 
441. Enlightenment-Storm and Stress (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 302 or 322. Readings in 
German literature of the Enlightenment and Storm 
and Stress periods. Materials fee . 
442. Classicism-Romanticism. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 302 or 322. Readings in 
German literature of the Classical and Romantic 
periods (to 1830). Materials fee. 
443. Nineteenth Century German Literature. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 302 or 322. 
Readings in German literature from 1830 to the turn 
of the century. Materials fee. 
444. Twentieth Century German Literature. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 302 or 322. 
Readings in German literature from the turn of the 
century to the present. Materials fee . 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
493. Workshop in Second Language Teaching 
(German). (1-3) Cr. 1 to 3. SS. Prereq: Experience in 
teaching German. Intensive refresher course in 
written and oral German. May be repeated to a 
maximum of 9 credits. Materials fee. 
Italian (Ital) 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
Latin (Latin) 
441, 442. Advanced Readings in Latin. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. 441 : F. ; 442: S. Prereq: 342. Study of individual 
authors or genres; intensive readings in the original 
supplemented by modern criticism and analysis in 
English . Authors and genres will vary; courses may 
be repeated to a maximum of 6 credits each . 
Materials fee. 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields. 
Portuguese (Port) 
440. Advanced Readings in Portuguese. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken . F.S. Prereq: 211 or equivalent. Study 
of individual authors, genres, or periods. Intensive 
readings in original Luse/Brazilian texts supple-
mented by modern criticism and analysis in English. 
Authors, genres, and periods will vary. Readings, 
discussion, and papers in Portuguese. Materials fee. 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
Russian (Rus) 
401, 402. Advanced Composition and Conversation. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. 401 : F.; 402: S. Prereq: 401 : 302; 
402: 401 . Writing , speaking , analysis of grammar. 
Materials fee. 
441, 442. Literary Masterpieces of the Nineteenth 
and Twentieth Centuries. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 441 : F. ; 
442: S. Prereq: 202. Study of representative works by 
leading authors of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. Materials fee. 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken. 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
Spanish (Span) 
Majors in Spanish are required to complete a 
minimum of 33 credits in courses numbered 
300 and above. These courses must include 
301, 302, 321, 322, 330, 331, 332, 401 , 402, 
and 6 credits in 400-level literature courses. 
101, 102. Elementary Spanish. (4-1) Cr. 4 each. 
101 : F. ; 102: S. Prereq: 192: 101 . Essentials of 
construction and vocabulary with an aural-oral 
approach and use of the language laboratory, within 
the context of Hispanic culture. Materials fee. 
330, 331, 332. Introduction to Hispanic Literature. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each . 330: F. ; 331 : S. ; 332: S. Prereq: 330: 
202; 331 : 330; 332: 330. Highl ights of Hispanic 
literature from the Middle Ages to the present; 
techniques of literary criticism. Lectures, discussion, 
and analysis of individual selections . 330: Peninsular 
literature from the earliest times to the Renaissance; 
331: Peninsular literature from the Renaissance to the 
present. 332: Spanish American literature from the 
earliest times to the present. Materials fee. 
401, 402. Advanced Composition and Conversation. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each . 401: F. ; 402: S. Prereq: 302. 
Intensive practice in composition and conversation . 
Development of idiomatic usage and effective 
expression of ideas. Increased emphasis on vocabu-
lary building , grammatical correctness, and 
compatibi lity of style and content. Materials fee. 
441. Spanish Literature of the Renaissance and the 
Golden Age. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 330. Alt. F. , offered 
1989. Discussion and analysis of representative 
works of Renaissance and Golden Age prose, 
drama, and poetry. May be repeated for different 
offerings to a maximum of 6 credits. Materials fee. 
442. Spanish Literature from Romanticism through 
Generation '98. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 330, 331 or 332. 
Alt. S., offered 1991 . Discussion and analysis of 
representative works, authors, and literary trends 
from Romanticism through Generation '98. May be 
repeated for different offerings to a maximum of 6 
credits. Materials fee. 
443. Topics in Peninsular Literature of the 20th 
Century. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 330 
or 331 . Topics include such themes as social protest 
in the post-war novel, modernism and surrealism in 
poetry and drama, etc . May be repeated for different 
offerings to a maximum of 6 credits. Materials fee. 
444. Trends and Major Figures in Literature of 
Spanish America from Colonial Times to 
Independence. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 330 or 332. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Study and analysis of representative 
works, literary schools, and movements of this 
period . May be repeated for different offerings to a 
maximum of 6 cred its . Materials fee. 
445. Trends and Major Figures in Literature of 
Spanish America from Post-Independence to the 
Present. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 330, 
331 or 332. Critical and analytical study of the 
foremost Spanish American narrative, poetry, and 
drama. May be repeated for different offerings to a 
maximum of 6 credits. Materials fee . 
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480. Seminar in Hispanic Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken. S. Prereq: 330, 331 or 332. Advanced 
study of a selected topic in Hispanic literature and 
li terary criticism. Materials fee . 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 1 to 6 each time taken. 
Prereq: Permission of department chair. Designed to 
meet the needs of students who seek work in areas 
other than those in which courses are offered , or 
who desire to integrate a study of literature or 
language with special problems in major fields . 
493. Workshop in Second Language Teaching 
(Spanish). (1-3) Cr. 1 to 3. SS. Prereq: Experience in 
teaching Spanish. Intensive refresher course in 
written and oral Spanish . May be repeated to a 
maximum of 9 credits . Materials fee . 
497. Spanish Syntax. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Structure of sentences, 
based on the Spanish Academy's system of gram-
matical analysis. Emphasis on problems faced by 
the Engl ish-speaking student. Materials fee. 
Special Courses in Foreign Languages 
(F Lng) 
491 . Linguistics for Foreign Language Teaching. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Reading knowledge of Latin or a 
modern Romance language. Phonetics, phonology, 
and morphology of French and Spanish. Theories of 
syntax and semantics. History and analysis of 
language teaching methods. Psychology of the 
foreign language learner. Selection and preparation 
of materials. 
492. History of the Romance Languages. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: Reading knowledge of 
Latin or a modern Romance language. From pre-
classical Latin to the modern Romance languages, 
emphasizing both internal history (changes in 
sounds and forms) and external history (the social , 
political, and geographic context in which the 
language is spoken). Methods of historical lin-
guistics. Readings in earliest texts . 
Forestry· 
Steven E. Jungst, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bensend (Emeritus), Hall , Hinz, 
Manwiller, McNabb, Mize, Scholtes, Schultz, 
Thomson (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Colletti, Countryman, 
Hopkins, Jungst, Kuo, Prestemon, Wray 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in forestry and minor work to 
students taking major work in other depart-
ments. Areas of specialization for the M.S. 
degree are: forest administration and manage-
ment, forest biology, forest biometry, forest 
economics and marketing, and wood science. 
Areas of specialization for the Ph.D. are: forest 
biology-wood science, forest biometry, and 
forest economics. This graduate program is 
open to and suitable for students who have 
majored in forestry or related natural resource 
fields. A nonthesis master's option is available. 
All students are required to teach and 
conduct research as part of their training for 
the Ph .D. degree. 
The department participates in the M.B.A. 
with specialization in agriculture program 
administered by the College of Business 
Administration providing an opportunity to 
obtain an M.B.A. degree wh ile taking some 
advanced courses in forestry and maintaining 
contact with the profession of forestry. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental majors in ecology and evo-
lutionary biology, plant physiology, and water 
resources and the interdepartmental minor in 
mineral resources. (See Index.) 
301 . Forest Ecology. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 201 , Bot 
207. Effects of genetic, physiological, and environ-
mental factors on processes underlying tree growth 
and forest community dynamics. 
302. Silviculture. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 301 . 
Manipulation of forest vegetation based on ecologi-
cal princ iples for the production of goods and 
services. 
341 . Forest Resource Inventory and Models. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Stat 104, Com S 107 and 6 credits in 
natural resources. Development of computer pro-
grams in BASIC relevant to the measurement of 
forest resources. Fundamental techniques in devel-
opment of computer models and examination of 
existing models dealing with forest resource man-
agement. Inventory techniques applicable to the 
various forest resources. Computer fee. 
342. Dynamics of Forest Stands. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 241 . Examination of factors affecting indi-
vidual tree and forest growth . Estimation of growth 
and yield of even-aged and all-aged stands. Review 
of simple linear regression and introduction to 
multiple regression . 
387. Timber Processing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 380. 
Wood machining , seasoning , and treating ; lumber 
grading and stress rating ; reconstituted wood prod-
ucts; chemical conversion of wood. 
388. Wood Use and Construction. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 380 or one professional course in student's 
major. Selection and application of forest products in 
building construction ; grading , building systems, 
fasteners. moisture control , basic preservation and 
durability of structures, thermal and acoustical 
systems, fire safety, wood finishing and mainte-
nance. codes and regulations, wood as a home 
heating fuel. 
407. Forest Influences and Watershed Management. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301 or a course in general 
biology. Discussion of the physical and biological 
phenomena associated with the production of water 
from forest and wildlands; the effect of vegetation 
management on the ecosystem and the hydrologic 
cycle; the influence of forests and wildlands on 
macro- and micro-climatic phenomena. The effect of 
atmospheric deposition and introduced chemicals 
on watershed processes. Fee for fie ld trip. 
*414. General Photogrammetry and Photo-
Interpretation. (Sur E 414) (2-3) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 3 
professional courses in student's major. Use of aerial 
and terrestrial photographs in resource management 
and research . Techniques of measurement, car-
tographic methods, and interpretation applicable to 
controlled photographs. Terminates at end of 11 
weeks. 
*445. Natural Resource Photogrammetry and Photo-
Interpretation. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 203. Use of 
aerial photos and remotely sensed imagery in 
resource management with emphasis on multiple-
use forestry. Training in techniques of photo mea-
surement, interpretation, and mapping plus 
procedures for forest inventory. Principles of remote 
sensing. 
451. Forest Resource Economics and Quantitative 
Methods. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 241 , Econ 201 , Math 
151. Appl ication of economic principles to forest 
resource management. Methods of identifying and 
specifying problems in the management and use of 
forest resources. Application of mathematical and 
statistical models to the solution of managerial 
problems. 
453. Forest Resource Policy. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
451 . Contemporary forest resource policies and 
issues. Processes involved in the formulation of 
public and private policy. Legal opportunities and 
restraints . Conflict resolution. Historical development 
of forest resource policy. 
454. Forest Resource Case Studies. (1-4) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 20 credits in forestry courses at 300 level or 
above. Integrated case studies of forest resources 
management to illustrate methods of synthesizing 
the economic, mathematical, biological , political , 
66 
and administrative principles discussed in preceding 
courses. Field trips and d iscussion sessions 
arranged . 
481 . Chemical Conversion of Wood. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 380. Chemical properties of 
wood; pulp and paper technology; other fiber 
products; cellulose derivatives. 
483. Wood Deterioration and Preservation. (Pl P 483) 
(2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F .. offered 1989. Prereq: 380. 
Deterioration by biological and physical agents of 
wood in use; wood preservation and fire retardant 
treatments. 
485. Adhesive Bonded Wood Products. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 380. Production of 
laminated wood , plywood , particleboard, medium 
density fiberboard ; includes wood variables, ad-
hesives, processes, use of wood residues , 
combining wood with other materials. 
486. Wood Drying. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 380. Movement of liquids and gases in 
wood; seasoning techniques; swelling and shrinkage 
of wood and dimensional stabilization treatments. 
498. Forest Administration. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 451. 
Personnel management styles and organizational 
structure as applied to forestry. Use of PERT and 
CPM in project administration. Use of effective 
communication techn iques. Methods of conflict 
resolution . Budgeting and finance management. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . S. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Reports of research and 
current literature. 
501 . Forest Tree Improvement and Genetics. (2-3) 
Cr. 3 or (3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: Gen 
320, Agron 421 . Genetic principles as they apply to 
selection and breeding of forest trees. Variation and 
genetic systems in trees, selection techniques, 
polyploidy, floral biology, cloning, hybridization tech-
niques, and operational tree improvement programs. 
504. Advanced Forest Biology and Silviculture. (3-3) 
Cr. 4. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 301 . Detailed 
analysis of factors and processes underlying forest 
and stand growth and development. Applications of 
this knowledge to forest culture. Discussions of 
regional silviculture . Experimentation in forest biol-
ogy. Fee for field trip. 
505. Forest Nursery Science. (2-5) Cr. 4. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 301 and 302. Techniques for 
producing forest tree seedlings in the conventional 
bare-root nursery and the controlled environment 
container facil ity. Emphasis on physiological basis 
with hands-on experience in cultural practices 
including asexual propagation. 
543. Forest Biometry. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: Stat 401 , permission of instructor. 
Development of volume and taper functions . Exam-
ination of measures of site quality and density and 
growth models. Application of sampling methods to 
forest research surveys. 
544. Advanced Forest Pest Management. (Pl P 544, 
Ent 544) See Plant Pathology. 
550. Advanced Quantitative Methods in Forestry. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F .. offered 1990. Prereq: One course 
in quantitative analysis or systems analysis . 
Advanced quantitative methods as applied to for-
estry management problems. Linear programming , 
dynamic programming , PERT/CPM. simulation, and 
other modeling techniques. 
570. Resource Allocation in Forestry. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 451 . Analytical approach to 
economic aspects of forest resource management 
problems. Current problems in the allocation of 
resources in forestry. Implications of current research 
for the analyst and manager. Computer fee . 
587. Advanced Topics in Wood Science. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 380. Recent contribu-
tions of research and technology to product devel-
opment. Areas of emphasis in basic and applied 
research . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time elected. 
Prereq: Permission of the instructor. 
A. Forest Biology 
B. Forest Biometry 
C. Forest and Recreation Economics 
D. Forest Management 
E. Wood Science 
G. Forest Photogrammetry 
I. Forest Recreation Resource Management 
J. Wood Anatomy and Microtechniques 
K. Wood Chemistry 
L. Wood Physics 
M. Wood in Structures 
594. Advanced Forest Resource Management. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 454. A seminar 
approach to the critical analysis of forest manage-
ment problems as exemplified in public agencies 
and private firms. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 8. 
A. Forest Biology 
B. Forest Biometry 
C. Forest and Recreation Economics 
D. Forest Management and Administration 
E. Wood Science 
C<;>urses for Graduate Students, major or 
mmor 
601. Research Methods. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Forestry 
graduate student orientation. Scientific method; 
project and study planning; preparation and critical 
analysis of study plans. Communication of research 
results. Institutional factors in research. 
602. Advanced Topics in Forest Biology. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Presentation of 
papers and discussions of topics on selected areas 
in advanced forest biology. May be taken up to three 
times for credit. 
603. Tree Growth and Development. (4-0) Cr. 4. Alt. 
S. , offered 1990. Prereq: 301 or a course in plant 
physiology. Integration of vascular plant anatomy, 
nutrition, metabolism, and growth regulation specific 
to woody plants. Major topics include woody plant 
~eristems, structure and function , water relations, 
internal carbon cycle, and growth regulation. 
654. Advanced Topics in Forest Economics. (1-0) 
Cr. 1. Alt . S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 451. Discussion 
and presentation of advanced forest economic 
problems with particular attention to recent theories 
and applications. Emphasis on applications of micro 
and macro economic principles to forest resource 
allocation and long range planning. May be taken 
twice for credit. 
688. Formation of Wood. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 380. Structure of cell wall in woody 
plants. Measures of wood quality; environment as 
related to quality. Structure as related to the physical 
properties of wood. 
696. Seminar in Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Bot 696) See Botany. 
699. Research. Cr. 1 to 8. 
A. Forest Biology-Wood Science 
B. Forest Biometry 
C. Forest Economics 
D. Forest Management and Administration 
E. Wood Science 
F Plant Physiology 
General Graduate 
Studies 
(Interdepartmental Program) 
Supervisory Committee: P. M . Keith , Chair; 
J. S. Ruebel (Arts and Humanities), E. C . 
Powell (Biological Sciences), C . 0. Hausafus 
(Family and Consumer Sciences Studies), 
L. W. Glass (General), E. C . Jones (Inter-
national Development Studies), A. V. Pohm 
(Physical Sciences), S. A. Crase, (Social 
Sciences) 
The degree master of science or master of 
arts with major in general graduate studies is 
available to graduate students who wish to 
have a more diversified program of advanced 
study than that generally permitted students 
who specialize in a single subject. Students 
must take courses in three different graduate 
subject matter areas, each subject contribut-
ing a minimum of nine credits toward the 35 
graduate credits required for the degree. 
Courses which may be used for credit toward 
this degree program are selected from those 
listed in the Graduate College Catalog for 
graduate credit. 
Both thesis and nonthesis options are avail-
able. If the thesis option is chosen , a 
minimum of three credits in Gr St 699 
(Research) is required and a maximum of five 
credits in Gr St 699 may be counted in the 
total of 35 required credits. If the nonthesis 
option is elected , evidence of original creative 
effort must be presented. This may be in the 
form of a demonstration of independent 
creativity such as a written report of labora-
tory, field, or library research; a project in fine 
arts; or some other original contribution 
acceptable to the student's committee. In the 
nonthesis option a minimum of three c redits in 
Gr St 599 (Creative Component) is required 
and a maximum of five credits in Gr St 599 
may be counted toward the total of 35 
graduate cred its . 
The student, in consultation with the program 
of study committee , will decide on the option . 
The committee also aids the student in 
planning a program of study and in selecting 
appropriate courses . 
Foreign language requirements, if any, will be 
decided by the student's committee. 
Students who wish to apply for admission to 
general graduate studies shou ld communi-
cate with the chair of the supervisory 
committee or one of its members (see above). 
Fall semester admission to this program is 
preferred . Applications should be submitted 
by March 15. 
Courses for Graduate Students 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
600. Examination only. Cr. R. 
680. Continuous Registration. Cr. R. 
699. Thesis Research. Cr. var. 
Genetics 
Alan G. Atherly, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Atherly, Gendel, Girton , Hallberg , 
Hoffmann, Hol lander (Emeritus), lmsande, 
Miller, Palmer, Pattee, Peterson , Pollak, 
Robertson , Shoemaker, Stadler, Welshans 
Associate Members: Ford, Hack, Lee, Myers, 
Schnable 
The department offers the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy with a major 
in genetics. Both degrees require extensive 
research. The object of the program is to 
provide the student with a strong theoretical 
preparation in both modern molecular genet-
ics and classical genetics . The prerequisite 
for major work is the completion of a thorough 
undergraduate curriculum in a biological 
science, a physical science, or in agriculture 
with evidence of excellent scholarship and 
aptitude for scientific research. 
Students have the opportunity to perform 
research in such areas as maize, Drosophila, 
soybean, population, statistical , microbial, bio-
chemical, developmental genetics, and plant 
cell culture and genetics. The Department of 
Genetics works closely with the departments 
of Agronomy, Animal Science, Biochemistry 
and Biophysics, Botany, Forestry, Horticulture, 
Mathematics, Microbiology, Statistics, and Zo-
ology, and the College of Veterinary Medicine. 
It also participates in the interdepartmental 
program in immunobiology and the inter-
departmental major in MCDB (molecular, 
cellular, and developmental biology). It is 
possible to take a minor in any of the 
aforementioned areas. In addition, if the 
research interest is in the area of cell biology 
and genetics, MCDB students may perform 
their thesis work in the Department of 
Genetics. 
Graduate students are provided with experi-
ence in lecturing and other aspects of 
teaching. Each student with a graduate 
assistantship leads regular problem and dis-
cussion sections for undergraduate genetics 
courses ; advanced graduates deliver occa-
sional lectures in these same classes. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
**420. (505 DL) Molecular Genetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 330. The principles of molecular genetics: 
gene structure and function at the molecular level , 
including regulation of gene expression, genetic 
rearrangement, and the organization of genetic 
information in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 
**430. (545 DL) Advanced Genetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 330. The fundamental areas of genetics, 
including transmission genetics, molecular genetics, 
developmental genetics, population genetics, and 
human genetics. Designed to follow 330. 
**460. (515 DL) Mathematical Genetics. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
S. Prereq: Knowledge of elementary algebra and 
320 or 330. Pollak. Probability theory and its 
application to Mendelian, population and quantitative 
genetics. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
**505. (420 DL) Molecular Genetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 330. The principles of molecular genetics: 
gene structure and function at the molecular level , 
including regulation of gene expression, genetic 
rearrangement, and the organization of genetic 
information in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 
**515. (460 DL) Mathematical Genetics. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
S. Prereq: Knowledge of elementary algebra and 
320 or 330. Pollak. Probabi lity theory and its 
application to Mendelian, population, and quan-
titative genetics. 
520. Genetic Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 330, 
BB 405. Strategies and methods of gene cloning , 
restriction endonuclease mapping, southern 
hybridization, isolation and manipulation of plasmid 
DNA, and detection of specific genes in bacteria. 
520L. Genetic Engineering Lab. (B B 520L) (0-9) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 330, B B 405 and permission of 
instructor. Laboratory methods of gene cloning , 
restriction endonuclease mapping , southern 
hybridization, manipulation of plasmids, and detec-
tion of specific genes. 
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530. Developmental Genetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 430. Genetics of developmental 
processes; the molecular structure and function of 
developmental regulatory genes. Techniques of 
genetic analysis of developmental systems. 
534. Molecular Development and Differentiation. 
(Zoo I 534) See Zoology. 
535. Laboratory in Cytogenetics. (0-6) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 430 and Bot 444. Palmer. 
Laboratory methods and techniques for 
cytogenetical research, with emphasis on plants. 
536, 537. Genetic Statistics. (Stat 536, 537) See 
Statistics . 
**545. (430 DL) Advanced Genetics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 330. The fundamental areas of genetics, 
including transmission genetics , molecular genetics, 
developmental genetics, population genetics, and 
human genetics. 
550. Population Genetics. (An S 550) See Animal 
Science. 
**562. (462 DL) Evolutionary Genetics. (Zool 562 
DL) See Zoology. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 330 or 320. 
**See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
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Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Genetics of Bacteria and Bacteriophage. (Micro 
610) See Microbiology. 
615. Molecular Immunology. (B B 615) See 
Biochemistry and Biophysics. 
620. Advanced Molecular Genetics. (Micro 620) (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 330; BB 405 and 
permission of instructor. Gendel. Detailed analysis of 
procaryotic and some eucaryotic genetic material at 
the molecular level including: replication, transcrip-
tion, repair, recombination, control of gene 
expression (bacterial and viral), and genetic en-
gineering using restriction endonucleases. 
621. Somatic Cell Genetics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 330 or 320 and BB 405. 
Stadler. The use of mammalian and plant somatic 
cells in modern genetic research . Establishment and 
characterization of primary cell cultures and perma-
nent cell lines. Mutagenesis, cell fusion theory, 
analysis of cell hybrids , and recent advances in 
somatic cell genetics. 
625. Cytogenetics and Advanced Plant Genetics. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 430 or 545. 
Robertson. An analysis of chromosomes and their 
involvement in crossing over, chromosomal aberra-
tions, polyploidy and plant evolution . Gene 
regu lation , cytoplasmic inheritance, and genetic 
control of meiosis in plants. 
675. Nucleic Acid Structure and Function. (B B 675) 
See Biochemistry and Biophysics. 
690. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . F.S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Reports of research 
and current literature. 
696. Seminar in Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Bot 696) See Botany. 
698. Seminar in Molecular, Cellular, and 
Developmental Biology. (MCDB 698) See Molecular, 
Cellular, and Developmental Biology. 
699. Research. 
Geodesy and Photogrammetry 
For description of courses, see Civil 
Engineering. 
Geological and 
Atmospheric 
Sciences 
Karl E. Seifert, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Chen, Cody, Deluca, Eaton, 
Hussey (Emeritus), Jacobson, Lemish, 
Nordlie, Rahman, Richardson, Roy (Emeritus), 
Seifert, Takle, Vondra, Windom, Yarger 
Associate Members: Nathan, Spry, Vaughan 
The department offers programs leading to 
the master of science and doctor of philoso-
phy with majors in earth science, geology, 
and meteorology. Program options are avail-
able for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in earth 
science leading to careers in teaching, and 
with the cooperation of the Department of 
Civil Engineering, an area of specialization in 
geodesy and photogrammetry. The depart-
ment also cooperates in the interdepartmental 
major in water resources and in the inter-
departmental minors in mineral resources and 
technology and social change (see Index). 
Students desiring a major in the above fields 
normally will have a strong undergraduate 
background in the physical and mathematical 
sciences. Individuals desiring to enter a 
graduate program are evaluated by consider-
ing their undergraduate background and 
performance and their expressed goals. 
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Programs of study are designed on an 
individual basis in accordance with require-
ments of the Graduate College and 
established requ irements for each departmen-
tal major. Minor work is normally taken in 
aerospace engineering , chemistry, computer 
science, engineering mechanics, mathemat-
ics, metallurgy, physics, soils, soils 
engineering, or statistics. Departmental re-
quirements provide a strong , broad 
backg round in the major and allow consider-
able flexibi lity in the program of each 
individual. 
A dissertation is required of all Ph.D. candi-
dates. M.S. students normally are required to 
complete a thesis , although a nonthesis 
option is offered for the M.S. degree in earth 
science and in meteorology. The department 
requires all graduate students to do some 
teaching as part of their preparation for an 
advanced degree. 
Geography (Geog) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
324. Cultural Geography. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Rahman. 
Origin , distribution, and influence of cultural pro-
cesses such as discovery, invention, evolution , and 
diffusion of phenomena on the landscape. 
490. Independent Study. Cr. 2 each time taken. 
Prereq: 2 credits in geography; permission of 
instructor. Rahman. 
495. Field Study. Cr. 4 to 6. S. Prereq: 2 credits in 
geography, permission of instructor. Correlated read-
ings and field work. Field trip to a selected region in 
the U.S. or abroad to study cultural or physical 
geographic relationships, usually scheduled for the 
period between fall and spring semesters. Written 
report requ ired. 
Geology (Geol) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
302. Summer Field Studies. Cr. 6 to 8. SS. Prereq: 
102. Vondra. Areal mapping; structural, stratigraphic, 
and geomorphologic analyses. Written reports with 
appropriate illustrations required . An 8-week summer 
field course required of all geology majors. Summer 
camp fee. 
311 . Mineralogy and Crystallography I. (1 -3) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 100 or 301, Chem 163. Cody, Spry. Introduc-
tion to mineral classification, elementary crystal logra-
phy, crystal morphology. Laboratory involves 
problems in crystallography, mineral identification, 
and x-ray diffraction . Materials fee. 
312. Mineralogy and Crystallography II. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 311 . Windom. Chemistry, structure, and 
genesis of common rock-forming minerals. 
312L. Optical Mineralogy. (0-3) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 311, 
credit or enrollment in 312. Spry. Introduction to 
using the microscope for mineral identification. 
Optical properties of minerals in immersion oils and 
in thin section . Materials fee. 
356. Structural Geology. (2-4) Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 100 or 301; Phys 111 or 221 (preferred), 
Math 165. Jacobson. Description and classification 
of structures in sedimentary, metamorphic, and 
igneous rocks . Introduction to mechanical principles 
as related to deformational behavior of rock bodies 
in different environments . Laboratory includes ap-
plication of geometrical techniques to solve 
structural problems; emphasizes map interpretation 
and use of stereonet and computer methods. 
Materials fee. 
365, 366. Petrology. 365: (3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. F. , offered 
1990; 366: (3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
365: 312, 312L, 302; 366: 365. Staff. Nature and 
origin of rocks as a function of environmental 
conditions. Emphasis on description of rocks and on 
the conditions under which they form. Laboratory 
involves characterization of rocks in hand specimen 
and in th in sections. 365: Igneous rocks, introduction 
to sedimentary processes. 366: Sedimentary and 
metamorphic rocks. Materials, computer fee. 
380. Solid Earth Geophysics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: Math 165, Phys 221 , Geol 100 
or 301. Physics of the earth. Earthquake seismology 
and seismicity, geomagnetism, paleomagnetism, the 
gravitational field , marine geophysics, and plate 
tectonics. Materials fee. 
400. Advanced Field Geology. Cr. 6 to 8. SS. Prereq: 
302. Vondra. An 8-week field course for advanced 
geology majors emphasizing advanced field tech-
niques and providing students with experience in 
analyzing geologic field problems. Summer camp 
fee. 
471 . Sedimentation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 302 and an introductory statistics course . 
Vondra. Source, dispersal, accumulation , and di-
agenesis of sediments in terrestrial , transitional, and 
marine environments. Field trips. Materials fee. 
475. Geomorphology and Pleistocene Geology. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 100 or 301 or 
equivalent experience. Weathering, erosion and 
sediment production ; analysis of landforms and 
processes in fluvial, arid/semiarid glacial , periglacial , 
karst, coastal, and volcanic environments. Field trips. 
*475L. (575L DL) Geomorphology Laboratory. (0-3) 
Cr. 1. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 475L:100 or 301 , 
credit or enrollment in 475;575L: credit or enrollment 
in 585 . Geomorphic , litholog ic, and structural inter-
pretation of remote sensing data. Labs emphasize 
interpretation of geologic features using air pho-
tographs and satel li te imagery and the development 
of applied related cartographic skills: map design, 
compilation , drafting, lettering, and map reproduc-
tion . Materials fee. 
481 . Earth Resources. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 
1990. Prereq: 365 . .Staff. Review of major processes 
which concentrate economically important materials 
in the earth . Nature and origin of metall ic and 
nonmetallic ore deposits, petroleum, and coal. 
Laboratory emphasizes the study of economic 
minerals from metallic deposits. Materials fee. 
488. Global Geology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 1990. 
Prereq: 302, 356, 366, 471 , 475. Staff. Geologic 
evolution of selected regions as interpreted from 
structural , stratigraphic , lithologic, and geomorphic 
relationships. Emphasis on developing an integrated 
approach to solving geologic problems. 
Primarily for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
505. Geology of Mineral Resources (Mn Rs 505) See 
Mineral Resources. 
506. Geology Field Trip. Cr. 2 each time taken . F.S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification. Staff. Geology of 
selected regions studied by correlated readings, 
followed by a field trip to points of geologic interest. 
Ten day field trip. Required of all students in 
graduate degree programs.Field trip fee. 
507. Mineral Resources Field Trip. (Mn Rs 507) See 
Mineral Resources. 
511. Geohydrology I: Groundwater. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 475, 475L. The occurrence and 
distribution of groundwater; geology of aquifer types; 
case studies. Laboratory emphasizes the use of 
geophysical methods and computer modeling to 
characterize subsurface water systems. Materials, 
computer fee. 
512. Geohydrology II: Aqueous Chemistry. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 475, Chem 164 or 
equivalent background in chemistry. Richardson, 
Cody. Processes affecting the chemistry of natural 
waters, with particular emphasis on water-rock 
interactions; chemical weathering; formation and 
characteristics of clay minerals. Laboratory empha-
sizes the characterization of clay minerals and 
analysis of natural waters. Materials fee. 
532. Geochemistry. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 541 ; physical chem-
istry recommended. Richardson . Thermodynamic 
and kinetic methods for interpreting geochemical 
processes and environments. Emphasis on pro-
cesses of interest to petrologists; phase relations in 
binary systems, kinetics of crystal lization, isotopic 
systematics, hydrothermal systems, planetary evolu-
tion. Computer modeling. 
541 . Mineral Chemistry and Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 312, 312L. Windom. Funda-
mentals of crystal chemistry and application to 
common rock-forming minerals , especially silicates. 
Chemical bonding , polyhedral packing , crystallogra-
phy, mineral genesis and metamorphism, physical 
properties of minerals. 
542L. Optical Mineralogy. (0-3) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 312, 
credit or enrollment in 312L. Spry. Introduction to 
using the microscope for mineral identification. 
Optical properties of minerals in immersion oi ls and 
in thin section. Materials fee . 
543. Microanalysis of Geologic Materials. (1-3) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: 541 and permission of instructor. Staff. 
Theory and operation of the electron microprobe with 
emphasis on the analysis of geologic materials. 
Sample preparation, data acquisition and data 
correction schemes utilizing both energy dispersive 
and wavelength dispersive x-ray detection systems. 
Class size strictly limited to 12. 
550. Advanced Structural Geology. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 356. Jacobson. Principles of 
stress and strain; folding, faulting, development of 
schistosity and lineation ; deformation mechanisms 
and flow laws; development and tectonic implica-
tions of crystallographic preferred orientations. Lab 
includes descriptive geometry, use of the stereonet, 
and computer applications. Materials fee . 
561. Sedimentary Petrology. (1-4) Cr. 3. Alt. S , 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 511. Origin, diagenesis, and 
petrologic implications of sedimentary rocks. Mate-
rials fee . 
562. Igneous Petrology. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 532. Nordlie, Seifert, Windom. Consid-
eration of physical and chemical evidence of the 
origin and evolution of igneous rocks; nature of 
crustal and mantle course regions ; physical proper-
ties of magmas, behavior of major and minor trace 
elements during melting and crystallization pro-
cesses. Emphasis will be placed on modern theories 
of magmatic processes. Laboratory involves micro-
scopic examination of igneous rocks in thin section, 
computer applications. Materials, computer fee . 
564. Metamorphic Petrology. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991. Prereq: 541 , 532. Jacobson. Mineral 
assemblages and textures of contact , dynamic and 
regionally metamorphosed rocks; processes of re-
crystallization and deformation as functions of 
environmental conditions; regional patterns of meta-
morphic belts. Laboratory involves microscopic 
examination of metamorphic rocks in thin section , 
computer applications. Materials fee. 
571. Principles of Stratigraphy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq.· 412, 471 . Vondra. Basic 
concepts in stratigraphy, stratigraphic subdivision 
and nomenclature, correlation , facies and facies 
analysis, sedimentary tectonics, and basin analysis. 
575. Geomorphology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. 
Prereq: 471 , 475. Processes and forms in surficial 
systems. Emphasis on fluvial and glacial systems. 
*575L. (475L DL) Geomorphology Laboratory. (0-3) 
Cr. 1. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 475L: 100 or 301, 
credit or enrollment in 475; 575L: credit or enroll-
ment in 575. Geomorphic , lithologic, and structural 
interpretation of remote sensing data. Labs empha-
size interpretation of geologic features using air 
photographs and satellite imagery and the develop-
ment of applied related cartographic skills: map 
design, compilation , drafting , lettering, and map 
reproduction. Materials fee . 
576. Clastic Sedimentation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 571. Vondra. Interpretation of 
elastic sedimentary rocks to infer processes, en-
vironments, and tectonic settings under which they 
formed . Major elastic facies of selected regions 
studied and analyzed . Field trips. Materials fee . 
578. Chemical Sedimentation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 511 . Cody. Survey of the origin 
and characteristics of recent and ancient chemical 
sediments: clays, carbonates, phosphates, zeolites, 
and sulfates. Materials fee . 
582. Economic Geology. (2-1) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 
1989. Prereq: 366. Spry. Major processes which 
concentrate economically important materials in the 
earth , particularly the nature and origin of metallic 
ore deposits. Geochemical conditions of ore forma-
tion using stable isotopes, flu id inclusions, and 
sulfide stability studies. Laboratory emphasizes the 
study of economic minerals from metallic deposits. 
Materials fee . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
A. Geomorphology 
B. Stratigraphy 
C. Sedimentation 
0 . Paleontology 
E. Petrology 
F. Structural Geology 
G. Geochemistry 
H. Water Resources 
I. Earth Science 
J. Mineral Resources 
K. Geophysics 
L. Mineralogy 
595. Seminar. Cr. R. F.S. Prereq: Senior or graduate 
classification. Weekly seminar on topics of current 
research interest. All students in graduate degree 
programs must enro ll during each semester in 
residence. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
611 . Seminar in Geohydrology. Cr. 2 to 4 each time 
taken . F. Prereq: 511 or 512. 
641 . Seminar in Earth Materials. Cr. 2 to 4 each time 
taken . F. Prereq: 532, 541, or 564. 
652. Seminar in Geotectonics. Cr. 2 to 4 each time 
taken. S. Prereq: 550. 
671 . Seminar in Sedimentation and Stratigraphy. 
Cr. 2 to 4 each time taken . Prereq: 571 or 578. 
674. Seminar in Surficial Geology. Cr. 2 to 4 each 
time taken. Prereq: 575. 
682. Seminar in Economic Geology. Cr. 2 to 4 each 
time taken. Prereq .· 581 . 
699. Research. Cr. var. 
A. Geomorphology 
B. Stratigraphy 
C. Sedimentation 
0 . Paleontology 
E. Petrology 
F. Structural Geology 
G. Geochemistry 
H. Water Resources 
I. Earth Science 
J. Mineral Resources 
K. Geophysics 
L. Mineralogy 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Meteorology (Mteor) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
301. General Meteorology I. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
Math 166 or 176, Phys 222. Global and vertical 
distribution of temperature, wind, and atmospheric 
constituents; atmospheric thermodynamics, radiative 
transfer, global energy balance, storms and clouds. 
301 L. Weather Observations Laboratory. (0-2) Cr. 1. 
S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 301. Cloud 
classification , measurement of wind , temperature, 
pressure, solar radiation, visibility and humidity. 
Materials fee . 
302. General Meteorology II. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
301. Fluid processes in the atmosphere; conserva-
tion laws for mass, energy, and momentum; geo-
strophic and gradient flow; vorticity and' general 
circulation . 
302L. Synoptic Laboratory I. (0-3) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 
301, credit or enrollment in 302. Concepts of weather 
map plotting and analysis . Introduction to forecasting 
and to the use of real-time UNIDATA computer 
products. Computer fee, materials fee. 
341. Atmospheric Physics I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Phys 222, credit or enrollment in Math 266. Basic 
laws of thermodynamics, thermodynamics of water 
vapor, mixtures of gases, stability, hydrostatics, cloud 
physics. 
342. Atmospheric Physics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
341 . Precipitation physics, radar, atmospheric radia-
tion, atmospheric optics, atmospheric electricity. 
406. Climates of the Continents. (Agron 406) See 
Agronomy. 
443. Dynamic Meteorology I. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
341 . Conservation laws, governing equations, cir-
culation and vorticity, planetary boundary layer. 
454. Dynamic Meteorology II . (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
443. Development of quasigeostrophic theory. Nu-
merical prediction methods and linear perturbation 
theory. Applications to midlatitude synoptic systems. 
454L. Synoptic Laboratory II. (0-4) Cr. 2. F. Prereq. 
Credit or enrollment in 454 . Current weather forecast-
ing and discussion. Analysis exercises based on 
UNIDATA computer products to relate physical and 
dynamic theory to the structure and behavior of the 
midlatitude synoptic-scale cyclone. Computer fee , 
materials fee . 
455. Dynamic Meteorology Ill. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
454. Jets and frontogenesis, synoptic-scale storm 
development, severe weather, survey of tropics , and 
general circulation. 
455L. Synoptic Laboratory Ill. (0-6) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 
Credit or enrollment in 455. Real-time computer 
analysis of current weather. Studies in jet-stream and 
frontal structure, development of su rface pressure 
features , severe weather. Computer fee, materials 
fee . 
*481 . (581 DL) Mathematical Methods for the 
Atmospheric Sciences. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Applications of 
asymptotic analysis, regular and singular perturba-
tion theory, asymptotic expansion of integrals, 
boundary layer theory, WKB theory, and multiple-
scale analysis in solution of linear and nonlinear 
equations in atmospheric dynamics, atmospheric 
physics, and geophysical fluid dynamics . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor, open to qualified 
undergraduates 
505. Microclimatology. (Agron 505) See Agronomy. 
528. Atmospheric Physics. (Phys 528) See Physics . 
542. Physical Meteorology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , offered 
1989. Prereq: 342, Math 266, Phys 222. Planetary 
atmospheres, radiative equilibrium models, radiative 
transfer, the upper atmosphere, remote sounding 
from satellites. 
543, 544. Advanced Dynamic Meteorology I, II. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. yr., offered 1990-91 . Prereq: 543: 455; 
544: 543 . 543: Governing equations , scale analysis, 
simple types of wave motion in the atmosphere, 
instability theory. 544: General circulation and 
dynamics of zonally symmetric circulations, atmo-
spheric energetics, nonlinear dynamics of planetary 
waves. 
561 . Geophysical Fluid Dynamics . (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 455 or EM 378 or ME 335 or 
Phys 361. Basic concept of rotating fluid dynamics, 
governing equations and boundary conditions, dy-
namics of vortic ity, potential vorticity and geostrophic 
motion, wave motion in a rotating system, dynamics 
of Ekman and Stewartson layersocean circulation. 
571. Cloud Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 342 or Phys 304 . Thermodynamics of phase 
change and nucleation, condensation nuclei and ice 
nuclei , diffusional growth of cloud drops and ice 
crystals , accretional growth of cloud drops and ice 
particles, precipitation physics. 
*581. (481 DL) Mathematical Methods for the 
Atmospheric Sciences. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Solution 
methods for linear and nonlinear equations in 
atmospheric dynamics, atmospheric physics, and 
geophysical fluid dynamics. Asymptotic analysis, 
regular and singular perturbation theory. Emphasis 
on asymptotic expansion of integrals, boundary layer 
theory, WKB theory, and multiple-scale analysis. 
More advanced problem sets and more assignments 
requiring an advanced background in meteorology 
than 481 . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. Var. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
605. Micrometeorology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 
1989. Prereq: 443. Atmospheric boundary layer, 
structure and dynamics. Turbulence, soil influences, 
measurements and empirical relations for wind and 
temperature profiles near the ground. Simulation of 
boundary layer structure and dynamics. 
641. Atmospheric Radiation. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: Math 266. Solar and terrestrial 
radiation, radiative transfer equation, Stokes param-
eters, polarization. 
699. Research . Cr. var. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
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Gerontology 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
J. M. Mercier, Coordinator 
The gerontology program is designed for 
students desiring careers in aging-related 
fie lds and for students interested in improving 
their understanding of the aged in American 
society. Students are expected to take 
courses to develop the necessary inter-
disciplinary breadth wh ich , in combination 
with other discip linary training , can prepare 
them to work with the aged . 
Work is offered for the interdepartmental 
gerontology program with the following de-
partments participating : Architecture , 
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Economics, 
Family Environment, Family and Consumer 
Sciences Education, Food and Nutrition , 
Physical Education, Pol itical Science, Profes-
sional Studies in Education (Adult Education), 
Psychology, Sociology and Anthropology, 
Speech Communication , and Textiles and 
Clothing . 
A declared graduate minor in gerontology 
consists of a minimum of 12 credits taken from 
a list of acceptable courses , and from at least 
two departments. Nine of these 12 credits will 
be in courses focused specifically on aging. 
At least one member of the gerontology forum 
will be on a student's advisory committee; th is 
person must be at least an associate member 
of the Graduate Faculty for a master's commit-
tee and a full member for a doctoral 
committee. Because gerontology is a rapidly 
developing area, departments participating in 
the minor and specific course offerings may 
change in the future. Contact the coordinator 
for information and for the list of courses in 
the graduate minor. 
History 
And rejs Plakans, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Apt, Bennett, Cravens, Dobson , 
Geiger (Emeritus), Keller, Kottman, Lowitt , 
Marcus, McCarthy, McJimsey, Plakans, 
Schofield , Schwieder, Wilson, Wilt 
Associate Members: Avraamides , Madison, 
Osborn , Rawson, Whitaker, Zaring 
The department offers work for the master of 
arts degree with major in history, for the 
master of arts and doctor of philosophy 
degrees with major in history of technology 
and science, for the doctor of philosophy 
degree with major in agricultural history and 
rural stud ies, and minor work for students 
majoring in other departments. For admission 
and dgree requ irements for work in history of 
technology and science, and in agricultural 
history and rural studies, request separate 
department brochures . 
Normally, graduate students in history take 
courses at the 500 and 600 level , but they 
may also take any 400-level course except 
490 and 495 for major graduate credit. No 
more than 12 credits of 400-level courses , 
however, may be used toward the minimum 
cred its requ ired for a graduate degree. Addi-
tional work is required for graduate credit in 
400-level courses. Courses in the M.A. and 
70 
Ph.D. degree programs may also be taken for 
minor credit by students majoring in other 
departments. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minors in Latin American 
studies and technology and social change 
(see Index). 
Most history graduate courses are either 
proseminars or seminars. Proseminars ac-
quaint students with the historical literature of 
a field and prepare them for careers in 
teaching and research . Seminars requ ire 
students to conduct original historical re-
search and to write extensive research papers 
reporting the results. 
The M.A. in history. For the M.A. in history, 
students may elect a thesis or a non-thesis 
program. A minimum of 30 cred its of accept-
able work is required , at least 21 of which 
must be in history courses above the 300 
level. A student shall demonstrate proficiency 
in the use of a research tool such as a foreign 
language, statistics , computer programming , 
or the like, as prescribed by his or her 
advisory committee. The M.A. in history 
program serves as the basis for continued 
study in history, law, or business; preparation 
for teaching in high school or jun ior college; 
preparation for government service ; or as part 
of a general education. See the departmental 
brochure on the M.A. in history for a full 
discussion of the requirements . 
The M.A. and Ph.D. in history of 
technology and science. The graduate pro-
gram in the history of technology and science 
examines the role of technology and science 
in the formation of modern societies and their 
attitudes toward people and the world . The 
program is structured in a sequence of 
courses lead ing to the M.A. and Ph.D. 
degrees. Since these courses approach their 
subject in the context of social and cu ltural 
change, they are also open to and appropri-
ate for students in engineering , the sciences, 
science education , and science journal ism. 
For a thorough description of the program 
requirements , see the department's brochure 
on the history of technology and science 
program. 
The Ph.D. in agricultural history and rural 
studies. The program is designed as a Ph .D. 
program, but students without an M.A. in 
history will be expected to qualify for the 
departmental M.A. in history whi le progressing 
toward the doctorate. In some cases , the M.A. 
may be recommended as the terminal degree. 
Thirty semester hours of graduate credit are 
required for the M.A. and 72 for the Ph.D. 
Students who continue beyond the M.A. are 
expected to pass an admittance-to-doctoral-
candidacy examination, complete a d isserta-
tion, and defend it orally in the Ph .D. final 
examination. See the departmental brochure 
on the program for a full description of 
requirements. 
The following short list of the department's 
graduate courses is organized by areas of 
emphasis; see the main listing for complete 
descriptions. Courses at the 500 level are 
taken by graduate students (major or minor) 
and , occasionally, by qualified undergradu-
ates; those at the 600 level are taken by 
graduate students (major or minor) only. 
Europe: 512 series, 594 series. 
Asia, Latin America: 510, 513, 592, 595. 
United States: 511 series, 593 series. 
Technology and Science: 570, 572, 57 4, 
575, 576, 577, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 
606, 607. 
Agriculture and Rural Studies: 550, 552 
series, 554 series, 556, 608, 609. 
Topical: 514, 580, 583 series, 590, 597, 598, 
699. 
401. Ancient Near East. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Avraamides. 
Political , socio-economic, artistic, and religious his-
tory of ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt. 
*402, 403. Ancient Greece and Rome. (Cl St 402, 
403) (3-0) Cr. 3 each. F.S. Avraamides. 402: Ancient 
Greece from the Bronze Age to the Hellenistic 
Kingdoms; the evolution of the Greek polis and its 
cultural contributions. 403: Ancient Rome from the 
founding of the city of Rome to the rise and decline 
of the Roman Empire; its political and administrative 
institutions and cultural contributions. 
*405, 406. History of Medieval Western Europe. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each. F.S. Madison. Development of political , 
economic, and social institutions. 405: Early and 
Central Middle Ages, 284-1050. 406: High and Late 
Middle Ages, 1050-1500. 
408. Europe, 1500-1648. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Zaring. The Northern Renaissance; the Church 
and Luther; Protestant reform and Roman-Catholic 
counter-reform; social , cultural, and economic 
changes; Spain in triumph and decline; religious 
wars and the emergence of France. 
410. 19th Century Europe. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Apt. 
Nationalism, revolution , and war. 
*411, 412. Contemporary Europe. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 
F.S. Wilt. 411 : Europe from the 1890s to the 1930s. 
412: Europe since the 1930s with emphasis on the 
origins, course, and effects of World War II. 
414. European Cultural and Intellectual History. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Apt .. A study of the 
perennial ideas: nature, man, God, society, history 
and creativity, from Dante to Sartre. 
417. European Society and the Industrial Revolution. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Plakans. England 
and the continent during the period of European 
industrialization (1750-1900), with emphasis on the 
relationship between industrial and social change. 
419. History of Modern France. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Apt. From absolutism to revolution and 
the rise of modern democracy. 
420. History of the Mediterranean. (3-0) Cr. 3. Apt. 
Spain, Italy, and Portugal from the Renaissance to 
the present. 
*421, 422. History of Russia. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Rawson. 421 : Russia to 1850. Origins of the Russian 
people; Byzantine influences; Mongol invasion; rise 
of Moscow; advent of Westernization. 422: Russia 
since 1850. The role of autocracy; era of reforms; 
conflict between state and society; revolution; trans-
formation of society in the Soviet period; the USSR 
as a world power. 
424. History of Modern Germany. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Wilt. Cultural , economic, and political 
developments in nineteenth and twentieth century 
Germany. 
426. Nationalism and Communism in Eastern 
Europe. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Plakans. A survey of nationalist 
movements, nation-building, and the communist 
revolutions in Eastern Europe in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. 
*427, 428. Medieval England. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. F.S. 
Madison. Medieval English society and government 
examined through contemporary sources in transla-
tion . Legal and constitutional developments 
emphasized. 427: Anglo-Saxon, Norman, and 
Angevin England, c. 342-1189. 428: Plantagenet, 
Lancastrian, and Yorkist England, 1189-c. 1509. 
*430, 431. Modern England. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. 
F.S., offered 1989-90. Zaring. 430: England from 
1688 to 1830. Political, social, cultural , economic 
development; England as a great power. 
431 : England since 1830. Parliamentary and constitu-
tional development; social reform and economic 
change; imperial Britain; the welfare state. 
441. History of Modern Mexico and Central America. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Osborn. Political , economic, and 
social development of Mexico and Central America 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries . 
450. Colonial America. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Keller. 
Exploration, colonization, and development of politi-
cal, economic, social , and cultural institutions of the 
North American colonies before 1754. 
451. American Revolution. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Keller. 
Participants, ideas, and events leading to indepen-
dence and the foundation of the American Republic, 
1754 to 1787. 
454. Prologue to the U.S. Civil War. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
McJimsey. Origins of second party system. Social 
and economic forces that sustained the system and 
ultimately caused its collapse and sectional division, 
1815-1861 . 
455. The U.S. Civil War and Reconstruction. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. McJimsey. Emphasis on military and 
political events of the Civil War and their influence on 
postwar America, 1861-1877. 
457. The Populist-Progressive Years. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Dobson. The United States' transition from an 
agrarian society to a mature industrial giant, empha-
sizing political, economic, and social developments 
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
*458, 459. U.S. Since World War I. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 
F.S. Kottman, Lowitt. 458: America in depression and 
war. Major developments of the nation, 1919-1950; 
new economic era; Hoover and depression, New 
Deal , World War II , and Cold War. 459: Contempo-
rary America. Major developments of the nation 
since 1950; Korean War; modern Republicanism; 
New Frontier and the Great Society; Vietnam, social 
disturbances, and conservative resurgence. 
*462, 463. History of American Thought. Cr. 3 each. 
Alt. Yr., offered 1990-91 . Cravens. 462: Rise of 
American religious, social, and political thought, and 
the arts and sciences, from colonial times to the late 
nineteenth century; development of a national civi-
lization. 463: American religious, social , and political 
thought, and the arts and sciences, since the late 
nineteenth century; the meaning of democracy in the 
urban, industrial machine age. 
464. Nineteenth Century American Social History. 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Schwieder. Rise of 
modern industrial society in nineteenth century 
America; the family, churches, and other social 
institutions; immigration, social and geographical 
mobility; social, economic, and ethnic stratification . 
465. The U.S. Westward Movement and Frontier 
Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Whitaker. Occupation , 
distribution, and political organization of the public 
domain; Indian-white relations; economic exploitation 
of the public domain (trapping, mining, lumbering, 
ranching , farming), and social adjustments (law and 
order, religion, education, and culture). 
466. Farming and Rural Life in American Thought 
and Imagination. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. The ways in which 
farming and rural life have been perceived by 
American political and social theorists, novelists, 
poets, and artists, with special attention to "agri-
cultural fundamentalism ." 
*467, 468. History of United States Foreign Policy. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. F.S. Dobson, Kottman. Diplomatic 
history emphasizing the growth of American influ-
ence around the world and the resulting 
consequences and conflicts. 467: Diplomacy from 
the American Revolution; America's rise as a world 
power; the First World War and post-war entangle-
ments. 468: Diplomacy from the 1930s to the 
present. 
476. History of European Agriculture. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Avraamides and Plakans. A survey 
of the history of agricultural techniques, land-use 
patterns, and rural social forms in Europe from the 
Neolithic revolution to the present. 
478. U.S.-Soviet Relations. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 
1990. Kottman . Diplomatic issues between the two 
states from the Bolshevik Revolution to the present, 
with particular emphasis on changing strategies of 
containment during the Cold War. 
480. History of Agricultural Sciences and Technology. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Marcus. Rise of 
scientific agriculture since the industrial revolut ion , 
set in the social and cultural context of the western 
world . 
481. History of Chemical Sciences and Their 
Technologies. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1991 . 
Schofield. Development of theories and processes 
relating to the nature and transformation of matter in 
chemistry and associated engineering fields. Em-
phasis on chemistry and chemical theory since the 
seventeenth century and on the creation of concepts 
and processes for the controlled production of 
substances on an industrial scale since the eigh-
teenth century. 
482. History of the Life Sciences and Medicine. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Marcus. Emergence of the 
human sciences and technologies-medicine, phys-
iology, cytology, public health, and social sciences-
in the social and cultural context of the Western 
world. Emphasis on developments from Darwin and 
Pasteur to the present. 
485. History of Physics and Physical Engineering. 
(ME 485) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Wilson. 
Interactions between the science of physics and the 
branches of engineering associated with it, from the 
post-Newtonian era to the age of Einstein. 
488. History of American Technology. (M E 488) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Cravens. Technology in 
America with emphasis on the industrial revolution 
and its consequences. American invention and its 
relation to science; technology as social response 
and perception of it as social problem; locus of 
support for process of technological innovation . 
489. History of American Science. (M E 489) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Cravens. Science and its 
social relationships since the mid-nineteenth century; 
interaction of scientific discoveries and the develop-
ment of society. Continuing impact of Darwinism and 
other scientific theories; science and social thought; 
modern medicine and public health; science and 
industry; science and agriculture; the social sci-
ences; government and science; science and the 
consumer; the atomic age; big science and the 
environmental dilemma; the energy crisis; the role of 
science in a democracy. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
510. Proseminar in East Asian History. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Readings in East Asian history. Topics vary each 
time offered. 
511 . Proseminar in American History. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Readings in American history. Topics vary each time 
offered. 
A. Colonial Period 
B. Nineteenth Century 
C. Twentieth Century 
512. Proseminar in European History. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Readings in European history. 
A. Ancient (Cl St 512A) 
B. Medieval 
C. Modern 
513. Proseminar in Latin American History. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken . Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Readings in Latin American history. Topics vary each 
time offered. 
514. Proseminar in Comparative Economic History. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Readings in comparative economic his-
tory. Topics vary each time offered. 
550. Proseminar in European Agricultural History and 
Rural Studies. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. 
A. Modern European Rural Life 
552. Proseminar in American Agricultural History and 
Rural Studies. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. 
A. American Agriculture 
B. The Southern Plantation 
C. Midwestern Rural Society 
D. Twentieth Century Farm Policy 
E. Agricultural Development in the Twentieth Century 
American West 
554. Proseminar in Latin American Agricultural 
History and Rural Studies. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time 
taken. 
A. Caribbean Rural Life 
B. Comparative Slavery 
556. Proseminar in Asian Agricultural History and 
Rural Studies. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. 
A. East Asian Agricultural-Rural Patterns 
570, 571 . Seminar in General History of Science I, II. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. The history of science from pre-
classical civilizations to the Age of Galileo, and from 
Galileo to modern times, with emphasis on the 
historical literature, varying interpretations of the 
period, and problems for continuing research . 
71 
574, 575. Seminar in General History of Technology 
I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. Marcus. The history of 
technology from pre-classical civilizations to the eve 
of the Industrial Revolution, and from the Industrial 
Revolution to modern times, with emphasis on the 
historical literature, varying interpretations of the 
period , and problems for continuing research. 
576, 577. Proseminar in Historiography of 
Technology and Science I, II. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Schofield . Investigation in the bibliography, philoso-
phy, and professional problems of the history of 
technology and scieni:;e. Required of all graduate 
students in the history of technology and science 
program. 
580. Museum Internship. Cr. varies each time taken . 
Prereq: 15 graduate credits in history; permission of 
instructor. 
583. Historical Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: Permis-
sion of instructor. Original sources, bibliography, 
criticism of evidence, form, statistical analysis. 
A. Written Evidence and Analysis 
B. Statistical Evidence and Analysis 
585. Teaching Methods. Cr. 1 to 2 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Topics vary each 
time offered. 
A. Teaching Methods 
B. Curriculum Development in History 
C. Implementing Teaching Techniques 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
592. Seminar in East Asian History. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Topics vary each 
time offered. 
593. Seminar in American History. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken . Prereq: Permission of instructor. Topics 
vary each time offered. 
A. Colonial Period 
B. Nineteenth Century 
C. Twentieth Century 
594. Seminar in European History. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Topics 
vary each time offered. 
A. Ancient (Cl St 594A) 
B. Medieval 
C. Modern 
595. Seminar in Latin American History. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Topics vary each time offered. 
597. Seminar in Comparative Economic History. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each time taken. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Topics vary each time offered. 
598. Introduction to Archives and Special Collections. 
(3-0) Cr. 2 each time taken . Prereq: Graduate 
classification . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Seminar in Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century 
Science. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Schofield. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Emphasis varies 
each time offered. 
601. Seminar in Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century 
Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. 
Schofield . Prereq: Permission of instructor. Emphasis 
varies each time offered. 
602. Seminar in Nineteenth Century Science. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Emphasis varies each time offered. 
603. Seminar in Nineteenth Century Technology. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Marcus. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Emphasis varies each time 
offered. 
604. Seminar in American Science. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Emphasis varies each time offered. 
605. Seminar in American Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Cravens. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Emphasis varies each time offered. 
606. Seminar in Early Twentieth Century Science. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Emphasis varies each time offered. 
607. Seminar in Early Twentieth Century Technology. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1990. Marcus. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Emphasis varies each time 
offered. 
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608. Seminar on European Rural Life. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Plakans. Prereq: Permission of Instructor. 
609. Seminar on Twentieth Century American Farm 
Policies. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
699. Research. 
*Each course may be taken independently of the 
other. 
Horticulture 
Charles V. Hall, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Christians, Denisen (Emeritus), 
Hall, Hodges, Kelley, Mahlstede (Emeritus), 
Stephens, Summers, Weigle 
Associate Members: M. Agnew, N. Agnew, 
Bauske (Emeritus), Damato, Gladon, 
Hannapel, Hefley, Koranski, Nonnecke, Taber, 
Widrlechner 
The department offers master of science and 
doctor of philosophy degrees with a major in 
horticulture, and minor work for students in 
other departments. Under special circum-
stances a nonthesis master's degree is 
available. 
Prerequisite to major graduate study is the 
completion of courses covering horticulture, 
botany, and the underlying sciences. 
Students majoring in horticulture usually will 
take minor work in agronomy, botany 
(cytology, morphology, or physiology), chem-
istry, entomology, genetics, pathology, or 
statistics. 
There is no uniform foreign language require-
ment for either the master of science or the 
doctor of philosophy degree. 
The department also cooperates in the inter-
departmental majors of water resources and 
plant physiology. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
351. Turfgrass Establishment and Management. 
(Agron 351) (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 221 or Agron 114 
or Biol 110 or Bot 207. Principles and practices of 
turfgrass propagation. and management. Specialized 
practices relative to home lawns, golf courses, 
athletic fields, highway roadsides, and seed and sod 
production. The biology and control of turfgrass 
pests. 
351 L. Turfgrass Establishment and Management 
Laboratory. (Agron 351L) (0-3) Cr. 1. F Prereq: Credit 
or enrollment in 351. Those enrolled in the hor-
ticulture curriculum are required to take 351 L in 
conjunction with 351 except by permission of the 
instructor. 
422. Postharvest Technology. (3-4 first 8 weeks) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F, offered 1989. Principles, methods, and 
techniques related to the postharvest maintenance 
of quality of horticultural commodities. Emphasis on 
the effects of handling, storage facilities and 
techniques, and quality evaluation. Field trips. 
432. Advanced Floral Design and Retail Floriculture. 
(1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 131 . Design 
of advanced floral arrangements including wedding, 
funeral, and holiday pieces. Plant material identifica-
tion. Overview of florist business management and 
operations. Plant materials fee. 
433. Tropical Plants and Interior Landscaping. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 221, Bot 306 
recommended; concurrent enrollment in 433L for 
horticulture majors. Culture and interior landscape 
use of tropical ornamental plants. Emphasis on 
design, plant selection, and maintenance of interior 
landscapes (malls, lobbies, offices , etc.). 
72 
433L. Tropical Plants and Interior Landscaping 
Laboratory. (0-2) Cr. 1. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
221; credit or enrollment in 433; Bot 306 recom-
mended. Identification and classification of tropical 
ornamental plants. 
442. Nursery Management. (2-2) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 341 
or LA 321, Agron 154. Management selections of a 
nursery site, and soil and nutrition management for 
field and container-grown nursery plants; plant 
growth, irrigation, storage facilities , and selected 
phases of marketing nursery crops. 
451. Professional Turfgrass Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 351 . Turfgrass science 
including the study of (1) specific information on soil 
chemistry and soil modification as they relate to the 
development and maintenance of turfgrass areas, 
and (2) specialized management practices used in 
the professional lawn care and golf course 
industries. 
461. Small Fruits. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 221 and 
concurrent enrollment in 461 L for horticulture majors . 
Principles and practices of home and commercial 
production , culture, and marketing of grapes, straw-
berries, raspberries, blueberries, and miscellaneous 
small fruits . 
461 L. Small Fruit Laboratory. (0-2) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 
221, credit or enrollment in 461. Field trips, activities, 
and demonstrations of smal l fruit morphology, 
culture, and production practices. 
462. Fruit and Nut Culture. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
221 . Principles and practices of fruit and nut culture 
and production Planting , pruning , propagation, 
maintenance, pest control , and physiology of growth 
and development. 
471. Vegetable Crops. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 221 , 
Agron 154. Principles and practices of vegetable 
production. Methods of maximizing yield and quality 
of vegetables. Harvesting, storage, and marketing . 
493. Workshop in Horticulture. Cr. arr. Off campus. 
Offered as demand warrants. Workshops in 
horticulture. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
521. Controlled Plant Environments. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: Bot 310 or 320; Phys 111 
and 112. Principles, methods, and techniques related 
to the measurement and control of environmental 
factors affecting plant growth under controlled 
conditions. Light, temperature, humidity, carbon 
dioxide, water, air movement, and related factors , 
and how they affect plant growth and development. 
Design and specification of a chosen controlled 
environment. 
522. Postharvest Physiology. (3-4 second 8 weeks) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F , offered 1989. Prereq: 422, Bot 310 or 
320; B B 301 . Emphasis on the physiological 
mechanisms controlling the maturation, ripening, 
and senescence of horticultural commodities. Respi-
ration , ethylene metabol ism, pigments, and 
carbohydrate changes during the postharvest 
period . 
*523. (323 DL) Plant Tissue Culture. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Bot 310 or 320. Theory and techniques of 
plant tissue culture with emphasis on in vitro 
propagation. Applications to horticulture and plant 
breeding . 
*525. (425 DL) Horticultural Plant Breeding. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: Gen 320 or 330. 
Breeding techniques and methods required for the 
improvement of horticultural plants. 
551. Growth and Development of Perennial Grasses. 
(Agron 551) (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
Bot 310 or 320. The grass plant. Selected topics on 
anatomy, morphology, and physiology relative to 
growth and development of perennial grasses. 
Emphasis on growth and development charac-
teristics peculiar to grasses and variations of such 
characteristics under natural and managed 
conditions. 
552. Diseases of Turfgrasses. (Pl P 552) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: 351, Pl P 407. Principles 
of disease development in grasses adapted to turf 
and approaches to effective disease management. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: A major or minor 
in horticulture. 
593. Workshop in Horticulture. Cr. arr. Workshops in 
horticulture, with emphasis on off-campus instruction. 
A. Floriculture 
B. Nursery Crops 
C. Turfgrass 
0 . Fruit Crops 
E. Vegetable Crops 
F Cross-Commodity 
599. Creative Component. Cr. arr. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Graduate Seminar. Cr. 1 each time elected. FS. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
696. Seminar in Plant -Physiology and Molecular 
Biology. (Bot 696) See Botany. 
699. Thesis and Dissertation Research. Cr. var. 
A. Floriculture 
B. Nursery Crops , 
C. Turfgrass 
D. Fruit Crops 
E. Vegetable Crops 
F. Cross-Commodity 
·see page 24 for information on dual listed courses. 
Hotel, Restaurant, 
and Institution 
Management 
Thomas E. Walsh, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Associate Members: Baltzer, Brown, Gilmore, 
Walsh 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with a major in hotel, 
restaurant, and institution management and a 
minor to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
The usual prerequisite to major graduate work 
in the foodservice systems management op-
tion is the completion of nine semester credits 
in hotel, restaurant, and institution manage-
ment, six in food and nutrition, and funda-
mental preparation in accounting, chemistry, 
microbiology, and personnel management. 
The usual prerequisite to major graduate work 
in the hotel and restaurant management 
option is the completion of basic principles 
courses in nutrition, food preparation, quantity 
food production, and business courses which 
include economics, management, personnel 
management, accounting, law and marketing . 
The program of study requires either a thesis 
or nonthesis (creative component) project. 
The exact requirements will depend upon the 
field of work the student expects to pursue. 
Work may be taken for the degree doctor of 
philosophy as a joint major with departments 
offering work for this degree in family and 
consumer sciences, engineering, economics, 
education, or other related areas. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
438. Personnel Management in Hotels, Restaurants, 
and Institutions. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 380, 380L. Principles and practices 
used in the management, recruitment and develop-
ment of personnel. Emphasis on the supervisor's role 
in hotels, restaurants, and institutions. 
440. Hotel, Restaurant, and Tourism Marketing. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 287, Mkt 340. Application of 
marketing goals and strategies to the hotel, restau-
rant, and tourism industry toward individuals, 
families , and groups. Discussion of case studies . 
450. Hotel and Restaurant Accounting. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 287, Acct 284. Accounting procedures 
applicable to hotels, restaurants, and clubs. Empha-
sis on hotel front office and uniform systems of 
accounts. For students in the hotel and restaurant 
management curriculum. 
460. Legal Aspects of Hotel and Restaurant 
Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: Mgmt 215. Laws 
relating to ownership and operation of hotels, 
restaurants , and similar institutions. The responsibil-
ity of management and employees to individuals, 
families, and groups. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Short Course. Cr. arr. 
502. Introduction to Research in Hotel, Restaurant, 
and Institution Management. (1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 
Admission to hotel, restaurant, and institution man-
agement graduate program. Introduction to experi-
mental , survey, historical, and other research de-
signs applied to hotel, restaurant, and institution 
management field . Planning a research study. 
Reporting research results. 
*534. (434 DL) Food Purchasing. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 380, 380L. Principles 
of food procurement and inventory management for 
foodservice systems. Emphasis on specifications 
and factors affecting quality. Application of menu 
planning principles to purchasing. Computer fee. 
*535. (435 DL) Layout and Equipment. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 380, 380L. Food 
facilities planning and design; selection of equip-
ment with emphasis on materials, construction, and 
specifications. Field trips required. Field trip fee. 
*537. (437 DL) Foodservice Management Information 
Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 380, 380L, 3 credits in computer 
science. Development and organization of foodser-
vice information systems. Characteristics of com-
puter-based foodservice information systems and 
problem solving using these systems. Computer fee. 
*539. (439 DL) Cases in Hotel, Restaurant, and 
Foodservice Personnel. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 438. 
Emphasis on the work force and work environment in 
hotels, restaurants, and foodservice. Discussion and 
analysis of hotel, restaurant, and foodservice case 
studies. 
575. Comprehensive Professional Experience in 
Industrial or Academic Setting. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
10 credits in hotel, restaurant, and institution man-
agement. Analysis and interpretation of professional 
functions to gain greater competency in selected 
areas of the hotel, restaurant, institution management 
industry. 
*580. (480 DL) Quantity Food Development. (1-3) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 380 and 380L, 
F N 214, advance reservation with department 
required. Experimental approach to the development 
of quantity formulas. Emphasis on sensory evalua-
tion; and parameters of time, institution equipment 
and ingredients. 
*585. (485 DL) Catering. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 380, 
380L. Management of preparation and presentation 
of foods for family celebrations, business meetings, 
and other special functions. Emphasis on cost 
controls and menu planning . Contribution of indi-
vidual and family history and culture to U.S. and 
foreign foods. 
*585L. (485L DL} Catering Experience and 
International Cuisine. (0-4) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 380, 
380L, concurrent enrollment in 585. Creative experi-
ences with U.S. regional and foreign foods appropri-
ate for catered functions. Application of 
management principles in preparation of and service 
for special foodservice functions. Field trip required . 
Materials and field trip fees. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. 
A. Foodservice Management 
B. Housing or Lodging Management 
C. General 
593. Workshops. Cr. arr. 
599. Creative Component. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601. Decision Optimization in Hotel, Restaurant, and 
Institution Management. (4-0) Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 semester credits in hotel, restaurant, 
and institution management including 4371537, 
college mathematics, statistics. Application of deci-
sion theory in institution foodservice and lodging 
systems, using quantitative methods and models to 
optimize decisions . Use of computer as an aid to 
decision making. Computer fee. 
604. Seminar. (0-2) Cr. 1. S. 
608. Administrative Problems. Cr. arr. Consideration 
of advanced administrative problems. Case studies 
in foodservice and housing departments of Iowa 
State University, Memorial Union, and other 
establishments . 
639. Management of Hotel, Restaurant, and 
Institution Management Professionals. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 4391539. Theories of 
leadership and management applied to selected 
service institutions. Principles and practices related 
to recruitment, selection, and development of profes-
sional foodservice personnel. 
699. Research. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Housing 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
Supervisory Committee: Robert A. Findlay, 
Chair; J. R. F. Bower, D. L. Fowles, J. Knox, 
Y. S. Lee, M. S. Pickett, J. R. Prescott 
Work in the housing minor is offered for 
students pursuing the master of architecture, 
master of arts, master of landscape architec-
ture, master of science and Ph.D. degrees. 
The cooperating departments are Architec-
ture, Art and Design , Community and 
Regional Planning , Economics, Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education, Family En-
vironment, Landscape Architecture, Political 
Science, Professional Studies in Education, 
Sociology and Anthropology, and Textiles and 
Clothing . 
A declared minor in housing consists of a 
minimum of nine semester credits in courses 
numbered 500 or above from a list of 
acceptable courses if the thesis is devoted to 
housing . Otherwise, 12 semester credits are 
required. At least 6 of the 9 or 12 credits 
should be in courses specifically focused on 
housing. Courses from at least two of the 
cooperating departments should be included . 
In addition , the student is encouraged to take 
at least one course in statistics or research 
methods. Attendance at meetings of the 
housing colloquium is expected of students in 
the minor. 
The program of stuciy committee of a student 
minoring in housing shall include a represen-
tative of the housing minor from the list of 
approved representatives. The representative, 
who shall not be from the student's major 
department, shall be at least an associate 
member of the graduate faculty for a masters 
committee and a full member for a Ph .D. 
committee. 
Interested students may contact the chair of 
the supervisory committee for lists of the 
acceptable courses, the courses specifically 
focused on housing , and the members of the 
faculty of the housing minor. 
lmmunobiology 
(Interdepartmental Program) 
Supervisory Committee: S. J. Lamont, Chair; 
L. H. Arp, J. A. Jarvinen, P. S. Paul, 
M. J. Wannemuehler 
Work is offered for the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy with a major 
in immunobiology in cooperation with the 
departments of Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Food and Nutri-
tion, Genetics, Microbiology, Veterinary 
Microbiology and Preventive Medicine, Veteri -
nary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology, and Zoology. Facilities and 
qualified staff exist in such areas as immu-
nogenetics, cell-mediated immunity, 
immunochemistry, immunocytology, immu-
nopathology, microbial immunology, 
immunoparasitology, and serology. 
A student majoring in immunobiology will 
choose a major professor from the graduate 
faculty membership of cooperating depart-
ments and will develop a program of study 
with the guidance of a program of study 
committee. 
Students desiring to do graduate work with 
major in immunobiology should have a bach-
elor's degree or equivalent in one of the areas 
related to the cooperating departments listed 
above. Admission will be directly into the 
immunobiology program. A strong back-
ground in biological sciences is required , 
including work in immunology, genetics, and 
biochemistry. The Graduate Record Exam is 
required. Students who do not have these 
prerequisites should plan to complete them in 
addition to the regular course requirements for 
the advanced degree. 
There is no foreign language requirement for 
the master of science degree. For the doctor 
of philosophy, a foreign language or other 
cultural enrichment requirement must be ful-
filled . These courses are intended for the 
cultural enrichment of the student and are to 
be determined by the program of study 
committee. For students whose native lan-
guage is not English, satisfying the graduate 
English requirement will fulfill the language 
requirement. 
lmmunobiology students should include in 
their program of study a core of courses 
which will provide a broad coverage of the 
basic program in immunobiology. Formal 
courses in immunobiology, biochemistry, and 
statistics are required . The following listing 
should be used in the selection of core 
courses for inclusion in the program. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
510. Mechanisms of Microbial Infection. (VMPM 510, 
V Pth 510) See Veterinary Microbiology and Preven-
tive Medicine. 
520. Medical Immunology I. (VMPM 520) See 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine. 
520L. Medical Immunology Laboratory. (VMPM 520L) 
See Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive 
Medicine . 
540. Genetic Regulation of Livestock Immunology. 
(An S 540) See Animal Science. 
560. lmmunoparasitology. (V Pth 560, Micro 560, 
Zool 560) See Veterinary Pathology. 
575. Immunology. (Micro 575) See Microbiology. 
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590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. 1 to 3. Offered on 
request. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Experimental methods applied in subdisciplines of 
immunobiology. 
A. lmmunochemistry 
8 . lmmunocytology 
C. lmmunogenetics 
D. Immunologic Disease 
E. lmmunoparasitology 
595. lmmunobiology Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. 
615. Molecular Immunology. (8 8 615) See 
Biochemistry and Biophysics. 
629. Medical Immunology II. (VMPM 629) See 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine. 
631 . Immunologic Disease. (VMPM 631) See 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine. 
699. Research. 
Industrial Education 
and Technology 
Trevor G. Howe, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Howe, Miller, Riley, Wolansky 
Associate Members: Beno, Bradshaw, 
Dugger, Gelina, McKay, Paige, Parks 
(Emeritus), Sherick, Smidt, Van, Wiener 
(Emeritus) 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of education, and 
doctor of philosophy with major in industrial 
education and technology, and minor work for 
students taking major work in other depart-
ments. Within the industrial education and 
technology major, a student may specialize in 
industrial technology education , industrial 
technology, industrial vocational-technical ed-
ucation, or occupational safety. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is prepa-
ration equivalent to the completion of the 
undergraduate curriculum in industrial educa-
tion and technology at Iowa State University 
and adequate proof that the student ranks 
above average in scholastic ability. 
Though the department stipulates no foreign 
language requirement for either the master of 
science or doctor of philosophy degree, it 
may be relevant in individual cases to specify 
competence in one or more languages. 
Students not electing the thesis option at the 
master's degree level will be required to 
complete a minimum of 3 credits of a creative 
component project. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor in technology and social 
change. (See Index.) 
Industrial Education and Technology 
(I Ed T) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
Prior to registration for graduate level voca-
tional certification courses, the student shall 
be classified as a senior or have an earned 
bachelor's degree, and be required to com-
plete additional assigned readings, term 
papers, and graduate projects. 
502. Applied Techniques in Materials and Processes. 
(2-4) Cr. 4 . Prereq: 10 credits in industrial education 
and technology. Classroom simulation of industry 
and study of the production process. Students 
participate in a profit-making corporate structure 
involving manufacture of hard goods. Exploration of 
74 
management, systems, controls, financing, and 
personnel. Materials fee . 
528. Human and Public Relations for Industrial and 
Technical Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: IVTE 514. 
Identifying a plan of public relations for industrial 
and technical education; analysis of publics that 
need to be reached ; effect of human relations on 
public relations; criteria for evaluating public 
relations . 
532. Industrial Arts and Technology for Children. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. Prereq: 10 credits in elementary 
education or industrial education and technology. 
Development of elementary school programs in 
industrial technology education . Identification of 
psychomotor and developmental factors in children 
related to tool and material manipulation . Integration 
of technology concepts into the elementary school 
curriculum . Use of industrial technology education 
concepts to facilitate concept mastery in other 
disciplines. Materials fee . 
550. Industrial and School Laboratory Safety. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 310. Safety as it pertains to the 
industrial technology education and industrial voca-
tional-technical teachers. OSHA and IOSHA 
regulations and the standards as required by OSHA 
and IOSHA. 
554. History and Philosophy of Industrial Education 
and Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 312. An 
evaluation of educational and industrial thought . 
Historical and philosophical development of indus-
trial technology education to the present ; trends and 
implications. 
555. Administration and Supervision of Industrial 
Technology Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 417. 
Administration, supervision, curriculum development, 
selection of staff, and public relations . Evaluating 
administrative and supervisory efforts; program mod-
ification. Field trips to schools and industries. 
557. Organization and Management of the Industrial 
Technology Education Laboratory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
410. Princ iples and practices involved in the plan-
ning, organization, and management of the school 
laboratory; responsibilities of the school admin-
istrator and teacher; basic principles of planning; 
selection and purchase of machine tools , equipment 
and materials; maintenance, storage and control of 
machines, tools and equipment; managing the 
laboratory for effective work. 
561 . Advanced Topics in Energy and Power. (2-4) 
Cr. 4. Prereq: 442. Development of integrated 
systems utilizing fluids , electrical and mechanical 
components . Experimentation in alternative energy 
systems; system evaluation for efficiency and cost 
effectiveness. Utilization of computers in real-time 
system monitoring and control of energy and power 
systems. Materials fee . 
580. Advanced Topics in Graphic Communications. 
(2-4) Cr. 4. Prereq: 425. Exploration of computer 
graphics. Advanced design and drawing applica-
tions. Integration of aesthetic, function. cost. and 
human factors specifications in product design; 
evaluation of product design. Opportunity for indi-
vidual creativity and specialization in an area of 
graphics. Materials fee. 
582. Microcomputers in Industrial Education and 
Technology. (1-4) Cr. 3. Prereq: 15 credits in industrial 
education and technology. The use of low cost 
microcomputers in the teaching of secondary indus-
trial technology education courses. Materials fee . 
590. Special Topics in Industrial Education and 
Technology. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: Graduate classifica-
tion in industrial education and technology. 
A. Administrat ion 
8. Professional Methods 
C. Curriculum 
D. Drafting, Design , Planning 
E. Electricity-Electronics 
F Instructional Methods 
G. Technical Training 
H. History 
M. Metals Technology 
P. Power Technology 
R. Plastics Technology 
T. Safety 
W. Wood Technology 
593. Workshop in Industrial Education and 
Technology. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 15 credits in industrial 
education and technology. Materials fee . 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. A discipline-
related problem to be identified and completed 
under the direction of the program adviser. Three 
credits required for all nonthesis master's degree 
students. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. Cr. 2 to 3. Prereq: Credit or 
classification in Stat 401 or ResEv 552. 
652. Program and Student Evaluation . (ResEv 652) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 415 or ResEv 560. Techniques for 
evaluating students, facilities, programs, and staff 
utilizing theories for developing measurement 
instruments. 
653. Research and Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
Completion of master's degree and introductory 
statistics. Examination of industrial R & D practices 
and procedures, product development standards, 
advanced product testing and research designs. 
657. Curriculum Development in Industrial Education 
and Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 15 credits in 
industrial education and technology. Basic concepts, 
trends, practices, and factors influencing curriculum 
development, techniques. organization and pro-
cedures; the course of study and its development in 
a given curriculum pattern . 
699. Research. Cr. arr. 
Aviation Education (AV ED) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
464. Aerospace Workshop for Educators. (2-2) Cr. 3 . 
Prereq: Teacher certification or enrollment in teacher 
certification program. Aircraft, weather, navigation. 
and governmental regulations related to the fields of 
aerospace and aviation. 
Industrial Vocational-Technical Education 
(IVTE) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
510. Techniques of Teaching Vocational and 
Technical Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 380. 
Teaching processes. methods of presentation and 
testing , lesson planning , and organizational 
instruction. 
514. Foundations of Vocational and Technical 
Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: Psych 333. 
Development and philosophy of vocational-technical 
education, federal and state legislation . State plans, 
divisions, and types of programs . 
519. Occupational Analysis and Course Construction . 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 510. Course of study develop-
ment based on occupational analysis . Compilation, 
arrangement, and limitations of instructional 
materials. 
522. Evaluation in Industrial Vocational-Technical 
Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 510. Theory and 
application of evaluation methods unique to voca-
tional-technical educational programs. 
524. Conference-Leading Techniques. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Prereq: 510. Conference procedures and techniques 
as applied to teaching and advisory committee 
functions . 
525. Coordination of Cooperative Education. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Prereq: 510. Principles of organization, 
coordination, and administration of cooperative edu-
cation with business and industry to provide part-
time on-the-job training for students. 
530. Administration and Leadership in Industrial 
Vocational-Technical Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
514. Administration and leadership styles, theory of 
administration, and appl ications to vocational-
technical education . 
549. Internship in Industrial Vocational-Technical 
Education. (arr.) Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 10 hours in 
industrial education and technology. Emphasis on 
full experience in industrial vocational education as it 
relates to administration-supervision, special needs, 
curriculum-instruction. and evaluation-research. 
590. Special Topics in Industrial Education. Cr. 1-5. 
Prereq: Graduate classification in industrial educa-
tion and technology. 
A. Adult/IVTE 
B. Vocational-Technical 
C. Curriculum/IVTE 
D. Evaluation/IVTE 
E. Special Needs/IVTE 
F. Instructional Materials/IVTE 
G. Laboratory Problems/IVTE 
I. Technical Training/IVTE 
J. Administration 
Occupational Safety (0 Saf) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
500. Administration of Accident Prevention Programs. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 317. Procedures for organizing 
and administering an occupational safety program. 
515. Curriculum Development for Safety Programs. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 415. Theory and principles of 
content selection, methodology, and evaluative tech-
niques applicable to occupational safety. 
541. Safety Symposium. (1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 9 
hours in safety education. A broad oveNiew of the 
entire field of safety through outside readings by 
classroom participants. 
590. Special Topics in Safety Education. (Arr.) Cr. 1 
to 3. Individualized instruction to allow application of 
safety education principles to specialized areas. 
A. Administration 
B. Legislation 
C. Curriculum 
D. Data Analysis Research 
E. Occupational Safety 
F. Technical Writing 
G. Traffic 
593. Workshop in Occupational Safety. Cr. 1 to 4. 
Prereq: 15 credits in occupational safety. An experi-
ence in sharing safety concerns in a workshop 
atmosphere, topics to be determined by needs 
and/or interests . 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 15 
credits in occupational safety. A discipline-related 
problem to be identified and researched under 
direction of program coordinator. A minimum of 3 
credits required for all non-thesis master's degree 
students. 
Industrial Engineering 
Way Kuo, Interim Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Adams, Barta, Berger, Cowles, 
David, Even, Hempstead (Emeritus), 
Kleinschmidt (Emeritus), Kuo, McRoberts, 
Montag, Patterson, Smith (Emeritus), 
Vardeman, Walkup (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Gemmill, Jackman, 
Meeks, Smith, Tamashunas, Vaughn 
(Emeritus) 
The department offers work leading to the 
degrees of master of engineering and master 
of science with majors in industrial engineer-
ing and engineering valuation, and a master 
of science in operations research jointly with 
statistics, the doctor of philosophy with majors 
in industrial engineering and engineering 
valuation, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. Graduate 
work is designed to improve the student's 
ability in the professional practice of industrial 
engineering and to develop research 
capability. 
The prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of a curriculum substantially equiv-
alent to that required of undergraduate 
students in engineering at this institution. 
With the help of a program of study commit-
tee, a graduate student designs an 
educational program in areas within industrial 
engineering and engineering valuation. Typ-
ical areas of concentration include 
engineering economics and capital budget-
ing; management science; management and 
regulation of public utilities; systems analysis 
and control ; production systems analysis and 
design; human resources management; life 
analysis and depreciation; industrial property 
valuation; operations research and optimiza-
tion; management information systems 
design; safety engineering; human factors 
engineering ; and legal aspects of engineering 
administration. A major in operations research 
leading to a master of science degree is co-
offered with the Department of Statistics. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental program in business 
administrative sciences, the interdepartmental 
major in transportation planning , and inter-
departmental minors in energy systems 
engineering, mineral resources, and tech-
nology and social change. (See Index .) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*304. Analysis for Engineering Economy. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F.S. Prereq: Com S 205 or Fr E 160, Math 166. 
Engineering/managerial analysis of the economic 
aspects of public and private project proposals. 
Decisions involving the expenditure of capital funds . 
Alternative sources of funds; time value of money; 
methods of evaluating alternative projects . Computer 
fee. 
312. Linear Programming. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
239, Math 266. Concepts, analysis techniques, 
optimization techniques, and applications of opera-
tions research . Construction and optimization of 
mathematical models for systems using linear 
programming and goal programming plus post 
optimality for evaluation results. Computer fee. 
313. Stochastic Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 239, 
Math 266, Stat 231. Development of basic queueing 
models and related applications . Use of simulation 
for some applications. Project involving data collec-
tion analysis. Computer fee. 
333. Computer Graphics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Com S 205 or 212 or Fr E 160. Techniques for 
graphical worker-machine communications. Use of 
available facilities. Graph plotting, two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional applications. Requirements 
and applications for interactive graphic communica-
tions. Individual projects. Computer fee. 
341. Material and Project Control. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 312, 313. Analysis of inventory systems and 
sequencing and scheduling problems in the control 
of material flow with applications in industrial 
systems. Material requirement planning and project 
control techniques such as PERT and PERT/COST 
systems are included . Construction of mathematical 
models, use of heuristic techniques, and use of 
problem-oriented languages such as FORTRAN in 
solving problems. Project involving design of mate-
rial control systems required . Computer fee. 
361. Quality Control. (Stat 361) (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: Stat 401, or IE 201 and Stat 231 . Techniques 
for controlling the quality of products and seNices. 
Techniques for improving quality through process 
control. Project involving design of quality system. 
Computer fee. 
374. Industrial Methodology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
201 or 375, MS E 271 . Analysis of industrial 
processes including fabrication , forming, cutting , 
welding, assembly, inspection, and finishing . Use of 
computer to enhance the manufacturing process. 
Computer numerical control, robot types, program-
ming procedures, economic considerations, financial 
justifications. Materials and computer fees. 
*375. Introductory Production Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: Math 160 or 166.Principles and concepts 
in the design and control of production systems, 
including organization, plant layout, economic analy-
sis, production and quality control , work methods 
and measurement. 
*404. Engineering Economy. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Econ 201, Acct 381 , Math 166. Application of 
fundamentals of economics to engineering alter-
natives in planning, developing, and managing 
industrial projects. Computer fee . 
407. Engineering Valuation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 304 
or 404 and 2 credits in accounting. Concepts of 
value, original cost, and reproduction cost, property 
records, methods of estimating depreciation for 
valuation and accounting; intangible values, cost 
values, earning values, rate base, and valuation for 
taxation, rates, financing , insurance, and sales. 
421. Safety Engineering. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 201 or 
375. Principles of hazard identification and accident 
prevention in the work environment. Hazards and 
their control to reduce risk of accident/illness. 
Incentives to provide a safe working environment 
including economic and legal aspects. 
423. Industrial Compensation. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq.· 
201 or 375. Practices and procedures for designing 
and administering compensation systems utilizing 
job evaluation, performance rating , and wage suNey. 
Incentive programs and employee benefit packages 
analyzed. 
424. Human Resource Management. (1-2) Cr. 2. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 201 or 375, Psych 101. Employer-
employee problems and approaches to their solution 
utilizing behavioral science concepts. Emphasizes 
the organization, motivation, and management of 
human resources, and principles and techniques of 
selection and placement, personnel development 
and evaluation , and union-management relations. 
425. Socio-Technical System Design. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 424. Design of work systems recognizing 
socio-technical impact on job design, productivity, 
organization planning , and change. Emphasizes 
productivity measurement techniques and develop-
ment of work environments concerned with quality of 
working life. Computer fee . 
441. Industrial Engineering Design. (3-9) Cr. 6. F.S. 
Prereq: 313, 373, 374, 404. Production planning and 
design of physical facilities for processing including 
site selection , material handling, equipment specifi-
cation and layout, plant engineering and 
maintenance. Design of budgetary and cost controls 
for facility. Computer fee. 
443. Industrial Materials Handling. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 373, 313. Analysis and application of mobile, 
fixed path, and semi-fixed path material handling 
equipment to industrial processes. Material handling 
relationships to packaging, warehousing, and phys-
ical distribution. Computer fee. 
462. Industrial Systems Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 239, Stat 231. Application of mathematical 
and statistical techniques to the synthesis and 
analysis of industrial engineering problems. Use of 
computer methods for analyzing data and studying 
properties of industrial systems models. Computer 
fee . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
502. Capital Expenditure Programming. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 304 or 404. Computerized economic deci-
sion package. Critique of rate of return and present 
worth figures of merit. Recognition of mixed invest-
ments. Multiple root solving algorithm. Ranking 
inconsistency problem. Mortgage equity analysis. 
Computer fee . 
503. Advanced Engineering Economy. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 502. Factors affecting the policy queue and 
the optimum rationed level of expenditure. Multi-
valued estimates in the context of risk, uncertainty, 
and incomplete knowledge. Incomplete knowledge 
under Bayes LaPlace and weak ranking. Computer 
fee. 
506. Engineering Aspects of Public Utility Regulation . 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 304 or 404, 407 or Fin 350. 
Rationale for regulation of utilities, the regulatory 
process, cost of seNice, rate design, models used 
in life analysis, and depreciation estimation. 
507. Property Life Analysis and Estimation. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 407. Collection 
and analysis of retirement data. Techniques required 
for the construction of survivor, probable life, 
condition percent, and accrued depreciation cuNes 
for property groups. Analysis of the effect of 
growing, declining, and stable properties on de-
preciation estimates. Computer fee. 
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509. Engineering Valuation Practice. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 407. Application of princi-
ples of engineering valuation, including field work, 
preparation and pricing inventories, valuations for 
utility rates, security regulations, condemnations, 
sales, estate settlements, and determining fixed 
capital costs . Computer fee. 
510. Network Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: 312, 313. Deterministic network flows, 
generalized analysis of capacitated deterministic 
networks, stochastic networks, and network op-
timization. Methods and applications of network 
analysis to various engineering and optimization 
problems. Computer fee. 
512. Queueing Theory and Applications. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 312, 313. Development 
and use of mathematical models for the analysis of 
queueing systems. Applications to service industries 
as well as industrial types of situations. Steady state 
as well as transient systems are included . Computer 
fee. 
514. Scheduling and Inventory Theory. (Stat 514) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 341, Stat 231 or 432. 
Scheduling theory for project, flow, and shop 
systems including synthesis of production schedul-
ing, analysis of the job shop problem, and 
application of network theory and queueing theory. 
Inventory systems, including both deterministi? and 
stochastic lot size models, for single and mult1com-
modity control of production materials. Constrained 
models. Computer analysis techniques. Computer 
fee. 
517. Design of Industrial Engineering Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 313, 404. 
Application of feedback and dynamic concepts to 
industrial systems. Quantitative and simulation meth-
ods used to analyze and design effective systems 
for inventory, quality, scheduling, etc., making effi-
cient use of all productive resources. Computer fee. 
518. Digital Simulation Techniques. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Com S 205, or Fr E 160, Stat 231 or 432. The 
simulation of mathematically indeterminate manage-
ment and manufacturing systems by digital 
computer. Statistics related to the g~ner~tion of . 
queueing interarrival times and service times, design 
of experiments, output analysis, and pseudo-random 
numbers. Competence is developed in the use of 
the GPSS language by case study and examination 
of its structure. Computer fee. 
519. Simulation Modeling and Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 518. Event scheduling, process interaction, 
and continuous modeling techniques are explored. 
Probability and statistics related to simulation such 
as length of run, inference, design of experiments, 
variance reduction, and stopping rules. The SLAM 
language is used with an introduction to others. 
Computer fee. 
524. Labor Management Arbitration and Conflict 
Resolution. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 424 or Mgmt 471 or 
equivalent. Arbitration as a dispute resolution tech-
nique in conflict situations with emphasi~ on labor~ 
management relations. Concept of confl1c.t r~solut1on 
techniques including mediation and fact-finding. 
527. Dynamics of Industrial Organizations. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 424. Advanced study of .releyant 
current behavioral science research offering 1ns1ght 
and understanding regarding the behavior of indus-
trial organizations. Applications to the development 
of vibrant, viable, and socially effective work 
organizations. 
531. Statistics for Quality and Productivity. (Stat 531) 
See Statistics. 
533. Reliability. (Stat 533) See Statistics . 
534. Linear and Goal Programming. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 312, Math 307. Theory and 
computational aspects of simplex, and primal-dual 
algorithms. Duality and post opt1n:a11ty tools. 1n theory 
and applications. Goal programming 1nclud1ng du-
ality and post optimality. Computer fee. 
536. Software Reliability and Management. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 312, Com S 411 . 
Software reliability methodologies and modeling 
techniques for the development of quality, cost-
effective, and schedule-meet software . Software 
quality and reliability as attributes of total system 
performance. Computer fee. 
539. Game Theory. (Econ 539, Stat 539) See 
Statistics. 
540. Operations Research Methods and Economic 
Analysis. (Econ 540, Stat 540) See Statistics . 
541. Material Control Applications. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 341 . Deterministic and stochastic lot sizing 
models for material control. Analysis of material 
requirements planning systems, master scheduling, 
and capacity planning . Computer fee. 
545. Manufacturing Automation. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 
374, 339. Automated manufacturing methods, flow 
line analysis, computer aided manufacturing ap-
plications, flexible manufacturing systems, industrial 
robotics. Actual systems are designed and analyzed 
using miniature modeling components. Computer 
fee. 
560. Industrial Information Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 239. Role of information systems in support-
ing industrial operations such as manufacturing, 
personnel, resource allocation , scheduling , and 
forecasting . Design and usage of files . Economic 
and decision-process criteria in selection of hard-
ware and software for industrial applications. Human 
factors in design of information systems. Computer 
fee. 
571. Advanced Work Measurement. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt . 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: 239, 372. An analysis of 
predetermined time systems and their use in 
automated work measurement. Learning curves and 
fatigue allowances as they relate to predetermine~ 
times. Competence is developed 1n the MTM family 
of predetermined times and computer versions 4M, 
MOST and ADAM . Computer fee. 
577. Human Factors. (2-2} Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 277, Stat 
231 or 401. Physical and psychological factors 
affecting human performance. Emphasis on applica-
tions of human factors principles, measurement 
techniques, and analytical methods to practical . 
design involving safety, productivity, stress reduction, 
behavioral control, and individual preferences. Labo-
ratory work includes applications to current 
problems in system design and operation . Computer 
fee. 
581. Administrative and Tax Law Aspects of 
Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 480. 
Administrative agencies, the administrative law that 
flows from these agencies, and its interrelationship 
with industry, with special emphasis on the substan-
tive and administrative effects of taxation. 
582. Intellectual Property and Product Liability 
Aspects of Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 480. 
To familiarize the prospective manager with prob-
lems encountered in the areas of patents, 
trademarks, copyrights, and product liability. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time elected. 
Independent study and work to explore '.ecent . 
advances and innovative approaches to industrial 
engineering design, practice, and research . 
A. Valuation, Depreciation , and Engineering 
Economy 
B. Human Resource Management 
76 
C. Industrial Engineering 
D. Regulated Industries 
E. Management Science and Operations Research 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
A. Major in Industrial Engineering 
B. Major in Engineering Valuation 
C. Major in Operations Research 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
608. Depreciation Accountancy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 507. Unit and group methods 
of accounting for depreciation; reserve requirements; 
adjustment of depreciation rates and reserv~s; 
classification of accounts, property accounting meth-
ods. Income tax regulations. Computer fee. 
624. Advanced Human Resource Management. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 425, 527 or 552. Critical study and 
analysis of work design and organization struct.ure 
for increased productivity. Application of behavioral 
sciences to design of work with concern for quality 
of working life. Legal and economic constraints 
included in analysis. 
631 . Nonlinear Programming. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 534 or Stat 540. Constrained 
and unconstrained nonlinear optimization tech-
niques, including search techniques, dynamic 
programming, Lagrange multipliern , generaliz~d re-
duced gradient method, sequential unconstrained 
minimization technique. heuristic methods, and 
network optimization . Computer fee. 
632. Integer Programming. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 534 or Stat 540. Integer programming 
including cutting planes, branch and bound, and 
search enumeration . Goal programming and spe-
cialized algorithms. Computer fee. 
681 . Court and Commission Practice. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. 
F., offered 1989. Prereq: 581, 608. Utility rates, 
property valuation, and depreciation. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
691. Seminar. Cr. R. F.S. 
699. Research. Cr. 1 to 5. Computer fee. 
A. Industrial Engineering 
B. Engineering Valuation 
C. Operations Research 
Industrial Relations 
(Interdepartmental Program) 
Supervisory Committee: J. Peter Mattila, Chair; 
W. R. Johnson, Y. S. Lee, C. L. Mulford , 
C. E. Smith, M. A. Wilson 
Work is offered for the degree master of 
science with a major in industrial relations. 
This is a multidisciplinary degree offered 
cooperatively by the departments of Econom-
ics, Management, Political Science, 
Psychology, and Sociology and Anthropology. 
Graduate students in industrial relations usu-
ally receive their undergraduate background 
in economics, business administration, politi-
cal science, psychology, or sociology. 
Admission is not restricted to students from 
these majors, however. Students entering 
industrial relations ideally should have a broad 
background in the social sciences. 
The program in industrial relations is regarded 
as education for both professional practice 
and scientific inquiry. Through the Industrial 
Relations Center and its interdisciplinary fac-
ulty, facilities and opportunity exist for 
research of both a fundamental and applied 
nature on a variety of problems concerned 
with the world of people at work. 
A student majoring in industrial relations will 
choose a major professor from the graduate 
faculty of the cooperating departments. The 
student's program of study will be developed 
with the guidance of an advisory committee 
selected by the student and the major 
professor, approved by the chair of the 
Industrial Relations Supervisory Committee, 
and appointed by the dean of the Graduate 
College. Students may elect the thesis option 
(consisting of 30 semester-hour credits) or the 
nonthesis option (consisting of 36 semester-
hour credits). 
Regardless of which option is taken, all 
students must take the following core courses: 
Econ 445, Mgmt 570, Mgmt 571, and Stat 
401 . For students enrolled in the nonthesis 
option, the research component of their 
degree program will be satisfied via the 
completion of a 3 credit creative component. 
For students enrolled in the thesis option, the 
research component of their degree program 
will be satisfied via the completion of a 6 
credit thesis. The balance of the program of 
study for students in either option will consist 
of electives from the recommended courses in 
the industrial relations curriculum. A minimum 
of two courses must be taken in three of the 
five departments comprising the program, 
with a maximum of four courses in any one 
department. A minimum of 12 semester 
credits must be taken from 500-level (or 
above) courses. In general , the degree pro-
gram in industrial relations is designed to be 
as flexible as possible to support the student's 
own professional interest. Satisfactory comple-
tion of a final comprehensive oral examination 
is required of all students. As part of their 
graduate education , students enrolled in the 
nonthesis program have the option of enrolling 
in an off-campus internship program. 
Courses appropriate for the master of science 
degree are determined by the student's 
program of study committee. Recommended 
courses for graduate students majoring in 
industrial relations include: Eeon 404, 445, 
446, 5908, 595; Mgmt 510, 520, 530, 570, 
571 , 575, 590; Pol S 571, 572, 573, 575, 576, 
590; Psych 440, 450, 451, 550, 551, 590, 623; 
Soc 420, 511 , 530, 532, 5908, 642; Stat 401 , 
402. See departmental listings for course 
descriptions and credits. 
Courses for Graduate Students 
598. Internship. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: Graduate 
enrollment in industrial relations. Internship designed 
for work exposure in a personnel or labor relations 
department of a private or public employer. Not 
recommended for students already having had such 
work experience. 
599. Creative Component. 
699. Research for Thesis. 
Journalism and Mass 
Communication 
James T. Emmerson, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Hamilton (Emeritus), Schwartz 
(Emeritus), Shelley (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Abbott, Boyd (Emeritus), 
Crom, Emmerson, Fox (Emeritus), Friederich, 
Gillette, Haws, Lendt, McConnell , Niebauer, 
Shah, Wechsler 
The department offers the degree master of 
science with major in journalism and mass 
communication. Minor work is available to 
students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Majors plan programs of study in one of three 
programs: 
Program 1-Professional journalism emphasis 
for students with undergraduate degrees in 
journalism and/or media experience who 
intend professions in the mass media or in 
teaching journalism; also for students with 
limited backgrounds in journalism who intend 
professions in the mass media. The latter 
students may be required to take undergradu-
ate courses that will not apply to the degree. 
A creative component may be substituted for 
the thesis in this program. 
Emphases within this program are advertising , 
broadcast, print media, public relations/public 
information/corporate communications, sci-
ence writing, and visual communication . 
Courses in each emphasis are determined by 
the student's graduate committee and profes-
sional program committee .• 
Program 2-Mass communication emphasis 
for students who plan careers that demand a 
cultural , theoretical , strategic, or administrative 
knowledge of mass communication. 
Program 3-Development communication for 
professional communicators in government 
ministries and private agencies involved in 
agricultural, economic, health, and environ-
mental development, for agency in-service 
training specialists, and communication pro-
gram evaluation specialists. 
A thesis is required in programs 2 and 3. 
For admission to the department, an applicant 
must have a bachelor's degree in journalism 
or in a subject matter area suitable to the 
program in which he or she wishes to 
combine professionally with journalism and 
mass communication . Admission of interna-
tional students is limited to: (1) those engaged 
in communication or development in such 
fields as agriculture, home economics, and 
natural resources in their native countries and 
whose employment indicates a need for 
specialized communication training, and (2) 
those who can document at least two years of 
professional journalism experience or the 
teaching of journalism who wish to improve 
their professional capabilities. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor in technology and social 
change. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
401. Mass Communication Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science. Theory and 
research in mass communication processes and 
effects; the scientific process; methods of measur-
ing, evaluating and reporting mass communication 
research. 
460. Law of Communication. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science. Defamation , 
privacy, sedition, obscenity, contempt, lottery, 
copyright , postal laws; the Federal Communications 
Act; laws affecting advertising , legal publication , and 
other business activities of the press. 
461. History of American Journalism. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science or history. Role of 
the media in shaping the social , economic, and 
political history of America; impact of change in 
these areas on the development, traditions, and 
philosophies of the media. 
462. Media Ethics, Freedom, Responsibility. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 6 credits in social science. 
Media ethics and performance; functions of the 
media in relation to the executive, judicial and 
legislative branches of government; agencies of 
media criticism; right to know versus right to privacy. 
464. Journalism and Literature. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
6 credits in history or American literature. Writing as 
art as practiced by Twain, Hemingway, Crane, 
Dreiser, Whitman, Mencken, others; inquiry into the 
problems of the "New Journalism" as practiced by 
contemporary journalists. 
478. Media in Europe. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in social science; permission 
of instructor. Mass media and institutions in Western 
Europe. Lectures, field trips. Taught in Europe. 
Participation in department's European Study Pro-
gram required . Tour expenses paid by student. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*500. (400 DL) Media Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science (economics highly 
recommended). Decision-making functions of media. 
Basic media market analysis, media organization 
and management, circulation and audience develop-
ment, technological developments affecting 
management decisions, media relationships with 
labor, and regulatory agencies that affect media 
operation. 
501. Theories of Mass Communication. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science. Examination of 
major areas of research activity and theoretic 
development related to organization , functions, and 
effects of mass communication. Computer fee . 
502. Communication Research Methods. (3-3) Cr. 4. 
S. Prereq: 501 . Survey research , audience and 
readership studies, readability, content analysis , and 
experimental research. Class undertakes a project in 
one or more of these areas, including data collection 
and computer analysis. Computer fee. 
503. Journalistic Methods. (1-5) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Satisfactory performance on a standard English 
usage test administered by the department before 
registering for the course. Reporting, writing and 
editing for the mass media. Designed for advanced 
students who have little or no background in 
journalism. Credits for majors will be in addition to 
the minimum of 30 required for graduation . 
Computer fee. 
504. Advanced Reporting. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 503 
or equivalent professional work. Reporting complex 
issues, situations, and specialized topics for print 
and electronic media. Students select either print or 
broadcast option. 
505. Mass Media Performance and Application. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in social science and 
permission of instructor. Planning , design , produc-
tion of professional quality journalistic works in 
broadcast, print, public relations/corporate commu-
nications, science writing , or visual communications. 
510. Strategies of Communication. (3-0) Cr. 3. S.SS. 
Prereq: 501 or equivalent social science theory. The 
process of developing professional communication 
and persuasion strategies, with emphasis on prob-
lem definition, behavioral specification of objectives, 
situation analysis , strategy formulation , and justifica-
tion through application of communication theories 
and research results . 
*520. (420 DL) Institutional Public Relations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 6 credits in social science. 
Public relations in business and other organizations, 
functions , process, and management; attitudes, 
public opinion and persuasion; tools of the public 
relations and corporate communications practitioner; 
management of change in contemporary society. 
521 . Information Program Methods: Audio-Visual. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in social science and 
permission of instructor. Theories in visual commu-
nication from aesthetic to psychological. Use of 
Gestalt theory to examine effects of visual mes-
sages, including cross-cultural communication. 
Emphasis on analyzing visual images in print and 
electronic media. 
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522. Information Program Methods: Print. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Communication 
program theory and methods used by science and 
technology organizations. Production of printed 
materials used in complex information programs 
aimed at internal and external audiences. 
*524. (424 DL) Public Relations Campaigns. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S . Prereq: 520. Development of public 
relations and corporate communications campaigns 
for business and social institutions. Projects involve 
budgeting , media selection , campaign strategy, and 
creative execution. 
*534. (434 DL) Advertising Campaigns. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 334, 335, and permission of instructor. 
Development of advertising campaigns for business 
and social institutions. Projects involve budgeting, 
media selection, market analysis, campaign strategy, 
and creative execution . 
*547. (347 DL) Science Writing. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in social science and permission of 
instructor. Reporting and writing newspaper and 
magazine articles about science, medicine, and 
technology. 
550. Advertising and Society. (3-0) Cr. 3. S.SS. 
Prereq: 501 . Examination of advertising's role in and 
impact on American society against historical back-
ground of its development and regulation. 
Contemporary issues discussed in seminar format. 
Major paper required . 
561. The Press and Society: Interrelationships. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in social science. The 
press and its functions in a democratic society; 
conflicts between the press and social institutions; 
legal , social and political controls on the press; First 
Amendment theory. 
*574. (474 DL) Impact of Communication Technology 
on People and Societies. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 6 
credits in social science. Seminar on present and 
potential effects of increasingly sophisticated modes 
of mass communication on people, institutions, and 
societies. 
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575. Mass Communication in Developing Nations. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in social science. 
Analysis of distribution of mass media in developing 
nations. Evaluation and comparison of traditional 
and transitional systems of communication in Africa, 
Asia, and Latin America. Analysis of worldwide 
information flow. Role of mass communication in 
national development. 
*576. (476 DL) International Communication and the 
Foreign Media. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in 
social science. World communication systems, 
newsgathering and dissemination agencies, the role 
of foreign correspondents; factors determining flow 
and volume of world news. Comparative analysis of 
mass media. International political communication; 
role of U.S. media in world affairs. 
590. Special topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Media Studies 
B. Professional Specialization 
C. Problems and Methods 
D. Technique and Style 
E. Specialized Communication 
591. Professional Internship. (0-6) Cr. 2. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 503. Supervised internship experience. 
Credits are to be applied in excess of the number 
required for graduation . 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1. SS. 
A. Newspaper Advising, Design , and Management 
B. Yearbook Advising , Design, and Management 
C. Basic Publ ications Design and Graphics 
D. Advanced Design and Layout of Publ ications 
E. Photography and Photo Lab Management 
F. Journalism Teaching Methods and Curriculum 
Planning 
G. Survival Skills for Publications Advisers 
H. Newsletters, Brochures. and Desktop Publishing 
I. Advising Tomorrow's Award-Winning Publications 
J. Publications Practicum 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 3. Prereq: Approved 
proposal; available in Program 1 only. 
650. Seminars in Mass Communication. Cr. 1 to 3 
each . 
A. Audiences and Effects 
B. Communication Technology 
C. Professional Communication 
D. Development Communication 
E. Evaluation Methods 
F. International Communication 
G. Mass Communication History 
H. Mass Communication Law 
I. Media Management 
J. Research Methods 
K. Society and Mass Communication 
L. Teaching Journalism and Mass Communication 
M. Visual Communication 
N. Broadcast Communication 
699. Research 
For information on dual-listed (DL) courses, see page 
24. 
Landscape 
Architecture 
Albert J. Rutledge, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Barton (Emeritus), Dyas, Harvey, 
Rutledge 
Associate Members: Anderson. Chidister. 
Crandell , Dietrich , Hightshoe, Lane 
The department offers work for the degree 
Master of Landscape Architecture with a 
major in landscape architecture. Minor work is 
offered to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
The MLA degree is granted upon completion 
of 36 credits including L A 501 and the 
acceptance of a thesis or creative component. 
Typically, the program will require four se-
mesters of study for students with a 
bachelor's degree in landscape architecture. 
Graduate students who do not possess a 
bachelor's degree in landscape architecture 
must complete additional coursework in the 
fundamental skill areas of the profession. This 
is accompl ished by concurrent enrollment in 
the undergraduate program to earn the BLA 
degree before fully engaging in graduate 
study. The time necessary to earn the BLA in 
addition to the MLA will vary according to the 
student's background upon admission. Stu-
dents interested in the concurrent BLNMLA 
program should write the department to 
receive a detailed description of requirements. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental minors in Housing and 
Mineral Resources. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
361. Landscape Inventory and Analysis. (2-6) Cr. 4. 
F. Prereq: 241 , L A students must be enrolled in the 
professional program. Basic land use and natural 
resource data used in the landscape planning and 
design process . Review of data characteristics, 
landscape analysis techniques, and applications to 
site level and regional level problems. Identifying 
opportunities and limitations of landscape charac-
teristics in planning and design for human use. 
Materials fee, field trip fee, computer fee. 
*462. (562 DL) Landscape Resource Management. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 361. Examination of landscape 
resource management policies in issues affecting 
human use. Visual analysis procedures and other 
landscape design and planning techniques for the 
meeting of management objectives. 
*462S. (562S DL) Studio in Landscape Resource 
Management. (0-6) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 462 (562 OL). Studio work in conjunc-
tion with 462 (562 DL). Field trips. Materials fee, field 
trip fee. 
463. Comprehensive Landscape Planning. (0-12) 
Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 443, 462. Pol icy planning for multiple 
use of large scale areas with emphasis on regional 
landscape analysis, visual landscape evaluation , 
landscape impact assessment, and economic feasi-
bility. Preparation of master plans for multiple use 
involving the natural resource base as a major 
decision maker. Design methodology and concepts 
communicated through graphic, written , and oral 
reports. Field trips. Materials, computer, and field trip 
fees. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. S. Prereq: 463. Presentation 
and discussion of research associated with the 
students' selected concentrations. May be repeated 
with a maximum of 3 credits permitted toward 
meeting degree requirements. 
509. Mining Reclamation and Mitigation. (Mn Rs 509) 
See Mineral Resources . 
*537. (437 DL) Urban Plazas. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
3 credits in history from the environmental design 
disciplines. Development of urban plazas from 
ancient Greek towns to contemporary American 
cities including factors that have influenced design, 
urban open space policy, and plaza use. Special 
attention to 20th century plaza design, use determin-
ants, and urban open space legislation. 
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541 . Principles of Research for Landscape Architects. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq. 463. Examination of research 
methods appropriate to landscape architectural 
projects. Readings, discussions, and application 
problems. 
*562. (462 DL) Landscape Resource Management. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 361. Examination of landscape 
resource management policies and issues affecting 
human use. Visual analysis procedures and other 
landscape design and planning techniques for the 
meeting of management objectives. 
*562S. (462 S DL) Studio in Landscape Resource 
Management. (0-6) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 562 (462 DL). Studio work in conjunc-
tion with 562 (462 DL). Field trips . Materials, field 
trip, and computer fees. 
*564. (464 DL) Landscape Planning and Wildlife. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in biological science. 
Examination of the ways human use and land 
development affects wildlife habitat requirements. 
Landscape planning and design techniques for 
providing wildlife habitats in towns and rural areas. 
Field trips. Materials fee, field trip fee. 
*572. (472 DL) Landscape Architectural History and 
Preservation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 271 . Research 
methods applied to the preservation and restoration 
of the historic landscape. Outstanding landscape 
architectural works of the 18th, 19th, and 20th 
centuries will be used to familiarize students with 
methods of archaeological and documentary re-
search, technical problems of restoration and 
conservation, and curatorial problems of interpreta-
tion and maintenance. Lectures, readings, abstracts, 
reports . Field trip fee. 
580. Tutorial. Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 501 . Hands-on 
participation in a creative or research activity in the 
student's area of specialization . 
581 . Terminal Project Preparation. Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: 
501. Preliminary investigations and development of a 
detailed prospectus which defines the thesis or 
creative component. Offered on a satisfactory-fail 
basis only. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4. F.S. Prereq: Written 
approval of instructor and department chair on 
required form. 
A. Landscape Design 
B. Planting Design 
C. Construction 
D. History 
E. Landscape Planning 
F. Urban Design 
G. Interdisciplinary Studies 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. F.S.SS. Prereq: 581 
and permission of major professor. Comprehensive 
study and original development of a project selected 
by the student and approved by the department. 
Completed project must be submitted to and 
approved by a graduate faculty committee as 
evidence of mastery of the principles of landscape 
architecture. Computer fee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
699. Thesis Research. Cr. Var. F.S.SS. Prereq: 581. 
Computer fee . 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Latin American 
Studies 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
Supervisory Committee: Michael B. Whiteford , 
Chair; S. C. Coon, E. Matibag , E. W. Morris, 
W. S. Osborn, S. W. Schmidt 
Minor work is offered in Latin American 
studies as a result of a cooperative agreement 
with the departments of Family Environment, 
Foreign Languages and Literatures, History, 
Political Science, and Sociology and 
Anthropology. 
A concentrated and focused training program 
in Latin American studies provides the gradu-
ate student with a holistic, comprehensive, 
and humanistic understanding of that region 
and its people. Such training serves as a 
complement to discipline-based study. It pro-
vides a necessary supplement for those 
students interested in pursuing topics related 
to Latin America. Latin American studies 
offers students an opportunity to apply theo-
ries , processes and concepts of the major 
disciplines of study to a concrete geograph-
ical setting. , 
Students who wish to minor in Latin American 
studies may elect to do so by nominating a 
member of the supervisory committee to their 
program of study committee. The minor 
representative may not simultaneously serve 
as the student's major professor. Two years (or 
equivalent) of college-level Spanish or Por-
tuguese are required. In addition, students 
pursuing a minor in Latin American studies 
are required to take at least 12 credits from a 
minimum of three of the four core areas. The 
core areas are language (Spanish or Por-
tuguese), anthropology, Latin American 
history, and political science. The choice of 
thesis or nonthesis is made by the student 
and the requirements of the major department 
or program. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
minor only 
513. Proseminar in Latin American History. (Hist 513) 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Readings in Latin American history. Topics 
vary each time offered. 
*523. (323 DL) Peoples and Culture of Latin America. 
(Am In 323) (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology, 201 or 306 recommended. Origin and 
distribution of native populations; blending of Old 
and New World cultures; theoretical problems of 
peasant and tribal societies; discussion of eco-
nomic, social, political, and religious systems; 
processes of change. 
530. Field Problems in Social Anthropology. (Anthr 
530) (3-0) Cr. 3 to 5. Prereq: 6 credits in 
anthropology. May be taken for 8 to 10 credits in 
summer field school. Applicable toward minor only 
when focus is on Latin America. Field training 
experience in ethnography. Problems emphasizing 
field studies in the contemporary societies of the 
world. Focus on techniques of data gathering and 
analysis. 
595. Seminar in Latin American History. (Hist 595) 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Topics vary each time offered. 
Library 
Nancy L. Eaton, Head of Department 
Associate Member: Dobson 
Graduate Study 
The Library offers a series of non-credit 
seminars to assist faculty and graduate 
students in the effective use of the library's 
research resources. The seminars cover gen-
eral materials as well as more specialized 
ones in the broad areas of the biological and 
agricultural sciences, the engineering and 
physical sciences, and the humanities and 
social sciences. For information and registra-
tion consult the Library's Information Services 
Department. Offered F.S.SS. 
Linguistics 
Supervisory Committee: Aubrey Galyon, Chair; 
R. Abraham, R. Dearin, F. Duffelmeyer, 
0. Frink, R. Higginson, M. O'Boyle, 
C. Thogmartin, H. S. Venkatagiri 
The following courses may be used in 
graduate programs with the approval of the 
student's program of study committee: 
Engl 420. History and Dialects of the English 
Language. See English. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
F Lng 491. Linguistics for Foreign Language 
Teaching. See Foreign Languages and Uteratures. 
F Lng 492. History of the Romance Languages. See 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. 
Psych 413. Psychology of Language. See 
Psychology. 
Sp Cm 305. Semantics. See Speech 
Communication. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Management 
John G. Wacker, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Chacko, McElroy, Morrow, Wacker 
Associate Members: Anklesaria, Chu, Crow, 
B. Flynn, E. Flynn, Hunger, Shrader, Wilson 
The department participates in two inter-
departmental programs: the master of science 
(M.S.) in business administrative sciences 
and the master of business administration 
(M.B.A.). The M.S. program consists of a 30 
credit curriculum leading to a nonthesis 
master of science degree with a major in 
business administrative sciences. The M.B.A. 
program, designated BusAd, is a 48 credit 
curriculum that culminates in a nonthesis 
master of business administration degree. The 
M.B.A. program offers specializations in agri-
culture and general business. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program, industrial 
relations. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
413. Venture Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 370; 
Mkt 340; Fin 350. Study of the effective management 
of business ventures, strategy determination, plan-
ning and controlling functions. Emphasis on the 
unique aspects of venture management. Feasibility 
study of an enterprise required . 
414. International Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
370; Mkt 340; Fin 350. The nature and economic 
role of the multinational firm , including the impact of 
legal, political, and cultural variables upon firm 
performance and managerial activity; case studies 
illustrate interdependent nature of functional areas of 
business projected across national boundaries. 
415. Small Business Research. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 318, 370; Acct 215; Mkt 340; Fin 350; TrLog 
360. An examination and analysis of small business 
problems. Development of problem-solving and 
decision-making skills related to small business 
operations through field study. 
418. Production/Operations Management II. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 318. In-depth analysis of inte-
grated operations management systems with em-
phasis on problem solving and methodological 
topics. Computer fee. 
430. Database Management Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 330, Com S 201 . Database approach to 
data management in business computer information 
systems. Data storage and structure, hierarchic 
network and relational models, and database admin-
istration. Computer fee. 
432. Information Systems Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 330; Com S 211 . Systems analysis for 
computer-based information systems. Feasibility 
studies, tools and techniques, analysis of information 
flows, input/output requirements, analysis of busi-
ness operations and systems design. Computer fee. 
438. Information Systems Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 432, Com S 201 . Design of business 
applications using COBOL. Functional information 
flows, project management, and analysis, design 
development, and documentation of business sys-
tems. Computer fee. 
470. Organization Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
371 . A macro view of organizations. Emphasis on the 
organization itself, rather than on people in organiza-
tions. Existing theoretical frameworks are employed 
to better understand why organizations are struc-
tured as they are and why they behave as they do. 
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479. Management Seminar. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
Permission of the instructor. Designed primarily for 
students interested in controversial issues in man-
agement. Course utilizes advanced material and 
research drawn from topic areas within management. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
510. Business and Social Responsibility. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 570. Designed to stimulate critical 
evaluation of business' role in society; ethical, 
managerial, governance, and public issues as they 
affect the corporation. 
520. Operations Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
570. In-depth analysis of basic production/opera-
tions systems. Applied forecasting, aggregate plan-
ning, scheduling, shop floor control, quality 
assurance, inventory management, human aspects 
of systems, facility layout, and project management. 
528. Manufacturing Information Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 520, 530 or equivalent. Design of 
intelligent decision support systems for computer 
integrated manufacturing. Systems requirements, 
communications, data structures, and knowledge 
representation schemes for knowledge-based man-
ufacturing systems. Computer fee. 
530. Management Information Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 570, Com S 103, Acct 580. Introduction to 
information systems in business including concepts 
and technology, management support systems, 
defining system requirements , and managing infor-
mation system resources. Microcomputer 
applications. 
570. Management and Organizational Behavior. (3-0} 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Psych 101 or Soc 134. Human 
behavior in organizations and the nature of organiza-
tions from a managerial perspective. Current 
theories and practices regarding individuals, groups, 
and organizations. Computer fee. 
571. Seminar in Personnel and Human Resources 
Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 570. Topics and 
issues in personnel management with a focus on the 
management of human resources in organizations. 
Current personnel practices, philosophies, and be-
havioral science research. 
575. Compensation Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 571 . Concepts, techniques, and issues 
dealing with remuneration of the work force. The 
impact of government legislation as well as organiza-
tional and societal issues. 
578. Strategic Management and Business Policy. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Mkt 540, Fin 550, Mgmt 570, 
Acct 580. Critical analysis of strategic management 
of organizations with emphasis on strategic decision 
making. Reviews issues in business functional areas 
in light of environmental opportunities and threats. 
Industry analysis, competitive strategy, strategy 
formulation and implementation, evaluation and 
control. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. For students 
wishing to do individual research in a particular area 
of management. 
Marketing 
John Kong-Fah Wong, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Member: Teas 
Associate Members: Dorsch, Laczniak, 
McAlexander, Wong, Zober (Emeritus) 
The department participates in two inter-
departmental programs: the master of science 
(M.S.) in business administrative sciences 
and the master of business administration 
(M.B.A.). The M.S. program consists of a 30 
credit curriculum leading to a nonthesis 
master of science degree with a major in 
business administrative sciences. The M.B.A. 
program, designated BusAd, is a 48 credit 
curriculum which culminates in a nonthesis 
master of business administration degree. The 
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M.B.A. program offers specializations in agri-
culture and general business. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
440. Industrial Purchasing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
Credit or enrollment in 447. Principles and policies of 
industrial purchasing. Emphasis on materials 
management. 
445. Sales Forecasting. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Credit 
or enrollment in 447. Time series. analysis by 
regression, exponential smoothing , cycle analysis, 
and Box Jenkins models, by using an interactive 
program on a VAX terminal and case analysis. 
449. Marketing Seminar. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Credit 
or enrollment in 447 and permission of instructor 
Analysis of current issues and problems in marketing 
with emphasis on new theoretical and meth-
odological developments. At least one of the 
following seminars will be offered each academic 
year. Additional seminars may be offered . 
A. Health Care Marketing 
B. Services Marketing 
C. International Marketing 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor, open to qualified 
undergraduates 
540. Advanced Marketing Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: Econ 206 and Psych 101 or Soc 134. 
Strategic marketing and decision making, with 
emphasis on cases utilizing qualitative and quan-
titative techniques and marketing models. 
544. Advanced Marketing Research. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 540, Stat 328 or 401 . Marketing research 
methods are examined with emphasis on the use of 
advanced data collection and analysis methods. 
547. Advanced Consumer Behavior. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 540. The behavior of consumers. Intensive 
review of literature from relevant disciplines. Applica-
tions of concepts and methods of the behavioral 
sciences to marketing management decision 
making. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor For students 
wishing to do individual research in a particular area 
of marketing. 
Materials Science 
and Engineering 
. David R. Wilder, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Akinc, Berard, Buck, Carlson 
(Emeritus), Gschneidner, Kayser, Larsen, 
Martin , McGee, Patterson, Peterson 
(Emeritus), Rosauer, Smith (Emeritus), Spitzig , 
Thompson, Trivedi, Verhoeven, Wechsler, 
Wilder, Wilhelm 
Associate Members: Chumbley, Martin, 
McCall um 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science (with thesis) and doctor of 
philosophy, with majors in ceramic engineer-
ing or metallurgy. Also offered is the master of 
engineering degree (without thesis), with a 
major in materials science and engineering as 
well as minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. Students majoring 
in metallurgy may specialize in the areas of 
physical metallurgy, chemical metallurgy, and 
mechanical metallurgy. Research in the de-
partment is closely associated with the Ames 
Laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy 
and the Engineering Research Institute, which 
provide support for graduate student research 
assistantships. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is com-
pletion of an undergraduate curriculum in 
physical science or related engineering . 
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Before admission to candidacy for the degree 
doctor of philosophy with a major in metal-
lurgy, the student is required to demonstrate 
proficiency in French, German, or Russian by 
attaining a score of 525 in the Educational 
Testing Service examination or obtaining a 
grade of B or better in Frnch 101 ; Ger 101 ; or 
Rus 101. After satisfying either of the above 
requirements , the student must translate three 
journal articles; the articles and translations 
are approved by the major professor. 
There is no departmental foreign language 
requirement for students seeking the degree 
doctor of philosophy with a major in ceramic 
engineering . However, students are encour-
aged to include the study of a foreign 
language as a part of their program. 
Students with majors in the Materials Science 
and Engineering Department interested in 
nuclear energy technology are encouraged to 
consider the following courses: Nuc E 401 , 
451, 571 , 582, 584; M S E 375, 551, 553. 
Graduate students wishing to declare a formal 
minor in ceramic engineering or metallurgy 
will have at least one MS E faculty member 
from the minor discipline serving on their 
advisory committee. For the M.S. , M.E. , and 
Ph.D. degrees, they will take a minimum of 8, 
12, and 12 M S E course credits , respectively 
(at least 2, 4, and 8 credits, respectively, at 
the 500 and 600 level). 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor programs energy systems 
engineering , mineral resources , and tech-
nology and social change. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor o_nly 
301, 302. Physical Metallurgy. (4-0) Cr. 4 each . Yr. 
Prereq: 301: 231 or 270 or 271 ; 302: 301 . 
301 : Stereography, X-ray diffraction, nucleation, so-
lidification, grain boundaries, grain growth, 
vacancies, diffusion; 302: basic dislocation theory, 
deformation of metals, recovery and recrystallization, 
solid solutions, precipitation hardening, twinning and 
martensite reactions, transformation kinetics, 
strengthening processes. 
301L. Physical Metallurgy Laboratory I. (1-6) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 301. Preparation and 
analysis of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Quan-
titative optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy, powder X-ray diffraction, hardness test-
ing. Materials fee . Computer fee. 
302L. Physical Metallurgy Laboratory II. (1-6) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 302 and Fr E 160 
or knowledge of FORTRAN programming. 
Experiments are carried out and analyzed which 
involve the following topics: Carburizing of steel , 
casting of bronze, brass and cast iron , Jominy end 
quench, induction hardening , X-ray and metal-
lographic evaluation of retained austenite, and age 
hardening of aluminum alloys. Materials fee. Com-
puter fee. 
321. Mechanical Behavior of Materials. (M E 321) 
See Mechanical Engineering. 
322. Manufacturing Processes. (M E 322) See 
Mechanical Engineering. 
330. High Temperature Technology. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Phys 221 , Chem 167 or 177. Principles of 
temperature measurement. Use of thermoelectric , 
resistance, and optical measuring devices. Methods 
of temperature control. Power supplies for furnaces. 
Fuels and combustion stoichiometry. 
337. Engineering Materials. (E M 337) See 
Engineering Mechanics. 
342. Vitreous State. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Chem 167 
or 177. Theory of the vitreous state. Structure and 
properties of inorganic glasses, melting , forming , 
and anneal ing methods. Application of vitreous 
coatings to metal. Field trip fee. 
342L. Vitreous State Laboratory. (0-3) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: Enrollment in 342. Glass properties determin-
ations. Batching, melting , and forming of glasses. 
Porcelain enameling practice. Materials fee. 
343. Electronic Ceramics. (4-0) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 231 
or 270, Phys 222. Underlying causes and charac-
teristics of electrical and magnetic behavior of 
ceramic materials. Properties and production of 
common ceramic materials used for dielectric, 
optical, semiconductor, ionic conductor and mag-
netic applications. 
345. High Temperature Processes. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 360 or Chem 321, 330, credit or enrollment 
in 244. Use of high-temperature treatment to effect 
atomic transport and densification through sintering 
and vitrification . Prediction of final fired structure by 
means of phase equilibrium diagrams. 
345L. High Temperature Processing Laboratory. (0-3) 
Cr. 1. S. Prereq: Enrollment in 345. Experimental 
manipulation of ceramic properties by high tem-
perature processing . Measurement and analysis of 
properties affected by firing . Computer fee. 
360. Thermochemistry for Materials Science and 
Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Chem 167 or 177, 
Math 265. Basic laws of thermodynamics applied to 
materials systems. Thermodynamic properties of 
pure substances, homogeneous solutions, and dis-
solved components. Homogeneous and 
heterogeneous equilibrium. Property changes for 
chemical reactions. 
361. Principles of Extractive Metallurgy. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 360 or Chem 321. Applications of chemical 
equilibrium, thermodynamics, and reaction kinetics 
to the understanding of metallurgical unit operations. 
Introduction to diffusion, heat transfer, and fluid flow 
principles and their utilization in extractive metallurgy 
processes. Field trip fee. Computer fee. 
370. Principles of Nondestructive Testing. (E M 370) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Phys 112 or 222. Radiography, 
ultrasonic testing , magnetic particle inspection, eddy 
current testing, dye penetrant inspection, and other 
less common techniques. Physical bases of tests; 
materials to which applicable; types of defects 
detectable; calibration standards, and reliability; 
safety precautions. 
370L. Nondestructive Testing Laboratory. (E M 370L) 
(0-3) Cr. 1. S. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 370. 
Application of nondestructive testing techniques to 
the detection and sizing of flaws in materials. Field 
trip fee. Computer fee. 
375. Nuclear Materials and Radiation Effects. (Nuc E 
375) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 231 or 270 or 271. Survey 
materials for fission and fusion reactors . Current 
materials topics in nuclear technology. Nuclear fuel 
and fuel cladding materials. Pressure vessels for 
light water reactors . Steam generators. Fusion 
reactor first wall. Defects in solids. Radiation 
damage to materials. 
401, 402. Mechanical Metallurgy. (3-0) Cr. 3 each . 
F.S. Prereq: 401 : 301, EM 324; 402: 302, 401 . 
Elasticity and plasticity, strengthening mechanisms, 
creep and stress-rupture, fatigue, fracture and 
fracture mechanics, metal forming, failure analysis. 
401 emphasizes theory; 402 emphasizes design and 
application . 
402L. Mechanical Metallurgy Laboratory. (1-3) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: 401 . Tension and impact testing, residual 
stresses, crack propagation and fracture toughness, 
elastic properties by ultrasonic and strain gauge 
techniques, computer iterated creep experiment. 
440. Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Ceramic 
Materials. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 231, E M 324. 
Fundamentals of mechanical and thermal behavior 
of ceramic materials. Properties of common ceramic 
materials used for mechanical and thermal 
applications. 
441 . Refractories. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 360, 361 or 
345. Mineralogy, manufacture and service charac-
teristics of fireclay, high alumina, silica, basic, and 
carbon refractories. Use of refractories in metal-
lurgical and ceramic industries. Computer fee. 
445, 446. Ceramic Engineering Design. 445 (2-3) 
Cr. 3. 446 (2-3) Cr. 3. Yr. Prereq: 445: 330, 345, 
345L, Phys 222; 446: 445. 445: Design and analysis 
of transport dependent processes for ceramic 
engineering applications. Computer aided design, 
analysis, and process control. Computer fee. 
446: Problems and projects in design of ceramic 
materials and processes. Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501 . Thermodynamics of Physico-chemical 
Processes in Solids. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 301 or 
345, 360 or Chem 321 , Math 266. Review of basic 
principles, thermodynamics of multiphase chemical 
reactions, thermodynamic potentials, stability princi-
ples, solution thermodynamics, free-energy-
composition diagrams, multicomponent phase dia-
grams, and thermodynamic driving forces. 
Nucleation and spinodal decomposition theory. 
502. Kinetics of Physical Metallurgical Reactions. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 501 . Mechanism of diffusion. 
Phenomenological aspects. Diffusion applied to 
kinetic processes. Anelasticity. Precipitation and 
segregation reactions. Recovery and recrystallization. 
Order-disorder reactions. Displacive transformations. 
503. Mechanical Behavior of Materials. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 301 , Math 266. Mechanical behavior of 
materials based on atomic and microstructural 
considerations. Elasticity, plasticity, yield criteria, 
introduction to dislocation theory. Brittle and ductile 
fracture , fatigue and creep, design criteria, statistical 
aspects of failure. 
508. Mineral Processing Operations. (Mn RS 508, 
Ch E 508) See Mineral Resources . 
512. Introductory Metal Theory. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1991. Prereq: Phys 222, Math 266. Free 
electron theory and band theory. Brillouin zones and 
Fermi surfaces, electronic conductivity and scatter-
ing processes, electronic heat capacities, and 
comparison of metals to semiconductors. 
514. Applications of Metallurgical Thermodynamics. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 360 or Chem 
321. Solubi lity of gases in metals, oxidation of metals 
and alloys, thermochemistry of steelmaking, atmo-
sphere control with gas mixtures, special 
applications of Clausius-Clapeyron equation , use of 
Richardson-Jeffes charts, thermodynamics of alloys . 
520. Chemical and Physical Metallurgy of Rare 
Earths. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 302 
or Phys 325, 360 or Chem 321 . Electronic configura-
tion, valence states, minerals, ores, beneficiation, 
extraction , separation , metal preparation and pu-
rification, crystal structure, transformation, melting 
and boiling points, chemical behavior, inorganic 
compounds, alloy chemistry, nature of the chemical 
bond, mechanical and elastic properties, magnetic 
properties, resistivity, and superconductivity. 
521. Polymers and Composites. (M E 521) See 
Mechanical Engineering. 
522. Structure, Properties and Heat Treatment of 
Ferrous and Non-ferrous Alloys. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
302 or 331 . Application of fundamental concepts of 
phase transformations, heat flow, mechanical behav-
ior, and structure-property relations to the problems 
of heat treatment and selection of steels and 
aluminum, copper, and titan ium alloys. 
523. Corrosion and Oxidation. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
One course in thermodynamics . Study of orig in, 
development, and current applicability of theories of 
corrosion and oxidation of metals . 
524. Casting and Welding of Metals. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 301 or 344. Dendritic growth 
and control of macrostructure in castings, ingots, 
and continuous cast metals. Porosity and its control. 
Riser and gating design. Mechanical properties of 
cast metals. Welding characteristics of steels and 
important non-ferrous alloys. 
525. X-Ray Diffraction. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 244 or 
301 . Introduction to theory of X-ray and neutron 
diffraction, symmetry operations, space groups, and 
reciprocal lattice. Laue and powder diffraction 
methods and their appl ication to precise lattice 
parameters, determination of simple crystal struc-
tures, phase identification, orientation, texture, grain 
size, strain, residual stress, and order-disorder. 
Computer fee. 
551 . Nuclear Reactor Materials and Radiation Effects. 
(Nuc E 551) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 375. Radiation flux 
and spectrum and cross section. Defects in mate-
rials. Theory of collisions and displacement 
production. Experimental observation of radiation 
damage. Defect clusters, voids, and bubbles. 
Radiation hardening and embrittlement. Current 
materials issues in fission and fusion reactor 
technology. Computer fee. 
553. Nuclear Reactor Fuel Materials. (Nuc E 553) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 375. Physical , chemical, 
nuclear. thermal , and mechanical properties of 
metallic, ceramic, and liquid fuels for nuclear 
reactors. Fuel fabrication. Behavior of fission prod-
ucts. Fuel restructuring and densification . 
Implications for safety and economics of nuclear 
reactors. 
564. Fracture and Fatigue. (EM 564, M E 564) See 
Engineering Mechanics . 
568. Plasticity and Creep of Materials. (EM 568) See 
Engineering Mechanics . 
569. Mechanics of Composite and Combined 
Materials. (Aer E 569, E M 569) See Engineering 
Mechanics . 
570. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Ceramic 
Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered as arr. Prereq: 345. 
Review of classical thermodynamics, introduction to 
irreversible thermodynamics, driving forces, rate 
process theory, and phase equilibria in ceramic 
systems. 
571. Crystal Chemistry of Ceramic Materials. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Offered as arranged. Prereq: 231 or 270. 
Review of the fundamentals of bonding in solids. 
Crystal and ligand field theories. Crystal systems 
and symmetry operations. Crystal chemistry of 
oxides and inorganic compounds. Crystal structure-
property relationships. 
572. Defects in Ceramic Materials. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Offered as arranged . Prereq: 345, 571 . Properties of 
crystals containing point defects such as Frenkel 
and Schottky defects plus defects created by non-
stoichiometry and doping. Defect concentration-
property relations . 
573. Measurements in High Temperature Systems. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Offered as arranged. Prereq: 360 or 
Chem 321. Theory, limitations, and problems of 
analysis of measurements at elevated temperature. 
Furnaces and techniques for determination of me-
chanical, physical, structural , and chemical 
properties of ceramics at elevated temperatures . 
57 4. Ultrasonic and Electromagnetic Nondestructive 
Measurement Principles. (EM 574) See Engineering 
Mechanics . 
575. Vitreous State. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered as arr. 
Prereq: 342 or 360 or Chem 321 . Advanced theory of 
the vitreous state. Structure of glasses. nucleation 
theory, control of devitrification , composition-structure 
property relationships . 
576. Ceramic Processing. (3-0) Cr. 3. Offered as 
arranged. Prereq: One course in thermodynamics . 
Introduction to ceramic processing science. Powder 
processing routes , characterization of powders. 
Fabrication of ceramics by casting, molding, and 
pressing operations. Densificat ion by solid or liquid 
phase sintering, hot pressing, and hot isostatic 
pressing. Microstructure development. 
580. Biomaterials. (E M 580, B M E 580) See 
Engineering Mechanics . 
585. Electron Microscopy of Inorganic Materials. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Offered as arr. Microstructural and composi-
tional characterization of materials by transmission 
and scanning electron microscopy. Specimen prepa-
ration methods. Computer fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Metallurgy 
B. Ceramics 
595. Topics in Material Science. Cr. 1 to 3 each time 
elected. Arr. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
A. Electronic Properties of Materials 
B. Magnetic Materials 
C. Mechanical Properties of Materials 
D. Microstructural Studies 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601. Transport in Solids. (2-0} Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 501 or 570. Heat and mass transport in 
solids developed in terms of mathematical concepts. 
Mathematical analysis of applied problems involving 
heat and mass transport in solid materials. Atomistic 
description of diffusion in sol ids. Stochastic aspects 
of atomic and ionic diffusion. Phenomenolog ical 
formulation of mass transport with applications to 
kinetic processes at elevated temperatures. Experi-
mental methods employed in solid state diffusion 
studies. 
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602. Martensitic Phase Transformation and Twinning . 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 502. 
Thermodynamic and crystallographic aspects of 
martensitic transformations. Nucleation of martensite. 
Diffusion-related and diffusionless characteristics. 
Matrix algebraic analysis of shear transformations 
and twinning. Phenomenological theories of marten-
site formation; shape change, habit plane, and 
orientation relationships. Stress-assisted martensite 
formation. Shape memory alloys; appl ication to heat 
engines and other devices. 
605. Dislocation Theory and Applications. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Offered as arranged . Prereq: 503. Perfect and 
imperfect dislocations, forces on dislocations, con-
servative and noconservative motion of dislocations 
and pile-ups; point defect interactions with disloca-
tions, dynamic and temperature effects . Application 
of dislocations to deformation of single and poly-
crystals, flow stress and hardening, hydrogen 
embrittlement, fatigue and crack initiation, creep and 
diffusionless transformations . 
612. Alloy Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 512 or Phys 324 or Chem 402. Substitutional 
solid solution alloys-models of Friedel , Hume-
Rothery, Brewer-Engel; interstitial solid solution alloys; 
compound formation-Miedema's model, crystal 
chemistry approaches, and metastable alloys. 
670. Kinetics of Ceramic Processes. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 570, 571 . Reaction rate theory and concepts 
of diffusion in ionic materials applied to analysis of 
important ceramic processes. Sol id state and gas-
solid reactions, sintering , grain growth, and poly-
morphic transformations . 
690. Advanced Topics in Materials Science. Cr. var. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
A. X-ray Scattering from Crystals. Computer fee. 
B. Scanning Transmission Microscopy. Materials fee . 
Computer fee. 
C. Metallurgical Thermodynamics 
D. Materials for Fission and Fusion Reactors and 
Radiation Effects . (Nuc E 6900) 
E. Solidification . 
699. Research . 
Mathematics 
Kenneth A. Heimes, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Abian, Alexander, Athreya, Barnes, 
Bergman, Cain , Carlson , Colwell, Cornette, 
Corones, Dahiya, Dickson, Fink, Gautesen, 
Gregorac, Heimes, Hentze! , Johnston, 
Kl iemann, Lambert (Emeritus), Levine, 
Lieberman, Luecke, Maddux, Mathews, Mi ller, 
Murdock, Nelson, Peters, Pigozzi, Rothmayer, 
Sacks, Sanderson , Seifert , Smiley, Smith , 
A. Steiner, E. Steiner, Tandra, Vinograde 
(Emeritus), Willson, Wi lson , Wright 
Associate Members: Budreck, Goggin , 
Grayhack, Heckenbach, Hogben, Kegley, 
Keinert, Nathan, Peake, Rudolph , Song, 
Sprague, Wagner, Weerasinghe 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of phi losophy 
with majors in mathematics or applied mathe-
matics, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. It is also 
possible to have joint majors with related 
departments. The department also offers work 
for the degree master of school mathematics. 
This degree is intended for inservice second-
ary mathematics teachers. Teachers desiring 
to work toward this degree should present 
undergraduate work in mathematics beyond 
calculus. 
Students desiring to do graduate work with a 
major in this department should present at 
least 12 semester credits of work in mathemat-
ics beyond calculus. It is desirable that this 
include advanced calculus and abstract 
algebra. 
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The M.S. degree may be taken either with or 
without thesis . Candidates for the M.S. and 
Ph.D. degrees must pass a written compre-
hensive examination covering basic graduate 
work. Ability to use two foreign languages 
(normally chosen from French. German, and 
Russian) as effective research tools in the 
student's area of specialization is required for 
the Ph .D. Candidates for the M.S.M. degree 
write an approved creative component in lieu 
of a thesis and must pass a comprehensive 
oral examination over their coursework. 
Master of science candidates must have one 
year and doctor of philosophy candidates 
must have two years of supervised teaching 
experience. These minima are subject to 
increase in individual cases upon recommen-
dation of the student's program of study 
committee and approval of the chair. 
301 , 302. Introduction to Abstract Algebra. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. 301: F.S.; 302: S. Prereq: 301: 166 or 176 and 
270 or 307 or 317; 302: 301. 301 : Introduction to the 
theory of groups and rings. 302: Theory of fields , 
abstract vector spaces, and linear algebra. 
304. Introductory Combinatorics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 166 or 176. Permutations, combinations, 
binomial coefficients, inclusion-exclusion principle, 
discrete probability, classical probability. Additional 
topics selected from recurrence relations, generating 
functions, random walks, and Markov chains. 
307. Theory of Matrices. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 2 
semesters of calculus. The algebra of matrices 
including vector spaces, simultaneous linear equa-
tions, determinants, quadratic forms, eigenvalues, 
and diagonalization over the real and complex 
numbers. 
308. Application of Linear Algebra to Discrete 
Optimization . (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 250 or 270 or 
302 or 307 or 317. Linear programming and topics 
chosen from game theory, transportation and assign-
ment problems, discrete dynamic processes, and 
multiple objective linear programming. 
314. Graphs and Networks. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
166 or 176. Graphs, directed graphs, and trees. 
Connectedness. Graph colorings. Eulerian and 
Hamiltonian chains. Matching and covering. Op-
timization for networks. Applications. 
317. Theory of Linear Algebra. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 166 or 176. Systems of linear equations, 
determinants, vector spaces, inner product spaces, 
linear transformations, eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors. Emphasis on writing proofs and results. 
331 . Topology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 270 or 317. 
Topological properties of metric spaces with empha-
sis on R", sequences, continuous functions, 
completeness, compactness. 
*365. Complex Variables with Applications. (3-0) Cr. 
3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 265 or 371. Functions of a complex 
variable, including differentiation, integration and 
series expansions, residues, evaluation of integrals, 
conformal mapping. 
*385. Introduction to Partial Differential Equations. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 371; or 265 and one of 
266, 267. Fourier series. separation of variable 
methods, Bessel series and Legendre polynomials, 
introduction to Sturm-Liouville theory. 
*395. Intermediate Engineering Mathematics. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. F.S.SS. Prereq: 265 and 267, or 371 . Complex 
variables and analytic functions, complex integration 
techniques, complex series, Fourier series, separa-
tion of variables in partial differential equations, 
Fourier transforms. 
414, 415. Advanced Calculus. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 
414: F.SS.; 415: S. Prereq: 414: 270 or 307 or 317; 
415: 414. 414: A careful development of calculus of 
functions of a real variable: limits, continuity, differ-
entiation . integration, series. 415: Calculus of 
functions from R" to Rm, linear and topological 
properties of R", limits, continuity, differentiation, 
implicit functions, multiple integrals, line and surface 
integrals, Stokes' theorem. 
421. Mathematical Logic. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. s .. offered 
1990. Prereq: 301 or 307 or 317. Validity, consistency, 
provability, completeness, definability, and decision 
problems for propositional calculus, predicate cal-
culus, and generalized mathematical theories. 
426. Mathematical Methods for the Physical 
Sciences. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 385. Primarily for 
first-year graduate students in physics and chem-
istry. (Not a substitute for Math 526-527.) Emphasis 
on techniques needed for quantum mechanics and 
electrodynamics. Fourier integrals, complex variables 
and contour integration, ordinary differential equa-
tions of hypergeometric type, Green's functions , 
Sturm-Liouville problems and orthogonal functions, 
boundary-value problems for partial differential 
equations. 
435, 436. Geometry. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. Prereq: 
435: 270 or 307 or 317; 436: 435. Euclidean 
geometry through properties invariant under sim-
ilarity transformations, projective geometry by use of 
synthetic and analytic methods, topics chosen from 
finite geometry, non-Euclidean geometry and 
crystallography. 
450. Number Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3 Alt. S., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 301. Properties of the integers. Diophantine 
equations, prime number distribution and represen-
tation problems. 
465. Advanced Calculus for Applied Mathematics. 
(4-0) Cr. 4. F.S.SS. Prereq: 265 or 371 . Certain 
frequently applied mathematical concepts presented 
with enough theory to promote understanding of 
applications. Calculus of funct ions of several vari-
ables, including vector calculus, line, surface, and 
multiple integrals , Stokes' theorem, divergence the-
orem, infinite series. 
471 . Computational Linear Algebra and Fixed Point 
Iteration. (Com S 471) (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S .SS. Prereq: 
270; or 265 and one of 266, 267; knowledge of 
FORTRAN or PASCAL. Computational error, solutions 
of linear systems, least square methods, similarity 
methods for eigenvalues, non-linear equations. fixed 
point iteration in one and several variables, Newton's 
method in several variables. Computer fee. 
473. Introduction to Scientific Computation. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 371, or 265 and one of 266, 
267, knowledge of FORTRAN. Use of high quality 
software to solve systems of linear equations, solve 
nonlinear equations. interpolate data, integrate func-
tions, integrate systems of differential equations, 
optimize funct ions of one and two variables. Empha-
sis on reasons for success or failure of programs. 
Computer fee. 
481. Numerical Solution of Differential Equations and 
Interpolation. (Com S 481) (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
371; or 265 and one of 266, 267; knowledge of 
FORTRAN or PASCAL. Orthogonal polynomials, least 
square and spline methods, numerical differentiation 
and integration, Euler. Taylor, Runge-Kutta, and 
predictor-corrector methods for solution of systems 
of ordinary differential equations. Computer fee. 
489. History of Mathematics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 
credits in mathematics at the 300 level or above. 
History of mathematical ideas found in the under-
graduate curriculum. Topics and treatment may vary 
with instructor. 
*Only two of 365, 385 , 395 may be counted toward a 
degree. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
504, 505. Abstract Algebra. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prereq: 302. Algebraic systems and their mor-
phisms, including groups, rings, and linear algebra. 
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507. Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential 
Equations. (Com S 507) (3-0) Cr. 3. F.SS. Prereq: 481 
or 465 or 415; knowledge of FORTRAN. One step 
methods for initial value problems. one-step methods 
for systems. multistep methods, boundary-value 
problems. Examples using university computers . 
Computer fee. 
508. Numerical Solution of Partial Differential 
Equations. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 385 and one of 471 
and 481 . Analysis of error and stability of finite 
difference methods. Hyperbolic systems, charac-
teristics, conservation laws, shocks. Applications to 
heat transfer and fluid mechanics. The finite element 
method. Direct and iterative solution of large linear 
systems. 
509. Computational Methods of Linear Algebra. 
(Com S 509) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 270 or 302 or 
307; knowledge of FORTRAN. Numerical methods 
for solving linear systems of equations and linear 
least squares problems, and for computing eigen-
values and eigenvectors of matrices, symmetric or 
not. Matrix factorizations, iteration methods. Analysis 
of well- and ill-conditioning of computational prob-
lems. and stability of methods. Practical computing 
exercises. Computer fee. 
510. Linear Algebra. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 302 or 307 
or 317. Brief review of elementary linear algebra, 
followed by advanced topics; canonical forms, inner 
product spaces, bilinear forms, tensor products, and 
applications to other branches of mathematics. 
511, 512. Functions of a Single Complex Variable. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. Yr .. offered 1989-90. Prereq: 465 
or 415. Topological concepts for extended complex 
plane, analytic functions, conformal mappings, inte-
gration, power series, Laurent series, Cauchy 
residue theorem, evaluation of real integrals, har-
monic functions, analytic continuation. 
513. Numerical Solution of Integral Equations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 1990. Prereq: 471 or 509 and a 
knowledge of FORTRAN. Collocation , Galerkin, ex-
pansion and product integration methods. First and 
second kind integral equations, Volterra equations, 
weakly singular integral equations. Computer fee. 
514. Real Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 414. Basic 
concepts of topological spaces, function spaces, 
measure. and integration. Primarily for statistics 
students. 
515. Real Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 414, 534 . 
Measure and integration. function spaces . 
519, 520. Computational Complex Analysis. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each. Alt. yr., offered 1990-91 . Prereq: 519: 365, 
385, and 415 or 465; 520: 519 . 519: Topics in formal 
power series and hypergeometric series, applica-
tions to definite integrals, conformal mappings, 
polynomials. 520: Infinite products, integral trans-
forms. partial fractions, asymptotic expansions. 
continued fractions, Wiener-Hopf technique. WKB 
approximation. 
521 , 522. Applied Mathematics. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 
521 : F.SS.; 522: S. Prereq: 521 : 365, 385; 522: 521 . 
521 : Solution methods for classical linear partial 
differential equations. Series methods, Laplace and 
Fourier transforms, Green's functions, and other 
techniques. 522: Asymptotic and perturbation meth-
ods, asymptotic evaluation of integrals, regular and 
singular perturbation expansions. WKB method, 
matched asymptotics and method of multiple scales. 
524. Theory of Automata. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301 . 
Combinatorial theory of automata: various mathe-
matical models of computation and their 
comparison; finite state machines. Turing machines, 
the halting problem. Algebraic theory of automata: 
structure of finite transition algebras and 
semigroups. 
526, 527. Mathematics of Classical and Quantum 
Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. Prereq: 365 or 426, 
385. Linear operators on finite and infinite dimen-
sional vector spaces. Eigenvectors. diagonalization, 
Hi lbert space, orthogonal series, analytic functions, 
Green's functions , integral equations. 
528, 529. Special Functions. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prereq: 365. Gamma and beta functions, classical 
polynomials, Legendre and Bessel functions, elliptic 
integrals, and other functions of hypergeometric 
type. A unified treatment of the special functions 
arising in applied mathematics. 
531, 532. Introduction to Functional Analysis. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each. Alt. yr .. offered 1989-90. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Fundamental theory of 
normed linear spaces and algebras emphasizing 
aspects that provide a framework for study of 
boundary-value problems, eigenvalue problems, har-
monic analysis, and analytic function theory. Hahn-
Banach theorem, Banach-Steinhaus theorem, 
Gelfand representation, elementary spectral theory 
for operators in Hilbert space . 
534, 535. Topology. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Introduction to general 
topology and homotopy theory. 
537, 538. Algebraic Topology. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. 
yr., offered 1990-91 . Prereq: 302, 332. Foundations of 
algebraic topology. Homotopy and homology 
groups, fibrations, applications to manifolds. 
540, 541 . Seminar in Mathematics Education. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each. Alt. SS.F., offered 1989. Prereq: Enroll-
ment in the master of school mathematics program 
or professional studies in education. Research 
studies in mathematics learning and teaching , 
exemplary practices in mathematics education. and 
current state and national trends in the mathematics 
curriculum in grades K-12. 
545. Intermediate Calculus. (4-0) Cr. 4. Alt. SS. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 3 semesters of calculus and 
enrollment in the master of school mathematics 
program. A further look at the fundamental theorems 
of calculus and their applications with emphasis on 
problem solving . 
546. Algorithms in Analysis and Their Computer 
Implementation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. SS. , offered 1990. 
Prereq: 3 semesters in calculus or concurrent 
enrollment in 545 and enrollment in the master of 
school mathematics program. A study of the 
algorithms used in solving problems arising in the 
applications of mathematics; implementation of 
these algorithms through original or library pro-
grams; introduction to PASCAL and the use of 
microcomputers. Computer fee. 
547. Linear Algebra and Graph Theory in Discrete 
Optimization. (4-0) Cr. 4 . Alt. SS. , offered 1989. 
Prereq: Enrollment in the master of school mathemat-
ics program. Linear systems, vector spaces; linear 
programming and the simplex method; graph theory, 
networks. 
548. Algorithms in Discrete Mathematics and Their 
Computer Implementation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. SS ., 
offered 1989. Prereq: Enrollment in the master of 
school mathematics program. A study of algorithms 
used to solve problems in the applications of 
discrete mathematics; computer implementation of 
these algorithms using original or library programs, 
computer fee. 
554. Probability. (Stat 554) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 
1990. Prereq: Stat 542. Occupancy problems , gener-
ating functions , compound distributions, recurrent 
events, characterizations of discrete distributions, 
urn models with applications. 
555. Stochastic Processes. (Stat 555) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Stat 542. Basic theory and applications of 
stochastic processes including the Poisson process, 
the Wiener process, discrete-time stationary and 
nonstationary Markov chains, and continuous-time 
Markov chains . 
557, 558. Ordinary Differential Equations. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each . Alt. yr., offered 1990-91 . Prereq: 266 or 267 or 
371; 270 or 302 or 307; 415 or 465. The initial-value 
problem, existence and uniqueness theorems, linear 
systems, stability and asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions, dynamical systems, two-point boundary-value 
problems. 
562. Tensor Analysis and Manifolds. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S , offered 1990. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Coordinate systems and transformations, differential 
forms, Riemannian metrics, covariant differentiation , 
curvature tensors, geometry of surfaces in Euclidean 
space. 
564. Theory of Groups. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt: S., offered 
1991. Prereq: 505. Commutators, p-groups, nilpotent 
groups, solvable groups, permutation groups, free 
groups, semidirect products, introduction to repre-
sentation theory. 
567. Boolean Rings. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Structure of semi-
simple rings and their representations. Atomic ity and 
completeness. Stone space of Boolean rings . The 
field of Borel and Baire sets. Theorems on extension 
of homomorphisms. Application to mathematical 
logic and measure theory. 
568. Theory of Rings. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , offered 
1990. Prereq: 505. Selected topics from the structure 
theory for various classes of rings, including the 
theory of radicals and rings with chain conditions. 
571, 572. Mathematical Logic. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. 
yr., offered 1990-91. Prereq: 421 . Algebraic structures 
in logical systems, recursive functions, consistency, 
undecidability and incompleteness of axiomatic 
theories , results of Gentzen and Godel, theory of 
models, ultraproducts and ultralimits, nonstandard 
analysis . 
581 , 582. Axiomatic Set Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3 each . Alt. 
yr., offered 1989-90. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Axiomatic considerations, model and proof theory, 
Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, classical theorems , trans-
finite methods, ordinal and cardinal numbers and 
their arithmetic. Von Neumann-Bernays-Godel ax-
ioms, inaccessible cardinals , consistency and 
independence results of Godel , Cohen , and others, 
method of Forcing . · 
584. Category Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3 . Alt. F. , offered 
1989. Prereq: 302. Categories and functors and their 
applications. 
585, 586. Partial Differential Equations. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. Alt. yr., offered 1989-90. Prereq: 415 or 465 or 
521 or 526. First order equations and systems; wave, 
heat and potential equations, Huygen's principle, 
fundamental solutions; maximum principle; varia-
tional methods. 
590. Special topics. Cr. var. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
Courses for Graduate students, major or 
minor 
610. Seminar. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Algebra 
B. Functional Analysis 
C. Measure Theory 
D. Approximation Theory 
E. Linear Algebra 
F. Calculus of Variations 
H. Harmonic Analysis 
L. Logic and Foundations 
M. Complex Analysis 
N. Numerical Analysis 
0 Ordinary Differential Equations 
P. Partial Differential Equations 
S. Set Theory 
T. Topology 
U. Automata Theory 
V. Optimization Theory 
699. Research. 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
James E. Bernard, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bahadur, Baumgarten , Bergles, 
Bernard , Brown, Colver, Cook, Hall , Junkhan, 
Kavanagh, Mischke, Malian, Nelson, Okiishi, 
Pate, Pletcher, Prusa, Scrutton, Serovy, 
Shapiro, Vanderploeg , Wilson 
Associate Members: Devgun, Fellinger 
(Emeritus), Fisher, Flugrad , Fullmer, Henkin , 
Joensen, Maxwell , Peters, Van Gerpen 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, and doctor of philosophy 
with major in mechanical engineering , and 
minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. Course offerings may be 
used in co-major or minor programs for 
students of other departments. 
At the time of admission graduate students 
who have not completed an undergraduate 
program of study substantially equivalent to 
that required of undergraduate students in the 
department can expect that additional sup-
porting coursework, as determined by their 
program of study committee, will be required. 
The graduate program emphasizes advanced 
study, including design and research , in such 
areas as fluid mechanics and turbomachinery, 
fluid power and controls, heat transfer, ma-
chines and systems, materials and 
manufacturing processes, and ther-
modynamics and energy utilization. 
Instrumentation and design of experiments 
are applied to all of these areas. Reliability, 
computational, dynamic, environmental , mate-
rials , and legal considerations in design are 
emphasized . 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor programs of Energy 
Systems Engineering and Technology and 
Social Change. (See Index .) 
The department encourages students to 
broaden their education by participating in 
minor programs in established departments, 
interdepartmental programs, or such other 
experiences as approved by their program of 
study committees. 
The requirements for advanced degrees are 
established by the student's program of study 
committee. A foreign language requirement 
exists only for the degree doctor of philosophy 
when the student's program of study commit-
tee deems it appropriate to a specific 
program of study. It is possible to arrange a 
program of study for the master of science on 
a nonthesis basis. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
310. Mechanisms. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: Fr E 160, 
credit or enrollment in E M 345. The design problem 
and the role of interactive computing . Theory of 
machines, kinematic and dynamic analysis of mech-
anisms. Synthesis methods. Introduction to 
computer-aided design. Computer fee . 
311. Mechanical Systems. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
310, Math 267, E E 441 . Mechanical systems, their 
equations of motion, and dynamic response. Funda-
mentals of industrial automatic control. Laboratory 
experiments and problems. Computer fee. 
321 . Mechanical Behavior of Materials. (M S E 321) 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: M S E 270, E M 324. 
Application of the basic principles of structure of 
solids to the study and control of mechanical 
properties. Qualitative and quantitative relationships 
between microstructure and mechanical properties. 
322. Manufacturing Processes. (M S E 322) (2-2) 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 321. The relationship between 
material properties, manufacturing processes, and 
product properties. The basic processes (casting, 
welding, forming , and machining) and the functional 
characteristics of equipment. Manufacturing consid-
erations in design . 
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*331. Engineering Thermodynamics I. (4-0) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: Math 265, Phys 222, junior classification . 
Fundamental concepts based on zeroth, first and 
second laws of thermodynamics. Properties and 
processes for ideal gases and solid-liquid-vapor 
phases of pure substances. Vapor cycles for power 
and refrigeration . Constant composition gas mix-
tures. Psychrometry and introduction to air 
conditioning processes. 
332. Engineering Thermodynamics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 331 . Air tables, one-dimensional compressi-
ble flow. Compressors and turbines. Air standard 
cycles for engines and turbines. Material and energy 
balances for combustion processes. Thermochemis-
try. Computer fee . 
335. Fluid Flow. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 331 , EM 
345, Math 266 or 267. Incompressible and com-
pressible fluid flow fundamentals. Dimensional analy-
sis and similitude. Internal and external flow 
applications. 
360. Engineering Measurements and Instrumentation. 
(2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 311 , Stat 305. Fundamentals 
of design, selection, and operation of components of 
measuring systems. Measurement processes, analy-
sis of data, and propagation of measurement 
uncertainty. Applications. 
411. Industrial Automatic Controls. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 311 . Methods and principles of automatic 
control. Pneumatic, hydraulic , and electrical sys-
tems. Representative appl ications of automatic 
control systems. Mathematical analysis of control 
systems. Computer fee . 
412. Legal and Environmental Considerations in 
Design. (3-0) Cr. 3 . F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 
416, senior classification in engineering. Failure 
modes associated with product environment. Inter-
action between the legal profession, legislative 
bodies, standards and the design engineer, using a 
case study approach in design applications. Litiga-
tion involving designs, standards, and laws 
applicable to specific designs surveyed . The influ-
ence of laws and standards upon design. 
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414. Hydraulic Systems and Control. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 311, 335. Characteristics and design of 
pumps. Hydraulic motors, system components, 
system analysis, feedback control and stability, 
control circuits, analog simulation . Computer fee. 
415. Mechanical Systems Design. (0-6) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 311 , 322, 416. Solution of a total design 
problem involving a mechanical system, document-
ing decisions concerning form and function , material 
specification, manufacturing methods, safety, cost, 
and conformance with codes and standards. Solu-
tion description includes oral and written reports . 
Computer fee. 
416. Design of Machine Elements I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 310, 321, Stat 305. Philosophy of design. 
Failure models useful in fatigue and distortion 
circumstances. Analysis, selection, and synthesis of 
machine elements. Computer fee . 
417. Design of Machine Elements II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 416. Continuation of 416 involving some 
additional elements, alternative viewpoints, and 
computational considerations. Analysis , selection, 
synthesis, and redesign of machine elements using 
computer and CAD/CAM assistance. Computer fee. 
420. Graphics Applications in Mechanical 
Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 311, working 
knowledge of FORTRAN. Fundamentals and applica-
tions of modern computer graphics in mechanical 
engineering . Topics include parametric curves and 
surfaces, surface shading, solid modeling, finite 
element, finite difference, and animation . Applica-
tions include heat transfer, vibrations, kinematics, 
and stress analysis . Computer fee. 
436. Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 331 , 335 
or E M 378, Math 267. Heat transfer by conduction, 
convection, and radiation. Similarity and analog 
concepts in heat, mass, and momentum transfer. 
Methods for determination of heat transfer coeffi-
cients. Combined modes of heat transfer. Heat 
exchangers . Computer fee. 
441. Fundamentals of Heating, Ventilating, and Air 
Conditioning. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 336 or 436. Space conditioning and 
moist air processes. Application of thermodynamics, 
heat transfer, and fluid flow principles to the analysis 
of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning compo-
nents and systems. Performance and specification of 
components and systems. 
*442. Heating and Air Conditioning Design. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 441. Design criteria and assessment 
of building environment and energy requirements. 
Design of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 
systems. System control and economic analysis. 
Oral and written reports required. 
444. Elements and Performance of Power Plants. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332, credit or enrollment in 
436. Analysis of power supply systems and their 
components: turbines, steam generators, fans, 
pumps, heat. 
445. Internal Combustion Engines. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 332, credit or enrollment in 436. Basic 
principles, thermodynamics, and performance of 
carbureted and fuel injection engines. Engine-drive 
train-vehicle considerations. Properties of engine 
fuels, combustion generated air pollutants. Labora-
tory determination of engine performance. Computer 
fee. 
446. Power Plant Design. (2-3) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 444. 
Design of a power plant to meet a specified power 
(energy) demand. Selection and/or synthesis of 
principal components and pollution control equip-
ment. Oral and written reports required. 
447. Gas Turbines. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332, 335. 
General principles, thermodynamics, and perform-
ance of gas turbine engines. Engine components, 
engine matching, and selection. Environmental con-
siderations. Computer fee. 
448. Fluid Dynamics of Turbomachinery. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 335. Applications of principles of fluid 
mechanics and thermodynamics in performance 
analysis of turbomachines and related fluid system 
components . Design problems. Computer fee. 
449. Internal Combustion Engine Design. (1-6) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 322, 416, 445. Thermodynamic and 
mechanical design of a spark ignition or compres-
sion ignition internal combustion engine to meet 
specified performance, fuel economy, and air pollu-
tion requirements. Oral and written reports required . 
451. Engineering Acoustics. (EM 451) See 
Engineering Mechanics . 
460. Experimental Engineering. (1-3) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Prereq: 332, 360, 436, Engl 314. Experimental 
investigation of selected problems taken primarily 
from thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, 
and applied areas of mechanical engineering . 
Emphasis on application of classroom theory to 
experimental engineering and on interpretation and 
presentation of the results. Oral and written reports 
required. 
470. Computer Considerations in Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 416 and working knowledge of FORTRAN. 
Implementing mechanical design using the com-
puter. Design strategies, thinking as a computer, 
interactive computing . Formulating the CAD prob-
lem, augmenting a CAD capabi lity, design 
examples. Student-written analysis and design pro-
grams. Computer fee . 
475. Modeling and Simulation. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
311, credit or enrollment in 436. Introduction to 
computer solution techniques requ ired to simulate 
flow, thermal , and mechanical systems. Methods of 
solving ordinary and partial differential equations 
an.d systems of algebraic equations; interpolation, 
numerical integration; fin ite difference and finite-
element methods. Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
502. Intermediate Machine Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 415. Mathematical , experimental, and simu-
lative solutions to problems of synthesis in the 
design of machines . Influence of operational en-
vironment. Stochastic and computational techniques. 
Applicable case studies . Computer fee. 
514. Computer and Reliability Considerations in 
Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 416. Statistical 
representation of loading, material properties, and 
geometric form . Probabilistic criteria for static and 
fatigue failure . A posteriori reliabi lity assessment. A 
priori design to a re liability specification . Computer 
fee. 
515. Advanced Design of Machine Elements. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 416. Experimental , empirical , and 
rational methods for analysis and synthesis in the 
solution of advanced design problems in machine 
elements . Creep and fatigue considerations. Com-
puter fee. 
516. Kinematic Analysis and Synthesis of 
Mechanisms. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 310. Analysis 
and synthesis of mechanisms using graphical, 
analytical , and computational methodologies. Com-
puter fee. 
518. Advanced Dynamics of Machinery. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 311. Dynamic forces in machine members. 
Principle of superposition . Dynamic response of 
cam-follower systems. Rotating and reciprocating 
machine unbalance. Forces transmitted and ma-
chinery isolation. Computer simulation of dynamic 
response. Computer fee. 
520. Material and Manufacturing Considerations in 
Design. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 322, 416. Material 
selection consistent with functional requirements and 
process capabilities. Redesign of a product to 
facilitate manufacturing. Tolerances, surface fin ish , 
and surface integrity. Economic considerations. 
Exploring the engineer's responsibili ty in light of 
conflicting interests of designer, manufacturer, man-
agement, customer, and the public . 
521. Polymers and Composites. (M S E 521) (3-0) 
84 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: M S E 270 or 271 . Physical and 
mechanical properties of plastics, rubbers , and their 
composites. Manufacturing processes. Effect of 
processing on properties . Designing with plastics. 
Competitiveness with other materials . 
526. Friction and Wear. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 321 . 
Interaction between sliding surfaces. Friction and 
wear mechanisms in engineering materials . Rela-
tionship of wear to microstructure and properties. 
Surface treatments for reducing wear. Role of friction 
and wear in bearings, brakes, tires, and deformation 
processing . 
530. Advanced Thermodynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 332. Fundamentals of thermodynamics from 
the classical viewpoint with emphasis on the use of 
the first and second laws for analysis of thermal 
systems. Generalized thermodynamic relationships . 
Introduction to thermodynamics from the micro-
scopic viewpoint. Computer fee. 
531. Statistical Thermodynamics for Engineers. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 330 or 331 . First 
and Second Laws of Thermodynamics, properties of 
gases, liquids, and solids from a microscopic 
viewpoint. Introduction to non-equilibrium ther-
modynamics. Onsager relationships and 
determination of transport properties . Computer fee. 
532. Thermodynamics of Compressible Flow I. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 335. Thermodynamics of internal 
compressible flow. One dimensional steady flow; 
isentropic flow, normal shock waves, constant area 
flow with friction and heat transfer. Generalized one 
dimensional flow. Computer fee . 
533. Thermodynamics of Compressible Flow II. 
(Aer E 533) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
532 or Aer E 411 . Theory of unsteady compressible 
flow and steady two dimensional supersonic internal 
flow. Compression and expansion waves and wave 
interactions. Applications. Computer fee. 
535. Hydrodynamic Lubrication. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
335, 416. Theory of flu id film lubrication and 
application to bearing design. Computer fee. 
536. Advanced Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
336 or 436. Advanced treatment of heat transmission 
by conduction, convection, and radiation. Computer 
fee. 
537. Experimental Fluid Mechanics. (EM 537) (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 538 or EM 571. 
Experimental aspects of fluid mechanics including 
fundamentals of measurement of flow field velocities, 
pressures, and temperatures. Computer fee. 
538. Advanced Fluid Flow. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 331 , 
335, credit or enrollment in 436. Detai led analysis of 
incompressible/compressible, viscous/inviscid, 
laminar/turbulent, and developing fluid flows on a 
particle/point control volume basis. Computer fee. 
540. Solar Energy Thermal Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 336 or 436. Application of heat transfer and 
thermodynamics to the design and analysis of solar 
energy collectors and systems. Computer fee. 
542. Advanced Combustion. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
332. Thermochemistry and transport theory applied 
to combustion. Gas phase equilibrium. Energy 
balances. Reaction kinetics. Flame temperatures, 
speed, ignition and extinction. Premixed and diffu-
sion flames. Combustion aerodynamics. 
Mechanisms of air pollution. Computer fee. 
543. Energy Systems Engineering. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: One course in thermodynamics , Econ 201 or 
206 or I E 304. Potentials and limitations of energy 
sources. Energy conversion, utilization, and conser-
vation in industrial, residential, and transportation 
systems. Energy-related economic, environmental , 
social , and political considerations . 
546, 547. Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat 
Transfer I, II. (Aer E 546, 547) (3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prereq: 546: credit or enrollment in 538 or Aer E 541 
or EM 571 ; 547: 546. 546: Introduction to finite 
difference methods used in modern engineering . 
Solution of example problems on fluid mechanics 
and heat transfer. Computer fee. 547: Application of 
computational methods to current problems in fluid 
mechanics and heat transfer. Computer fee. 
548. Turbomachinery. (2-3) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 335, 448 . 
Intermediate level study of turbomachines and 
related fluid system components. Aerodynamic and 
aeromechanical performance measurement and 
evaluation. Design problems. Computer fee. 
551. Signal Processing in Mechanics. (E M 551) (2-2) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: E M 444 or 451 , Math 385. 
Classification and measurement of time dependent 
phenomena in mechanics. Correlation, spectral and 
probabilistic techniques for the analysis of acous-
tical , vibrational , and unsteady fluid dynamic 
phenomena. Selected laboratory experiments em-
phasizing dual channel FFT analyzer applications in 
mechanics. Computer fee. 
560. Design of Engineering Experiments I. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 360. Fundamentals of design, 
selection and operation of instrumentation system 
components . Study of complete measurement sys-
tems to satisfy the response, sensitivity, resolution, 
fidelity, and confidence limits required by specifica-
tion of the experiment. Techniques for analysis, 
interpretation and presentation of experimental data. 
Uncertainty analysis and propagation of error. Statis-
tical inference and statistical testing . Acceptance 
and comparison tests. Confidence limits on means, 
variance, and regression lines. Computer fee. 
564. Fracture and Fatigue. (EM 564, MS E 564) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: E M 324 and any one of E M 
337, E Sci 352, MS E 231, 270 or 271 . Materials and 
mechanics approach to fracture and fatigue. Frac-
ture mechanics, brittle and ductile fracture , fracture 
and fatigue characteristics. Fracture and fatigue 
tests, thermal fracture, mechanics and materials 
designed to avoid fracture and fatigue. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 8. 
A. Experimental Gas Dynamics 
B. Fluid Mechanics 
C. Heat Transfer 
D. Thermodynamics and Energy Utilization 
E. Turbomachinery 
F. Vehicular Propulsion Systems 
G. Advanced Machine Design 
I. Automatic Controls 
J. Operating and Environmental Considerations in 
Design 
K. Mechanical Behavior of Materials 
L. Manufacturing Processes 
M. Tribology 
N. Sensitivity Methods 
0. Engineering Computation 
P. Engineering Measurements and Instrumentation 
Q . Independent Literature Investigation 
R. Special Course Study 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. R. F. 
630. Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics I. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 530, 538. 
Nonequilibrium concepts in thermodynamics with 
applications in fluid mechanics and heat and mass 
transfer. Onsager relations, entropy generation in 
irreversible processes, nonequilibrium states and 
properties, reacting and two-phase flows. Computer 
fee. 
632. Particulate Flow. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 436. Concepts in single and multiparticle 
phenomena; particle interactions with fluids , other 
particles and walls; equations of multiphase ducted 
flow. Dense packing particle behavior including heat 
and mass transfer in fixed and fluidized beds. 
Computer fee. 
636. Conduction Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 436. Techniques for analysis of 
problems involving steady-state and transient heat 
conduction in solids. Computer fee. 
637. Convection Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 436. Heat transfer to internal or 
external forced convection flows under laminar or 
turbulent conditions. Free convection . Heat ex-
changer design considerations, including 
augmentation. Computer fee. 
638. Radiation Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 436. Techniques for analysis of 
radiation in enclosures. Radiative properties of 
surfaces. Radiative transfer in participating media. 
Combined modes of transfer. Approximate methods 
of analysis. Computer fee. 
639. Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 436. Hydrodynamics of 
adiabatic two-phase flow. Pool boiling . Forced 
convection, boiling , and condensation. Dynamic 
behavior of two-phase systems. Augmentation of 
boiling and condensing heat transfer. Applications in 
the power and process industries. Computer fee. 
650. Fluid Mechanics Seminar. (Aer E 650) (1-0) Cr. 1 
each time taken . F. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Special topics of current research interest to 
students and staff of departments concerned . 
651. Advanced Topics in Fluid Mechanics. (EM 651) 
See Engineering Mechanics . 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. Investigation of 
advanced topics of special interest to graduate 
students in mechanical engineering . Topic areas 
include those listed for ME 590. 
699. Research. 
Meteorology 
For description of courses, see Geophysical 
and Atmospheric Sciences . 
Microbiology 
Fred D. Williams, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Atherly, Durand, Glatz, Hartman, 
Hill, Holt, Kraft, Lockhart, Loynachan, Pattee, 
Quinn (Emeritus), Walker, Williams 
Associate Members: Andrews, Stanton 
The department offers work toward the master 
of science and doctor of philosophy with 
major in microbiology and minor work to 
students majoring in other departments. 
Within the major the student may specialize in 
immunology; in virology; in food , applied, 
medical, or systematic bacteriology; or in 
microbial ecology, genetics, molecular biol-
ogy, physiology, or morphology. Major 
graduate study in veterinary microbiology, soil 
microbiology, and dairy microbiology is of-
fered in the departments of Veterinary 
Microbiology, Agronomy, and Food Tech-
nology, respectively. 
Specific prerequisite to major work in micro-
biology is the completion of thorough course-
work in general microbiology, biology, organic 
chemistry, biochemistry, mathematical sci-
ences, and physics. Minor study usually is 
selected from chemistry, biochemistry and 
biophysics, botany, zoology, genetics, mathe-
matics, computer science, and statistics. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program in immunobiology 
and the interdepartmental majors in MCDB 
(molecular, cellular, and developmental biol-
ogy), toxicology, and water resources. (See 
Index.) 
Each graduate student must demonstrate 
proficiency in English composition within two 
semesters in residence. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
310. Pathogenic Microbiology. (3-6) Cr. 5. F. Prereq: 
300; a course in organic chemistry. Study of 
pathogenic bacteria and other microorganisms. 
Clinical laboratory techniques for the identification 
and characterization of pathogens. Materials fee. 
320. Advanced General Bacteriology. (3-6) Cr. 5. S. 
Prereq: 300; a course in organic chemistry. A survey 
of the procaryotes with emphasis on bacterial 
physiology, cytology, and ecology. The isolation, 
cultivation, and study of bacteria. Materials fee. 
325. Food and Water Sanitation. (F Tch 425) See 
Food Technology. 
400. Molecular Biology of Bacteria, Their Viruses and 
Plasmids. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 300, Gen 330. 
Microbial and bacteriophage genetics; emphasis on 
mutagenesis, mechanisms of genetic exchange and 
analysis, plasmid manipulations, and an introduction 
to genetic engineering. 
400L. Laboratory in Molecular Biology of Bacteria. 
(1-6) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 400 and 
permission of instructor. Laboratory techniques in 
molecular biology and genetics, including mecha-
nisms of genetic exchange, genetic engineering , 
and plasmid biology; emphasis on modern research 
techniques in molecular biology and genetic en-
gineering. Materials fee. 
420. Food Microbiology. (F Tch 420) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 300. The normal microbial flora of foods; 
microbiological indicators of contamination; food-
borne infections and intoxications; food safety. 
421. Food Microbiology Laboratory. (F Tch 421) See 
Food Technology. 
485. Soil Biology. (Agron 485) See Agronomy. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Biology of Algae. (Bot 500) See Botany. 
85 
*508. (408 DL) Virology. (3-0 or 3-6) Cr. 3 or 5. S. 
Prereq: 400, permission of instructor required for 
laboratory. Molecular biology and pathology of 
viruses with emphasis on viruses of vertebrates. 
Laboratory stresses the isolation, quantitation, and 
characterization of viruses of eucaryotes. Materials 
fee for 5-credit offering . 
509. Plant Virology. (Pl P 509) See Plant Pathology, 
Seed and Weed Sciences. 
520. Medical Immunology I. (V MPM 520; lmbio 520) 
See Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive 
Medicine. 
520L. Medical Immunology Laboratory. (V MPM 
520L; lmbio 520L) See Veterinary Microbiology and 
Preventive Medicine. 
524. Veterinary Medical Mycology. (V MPM 524) See 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine. 
525. Applied Microbial Biotechnology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 300, permission of instructor. Utilization of 
microorganisms in agriculture and industry. 
526. Advanced Veterinary Virology. (V MPM 526) See 
Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive Medicine. 
*530. (430 DL) Microbial Diversity. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 310 or 320. Study of the major groups of 
microorganisms emphasizing their evolution, classifi-
cation, and major attributes. 
550. Seminar. Cr. 1 each time taken. FS. Required of 
all students taking major graduate work in micro-
biology. Offered on a satisfactory-fail basis only. 
560. lmmunoparasitology. (V Pth 560) See Veterinary 
Pathology. 
575. Immunology. (lmbio 575) (3-0 or 3-6) Cr. 3 or 5. 
S. Prereq: 300; laboratory by permission of instruc-
tor. Theories of immunity and immunization; antigen-
antibody reactions. Laboratory deals with prepara-
tion and use of vaccines and antisera; 
immunological techniques. Materials fee for 5-credit 
offering . 
585. Soil Microbiology and Biochemistry. (Agron 585) 
See Agronomy. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed (DL) 
courses. 
Cf?urses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of 
Bacteria. (3-0 or 3-3) Cr. 3 or 4. F. Prereq: Course in 
microbiology and biochemistry. Metabolism, growth, 
and cultivation of bacteria; structure of bacteria as 
related to function . Laboratory emphasizes the 
cultivation and manipulation of bacteria as research 
tools for the study of comparative physiology and 
molecular biology. Materials fee for 4-credit offering . 
610. Genetics of Bacteria and Bacteriophage. (Gen 
610) (2-0 or 2-6) Cr. 2 or 4. S. Prereq: Course in 
microbiology and genetics. Advanced course in 
genetics and molecular biology of bacteria and 
bacteriophages. Laboratory emphasizes methods of 
genetic analysis and exchange in bacteria, and the 
isolation, characterization, and manipulation of plas-
mids. Materials fee for 4-credit offering. 
615. Molecular Immunology. (B B 615) See 
Biochemistry and Biophysics . 
620. Molecular Genetics. (Gen 620) See Genetics . 
626. Advanced Food Microbiology. (F T ch 626) See 
Food Technology. 
641, 642. General Mycology. (Bot 641 , 642) See 
Botany. 
679. Light Microscopy. (Bot 679) See Botany. 
679L. Light Microscopy Laboratory. (Bot 679L) See 
Botany. 
680. Scanning Electron Microscopy. (Bot 680) See 
Botany. 
680L. Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory. (Bot 
680L) See Botany. 
681. Transmission Electron Microscopy. (Bot 681) See 
Botany. 
681l. Transmission Electron Microscopy Laboratory. 
(Bot 681L) See Botany. 
682. X-Ray Microanalysis. (Bot 682) See Botany. 
682L. X-Ray Microanalysis Laboratory. (Bot 682) See 
Botany. 
685. Advanced Soil Biochemistry. (Agron 685) See 
Agronomy. 
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690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time elected. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Selected topics of 
current interest. 
698. Seminar in Molecular, Cellular, and 
Developmental Biology. (MCDB 698) See Molecular, 
Cellular, and Developmental Biology. 
699. Research. 
Mineral Resources 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
Supervisory Committee: D. Y. Lee, Chair; 
R. C. Brown, N. L. Dietrich , S. J. Henning, 
R. Markuszewski, B. E. Nordlie, J. W. 
Patterson, J. M. Pitt, T. D. Wheelock, D. R. 
Wilder 
Minor graduate work is offered in mineral 
resources under a cooperative arrangement 
with various departments including Agri-
cultural Engineering , Agronomy, Animal 
Ecology, Botany, Chemical Engineering , 
Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Community and 
Regional Planning, Economics, Engineering 
Science and Mechanics, Forestry, Geological 
and Atmospheric Sciences, Industrial En-
gineering, Landscape Architecture, Materials 
Science and Engineering , Nuclear Engineer-
ing, Physics, Political Science, and Sociology 
and Anthropology. 
Minor work in mineral resources provides an 
opportunity for graduate students to pursue 
interests in mining and mineral resources 
science and engineering on an interdepart-
mental basis. Cooperating departments offer 
graduate study and research opportunities in 
such areas as mineral processing , extractive 
metallurgy, recovery of metals from fly ash, 
rock mechanics, development of mining 
equipment, geology of coal and ore deposits, 
characterization of midwestern coals , eco-
nomics of coal mining and transportation , 
environmental impact of mining, and reclama-
tion of surface-mined land. 
Students desiring to minor in mineral re-
sources should have completed a minimum of 
15 semester credits of undergraduate courses 
in the natural sciences and mathematics 
including chemistry (4 credits) and physics 
(4 credits). For the M.S. degree the minor will 
include 6 credits or more of approved courses 
including 507 and at least one additional 
mineral resources course. For the Ph .D. 
degree the minor will include 12 credits or 
more of approved courses including 507 and 
at least two additional mineral resources 
courses. The following supporting courses 
may be included in the minor: A E 523; Ch E 
515; Chem 576; C E 509, 583; E S M 560; 
Geol 543, 582, 682; and M S E 513. A thesis 
must also be completed in the student's major 
field which deals with a coal or mineral 
resource problem. The minor should be 
developed in consultation with a member of 
the Mineral Resources Supervisory Committee 
who will also serve on the student's program 
of study committee. This member should be 
from an academic discipline outside the major 
field . A student planning to minor in mineral 
resources should submit a written request 
through the executive officer of one of the 
participating departments to the chair of the 
supervisory committee. This request should 
list courses and thesis research to be 
undertaken as well as indicating the member 
of the supervisory committee who will serve 
on the student's program of study committee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
Minor Only, Open to Qualified 
Undergraduates 
505. Geology of Mineral Resources. (Geol 505) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt F. , offered 1989. Prereq. Geo/ 365 or 
permission of Mineral Resources Supervisory Com-
mittee. Review of basic geological principles and 
processes . Survey of the occurrence and origin of 
major ore deposits and mineral resources. 
506. Mining Methods and Operations. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 505 or Geol 301 , Phys 111 
or 221 . Techniques for location and evaluation of 
underground mineral deposits. Underground and 
surface mining methods, stability and design of 
underground openings, application of mining equip-
ment systems, and application of explosives to 
mining and construction . 
507. Mineral Resources Field Trip. (Geol 507) Cr. 1. 
S. Prereq: Enrollment in mineral resources minor. On- · 
site inspection of various coal and ore deposits, 
mining operations, and mineral processing plants . 
Offered on a satisfactory-fail basis only. 
508. Mineral Processing Operations. (Ch E 508, 
M S E 508) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 1989. Prereq: 
Chem 178, Phys 222, Math 265. Principal unit 
operations employed in processing and beneficiat-
ing metallic ores, industrial minerals, and coal 
including comminution, particle sizing and classifica-
tion , mineral concentration, and particle dewatering . 
Mineral concentration methods include gravity sepa-
ration, froth flotation, and magnetic separation . 
509. Mining Reclamation and Mitigation. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 505 or 506 or Agron 
473. Historical and cultural attitudes toward mining 
and reclamation, environmental impacts of mining, 
mining and reclamation planning , pre- and post-
mining inventories, and legal requirements for mining 
and reclamation . 
590. Special Topics in Mineral Resources. Cr. var. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Individual study of 
mining and mineral resources topics, issues, or 
problems. 
Molecular, Cellular, 
and Developmental 
Biology 
(Interdepartmental Graduate Major) 
Supervisory Committee: M. Nilsen-Hamilton , 
Chair; J. Abramowitz, R. Andrews, A. Atherly, 
D. Beitz, R. Benbow, S. Bishop, J. Dupont, 
C. Ford , S. Gendel , J. Girton , D. Graves, 
E. Hack, R. Hallberg, R. Hanilton, P. Haydon, 
E. Henderson, R. Honzatko, H. Horner, 
J. Horowitz, T. Huiatt, T. lngebritsen, 
C. Jacobson, D. Larson, Michael Lee, 
J. Mayfield , F. C. Minion, A. Myers, P. Pattee, 
P. Peterson, R. Robson, R. Rosenbusch, 
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J. Roth, S. Shen, M. Spalding , J. Stadler, 
M. Stromer, R. Thornburg 
Work is offered for the master of science and 
doctor of philosophy degrees with a major in 
molecular, cellular, and developmental biology 
in several cooperating departments: Agron-
omy, Animal Science, Biochemistry and 
Biophysics, Botany, Food and Nutrition, Food 
Technology, Genetics, Microbiology, Veterinary 
Anatomy, Veterinary Microbiology and Preven-
tive Medicine, and Zoology. 
Facilities and qualified faculty are available in 
these departments for conducting fundamen-
tal research in the various aspects of 
molecular, cellular, and developmental biology. 
Ongoing research projects include molecular 
and cellu lar studies of viral , prokyaryotic, 
plant, and animal systems. 
Students majoring in molecular, cellular, and 
developmental biology will be admitted into 
MCDB or by a department. Students admitted 
into MCDB will take MCDB 697 in their first 
two semesters and choose a major professor 
from the participating faculty and a depart-
ment by the end of their second semester. 
Students admitted by a department will 
choose a major professor from the participat-
ing faculty in that department. All Ph.D. 
students take a core curriculum consisting of 
the following courses: one year of biochemis-
try (B B 404, 405 or B B 501 , 502), molecular 
genetics (Bot 545, Micro 610, or Gen 620), 
cell biology (Zool 528, Bot 524, Gen 621 ), 
developmental biology (Bot 512, Gen 530, 
Zool 534), and seminar in MCDB (MCDB 698). 
M.S. students take the above core but may 
delete either the molecular genetics, cell 
biology, or developmental biology comple-
ment. Additional coursework is selected to 
meet departmental requirements and to sat-
isfy individual student research interests; 
courses may be chosen from those listed 
below. The foreign language requirement is 
determined by the student's major 
department. 
All graduate students are required to teach as 
part of their training for an advanced degree. 
Courses for Graduate Students 
508. Vertebrate Virology. (Micro 508) See 
Microbiology. 
509. Plant Virology. (Pl P 509) See Plant Pathology, 
Seed and Weed Sciences. 
512. Plant Growth Regulation. (Bot 512) See Botany. 
520. Genetic Engineering. (Gen 520) See Genetics. 
525. Applied Microbial Biotechnology. (Micro 525) 
See Microbiology. 
528. Cellular Growth and Regulation. (Zool 528) See 
Zoology. 
529. Plant Cell Biology. (Bot 529) See Botany. 
530. Developmental Genetics. (Gen 530) See 
Genetics . 
534. Molecular Development and Differentiation. 
(Zool 534) See Zoology. 
535. Laboratory in Cytogenetics. (Gen 535) See 
Genetics . 
536. Fine Structure of Animal Tissues and Organs. 
(V An 536) See Veterinary Anatomy. 
545. Plant Molecular Biology. (Bot 545) See Botany. 
547. Biological Applications of Microscopy. (F Tch 
54 7) See Food Technology. 
562. Evolutionary Genetics. (Zool 562) See Zoology 
and Genetics . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. arr. 
600. Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of 
Bacteria. (Micro 600) See Microbiology. 
610. Genetics of Bacteria and Bacteriophage. (Micro 
610) See Microbiology. 
615. Molecular Immunology. (B B 615) See 
Biochemistry and Biophysics . 
620. Molecular Genetics. (Gen 620) See Genetics. 
621 . Somatic Cell Genetics. (Gen 621) See Genetics. 
630. Current Topics in the Cellular and Molecular 
Biology of Animal Systems. (Zool 630) See Zoology. 
631 . Advanced Developmental Biology. (Zool 631) 
See Zoology. 
632. Cellular Regulation. (Zool 632) See Zoology. 
645. Metabolic Regulation and Hormone Action. (B B 
645) See Biochemistry and Biophysics. 
670. Molecular Biology of Muscle. (An S/B B 670) 
See Animal Science. 
675. Nucleic Acids and Gene Regulation. (B B 675) 
See Biochemistry and Biophysics. 
679. Light and Scanning Electron Microscopy. (Bot 
679) See Botany. 
680. X-ray Microanalysis Using Scanning Electron 
Microscopy. (Bot 680) See Botany. 
681. Transmission Electron Microscopy. (Bot 681) See 
Botany. 
697. Graduate Research Rotation. (0-3 to 0-18) Cr. 1 
to 6. F.S. Graduate research projects performed 
under the supervision of selected faculty members 
in the molecular, cellular, and developmental biology 
program. 
698. Seminar in Molecular, Cellular, and 
Developmental Biology. (B B 698, Bot 698, Gen 698, 
Micro 698, Zool 698) (1 -0) Cr. 1. F.S. Student and 
faculty presentations. 
699. Research. 
Music 
Arthur G. Swift, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bleyle, White 
Associate Members: Burkhalter (Emeritus), 
Messenger, Newman, Swift 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
430. Seminar in Analysis for Performance. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 331. Analysis and performance of 
selected works appropriate to student's performance 
medium. Examination of structural , rhythmic, har-
monic , and textural aspects of the music selected . 
Literature will vary according to the needs of the 
class. 
440. Seminar in Music Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
331 . Various topics in music theory including 
counterpoint, arranging , pedagogy, and psychology 
of music. Content wi ll vary. Contact the Department 
of Music for the current year offering . 
471. Seminar in Music History. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 
383, 384. Various topics in music history including 
keyboard music, choral music, and chamber music . 
Content will vary. Contact the Department of Music 
for the current year offering . 
472. History of American Music. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits from music, American 
literature, American history, art history. Serious and 
popular currents that have influenced development 
in American music and its relation to transcenden-
talism, mass culture, and other intellectual, social, 
and cultural trends in the history of America. 
473. Music of the Baroque Era. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991. Prereq: 383, 384. Detailed survey of 
instrumental , vocal , choral, and keyboard music from 
1600 to 1780. 
474. Music of the Classical Era. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
?ffered 1989. Prereq: 383, 384. Detailed survey of 
instrumental, vocal , choral, and keyboard music from 
1780 to 1825. 
475. Music of the Romantic Era. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., 
?ffered 1990. Prereq: 383, 384. Detailed survey of 
instrumental, vocal, choral , and keyboard music from 
1825 to 1910. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permis-
sion of instructor, approval of department head. 
A. Education 
B. Theory 
C. Composition 
D. History 
E. Literature 
F. Applied Music 
593. Workshops. Cr. var. 
A. Foundations of Music Learning 
B. Music in Early Childhood 
C. Junior High School Music Programs 
D. Instrumental Teaching Techniques 
E. Research in Music Education 
*Offered on a satisfactory-fail basis only. 
Nuclear Engineering 
Bernard I. Spinrad, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Burkhart, Danofsky, Roberts, 
Rohach , Spinrad , Wechsler 
Associate Members: Boccio, Gray, 
Hendrickson, Razzaque, Williams 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science, master of engineering , and 
doctor of philosophy with a major in nuclear 
engineering. Minor work in nuclear engineer-
ing is offered to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
Students may prepare for graduate work in 
nuclear engineering by pursuing undergradu-
ate programs in engineering or in the physical 
sc iences. It is recommended that students 
contemplating graduate stud ies in nuclear 
engineering include courses in modern phys-
ics, heat transfer, thermodynamics, chemistry, 
and mathematics (beyond differential equa-
tions) as part of their undergraduate 
preparation . 
For the degree doctor of philosophy, a foreign 
language may be required by the student 's 
program of study committee. 
Nuclear engineering students interested in 
materials aspects of nuclear energy tech-
nology are encouraged to consider the 
following courses: 375, 551, and 553. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental major in water resources 
and the interdepartmental minor in technology 
and social change. (See Index.) 
331 , 332. Fission Reactor Analysis I, II . (3-0) Cr. 3 
each . Yr. Prereq: 331 : 211 , Phys 222, and credit or 
enrollment in Math 267; 332: 331, credit or enroll-
ment in ME 336. Neutron collision dynamics. 
Neutron diffusion theory. The critical reactor. Reac-
tivity coefficients. Time dependent reactor behavior. 
Radiation shielding. Heat removal. Reactor licensing, 
safety, and environmental considerations. Computer 
fee . 
361 . Radiation Detection and Measurement. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 211, 261. Principles of nuclear 
radiation detection. Radiation energy spectroscopy. 
Counting statistics. Detection system performance 
parameters. Data reduction and error analysis. 
Design projects. Computer fee . 
375. Nuclear Materials and Radiation Effects. (M S E 
375) (3-0) Cr. 3 F. Prereq: MS E 231 or 270 or 271. 
Survey of materials for fission and fusion reactors . 
Current materials topics in nuclear technology. 
Nuclear fuel and fuel cladding materials . Pressure 
vessels for light water reactors . Steam generators . 
Fusion reactor first wall. Defects in solids. Radiation 
damage to materials. Computer fee . 
401 . Nuclear and Radiation Engineering. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: Math 266, Phys 222. Nuclear engineering 
for non-majors. Atomic structure, radioactivity, nu-
clear react ions, neutron interactions. Applications of 
radiation in agriculture, medicine, and industry. Basic 
reactor theory, kinetics and control. Energy genera-
tion and removal. Nuclear reactor systems. 
Regulations. Not acceptable for cred it for a nuclear 
engineering degree. 
441 . Safety and Control of Nuclear Systems. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 332. Nuclear reactor dynamics and 
control. Safety analysis. Assessment of magnitudes 
and consequences of nuclear incidents. Reactor 
si~ing , containment, and engineered safeguards. 
Risk assessment techniques. Computer fee . 
451 . Nuclear Fuel Cycles, Processes, and 
Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332, Chem 167. 
The fuel cycle concept. Open and closed cycles. 
Descriptive chemistry of actinides. Uranium occur-
rence and recovery. Uranium enrichment. Fuel 
fabricatio0 . Irradiation behavior, spent fuel storage, 
reprocessing , and waste disposal. Nuclear safe-
guards. Economic analysis. Computer fee . 
481 . Nuclear Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis and Design . 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 332, credit or enrollment in 
375. Heat generation and removal, steady- and 
unsteady-state conduction in nuclear systems; 
single-phase, two-phase, and liquid metal cooling; 
nuclear power cycle; core thermal design. Computer 
fee . 
482, 483. Nuclear Reactor Design I, II. (1-2) Cr. 2 
each . Yr. Prereq: 482: 331; 483: 451, 481 , 482. 
Nuclear core design. Cross section calculations. 
Fuel-moderator experiments. Nuclear fuel depletion 
and fuel costs. One and two dimensional diffusion 
analyses. Nuclear fuel management. Use of com-
putational modules in design. Computer fee . 
485. Nuclear Engineering Design. (0-6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 332. Group design projects in areas of 
current interest in nuclear engineering . Emphasis on 
written and oral reports . Computer fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
521 . Nuclear Physics for Engineers. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 331. Nuclear masses and binding energies. 
Nuclear levels. Alpha, beta, and gamma radioac-
tivity, electron capture and internal conversion . 
Radioactive series. The fission process. Fission 
n~utron production and spectrum, fission product 
yields and decay power. Kinetics of nuclear reac-
tions. Neutron cross sections and resonances. 
Computer fee . 
531 . Nuclear Reactor Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3 S. Prereq: 
332, 521, Math 385. Neutron moderation and 
diffusion. Introduction to perturbation and transport 
theories . Reactor kinetics and control. Fuel depletion 
and fission product poisoning . Computer fee. 
532. Nuclear Reactor Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
531 . Application of diffusion and transport theories to 
reactor analysis. Analysis of radiation shield sys-
tems. Monte Carlo techniques. Computer fee. 
533. Computational Methods in Reactor Analysis . 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 531, Math 481. Numerical 
analysis in diffusion and transport theories. Interac-
tive techniques for solving finite difference 
equations. Finite element techniques. Nodal tech-
niques. Use of computational modules in design. 
Computer fee . 
544. Nuclear Reactor Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
332. Development of time-dependent nuclear reactor 
models, space-independent kinetic equations, reac-
t1v1ty feedback, and linear system stability. Nuclear 
power plant dynamics. Computer fee. 
551 . Nuclear Reactor Materials and Radiation Effects. 
(M S E 551) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 375. Radiation flux 
and spectrum and cross section . Defects in mate-
rials. Theory of collisions and displacement 
production . Experimental observation of radiation 
damage. Defect clusters, voids, and bubbles. 
Radiation hardening and embrittlement. Current 
materials issues in fission and fusion reactor 
technology. Computer fee. 
553. Nuclear Reactor Fuel Materials. (M S E 553) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 375. Physical, chemical , nuclear, 
thermal , and mechanical properties of metallic, 
ceramic , and liquid fuels for nuclear reactors . Fuel 
fabrication. Behavior of fission products. Fuel re-
structuring and densification. Implications for safety 
and economics of nuclear reactors . 
555. Fuel Reprocessing and Waste Management. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 451. Back end of fuel cycle. 
Spent fuel storage. Spent fuel transportation . Re-
processing methods. Preparation of waste forms. 
Monitored, retrievable storage of spent fuel and high 
level waste . Waste repository selection, design, and 
oper.ation . Economic and risk analysis. Nonprolifera-
tion impact. Computer fee. 
561. Nuclear Radiation Laboratory. (1-3) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 361 . Principles of radiation detection ; operat-
ing .characteristics of instrumentation; application of 
stat1st1cal .methods. Rad.iation dosimetry and surveys. 
ldent1f1cat1on and quantification of radionuclides. 
Sampling for airborne radioactivity. Computer fee. 
562. Nuclear Reactor Laboratory. (1-3) Cr. 2. Prereq: 
Credit or enrollment in 332. Measurement and 
~nalysis of system performance factors incorporated 
in the safety analysis report or the technical 
specifications of the operating license for a nuclear 
reactor facility. Computer fee. 
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571. Fusion Reactor Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
332. Principles of thermonuclear fusion cross sec-
tions, fusion reactions, fuel cycles, plasma produc-
tion, magnetic and inertial (laser) confinement and 
heating. Computer fee. 
581. Nuclear Reactor Thermal Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 481 . Thermal, mechanical , and irradiation 
effects upon stress analysis of reactor components. 
Analysis of nuclear systems for the production of 
useful power. Emphasis on boiling, pressurized 
water, gas-cooled and fast breeder reactor plants. 
Safeguards analysis of light water reactors. Com-
puter fee. 
582. Nuclear Power Systems. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
331. Nuclear power systems. Sources, processing, 
and transportation of radioactive wastes in power 
plants. Radiation handling facilities. Radiological 
problems in nuclear operations. Computer fee. 
584. Radiation Protection Engineering. (3-0} Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 331 . Radiation dosimetry and shielding. 
Radiation protection regulations and standards. 
Applications of radiation in the medical, agricultural , 
and chemical industries. Computer fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Topics of special interest 
in nuclear engineering . 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Special project for 
master of engineering degree. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. var. 
A. Nuclear Reaction Theory 
B. Fission Reactor Theory 
C. Fusion Reactor Theory 
D. Materials for Fission and Fusion Reactors and 
Radiation Effects (M S E 690D) 
E. Reactor Dynamics 
F. Nuclear Safety 
G. Fuel Cycle Management 
H. Numerical and Computational Analysis 
I. Reactor Thermal-Hydraulics 
J. Transport Theory 
691, 692. Graduate Seminar. (1-0) Cr. R. Yr. 
699. Research. 
Philosophy 
A. David Kline, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Hollinger, Holmgren, Klemke, Kline, 
Kupfer, Robinson, Roochnik, Shideler (Emer-
itus), Smith, Vaniten 
Associate Member: Sawyer 
The department offers a graduate minor. For 
those taking the M.A. or M.S., the minor 
requirement is two courses above 300 (but not 
490) taken in conjunction with 590. For those 
taking the Ph.D., the requirement is four 
courses above 300, at least one of which is 
above 400 (but not 490) all taken in conjunc-
tion with 590. Interested students should ask 
the chair to assign a minor adviser. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental program in general graduate 
studies and in the interdepartmental minor in 
technology and social change. (See Index .) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
303. Ethical Issues in Veterinary Medicine. (Relig 
303) (2-0) Cr. 2 or (2-1} Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Admission to 
College of Veterinary Medicine or Relig 240 or 301 or 
Phil 230. Investigates the central moral problems 
arising from the practice of veterinary medicine. 
Legal regulations bearing on the profession, prac-
tical issues such as clients' rights, euthanasia, use of 
animals in scientific research, and animal rights . 
Major traditions in moral philosophy and theology 
are introduced. 
*310. Ancient Philosophy. (Cl St 310} (3-0) Cr. 3 or 
(3-1) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 201. Survey of the principal 
philosophers of the ancient world: the pre-Socratics, 
Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics and the Epicureans. 
Questions concerning being, knowledge, language, 
and the good life are treated in depth. 
*311. Modern Philosophy. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. S. 
Prereq: 201 . Philosophy from the late Renaissance to 
the late 18th century. Our beliefs about our world, 
ourselves, our deities, and our morals. The nature of 
doubt and certainty, sources of knowledge and 
illusion. 
*312. 19th and 20th Century Continental Philosophy. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 201 . Hegel's 
philosophy and various responses to this philosoph-
ical position. Developments in phenomenology (e.g., 
Husserl, Heidegger, and Merleau-Ponty), existen-
tialism (e.g ., Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and Sartre), 
and social and political philosophy (e.g., Marx and 
Habermas). 
*313. Twentieth Century Anglo-American Philosophy. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 201. Main 
problems and themes of major movements in 
contemporary philosophy such as pragmatism, real-
ism, common sense philosophy, logical positivism, 
and ordinary language philosophy. Readings include 
key works by representatives of these positions on 
topics such as reality vs. appearance, free will and 
determinism, the existence of God, values, truth, 
knowledge, and method. 
*320. Existentialism. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1} Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 201. The roots of existentialism as a 
philosophical , cultural, literary, and social movement; 
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Sartre. 
Emphasis on the attempt to defend the individual 
and the idea of an "authentic" existence against the 
background of the rise of modern society, science, 
and technology. 
331. Moral Problems'in Medicine. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 230 or junior standing. In-depth study of 
some of the central moral problems arising in 
medicine, e.g ., abortion, euthanasia, patients' rights, 
health care professionals' duties and responsibilities, 
allocation of medical resources. Major moral theories 
will be examined and applied. 
*332. Philosophy of Law. (C J St 332) (3-0) Cr. 3 or 
(3-1) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 201 or 230. Extent of our 
obligation to obey the law; what constitutes just 
punishment; how much of the immoral should be 
made illegal? Relation of these questions to major 
theories of law and the state. Discussion of such 
concepts as coercion , equality, and responsibility. 
*335. Social and Political Philosophy. (3-0) Cr. 3 or 
(3-1) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 201or230. Foundations of 
social and political life. Metaphysical and epis-
temological grounds in classical and recent thinkers. 
The basis of political organization, the nature of 
social and political institutions, rights and authority, 
justice and the character of distinctly political action. 
Original texts. 
*340. Aesthetics. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 
201 or 230. Is liking all there is to appreciating works 
of art or natural beauty? We will examine our 
appreciative experiences, talk about such experi-
ences (e.g., art criticism), and what makes them 
valuable. Do the different arts have common values? 
How are their differences important? 
*350. Philosophy of Religion. (Relig 350) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 201 . The value and truth of 
religious life and belief. Mystical experience; re-
ligious faith and language; arguments for God's 
existence; the problem of evil; miracles; and religion 
and moral ity. Historical and contemporary readings 
from both the western and eastern traditions. 
*380. Philosophy of Science. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) 
Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 201 . Introduction to the philosophy of 
science. A variety of basic problems common to the 
natural and social sciences: the nature of explana-
tion, the structure of theories, the unity of science, 
and the distinction between science and 
nonscience. 
*381. Philosophy of the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 201 or 
6 credits in the social sciences. Methodological, 
ideological, and doctrinal issues about the social 
and behavioral sciences against the background of 
influence of the natural sciences. Focus is on the 
historical and cultural background of 19th and 20th 
century western thought. 
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430. Value Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, 
maximum of 6 credits. F. Prereq: 230. Theoretical 
and normative issues in ethics, aesthetics, religious 
thought, or political philosophy. Topics vary each 
time offered. 
*442. Philosophy of Technology. (T SC 442) (3-0) 
Cr. 3 or (3-1) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 6 credits of social 
science or T SC 341 and 3 credits of social science. 
Conditions under which technological innovations 
contribute to human emancipation, relationship of 
technology and democracy, utility and limits of 
technical rationality, and problems of ensuring that 
benefits of technological advance are communally 
shared. Issues discussed with reference to contem-
porary developments in microelectronics, technology 
transfer to the Third World, etc. 
460. Epistemology and Metaphysics. (3-0) Cr. 3 each 
time taken, maximum of 6 credits. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 201 and at least one course in the 
history of philosophy. Issues in epistemology and 
metaphysics. Topics vary each time offered. 
465. Brains, Minds, and Computers. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 201 . Examination of concepts such as 
computability, intelligence, programming, and free 
will; and of arguments about whether any human 
capacity is forever beyond realization in a machine. 
470. Great Ideas in Philosophy. (3-0) Cr. 3 each time 
taken, maximum 6 credits. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 201 and at least one course in the history of 
philosophy. Concentrated study of one persistently 
intriguing philosophical issue, or of a related group 
of them. Content varies each time offered. 
480. Problems in Philosophy of Science. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each time taken. S. Prereq: 380 or 381. Philosophical 
issues within a particular science, e.g., psychology 
or biology, or on a problem that ranges over a 
number of sciences, e.g., the nature of explanation 
or the nature of scientific progress. Topics will vary 
and be arranged to meet the needs of interested 
students. Often team taught by a philosopher and a 
scientist from the relevant discipline. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
for minor credit, open to qualified 
undergraduates 
590. Special Topics in Philosophy. Cr. 2 to 4 each 
time taken . Prereq: Permission of instructor; 9 credits 
in philosophy. 
A. History of Philosophy 
B. Epistemology and Metaphysics 
C. Value Theory 
D. Logic and Philosophy of Science 
*Optional fourth credit entails guided research or 
other complementary study. 
Physical Education 
and Leisure Studies 
Dean A. Pease, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Anderson, Forker (Emeritus), 
Mathes 
Associate Members: -Conover, Cooney, 
Engelhorn, Frye (Emeritus), Gray, Hutchison, 
Pease, Rupnow, Sharp, Wood, York 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with major in physical 
education and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
The normal prerequisite to major graduate 
work is the satisfactory completion of a 
curriculum essentially equivalent to that re-
quired of undergraduate students in physical 
education at this university. However, it is 
possible for students to qualify for graduate 
study even though undergraduate preparation 
has been in a related area. 
A student in the graduate program may select 
either a thesis or non-thesis option. Specific 
information about the requirements for either 
degree option is available from the depart-
mental office. 
The department participates in the interde-
partmental minor in gerontology (see Index). 
355. Dimensions of Recreation in the Campus 
Community. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 350. Basic 
concepts in organization , administration , and pro-
gram planning for recreation in the campus 
community. 
453. Administration of Leisure Services. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
FS. Prereq: 383. Principles and practices of admin-
istering leisure programs and services. Fee for field 
trip. 
492. Program Planning and Evaluation in Therapeutic 
Recreation. (2-2) Cr. 3. Prereq: 404. Advanced 
concepts in therapeutic recreation program develop-
ment, design, and evaluation . Formulating purpose, 
goals, and objective statements for a client, writing 
and keeping client reports/records, designing , con-
structing, and selecting adaptive activities and 
equipment. Knowledge about and application of the 
various evaluation tools . Fee for field trips. 
Physical Education (P E) 
355. Kinesiology. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: Zool 156, 
Phys 101 or 106 or 111 . The study of anatomical and 
mechanical phenomena which underlie human mo-
tion . Includes the application of kinesiological 
concepts to a wide variety of physical education 
activities. 
370. Principles of Motor Performance. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: Psych 101. Factors influencing human motor 
performance. Review of principles applicable to 
design of motor learning experiences in physical 
education. 
393. Physical Education for the Disabled. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Psych 230. Specific disabling 
conditions in terms of etiology and prevalence with 
emphasis on motor characteristics, movement poten-
tial, and need. Adaptation of activities, methods, and 
program planning . Laboratory experience required . 
455. Physiology of Exercise. (2-3) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
Zoo/ 156. Physiological basis of human performance; 
effects of physical activity on body functions . 
465. Physical Activity and Aging. (Geron 465) (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: Psych 230, Zoo/ 
155. The effect upon movement of physical changes 
occurring in healthy aging as well as chronic 
conditions associated with aging . Methods of as-
sessing fitness and teaching movement activities in 
relation to gerontological factors . 
475. Physical Education Curriculum Design and 
Program Organization. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 375. 
Current practices and principles applied to curricu-
lum development and to problems of organization 
and administration of instructional and extracur-
ricular programs in physical education. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Research Methods in Physical Education and 
Leisure Studies. (L S 500) (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 
Graduate classification in physical education. 
Methods and techniques used in the design and 
interpretation of research in physical education and 
leisure studies. Emphasis placed on styles of writing , 
library use, and computer applications. 
505. Research Laboratory Techniques in Exercise 
Physiology. (0-4) Cr. 2. Prereq: 455 or equivalent 
course with basic laboratory experience. Appl ication 
and use of laboratory research equipment in 
exercise physiology, including operation, calibration, 
and use in selected situations. 
t*510. (410 DL) Medical Aspects of Sport. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Prereq: 455. Concepts and practices in sports 
medicine with emphasis on medical supervision , 
sport injuries, rehabilitation , nutrition, environment, 
preventive medicine, and drug abuse. 
515. Cinematography of Human Movement. (1-2) 
Cr. 2. Prereq: 355. Cinematographic analysis of 
developmental tasks and sport skills . 
520. The Social Analysis of Sport. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
360, Soc 134. Sociological analysis of sport with 
emphasis on sociological theory, sports structure, 
and function in modern industrialized society; the 
systems of sport in regard to their role structure;. 
formal organization , and professionalization and its 
differentiation along social class, age, and sex. 
521. Sport Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 365, 3 
courses in psychology. Aspects of psychology which 
form a basis for understanding and explaining 
behavior in a sport context . Variables underlying 
individual as well as group performance will be 
analyzed . A critical analysis of current research 
literature. 
522. Social-Psychological Perspectives of Sport and 
Motor Performance. (2-0) Cr. 2. Prereq: 360. Analysis 
of social-psychological dimensions that modify and 
facilitate motor behavior; focuses on the individual 
and small group behavior in the sports context. 
523. Gender Roles and Sport. (W S 523) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 360, 3 courses in sociology and/or psychol-
ogy. Analysis of the influence of sport on male and 
female sex role development. Survey of literature 
related to sport and sex role socialization , stereotyp-
ing , and conflict. Discussion of future issues and 
alternative roles . 
530. Comparative Physical Education and Sport. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 260. A comparative analysis of 
dominant characteristics and developments in phys-
ical education and sport in selected countries. 
540. Administration of Physical Education and Sport. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 475 or 402. Theory and practice 
of administration in physical education and sport; 
development of concepts related to the process of 
administration, types of administrative behavior, 
tasks and responsibilities of the administrator; 
evaluation of effectiveness of administration. 
545. Legal Aspects of Sport. (3-0) Cr. 3. Prereq: 402 
or 475. Analysis of the legal aspects of sport and 
athletics in contemporary society. Includes use of 
the case study approach. Designed for coaches, 
ath letic directors , and others involved in sport 
management. 
550. Advanced Physiology of Exercise I. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 505. Concepts and methods of assessing 
neurological, muscular, cardiovascular, and respira-
tory adjustments to exercise. 
551. Advanced Physiology of Exercise II. (2-3) Cr. 3. 
Prereq: 505. Analysis of factors affecting work 
capacity and performance. Human energy metabo-
lism concepts and measurement. 
t*558. (458 DL) Physical Fitness-Principles, 
Programs and Evaluation. (2-3) Cr. 3. Prereq: 163, 
455, concurrent registration in 5910. Physiological 
principles of physical fitness , design and administra-
tion of fitness programs; testing , evaluation, and 
prescription; cardiac rehabi litation programs. 
560. Perceptual Motor Learning. (2-3) Cr. 3. Prereq: 
370, Psych 333. Emphasis on theories of perceptual 
motor learning characteristics of the learner and the 
learning environment with implications for the design 
of learning settings and further research . 
561 . Movement, Motor Ability, and Motor Performance 
of Children. (2-0) Cr. 2 to 3. Prereq: 284, Psych 230. 
The physical development and characteristic reac-
tions of children in relation to motor performance. 
Identification of special psychomotor needs of 
various age groups of children. All literature and 
theories applied to the physical education 
environment. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. Physical Education 
8 . Leisure Studies 
C. Sport Management 
D. Exercise Physiology 
E. Sport Sociology 
F. Sport Psychology 
G. Motor Learning 
H. Kinesiology 
591. Supervised Field Experience. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 
10 graduate credits in physical education and/or 
related areas. Supervised on-the-job field experience 
in special areas. 
A. Physical Education 
B. Leisure Studies 
C. Sport Management 
0 . Exercise Physiology 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. Physical Education 
B. Leisure Studies 
t*595. (395 DL) Adapted Physical Education. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Prereq: 375. Specific disabling conditions in 
terms of etiology, characteristics, needs, and poten-
tial for movement experiences. Techniques of 
assessment, prescription , adaptation of activities, 
methods, and program planning . Laboratory experi-
ence requ ired . May not be taken by students who 
have previously earned credit in 393 . 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. Physical Education 
8 . Leisure Studies 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 10 credits in 
education. 
Physics 
David Lynch , Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Anderson, Barnes (Emeritus), 
Bowen, Clem, Cook, Crawley, Earls (Emeritus), 
Finnemore, Firestone, Fuchs, Goldman, 
Hammer, Harmon, Hauptman, Hill , Ho, 
Hodges, Johnston, Kelly, Kernan, Kirkham, 
Lamb, Lassila, Leacock, Lewis, Luban, Lynch, 
Peterson, Pursey, Rizzo, Rosenberg , Ross, 
Ruedenberg, Shinar, Soukoulis, Stanford, 
Stassis, Stewart, Struck-Marcell, Swenson 
(Emeritus), Vary, Weber, Whisnant, Williams, 
Willson, Wohn, Young, Zaffarano (Emeritus) 
Associate Member: Tringides 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in applied physics, astrophysics, 
high energy physics, nuclear physics, phys-
ics, and solid-state physics; and minor work 
to students majoring in other departments. 
Facilities of the department, the Ames Labora-
tory, and the Applied Science Center, 
including the Microelectronics Research Cen-
ter, are available for research. 
Students with bachelor's degrees in physics 
or astronomy from other institutions ordinarily 
will qualify for graduate study here provided 
they have satisfactorily completed coursework 
similar to that suggested for undergraduate 
physics majors at this university. In some 
cases, additional instruction at the intermedi-
ate level may be required . 
The degree master of science is offered both 
with and without thesis . (A thesis is always 
required for an M.S. in applied physics.) In 
either case, the basic requirements are the 
same: at least 30 credits of acceptable 
graduate work must be completed , not less 
than 21 of which must be in physics or 
astronomy and not less than 6 either from 
outside the department or in areas different 
from the student's major area. At least 15 of 
the credits in physics must be in courses at 
the 500 or 600 level exclusive of 599 and 699. 
Students choosing a degree with thesis may 
apply up to 8 credits of 699 but no credits of 
599 toward the minimum 30 credits. Students 
choosing a degree without thesis should 
apply 2 credits of 599, but may not apply any 
credits of 699 toward the minimum 30 credits. 
Each candidate for the doctor of philosophy 
degree is required to teach one year of 
elementary physics. In addition to coursework 
in the major area a candidate must take 12 
minor credit hours outside this area, not less 
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than 6 of which must be from other 
departments. 
The Department of Physics cooperates in the 
interdepartmental minor in Technology and 
Social Change. (See Technology and Social 
Change.) 
Astronomy and Astrophysics (Astro) 
344. Introduction to Astrophysics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Phys 222. Coordinate systems; time; celes-
tial motions. Orbital mechanics. Instruments and 
techniques. The solar system. Determination of 
stellar properties from observational data; spectral 
classification. Binary systems. H-R diagram. Survey 
of stellar evolution. Variable stars. Star clusters. 
Structure of the galaxy. 
344L. Astronomy Laboratory. (0-6) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
344. Observational techniques and experiments in 
optical astronomy. 
*445. (505 DL) Astrophysics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
344. Origin and interpretation of stellar spectra. 
Energy generation and transport; nucleosynthesis. 
Stellar structure. Stellar evolution . The interstellar 
medium; nebulae. Galaxies. Cosmology. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*505. (445 DL) Astrophysics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
344, permission of instructor. Origin and interpreta-
tion of stellar spectra. Energy generation and 
transport; nucleosynthesis. Stellar structure. Stellar 
evolution . The interstellar medium; nebulae. Galax-
ies. Cosmology. 
510. Observational Astrophysics. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 445 or 505. Techniques of 
astronomical data acquisition, analysis, and inter-
pretation as applicable in studies in photometry, 
spectroscopy, binary stars, parallax, and proper 
motion. Observing projects for gaining proficiency in 
the use of astronomical telescopes, instruments, and 
coordinate systems. 
518. Radio Astronomy and Astrophysics (E E 518) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: Phys 365 or 
E E 313. Radio astronomy fundamentals; wave 
polarization and measurement; radio telescope re-
ceivers and antennas; wave propagation in plasmas; 
synchrotron emission; continuum and line spectra; 
physical conditions in radio sources. 
575. Radiative Transfer, Stellar Atmospheres, and 
Spectroscopy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 445 or 505. Radiative transfer with applica-
tions to stellar interiors, atmospheres, and the 
interstellar medium. Interaction of radiation and 
matter; line and continuum processes. Statistical 
equilibrium. Line profiles. Interpretation of stellar 
spectra: temperature, pressure, and abundance 
determinations. Dynamic and extended atmo-
spheres, chromospheres, coronae, and stellar winds . 
580. Stellar Structure and Evolution. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S. , offered 1991 . Prereq: 445 or 505. Stellar structure 
equations and constitutive relations: energy genera-
tion, energy transport by radiation and convection; 
equation of state. Solutions to the equations: general 
theorems,' analytic approximations, numerical tech-
niques and results. Stellar evolution from formation to 
final phases. Nucleosynthesis; recycling of material 
to the interstellar medium. Evolution in interacting 
binaries. Variable stars. 
590. Special topics. Cr. var. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission 
of instructor. Individually directed study of research-
level problems for students electing the nonthesis 
M.S. option in astronomy. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Galactic and Extragalactic Astronomy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 505. The 
interstellar medium, galactic structure, dynamics of 
external galaxies, evolution and classification of 
galaxies, extragalactic radio sources, quasars, cos-
mological models. 
650. Advanced Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . 
F.S. Topics of current interest in astronomy and 
astrophysics. Offered on a satisfactory/fail basis only. 
660. Advanced Topics in Astronomy and 
Astrophysics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . F.S. Topics 
in stellar, galactic, and extragalactic astronomy, 
including stel lar evolution, solar physics, variable 
stars, compact objects, the interstellar medium, 
active galaxies and quasars, formation and evolution 
of galaxies, cosmology, high energy astrophysics, 
advanced observational techniques, and astro-
physical applications of hydrodynamics. 
699. Research. 
Physics (Phys) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
304. Thermal Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 222, 
Math 266 or 371 . Concepts of temperature, entropy, 
and other characteristic thermodynamic functions, 
with application to macroscopic properties of matter. 
The laws of thermodynamics. Kinetic theory and the 
Maxwell velocity distribution. Introduction to statis-
tical mechanics, including quantum statistics. 
Application to black body radiation, crystall ine 
vibrations, magnetic ions in solids , electronic heat 
capacity of metals. 
311. Intermediate Laboratory. (0-3) Cr. 1 or (0-6) Cr. 2 
each time taken. S. Prereq: 322 or 324. Experiments 
in classical and modern physics performed indepen-
dently by each student. 
361. Classical Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 222, 
Math 266 or 371 . Newtonian mechanics including 
forced oscillations, central forces and orbital motion, 
collisions, moving frames of reference, Lagrange's 
equations. 
362. Intermediate Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
361 . Applications of Lagrange's equations, inertial 
and stress tensors, rigid body motion, small oscil la-
tions. Special relativity including length contraction, 
time dilation, simultaneity, Lorentz transformation , 4-
vector covariant formalism , relativistic mechanics. 
364. Electricity and Magnetism I. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 222, Math 385. Static electric and magnetic 
fields, potential theory; electromagnetism, Maxwell 's 
equations. 
365. Electricity and Magnetism II. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 364. Relativistic electromagnetic theory; 
radiation and propagation of electromagnetic waves; 
interaction with matter. 
480. Quantum Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 322, 
Math 385. A systematic development of quantum 
mechanics, including differential and operator solu-
tions of the Schrbdinger equation, matrix formulation 
of eigenvalue problems, the hydrogen atom, electron 
spin, identical partic les, and angular momentum. 
481. Atomic and Molecular Physics. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 480. Perturbation theory, Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients , Zeeman effect, Stark effect, hyperfine 
interaction; hel ium atom, many-electron atoms, 
Hartree equation; hydrogen molecule, and ion, 
molecular spectra; time-dependent perturbation the-
ory, radiation in atoms, scattering theory. 
496. Modern Optics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 306, 321 
or 324, 365 or E E 313. Geometric optics and 
Fermat's principle (review), Fraunhofer diffract ion, 
Fourier transforms, Fresnel diffract ion, holography, 
electro-optic devices, acoustic-optic devices, fiber 
optics, interferometers, lasers , quantum optics and 
noise, non-linear processes. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Introductory Research Seminar. (1-1) Cr. 1. F. 
Discussion by research staff of their research areas, 
expected thesis research work, and opportunities in 
the field . For graduate physics majors only. Offered 
on a satisfactory-fail basis only. 
511, 512. Solid State Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3 each. 
511 : S.; 512: F. Prereq: 511 : 304, 322; 512: 511 . Free 
electron model ; crystal symmetry; band theory of 
solids; transport properties; Fermi surface; phonons; 
semiconductors; magnetism; superconductivity. 
515. Physical Processes in Plasma. (EE 515) See 
Electrical Engineering. 
516. Wave Phenomena in Plasma. (E E 516) See 
Electrical Engineering. 
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524. Nuclear Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 480. Basic properties and structure of 
nuclei, introduction to nuclear models. Nuclear 
reactions, decay and stability; electromagnetic inter-
actions. Accelerators and detectors. 
528. Atmospheric Physics. (Mteor 528) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1991. Prereq: 304, 322, 361 , and 364. 
Physics of fluids as applied to the atmosphere: 
equations of motion, conservation laws; atmospheric 
waves, small to planetary scale; observational 
techniques; lower and upper atmospheric structure 
and processes. 
531. Statistical Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 304, 
Math 465, credit or enrollment in Math 426 or 365. 
Thermodynamic properties of systems of many 
particles obeying Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac, and Bose-
Einstein statistics; microcanonical , canonical , and 
grand canonical ensembles and their application to 
physical problems; density matrices; introduction to 
phase transitions; kinetic theory; fluctuations and 
noise. 
535. Semiconductor Device Theory and Technology 
I. (E E 535) See Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Engineering. 
536. Semiconductor Device Theory and Technology 
II. (E E 536) See Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Engineering. 
537. High Energy Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
480. Experimental methods; conservation laws and 
invariance principles; weak, electromagnetic and 
strong interactions; quark model, symmetry 
schemes, and dynamical models. 
541. General Relativity. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 362 or Math 465. Tensor analysis and 
differential geometry developed and used to formu-
late Einstein field equations. Schwarzschild and Kerr 
solutions. Other advanced topics such as alternate 
gravitational theories, attempts at unified field theo-
ries, cosmology. 
551. Computational Physics. (0-2) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 
365, 480. Use of modern computational techniques 
to analyze topics in classical and modern physics. 
564. Advanced Classical Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 361 , Math 426, 465. Variational principles, 
Lagrange's equations, Hamilton's canonical equa-
tions, canonical transformations, Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory, infinitesimal transformations, classical field 
theory. 
571, 572. Advanced Electricity and Magnetism. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each. 571 : S. ; 572: F. Prereq: 571: 365, Math 
426; 572: 571 . 571 : Special theory of relativity; least 
action and Maxwell equations, motion of charged 
particles in electromagnetic fields; electrostatics and 
magnetostatics: boundary value problems, proper-
ties of macroscopic media. 572: Electromagnetic 
fields and waves, wave guides, radiation, collisions 
between charged particles, Bremsstrahlung , multi-
pole fields . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. Topics of current interest. 
A. Nuclear Physics 
B. Solid State Physics 
C. High Energy Physics 
D. Physics 
E. Applied Physics 
591, 592. Quantum Physics. (4-0) Cr. 4. each. Yr. 
Prereq: 591 : 480; 592: 591 . Schrbdinger equation in 
one and three dimensions, linear vector space, 
Heisenberg equation of motion, angular momentum 
theory, symmetries, perturbation theories. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Prereq: Permis-
sion of instructor. Individually directed study of 
research-level problems for students electing the 
nonthesis M.S. degree option . 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
611. Quantum Theory of Solids. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 512, 681 . Electronic band structure; phonons; 
X-ray, neutron, and electron scattering; dielectric 
response; Boltzmann equation; optical properties; 
magnetism; superconductivity. 
624. Advanced Nuclear Physics I. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 524 and 592. Nucleon-nucleon 
and meson-nucleon interactions from theory and 
experiment; few-nucleon systems; many body and 
collective theories of nuclear structure. 
625. Advanced Nuclear Physics II. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 624. Nuclear weak, strong , and 
electromagnetic interactions; nuclear reactions in-
cluding compound, direct, and multiple scattering . 
632. Semiconductor Physics. (E E 632) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 480, 481 , 511 . Band 
structure; statistical mechanics of electrons and 
holes; galvano-magnetic effects, magnetoresistivity, 
cyclotron resonance; transport properties; principles 
of junctions and heterostructures; optical properties; 
amorphous semiconductors; quantum well 
structures . 
637, 638. Elementary Particle Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3 
each. 637: Alt . S., offered 1990; 638: Alt. F. , offered 
1990. Prereq: 637: 537, 592; 638: 637. Properties of 
leptons, bosons, and quarks and their interactions; 
quantum chromodynamics, Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam model, grand unification theories, supersym-
metry, and superstring theory; modern theoretical 
techniques. 
650. Advanced Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 each time taken . 
F.S. Topics of current interest. Offered on a satisfac-
tory-fail basis only. 
A. Nuclear Physics 
B. Solid State Physics 
C. High Energy Physics 
D. Physics 
E. Applied Physics 
660. Advanced Topics in Physics. Cr. 1 to 3 each 
time taken . F.S. Courses on advanced top ics and 
recent developments. 
A. Nuclear Physics 
B. Solid State Physics 
C. High Energy Physics 
D. Physics 
E. Applied Physics 
674. Applications of Group Theory to Physics: Solid 
State Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. 
Prereq: 592. Theory of groups and group representa-
tions; point, space, and rotation groups; appl ications 
to molecular and crystal structures, crystal field and 
spin-orbit interactions, energy bands and phonon 
dispersion relations. 
675. Applications of Group Theory to Physics: 
Nuclear and High Energy Physics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 592. Theory of Lie groups, Lie 
algebras, and their representations; detailed exposi-
tion of the three-dimensional rotation group. Survey 
of the Lorentz group, Poincare group, SU(3), and 
~ther Lie groups of physical importance. Applica-
tions to nuclear and elementary particle physics. 
681 . Advanced Quantum Mechanics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 592. Relativistic quantum mechanics, second 
quantization and solvable models, introduction to 
quantum electrodynamics . 
682. Quantum Field Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 681 . Field quantization, funct ion 
integrals, Feynman rules and renormalization. 
Abel ian and non-Abelian gauge theories; finite 
temperature field theories, and other examples. 
699. Research. 
Plant Pathology 
Abraham H. Epstein, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Dunleavy, Durand , Foley, Hill, 
Hodges, McGee, McNabb, Norton, Stewart, 
Tachibana, Tiffany, Vakili 
Associate Members: Andrews, Braun, 
Bronson, Clark, Epstein, Gleason, Martinson, 
Miller, Sweets, Thornburg 
The department offers studies for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with a major in plant pathology, and minor 
work for students majoring in other depart-
ments. A master of science nonthesis option 
is available. The department also participates 
in the interdepartmental major in toxicology. 
Students entering graduate programs in the 
department need a sound background in the 
physical, biological, and mathematical sci-
ences as well as adequate preparation in 
English . 
For the degree doctor of philosophy, the 
requirement in foreign language or its alter-
native is established by the student's program 
of study committee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
407. Principles of Plant Pathology. (PM 407) (2-3) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 8 credits in biological sciences, 
including Bot 207. Braun . Principles underlying the 
nature, diagnosis, and management of plant dis-
eases. Laboratory complements lecture topics and 
provides experience in plant disease diagnosis. 
416. Forest Pest Management. (For 416, Ent 416, PM 
416) (2-6) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 8 credits in biological 
sciences, including Bot 207. McNabb, Hart. Nature 
of forest , shade tree, and wood pests; physical 
agents of tree damage; integrated case studies and 
computer simulations in the evaluation and eco-
nomic analysis of protection and pest management 
problems; weekend field trip. Fee for field trip. 
493. Causal Organisms of Plant Diseases. Cr. 1. 
(40-hour workshop.) Prereq: 6 credits in biological 
sciences. Characteristics and life cycles of fungi, 
bacteria, nematodes, viruses and how each causes 
plant disease. Population dynamics and theories of 
plant pathogen management. Offered on a satisfac-
tory-fail basis only. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
509. Plant Virology. (Micro 509) (2-6) Cr. 4. Alt . S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 407, Bot 404, BB 406, Chem 
211 . Hil l. Plant viruses and the diseases they cause. 
Emphasis on epidemiology and control. Structure, 
function, and biochemical-biophysical properties of 
plant viruses. 
541 . Genetics and Epidemiology of Plant Disease. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 407 or 416, 
Gen 320 or 330. Bronson. Genetics of host-parasite 
interaction; population dynamics of plant pathogens; 
disease prediction ; crop loss assessment. 
544. Advanced Forest Pest Management. (For 544, 
Ent 544) (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1990. Prereq: 416. 
McNabb, Hart. Systems analysis approach to the 
management of forest and shade-tree pests; plan-
ning of research on such pests. Fee for fie ld trips. 
552. Diseases of Turfgrasses. (Hort 552) See 
Horticulture. 
574. Plant Nematology. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: 407 or 416. Norton. Morphology, 
anatomy, life cycles, and local distribution of 
commonly encountered plant-parasitic nematodes; 
symptom expression; control. 
576. Bacterial Diseases of Plants. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 407 or 416, Micro 300. Braun. 
Characteristics of prokaryotic plant pathogens and 
the diseases they cause . Laboratory emphasizes 
techniques used in studying bacterial plant 
pathogens. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: 10 credits in biological sciences, permission 
of instructor. 
591. Advanced Plant Pathology. (3-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
407 or 416. Martinson. Plant disease concepts and 
processes; representative plant diseases with em-
phasis on fungus diseases, ecology of fungus 
pathogens, and literature review. 
594. Seed Pathology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 407. McGee. Significance of diseases on the 
major phases of seed production ; growing, har-
vesting , condition ing , storing , and planting seed . 
Pathogens considered include fungi , bacteria, vi-
ruses, nematodes, and abiotic agents . Emphasis on 
control, epidemiology, host-parasite relationships, 
and seed health testing. 
Cc;>urses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
691. Clinical Plant Pathology. (0-6) Cr. 2 each time 
taken . Alt. SS ., offered 1990. Prereq: 541 , 591, 
permission of instructor. Epstein . Diagnosis of plant 
diseases, isolation and identification of pathogens, 
clinical experience, plant disease survey, detection 
and evaluation methods. 
692. Plant Disease Physiology. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 407 or 416, Bot 320. Miller. 
Physiological and molecular aspects of parasitism, 
host response to pathogens, physiology of re-
sistance mechanisms, and specificity in disease 
interactions. 
694. Colloquium in Plant Pathology. (2-0) Cr. 2 each 
time taken. F.S. Prereq: 407 or 416, permission of 
instructor. Advanced topics in plant pathology. 
698. Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S. 
699. Thesis and Dissertation Research. Cr. var. 
Plant Physiology 
(Interdepartmental Graduate Major) 
Supervisory Committee: C. E. LaMotte, Chair; 
J. lmsande, R. C. Schultz, R. M. Shibles, 
C. R. Stewart 
Work is offered for the degrees master of 
science (thesis option only) and doctor of 
philosophy with a major in plant physiology in 
the following participating departments: 
Agronomy, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Bot-
any, Forestry, Genetics, Horticulture, and Plant 
Pathology. Facilities and qualified faculty are 
available in these departments for training in 
basic research in various aspects of the 
physiology and molecular biology of plants. 
Students majoring in plant physiology must be 
admitted by both a department and the 
interdepartmental major. Two members of the 
student's program-or-study (POS) committee, 
including the major professor or a co-major 
professor, must be from the faculty of the 
interdepartmental major. 
All M.S. students must meet the following 
minimum requirements : (1) enroll each term 
and make one presentation each year in the 
interdepartmental plant physiology seminar 
(Bot 696 or its cross-listed equivalents); and 
(2) complete two courses chosen from the 
following: Bot 511 , 512 , or 513; BB 404 and 
405 or 501 and 502; and Stat 401. A course in 
physical or biophysical chemistry is 
recommended . 
All Ph.D. students must complete the following 
requirements , in addition to those for the M.S. : 
Bot 511, 512, 513; one course chosen from Bot 
545, Gen 420, or Gen 520; one course 
chosen from BB 411 , 511 , Bot 517, or Gen 
520L; and one course in physical or bi-
ophysical chemistry (B B 451 for example). 
Stat 402 is recommended. 
In consultation with his or her major professor 
and the POS committee, a student may select 
additional courses from an approved list 
available from the chair of the supervisory 
committee of the interdepartmental major. 
Political Science 
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Richard W. Mansbach, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Boles, Dorfman, Hadwiger, Kihl , 
Mansbach, McCormick, Moses, Parks 
(Emeritus), Rasmussen , Sandler, Schmidt, 
Shelley 
Associate Members: Hutter, Koven, Lee, 
Maney, Whitmer 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of arts degree (M.A.), with major in 
political science, and minor work to students 
majoring in other departments. 
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The M.A. program is designed to enable its 
graduates to engage in governmental re-
search , enter public service or private 
industry, pursue further graduate study, or 
teach . Both thesis and nonthesis options are 
available. Within either option, a specialization 
in public administration is possible. The 
department also has a joint master of arts/juris 
doctor (M.A./J.D.) program with the Law 
School of Drake University. In addition, gradu-
ate students may wish to work for certification 
for high school or junior college teaching. 
The department also offers a master of public 
administration (M.P.A.) degree. This is a 
professional degree designed to provide inter-
ested students with the training necessary to 
work within a public bureaucracy or organiza-
tion . The M.P.A. degree requires 39 semester 
credit hours. Both thesis and nonthesis op-
tions are available. 
Brochures setting forth detailed requirements 
for all graduate degrees may be obtained 
from the departmental office . 
A usual prerequisite for major graduate work 
in the department is the completion of at least 
15 semester credits in political science. The 
Graduate Record Examination (verbal and 
quantitative portions) is required. 
Each student entering the master of arts 
program in political science is expected to 
have completed one year of a foreign lan-
guage (equivalent to 8 semester credits) and 
a course in basic statistics (equivalent to Stat 
101). If this has not been done, the student 
may remedy the deficiency by passing equiv-
alent courses, for which no graduate credit 
will be received . 
In addition , each student must complete one 
of the following requirements: 
1. Language-Two years of undergradua~e 
instruction (including the one year of foreign 
language provided above) in a single lan-
guage, with grades averag ing 2. 7 (on a ~ . O 
scale) ; or, a passing grade in the Educational 
Testing Service examination. 
2. Statistics-Successful completion of Stat 
401 . Stat 404 is recommended , but not 
required. 
These are the minimum requirements. The 
student's program of study committee will 
decide if additional work, in either language 
or statistics, is necessary. 
As an alternative to the master of public 
administration , the department also offers the 
master of arts in political science (public 
administration), with no language requirement 
and a choice of a thesis or an internship 
requirement, to those students who wish to 
prepare for, or are employed in , government 
service. 
The department cooperates in the interdepart-
mental program in industrial relations , 
interdepartmental majors in transportation 
planning and water resources, and inter~ 
departmental minors in gerontology, Latin 
American studies, mineral resources, and 
technology and social change. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
343. Latin American Government and Politics. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Schmidt. Political 
institutions, processes, and contemporary i~sues. 
Selected countries examined intensively to illustrate 
generalizations. Role of parties, military, church, 
interest groups, and ideology. 
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405. Political Socialization, Opinion, and Voting 
Behavior. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Acquisition of polit.ical 
attitudes by pre-adults and adults and t~err ex- . 
pression in opinions and actions, espe~1ally voting; 
voting patterns; implications for campaigns and 
elections. 
410. Iowa Government and Politics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 215. Analysis of Iowa governmen! c:tnd . 
politics: public opinion and politic.al part.1c1p.at1on , 
governmental institutions, and major policy issues. 
*413. (513 DL) Federalism and lntergovern~ental 
Relations. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits m . 
American government. Maney. Theory and pract1~e 
of the American federal system; patterns of conflict 
and sharing in the 19th century; development and. 
expansion of the federal grant-in-aid system; pol1t1cs 
and policy making among federal , state, and local 
governments; techniques of intergovernmental 
relations. 
420. Constitutional Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 215; 
junior classification. Boles. Develop.me.n~ of th~ 
United States Constitution through jUd1c1al action; 
influence of public law and judicial interpretations 
upon American government and society. 
421 . Civil Liberties. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 215; Boles. 
American constitutional and statutory guarantees of 
civil rights . First Amendment rights of conscience 
and freedom of expression as well as rights of 
defendants. Application of equal protection of laws 
to minority groups. Various reform proposals. 
422. International Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 215 or 
251; Development of the principles of in.ternational 
law of peace and war; analysis of theor!es c~ncern­
ing its nature and fundamental conc~pt1ons;. its 
relation to national law; problems of international 
legislation and codification. 
*425. (525 DL) Public Law and Public Policy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 320 or 420. Boles. Role of federal 
judiciary in policy making in ~he . United . States. 
Jurisdictional limitations and jud1c1al attitudes an.d 
personality in the decision-making process. Statis-
tical analyses of judicial behavior. 
430. Development of Political Thought: Classical 
Thought through Early Contract Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 6 credits in political sc1en~e, ph1losop~y, or 
European history. Shakeshaft. Major concepts 1n 
original texts of classical, medieval , and early 
modern authors: friendship, community, man's basic 
nature; natural law; force ; society outside the 
political order. Emergence of the modern sta!e and 
sovereignty in the transition to secular authority. 
Relevant historical considerations; contemporary ap-
plications. Plato through Hobbes. 
*431 . (531 DL) Development of Political Thought: 
Modern and Contemporary Political Thought. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in political science, .. 
philosophy, or European history. Shakeshaft. Original 
texts and relevant historical considerations. Human 
nature and its influence on contract theory; private 
rights ; differing connotations of lib~rty ; sovereignty; 
constitutionalism; dialectical materialism; bureau-
cracy; law; democratic theory. Locke through Marx, 
Mill, and contemporary authors. 
433. American Political Thought. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in political science or 
in American history. Review of major po'.itical . 
concepts and theorists in An:erican pol!t!cal history. 
Analysis of current concepts 1n U.S. P?.l1t1cal thought, 
and their possible impacts on our pol1t1cal 
institutions. 
443. The U.S. and Latin America. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 241 or 251 or 343. Sch~idt . 
Analysis of the political consequences of . Lat1~ 
American dependency and growth <:>f na!1onalism. 
Monroe Doctrine, aid, revolution, nat1onal1zat1on, 
multinational corporations. 
444. Government and Politics of the Soviet Union. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 241 . Moses. ~nalysis of Soviet 
political system and societ~. Organizat10~ and . 
functioning of the Communist Party and its role 1n 
development of the Soviet Union. Problems of 
continuity and change in structure, processes, and 
policies of the Soviet political system. 
451 . Asia in World Politics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991. Prereq: 241 or 251 . Kihl. International politics of 
Asia; emphasis on shifting power bal.ance, rol.e of 
major powers, security d ilemm~. for~1gn pol.1c1es of 
small nations. prospect for regional integration. 
*452. (552 DL) Comparative Foreig.n Policy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 251 . Kihl , McCormick. Vanous 
theoretical approaches to explain foreign policy 
making and behavior through the use of case 
studies of selected nations. 
453. International Organizations. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. . F.. 
offered 1989. Prereq: 251 . Kihl. Private and public 
organizations such as the United ~ations, other 
specialized agencies, and mult1nat1?n~I organiza-
tions, and their influence on our daily lives. 
457. Soviet Foreign Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 251 . 
Moses. Basic factors determining formulation and 
execution of Soviet foreign policy. Analysis of 
process and development of for~ign P.olicy since 
1945, emphasizing the post-Stalin period rn Europe, 
in intrabloc relations, and in the Third World . 
464. Political Parties and Interest Groups in American 
Politics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 215. Structure and 
operations of interest groups and parties; rela-
tionships between parties and interest groups and 
funct ions they perform in the political system; 
campaign practices of both. 
471. Administrative Politics. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
215. The regulatory process; structure and politics of 
regu latory agencies; political interactions of agen-
cies, legislators, interest groups, and the legal 
system. 
*475. (575 DL) Management in the Public Sector. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 371. Lee. ~o~temporary . 
literature and research on organizational behavior 
and management theory; productivity'. commun.ica-
tion and information technology, conflict resolution, 
and policy planning and decision making in the 
public sector. 
*476. (576 DL) Administrative Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 215; Boles. Constitutional problems of ~ele­
gation of governmental po"".'ers, .elements of fair 
administrative procedures, jud1c1al control over ad-
ministrative determinations. 
*480. (580 DL) Ethics and Public Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in political 
science. Major ethical concepts in U.S. political 
philosophy. The controversy over publ!c versus . 
private morality in political policy mak1n\J Analysis of 
public decision-making case .studies, with particular 
emphasis on the ethical cons1derat10.n involved 
therein. Major proposals and leg1slat1on related to 
improving the quality of ethical criteria and decisions 
in public policy making. 
*481. (581 DL) International Political Economy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in pol1t1cal science. An. 
overview of the international political economy since 
the end of World War II. Special emphasis on 
national (primarily U.S.) development assistance and 
agricultural/food politics an~ P<?licies, and those of 
the international food organizations, the World Bank, 
and the regional development banks. 
482. Environmental Politics and Policies. (Env S 482) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. , o~er~d 1990._ Prereq.: 6 credits in 
political science. Major 1deolog1es relating to conser-
vation and ecology. Primary emphasis on the policy 
making process in U.S. natio~al and stc:ite govern-
ments, with principal application to env1ron~ental 
and land-use policies. Major proposals for improve-
ment in policy content and process. 
*484. (584 DL) Rural and Small Community 
Development Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 215. Hadwiger. Major policies, lac.al govern-
ments, intergovernmental relations, and s1gnif1cant 
groups and coalitions active in rural and sma~I 
community environments in developed countries. 
Education , poverty, housing, recreation , health, ~on­
servation and environment, research and extension, 
manpower, and agriculture. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501. Political Research. (3-2) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 
credits in political science. Principles of scientific, 
empirical research applied to .political data and 
public policies. Research design, ethics, role of 
theory, types and sources of data. Survey researc.h, 
voting analysis, program evaluation, computer utiliza-
tion , interviewing, review of algebra and the role of 
statistical techniques in research . 
510. State Government and Politics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 310. Comparative analysis of. ~tate pol.itical 
systems. Role of interest groups, political part1~s , 
legislatures, courts, and gove~nors !n state politics. 
Possible determinants of public policy outputs at the 
state level. 
512. Urban Politics and Administration. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 311. Maney. Structure and process of urban 
politics and the metropolitan political systems; 
problems in urban management and intergovern-
mental relations; theoretical perspectives on urban 
politics and policy. 
*513. (413 DL) Federalism and Intergovernmental 
Relations. Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits of American 
government. Maney. Theory and practice of the 
American federal system; patterns of conflict and 
sharing in the 19th century; development and 
expansion of the federal grant-in-aid system; politics 
and policy making among federal , state, and local 
governments; techniques of intergovernmental 
relations. 
*525. (425 DL) Public Law and Public Policy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 320 or 420. Boles. 
Role of federal judiciary in policy making in the 
United States. Jurisdictional limitations and judicial 
attitudes and personality in the decision-making 
process. Statistical analyses of judicial behavior. 
*531. (431 DL) Development of Political Thought: 
Modern and Contemporary Political Thought. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 430. Shakeshaft. Original texts and 
relevant historical considerations. Human nature and 
its influence on contract theory; private rights; 
differing connotations of liberty; sovereignty; constitu-
tional ism; dialectical material ism; bureaucracy; law; 
democratic theory; Locke through Marx, Mill , and 
contemporary authors. 
544. Comparative Public Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in political science. 
Moses. Examines how, why, and to what effect 
nations deal with substantive policy problems differ-
ently. Environmental factors , ideologies, cu ltures, 
domestic policy making processes, and interest 
groups. 
547. Political Leadership and Elites. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in political science. Schmidt. 
Various forms of leadership and leader-follower 
relations. Obligations, exchanges, incentives, coer-
cion, corruption, bossism in both the U.S. and 
foreign experience. 
549. Comparative Political Behavior. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 305 or 405. Rasmussen . 
Empirical analysis of political behavior in cross-
national perspective, including activist partic ipation , 
level of political sophistication, cleavage structures 
and voting , role of partisan identification. 
*552. (452 DL) Comparative Foreign Policy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 251 . Kihl , McCormick. Various 
theoretical approaches to explain foreign policy 
making and behavior through the use of case 
studies of selected nations. 
559. International Relations Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits in international 
studies. Kihl , Mansbach, McCormick. Selected the-
oretical wr,tings , both classical and contemporary, 
on world politics. Realism, war and conflict , peace 
and cooperation, political economy, crisis decision 
making, and transnational relations . 
560. Legislative Behavior. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1991 . Prereq: 360 or equivalent. Principles, pro-
cedures, and problems of the legislative process. 
Policymaking in state legislatures and the U.S. 
Congress. , 
561 . The Chief Executive. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 credits in American government. 
Hadwiger. Legal and political forces influencing the 
U.S. president, governors , and other governmental 
executives in decision making, developing and 
administering programs of government, leading 
public opinion , and influencing legislation. 
571 . Organizational Theory in the Public Sector. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in political science. Major 
theories of administrative organization, including 
motivations of administrators and organizations, 
comparisons of organizational arrangements, factors 
affecting organizational arrangements, and formal 
and informal decision-making structures . 
572. Public Budgeting and Financial Management. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in political science. 
Koven. The process of public budgeting. Alternative 
budget systems including taxation , the appropriation 
process, program evaluation, and debt and risk 
management at federal , state , and local levels. 
573. Public Personnel Administration. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 6 credits in political science. Lee. Recruit-
ment, retention , and development of employees; 
merit systems, collective bargaining, and grievance 
procedures. 
574. Methods of Policy and Program Evaluation. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 9 credits in political science. 
Lee. Integration, application, and uti lization of public 
administration and public policy concepts in the 
interpretation of results and effectiveness of public 
programs and the prediction of consequences for 
policymakers and administrators. Computer fee. 
*575. (475 DL) Management in the Public Sector. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in political science. 
Lee. Contemporary li terature and research on orga-
nizational behavior and management theory with 
emphasis on productivity, communication and infor-
mation technology, confl ict resolut ion , and policy 
planning and decision making in the public sector. 
*576. (476 DL) Administrative Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification. Boles. Constitutional 
problems of delegation of governmental powers, 
elements of fair administrative procedures, judicial 
control over administrative determinations. 
*580. (480 DL) Ethics and Public Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in political 
science. Major ethical concepts in U.S. pol itical 
philosophy. The controversy over public versus 
private morality in political policy making . Analysis of 
public decision-making case studies , with emphasis 
on ethical considerations. Major proposals and 
legislation related to improving the qual ity of ethical 
criteria and decisions in public policy making. 
*581. (481 DL) International Political Economy. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in political science. An 
overview of the international political economy since 
the end of World War II. Special emphasis on 
national (primarily U.S.) development assistance and 
agricultural/food poli tics and policies, and those of 
the international food organizations, the World Bank, 
and the regional development banks. 
*584. (484 DL) Rural and Small Community 
Development Policy. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1991. 
Prereq: Graduate classification. Hadwiger. Major 
policies, local governments, intergovernmental rela-
tions, and significant groups and coal itions active in 
rural and small community environments in devel-
oped countries . Education , poverty, housing, 
recreation, health, conservation and environment, 
research and extension , manpower and agriculture. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 5 each time taken. F.S. 
Prereq: 15 credits in political science, written 
permission of instructor. 
A. American Political Institutions 
B. Publ ic Law 
C. Political Theory and Methodology 
D. Comparative Government 
E. International Relations 
F. Political Parties and Po licy Formation 
G. Public Administration and Publ ic Pol icy 
I. Internship 
T. Teaching Preparation 
599. Creative Component. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Graduate Seminars. (3-0) Cr. 3 for each 
seminar. F.S. Prereq: 15 credits in political science. 
A. American Political Institutions 
B. Public Law 
C. Political Theory and Methodology 
D. Comparative Government 
E. International Re lations 
F Policy Process 
G. Public Admin istration and Public Policy 
699. Research. 
Professional 
Agriculture 
(Interdepartmental Program) 
Supervisory Committee: Harold R. Crawford , 
Chair; V. A. Bekkum, R. E. Deiter, 
M. P. Hoffman, D. G. Woolley 
The major in professional agriculture is an off-
campus program leading to the degree 
Master of Agriculture. It is available to stu-
dents who wish to pursue graduate study in 
agriculture without taking formal coursework 
on campus . The program is considered to be 
a terminal master's degree. Those who major 
in professional agriculture are required to take 
a minimum of two courses in each of three 
disciplines, complete 24 semester credits of 
formal coursework, 4 semester credits for a 
creative component, and 4 semester credits of 
workshops. Courses are offered in agricultural 
mechanization, agronomy, animal science, 
and economics. Specific courses offered in 
the program and the location of the off-
campus teaching sites may be obtained from 
the departmental course listings, off-campus 
course catalog and by contacting the super-
visory committee or area extension directors. 
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As mentioned above, a minimum of four 
credits of creative component experience is 
required . A thesis option is not available . The 
creative component is a demonstration of 
independent creativity with a written report of 
laboratory, field , or library research accept-
able to the student's program of study 
committee. Four workshops of one credit each 
are also required. The workshop in applied 
statistics is mandatory. Two of the workshops 
must be taken on campus. 
The program of study committee in consulta-
tion with the student will determine the 
courses to be taken and the acceptability of 
transfer credits and on-campus coursework. 
The major professor should be selected from 
the discipline where a concentration of 
coursework will be taken . 
Students who wish to pursue this off-campus 
major must meet the same admission require-
ments as other students seeking admission to 
graduate study. 
For additional information students should 
communicate with the supervisory committee 
and/or area extension directors. 
Professional Studies 
in Education 
Larry H. Ebbers, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Abelson, Ahmann (Emeritus), Barn-
hart, Baum, Beavers, Breiter, Bryan (Emeritus), 
Dilts, Downs, Duffelmeyer, Ebbers, Engel, 
Fanslow, Glass, Henney, Herman, Hopper, 
Huba, Hunter (Emeritus), Kizer, Kniker, 
Lagomarcino, Littrell, Manatt, McCandless, 
Miller, Netusil , Owen, Pellegreno, Ratcliff, Re-
schly, Robinson, Simonson, Sweeney, Tanner, 
Warren, Wilson 
Associate Members: Boyles, Canute, Hohl 
(Emeritus), Holmes (Emeritus), Jackson, 
Jones, Kelly, Lawrence (Emeritus), Limbird , 
McCormick, Miller, Railsback, Schloerke, 
Thielen , Thompson, Volker 
Professional studies offers work for the de-
grees master of science, master of education, 
and doctor of philosophy with major in 
education and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. Within the 
education major a student may specialize in 
adult and extension education; counselor 
education; curriculum and instructional tech-
nology; educational administration; elementary 
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education (master's only); higher education; 
historical, philosophical, and comparative 
studies in education; research and evaluation; 
special education (master's only); and voca-
tional education (master of education only). 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in educa-
tion is preparation substantially equivalent to 
the completion of one of the undergraduate 
curricula in education offered at Iowa State 
University, or graduate preparation in a disci-
pline to be used as a teaching field in a 
community college or university, and ade-
quate proof that the student ranks above 
average in scholastic ability and promise of 
professional competence. 
Although most graduate students choose only 
one area of specialization for study, two can 
be selected provided that the admission 
requirements for both are met. Such students 
must also successfully complete the program 
requirements of both areas in order to receive 
a graduate degree. Because the various areas 
of specialization have different program char-
acteristics, separate admission and program 
requirements exist in part for each. 
The foreign language requirement, if any, for 
the Ph.D. degree will be determined by the 
student's program of study committee. If no 
foreign language is required, the total program 
must consist of a minimum of 78 semester 
hours, at least '16 of which must be earned 
outside the area of specialization . Research 
tools such as statistics and research methods 
and other courses required outside the major 
may not be included in the 16 hours. Should 
foreign language be included, the program of 
study committee may adjust the minimum 
program requirement downward but in no 
instance may the required credit be less than 
72 semester hours. Students whose native 
language is not English may substitute com-
petence in English. 
Other graduate programs related to education 
(including General Graduate Studies) may be 
planned for students on the basis of previous 
education and experience as well as future 
plans and needs. Students should refer to 
Agricultural Education, Elementary Education, 
Home Economics Education, Industrial Edu-
cation and Technology, Physical Education 
and Leisure Studies, and General Graduate 
Studies or to graduate-level course offerings 
within other departments. 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental programs of gerontology, 
housing, and technology and social change. 
(See Index.) 
Adult and Extension Education 
(Ad Ed) 
John P. Wilson, Section Leader 
The adult and extension education program 
prepares professionals to work in the expand-
ing area of l~arning activities for adults such 
as teaching, training and development, and 
continuing education. Students applying for 
admission are asked to submit a statement of 
objectives for pursuing a graduate degree in 
adult and extension education . Three degrees 
are offered: (1) the master of education-
designed for the practitioner, the degree 
requires a creative component rather than a 
thesis; (2) the master of science-a research 
oriented degree designed for the individual 
who plans to continue in graduate studies; 
(3) the doctor of philosophy-a research 
oriented degree. Although the doctor of 
philosophy is research oriented, an individual 
who intends to work in adult programming or 
administration may design a program which 
blends research skills with programming and 
administrative skills . 
Course for minor graduate credit only 
469. Introduction to Adult and Extension Education. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 9 credits in education or 
related areas. An overview of adult and extension 
education ; its development, organization , objectives, 
programs, and procedures. Designed for prospec-
tive extension agents and other adult educators. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
536. Foundations of Adult Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 9 credits in education. A study of the 
modern practice of adult education from the 
perspective of its history, philosophy, agencies, and 
literature. 
537. Teaching in Adult Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 469 or 536. Instruction and learning; theory, 
methods and techniques. Development of varied 
approaches for teaching adults. 
538. Community and Adult Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 536. Application and procedures adult 
educators utilize in the development of community 
based education programs. Community education 
concepts, community needs, resources, leadership, 
and services. 
539. Program Development in Adult and Extension 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 536. Principles, 
models, and evaluation of program planning , includ-
ing long range and strategic planning processes. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: 6 credits in 
adult and extension education. 
591. Practicum/Internship. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: 9 credits 
graduate work in adult and extension education. 
Practicum or internship designed for work exposure 
in adult and extension education. Examples include: 
continuing education centers, community colleges, 
extension offices, training divisions. 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 536. Workshops 
designed to provide intensive, concentrated, and 
experience-oriented exposure to a special adult and 
extension education topic . 
595. Colloquium in Adult and Extension Education. 
Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 6 credits in education. Offered 
when demand warrants and facu lty are available. 
A. Adult Basic Education 
B. Adult Counseling 
C. Educational Gerontology 
D. Dynamics of Instructional Groups 
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E. International Adult Education 
F. Adult Training in Life/Career Planning 
G. Nontraditional Education 
H. Phi losophy of Adult Education 
I. Training Skills 
J. Organization and Administration of Adult and 
Extension Education 
K. Historical Perspectives of Adult Education 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 9 
credits in adult and extension education. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601. Theory Building in Adult Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F. Prereq: 536, 537, 539. Examination of the nature 
and development of theories in adult education. 
615. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in 
adult and extension education. Group study and 
discussion on student and staff research in adult 
and extension education or special topic focus as 
needed by students. 
690. Advanced Special. Topics. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: 
9 credits in adult and extension education. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in 
adult and extension education, permission of 
instructor. 
Counselor Education (Co Ed) 
Dominick Pellegreno, Section Leader 
The counselor education program places a 
dual emphasis on the development of prates-
sional counselors and on the academic/ 
scholarly aspects of the counseling profes-
sion. Students are provided an opportunity for 
practical experience in a variety of settings. 
Students desiring graduate work in counselor 
education leading to the master of science 
degree may elect one of three programs: 
elementary school counseling , secondary 
school counseling , or community counseling. 
Students wishing to pursue the doctor of 
philosophy degree in the counselor education 
section must submit (1) all data required by 
the admissions office, (2) Graduate Record 
Examination general test scores and one 
subject test, (3) current vita, (4) supplemental 
admissions data sheet for counselor educa-
tion, and (5) thesis or two term papers 
prepared and submitted for previous graduate 
work. Applications are screened twice yearly 
in March and October. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
530. Human Interaction and Learning. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 8 credits undergraduate education, 
sociology, or psychology. An overview of research, 
theory, and conditions that facilitate behavioral 
change in individuals and within institutions. Class-
room instruction and assignments are planned so 
students can relate their individual needs to profes-
sional role expectations. 
532. Guidance in the Elementary School. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 8 credits undergraduate 
education, sociology, or psychology. Introduction to 
current counseling, coordinating, and consulting 
practices as they relate to students, parents, and 
professionals in the elementary school. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
534. Management of Counseling Services. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Alt. SS., offered 1991. Prereq: 530. Defining, 
delivering, scheduling, and evaluating counseling 
services. Leadership styles, public relations , identify-
ing and working within the school and community 
power structure to establish and redefine program 
objectives, and methods of ascertaining whether 
objectives are being met. 
551 . Occupational Choice and Development. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F. Alt. SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 530. Career 
development and choice factors influencing career 
choice, classification systems, types of informational 
materials, putting informational materials to use in 
various settings. 
555. Use of Assessment Instruments in Counseling 
and Consulting. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Alt. SS., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 530, ResEv 550. Measurement principles 
involved in applying and interpreting data gathered 
by assessment instruments, types of assessment 
instruments available, selection of appropriate instru-
ments for use with different populations. Includes 
supervised experience using different modes of 
relating assessment data to students, faculty, and 
parents. 
560. Counseling Theories. (2-0) Cr. 2. F.SS. Prereq: 
530. How counseling theory aids counselors in 
conceptualizing client concerns and facilitating cli-
ent choice and/or behavioral change. 
561. Counseling Techniques: Adolescent and Young 
Adult. (2-1) Cr. 2. F. Alt. SS., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
Credit or concurrent registration in 560. Application 
of theory to practice through exposure to didactic 
and laboratory work with clients. The laboratory 
portion stresses skill building in listening and 
responding , identifying barriers to change and 
planning intervention strategies. 
565. Counseling Techniques: Preadolescents. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 560. Applied use of role playing, 
fantasy, classroom groups, relaxation, and other 
specific techniques that can be utilized as a means 
for assisting the preadolescent with self-understand-
ing, problem solving and other developmental 
concerns. 
570. Group Dynamics and Group Leadership. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Alt. SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 560. The 
impact of group dynamics , group function, and 
group leadership in reference to T-groups , encounter 
groups, Gestalt groups, TA groups, behavioral 
groups, and selected programmed groups. 
571. Group Counseling Laboratory. (0-2) Cr. 1. F.S. 
Prereq: 6 hours in counselor education and permis-
sion of instructor. Students enrolling for th is course 
will be participants in a counseling group. 
A. Adlerian Group 
B. Behavioral Group 
C. T-group 
D. Gestalt Group 
E. Encounter Group 
578. Cross Cultural Issues in Counseling. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. SS., offered 1991 ; Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 
530, 560, and 561 or 565. Value biases of 
counseling theories , techniques, and counselors that 
create barriers to successful service delivery to 
culturally different persons. Modification of counsel-
ing skills and strategies for the culturally different 
clients . 
580. Practicum in Community Counseling. Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prereq: 561 or 565. Designed for students who 
desire counseling experience in a community/ 
agency setting. Practicum experience can bear-
ranged at urban centers, detention facilities , MOTA 
centers , vocational rehabilitation centers , etc . 
581. Practicum in Secondary School Counseling. 
Cr. 4 . F.S. Prereq: 561 . Placement in a secondary 
and/or junior high school. The practicum student will 
perform various role functions expected of the 
school counselor. Emphasis on ind ividual and group 
counseling functions. 
582. Practicum in Elementary School Counseling. 
Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 565. Placement in an elementary 
school. Counseling students, consulting with teach-
ers and parents and coordinating activities that 
enhance student development and growth both in 
the cognitive and affective domains. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 2. Prereq: 10 graduate 
hours in counselor education. 
593. Workshop in Counseling and Guidance. Cr. 1 to 
3. SS. Prereq: 10 hours in counselor education. 
Workshops are designed to give practicing coun-
selors an in-depth exposure to a counseling model 
with concurrent opportunity for application of the 
model. Offered when demand warrants . 
A. Adlerian Therapy 
B. Behavioral Therapy 
C. Brief Therapy 
D. Substance Abuse Counseling 
E. Psychodrama 
F. Family Consultation 
G. Gestalt 
H. Crisis Intervention 
I. Theoretical Issues 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 2. Prereq: 10 
credits in counselor education. 
610. Group Counseling Practicum. Cr. 1. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 580, or 581, or 582 and permission of 
instructor. Supervised experience facil itating and 
processing groups. 
A. Skill Training Lab 
B. Counseling Group 
611. Advanced Counseling Placement. Cr. 2 to 4 . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 580, or 581 , or 582. Advanced 
counseling or field experience primarily designed for 
doctoral students. 
A. Practicum 
B. Internship 
615. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 2. Prereq: 10 hours in 
counselor education. Seminars are designed to meet 
various needs of advanced master's students, 
practicing counselors , and doctoral students. Of-
fered when demand warrants. 
A. Adlerian Counseling 
B. Behavioral Counseling 
C. Current Issues and Trends in Counseling 
D. Family Consultation 
E. Gestalt Theory and Procedures 
F. Group Intervention Strategies 
G. Structure of Change 
620. Supervision of Counseling Practicum. Cr. 2. F.S. 
Prereq: Minimum of 6 practicum credits and permis-
sion of instructor. Designed to give doctoral students 
the experience of supervising M.S. level practicum 
and leading a practicum seminar. Individual ses-
sions with M.S. level practicum students for critique 
of taped counseling sessions and supervision of 
other practicum activities through planning, discus-
sion, and on-site visitation. 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 
10 credits in counselor education. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 10 credits in 
counselor education. 
Curriculum and Instructional 
Technology (Curr) 
Lynn W. Glass, Section Leader 
Programs are designed to prepare candidates 
as researchers and practitioners in the fields 
of curriculum and instructional technology. 
Work is offered toward the master of science 
with thesis , master of education without 
thesis, and doctor of philosophy degrees. In 
addition to established procedures for admis-
sion, all students are to submit a narrative 
style biographical sketch that summarizes 
past professional experiences, professional 
goals, and avocational interests . All Ph.D. 
applicants are required to submit Graduate 
Record Examination general test scores if 
their undergraduate class rank is less than 
the top quarter. For students who did not 
complete a master's thesis, a research activity 
will be required prior to the written preliminary 
examination that determines admission to 
candidacy for the degree. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501. Principles and Practices of Instructional 
Technology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.SS. Prereq: Graduate 
classification. Volker, Simonson. Organization of 
educational media centers in school and industrial 
settings. Analysis of types of hardware and software 
necessary to design , produce, present, and evaluate 
instruction with technology. Application of research 
findings relative to instructional technology and 
learning. Preparation of a variety of teaching 
materials . Materials fee . 
502. Producing Visual Media. Cr. 1 to 4 . S. Prereq: 
501 . Volker, Simonson. Principles of composition and 
design of visual instructional media. Four one-credit 
modules in still photography, motion photography, 
instructional television , and instructional media re-
search . Laboratory work in the production of these 
media. Materials fee . 
503. Designing Instructional Systems. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 501 . Volker, Simonson . Designing , scripting , 
and producing instructional systems for individual 
and group instruction. Application of principles of 
programmed instruction . Analysis of past and cur-
rent developments in teaching machines, computer-
assisted instruction , and instructional development. 
Methods for evaluating instructional strategies. 
504. Managing and Evaluating Instructional 
Technology Programs. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 501 . 
Volker, Simonson . Principles and procedures for 
analysis of a media/technology program in an 
education setting . Methods for gathering data, 
developing and evaluating job descriptions, and 
analyzing budget, personnel distribution , organiza-
tion of resources , circulation and production 
procedures, and physical facilities . Development of 
in-service and publ ic relations programs for selected 
media/technology centers. 
505. Microcomputer Applications in Education. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F.S. Prereq: 501 . Simonson, Thompson. 
Classroom teaching techniques using microcom-
puter software; selecting and evaluating software for 
teaching; research on teaching effectiveness; word 
processing ; trends in computer-assisted and com-
puter-managed instruction; telecommunications; 
language to design instructional materials. Computer 
fee. 
506. Multicultural Nonsexist Education in Curriculum 
Development and Instruction. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.SS. 
Prereq: 15 graduate credits in education. 
McCormick. Theories, legal bases, and principles of 
multicultural nonsexist education. Pluralism and 
contributing cultures in the United States; presence 
and contributions of cultural group diversity with 
implications for educational programs, curriculum 
development, classroom instruction , materials utiliza-
tion and development; problems and issues, 
strategies and techniques; research on attending 
multicultural nonsexist problems. 
510. Advanced Microcomputer Applications in 
Education . (3-0) Cr. 3. S., alt. SS., offered 1991. 
Prereq: 505. Thompson . Integrating tool software 
(word processors, data base managers, 
spreadsheets, communication software, desktop 
publishing , graphics packages) into the curriculum. 
Logo and creating computer microworlds for the 
classroom. Integrating CBI software into the curricu-
lum. Designing and conducting educational 
computing workshops. Computer fee. 
511 . Teaching Assistants' Orientation Seminar. (1-1) 
Cr. 1. F.S. Prereq: Graduate classification. Volker, 
Simonson. Survey of basic techniques of college 
teaching for graduate teaching assistants who have 
no background in teaching. Videotaped microteach-
ing experiences emphasizing methods of lecturing , 
conducting discussion , questioning and reinforce-
ment are included, as well as simple media 
production and classroom testing and evaluation . 
542. The Secondary School Curriculum. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F.SS. Prereq: Teacher certification . Dilts, Glass. 
Curricular and co-curricular programs of secondary 
schools; recent trends in goals, content organization, 
and organization for instruction; local community 
resources as curriculum content. 
545. The Elementary School Curriculum. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F.SS. Prereq: Teacher certification. Dilts, Glass, 
Railsback. Curricular and co-curricular programs of 
elementary schools; recent trends in goals, content 
organization, and organization for instruction; local 
community resources as curriculum content. 
558. Computer Supported Learning (ResEv 558). 
(3-0) Cr. 3 . F., alt SS., offered 1990. Prereq: ResEv 
557, or one college level course in computer 
programming. Thompson . A study of instructional 
computer applications, research, and theories. The 
design and development of computer based curricu-
lum materials using a high level authoring language 
on microcomputers. Computer fee. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 9 credits of 
graduate work in education. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Instructional Technology 
C. Science Education 
D. Secondary Education 
E. Environmental Education 
F. Multicultural Education 
591 . Supervised Field Experience. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 
9 credits of graduate work in education. Supervised 
on-the-job field experience in special areas. 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 9 credits of 
graduate work in education. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Instructional Technology 
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C. Science Education 
D. Secondary Education 
E. Environmental Education 
F. Multicultural Education 
594. Principles of Curriculum. (2-0) Cr. 2. F., alt. SS., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: Teacher certification. Dilts, 
Glass. Definitional , theoretical , and historical consid-
eration of the curriculum; representative curriculum 
models and modes of inquiry; foundational issues: 
epistemology, society, and individual. 
596. Problems of Curriculum Development. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S., alt. SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 594 or 4 
credits of graduate work in curriculum. Dilts, Glass . 
An analysis of principles and issues related to 
curriculum construction and evaluation ; models in 
the areas of assessment, development and 
implementation. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 9 
graduate credits in education. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Instructional Technology 
C. Science Education 
D. Secondary Education 
E. Environmental Education 
F. Multicultural Education 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. (0-2) Cr. 1. F.S .SS. Prereq: Teacher 
certification . Staff. Selected topics in curriculum and 
instructional technology; an analysis of research 
potential; evaluation of impact upon the profession; 
implications for additional research. 
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663. Analysis of Teaching. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 
1991. Prereq: 6 credits of graduate work in educa-
tion. Dilts, Glass. Critical examination of various 
systems for studying and evaluating teaching; 
descriptive studies and conceptual systems of 
teaching; their nature and possible uses; major 
research attempts to assess teaching effectiveness 
along with ensuing problems connected with such 
efforts. 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: 9 
graduate credits in education. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Instructional Technology 
C. Science Education 
D. Secondary Education 
E. Environmental Education 
F Multicultural Education 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 9 credits of graduate 
work in education. 
A. Curriculum 
B. Instructional Technology 
C. Science Education 
D. Secondary Education 
E. Environmental Education 
F Multicultural Education 
Educational Administration (Ed Adm) 
James E. Sweeney, Section Leader 
The educational administration program 
places dual emphasis on preparation of 
professional educational administrators and 
on the academic/scholarly aspects of educa-
tional administration. 
Several programs are offered: (1) the master of 
science degree, both thesis and nonthesis, in 
elementary or secondary school administra-
tion; (2) certificate of advanced study leading 
to superintendency certification; and (3) the 
doctor of philosophy degree. 
Students wishing to be accepted as a 
candidate for the doctor of philosophy degree 
must (1) complete all university application 
materials, (2) submit three recommendation 
forms from previous employers or supervisors 
evidencing successful experience as an edu-
cator and/or educational administrator, and 
(3) successfully complete a writing activity. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
541. Principles of Educational Administration. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. FSS. Prereq: SecEd 426. Psych 333. Engel. 
Purposes of education in a democratic society. 
Basic principles of school administration. Analysis of 
the nature and function of units of education at local , 
intermediate, and state levels; exploration of sub-
stantive elements such as school finance, legal 
aspects, etc. 
543. The Administration of School Personnel I. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in education. Herman. 
Group dynamics; selection and deployment of the 
teaching and administrative staff; employee involve-
ment, e.g., Quality Circles; experiences in 
interviewing; staff development. 
546. School Business Management. (2-0) Cr. 2. SS. 
Prereq: 541 . Herman. Functions and duties of the 
school business manager; school plant planning ; 
financial management and banking ; investment of 
funds; risk management; cash flow projections; 
accounting practices; food services; transportation ; 
purchasing; managing the business office; fiscal 
information systems. 
547. School Public Relations. (2-0) Cr. 2. F.SS. 
Prereq: 541 . Boyles. Planning and executing a 
successful school public relations program; roles 
and responsibilities in the public relations program; 
internal and external public relations influences; 
public relations vs. communications. 
548. Policy Development and Issues: School Board 
and Superintendent Roles. (2-0) Cr. 2. S.SS. Prereq: 
541 . Boyles. Functions of the superintendent and 
school board in policy making: problems of interpret-
ing and implementing policy. Power structure in the 
community and its relationship to the functions of the 
superintendent and school board . 
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549. School Related Strategic and Operational 
Planning. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 541 . Herman. Belief 
systems; Critical Success Factors; external and 
internal scanning; missions; visioning ; strategic 
goals; objectives; tactics; action plans; planning 
tools. 
557. Supervision of Instruction. (3-0) Cr. 3. FSS. 
Prereq: 541 . Manatt. Evaluating and improving the 
performance of teachers and administrators of K-12 
public and independent schools, intermediate edu-
cational units, and community colleges. This offering 
meets the requirement for evaluator training neces-
sary for certification in Iowa. 
575. Fundamentals of School Law. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 541 , 543 . Engel. Constitutional , statutory, and 
judicial provisions as a basis for the legal operation 
of public schools. The law is examined as it affects 
the local school district, boards of education, 
administrators, teachers, and students at the ele-
mentary and secondary school levels. 
576. The Administration of Elementary Schools. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S.SS. Prereq: Curr 545. Staff. Patterns of 
elementary school organization; educational lead-
ership through supervision , curriculum development, 
and in-service education . Administering pupil and 
auxi liary services; staff and community relat ions. 
577. The Administration of Secondary Schools. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S.SS. Prereq: 541 . Sweeney. Secondary school 
organization, schedule making, management of 
pupil organizations, evaluation of pupil growth. 
Evaluation of the total program, staff utilization, and 
leadership. 
578. Administrative Theory in Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F Prereq: 541 . Sweeney. Current thinking in admin-
istration and organization, theoretical approaches to 
administration ; analysis of functions and processes 
of administration as they apply to education . 
580. Administration of Special Education: Problems 
and Practices of the Principalship. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 576 or 577. Sweeney, Railsback. Administra-
tion of special education programs. Current prob-
lems and practices of the principalship. 
581. Current Practices of the Superintendency. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 591 . Manatt. Examination of current 
practices and tasks of the superintendent via 
seminar-type interaction with superintendents and 
other practitioners. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
591. Supervised Field Experience. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: 
15 credits graduate work in special areas. 
Supervised on-the-job field experience in special 
areas. 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 9 
credits in educational administration. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3. 
641. Administrative Problems. (3-0) Cr. 3. F Prereq: 
541 , 543 . Engel. A case study approach to the 
resolution of problems in educational administration . 
Emphasis on decision-making, conflict resolution, 
and communication using actual situations. 
643. The Administration of School Personnel II. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 543. Herman. Collective bargaining 
in the public sector; master contract analysis; 
negotiation simulations; selected topics such as 
evaluation of administrators and staff welfare. 
644. School Business Management and Finance. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 541 . Herman. Current issues in 
school finance; tax structures; multiple state aid 
models; federal financial aid programs; Iowa's 
finance model; developing, communicating, and 
monitoring a school district budget, bond issues, tax 
anticipation and bond anticipation notes; the eco-
nomic and political context of school finance. 
657. Advanced Supervision of Instruction. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F. Prereq: 557. Manatt. Theory, strategies, and 
systems for supervising programs and personnel in 
school districts and independent schools. Focuses 
on the cabinet level administrator, e.g., director, 
headmaster, or assistant superintendent for 
instruction. 
679. Contemporary Management Strategies. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 578. Sweeney. Critical analysis of 
major research in management systems, commu-
nication theory, and group facilitation as it applies to 
the management of educational and other publ ic 
institutions; staff development techniques and theo-
ries, individual, group, and organizational 
development strategies. 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: 
9 credits in educational administration. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
Higher Education (Hg Ed) 
James L. Ratcliff, Section Leader 
The higher education program provides grad-
uate instruction and leadership development 
in community college education , student and 
personnel services, institutional research, 
post-secondary curriculum, and higher edu-
cation administration . The master of science 
and doctor of philosophy degrees are offered 
as well as postgraduate professional develop-
ment and community college certification 
courses. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Higher Education and Student Personnel 
Services. (1-0) Cr. 1. F Prereq: Admission to the 
master's program in professional studies (higher 
education) and permission of instructor. Ebbers, 
Healy, Robinson. For master's degree students. 
Primary literature in higher education , resources, 
careers, professional organizations and programs. 
Particular emphasis on student personnel services. 
504. Higher Education in the United States. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F.SS. Prereq: Graduate standing. Ratcliff, Kizer. 
For master's degree students. Historical develop-
ment; diversity, functions, and phi losophies of 
colleges and universities; federal and state roles; 
general, liberal , technical, graduate, and profes-
sional education. 
561. College Teaching. (2-0) Cr. 2. F Prereq: 
6 graduate credits. Ebbers, Ratcliff. Educational 
theory, methods, and strategies for the improvement 
of college instruction. Significance of adult learning 
styles, academic disciplines, and teaching styles in 
relation to college instruction. 
562. Curriculum Development in Colleges. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 504 . Ratcliff. Modes of curriculum 
design, development, and change in colleges. 
Development of curricular leadership and evaluation 
strategies. 
563. College Personnel Policies and Practices. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 504 . Ebbers, 
Robinson , Jackson. Personnel management and 
problems, in-service development, salaries and 
fringe benefits, promotions, tenure, retirement, and 
recruitment practices. Faculty organizations and 
collective bargaining. 
568. Global Education Policy Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 504 or 604. Wolansky. Assessment of global 
education policy issues in education . Analysis of 
policies, implementation strategies, and policy 
outcomes. 
570. Current Topics in Student Affairs. Cr. 1 to 3. SS. 
Prereq: Graduate classification . Ebbers, Healy, 
Jackson, Robinson , Thielen . Current issues and new 
directions in student personnel services. Topics 
developed to the specific needs of student affairs 
professionals. Primarily for off campus. 
A. Student Assessment and Evaluation 
B. Admissions and Financial Aids 
C. Counseling and Advising 
D. Residential Life 
E. Student Organizations and Activities 
F. Career Placement and Planning 
574. Student Personnel Services in Higher 
Education. (3-0) Cr. 3. FSS. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 504 . Ebbers, Jackson, Robinson . An 
introduction to the field of student personnel work 
with a consideration of student activities, counseling 
services, financial aids, admissions, student con-
duct, academic advising, and residential programs; 
includes community col lege programs. 
575. Organization and Administration of Student 
Personnel Services. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 574 . 
Thielen. Organization structures, role and function of 
student personnel staff; policies and decision-
making for student personnel services. 
576. Student Development in Higher Education. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. S. Prereq: 574. Ebbers, Healy. The student 
development approach to student personnel work. 
Theories of student development and their applica-
tions in student personnel programs, services, and 
activities. Implications of developmental theories in 
reference to current student issues such as career 
planning , academic programs, and moral 
development. 
580. Current Topics in Community Colleges. (1-3) 
Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: Graduate classification. Ratcliff, 
Robinson , Ebbers. Current issues and new directions 
in community college education . Topics developed 
to the specific needs of colleges. For off-campus. 
A. Student Needs 
B. General and Liberal Education 
C. Occupational Education 
D. Adult and Continuing Education 
E. Development and Remedial Education 
F. Student Services 
G. Faculty and Staff Evaluation 
H. Organization and Administration 
582. The Comprehensive Community College. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. SS. Prereq: Graduate standing. Ratcliff, 
Ebbers. The community college as a unique social 
and educational institution : its history, philosophy, 
functions. programs, faculty and student charac-
teristics. organization and finance, trends, and 
issues. Reviews current research and exemplary 
community college practices internationally, na-
tionally, and in Iowa. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
A. Student Services 
B. Community Colleges 
C. Current Issues 
D. International Higher Education 
E. Federal and State Affairs 
F. Law in Higher Education 
G. Institutional Research 
591. Supervised Field Experience. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 
10 credits graduate work in special area. Supervised 
on-the-job field experience in special areas. 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 15 credits in 
education. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. arr. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
602. Higher Education as a Field of Study. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. F.SS. Prereq: Admission to the doctoral 
program in higher education and permission of 
instructor. Goodchild, Kizer, Jackson, Ratcliff. The 
central questions and schools of research related to 
public and administrative policy, faculty careers , and 
student life; appropriate inquiry paradigms, aca-
demic programs of higher education, and 
professional organizations. 
604. History of Higher Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. S.SS. 
Prereq: 602 and permission of instructor. Goodchild , 
Kizer, Jackson, Ratcliff. A historical inquiry into 
private and publ ic North American higher education , 
exploring its rel igious, regional, racial , and national 
developments and the great debates within post-
secondary education ; historical methods, histo-
riography, and archival procedures. 
615. Seminars in Higher Education. Cr. 1 to 4. F.S.SS. 
A. Student Services 
B. Community Colleges 
C. Current Issues 
D. International Higher Education 
E. Federal and State Affairs 
F. Law in Higher Education 
G. Institutional Research 
H. Research Designs in Higher Education 
664. College Organization and Administration. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. SS. Prereq: 504. Barak, Ratcliff. Administrative 
organization and behavior: communications, lead-
ership, distribution of power, and institutional 
governance. 
665. Financing Higher Education. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. SS ., 
offered 1991. Prereq: 504. Ebbers. Lectures, discus-
sions, and individual investigation relating to finan-
cial administration in colleges and universities. 
Budgeting , space utilization, administration of spon-
sored research, fund raising, investments, 
examination of theories on expenditures. Designed 
for persons aspiring to college administration. 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4. Prereq: 
9 credits in education. 
699. Research. Cr. arr. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
Historical, Philosophical, and 
Comparative Studies in Education 
(HPC Ed) 
George A. Kizer, Section Leader 
This program provides graduate experiences 
in historical , philosophical , and comparative 
studies in education, helping students to 
develop facility in analyzing educational prob-
lems and issues. 
Work is offered toward the master of science 
with thesis or nonthesis option , the master of 
education, and the doctor of philosophy 
degrees. These degree programs and classes 
are of benefit to classroom teachers, educa-
tional theorists , administrators, university 
personnel , youth workers, religious educators, 
and others who seek to understand better the 
numerous bases of contemporary systems of 
education . Study in this field also comple-
ments work in other areas of specialization in 
education . 
In addition to submitting required application 
materials to the Graduate College, students 
seeking admission to a degree program must 
submit to the HPC ED section leader the 
following : (1) a biographical sketch; (2) a 
rationale statement regarding what the stu-
dent hopes to gain from the program; and 
(3) a sample of the student's academic 
writing . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
580. Qualitative Research Techniques. (2 or 3-0) 
Cr. 2 or 3. S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in education. Kizer, 
Kniker. Qualitative research procedures in education, 
particularly historical, philosophical , biographical, 
and ethnographic. Use of sources, evaluation of 
documents, field techniques, development of bibli-
ographies, and writing of citations and interpretive 
narratives. 
581. Philosophy of Education. (2 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3. 
F.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in education. Kizer, Owen. 
The bases of American educational theory and 
practice. Philosophical analysis of the viewpoints on 
education of selected individuals and groups. 
584. Educational Classics. (3-0) Cr. 3. SS. Prereq: 
9 credits in education. Kizer, Kniker, Owen. Intensive 
study of influential statements of educational pur-
pose, organization , curriculum, practice, and 
problems in the development of Western education. 
585. Comparative Educational Systems: 
Industrialized Societies. (2 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits in education. Limbird. 
Examination of the principles and uses of com-
parative education in selected industrialized nations; 
analysis of the cultural foundations and institutional 
forms of education ; recent movements for reform and 
innovation . · 
586. Comparative Educational Systems: 
Nonindustrialized Societies. (2 or 3-0) Cr. 2 or 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 585. Limbird . Examination of 
the role of education in national development, 
educational systems, practices, and issues in 
selected nonindustrialized nations; the role of 
USAID, World Bank, and other donor agencies in 
educational planning . 
588. History of American Education. (2 or 3-0) Cr. 2 
or 3. S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in education. Kizer, 
Kniker, Owen. Historical analysis of selected educa-
tional pol icies, such as equal educational 
opportunity, governance, discipline, and teacher 
education. Biographies, school records, and govern-
ment reports are examined. Antecedents to current 
issues are stressed. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
A. History of Education 
B. Philosophy of Education 
C. Comparative Education 
D. Writing for Publication 
E. Qualitative Research 
591. Supervised Field Experience. Cr. 1 to 6. Prereq: 
6 graduate credits in special area. Supervised on-
the-job field experience in special areas. 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: 9 credits in 
education. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
602. Social and Philosophical Issues in Education. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 each time taken, maximum of 6. F. Prereq: 
9 credits in education. Kizer. Kniker. Owen. A study 
in depth of selected educational issues, movements. 
or problems in American education. 
615. Seminar. (1 to 3-0) Cr. 1 to 3. S. 
A. History of Education 
B. Philosophy of Education 
C. Comparative Education 
D. Writing for Publication 
E. Qualitative Research 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. 
699. Research. 
Research and Evaluation (ResEv) 
Mary E. Huba, Section Leader 
The research and evaluation program helps 
prepare professionals to work in the areas of 
personnel and program evaluation , and edu-
cational research with emphasis on statistics 
and computer applications. 
Two degrees are offered: (1) the master of 
science degree with thesis. and (2) the doctor 
of philosophy degree which requires the 
completion of a substantial core of course-
work in a related outside area such as 
statistics, computer science, or measurement. 
All students seeking admission must submit, 
in addition to the normal university application 
materials, a narrative style biographical 
sketch and a letter presenting the student's 
rationale for seeking admission to this pro-
gram. For those whose undergraduate class 
rank is in less than the top quarter, Graduate 
Record Examination general test scores must 
also be submitted . Students wishing to pursue 
the doctor of philosophy degree must submit 
their master's thesis or equivalent research. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
550. Educational Research. (2-0) Cr. 2. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 9 credits in education. Understanding the 
nature of research; variables and their role in 
research; developing a research problem; research 
designs; data collection problems and the essentials 
of writing the research report . 
552. Basic Educational Statistics. (2-1) Cr. 2. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 550. Statistical concepts and procedures for 
analyzing educational data. Descriptive statistics, 
correlation. t tests, simple ANOVA and chi square 
with computer applications. Computer fee. 
553. Intermediate Educational Statistics. (2-1) Cr. 2. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 552. A continuation of statistical 
concepts and procedures for analyzing educational 
data. Inferential techniques including simple and 
multiple regression. multiple ANOVA, etc., with 
educational computer applications. 
554. Intermediate Research Methods. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
S.SS. Prereq: 553. Intermediate research meth-
odology and design of experiments. Problem selec-
tion, design, measurement, statistical analysis, and 
interpretation of data. 
557. Computer Data Analysis Procedures. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
F.SS. Prereq: 552. Use of computers in processing 
educational research data including use of statistical 
packages such as SPSSX and a general purpose 
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language such as BASIC. Data coding , data 
representation and conversion, files, computer orga-
nization, and job control language. Computer fee. 
558. Computer Supported Learning. (Curr 558) See 
Curriculum and Instructional Technology. 
560. Evaluating Student Progress. (2-0) Cr. 2. F.SS. 
Prereq: 550 or basic statistical skills. Develop~ent 
and interpretation of classroom tests, standardized 
tests, and other appropriate evaluation materials. 
Norm and criterion referencing and grading 
practices. 
561. Program Evaluation. (2-0) Cr. 2. S.SS. Prereq: 
550 or H P C 580. Techniques of conducting an 
evaluation of educational programs. A variety of 
evaluation models will be explored . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. Guided 
reading and or study on special topics. 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 3. each time taken. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Intensive, concen-
trated exposure to a special educational research or 
evaluation problem. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
615. Seminar. (1-0) Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken. F.S. 
Prereq: 550 and permission of instructor. Group 
study and discussion on a wide variety of topics in 
research and evaluation . 
652. Program and Student Evaluation. (I Ed T 652) 
See Industrial Education and Technology. 
690. Advanced Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time 
taken . F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
Guided reading and/or study on special topics of an 
advanced nature . 
699. Research. Cr. arr. F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
Psychology 
Gary L. Wells, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Ahmann, Andre, Avant, Bath 
(Emeritus), Benbow, Borgen, Brown, Charles 
(Emeritus), Edwards, Epperson, Fritz 
(Emeritus), Gerrard , Gibbons, Hughes, Karas, 
Layton , Lewis, Muchinsky, O'Boyle, Peters, 
Phye, Reschly, Schuster, Scott, Strahan, . 
Turnage, Warman (Emeritus), Wolins, Zytowsk1 
Associate Members: Dark, Griffin-Pierson, 
Hannum, Johnson, Wells 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with major in psychology, and minor work to 
students taking major work in other depart-
ments. A two-year specialist degree program 
is offered in school psychology. 
Students desiring a graduate major in psy-
chology must have been graduated from an 
accredited college in a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to the undergraduate 
curriculum in sciences and humanities at Iowa 
State University. Prerequisite to admission is at 
least 15 credits of basic psychology, which 
should include a laboratory course and a 
measurement-statistics course. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program in industrial rela-
tions and in the interdepartmental minor in 
gerontology (see Index). 
A formal class and a supervised practicum in 
the teaching of psychology is required of all 
doctoral degree candidates and strongly 
recommended for master's level students 
whose future plans may include teaching at 
the college level. In addition, students in the 
98 
APA accredited counseling psychology pro-
gram are required to complete a calendar-
year internship in a training site or agency 
approved by the department's counseling 
faculty. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
401. History of Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 4 
courses in psychology. American psychology devel-
opment includ ing its philosophical origins, schools 
of thought, and modern theoretical viewpoints . 
411L. Laboratory in Brain and Behavior. (0-4) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: 311 . Techniques of stereotaxic .surge_ry on the 
rat: lesions, electrical and chemical st1mulat1on of 
the brain. Behavioral analysis and histological 
evaluation of brain manipulations. Materials fee . 
413. Psychology of Language. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . S. , 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 1fJ1, Engl 219. Psychological 
processes involved in primary linguistic a~tivit.ie~ 
(speaking and listening) and secondary l1ngu1st1c 
activities (writing and reading). 
422. Counseling Theories and Techniques. ~2-2) . 
Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 3 courses in psychology mcludmg 
460. Survey of major theoretical appr?aches 1n . . 
counseling and supervised practice 1n the spec1f1c 
skills and techniques employed. 
430. Psychology of Adolescence. _(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 2 courses in psychology mcludmg 230. 
Developmental characteristics of the adolescent; 
examination of antecedents of behavior with a goal 
of better understanding of this age group, implica-
tions for education and guidance. 
431 . Psychology of Maturity and Old Age. (Geren 
431) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 3 courses in psychology 
including 230. Psychologically important structural 
and functional changes in the human from maturity 
to old age. Typical as well as individually unique 
psychomotor, cognitive, and socioemotional develop-
ment and decline. 
434. Principles of Behavior Modification. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 313 or 333. Basic principles and 
applications of behavior modification procedures 
with emphasis on applied settings such as class-
rooms, institutions , and families. Consideration of 
appropriate uses and ethical concerns . 
436. Individual Differences and Exceptional Patterns 
of Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 2~0. 
Behaviors, abilities, and needs of retarded, gifted, 
handicapped, and other atypical persons; dif-
ferences associated with race, sex, and socio-
economic status. 
437. Psychological Characteristics of Giftedness. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 3 courses in psychology, 
including 230. Cognitive and affective development 
of giftedness throughout the life-span. Giftedne~s as 
a generic term includes the intellectually superior, 
the talented, and the creative. Emphasis on current 
theoretical views and research in cognition and 
problem solving , as well as social-emotional 
adjustment. 
440. Psychological Measurement I. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 9 credits in psychology, St~t 101 . . 
Principles of psychological me~sur~ment , 1n~lud1ng 
concepts of reliability and validity; 1nterpretat1on of 
test scores; factors influencing test performance; 
construction and interpretation of maximal and 
typical performance measures; uses and misuses of 
tests . Materials fee. 
450. Industrial Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 2 courses in psychology including 101 . 
Content and methods of industrial psychology. 
Selection and placement techniques, performance 
appraisal, training , testing in i~dustry, techniques of 
interviewing , human error, accidents, and JOb 
analysis. 
451. Organizational Psychology. (3-0) C.r. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 2 courses in psychology mcludmg 101 . 
Content and method of organizational psychology. 
Emphasis on organizational theory._ structure .of 
organizations, motivation, leadersh_1 p, JOb sat1sf~c.­
tion, communication, problem solving, and dec1s1on 
making . 
460. Abnormal Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 3 courses in psychology includinr;i 1~1 . 
Description of major forms of maladaptat1on includ-
ing neuroses and psychoses. Factors in the . 
development of behavior deviations. Research perti-
nent to the description, development, and 
maintenance of abnormal behavior. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*502. (302 DL) Computer Applications in Psychology. 
(2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. Offered on a satisfactory/fail basis 
only. Prereq: Credit or enrollment in 301. See . 
description at 302. Graduate students. ~nrolled 1n_ 
502 meet with 302 and complete add1t1onal readings 
and an application of computers to psy.chology . 
project not required of undergraduates in 302 . Credit 
for both 302 and 502 may not be used for 
graduation. Computer fee. 
508. Research Methods in Applied Psychology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 440, Stat 402. 
Research methods in natural and controlled environ-
ments; cross-sectional and longitudinal studies; . 
observational and correlational approaches; experi-
mental and quasiexperimental designs, sing le 
subject research procedures, ti~e-series d.esigns, 
studies of intact groups, evaluation of applied . 
programs, person-situation interactions; metaanalyt1c 
research procedures . 
511. Advanced Physiological Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 311 . Neurophysiological 
correlates of behavior. 
512. Advanced Perception. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 312. Historical and modern inform~tion 
processing approaches to theory and research 1n 
vision and audition. 
513. Advanced Animal Learning. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 313. Examination of empirical 
and theoretical issues of classical and instrumental 
conditioning . 
514. Advanced Human Learning, Memory, and 
Cognition. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 
313 or 316 or 9 hours in psychology. Historical and 
contemporary survey of human symbolic behavior, 
thinking , and conceptual behavior. 
516. Advanced Cognition. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., off~red 
1990. Prereq: 316. Theoretical models and emp1_rical 
research in cognition including pattern recognition, 
visual imagery, text processing , attention , long- and 
short-term memory, decision making , problem solv-
ing , language, and hemispheric specialization. 
517. Psychopharmacology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 311 . Fundamentals of drug-behavior 
interactions with emphasis on psychoactive drugs 
and their use in experimental , therapeutic, and 
social settings. 
*518. (418 DL) Applied Psychophysiology and 
Biofeedback. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301 , 311 . 
Principles and practice of applied psychophysiology 
and biofeedback. Human sensory and motor psy-
chophysiology and their measurement with 
laboratory instrumentation. Training in the use of 
biofeedback techniques and equipment. 
530. Life Span Developmental Psychology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S.SS. Prereq: 4 courses in psychology, 
including 230. Psychological changes in ~uman . 
behavior from conception to senescence 1n physical , 
sensory, intellectual, emotional, and social develop-
ment. Intensive consideration of theories, issues, 
and data central to a life-span model of develop-
ment; major longitudinal studies emphasized. 
533. Advanced Educational Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.SS. Prereq: 3 courses in psychology, including 333. 
Human learning and cognition in educational set-
tings. Instructional theory and models. Effects of 
learner characteristics on the learning process. 
535. Psychology of Computer-based Instruction. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 533. Research 
and theory concerning cognitive processes and the 
design and development of computer-bas~d instruc-
tion. Mathematical learning models, adaptive 
instruction, problem solving , simulations, gaming, 
LOGO, computer coaching and intelligent CBI , 
motivation. Implications for the development of CBI 
in various subject matters. 
536. Psychology of Mild Handicaps-Educable 
Mental Retardation, Learning Disability, and 
Behavioral Disorder. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 436 or graduate classification. Psychological 
characteristics of the mildly handicapped including 
persons with mild mental retardation, learn ing 
disabilities, and behavior disorders. Theory and 
research concerning etiology, prevalence, diagnosis, 
learning, adjustment, treatment, and education 
programming . 
538. Psychology of Low Incidence Handicaps. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 9 credits in 
psychology. Issues in the assessment, education , 
and treatment of the moderately and severely 
mentally handicapped and other low incidence 
populations including preschool handicapped. Par-
ticular emphasis on contemporary issues such as 
normalization , community-based services, and 
transition . 
540. Psychological Measurement II . (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 440, Stat 401 . Nature of psychological 
measurement. Measurement and scaling theory. 
Theoretical and statistical definitions of reliability and 
val idity. Test construction strategies. 
542. Psychoeducational Assessment. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.SS. Prereq: 440. Theory and research concerning 
assessment of intelligence and achievement with 
emphasis on developmental patterns and diagnosis 
of learning problems. Critical examination of current 
assessment practices in cl inical and educational 
settings. 
544. Practicum in Assessment. Prereq: 542 and 
permission of instructor. Supervised practice in 
designing and implementing observational systems 
and in administering , scoring , interpreting , and 
report ing individual tests . 
A. Behavioral Assessment (2-1) Cr. 2. F. 
B. Individual Tests: Children (2-1) Cr. 2. S. 
C. Testing : Adult Ages (1-2) Cr. 1. S. 
550. Advanced Industrial Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 440, Stat 402. Critical evaluation of current 
research, advanced methodologies, and professional 
problems in industrial psychology. 
551 . Advanced Organizational Psychology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 440, Stat 402. Examination of 
organizational behavior research including moti-
vation , job satisfaction, organizational cl imate, 
organizational effectiveness, and the environment. 
Attention rendered to theoretical , methodological , 
and applied issues. 
560. Advanced Personality Psychology. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 4 courses in psychology, 
including 360. Analysis of theories of personal ity, 
concepts, methods, and current research issues. 
561. Psychopathology and Behavior Deviations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 460. Critical review of theoretical 
perspectives and current research on the develop-
ment and maintenance of the major forms of 
maladaptation including schizophrenic , anxiety, af-
fective, drug use, personal ity, psychosexual , 
reactive, and childhood disorders . 
562. Personality Assessment. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
360, 440, Stat 402. Principles, concepts, and 
methods of personality assessment. Though not a 
practicum course, exposure is given to a variety of 
objective, projective, and situational tests. 
580. Advanced Social Psychology I: Psychological 
Perspectives. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.SS. Prereq: 4 courses in 
psychology, including 280. Current theories, meth-
ods, and research in social psychology w ith an 
emphasis on individual processes such as attribu-
tion, attitude change, attraction, aggression , and 
helping behavior. 
581. Applications of Social Psychology Theories. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 12 credits in 
psychology, including 280. Appl ication of social 
psychological theory to various appl ied topics, 
including physical and mental health, stress, and 
coping. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: 12 credits in 
psychology, permission of instructor. Guided reading 
on special topics or individual research projects. 
A. Counsel ing 
B. Industrial/Organizational 
C. School Psychology 
D. Individual Differences 
E. Experimental 
F. Educational 
G. Physiological 
I. Abnormal 
J. Engineering 
K. Developmental 
L. Exceptional Children 
M. Consumer 
N. Social 
0. Personality 
P. Psychometrics 
593. Advanced Workshop in Psychology. Cr. var. 
Intensive examination of a particular topic in 
psychology. 
597. Internship in Psychology. Cr. R. Prereq: M.S. or 
specialist degree candidacy. Full-time supervised 
experience in a school or other human services 
setting . Intended for masters or specialist level 
internships. 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601 . Historical and Systematic Psychology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: 4 courses in 
psychology. Origins of psychology in philosophical , 
medical, and related thought. Development as an 
independent d iscipline in the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries. Trad itional and contemporary 
theoretical approaches to areas of experimental , 
academic , and applied psychology. 
621. Psychological Counseling: Theory and Process. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 4 courses in psychology 
including 440 and 460, permission of instructor. 
Combined survey of theoretical issues and ap-
proaches. Didactic coverage of theoretical 
viewpoints at an introductory level. 
621L. Techniques in Counseling. (0-4) Cr. 2. F. 
Laboratory based development of counseling skills 
and interviewing techn iques using modeling, role 
playing, and case studies. 
623. Vocational Behavior. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 3 
courses in psychology. Theoretical views, research, 
and issues in career development through the life 
span . Methods of career counseling, including 
appraisal interviewing, assessment, test interpreta-
tion, and use of information sources . 
626. Group Counseling. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 621 L, 
691A. Theory, research , ethical issues, and 
therapeutic considerations relevant to group coun-
seling . Participation in lab exercises for development 
of group counseling skil ls and observation of 
ongoing groups. 
627. Behavior Therapy. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 513 . 
Research and theory underlying application of 
learning principles to techniques of behavior 
change . Introduction to methods of behavior analysis 
and techniques of behavior therapy. 
628. Advanced Counseling Theory. (2-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prereq: Practicum in counseling psychology. In-
depth coverage of major theoretical positions, 
including comparative analysis. Coverage and eval-
uation of research on counseling interventions. 
629. Consultation Methods and Techniques. (2-2) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: Graduate 
classification and permission of instructor. Theory 
and research on consultation models and methods 
with emphasis on interventions in school or family 
settings. Behavioral and mental health consultation 
emphasized. 
633. Teaching of Psychology. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 
Enrollment in degree program in psychology, com-
pletion of at least 1 year of graduate study, 
permission of instructor. Orientation to teaching of 
psychology at college level : academic issues and 
problems, instructional and evaluative techniques. 
652. Human Decision Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 540, Stat 401 . Critical analysis 
of the human judgment process as represented by 
normative and descriptive statistical models of 
decision making . Emphasis on issues in human 
decision making research as policy capturing , boot-
strapping, and non-linear inference strategies. 
691 . Practicum in Psychology. Cr. var. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. Supervised practice and 
experience in the fol lowing fields of specialization in 
applied psychology: 
A. Counseling 
B. Industrial-Organizational 
C. School Psychology 
D. Individual Differences 
E. Group Counseling . Prereq: 626, 691A 
(satisfactory-fail basis only) 
F. Advanced Counseling . Prereq: 691A (satisfactory-
fail basis only) 
T. Teaching . Prereq: 633 (satisfactory-fail basis only) 
692. Seminar in Psychology. (1-0 to 3-0) Cr. 1 to 3 
each time taken. Prereq: 12 hours in psychology. 
A. Counseling 
B. Industrial-Organizational 
C. School Psychology 
D. Individual Differences 
E. Experimental 
F. Educational 
G. Physiological 
I. Abnormal 
J. Engineering 
K. Developmental 
M. Professional Issues and Ethics 
N. Social 
0. Personal ity 
P. Psychometrics 
Q. Micro-computers in Psychology 
697. Internship in Psychology. Cr. R. Prereq: Ph.D. 
candidacy in counseling, industrial/organizational, or 
school psychology. Full time supervised internship 
experience in an applied setting pertinent to one of 
the following fields of psychology: 
A. Counseling 
B. Industrial/Organizational 
C. School 
699. Research. 
Religious Studies 
Administered by the Department of Philosophy 
A. David Kline, Chair 
The program offers courses for graduate 
minor work in religious studies as supporting 
work for other fields. Religious studies may 
also be one of the three areas required for the 
general graduate studies master's degree. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*301. Religious Ethics. (3-0) Cr. 3, or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: One 200-level course in religious studies, or 
Phil 201 or 230. Investigates practical moral issues 
such as abortion and the distribution of wealth , 
introduces the moral traditions of selected religions, 
and explores in detail the relationship between 
theological convictions and moral practice . 
303. Ethical Issues in Veterinary Medicine. (Phil 303) 
(2-0) Cr. 2 or (2-1) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 240 or 301 or Phil 
230 or Admission to the College of Veterinary 
Medicine. The central moral problems arising from 
the practice of veterinary medicine. Legal regula-
tions bearing on the profession, practical issues 
such as clients' rights, euthanasia, use of animals in 
scientific research and animal rights . Major traditions 
in moral philosophy and theology are introduced. 
*321. The Old Testament. (3-0) Cr. 3, or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: One 200-level course in religious studies. 
Literature and religion of ancient Judaism under-
stood within the context of ancient Near Eastern 
cultures. Particular attention given to the develop-
ment of basic rel ig ious and ethical perspectives and 
their modern relevance. 
*322. The New Testament. (3-0) Cr. 3, or (3-1) Cr. 4. 
S.SS. Prereq: One 200-level course in religious 
studies. Literature and religion of early Christianity 
within the context of contemporary Judaism and 
Hellenistic culture. Particular attention given to the 
development of basic religious and ethical perspec-
tives and their modern relevance. 
*330. Black Religious Experience. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-1) 
Cr. 4. F. Prereq: One 200-level course in religious 
studies. Examination of the Black experience in 
America from the perspective of Black religion and 
the Black church, with attention to political, eco-
nomic, and social , as well as spiritual, concerns. 
350. Philosophy of Religion. (Phil 350) See 
Philosophy. 
*353. Ways of Enlightenment: Hinduism and 
Buddhism. (3-0) Cr. 3, or (3-1) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: One 
200-level course in religious studies . The various 
Hindu and Buddhist paths to realize enlightenment 
and freedom. Special attention to meditation and 
yoga and their relationship to altered states of 
consciousness and Western methods of psycho-
physical integration . 
*365. Western Religious Thought. (3-0) Cr. 3, or (3-1) 
Cr. 4. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: One 200-level 
course in religious studies. Historical approach to 
the development of theology in the west. Focuses on 
a particular period (early Christian church , Islamic 
origins, Middle Ages, modernity) and emphasizes 
cultural forces at work in the evolution of Jewish, 
Christian, and/or Muslim thought. 
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377. Social Dimensions of Religion. (Soc 377) See 
Sociology. 
465. Seminar: Contemporary Western Religious 
Thought. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in religious 
studies. Selected issues in contemporary religious 
thought including Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jew-
ish, and secular thinkers. 
475. Seminar: Issues in the Study of Religion. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each timelaken, maximum of 6 credits. F. 
Prereq: 6 credits in religious studies. 
590. Special Topics in Religious Studies. Cr. 1 to 4 
each time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor, 9 
credits in religious studies. 
A. Western Religions 
B. Eastern Religions 
C. Religious Thought 
0 . Religion and Culture 
*Optional fourth credit entails guided research or 
other complementary study. 
Secondary Education 
Graduate programs with a specialization in 
curriculum and/or media are administered 
through the Department of Professional Stud-
ies in Education . 
Sociology 
Administered by the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology 
Gerald E. Klonglan , Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Beal (Emeritus), Bultena, Chang 
(Emeritus), Cohen, Dean (Emeritus), Dobratz, 
Goudy, Heiberg, Hoyt, Hraba, Huang, Keith, 
Klonglan, Korsching, Lasley, Lee, Lunden 
(Emeritus), Miller, Mulford, Ryan , Schafer, 
Simons, Tait, Warning, Woodman 
Associate Members: Aigner, Bruton, Harrod, 
Jones, Lorenz, Mazur, Padgitt, Roberts, Sapp, 
Sawyer, Wells, Whitbeck 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in sociology and rural sociology 
and minor work for students majoring in other 
departments. For M.S. and Ph.D. departmen-
tal requirements, see Program of Graduate 
Study for Degrees in Sociology and Rural 
Sociology, available from the department 
office. The department offers concentrations 
in a number of areas, e.g ., community studies 
and development, complex organizations, 
crime and deviance, natural resources, family, 
gerontology, methodology, population/ecology, 
rural sociology, social change and develop-
ment, social organization, social psychology, 
sociological theory, and applied/clinical so-
ciology. The Department of Sociology does 
not offer a nonthesis master's program. 
Although the department stipulates no lan-
guage requirement for either the degree 
master of science or the degree doctor of 
philosophy, specifying competence in one or 
more languages may be desirable in some 
instances. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program in industrial 
relations, interdepartmental majors in transpor-
tation planning and water resources, and 
interdepartmental minors in gerontology, Latin 
American studies, mineral resources, and 
technology and social change. (See Index.) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
401. Contemporary Sociological Theories. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 9 credits in sociology. Both historical and 
modern social theories as applied to understanding 
and researching the social world. 
#411 . Third World Problems and Development. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 130 or 134 or 135 plus 3 credits in 
social sciences. Social change and development in 
Third World and industrialized countries; interna-
tional interdependence. Causes and consequences 
of persistent problems in agriculture, city growth, 
employment, gender, equality, basic needs; local 
and worldwide efforts to foster social change and 
international development. 
#415. Adoption and Diffusion of Innovations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 130 or 134 or 135 plus 3 credits in 
social sciences. Processes of technology transfer. 
Factors related to differential rates of adoption of 
new technology, as applied to topics in agriculture, 
development, and business marketing. 
#420. Analysis of Complex Organizations. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F.SS. Prereq: 130 or 134 or 135 plus 3 credits 
in social sciences. Bureaucracies, organizations, 
and agencies as social systems. Internal processes. 
Influence of interpersonal and structural variables. 
Models of effectiveness. Linkages and networks. 
Importance of multinational organizations. 
476. The Aged in American Society. (Geron 476) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. A survey 
of sociological problems of the aging and the social 
implications of a sizable aged population. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
511 . Intermediate Research Methods I. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 302. Research methods in sociology includ-
ing problem selection , research design, hypothesis 
formulation, sampling, alternative measurement tech-
niques; laboratory empha$is on application of 
methodologies to the design of a class research 
project; introduction to computer systems. Computer 
fee. 
512. Intermediate Research Methods II. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
S. Prereq: 511 . Research methods in sociology, 
including survey administration, data collection, data 
coding, analysis, and presentation of results; labora-
tory emphasis upon completion of the data 
gathering, analysis, and report writing from the class 
project in 511 . Computer fee. 
517. Sociological Evaluation Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology to 
include 512. Examination of various methodological 
perspectives and procedures regarding the issues of 
validity, measurement, ethics, and the utilization of 
evaluative findings relevant to planned social action 
programs of governmental units and human service 
organizations . 
520. Social Psychology: A Sociological Perspective. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 305 or Psych 280. Examination 
of cognitive, symbolic interaction, exchange, role-
reference group, and dramaturgical approaches. 
Assessment of contemporary issues in social 
psychology. 
521. Small Groups. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 305 or Psych 280. Examination of alternative 
theoretical models and methods of studying small 
groups. 
522. Attitude and Attitude Change. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 305 or Psych 280. Analysis of 
theories of attitude and attitude change; current 
controversies between the theories examined, as 
well as supporting research. 
*525. (425DL) Social Movements and Revolution. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits in 
sociology. Origins and nature of collective behavior 
and social movements; factors affecting reform and 
radical change; focus on citizens' and workers' 
groups, crowd behavior, riots, terrorism, and histor-
ical and contemporary revolutions; Third World and 
other international comparisons. 
528. Sociology of Sex Roles. (W S 528) (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Examination of the sociological and social psycho-
logical aspects of sex roles across the life cycle in a 
variety of areas of life, including work, family, 
education, and community. Computer fee. 
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529. Minority Groups. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Ethnic dynamics 
in the world political and economic order; focus on 
ethnic relations in societal development; review of 
theory and research . 
530. Social Organization. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 6 
credits in sociology. Methodological and analytical 
issues associated with the study of group structure; 
contemporary theories of social organization; data 
analysis issues involving social organization . Com-
puter fee. 
#532. Organizations and Their Environments. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in 
sociology. Comparative analysis of complex organi-
zations; complex organizations as semi-open sys-
tems. lnterorganizational relations and organizational 
effectiveness. 
#533. Models of Community. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., 
offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Emphasis on different models or frames of reference 
used in community analysis. Theoretical and meth-
odological tools, current views of community 
problems, and explanation of social and cultural 
change presented for each model. 
534. Social Stratification. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Critical examina-
tion of the causes and consequences of social 
stratification and inequality; classical theories, con-
temporary frameworks, and recent empirical studies; 
international stratification patterns. 
*535. (435 DL) Urban Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Growth and functions 
of cities and macro systems of cities; human and 
spatial ecology, urban lifestyles, work, subcultures, 
and communities; poverty and urban renewal; solu-
tions for cities; planning and future cit ies; emphasis 
on international comparisons. 
#540. Comparative Social Change. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
F., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Contemporary theories of social change, moderniza-
tion, dependency, and development are crit ically 
examined; methodological issues identified; support-
ing research explored; applicability of theoretical 
models, concepts, and strategies to current national 
and international needs evaluated. 
#542. Domestic Rural Development. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Sociological perspectives on contemporary theory 
and practice in domestic rural development; implica-
tions of farm and nonfarm sector interdependencies 
for rural development policies and programs; exam-
ination of the development roles of federal and state 
agencies, land grant institutions, and the private 
sector. 
#543. Issues in Rural Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Historical 
development of rural sociology; overview of substan-
tive areas, with emphasis on current research and 
theoretical issues; future of the discipline of rural 
sociology. 
#545. Applied Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 
1990. Prereq: 512, 520, 530, Stat 401 . Definitions of 
applied sociology. Consideration of the knowledge 
base, career options, and value dilemmas associ-
ated with the roles of planner, consultant, evaluator, 
and clinician. 
#548. Sociology of Natural Resources. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Sociological perspectives on contemporary natural 
resources issues including tradeoffs between eco-
nomics and environment, short- and long-term 
needs, individual and collective rights, and the 
needs of developed and developing countries. The 
interaction of social and natural systems and the 
politics, policies, values, and institutions governing 
the use of land, water, energy, air and space, both 
internationally and domestical ly. The concept of 
sustainable development. 
#549. Social Impact Assessment. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Alternative techniques for conducting social impact 
and social soundness analyses; review of social 
soundness studies used in international development 
projects and social impact studies conducted in the 
U.S. under the National Environmental Policy Act; 
application of social impact analysis to agricultural, 
rural development, and other public policies; roles of 
sociologists on international impact assessment 
teams; field experience in impact assessment. 
550. Population Dynamics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Current 
and historical population trends; examination and 
critique of demographic theories; techniques of 
measuring demographic phenomena; survey of 
current research on population issues; population 
policy and development planning . 
*561. (461 DL) Sociology of the Life Cycle. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Theoretical 
and er;npirical perspectives on individuals facing 
developmental tasks, age related norms, values, and 
subcultures; decisions and issues faced by indi-
viduals as they progress through stages of the life 
cycle. 
*562. (So Wk 462 DL) Social Work Skills and 
Strategies for Intervention in Small Systems. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Basic social 
work practice skills; interviewing, problem assess-
ment, intervention strategies with individuals, 
families, and groups. 
*563. (So Wk 463 DL) Social Work Skills and 
Intervention with Large Systems. (4-0) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Planned change in 
policy arenas from the federal to the organizational 
level regarding social provisions and social services; 
policy outcomes and policy formulation are analyzed 
with respect to issues of economic and social 
consequences and values of the social work 
profession . 
#*564. (464 DL) Community Action and Leadership. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Methods of planning, organizing and conducting 
planned social change and other action programs in 
communities; strategies of change, change agent 
roles , client need identification , community organiza-
tion strategies, citizen participation, leadership 
identification and development, program planning 
and evaluation . 
566. Political Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Analysis of 
political attitudes, power, mass society, and elite 
formation ; ideology and its uses. 
*573. (473 DL) Youth and Society. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990; alt. SS ., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits 
in sociology. Analysis of problems of adolescents 
and youth created by the impact of changing 
institutional structure on the transition from childhood 
to adulthood . 
575. The Family in Changing Societies. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt . SS., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Theories and measurement of familial change; 
effects of modernization on the structures and 
functioning of family systems in selected cultures . 
576. Sociological Perspectives on Aging . (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. 
Theoretical perspectives on the aging process; 
social and social-psychological changes accom-
panying aging ; emphasis on research techniques 
and findings . 
582. Social Deviance. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. Theory and 
research relevant to the meaning , identification , and 
causes of deviant behavior. 
*584. (484 DL) Criminal and Juvenile Justice: 
Process and Institutions. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 6 credits in sociology. The criminal and 
juvenile justice systems. Dynamics of contemporary 
police, judicial, correctional institutions, and commu-
nity-based rehabilitation programs; key historical 
developments, theory, and research. 
585. Contemporary Research in the Family. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in 
sociology. A survey of current research in the fami ly; 
emphasis on new methodologies and theories. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . 
Prereq: 6 credits in sociology; senior or graduate 
classification . 
A. General Sociology 
#B. Rural Sociology 
592. Teaching Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt SS., offered 
1991 . Prereq: Graduate classification in sociology. 
Pedagogical and substantive issues in the teaching 
of sociology at the college level focusing on course 
organization, instructional objectives, techniques of 
presentation, and instruments for evaluation of 
learning and instruction . 
593. Workshops. Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. General Sociology 
#B. Rural Sociology 
595. Internship. (As arr.) Cr. 6 to 9. F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 
graduate credits in sociology, approval of m~jor 
professor and internship coordinator. Supervised 
practice for students to apply sociological knowl-
edge and skills to work with client groups. 
599. Research for Master's Thesis. 
A. General Sociology 
#B. Rural Sociology 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
600. Theory Construction and Application. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 401 , 511 . Structure 
of sociological theories; linkages of different the-
oretical perspectives to research problems; use of 
research in theory construction. 
605. Historical Sociological Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F, 
offered 1990. Prereq: 6 graduate credits in sociology. 
Evolution of sociological thinking focusing on the era 
from the Enlightenment to 1900; positivism, conflict 
and functional ist trad itions, organicism, and so-
ciology of knowledge perspectives. 
607. Contemporary Sociological Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. , offered 1991. Prereq: 6 graduate credits in 
sociology. Survey of theoretical developments since 
1900, including the rise of structural-functionalism, 
symbolic interactionism, conflict theories, phe-
nomenology, exchange theory, and others. 
611. Sociological Measurement. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 512, Stat 401 . Principles of 
measurement for major sociological variables; foun-
dations of measurement; types of sociological 
variables; construction of sociological measures, 
indices and scales; methods of data col lection. 
Computer fee . 
#613. Advanced Theory Construction and Causal 
Modeling. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 
512, Stat 404. Formal strategies of measurement, 
research design, and theory construction, including 
contemporary approaches to confirmatory factor 
analysis and li near structural equations (LISREL). 
Computer fee . 
#642. Sociology of Adoption and Diffusion. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 6 graduate credits 
in sociology. Sociological and social-psychological 
theories related to adoption and diffusion of new 
ideas; analysis of adoption and diffusion models; 
methods of fie ld research ; factors related to rates 
and intensity of adoption and diffusion; adopters' 
characteristics related to rates of adoption . 
698. Seminars in Sociology. (3-0) Cr. 3 each . 
A. Social Theory and Research 
B. Methodology 
C. Applied Sociology 
699. Dissertation Research. 
A. General Sociology 
#B. Rural Sociology 
#Administered through the College of Agriculture. 
Courses not so marked are administered through the 
College of Sciences and Humanities. 
Speech 
Communication 
Claudia L. Hale, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Brandt (Emeritus), Dearin , Hale, 
Underhill (Emeritus) 
Associate Members: Chow, Connolly, Drexler, 
Gouran, Gunter, Myers, Pickett, Ralston, 
Redmond, Venkatag iri, Weaver, Wicks 
The department offers courses for a graduate 
minor in speech communication as well as 
supporting work for other disciplines. The 
Department of Speech Communication also 
participates in the interdepartmental program 
leading to a master's degree in General 
Graduate Studies. 
Within the speech communication graduate 
minor, a student may elect a general program 
of study or concentrate in one of the four 
areas of emphasis which constitute the de-
partment: communication disorders, 
interpersonal and rhetorical communication, 
telecommunicative arts, or theatre. Regardless 
of the emphasis, the transcript will indicate a 
minor in speech communication. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
Communication Disorders (CmDis) 
376. Articulation Disorders. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 271, 
275, 370. Nature, etiology, assessment, and man-
agement of disorders of speech sound production. 
385. Audiology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 275, 370. 
Nature, etiology, and assessment of hearing 
disorders . 
471. Language Development and Disorders. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: CmOis 275 or Psych 230 or CO 129 
or graduate classification . Definition of components 
of language of developmental processes related to 
each component (semantics, lexicon, syntax, mor-
phology, pragmatics). Summary of normative 
information in infants, children, and adolescents . 
Survey of nature and types of language disorders. 
475. Neurogenic Communication Disorders. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 370, 275. Nature, 
etiology, assessment, and management of neu-
rogenic communication disorders. 
477. Fluency Disorders. (4-0) Cr. 2. F. Second 8 
weeks. Prereq: 275. Nature, etiology, assessment, 
and management of fluency disorders. 
479. Practicum in Communication Disorders. Cr. 1 to 
2 each time taken, maximum of 4. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
379; 376 or 477 or 480; grade point average of 3.0 
in communication disorders courses; permission of 
instructor. 
480. Language Disorders of Children. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 471 or 275, or CO 224 or 225. Nature, 
etiology, assessment, and management of language 
disorders in children and adolescents. 
493. Workshop. Cr. var. 1 to 3 each time offered . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in communication disor-
ders . Offered irregularly to explore special topics not 
adequately covered in other course offerings. Mate-
rials fee . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
504. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 9 credits in speech communication. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time taken, 
maximum of 12 credits . F.S.SS. Prereq: Permission of 
department chair. 
Interpersonal and Rhetorical 
Communication (Sp Cm) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
305. Semantics. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: Engl 105. 
Nature of symbolic processes; determination of 
meanings; major approaches to linguistic study; 
impact of verbal habits in human affairs; rela-
tionships between language and thought in personal 
or social problems; accuracy in use of verbal 
symbols. 
327. Persuasion. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 211 or 
212. Examination of behavioral research in persua-
sion ; scientific methods of evaluating persuasive 
communication; emphasis on application of experi-
mental research: audience analysis, attention , 
perception, suggestion ; logical , emotional and eth-
ical proofs. 
412. Rhetorical Criticism. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 211 or 
212, and 6 credits in speech communication. 
Development of rhetorical theory and practice from 
Corax to modern times. Application of principles of 
criticism to current public speaking practices. 
414. Organizational Communication Training and 
Development. (3-1) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 314 recommended. Application of 
organizational communication theory and research 
to training and development functions in contempo-
rary organizations. 
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418. Communication Theories of Small Group 
Leadership. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 
Credit or enrollment in 317 recommended. 
Consideration of communication theories pertaining 
to small group leadership. Study of current research 
with emphasis on furthering understanding of lead-
ership in communication theory and practice. 
493. Workshop. Cr. var. 1 to 3 each time offered. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in interpersonal and 
rhetorical communication. Offered irregularly to ex-
plore special topics not adequately covered in other 
course offerings. Materials fee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
504. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 9 Credits in speech communication . Topics 
may include the following : 
A. Interpersonal and Rhetorical Communication 
B. Speech Education 
C. Senior Seminar 
510. Classical Rhetoric. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 12 
hours in speech communication. Greek and Roman 
tradition in rhetorical theory, practice, criticism, and 
pedagogy. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time taken, 
maximum of 12 credits. Prereq: Permission of 
department chair. 
Telecommunicative Arts (TCA) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
434. Film Production and Structure. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 319. Survey of film production with emphasis 
on relationship between writing and total production 
process. Exercises designed to develop skills in 
conceptual ization, scripting, and continuity, and to 
relate filmic form and content to styles of direction, 
cinematography, lighting, sound , and editing . 
435. Intermediate Film Production. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 434. Practical experience in technique of film 
production . Preproduction planning , budgeting , pro-
duction management, location and sync-sound 
filming , sound recording, transfers, mixing, and 
editing. Emphasis on professional production pro-
cedures. Materials fee. 
443. Advanced Television Production/Direction. (1-4) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 236. Television aesthetics, set 
design, lighting, production and direction tech-
niques. Laboratory: Utilization of WOl-television 
equipment in production and direction of a variety of 
program formats . Materials fee . 
493. Workshop. Cr. var. 1 to 3 each time offered. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in telecommunicative arts. 
Offered irregularly to explore special topics not 
adequately covered in other course offerings. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
504. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 9 credits in speech communication. Topics 
may include the following : 
A. Mass Media and Society 
B. Women, Minorities, and Mass Media (W S 504)* 
C. Broadcast Survey Research 
D. Contemporary Entertainment Industry 
E. Women in Film and Television (W S 504)* 
532. Radio Research and Programming. (2-3) Cr. 3 
each time taken , maximum of 6 credits. S. Prereq: 
Senior classification. Research methods, program 
formats , directing, and management principles as 
related to radio. 
533. Professional Program Production . Cr. 1 to 3 
each time taken, maximum of 6 credits. S. Prereq: 
343, 443. Student-produced programs; formats may 
include short drama, documentary, experimental 
video. Research , planning , production , and direction 
in telecommunicative arts and WOI studios and on 
location. Materials fee. 
536. Film Practicum. (1-6) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 435. 
Application of production techniques in a complete 
16 mm sound film project of professional quality. 
Students work together as crew members as the 
project evolves from conception to completion 
including research, scripting, fi lming, sound record-
ing, animation, editing , and the post production 
0 functions. 
(.) 590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time taken , 
+:; maximum of 12 credits. Prereq: Permission of 
tn department chair. 
+:; 
(U *Acceptable only when offered as a course on Ci) women and the media. 
Theatre (Thtre) 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
465. History of Theatre I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Hist 
201 or equivalent. Theatrical art from ancient times to 
1800. 
466. History of Theatre II. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 465. 
Theatrical art from 1800 to present. 
493. Workshop. Cr. var. 1 to 3 each time offered . 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 12 credits in theatre. Offered irreg-
ularly to explore special topics not adequately 
covered in other course offerings. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
504. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 3 each time taken . F.S.SS. 
Prereq: 9 credits in speech communication . Topics 
may include the fol lowing : 
A. Musical Theatre 
B. Literature for Production 
C. Acting Styles 
D. Script Analysis 
E. Design and Technical Theatre 
F. Stage Management 
551 . Advanced Acting. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 351 and 
permission of instructor. Analysis and practice of 
period scenes. 
102 
555. Advanced Directing. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 455. 
Practical and theoretical experience in directing the 
stage play. 
556. Directing the Educational Theatre Program. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. SS. Prereq: Graduate classification , 
permission of instructor. Problems in directing high 
school and college theatre programs, contests, and 
festivals. 
563. Analysis and Criticism of Dramatic Production. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 6 credits in 
theatre or dramatic literature. Theory and application 
of dramatic criticism. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 4 each time taken , 
maximum of 12 credits. Prereq: Approved written 
proposal and permission of department chair 
Statistics 
Dean L. Isaacson, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Amemiya, Athreya, C. Cox, D. Cox, 
Cressie, H. David , H. David , Fuller, Harville, 
Hinz, Isaacson, Kennedy, Koehler, 
Marasinghe, Meeker, Pollak, Sacks, Shelley, 
Sposito, Strahan, Strand (Emeritus), 
Sukhatme, Vardeman, Wieand, Wolins 
Associate Members: Bailey, Groeneveld, 
Hickman, Hotchkiss, Huntsberger (Emeritus), 
Lorenz, Roberts , Stephenson 
The department offers the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy with a major 
in statistics, and minor work for students 
majoring in other departments. Within the 
statistics major the student may specialize in 
experimental design, probability, statistical 
methods, statistical theory, statistical comput-
ing, survey sampling, qual ity control, or 
applied statistics (e.g., biometrics, econo-
metrics, psychometrics, sociometrics, etc.). A 
major in operations research leading to a 
master of science degree is offered in 
cooperation with the Department of Industrial 
Engineering. The doctor of philosophy degree 
is offered as a co-major with other depart-
ments. Such departments have included 
Agronomy, Animal Science, Economics, For-
estry, Genetics, Industrial Engineering, 
Mathematics, and Psychology. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of an undergraduate curriculum 
essentially equivalent to the curriculum in 
sciences and humanities at this institution 
including at least a year of calculus. 
The degree master of science may be earned 
on either a thesis or nonthesis basis. The 
nonthesis option requires the completion of at 
least 34 credits of acceptable graduate work, 
including the completion of a creative compo-
nent and satisfactory performance on a 
written examination . 
The department encourages students to pre-
pare themselves in foreign languages and in 
computer languages, but specific require-
ments for the degrees master of science and 
doctor of ph ilosophy are at the discretion of 
the student's advisory committee. 
The department participates in the inter-
disciplinary program, Business Administrative 
Sciences. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
328. Applied Business Statistics. (2-2) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prereq: 201 or 227 or 401 . Application of statistical 
methods to problems in business and economics; 
review of multiple regression; residual analysis; 
model bui lding; analysis of variance; introduction to 
experimental design concepts; time series analysis 
and forecasting . Computer fee. 
333. Probability and Statistics for Electrical and 
Computer Engineers. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: Math 
267 or 371 . An accelerated introduction to applied 
probability and statistical methods, including ap-
plications in reliability and quality control. Descriptive 
statistics and exploratory data analysis; basic proba-
bility; random variables and probability distributions; 
elementary rel iabi lity modeling; joint and sampling 
distributions; error propagation formulas. Maximum 
likelihood model fitting ; confidence, tolerance and 
prediction intervals; hypothesis testing; Shewhart 
control charts; one way analyses; multiple regression 
analysis; 2 way and p way factorial analyses. 
361 . Quality Control. (I E 361) See Industrial 
Engineering. 
401. Statistical Methods for Research Workers. (3-2) 
Cr. 4. F.S.SS. Prereq: 101 or 104 or 201 or 227. 
Graduate students without an equivalent course 
should contact the department. Methods of analyz-
ing and interpreting experimental and survey data. 
Statistical concepts and models; estimation; hypoth-
esis tests with continuous and discrete data; simple 
and multiple linear regression and correlation; 
introduction to analysis of variance. Computer fee. 
402. Statistical Design and the Analysis of 
Experiments. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 401. The role of 
statistics in research and the principles of experi-
mental design. Experimental units, randomization, 
replication, blocking , subdivid ing and repeatedly 
measuring experimental units; factorial treatment 
designs and confounding ; extensions of the analysis 
of variance to cover general crossed and nested 
classificat ions and models that include both classi-
ficatory and continuous factors. Computer fee. 
403. Nonparametric Statistical Methods. (2-0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 231 or 328 or 401. 
Groeneveld. Analysis of data when dependent 
variable has ordinal or nominal properties; statistical 
inference for ranked data; rank correlation; efficiency 
of nonparametric procedures and robustness of 
comparable parametric procedures. Computer fee. 
404. Statistics for the Social Sciences. (2-2) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 401 . Lorenz, Roberts. Applications of gener-
alized linear regression models to social science 
data. Assumptions of regression ; diagnostics and 
transformations; analysis of variance and covariance; 
path analysis. Computer fee. 
405. Applied Econometric Statistics. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 401 . Hickman. Linear regression models 
containing classification and continuous variables; 
analysis of variance; dummy variables; grafted 
polynomials; general ized least squares; autocorrela-
tion . Computer fee. 
407. Methods of Multivariate Analysis. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: 401 , knowledge of matrix algebra. 
Techniques of analyzing multivariate data including 
Hotelling's T2, multivariate analysis of variance, 
principal components, cluster analysis. Computer 
fee. 
421. Survey Sampling Techniques. (2-2) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 231 or 328 or 401. Methods of designing and 
analyzing survey investigation~; simple random , 
stratified, multistage, and multiphase sampling de-
signs; methods of estimation including ratio and 
regression; construction and use of sample frames. 
432. Applied Probability Models. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F .. 
offered 1989. Prereq: 231or341. Groeneveld . 
Probabilistic models in engineering and the physical 
sciences; probability; Markov chains; Poi~son and 
renewal processes; applications to queueing, sched-
uling, control, and other quantitative problems. 
436. Genetic Statistics for Research Workers. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 402. Bailey. Statistical concepts in 
quantitative genetics. Derivation, definitic?n and es-
timation of genetic parameters. Appl1cat1ons of 
statistical models to the design, analysis and 
interpretation of quantitative genetic experiments. 
Genetic and statistical implications of common 
selection procedures. Computer fee . 
447. Statistical Theory for Research Workers. (4-0) 
Cr. 4. S.SS. Prereq: Math 151 and permission of 
instructor, or Math 265. Amemiya, H. A. David. 
Primarily for graduate students not majoring in 
statistics. Emphasis on aspects of the theory 
underlying statistical methods. Probability, population 
distributions and their properties, sampling distribu-
tions, estimation , tests of hypotheses, regression, 
introduction to analysis of variance. 
451. Applied Time Series. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 231 
or 328 or 401. Meeker. Methods for analyzing data 
collected over time; review of multiple regression 
analysis. Elementary forecasting methods: moving 
averages and exponential smoothing . Auto-
regressive-moving average (Box-Jenkins) models: 
identification , estimation, diagnostic checking, and 
forecasting. Transfer function models and interven-
tion analysis. Computer fee. 
480. Statistical Applications of Digital Computers. 
(3-0) Cr. 3 . F. Prereq: 101 or 104 or credit or 
enrollment in 401; Com S 205 or knowledge of 
FORTRAN. Marasinghe. Techniques of programming 
for statistical applications. Programming in al-
gorithmic languages. Efficiency and numerical 
accuracy in algorithms. Introduction to Monte Carlo 
methods, statistical techniques in simulation, and 
numerical methods in statistical computing . Com-
puter fee . 
481 . Computer Processing of Statistical Data. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 401 . Marasinghe. The comput.~r as 
a tool for statistical data analysis. Data acqu1s1t1on, 
organization, manipulation, and use of vario~s .data 
storage media. Structure and content of stat1st1.cci:1 
packages . Advanced techniques 1n use of stat1st1cal 
software systems. Computer fee . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Statistical Methods. (3-2) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 101 
and credit or enrollment in 579. Hinz, Koehler. 
Introduction to methods and analyzing data from 
experiments and surveys. Methods of analysis of 
variance including cross classifications; correlation; 
multiple regression; covariance; contin!:J.ency. table 
analysis. Current computer software ut1l1zed 1n data 
analyses. Computer fee . 
501. Multivariate Statistical Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 500 or 402; 447 or 542; knowledge of matrix 
algebra. Koehler .. El~mentary t.heory .and tech~iq~es 
of analyzing multivariate data 1nclud1ng Hotelling s T2, 
multivariate analysis of variance, principal compo-
nents, linear discrimination, canonical correlation , 
factor analysis. Analysis of categorical data. Com-
puter fee . 
511 . Theory and Application of Linear Models. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 500 or 402 or 404 or 405; 542 .or 
447; a course in matrix algebra . Standard functional 
and classificatory models, matrix preliminaries, iden-
tifiability and estimability, intermediate theory of least 
squares and of best linear unbiased esti~ati~n . 
analysis of variance and covariance, d1stribut1on of 
quadratic forms, variance components . Computer 
fee. 
512. Design of Experiments. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
511 . Basic ideas of experimental design with 
applications; completely randomized design , ran-
domized block design, randomization theory, 
estimation and tests, analysis of covariance for 
designed experiments; Latin square design, elemen-
tary combinatorics with Galois fields, random1zat1on 
analysis; factorial experiments, confounding , frac-
tional replication; split-plot designs; incomplete 
block designs in general, balanced and partiaiiy 
balanced designs, associated mixed linear models, 
intra- and inter-block information; strategies in factor 
screening ; determination of optimum factor combina-
tions; basic ideas of optimal design. Computer fee . 
513. Response Surface Methodology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S .. offered 1991. Prereq: 402 or 512, knowledge of 
elementary matrix theory. Design criteria .and op- . 
timality; determination of optimum operat1~g condi-
tions; exploration of response surfaces; mixture 
experiments; construction of optimal designs. Com-
puter fee. 
514. Scheduling and Inventory Theory. (I E 514) See 
Industrial Engineering. 
521. Theory of Sample Surveys I. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 401; 447 or 542. Basic concepts and theory 
of designing sample surveys for finite populations; 
estimation of means, totals, proportions, variances, 
and covariances; frequently used designs such as 
simple random, stratified, systematic, cluster, and 
multistage sampling ; ratio and regression methods of 
estimation . 
522. Theory of Sample Surveys II. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F .. 
offered 1990. Prereq: 521 . Further topics in design 
and estimation ; unequal probabil ity sampling , op-
timal stratification, multipurpose surveys, ratio and 
regression methods, double sampling , sampling over 
time, nonsampling errors and variance estimation for 
complex designs. 
531 . Statistics for Quality and Productivity. (I E 531) 
(3-0) Cr. 3 .. Alt. S .. offered 1991 . Prereq: 342 or 447. 
Vardeman . Statistical methods and theory applicable 
to problems of product quality and productivity. 
Shewhart, CUSUM, and other control charts ; feed-
back control; process capability studies; estimation 
of product and process characteristics; experimental 
techniques in robust product design, troubleshooting 
and process improvement; acceptance sampling , 
continuous sampling and sequential sampling ; eco-
nomic and decision theoretic arguments in industrial 
statistics. 
533. Reliability. (I E 533) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 
1990. Prereq: 342 or 432 or 447. H. T. David , 
Meeker. Probabilistic modeling and inference in 
reliability; replacement, maintenance and inspection 
policies; applications . 
534. Ecological Statistics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S .. offered 
1991 . Prereq: 447 or 542. Pollak. Models of 
population growth ; growth of populations with two 
competing species; parasite-host and predator-prey 
relationships ; elementary population genetics; selec-
tion, mutation, and migration; spatial patterns in 
populations with one or more species ; diversity; 
information theory. 
535. Biological Statistics. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S .. offered 
1991. Prereq: 401 or 500. C. P. Cox. Estimations from 
standard curves. Sigmoidal dose-response curves. 
Design and analysis of direct, parallel line, slope-
ratio and quanta! response assays. lmmunoassays. 
Fitting the Michaelis-Menten equation and the 
examination of other biostatistical problems accord-
ing to student interests . 
536, 537. Genetic Statistics. (Gen 536, 537) (2-0) 
Cr. 2 each . 536: Alt. F .. offered 1989; 537: Alt. S .. 
offered 1990. Prereq: 536: 401, 447; Gen 320 or 330 
and permission of instructor; 537: 536. Pollak. 
Probability applied to genetic systems; random 
mating ; selection and mutation ; theory of inbreeding ; 
some effects of finite population size; models for 
quantitative inheritance; partition of genotypic vari-
ance; covariances among relatives with random 
mating and selfing ; experimental designs for evaluat-
ing parameters; phenotypic selection for quantitative 
traits. 
538. Econometric Statistics. (Econ 538) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 447. Fuller. Generalized linear regression. 
Dummy variables, nonlinear regression and predic-
tion . Measurement error models. Simultaneous 
equation systems. Regression equations with auto-
regressive errors. Computer fee . 
539. Game Theory. (Econ 539, I E 539) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 341 or 432 or 447. H. T. David . Zero-sum two 
person games; games of timing; relation to mathe-
matical programming ; non-cooperative and 
cooperative n-person games. 
540. Operations Research Methods and Economic 
Analysis. (Econ 540, I E 540) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 
447 or I E 312 or Econ 537. Sposito. Methods and 
applications of selected techn iques in nonlinear 
programming, including linear, convex and quadratic 
programming. Applications in economics, statistics, 
and operations research. Computer fee . 
542, 543. Theory of Probability and Statistics. (3-0) 
Cr. 3 each, Yr. Prereq: 542: 341; Math 414 or 465; 
543: 542. Sample spaces, events, probability, expec-
tation, moments, inequalities, conditional probability, 
common distributions, moment generating and char-
acteristic functions, elementary limit theorems, order 
statistics, sampling distributions, multivariate normal 
distribution , point estimation , sufficiency, com-
pleteness, exponential family, confidence intervals, 
Neyman-Pearson lemma, UMP tests , likelihood ratio 
tests, sequential testing , elementary decision theory, 
and nonparametric inference. 
544. Bayesian Decision Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. SS., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 543. Introduction to decision 
theory; risk sets; admissible strategies; Bayes 
strategies; complete classes; conjugate priors; com-
parison of Bayesian and classical theories; 
exchangeability. 
546. Theory of Nonparametric and Asymptotic 
Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. s .. offered 1991 . Prf!req: 
542. Sukhatme. Introduction to nonparametric prob-
lems; 1-sample, 2-sample and c-sample problems; 
tests based upon sample distribution functions, K-S 
and C-S tests ; rank tests, tests for location, scale 
and independence, local properties of rank tests. 
Convergence of a sequence of random variables; 
limit theorems; asymptotic distributions of sample 
quantiles, U-statistics, rank tests, chi-square and 
other goodness of fit tests , asymptotic efficiency of 
tests . 
554. Probability. (Math 554) See Mathematics . 
555. Stochastic Processes. (Math 555) See 
Mathematics. 
579. Introduction to Computer Hardware and 
Software Systems for Statistical Computing. (1-0) 
Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Graduate classification in statistics. 
Kennedy, Marasinghe. Designed to introduce stu-
dents to the languages and conventions required for 
the use of the leading software systems in statistical 
computing . Computer fee. 
580. Statistical Computing. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 500, 
542 and knowledge of a scientific programming 
language. Kennedy. Seminumerical, numerical, and 
nonnumerical methods used in statistical computing . 
Application areas discussed include probability 
function approximation, simulation , and linear and 
nonlinear least squares methods. Computer fee . 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. 
A. Theory 
B. Methods 
C. Design of Experiments 
D. Design of Surveys 
599. Creative Component. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
601. Advanced Statistical Methods. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt . F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 501; 447 or 543 . C. P. Cox. 
Statistical models, general orthogonal polynomials, 
essentially linear regression, reverse estimation, 
parametrically nonlinear regression procedures. 
606. Spatial Statistics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S .. offered 
1990. Prereq: 511 , 543. Cressie. One dimensional 
stochastic processes, time series, point processes 
on the real line; continuous spatial variation , geo-
statistics, kriging ; lattice data, conditional model~ . 
joint models; point patterns, randomness , clustering , 
regularity; spatial data analysis. 
611. Advanced Linear Model Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: 511 , 543, course in matrix algebra. Harville. 
Advanced theory of least squares and best linear 
unbiased estimation, non-central chi-square and F 
distributions, distribution of linear and quadratic 
forms, F test , confidence regions , extensions of best 
linear unbiased estimation theory to mixed and 
random models and to non-standard settings, 
biased estimation, recursive estimation, inference for 
variance components. 
612. Advanced Design of Experiments. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S .. offered 1990. Prereq: 512, 611 . Advanced 
randomization theory of experimental designs, 
Galois fields and use of these, mathematics of 
factorial designs, general treatment of partially 
balanced designs, including quasi-factorials and 
other types, designs for 2-way error control , se-
quences of treatments, changeover designs, general 
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theory of optimal design, optimality of certain 
balanced designs. 
621. Advanced Theory of Survey Sampling. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 522. Advanced 
topics of current interest in design of surveys and 
analysis of survey data; unequal probability sampling 
with and without replacement; criteria for choice of 
survey strategies including sufficiency, likelihood, 
and admissibility; super population models and their 
role in choice of optimal strategies; review of recent 
literature. 
639. Stochastic and Abstract Programming. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 1991. Prereq: 540. H. T. David, 
Sposito. Distribution of game values and program 
optima, models for programming under uncertainty. 
Dual and weakly dual programs in linear spaces. 
Applications in probability and statistics. 
642. Advanced Probability Theory. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 542, Math 514. Athreya, Isaacson. Probability 
spaces; Kolmogorov's consistency theorem; mo-
ments; convergence in distribution; uniform 
integrability; weak and strong laws of large numbers; 
characteristic functions; central limit theorem and its 
ramifications; and discrete parameter martingales. 
643. Theory of Estimation and Testing of 
Hypotheses. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 543, 642. Cressie. 
Asymptotic theory of maximum likelihood estimation; 
elements of decision theory; sufficiency; unbiased 
estimation; Neyman-Pearson theory of testing hy-
potheses; invariance. 
645. Order Statistics. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. 
Prereq: 543 . H. A. David. Distribution theory and 
moments of order statistics; estimation of location 
and scale parameters; censoring ; robust estimation; 
treatment of outliers; asymptotic distributions of 
quantiles, extremes, and linear functions of order 
statistics . 
647. Multivariate Analysis. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 543 . 
Amemiya. Multivariate normal distribution, Wishart 
distribution, multiple, partial , and canonical correla-
tions, inference for mean vector, multivariate 
regression , inference for covariance matrix, principal 
components, discriminant analysis. 
648. Seminar on Theory of Statistics and Probability. 
Cr. var. Prereq: 543 . 
651. Time Series. (Econ 651) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 538 or 543 . Fuller. Covariance 
and spectral representation of time series. Stationary 
and nonstationary autoregressive models. Fourier 
and periodogram analyses. Stochastic difference 
equations. Estimation and distribution theory. Com-
puter fee. 
680. Advanced Statistical Computing. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 580. Kennedy. Selected methods and al-
gorithms in selected area of statistical computing . 
Emphasis on the most recent advances in these and 
other areas supported by statistical computing . 
699. Research. 
Technology and 
Social Change 
(Interdepartmental Minor) 
Supervisory Committee: D. M. Warren , Chair; 
K. E. Gwiasda, E. C. Jones, G. Karas, 
R. Mazur 
Advisory Committee: D. M. Warren, Chair; 
G. W. Beran, J. Beran, T. Chacko, D. Cowan, 
D. Grosvenor, K. E. Gwiasda (vice-chair), 
S. Huang, E. C. Jones (vice-chair), G . Karas , 
G. Klonglan, J. Knox, M. Limbird, M. A. Littrell, 
A. Marcus, S. Marley, R. Mazur (vice-chair), 
W. Meyers, P. E. Morgan, R. Norem, J. Pesek, 
M. Rahman, S. Sapp, S. Schmidt, D. Shinn, 
A. A. Smith, M. Thompson, R. Van lten, 
D. L. Williams, K. Whigham, W. Wolansky 
Work is offered for a minor in technology and 
social change under a cooperative arrange-
ment with the following departments 
participating in the program: Aerospace En-
gineering , Agricultural Education, Agricultural 
Engineering , Agronomy, Animal Science, 
Anthropology, Architecture, Chemical En-
gineering , Chemistry, Child Development, Civil 
Engineering, Community and Regional Plan-
ning, Computer Science, Earth Sciences, 
Economics, Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Engineering, English, Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education, Family En-
vironment, Food and Nutrition, Geological and 
Atmospheric Sciences, History, Industrial Edu-
cation and Technology, Industrial Engineering, 
Journalism and Mass Communication, Man-
agement, Materials Science and Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Nuclear Engineering, 
Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Profes-
sional Studies in Education , Sociology and 
Anthropology, Speech Communication , Tex-
tiles and Clothing, and Transportation and 
Logistics. 
Students choosing to minor in technology and 
social change will pursue a degree program 
in the major department. In consultation with 
their major professor, students should identify 
a member of the T SC Advisory Committee to 
serve on the committee guiding their program 
of study. This T SC representative should be a 
member of the graduate faculty, and should 
be from a discipline outside the major field of 
study. 
The committee guiding the program of study 
of a student declaring a minor in technology 
and social change will select a group of 
courses from the list given below. For the 
master of science or master of education 
degree, this group should be at least 10 credit 
hours and for the doctor of philosophy degree 
the minimum requirement is 15 hours. Of this 
requirement, 6 hours must be chosen from 
courses in technology and social change 
acceptable for graduate credit, including 
either T SC 541 or 542. 
The group of courses selected by the 
student's committee to form a minor in 
technology and social change must be 
chosen from outside the major area of study. 
They should be designed to broaden the 
scope of the student's training to include the 
humanities, the social sciences, and tech-
nology. The program for the declared minor 
will be approved by the technology and social 
change executive committee. 
A graduate minor in technology and social 
change may be selected from the following 
suggested courses. Students may petition for 
the inclusion of other courses from the 
cooperating departments. 
Technology and Social Change: 442, 541, 542, 590F, 
640. 
Aerospace Engineering: 419, 571 , 575. 
Agricultural Education: 520, 521 , 524, 538, 560, 561, 
604, 625. 
Agricultural Engineering: 371 , 422, 469, 495. 
Agricultural Mechanization: 435, 473. 
Agronomy: All courses appearing in graduate 
catalog are acceptable. 
Animal Science: All courses appearing in graduate 
catalog are acceptable. 
Anthropology: 500, 511, 522, 523, 525, 526, 527, 
535, 538, 539, 540. 
Architecture: 372, 452, 528G, 558, 563, 572, 577. 
Chemical Engineering: 381 , 410, 415, 443, 508, 515 . 
Chemistry: 331 , 332, 599. 
Child Development: 539, 547. 
Civil Engineering: 350, 558 . 
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Community and Regional Planning: 380, 383, 511 , 
515, 520, 527, 533, 535, 561, 575. 
Computer Science: 401. 
Economics: 411 , 512, 520, 561. 
Electrical Engineering: 374, 450, 451, 476. 
English: 517, 518, 534, 535. 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education: 413, 415, 
507, 521 . 
Family Environment: 391 , 510, 519, 521 , 522 , 566, 
575, 580, 604. 
Food and Nutrition: 305 , 413, 510. 
Geography: 495. 
History: 338, 458, 459, 463, 480, 481 , 482, 488, 489, 
574, 575, 592, 597, 603, 605. 
Industrial Education and Technology: 502, 554, 615, 
644, 652, 657. 
Industrial Engineering: 404, 424, 425, 504, 505, 527, 
552, 624. 
Journalism and Mass Communication : 474, 520, 575, 
590E. 
Management: 414, 510, 570, 571. 
Materials Science and Engineering: All courses 
appearing in graduate catalog are acceptable. 
Meteorology: 406, 531. 
Nuclear Engineering: 401. 
Philosophy: 380, 381 , 430, 442. 
Physics: 304, 311 , 311T, 361, 364, 365, 448, 511 , 524, 
528, 531 , 571 , 572. 
Political Science: 443, 444, 447, 448, 481, 547, 549, 
552, 578. 
Professional Studies in Education: Ad Ed 469, 536, 
537, 538, 539, 595E; Co Ed 530; Curr 501 , 503; 
Hg Ed 567, 615B; HP C Ed 585, 586; ResEv 561. 
Sociology: 411, 415, 420, 464, 532, 533, 535, 540, 
549, 550, 564, 566, 575, 642. 
Speech Communication: 414, 418. 
Textiles and Clothing: 354, 355, 505, 550, 562, 580. 
Transportation and Logistics: 460, 466, 468, 560. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
minor only 
541 . Technology and Social Change in Developing 
Countries. (U St 541) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: Graduate 
classification. An interdisciplinary study of tech-
nology and the effects of technological change 
within economically less developed countries . Analy-
sis of the role of science and technology in 
development; agents of technology transfer, such as 
nongovernmental organizations and multinational 
corporations; implications and consequences of 
technology transfer; issues and constraints involved 
in choosing an appropriate technology. 
542. World Food Issues. (U St 542) (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 541 or graduate classification. An inter-
disciplinary study of societal, human, and tech-
nological aspects of the world food situation . The 
study examines four issues: the present world food 
situation; the challenge of meeting future food 
requirements; constraints to growth and change; and 
professional, scientific, and technical strategies for 
development. 
590F. Special Topics: Technology and Social 
Change. (U St 590F) Cr. var. F.S.SS. Prereq: 541 . 
Individual study on topics involving technology and 
social change in foreign cultures. 
Course for Graduate Students, minor only 
640. Seminar in Technology and Social Change. 
(U St 640) Cr. 1 to 3 each time elected. F.SS. Prereq: 
541. Consideration of problems and issues arising 
from the effects of technological change in foreign 
cultures. Issues and problems vary each time 
offered. 
Textiles and Clothing 
Agatha Huepenbecker, Head of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Farrell-Beck, Huepenbecker, Kim, 
Littrell , Warning (Emeritus), Winakor 
Associate Members: Damhorst, Kadolph, 
Kunde!, Stone 
The department offers the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy, as well as 
minor work for students with majors in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the 
completion of selected courses in textiles and 
clothing , social sciences, humanities and the 
arts, and physical sciences. The specific 
prerequisites will depend on the research 
emphasis the student wishes to pursue. 
Program emphases for graduate study include 
consumer behavior, acquisition and use of 
textile and apparel products within cultures, 
historic costume and textiles in the 19th and 
20th centuries, consumer evaluation of textile 
and apparel products, removal of hazardous 
contaminants from textiles, and appearance 
as communication . 
The department participates in the inter-
departmental minor programs of Gerontology, 
Housing, and Technology and Social Change. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*305. (505 DL) Textile Quality Assurance. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: 204 , Chem 160 or 163, 163L or one 
course in physics. Principles of texti le testing and 
quality analysis. Measuring and evaluating quality, 
physical characteristics , and performance of textile 
products. Developing specifications . 
345. Fashion Design. (1-5) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 245, 278. 
Creative problems integrating sources of inspiration, 
procedures, and presentation techniques used in 
designing apparel. Survey and analysis of contem-
porary designers and trends. 
354. History of Costume I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 
3 credits' chosen from Hist 201 , 202, 304, 305, 381 , 
414, Art 280 or 281. Clothing styles of men, women , 
and children in western civilization from prehistoric 
times to present; factors associated with origin, 
adoption, and abandonment of styles . 
355. History of Textiles I. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 104 or 
204; 3 credits chosen from Hist 201 , 202, 304, 305, 
381 , 414, Art 280 or 281. Aesthetic development of 
world textiles including historic and ethnographic 
textiles. Textiles for costume and interiors. Societal 
factors influencing design and production of orna-
mental textiles. 
365. Dress, Adornment, and Consumer Behavior. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. F. S. Prereq: Stat 101 or 227; 3 credits in 
anthropology, psychology, or sociology; TC 165 
recommended. Appl ication of concepts and theories 
from the social sciences to the study of consumer 
behavior toward U.S. dress and adornment. Empha-
sis on social science research . 
404. Advanced Textiles. (3-0) Cr. 3. F.S. Prereq: 204, 
Chem 160 or 163, 163L. Analysis of fabri c geometry 
and deformation. Fiber structure and composition as 
related to properties. New development~ in fibers , 
fabrication, dyeing , finishing, and end uses. 
*464. (564 DL) Clothing Consumption. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
F.S. Prereq: Econ 201 or 206, junior classification. 
Theories of clothing consumption; factors affecting 
family expenditures and levels and standards of 
consumption for clothing and household textiles . 
468. Clothing for Special Needs. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 165 or FE 360 or C 0 353. 
Functional analysis of clothing needs across the life 
span. Emphasis on children, elderly, and those 
whose abilities or situations create special needs. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
504. Textile Science. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 204 and 3 credits in chemistry. Principles, 
theories, and experience in fiber formation, fiber and 
fabric structures, coloration, and finishing. 
*505. (305 DL) Textile Quality Assurance. (2-2) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 204, Chem 160 or 163, 
163L, or one course in physics. Principles of textile 
testing and quality analysis. Measuring and evaluat-
ing qual ity, physical characteristics , and 
performance of textile products. Developing 
specifications. 
510. Survey of Research in Textiles and Clothing. 
(1-0) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: 6 credits in textiles and 
clothing. Overview of research in textiles and 
clothing with emphasis on classic research and 
current and future d irections of the field . 
521. Apparel Construction Analysis and Application. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 6 credits in 
garment construction and pattern making courses. 
Problem solving approach to working with contem-
porary fabrics; analysis of garment assembly; 
presentation of information to a variety of audiences; 
examination of research. 
523. Fitting and Alteration Systems. (0-3) Cr. 1. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 323. Analysis of fitting and 
alteration systems used in custom-made garments 
and ready-to-wear; examination of research . 
525. Advanced Pattern Making. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 345, 6 credits in pattern 
making courses. Use of flat pattern and draping 
techniques for complex garment designs. Methods 
of drafting pattern blocks . Analysis of pattern making 
principles and methods . 
550. History of Costume and Textiles II. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 204, 354 or 355. 
Garment and fabric structure and design; rela-
tionship of artifacts to other sources of information; 
research techniques; individual topics. 
557. Conservation of Textiles and Apparel. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 204, 354 or 355. 
Purpose and function of historic texti les and apparel 
col lections; problems in acquisit ion and cataloging ; 
techniques for maintenance, storage, and exhibition 
of historic textile products. Field trip. Field trip fee. 
*562. (362 DL) Cultural Perspectives on Dress. (2-0) 
Cr. 2. Alt. F. , offered 1990. Prereq: Anthr 201or306 
recommended. Analysis of multiple factors related to 
dress in selected societies including technology, 
aesthetics, social organization, ritual , stabi lity, and 
change . 
*564. (464 DL) Clothing Consumption . (3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: Econ 201 or 206. 
Theories of c lothing consumption ; factors affecting 
family expenditures and levels and standards of 
consumption for clothing and household textiles . 
565. Social , Psychological, and Aesthetic Analysis of 
Appearance. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
365 or 6 credits in upper level sociology or 
psychology, 3 credits in design or aesthetics. 
Analysis of social science theories and concepts 
applicable to clothing and appearance research . 
Analysis of the clothed body using theories from 
sensory perception and philosophy of art . 
570. Practicum in Textiles and Clothing. Cr. 1 to 3. 
F.S.SS. Prereq: 7 textiles and clothing graduate 
credits, permission of department executive officer 
and instructor. Supervised experience related to 
career objective. Proposal must be approved se-
mester before placement. 
580. International Study. Cr. var. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 9 credits in textiles and clothing, permission 
by application. Study abroad of apparel and textile 
design, production, distribution , and consumption ; 
textiles in museums. Countries vary. Field trip fee . 
590. Special Topics. Prereq: Permission of depart-
ment executive officer and instructor(s) concerned. 
Cr. arr. 
A. Textile Science 
B. History of Textiles 
C. Apparel Design and Construction 
D. Fashion. Design 
E. History of Costume 
F Sociological and Psychological Aspects of 
Clothing and Textiles 
G. Economic Aspects of Clothing and Textiles 
I. Merchandising 
J. Educational Aspects of Cloth ing and Textiles 
K. Cultural Aspects of Dress 
L. Conservation 
M. Functional Aspects of Clothing 
593. Workshop. Cr. arr. SS. 
A. Textile Science 
B. History of Textiles 
C. Apparel Design and Construction 
D. Fashion Design 
E. History of Costume 
F. Sociolog ical and Psychological Aspects of 
Clothing and Textiles 
G. Economic Aspects of Clothing and Textiles 
I. Merchandising 
N. Apparel Production Management 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Analysis of Research in Textiles and Clothing. 
Cr. 1. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: 6 graduate credits 
in textiles and clothing; research methods. Models, 
theory, and methods as applied in textiles and . . 
clothing research. Research publications and priority 
setting in the field . 
611. Seminar. Cr. 1 to 2 each time taken . Prereq: 
6 graduate credits in textiles and clothing, permis-
sion of instructor. Discussion of research and current 
issues. Topics vary. 
656. Regional Costume. Cr. 2. Alt. SS., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 550, 562. Costume and textiles of selected 
soc ieties from Asia, Oceania, Africa, Europe, and 
the Americas. Topics vary with the semester of 
offering . • 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. arr. Prereq: Enrollment in 
doctoral program and permission of instructor. 
699. Research. 
Theatre 
See Speech Communication . 
Toxicology 
(Interdepartmental Graduate Major) 
Supervisory Committee: G. D. Osweiler, Chair; 
F. A. Ahrens, J. R. Coats, M. D. Enger, 
S. Henrich, J. A. Thomas 
Work is offered for the degrees master of 
science and doctor of philosophy with major 
in toxicology in various cooperating depart-
ments: Agronomy, Animal Ecology, Animal 
Science, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Bot-
any, Entomology, Food and Nutrition, Food 
Technology, Microbiology, Plant Pathology, Vet-
erinary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology, and Zoology. 
The prerequisites for entrance into the gradu-
ate toxicology major include an 
undergraduate degree in a relevant area of 
study; for example, chemical engineering, 
biology, biochemistry, chemistry, ecology, en-
tomology, food technology, microbiology, 
nutritional science, zoology, or veterinary 
medicine. Minimum undergraduate course 
work should include the following or their 
equivalent: 1 year of college mathematics, 
including calculus; 1 year of inorganic chem-
istry with quantitative analysis; 1 course in 
physics; 1 year of organic chemistry; 2 years 
of biological sciences including 1 course in 
physiology. 
Other courses that are considered desirable 
in the undergraduate preparation include: 
biochemistry, physical chemistry, qualitative 
analysis, and some specialized courses such 
as histology or advanced physiology. Pro-
spective students not meeting these 
requirements may be admitted on a provi-
sional basis with approval of the Admissions 
Committee and the program of study 
committee. 
Facilities and faculty are available in these 
departments for fundamental research in such 
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areas as aquatic toxicology, environmental 
fate and effects of chemicals , food safety, 
neurotoxicology, nutritional toxicology, 
pesticides, and veterinary toxicology. 
Students majoring in toxicology will be affi li-
ated with a department and choose a major 
professor from the participating faculty in that 
department. All Ph .D. students take a core 
curriculum consisting of Tax 501 and 502, 
2 credits of Tax 500 (Toxicology Seminar), 
7 additional cred its in toxicology, 8 credits in 
biochemistry (from B B 404, 405, 420, 451 , 
521 ), 3 graduate credits in physiology, histo-
logy, or pathology; Stat 401 and 402. M.S. 
students take a core of Toxicology 501 and 
502, 1 credit of Toxicology 500 Seminar, 
3 additional credits in toxicology, B B 404 and 
405, Stat 401. Additional coursework is se-
lected to meet departmental requirements and 
to satisfy individual student research interests; 
toxicology courses may be chosen from those 
listed below. The foreign language require-
ment is determined by the student's major 
department. 
Courses for Undergraduate Students, 
minor only 
420. Food Microbiology. (Micro 420) See 
Microbiology. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Toxicology Seminar. (V Pth 500) (1-0). Cr. 1. FS. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Presentation of 
current topics in toxicology by graduate students, 
faculty, and guest lecturers from off campus . 
501 . Principles of Toxicology. (V Pth 501, Zoo I 501) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Biochemistry 404 or eqwv-
alent. Principles of toxicology governing entry, fate , 
and effects of toxicants on living systems. Includes 
toxicokinetics and foreign compound metabolism 
relative to toxification or detoxification. Fundamentals 
of foreign compound effects on metabolism, phys-
iology, and morphology of different cell types. 
tissues , and organ systems. 
502. Toxicology Methods. (V Pth 502, Zool 502) (0-6) 
Cr. 3. F Prereq: 501 . Provides demonstrations or 
laboratory experience in the application of methods 
used in toxicology, including safety procedures, 
calculation and data analysis, teratologic and mor-
phologic evaluation, electrophysiologi~ measures, in 
vitro enzyme induction/biotransformat1on, neural and 
behavioral toxicology testing. 
513. Pollution Ecology. (A Eel 513) See Animal 
Ecology. 
524. Veterinary Medical Mycology. (VMPM 524) See 
Veterinary Microbiology. 
530. Nutritional Pharmacology and Toxicology. (F N 
530) See Food and Nutrition . 
535. Biological Statistics. (Stat 535) See Statistics. 
540. Cellular Toxicology. (Zool 540) See Zoology. 
544. Aquatic Toxicology and Hazard Evaluation. 
(A Eel 544) See Animal Ecology. 
554. Veterinary Toxicology. (V Pth 554) See 
Veterinary Pathology. 
555. Behavioral Toxicology. (V Pth 555) See 
Veterinary Pathology. 
560. General Pharmacology. (VPP 560) See 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. 
590. Special Topics. 
Courses for Graduate Students, Major or 
Minor 
626. Advanced Food Microbiology (F Tch 626) See 
Food Technology. 
641. Organic Pesticide Toxicology. (V Pth 641) See 
Veterinary Pathology. 
643. Biotoxins. (V Pth 643) See Veterinary Pathology. 
645. Analytical Chemical Toxicology. (V Pth 645) See 
Veterinary Pathology. 
646. Advanced Clinical and Diagnostic Toxicology. 
(V Path 646) See Veterinary Pathology. 
675. Insecticide Toxicology. (Ent 675) See 
Entomology. 
699. Research. 
Transportation and 
Logistics 
Clyde K. Walter Jr., Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Allen , Thompson (Emeritus), 
Voorhees, Walter 
Associate Members: Crum, Seim 
The department participates in two inter-
departmental programs: the master of science 
(M.S.) program in business administrative 
sciences and in the master of business 
administration (M .B.A.). The M.S. program 
consists of a 30 credit curriculum leading to a 
nonthesis master of science degree with a 
major in business administrative sciences. 
The M.B.A. program, designated BusAd, is a 
48 credit curriculum that culminates in a 
nonthesis master of business administration . 
The M.B.A. program offers specializations in 
agriculture and general business. The depart-
ment also participates in the 
interdepartmental major transportation 
planning . 
461 . Transport Economics. (3-0) Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 
360. Nature of the cost and demand functions of 
transport modes; economic dimensions of service; 
nature, effects, and policy implications of transport 
market structures; theory and application of trans-
port pricing ; application of cost-benefit analysis to 
transport investments. 
462. Transportation Carrier Management. (3-0) Cr. 3. 
FS. Prereq: 360. Functions, and management roles 
for transportation modes. Management problems . 
involving ownership and mergers, routes, competi-
tion, regulatory changes, pricing and labor. 
Evaluation and presentation of transportation cases. 
466. International Transportation and Logistics. (.3-0) 
Cr. 3. FS. Prereq: 360. International air and marine 
transportation of goods and people; proble~s of 
competing with foreign carriers ; interfa?es wit~ 
domestic carriers; unique problems of international 
logistics and import/export. 
468. Transportation and Public Policy. (3-0) C.r.. 3. ~. S . 
Prereq: 360 and 461 or 462 and senior classlf1cat1on. 
Analysis of current major issues affecting the . 
transportation industry. Recent and proposed legisla-
tion and economic and noneconomic regulatory 
changes analyzed. Evaluation of impact of policy 
changes on carriers, shippers, and economy. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
560. Business Logistics Strategies. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: Econ 206. Management of the l o~ istic:s 
functions in the firm including transportation, in-
ventory control , warehousing , packaging , location, 
material handling , and communications. Includes the 
evaluation and solution of logistics cases and 
computer applications. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken. 
FS.SS. Prereq: Permission of instructor For students 
who wish to do individual research in a particu lar 
area of transportation or logistics. 
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Transportation 
Planning 
(Interdepartmental Major) 
Supervisory Committee: Kenneth A. Brewer, 
Chair; C. P. Baumel, M. R. Crum, E. J. Kannel , 
M. R. Kihl, H. D. Meeks, W. F. Woodman 
Work is offered for the degree master of 
science (thesis and nonthesis options) with 
major in transportation planning under a 
cooperative arrangement with various depart-
ments including Civil Engineering, Community 
and Regional Planning, Economics, Industrial 
Engineering, Political Science, Sociology and 
Anthropology, and Transportation and Logis-
tics . Opportunities are afforded for research in 
such areas as modeling and performance of 
transportation systems, techniques for urban 
and regional transportation system planning , 
environmental and social policy analysis of 
transportation systems, transportation policy 
analysis, analysis of transportation technolo-
gies, commodity distribution, public 
administration of the transportation planning 
process, regional development and transpor-
tation system interrelationships, transportation 
economics and finance, and planning for 
logistics management. 
Students majoring in transportation planning 
will choose a major professor from the 
graduate faculty membership of the cooperat-
ing departments and will develop a program 
of study under the guidance of a committee 
nominated by the administrative department 
head, approved by the departmental transpor-
tation planning supervisory committee 
representative, and appointed by the dean of 
the Graduate College. For administrative pur-
poses, students will be in the departments of 
their major professors. Graduate students 
pursuing a major in any of the cooperating 
departments except Civil Engineering who 
have an interest in transportation planning are 
encouraged to consider a structured minor in 
transportation planning . 
A student must complete at least 30 credit 
hours of acceptable work. At least 20 credits 
for the thesis option and 24 credits for the 
nonthesis option shall be selected from a list 
of courses approved for inclusion in a 
program in transportation planning . The for-
eign language requirement, if any, is 
established on an individual basis by the 
student's program of study committee. A 
structured minor requires 12 credits of ap-
proved transportation planning courses and a 
thesis or creative component on a transporta-
tion planning related topic . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major only 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 2. Creative 
component for nonthesis master of science degree. 
691. Seminar in Transportation Planning. (1-0) Cr. 1 
each time taken. F.S. Offered on satisfactory-fail 
basis only. 
699. Research. 
University Studies 
Milton D. Glick, Provost 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
415. Environmental Studies Seminar. (Env S 415) See 
Environmental Studies . 
421. Field Seminar. (Env S 421) See Environmental 
Studies. 
425. Environmental Issues. (Env S 425) See 
Environmental Studies . 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students 
541. Technology and Social Change in Developing 
Countries. (T SC 541) See Technology and Social 
Change. 
542. World Food Issues. (T SC 542) See Technology 
and Social Change. 
590. Special Topics. Independent study on topics of 
an interdisciplinary nature. Intended primarily for 
graduate students. 
F. Technology and Social Change (T SC 590F) 
Course for Graduate Students, minor only 
640. Seminar in Technology and Social Change. 
(T SC 640) See Technology and Social Change. 
Veterinary Anatomy 
Donald D. Draper, Interim Chair of 
Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Bal, Carithers, Christensen 
(Emeritus), Dellmann, Ghoshal, Jacobson, 
Uemura 
Associate Members: Adams, Draper, Jeftinija 
The department offers work leading toward 
the degrees master of science and doctor of 
philosophy with a major in veterinary anatomy, 
and minor work for students majoring in other 
departments. Both thesis and nonthesis op-
tions are available for the master of science 
degree. Up to 10 credits of dual-listed 
veterinary anatomy courses may be applied 
for major graduate credit. 
Areas of concentration include development 
and aging of the nervous system, sexual 
differentiation, neuroendocrinology, central 
nervous system transplantation, control of 
blood pressure and body fluid homeostasis by 
the central nervous system, upper respiratory 
system, brain temperature regulation, quan-
titative morphology, and comparative 
morphology. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program in biomedical en-
gineering and in the interdepartmental major 
in MCDB (molecular, cellular, and develop-
mental biology). 
An educational background substantially 
equivalent to an undergraduate curriculum in 
one of the life sciences at Iowa State 
University provides appropriate preparation for 
advanced study in veterinary anatomy. 
Foreign language requirements may be estab-
lished by the student's program of study 
committee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
*505 (305 DL) Principles of Morphology. (3-6) Cr. 5. 
F. Prereq: 10 credits in biological science and 
permission of instructor. Basic anatomy of mammals, 
concentrating on domestic species. 
*506. (306 DL) Microscopic Anatomy. (3-3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 10 credits in biological science and permis-
sion of instructor. Cytology, histology, and 
organology of domestic animals . 
*507. (307 DL) Neuroanatomy. (2-6) Cr. 2. S. 8 
weeks. Prereq: 10 credits in biological science and 
permission of instructor. Neuroanatomy of domestic 
animals. 
'" 
509. Systematic Anatomy. (2-6) Cr. 4. Alt. SS., 
offered 1990. Prereq: One year of college biology 
and permission of instructor. For non-anatomy 
majors. 
A. Ruminant Anatomy. Cr. 4. 
B. Nonruminant Anatomy. Cr. 4. 
511. Neuroanatomy. (2-4) Cr. 4. Alt. F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 10 credits in biological science and permis-
sion of the instructor. Gross and microscopic 
anatomy of the central nervous system including the 
organs of special sense. 
*515. (415 DL) Anatomy of Laboratory Animals. (1-2) 
Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: One year of 
college biology. Gross anatomy and histology of 
laboratory animals. 
521. Advanced Gross Anatomy. (2-9) Cr. 5. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: Bachelor's degree in a biolog-
ical science and permission of instructor. Systematic 
and topographic study and dissection of the horse, 
ruminant, and pig. 
*522. (322 DL) Anatomy of Food and Fiber 
Producing Animals. (1-6) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 505 and 
permission of instructor. Special and applied 
anatomy of domestic ruminants and pig . 
*523. (321 DL) Anatomy of Companion Animals. (1-6) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 505 and permission of instructor. 
Special and applied anatomy of companion animals, 
emphasizing the dog and cat. 
530. Fine Structure of Animal Tissues and Organs. 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1991 . Prereq: 506. 
Morphology of animal tissues and organs at the 
electron microscopic level , stressing structural adap-
tations to perform specialized functions. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 6. 
A. Gross Anatomy 
B. Microscopic Anatomy 
C. Developmental Anatomy 
D. Neuroanatomy 
E. Applied Anatomy 
599. Creative Component. Cr. 1 to 3. Creative 
component for nonthesis master of science degree. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. Gross Anatomy 
B. Microscopic Anatomy 
C. Developmental Anatomy 
D. Neuroanatomy 
698. Seminar. Cr. 1. 
699. Research. 
A. Gross Anatomy 
B. Microscopic Anatomy 
C. Developmental Anatomy 
D. Neuroanatomy 
*See page 24 for information on dual-listed courses. 
Veterinary Clinical 
Sciences 
Lawrence E. Evans, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Baker (Emeritus), Emmerson 
(Emeritus), Grier, Pearson, Preston (Emeritus), 
Wass 
Associate Members: Booth, Carithers, Evans, 
Hartwig, Lundvall , Merkley 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with major in veterinary 
clinical science, and minor work for students 
majoring in other departments. Within the 
veterinary clinical sciences major, the student 
may specialize in veterinary medicine, sur-
gery, radiology, or theriogenology. The D.V.M. 
degree or equivalent is prerequisite to major 
graduate work. 
Both thesis and nonthesis options are avail-
able and require the completion of a minimum 
of 30 graduate credits and a final 
examination. 
Foreign language requirements may be estab-
lished by the student's program of study 
committee. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Medicine 
B. Surgery 
C. Theriogenology 
D. Radiology 
E. Anesthesiology 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Prereq: Enrollment 
in nonthesis master's degree program. 
604. Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S. 
640. Advanced Radiology. (2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 448. 
Detailed principles of clinical radiology with particu-
lar reference to radiographic interpretation . 
644. Advanced Animal Reproduction . (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt . 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: 447, 450. A detailed study 
of reproductive diseases of the male animal. 
645. Advanced Animal Reproduction. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. 
S., offered 1991. Prereq: 447, 450. A detailed study 
of reproductive diseases of the female animal. 
671. Advanced General Surgery. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 441 . An advanced course 
designed to investigate and discuss the responses 
of the body to surgical and anesthetic procedures. 
672. Advanced Special Surgery. (1-3) Cr. 2. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 449. Advanced procedures in 
both clinical and research techniques in abdominal, 
thoracic , orthopedic , cardiovascular, and neu-
rological surgery. 
676. Advanced Medicine. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 
1989. Prereq: 445. Principles of general medicine. A 
study in depth of factors that contribute to the 
development of clinical signs as related to the 
pathogenesis of disease. 
677. Advanced Medicine. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F., offered 
1990. Prereq: 445. An advanced study of metabolic 
diseases. 
678. Laboratory Animal Medicine and Pathology. 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. SS ., offered 1989. Prereq: V Pth 372. 
Detailed principles of medicine and pathology of 
laboratory animals. 
699. Research. 
A. Medicine 
B. Surgery 
C. Theriogenology 
D. Radiology 
E. Anesthesiology 
Veterinary 
Microbiology & 
Preventive Medicine 
Theodore T. Kramer, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Beran , Hogle, Kaeberle, Kramer, 
Mengeling, Packer (Emeritus), Paul, Platt, 
Rosenbusch, Ross, Roth, Switzer, Thoen, 
Van Der Maaten 
Associate Members: Abou-Gabal , Griffith, 
Hill, Hoffman, Minion, Reynolds, 
Wannemuehler 
The department offers opportunities for the 
degree master of science with majors in 
veterinary microbiology and veterinary preven-
tive medicine. The degree doctor of 
philosophy with major in veterinary micro-
biology can also be earned. Courses are 
open to students majoring in other 
departments. 
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Candidates for departmental majors should 
possess the D.V.M. degree or an undergradu-
ate degree in a biomedical science with 
emphasis in medical microbiology. 
The department requires the Graduate Record 
Examination and will use GRE scores as an 
important element in the selection of graduate 
students. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program in immunobiology, 
the interdepartmental major in MCDB (mo-
lecular, cellular, and developmental biology) ; 
the interdepartmental minor in technology and 
social change; and in international programs 
(see Index). 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
510. Mechanisms of Microbial Infection. (V Pth 510) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: Courses in 
pathogenic microbiology, immunology, and general 
pathology. Mechanisms of host defense, microbial 
virulence factors, and the pathogenesis of selected 
infectious diseases of vertebrates with emphasis on 
bacterial infection. 
520. Medical Immunology I. (Micro 520) (lmbio 520) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: 380 and 386 or Micro 300. 
Immunologic concepts, cells and tissues of the 
immune system, the immune response, antigens, 
antibodies and effector mechanisms of resistance to 
disease. 
520L. Medical Immunology Laboratory. (lmbio 520L) 
(0-6) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: Credit or classification in 520. 
Principles and methods of immunologic assays as 
applied to diagnosis of disease and research in 
immunology. 
522. Principles of Epidemiology. {3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
380 and 386 or Micro 310 and permission of 
instructor. Disease transmission in animal and 
human populations. Epidemic investigations. Vital 
statistics and disease reporting . 
524. Veterinary Medical Mycology. (Micro 524) (2-6) 
Cr. 4. Prereq: 380 and 386 or Micro 310 or Bot 596, 
and permission of instructor. Gabal. Fungi patho-
genic for animals and the diseases with which they 
are associated . Methods of isolation and 
identification. 
526. Advanced Veterinary Virology. (Micro 526) (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 387 or Micro 408 (508 DL) and 
permission of instructor. Pathogenesis and ecology 
of viral infections and the procedures for d iagnosis 
and control of viral diseases. 
526L. Advanced Veterinary Virology Laboratory. 
(Micro 526L) (0-2 to 0-6) Cr. 1 to 3. F. Basic 
techniques in animal cell culture, virus isolation, 
propagation and identification. Specialized tech-
niques as arranged . 
536. Zoonoses and Environmental Health. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 522. Epidemiology, prevention and 
management of zoonotic diseases. Factors influenc-
ing transmission and survival of pathogenic 
microorganisms in the environment. Application of 
environmental control measures. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
604. Seminar. {1-0) Cr. 1. F.S. 
625. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (2-6) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
380, 386, and permission of instructor. Thoen. 
Advanced study of the pathogenic bacteria, includ-
ing mechanisms of pathogenicity. 
625L. Pathogenic Bacteriology Laboratory. (0-2) Cr. 1. 
S. Procedures used in the isolation and identification 
of bacterial pathogens; includes molecular and 
genetic techniques used in research. 
626. Basic Mechanisms in Animal Virology. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1989. Prereq: 526 or Micro 508 
and permission of instructor. Advanced study of 
animal virus and host-cell interactions; molecular 
techniques and approaches used in animal virus 
research. 
629. Medical Immunology II. {lmbio 629) (4-0) Cr. 4. 
S. Prereq: 520; 6 credits in biochemistry and 
permission of instructor. Role of immunologic mecha-
nisms in health and disease. lmmunoglobul ins and 
other effector molecules, cells and their receptors , 
induction and regulation of immune responses , 
humeral and cell mediated immunity, native immune 
mechanisms and biologic amplification. 
631. Immunologic Disease. (V Pth 631) {lmbio 631) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. SS., offered 1989. Prereq: 629 and 
V Pth 653 and permission of instructor. Kaeberle. 
Known and theoretical bases for immunologic 
diseases including mechanisms and phys-
iopathol9gic alterations associated with disease 
processes. 
699. Research. , 
Veterinary Pathology 
John P. Kluge, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Arp, Glock, Greve, Jeska 
(Emeritus), Kluge, Miller, Osweiler, Pohlenz, 
Ramsey (Emeritus), Stahr 
Associate Members: Andrews, Carson, 
Cassidy, Cheville, Hagemoser, Haynes, 
Hopper, Hyde, Jarvinen, Ledet, Moon, Myers, 
Richter, Seaton, Trampe! 
The department offers work for the degree 
master of science with majors in veterinary 
pathology and veterinary parasitology and for 
the degree doctor of philosophy with a major 
in veterinary pathology. Minor work is offered 
for students majoring in other departments. 
Other options for students within the veteri-
nary pathology major are specialization in 
veterinary clinical pathology, or veterinary 
toxicology. At the Ph.D. level, an additional 
area of specialization is veterinary 
parasitology. 
Minimum credit requirement for a minor in 
veterinary pathology is 14 credits . 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in veteri-
nary pathology or in the specialty area of 
veterinary clinical pathology is the degree 
doctor of veterinary medicine. With the ap-
proval of the chair of the department, this 
prerequisite may be waived for those wishing 
to specialize in veterinary toxicology. Those 
wishing to major in veterinary parasitology 
must hold either the bachelor's degree in a 
biological science or the degree doctor of 
veterinary medicine. The bachelor program 
should include three advanced zoological 
courses, including physiology and histology, 
and chemistry, including inorganic, quan-
titative, and organic chemistry. 
The degree master of science in veterinary 
pathology with thesis requires the completion 
of a minimum of 30 graduate credits. After all 
other requirements have been met, the final 
examination shall be taken over all graduate 
work, including the thesis. The examination 
will be oral , but may be written in part if 
specified by the committee in charge. The 
degree candidate must submit a manuscript, 
suitable for publication, to the major professor 
by the date of the final examination. 
It is possible to study for the degree master of 
science on a nonthesis basis in the veterinary 
pathology major, but not in the areas of 
specialization . This option requires the com-
pletion of a minimum of 40 graduate credits , 
of which at least 10 must be earned in course 
work outside the department. The candidate 
must pass a comprehensive examination on 
the description, interpretation, and diagnosis 
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of microscopic lesions (V Pth 606A). Every 
nonthesis master's program must present 
substantial evidence of individual accomplish-
ment which may vary from a special report , for 
example, to an annotated bibliography to a 
project in research . A minimum of 3 credits of 
such independent work (V Pth 599) is 
required on every program of study. The final 
examination is comprehensive and consists of 
written and oral examinations. 
For the degree master of science in veterinary 
parasitology, the curriculum consists of re-
quired courses, recommended courses, and 
research. The required courses are V Pth 520, 
542, 557; Stat 401 , 402; BB 404; and seminar 
(V Pth 605, VMPM 604, Zool 690, or Ent 500). 
Students holding the degree doctor of veteri-
nary medicine may not take V Pth 542 and 
V Pth 557. Recommended courses include 
V Pth 560, 570, 571 , 660, 661 ; Ent 574, and 
VPP 590B. The program requires a minimum 
of 30 graduate credits , no more than half of 
which may be research . The minor in veteri-
nary parasitology requires the completion of at 
least 14 graduate credits, including V Pth 520. 
The degree doctor of philosophy in veterinary 
pathology requires a minimum of 72 graduate 
credits. No minor is required; however, a 
significant body of pertinent coursework must 
be taken outside the major field . The work 
outside the major field should amount to 
approximately 12 hours. The candidate must 
pass a comprehensive examination on the 
description, interpretation, and diagnosis of 
microscopic lesions (V Pth 606B). The prelimi-
nary examination, consisting of written and 
oral sections, is comprehensive and is not 
restricted to the content of graduate courses. 
The degree candidate must submit a man-
uscript, suitable for publication, to the major 
professor by the date of the final examination. 
Departmental requirement for all programs of 
study except veterinary parasitology (q.v.) are 
as follows: 
M.S. thesis: Stat 401 , 3 + semester credits of 
graduate level biochemistry (recommended), 
and 4 semester credits from V Pth 570 or 571; 
M.S. nonthesis (veterinary pathology major): 
Stat 401, 3 + semester credits of graduate 
level biochemistry (recommended), V Pth 570, 
571 , and 606A; Ph.D: Stat 401 and 402, 6 
semester credits of graduate level biochemis-
try, V Pth 570 and 571 (4 semester credits 
from these courses required for the veterinary 
clinical pathology and veterinary toxicology 
areas of specialization), and V Pth 606B. 
Contact the department for more complete 
requirements and information on areas of 
specialization. 
The foreign language requirement will be 
decided by the student's program of study 
committee, with the approval of the chair of 
the department. For students whose native 
language is not English , the ability to commu-
nicate adequately in English (as certified by 
the Department of English) will be required. 
Minor work is recommended in other depart-
ments of the College of Veterinary Medicine or 
departments or programs in other col leges. 
The department also participates in the 
interdepartmental program of immunobiology 
and the interdepartmental toxicology major. 
(See Index.) 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
500. Toxicology Seminar. (Tox 500) (1-0) Cr. 1. F.S. 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. Current topics in 
toxicology. Seminars by outside speakers, faculty, 
and students covering contemporary issues in 
toxicology. 
501 . Principles of Toxicology. (Tox 501 , Zool 501) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Biochemistry 404 or equiv-
alent. Principles of toxicology governing entry, fate , 
and effects of toxicants on living systems. Includes 
toxicokinetics and foreign compound metabolism 
relative to toxification or detoxification. Fundamentals 
of foreign compound effects on metabolism, phys-
iology, and morphology of different cell types, 
tissues. and organ systems. 
502. Toxicology Methods. (Tox 502 , Zool 502) (0-6) 
Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 501. Provides demonstrations or 
laboratory experience in the application of methods 
used in toxicology, including safety procedures, 
calculation and data analysis, mutagenicity tests. 
cell culture, residue analysis, teratologic and mor-
phologic evaluation, electrophysiologic measures, in 
vitro enzyme induction/biotransformation, neural and 
behavioral toxicology testing. 
510. Mechanisms of Microbial Infection. (V MPM 510) 
(3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: Courses in 
pathogenic microbiology, immunology and general 
pathology. Mechanisms of host defense, microbial 
virulence factors. and the pathogenesis of selected 
infectious diseases of vertebrates with emphasis on 
bacterial infection. 
520. General Veterinary Parasitology. (4-0) Cr. 4. F. 
Prereq: 9 credits in upper level zoology courses. 
General biology and systematics of parasitic animals 
(protozoa, nematodes, cestodes, trematodes, and 
arthropods), physiology and biochemistry of para-
sites, host reactions to parasites, and an overview of 
current research in parasitology. Provides a broad 
informational base for students beginning a gradu-
ate program in parasitology. 
*542. (342 DL) General Pathology. (3-2) Cr. 2. S. 
8 weeks . Prereq: V An 305, 306, 307, or Zoo/ 322. 
Offered second half semester only. Open only to 
students who do not have, or are not pursuing , the 
D.V.M . degree. Basic pathology with emphasis on 
disease in animals. 
*554. (426 DL) Veterinary Toxicology. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prereq: 372. Disease processes in animals caused 
by toxicants, differential diagnostic and therapeutic 
procedures. 
555. Neurobehavioral Toxicology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 501. Advanced study of 
neurotoxicology and behavior. Emphasis on methods 
in neurobehavioral toxicology and the effects of a 
broad spectrum of neurotoxic agents. 
*557. (376 DL) Veterinary Parasitology. (4-3) Cr. 5. S. 
Prereq: 342 or 542. Graduate study offered in 
conjunction with 376. Open only to students who do 
not have, or are not pursuing , the D.V.M . degree. 
Parasitisms of veterinary importance, including the 
disease process and principles of control. 
558. Histochemistry and Electron Microscopy. (2-3) 
Cr. 3. Alt. SS., offered 1991. Prereq: V An 306 or Zoo/ 
200, 322. Principles and techniques of histochemis-
try and electron microscopy in diagnostic pathology. 
560. lmmunoparasitology. (Zool 560, lmbio 560, 
Micro 560) (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
Courses in immunology and parasitology. 
Mechanisms of host-parasite relationships that affect 
the life cycle of the parasites. Protozoa and 
helminths considered . 
570. Systemic Pathology I. (2-4) Cr. 1 to 4. Alt. F. , 
offered 1989. Prereq: 342 or 542. Pathology of the 
respiratory, reproductive , endocrine, musculoskeletal, 
and cardiovascular systems. Emphasis on patho-
genesis and anatomic pathology correlated with 
interpretive clinical pathology where appropriate. 
571 . Systemic Pathology II. (2-4) Cr. 1 to 4. Alt. F. , 
offered 1990. Prereq: 342 or 542. Pathology of the 
integumentary, urinary, digestive, lymphoid , and 
nervous systems and special senses. Emphasis on 
pathogenesis and anatomic pathology correlated 
with interpretive clinical pathology where 
appropriate. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 
Permission of instructor. 
A. Veterinary Pathology 
B. Veterinary Parasitology 
C. VeterinarY Toxicology 
D. Veterinary Clinical Pathology 
599. Creative Component Research. 
*See description of dual-listed (DL) courses p. 24. 
Courses for Graduate students, major or 
minor. 
604. Histopathology Seminar. Cr. 2. F.S.; Cr. 1. SS. 
605. Topics Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S. 
606. Interpretive Microscopic Pathology. Cr. R. F.S.SS. 
A comprehensive examination in the description, 
interpretation, and diagnosis of microscopic lesions. 
A. For students pursuing M.S. nonthesis. 
B. For students pursuing Ph.D. 
631 . Immunologic Disease. (lmbio 631) (V MPM 631) 
See Veterinary Microbiology and Preventive 
Medicine. 
641 . Organic Pesticide Toxicology. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. F. . 
offered 1989. Prereq: Courses in biochemistry and 
physiology. Organic pesticides as related to biologic 
effects in animals of economic importance, public 
health hazards, and environmental effects. 
643. Biotoxins. (1-6) Cr. 3. Alt . F., offered 1990. 
Prereq: Courses in biochemistry and physiology. 
Naturally occurring toxins in foods and feeds; 
poisonous plants and venoms. 
645. Analytical Chemical Toxicology. (1-3) Cr. 2. F. 
Prereq: Chem 211 , 322. Analysis and interpretation of 
toxicant residues in animal tissues, feeds, water, soil, 
and other environmental specimens. 
646. Advanced Clinical and Diagnostic Toxicology. 
(0-6) Cr. 2. F. Prereq: DVM degree or 554. Advanced 
study of current problems and issues in toxicology. 
Emphasis on problem solving utilizing clinical, 
epidemiological , and laboratory resources. 
649. Advanced Clinical Pathology Techniques. (0-3) 
Cr. 1. F.S.SS. Prereq: 457. Laboratory procedures 
and clinical interpretations with emphasis on hema-
tology, cytology, and clinical chemistry. 
650. Advanced Surgical Pathology Techniques. (0-3 
to 0-9) Cr. 1 to 3. F.S.SS. Prereq: 422, 570 or 571 . 
Diagnosis of lesions in biopsy specimens; classifica-
tion of neoplasms. Course includes rotation through 
departmental biopsy service and review of selected 
cases from departmental archives. 
651 . Advanced Postmortem Techniques. (0-3 to 0-9) 
Cr. 1 to 3. F.S .SS. Prereq: 376, 422. Necropsy 
techniques of animals with emphasis on gross and 
microscopic lesions and diagnosis. 
652. Pathologic Hematology. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 425. Pathologic changes in 
blood constituents of domestic animals. 
653. Cellular and Molecular Pathology. (1-0 to 4-0) 
Cr. 1 to 4. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: BB 404. 
Cellular and molecular mechanisms of disease; cell 
degeneration, neoplasia, thrombogenesis, inflamma-
tion , immunologic dysfunction, and toxicologic 
pathology. 
654. Veterinary Neuropathology. (1-2) Cr. 2. Alt. S. , 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 571. Advanced study of 
diseases of the nervous system. 
660. Pathology of Parasitic Diseases. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. 
SS .. offered 1990. Prereq: 372, 376. Gross and 
microscopic tissue changes caused by parasitic 
arthropods and helminths. 
661 . Pathogenic Protozoa. (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 372, 376. Major species of pathogenic 
protozoa: pathogenesis, host response, and use as 
experimental subjects. 
663. Clinical Chemistry. (2-2) Cr. 3. Alt . S., offered 
1990. Prereq: 425. The pathophysiology, meth-
odology, and clinical application of laboratory 
medicine. 
678. Laboratory Animal Medicine and Pathology. 
(V C S 678). See Veterinary Clinical Sciences. 
679. Histopathology of Laboratory Animals. (0-4) 
Cr. 2. Alt . SS .. offered 1990. Prereq: 570 or 571 . 
Study of microscopic lesions in laboratory animals 
with emphasis on description, etiology, patho-
genesis, and diagnosis. 
699. Research. 
A. Veterinary Pathology 
B. Veterinary Parasitology 
C. Toxicology 
D. Veterinary Clinical Pathology 
Veterinary Physiology 
and Pharmacology 
Franklin A. Ahrens, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Ahrens, Allison, Dougherty, Dyer, 
Engen, Hembrough, Hsu, Pineda, Randie, 
Reece, Swenson (Emeritus), Taylor, Vanmeter, 
Whipp 
Associate Members: Crump, Greer, Martin 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of science and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in physiology or in physiology with 
pharmacology as a specialization , and minor 
work for students majoring in other 
departments. 
Cooperative programs between Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology and the Bio-
medical Engineering Program are provided 
jointly under sponsorship by the colleges of 
Engineering and Veterinary Medicine. See 
Biomedical Engineering. The department also 
participates in the interdepartmental major in 
toxicology. 
Fundamental knowledge of anatomy, bio-
chemistry, chemistry, mathematics, physiology,' 
and zoology is considered prerequisite for 
major study in the department. 
Foreign language requirements may be estab-
lished by the student's program of study 
committee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
*360. General Pharmacology. (560 DL) (4-3) Cr. 5. F. 
Prereq: 350 or 552. General principles, drug 
disposition, drugs acting on the nervous. car-
diovascular, renal , gastrointestinal, and endocrine 
systems, antimicrobials and antineoplastics. 
401. Reproductive Management of the Dog and the 
Cat; Contraception and Contraceptives. (1-0) Cr. 1. S. 
Prereq: 353 or An S 331 . Pineda. Reproductive 
management and methods for the control of dog 
and cat populations. Social , economical, and eco-
logical aspects of controlling pet populations are 
emphasized. 
402. The Physiology of Gastrointestinal 
Disturbances. (2-0) Cr. 1. F. Second 8 weeks. Prereq: 
350. Crump. Gastrointestinal abnormalities associ-
ated with motility, secretion. absorption, and diges-. 
tion with emphasis on neonatal animals such as the 
puppy, pig , and calf. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501, 502. Selected Research Methods in 
Pharmacology. (0-8) Cr. 3 each . 501 : F. , 502: S. 
Prereq: Graduate classification, permission of phar-
macology staff. Experience in pharmacologic tech-
niques in selected pharmacology laboratories: 
cytochemical methods, extracellular and intracellular 
unit recording , microiontophoresis, spectrophoto-
fluorometric analysis of biogenic amines, atomic 
absorption spectrometry, radioimmunoassay, gas 
chromatography, enzyme analysis, use of isotopes in 
drug studies, intestinal perfusion techniques, renal 
clearance methods, and isolated tissue bioassay. 
531. Physiology and Pharmacology of Synaptic 
Transmission. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1990. 
Prereq: 551 , permission of instructor. Randie and 
VanMeter. Anatomical distribution, actions, bio-
chemical aspects of synthesis and degradation, 
release of possible transmitter substances in mam-
malian central nervous system. Several amino acids, 
acetylcholine, catecholamines, 5-hydroxytryptamine, 
and some peptides of interest in neurobiology. 
Various drugs will be introduced where their action is 
related to the subject under discussion. 
535. Advanced Animal Reproduction. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: VPP 551. Physiology and 
endocrinology of animal reproduction. Neuro-
endocrinology, physiology of pregnancy, cell and 
molecular biology. 
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551. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology I. (B M E 551 , 
Zool 551) (4-0) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 355; 320 or 8 ME 
525; credit or enrollment in 8 8 420 or 404. 
Neurophysiology, sensory systems, muscle, neuro-
endocrinology, endocrinology. 
551 L. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology Lab. (B M E 
551L, Zool 551L) (0-3) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 551. Electrophysiological techniques ; 
principles of nervous system and endocrine function . 
552. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology II. (B M E 552, 
Zool 552) (4-3) Cr. 5. S. Prereq: 355; 320 or 8 ME 
525; credit or enrollment in 8 8 420 or 404. 
Cardiovascular, renal , respiratory physiology, and 
digestion. 
*560. (360 DL) General Pharmacology. (4-3) Cr. 5. F. 
Prereq: V P P 551 and 552, 8 8 404, 405. Graduate 
study in conjunction with V P P 360. General 
principles; drug disposition; drugs acting on the 
nervous, card iovascular, renal , gastrointestinal, and 
endocrine systems; antimicrobials and 
antineoplastics. 
565. Autonomic Physiology and Pharmacology of 
Smooth Muscle. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt . S., offered 1991 . 
Prereq: 551, 552 and permission of instructor. Dyer. 
The regulation of vascular smooth muscle by the 
autonomic nervous system and autocoids. Drug 
receptor mechanisms. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 7. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor. 
A. Physiology 
B. Pharmacology 
*See description of dual-listed courses, p. 24. 
Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
630. Alimentary Physiology. (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. S., 
offered 1990. Prereq: 552. Crump, staff. A com-
parative study of ruminants and non-ruminants with 
emphasis on motility, secretion , digestion, and 
absorption . 
631. Experimental Techniques in Physiology. (2-6) 
Cr. 4, Alt. SS., offered 1991. Prereq: 552. 
Hembrough, staff. Possession of surgical skills 
recommended. Basic physiology in animals util izing 
various techniques such as fistulas , bypasses, blood 
flow determinations, and others. 
652. Respiratory Physiology. (2-1) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
552. Engen. Review of current research literature on 
hemodynamics of respiratory system, lung mechan-
ics, gas diffusion, surfactant, and related topics. 
667. Qualitative Pharmacology: Isolated Tissues. 
(0-8) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 360 or 560, permission of 
instructor. VanMeter. Laboratory experiments using a 
variety of isolated smooth muscle, cardiac, and 
nerve-muscle preparations to study qualitative drug 
responses. Emphasis on technique and reporting of 
laboratory data. 
668. Quantitative Pharmacology: Bioassay. (0-8) 
Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 667. VanMeter. Pharmacological 
experiments designed to assay agonists and antag-
onists using principles and techniques of biological 
standardization and biostatistics. 
690. Advanced Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. Prereq: Permission 
of instructor. 
A. Physiology 
B. Pharmacology 
698. Seminar. Cr. 1. F.S.SS. Staff. Offered on 
satisfactory-fail basis only. 
699. Research. 
A. Physiology 
B. Pharmacology 
Water Resources 
(Interdepartmental Major) 
Supervisory Committee: T. Al Austin, Chair; 
R. W. Bachmann, J. L. Baker, A. M. Blackmer, 
N. E. Christians, W. G. Crumpton, N. E. Harl , 
B. E. Nordlie, P. J. Reilly, R. C. Schultz, 
H. W. Walker 
Work is offered for the degrees master of 
science (thesis and nonthesis options) and 
doctor of ph ilosophy with major in water 
resources under a cooperative arrangement 
with various departments including Agri-
cultural Engineering , Agronomy, Animal 
Ecology, Botany, Chemical Engineering, Civil 
Engineering , Economics, Fami ly Environment, 
Food Technology, Forestry, Geological and 
Atmospheric Sciences, Horticulture, Micro-
biology, Political Science, and Sociology and 
Anthropology. Minor work is offered to stu-
dents taking major work in other areas. 
Facilities exist in several departments for 
fundamental research in such areas as 
source, distribution, and movement of water or 
hydrology, and hydraulics of water control 
facilities (water quantity) ; physical , biological , 
and chemical properties of water (water 
quality); and social, legal, and economic 
aspects of water resource development (water 
resources economics and institutions). 
Students majoring in water resources will 
choose a major professor from the graduate 
faculty membership of the cooperating de-
partments and wi ll develop the program of 
study under the guidance of a committee 
nominated by the administrative department 
head, approved by the departmental water 
resources supervisory committee represen-
tative, and appointed by the dean of the 
Graduate College. For administrative pur-
poses, students will be in the department of 
their major professor. 
For the degrees master of science and doctor 
of philosophy, the foreign language require-
ment, if any, is established on an individual 
basis by the student's program of study 
committee. For the nonthesis master of sci-
ence degree, the student must complete at 
least 30 credit hours of acceptable work, 
including a W Res 599 creative component 
acceptable to the student's program of study 
committee. 
Water Resources Interdisciplinary Courses 
The interdisciplinary, interdepartmental water 
resources educational program consists of the 
three-semester sequence in water resources 
relating to (1) water quantity, (2) water quality, 
and (3) water resources economics and 
institutions. In addition , a special topics 
course and a water resources seminar are 
offered . The Water Resources Interdepartmen-
tal Supervisory Committee encourages 
appropriate use of the water resources semi-
nar, and will make it available insofar as 
possible both spring and fall semester. Appro-
priate interdisciplinary fie ld trips to resource 
locations in Iowa and the Midwest are 
encouraged, particularly during the summer 
sessions. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
577. Water Resources I. (C E 577) (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Permission of Water Resources Supervisory 
Committee. Introduction to water resources planning. 
Hydrology, including source, distribution and mea-
surement of water: water management categories 
and beneficial use groups; demand for water: 
hydraulics and water control facilities . Administered 
by Civil Engineering , cooperative with Agricultural 
Engineering , Agronomy, Earth Sciences, and 
Forestry. 
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578. Water Resources II. (C E 578) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1991 . Prereq: Permission of Water Re-
sources Supervisory Committee. Water resources 
planning. The role of quality in water resources: 
physical , chemical, and biological aspects of water 
and waste water. Administered by Civil Engineering 
cooperative with Agricu ltural Engineering, Animal 
Ecology, Botany, and Food Technology. 
579. Water Resources Ill. (Econ 579) (3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. 
S., offered 1990. Prereq: Permission of Water 
Resources Supervisory Committee. Water resources 
planning . Water management categories and bene-
ficial use groups; water demands for various uses. 
Legal, economic , sociological, governmental and 
technical aspects of water resources planning and 
management. Emphasis on systems of rational 
allocation among competing demands for water. 
Administered by Economics, cooperative with So-
ciology, Political Science, and other cooperating 
departments. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission of 
major professor in cooperating department. 
Literature reviews and conference in accordance 
with needs and interest of the student. Creative 
component for nonthesis master of science degree. 
599. Creative Component. Cr. var. Prereq: Permission 
of major professor in cooperating department. 
Creative component for nonthesis master of science 
degree. 
690. Seminar in Water Resources Management. (1-0) 
Cr. 1. F.S . Prereq: Permission of Water Resources 
Supervisory Committee and major professor. 
Women's Studies 
Program Committee: Kathleen Hickok, Chair; 
A. Helle, M. Henry, S. Mathes, M. Sawyer, 
L. Smidt, C. Tartakov, E. Zeff, two graduate 
and two undergraduate student members 
The following courses may be used in 
graduate programs with the approval of the 
student's program of study committee. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
340. Survey of Women's Literature. (Engl 340) See 
English. 
345. Women and Literature: Selected Topics. (Engl 
345) See English. 
386. History of Women in America. (Hist 386) See 
History. 
401. Feminist Theories. (3-0) Cr. 3. S. Prereq: 301 . 
Historical and current theories of sexual difference; 
exploration of problems in ethics, language, culture, 
and social relations from a feminist perspective . 
446. Economics of Discrimination. (Econ 446) See 
Economics . 
504. Seminar: Telecommunicative Arts. (TCA 504, 
topics Band E) See Speech Communication. 
523. Gender Roles and Sport. (PE 523) See Physical 
Education. 
528. Sociology of Sex Roles. (Soc 528) See 
Sociology. 
545. Studies in Women's or Minority Literature. (Engl 
545) See English. Acceptable only when offered as 
a study of women authors. 
589. Seminar. (Engl 589) See English. Acceptable 
only when offered as a course in literature by or 
about women or in feminist criticism. 
Zoology 
M. Duane Enger, Chair of Department 
The Graduate Faculty 
Members: Ackerman, Benbow, Bishop, Brown, 
Dolphin, Drewes, Emergy, Enger, Farrar, 
Girton, Hallberg, Hicks (Emeritus), Hoffmann, 
lngebritsen, Jacobson, Jeska, Mayfield , 
Mitchell, Mutchmor, Powell , Redmond, Shaw, 
Shen, Ulmer (Emeritus), Viles 
Associate Members: Haydon, Henderson, 
Johansen, Larson 
The department offers work for the degrees 
master of ~cience and doctor of philosophy 
with majors in zoology, or molecular, cellular, 
and developmental biology. Both degrees 
require the completion of original research 
and written thesis or dissertation. A student 
majoring in zoology may specialize in animal 
behavior, cell biology, molecular biology, de-
velopmental biology, comparative physiology, 
ecology, endocrinology, immunobiology, neu-
robiology, parasitology, physiology. In addition 
to the interdepartmental majors in molecular, 
cellular, and developmental biology, and in 
toxicology, the department also participates in 
the interdepartmental program in immu-
nobiology. (See Index.) 
Students entering the graduate program in 
the department must be committed to re-
search and need a sound background in the 
biological , physical, and mathematical sci-
ences. Applicants are required to submit 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores 
for both the aptitude and the biology ad-
vanced area tests. 
Specific course requirements for advanced 
degrees depend largely upon previous train-
ing and experience in the major area of 
specialization . There is no foreign language 
requirement. Certification in the use of written 
English is required . All graduate students 
must acquire teaching experience in labora-
tory courses as part of their graduate 
program. 
During the summer certain graduate courses 
in zoology are taught, and special research 
projects are supervised, at the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory, Lake Okoboji. 
Courses for Graduate Students, minor only 
355. Principles of Physiology. (3-3) Cr. 4. F.S. Prereq: 
206, and credit or enrollment in Chem 231 or 331 . 
Introduction to systemic functions with emphasis on 
vertebrates. Materials fee. 
428. Cell Biology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 325. 
Biological organization and function at the cellular 
level. Emphasis on biomembranes. 
434. Developmental Biology. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. Prereq: 
325. Analysis of developing eukaryotic systems. 
Emphasis is placed on the cellular and molecular 
phenomena which occur during the course of 
development. 
Courses Primarily for Graduate Students, 
major or minor 
501 . Principles of Toxicology. (Tox 501) See 
Toxicology. 
502. Methods of Toxicology. (Tox 502) See 
Toxicology. 
*505. (405 DL) Invertebrate Biology. (3-0) Cr. 3 or 
(3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. F., offered 1990. Prereq: 355. 
Graduate study in conjunction with 405. In-depth 
study of selected invertebrate groups; analysis of 
current research topics. Not open to students who 
have credit in 405. Materials fee. 
507. Advanced Animal Behavior. (2-0) Cr. 2. Alt . S., 
offered 1991 . Prereq: 304. Analysis of current 
research in animal behavior with emphasis on 
communication and social behavior. 
510. Histology and Pathology of Fish Diseases. 
(A Eel 510) (2-3) Cr. 3. Alt. S., offered 1990. Prereq: 
A course in vertebrate histology or ichthyology. 
Histology of teleost fishes; pathogen biology and 
analysis of cell and tissue changes in the major 
teleost diseases. Materials fee. 
512. Vertebrate Behavioral Ecology. (A Eel 512) See 
Animal Ecology. 
515. Ecology of Freshwater Invertebrates. (A Eel 515) 
See Animal Ecology. 
528. Cellular Growth and Regulation. (3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prereq: Courses in cell biology and biochemistry. 
Cell cycle, regulation of cell growth, cell division, 
membranes, transport processes, and regulation of 
cellular activities. 
534. Molecular Development and Differentiation. (3-0) 
Cr. 3. S. Prereq: Courses in developmental and cell 
biology. Molecular biology of eucaryotic cells em-
phasizing developmental events. 
551. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology I. (B M E 551 , 
V P P 551) (4-0) Cr. 4. F. Prereq: 355; 320 or BM E 
525; credit or enrollment in B B 420 or 404. Neuro-
physiology, sensory systems, muscle, neuro-
endocrinology, endocrinology. Materials fee. 
551 L. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology I Lab. (B M E 
551 L, V P P 551 L) (0-3) Cr. 1. F. Prereq: Credit or 
enrollment in 551 . Electrophysiological techniques; 
principles of nervous system and endocrine function. 
552. Advanced Vertebrate Physiology II. (B M E 552, 
VP P 552) (4-3) Cr. 5. S. Prereq: 355; 320 or BM E 
525; credit or enrollment in B B 420 or 404. 
Cardiovascular, renal , respiratory physiology, and 
digestion. 
*554. (454 DL) General and Comparative 
Endocrinology. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-3) Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 
355, a course in biochemistry. Graduate study in 
conjunction with 454. Chemical integration of verte-
brate organisms. The structure, development, and 
evolution of the endocrine glands and the function 
and structure of their hormones. Laboratory tech-
niques for studying hormonal phenomena. 
Laboratory experiments require animal surgery and 
involvement outside of scheduled class time. Mate-
rials fee. 
*556. (456 DL) Neurobiology. (3-0) Cr. 3 or (3-3) 
Cr. 4. S. Prereq: 355 or Psych 311; physics 
recommended; permission of instructor to enroll in 
lab. Graduate study in conjunction with 456. 
Integration, coding, plasticity, and development in 
nervous systems. Materials fee. 
*559. (459 DL) Environmental Physiology. (3-0) Cr. 3 
or (3-3) Cr. 4. Alt. F. , offered 1989. Prereq: 355; 
physics recommended. Graduate study in conjunc-
tion with 459. Physiological adaptations to the 
environment with emphasis on vertebrates. Materials 
fee. 
560. lmmunoparasitology. (V Pth 560). See Veterinary 
Pathology. 
*562. (462 DL) Evolutionary Genetics. (Gen 562) 
(2-0) Cr. 2. Alt. S., offered 1991. Prereq: Biol 303. 
Graduate study in conjunction with 462. The genetic 
basis of evolutionary processes in higher organisms. 
The role of genetic variation in adaptation, natural 
selection, adaptive processes, and the influence of 
random processes on evolutionary change. 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5 each time taken . 
Prereq: Permission of instructor. 
*See page 24 for a description of the rules pertaining 
to dual-listed (DL) courses. 
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Courses for Graduate Students, major or 
minor 
610. Current Topics in Parasitology. Cr. 2 to 3 each 
time taken. Prereq: Permission of instructor Critical 
analysis of current literature in selected fields of 
parasitology. 
630. Current Topics in the Cellular and Molecular 
Biology of Animal Systems. Cr. 2 to 3 each time 
taken . Prereq: 528. Topics from cell organelle 
function , cellular interactions, and eucaryotic mo-
lecular biology. 
631. Advanced Developmental Biology. Cr. 2 to 3 
each time taken . Prereq: 434. Presentations and 
discussion of selected research topics in develop-
mental biology. 
632. Cellular Regulation. Cr. 2 to 3 each time taken. 
Prereq: 528 or BB 526. In-depth analysis of 
selected cellular control mechanisms. Emphasis on 
the regulation of protein levels and the action of 
selected hormones on cell function . 
633. Comparative Molecular Physiology. Cr. 2 to 3 
each time taken. Prereq: 355 and 1 year of 
biochemistry. Selected topics on comparative as-
pects of energetics, anaerobiosis, anhydrobiosis, 
nitrogen metabolism, ionic and osmotic regulation . 
Emphasis on lower vertebrates and invertebrate 
animals. 
650. Current Topics in Physiology. Cr. 2 to 3 each 
time taken. Prereq: 355; permission of instructor 
Topics from comparative physiology, environmental 
physiology, mammalian physiology, selected phys-
iological techniques. 
654. Advanced Endocrinology. Cr. 2 or 3 each time 
taken . Prereq: 454 or 551 , 552. Selected aspects of 
endocrine function in vertebrates. 
655. Insect Physiology. (Ent 655) See Entomology. 
660. Current Topics in Neurobiology and Behavior. 
Cr. 2 to 3 each time taken. Prereq: Permission of 
instructor Topics may include communication, hor-
mones and behavior, neural integration, develop-
mental neurobiology, neuroanatomy and 
ultrastructure, sensory biology, social behavior, tech-
niques in neurobiology and behavior. 
690. Seminar in Zoology. Cr. 1 each time taken. 
Offered on a satisfactory-fail basis only. Journal 
artic le critique and discussion by faculty and 
graduate students. 
A. Cellular, Molecular, and Developmental Biology 
B. Invertebrate Zoology and Parasitology 
C. Neurobiology and Behavior 
D. Physiology 
E. Evolution 
696. Research Seminar. Cr. 1 each time taken. 
Offered on a satisfactory/fail basis only. Research 
seminars by faculty and graduate students. 
A. Cellular, Molecular, and Developmental Biology 
"B . Invertebrate Zoology and Parasitology 
C. Neurobiology and Behavior 
D. Physiology 
E. Evolution 
698. Seminar in Molecular, Cellular, and 
Developmental Biology. (MCDB 698) See Molecular, 
Cellular, and Developmental Biology. 
699. Research. 
t Courses Offered at the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory 
511L. (L:107) Field Parasitology. Cr. 5. SS. Prereq: 15 
credits in zoology. Ecology and life history of 
protozoan, helminth, and arthropod parasites. Field 
and laboratory investigations. 
590. Special Topics. (See preceding section.) 
699. Research. (See preceding sections.) 
t Written permission of the instructor is prerequisite to 
all courses offered at the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory. 
For current information concerning courses, 
registrations, and housing, see the annual Iowa 
Lakeside Laboratory Bulletin. This bulletin is usually 
available from participating departments after 
February 15. Numbers beginning with L indicate 
numbers used in the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Bulletin. 
The Graduate 
Faculty 
EATON, GORDON P., Presi\:Jent; Professor of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences. BA, 1951, 
Wesleyan University; M.S., 1953, Ph .D., 1957, Califor-
nia Institute of Technology. 1986.:j: 
PARKS, W. ROBERT, President Emeritus; Emeritus 
Professor of Pol itical Science. BA, 1937, Berea; 
M.A., 1938, Kentucky; Ph.D., 1948, Wisconsin; Ll.D, 
1966, Berea; L.H.D., 1968, Westmar; Ll.D ., 1968, 
Drake; D.Sc ., 1973, Kentucky. 1958. 
*ABBOTT, ERIC ALAN, Professor of Journalism and 
Mass Communication. S.S., 1967, Iowa State; M.S., 
1970, Ph.D ., 1974, Wisconsin . 1974, 1987. 
ABELSON, ABRAHAM G. , Professor of Elementary 
Education ; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education . BA, 1964, M.Ed., 1970, Pennsylvania 
State; Ph.D ., 1976, Michigan. 1976, 1986. 
ABENDROTH, ROBERT E., Assistant Professor of 
Civil Engineering . S.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D ., 
1983, Wisconsin . 1983. 
ABIAN, ALEXANDER, Professor of Mathematics. 
M.S., 1954, Chicago; Ph.D., 1956, Cincinnati . 1967. 
* ABOU-GABAL, MOUSTAFA, Assoc iate Professor of 
Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine. 
B.V.Sc ., 1962, Cairo (Egypt); Dr.Med.Vet, 1970, 
Hanover (West Germany). 1974, 1978. 
*ABRAHAM, ROBERTA G., Associate Professor of 
Eng lish. BA, 1953, Cornell ; M.A., 1976, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1981 , Illinois. 1979, 1986. 
ABRAHAM, WILLIAM H., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering. B.Ch.E., 1952, Cornell ; Ph.D ., 1957, 
Purdue. 1962, 1967. 
ACKERMAN, RALPH A., Associate Professor of 
Zoology. BA , 1967, Rutgers; Ph.D ., 1975, Florida. 
1981, 1985. 
*ADAMS, DONALD R., Professor of Veterinary 
Anatomy. M.A., 1967, California State (Chico); Ph.D., 
1970, California (Davis). 1974, 1985. 
ADAMS, JEAN W., Professor of Economics; 
Associate Dean of the College of Sciences and 
Humanities. BA, 1969, M.A., 1971 , Ph.D., 1973, 
Illinois. 1972, 1985. 
ADAMS, ROY DEAN, Professor of Economics. BA, 
1968, M.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1972, Illinois . 1972, 1983. 
ADAMS, SAMUEL KEITH, Associate Professor of 
Industrial Engineering . B.Mgt.E., 1960, Rensselaer; 
M.S.E., 1962, Ph .D., 1966, Arizona State. 1974. 
*AGNEW, MICHAEL L., Assistant Professor of 
Horticulture. S.S., 1979, M.S., 1981, Ph.D., 1984, 
Kansas State . 1984. 
*AGNEW, NANCY H. , Assistant Professor of Hor-
ticulture . S.S., 1978, M.S., 1980, Ph .D., 1984, Kansas 
State . 1985, 1986. 
AHMANN, JOHN STANLEY, Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Professional Studies in Education; 
Emeritus Distinguished Professor of Psychology. 
BA, 1943, Trinity; S.S., 1947, M.S., 1949, Ph.D ., 
1951, Iowa State. 1975. 
AHRENS, FRANKLIN A. , Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology and Chair of the 
Department. S.S., D.V.M., 1959, Kansas State; M.S., 
1965, Ph.D ., 1968, Cornell. 1968, 1975. 
*AIGNER, STEPHEN M., Associate Professor of 
Sociology and Anthropology. BA, 1967, Knox; 
M.S.W. , 1969, M.A., 1972, Ph .D., 1976, Michigan. 
1973, 1982. 
*AITCHISON, THOMAS E., Professor of Animal 
Science. S.S., 1967, M.S., 1971 , Ph.D ., 1975, Iowa 
State. 1980, 1986. 
AKERS, ARTHUR, Professor of Engineering Sci-
ence and Mechanics. B.Sc ., 1953, London (Eng-
land); M.Sc., 1955, Cranfield (England); Ph.D ., 1969, 
London (England). 1975, 1987. 
AKINC, MUFIT, Professor of Materials Science and 
Engineering ; B.S., 1970, M.S., 1973, Middle East 
Tech Univ. (Turkey) ; Ph.D . 1977, Iowa State. 1981 . 
1988. 
ALEXANDER, ROGER K., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. BA , 1968, Kansas; M.A., 1974, Ph.D ., 
1975, California (Berkeley). 1982, 1984. 
ALLEN, BENJAMIN J., Professor of Transportation/ 
Logistics; Distinguished Professor in Business Ad-
ministration. S.S., 1969, Indiana; M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 
1974, Illinois. 1979, 1984. 
* Assocate Member 
:J:The first date indicates the date of appointment to 
the faculty; and second date, when the first fails to 
do so; indicates the date of appointment of present 
rank. 
*ALLEN, CRAIG MARSHALL, Associate Professor of 
Family Environment. S.S., 1972, M.S., 1975, Brigham 
Young ; Ph.D., 1980, New Hampshire. 1980, 1986. 
ALLEN, PHILIP MANNING, Professor of Art and 
Design. B.F.A., 1960, M.F.A., 1961, Drake. 1967, 
1979. 
*ALLEN, VIRGINIA, A
4
ssociate Professor of English; 
Associate Professor of Secondary Education. BA, 
1965, Florida State; M.A., 1972, Chicago State; 
Ph.D., 1980, Florida State. 1977, 1983. 
ALLISON, MILTON J., Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology (Collaborator). S.S., 
1953, M.S., 1954, South Dakota State; Ph.D ., 1961, 
Maryland. 1977. 
AMEMIYA, MINORU, Emeritus Professor of Agron-
omy. S.S., 1942, California (Berkeley); M.S., 1948, 
Ph.D., 1950, Ohio State . 1968, 1971 . 
AMEMIYA, YASUO, Associate Professor of Statistics. 
S.S., 1977, Science University (Tokyo); M.S., 1980, 
Ph.D., 1982, Iowa State. 1982, 1987. 
*AMOS, ROSALIE JEANNE, Associate Professor of 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education ; Associ-
ate Professor of Secondary Education. S.S., 1953, 
Iowa State; M.S., 1960, Ph.D. , 1976, Cornell. 1978, 
1988. 
*ANDERSON, CARL E., Associate Professor of 
Agricultural Eng ineering. B.S.A.E., 1962, Pennsylva-
nia State; M.S.A.E., 1965, Arizona; Ph.D., 1975, 
Kansas State. 1973, 1979. 
ANDERSON, DEAN, Professor of Physical Educa-
tion and Leisure Studies . S.S., 1968, M.A., 1972, 
Ph.D ., 1978, Minnesota. 1976, 1987. 
ANDERSON, E. WALTER, Professor of Physics. 
A.B., 1959, Harvard; M.A., 1961 , Ph.D., 1965, 
Columbia. 1972, 1986. 
ANDERSON, IRVIN C., Professor of Agronomy. S.S., 
1951, Iowa State; M.S., 1954, Ph.D., 1957, North 
Carolina State. 1958, 1967. 
ANDERSON, JULIA F., Emeritus Professor of Family 
and Consumer Sciences Education . S.S., 1941 , !owa 
State ; M.S., 1947, Washington . 1947, 1962. 
ANDERSON, LLOYD LEE, Professor of Animal 
Science. S.S., 1957, Ph.D ., 1961 , Iowa State. 1958, 
1971 . 
ANDERSON, MARVIN A. , Emeritus Professor of 
Agronomy; Emeritus Dean of University Extension. 
S.S., 1939, M.S., 1949, Ph.D ., 1955, Iowa State. 1939, 
1949. 
*ANDERSON, PAUL F., Associate Professor of 
Landscape Architecture; Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B .. S.L.A., 1972, M.L.A., 1974, Iowa State. 
1977, 1982. 
ANDERSON-HSIEH , JANET, Associate Professor of 
English. Ph .B., 1967, North.western; M.A., 1972, 
Ph.D., 1976, Illinois. 1978, 1984. 
ANDRE, THOMAS, Associate Professor of Psychol-
ogy; Associate Professor of Secondary Education . 
S.S., 1967, Massachusetts; M.A., 1970, Ph.D., 1971 , 
Illinois. 1974, 1977. 
*ANDREWS, JOHN J., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. D.V.M , 
1968, Iowa State; M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1986, Michigan 
State. 1978, 1979. 
*ANDREWS, ROBERT E. JR., Assistant Professor of 
Microbiology; Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology. 
S.S., 1975, M~S .. 1978, Ph.D., 1980, Washington 
State . 1983. 
ANGELIC!, ROBERT JOE, Professor of Chemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
S.S., 1959, St. Olaf; Ph .D., 1962, Northwestern. 1963, 
1971. 
* ANKLESARIA, KAIOMARS, Associate Professor of 
Management. B.E. , 1966, Poona (India) ; M.S., 1968, 
Carnegie-Mellon ; M.B.A., 1970, Dayton; Ph .D., 1974, 
Ohio State. 1984, 1985. 
*ANTONOVITZ, FRANCES A. , Associate Professor of 
Economics. S.S., 1975, M.S., 1977, Iowa State; 
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Ph.D., 1982, Minnesota. 1987. 
APPLEQUIST, JON BARR, Professor of Biophysics; 
Professor of Chemistry. S.S., 1954, California (Berke-
ley); Ph.D., 1959, Harvard. 1965, 1968. 
APT, LEON J., Professor of History. B.A. , 1956, M.A., 
1957, Arkansas; Ph.D ., 1965, Chicago. 1969, 1974. 
ARNRICH, LOTTE, Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Food and Nutrition. S.S., 1944, Ph .D., 1952, 
California (Berkeley). 1955, 1960. 
ARP, LAWRENCE H. , Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology. D.V.M., 1970, Ph.D., 1981 , Iowa State. 
1981, 1986. 
ATCHISON, GARY JAMES, Professor of Animal 
Ecology. S.S., 1965, Michigan State; M.S., 1967, Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1970, Michigan State. 1978, 1985. 
ATHERLY, ALAN G., Professor of Genetics and 
Chair of the Department; Professor of Microbiology; 
Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics. S.S .. 
1959, Western Michigan; Ph.D., 1964, North Carol ina. 
1968, 1976. 
ATHREYA, KRISHNA B., Professor of Mathematics; 
Professor of Statistics. 8.A. , 1959, Loyola (India); 
Ph.D., 1967, Stanford . 1980, 1981 . 
ATKINS, RICHARD E. , Professor of Agronomy. S.S., 
1941 , Kansas State; M.S., 1942, Ph.D., 1948, Iowa 
State. 1948, 1960. 
AUSTIN, TOM AL, Professor of Civil Engineering; 
Director of ISWRRI. S.S., 1967, Texas Tech; M.S., 
1970, Utah State; Ph.D ., 1971 , Texas Tech. 1972, 
1979. 
AVANT, LLOYD L., Professor of Psychology. BA, 
1957, M.A., 1961 , Furman; Ph .D., 1966, Kansas State. 
1968, 1976. 
*AVRAAMIDES, ACHILLES, Associate Professor of 
History. M.A. , 1963, Ph.D., 1971, Minnesota. 1965, 
1977. 
BACHMANN, MARILYN D., Professor of Animal 
Ecology. S.S., 1955, Ball State; M.A., 1960, Ph.D., 
1964, Michigan. 1969, 1985. 
BACHMANN, ROGER W. , Professor of Animal 
Ecology. S.S., 1956, Michigan; M.S , 1958, Idaho; 
Ph.D., 1962, Michigan. 1963, 1971. 
*BAER, ROGER EDWARD, Associate Professor of 
Art and Design. BA, 1968, California State (Long 
Beach); M.F.A., 1978, Illinois. 1980, 1984. 
BAHADUR, SHYAM, Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering. B.E. , 1957, M.E., 1962, Roorkee (India); 
Ph.D., 1970, Michigan. 1970, 1977. 
*BAILEY, THEODORE 8 . JR., Professor of Statistics. 
S.S., 1964, Iowa State; M.S .. 1969, Ph.D ., 1972, 
Minnesota. 1973, 1982. 
BAKER, DURWOOD, Emeritus Professor of Veteri-
nary Clinical Sciences; Emeritus Associate Dean of 
the College of Veterinary Medicine. D.V.M ., 1943, 
Iowa State. 1947, 1959. 
BAKER, JAMES L., Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering . S.S .. 1966, South Dakota School of 
Mines; Ph.D ., 1971, Iowa State. 1973, 1982. 
BAL, HARPAL S., Professor of Veterinary Anatomy. 
B.V.Sc., 1953, Punjab (India) ; M.S .. 1966, Ph.D., 
1969, Iowa State. 1964, 1981. 
*BALTZER, LYNNE E. , Associate Professor of Hotel, 
Restaurant , and Institution Mngmt. S.S., 1972, 
Wisconsin (Stout); Ph .D., 1983, Iowa State. 1982, 
1988. 
BARNES, RICHARD G., Emeritus Professor of 
Physics . S.S., 1948, Wisconsin; M.A., 1949, 
Dartmouth ; Ph.D., 1952, Harvard. 1956, 1960. 
BARNES, WILFRED E., Professor of Mathematics. 
S.S., 1949, S.M., 1950, Chicago; Ph.D., 1954, British 
Columbia. 1966. , 
BARNHART, RUTH S., Professor of Elementary 
Education ; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education. S.S., 1960, M.A., 1964, Western Michi-
gan; Ph .D .. 1975, Michigan State. 1975, 1987. 
BARTA, THOMAS ARNOLD, Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . S.S., 1957, Iowa State; M.S., 1962, 
Iowa; Ph.D., 1975, Iowa State. 1969, 1985. 
BARTON, THOMAS A. , Emeritus Professor of 
Landscape Architecture. 8 .S.L.A., 1941, M.L.A., 
1960, Iowa State . 1955, 1962. 
BARTON, TOMMY J. , Professor of Chemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities; 
Director of Ames Laboratory. S.S., 1962, Lamar; 
Ph.D., 1967, Florida. 1967, 1978. 
BASART, JOHN PHILIP, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering. S.S .. 1962, M.S , 1963, Ph.D., 1967, 
Iowa State. 1969, 1980. 
*BASORE, PAUL ALAN, Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering . 
S.S., 1978, Oklahoma State; Ph.D., 1982, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. 1982, 1986. 
*BASSLER, BRUCE LEE, Assistant Professor of 
Architecture. S.S., 1972, Iowa State; M.Arch ., 1975, 
Texas A&M. 1985. 
*BATAILLE, ROBERT R., Professor of English . BA , 
1962, Rutgers ; M.A., 1965, Ph.D., 1970, Kansas. 
1969, 1979. 
BATH, JOHN A. , Emeritus Professor of Psychology; 
Emeritus Professor of Secondary Education. A.B., 
1932, Peru State; M.A., 1933, Ph.D ., 1942, Nebraska. 
1946, 1957. 
BAUM, DALE DELBERT, Professor of Elementary 
Education ; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education. S.S .. 1954, Ohio State; M.Ed., 1967, 
Missouri; Ed.D., 1970, Kansas. 1977, 1985. 
BAUMANN, EDWARD R., Professor of Civil En-
gineering ; Anson Marston Distinguished Professor in 
Engineering . B.S.E., 1944, Michigan; S.S., 1945, 
M.S., 1947, Ph .D., 1954, Illinois. 1953, 1957. 
BAUMEL, PHILLIP, Professor of Economics; Charles 
F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agriculture. 
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1957, Ohio State; Ph.D., 1961, Iowa 
State . 1963, 1970. 
BAUMGARTEN, JOSEPH R., Professor of Mechan-
ical Engineering . B.S .M.E., 1950, Dayton; M.S.M.E., 
1955, Ph.D ., 1958, Purdue . 1978. 
*BAUSKE, ROBERT J., Emeritus Professor of 
Horticulture. B.A. , 1943, Carleton; Ph.D ., 1966, Iowa 
State. 1966, 1975. 
BEAL, GEORGE M., Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Sociology. B.S., 1943, M.S., 1947, Ph.D., 
1953, Iowa State. 1948, 1957. 
*BEARD, JESS R., Emeritus Professor of Elementary 
Education . B.S., 1947, M.S., 1947, Illinois; Ed.D., 
1958, George Peabody. 1967, 1970. 
BEAVERS, IRENE, Emeritus Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education; Emeritus Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education . B.S., 1948, 
George Peabody; M.S., 1953, Iowa State; Ph.D., 
1962, Wisconsin. 1965, 1974. 
BEER, CRAIG E., Emeritus Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering. B.S., 1950, M.S., 1957, Ph.D., 1962, 
Iowa State. 1955, 1971 . 
BEITZ, DONALD C., Professor of Animal Science; 
Professor of Biochemistry. B.S., 1962, M.S., 1963, 
Illinois; Ph.D., 1967, Michigan State. 1967, 1977. 
*BEKKUM, VICTOR A., Assoc iate Professor of 
Agricultural Engineering . B.S., 1964, M.S., 1968, 
Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1978, Iowa State. 1976, 1982. 
BENBOW, CAMILLA P., Associate Professor of 
Psychology. B.A. , 1977, M.A., 1978, M.S., 1980, 
Ed.D., 1981 , Johns Hopkins. 1985. 
BENBOW, ROBERT M., Professor of Zoology. B.S., 
1967, Yale; Ph.D., 1972, Cal ifornia Institute of 
Technology. 1985. 
BENEKE, RAYMOND R., Professor of Economics; 
B.S., 1940, M.S., 1946, Iowa State; Ph.D ., 1949, 
Minnesota. 1948, 1959. 
BENNETT, ADRIAN A. Ill, Professor of History. B.A. , 
1964, Antioch; M.A., 1966, Ph.D., 1970, California 
(Davis). 1970, 1982. 
*BENO, JOHN A. , Assoc iate Professor of Industrial 
Education and Technology. B.S., 1962, M.S., 1963, 
Eastern Illinois; Ph.D ., 1975, Maryland . 1977. 
BENSEND, DWIGHT W., Emeritus Professor of 
Forestry. B.S., 1937, Ph.D ., 1942, Minnesota. 1947. 
BENSON, DONALD R., Professor of Engl ish. A.B ., 
1949, Missouri (Kansas City) ; M.A., 1951 , Colgate; 
Ph.D., 1959, Kansas . 1958, 1967. 
BERAN, GEORGE W., Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine. D.V.M ., 1954, 
Iowa State; Ph.D., 1959, Kansas; L.H.D., 1973, 
Silliman (Philippines). 1973. 
BERARD, MICHAEL F., Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering ; B.S., 1960, M.S., 1962, 
Ph.D., 1968, Iowa State. 1964, 1977. 
BERGER, P. JEFFREY, Professor of Animal Sci-
ence . B.S., 1965, Delaware Valley; M.S , 1967, Ph.D., 
1970, Ohio State. 1972, 1982. 
BERGER, ROGER WAYNE, Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . B.S.M.E., 1958, Nebraska; M.S.l.E., 
1962, Kansas State; Ph.D., 1968, Oklahoma State. 
1972, 1980. 
BERGESON, KENNETH L., Associate Professor of 
Civil and Construction Engineering . B.S., 1969, M.S., 
1972, Ph.D., 1985, Iowa State. 1985, 1987. 
BEAGLES, ARTHUR E., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering (Collaborator). S.B., 1958, S.M , 1958, 
Ph.D., 1962, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
1972. 
BERGMAN, CLIFFORD, Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. B.S., 1975, Brown; Ph.D., 1982, Califor-
nia (Berkeley). 1982, 1987. 
BERN, CARL JOSEPH, Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering . B.S., 1963, M.S., 1964, Nebraska; 
Ph.D., 1973, Iowa State. 1968, 1982. 
BERNARD, JAMES EDWARD, Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering and Chair of the Department. 
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D ., 1971 , Michigan. 1983. 
*BERNARD, ROBERT W., Professor of Foreign 
Languages and Literatures . B.A. , 1958, St. Thomas; 
M.A., 1962, Ph .D., 1968, Kansas. 1965, 1976. 
BEST, LOUIS BROWN, Professor of Animal Ecology. 
B.S., 1968, Weber State; M.S., 1970, Montana State; 
Ph.D., 1974, Illinois. 1974, 1984. 
BIEMAN, JAMES M., Assistant Professor of Com-
puter Science. B.S.Ch.E., 1971 , Wayne State; M.P.P., 
1973, Michigan; M.S., 1981 , Ph.D., 1983, South-
western Louisiana. 1984. 
BISHOP, STEPHEN H., Professor of Zoology. B.A. , 
1958, Gettysburg ; M.S., 1960, Duke; Ph.D ., 1964, 
Rice. 1977, 1979. 
BIVENS, GORDON E., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Family Environment. B.S., 1950, M.S., 
1953, Ph.D., 1957, Iowa State. 1976. 
BLACK, CHARLES ALLEN, Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 1937, Colorado State; 
M.S., 1938, Ph.D.; 1942, Iowa State. 1937, 1949. 
BLACKMER, ALFRED M., Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1971 , M.S., 1973, Massachusetts; 
Ph.D., 1977, Iowa State. 1978, 1983. 
BLEYLE, CARL OTTO, Professor of Music. B.M., 
1957, Kentucky; M.M., 1960, Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1969, 
Minnesota. 1962, 1975. 
BLOCK, DAVID ARTHUR, Professor of Architecture. 
B.Arch., 1967, M.Arch ., 1972, M.S., 1974, Iowa State . 
1973, 1982. 
BLYLER, NANCY LOUISE, Associate Professor of 
English. B.A. , 1964, Wellesley; Ph.D., 1976, Iowa. 
1980, 1985. 
BOAST, WARREN B., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Electrical Engineering . B.S., 1933, M.S., 
1934, Kansas; Ph.D., 1936, Iowa State. 1934, 1948. 
*BOCCIO, JOHN L., Associate Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering (Collaborator) . B.S., 1958, M.S., 1960, 
Ph.D., 1970, Polytechnic Institute of New York. 1984. 
BOLES, DONALD E., Professor of Political Science. 
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1956, Wisconsin. 1955, 
1963. 
*BOND, PAUL RILEY, Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering . 
B.S., 1952, John Brown; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1963, 
Iowa State. 1958, 1967. 
*BOOTH, LARRY C. JR., Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Clinical Sciences. D.V.M ., 1973, Iowa 
State; M.S., 1976, Michigan State. 1986, 1987. 
BORGEN, FRED H., Professor of Psychology. B.A. , 
1963, Ph.D ., 1970, Minnesota. 1971 , 1979. 
*BOSTON, ROBERT S., Assistant Professor of 
English . B.S., 1962, M.A., 1972, Iowa State . 1969, 
1985. 
*BOUILLON, MARVIN L., Assistant Professor of 
Accounting . B.A. , 1974, M.B.A., 1982, Northern Iowa; 
M.S., 1984, Ph.D ., 1986, Kansas . 1986. 
BOWEN, CHARLES CLARK, Emeritus Professor of 
Botany. B.S., 1948, M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 1953, Michigan 
State . 1955, 1963. 
BOWEN, GEORGE H., Professor of Astrophysics. 
B.S., 1949, Ph.D ., 1953, California Institute of 
Technology. 1954, 1965. 
BOWER, JOHN RICHARD F., Professor of An-
thropology. B.A. , 1957, Harvard; M.A., 1968, Ph.D., 
1973, Northwestern. 1974, 1983. 
BOWERS, LARRY NEAL, Professor of English . B.A. , 
1970, M.A., 1971 , Austin Peay; Ph.D ., 1976, Florida. 
1977, 1987. 
*BOYD, DALE E., Emeritus Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.A. , 1942, Iowa; M.S., 
1970, Ph.D., 1976, Iowa State. 1970, 1981 . 
BOYLAN, DAVID RAY JR., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering . B.S., 1943, Kansas; Ph .D., 1952, Iowa 
State. 1948, 1956. 
*BOYLES, NORMAN L., Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education. B.A. , 1954, Tusculum; M.S., 
1957, Ed.D., 1963, Tennessee. 1968, 1972. 
*BOYSEN, JOHN PETER, Adjunct Assistant Pro-
fessor of Computer Science. B.S., 1969, Florida; 
M.S., 1976, Ph.D ., 1979, Iowa State. 1983. 
*BRACKELSBERG, PAUL 0., Professor of Animal 
Science. B.S., 1961 , North Dakota State; M.S., 1963, 
Connecticut; Ph .D., 1966, Oklahoma State. 1966, 
1978. 
*BRADSHAW, LARRY LEROY, Assistant Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.A., 1964, 
M.A., 1970, Northern Iowa; Ph.D., 1984, Iowa State. 
1984. 
BRANDT, FRANK E., Emeritus Professor of Speech 
Communication . B.A. , 1938, Northern Iowa; M.S., 
1948, Iowa State . 1946, 1961. 
*BRAUN, EDWARD J., Associate Professor of Plant 
Pathology. B.A. , 1972, Miami (Ohio); Ph.D., 1977, 
Cornell. 1977, 1981. 
*BREARLEY, HARRINGTON, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering & Computer Engineering ; Professor of 
Computer Science. B.E.E., 1946, Georgia Institute of 
Technology; M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 1954, Illinois. 1965, 
1977. 
BREITER, JOAN C., Professor of Elementary 
Education; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education. B.S., 1956, M.S., 1961 , Mankato; Ed .D., 
1968, Northern Colorado . 1969, 1979. 
BREMNER, JOHN M., Professor of Agronomy; 
Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics; Charles F. 
Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agriculture. B.S., 
1944, Glasgow (Scotland) ; Ph .D., 1948, D.Sc ., 1959, 
London (England). 1959, 1961 . 
BREWER, KENNETH ALVIN, Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.S.C.E., 1960, M.S., 1961 , Kansas 
State; Ph.D., 1968, Texas A & M. 1969, 1975. 
*BRO, ADALU C., Professor of Art and Design . B.S., 
1955, McPherson; M.A., 1967, M.FA., 1969, Iowa. 
1971 , 1987. 
BROADHEAD, GLENN J., Associate Professor of 
English. B.A. , 1963, California State (Los Angeles) ; 
M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1973, California (Davis). 1981 , 
1984. 
BROCKMAN, WILLIAM H., Professor of Electrical 
Engineering & Computer Engineering. B.S., 1960, 
M.S., 1962, Ph .D., 1966, Purdue. 1965, 1980. 
*BRONSON, CHARLOTTE R., Assistant Professor of 
Plant Pathology. B.S., 1969, New Mexico; M.S., 1974, 
Michigan; Ph .D., 1981 , Michigan State. 1982. 
BROWN, FREDERICK G., Professor of Psychology; 
Professor of Secondary Education . B.A. , 1954, M.A., 
1955, Wisconsin ; Ph .D., 1958, Minnesota. 1961 , 1968. 
BROWN, GEORGE GORDON, Professor of Zoology. 
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1961, Virginia Polytechnic; Ph.D., 
1966, Miami (Florida). 1967, 1977. 
*BROWN, NANCY EVELYN, Associate Professor of 
Hotel , Restaurant, and Institution Mngmt. B.S., 1960, 
Vermont; M.S., 1964, Kansas State; Ph.D., 1972, Iowa 
State. 1970, 1976. 
BROWN, ROBERT C., Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1976, B.A. , 1976, 
Missouri ; M.S., 1977, Ph .D., 1980, Michigan State. 
1983, 1987. 
BROWN, ROBERT GROVER, Emeritus Dis-
tinguished Professor of Electrical Engineering & 
Computer Engineering. B.S., 1948, M.S., 1951 , Ph.D., 
1956, Iowa State. 1948, 1959. 
BROWNING, GEORGE M., Emeritus Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1932, Missouri ; M.S., 1934, Ph.D ., 
1938, West Virginia. 1947. 
BRONER, CHARLOTTE, Emeritus Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures . B.A. , 1938, 
Illinois; M.A., 1939, Columbia. 1955, 1980. 
BRUNER, DAVID K., Emeritus Professor of English . 
A.B ., 1933, A.M ., 1934, Washington (St. Louis); 
Ph.D., 1941 , Illinois. 1941 , 1953. 
*BRUTON, BRENT T., Professor of Sociology and 
Anthropology. B.A., 1964, M.A. , 1966, Ph.D., 1970, 
Missouri. 1969, 1982. 
BRYAN, RAY JAMES, Emeritus Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education. B.S., 1933, M.S., 1937, 
Kansas State; Ph.D., 1940, Nebraska. 1946, 1950. 
BUCHELE, WESLEY F., Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering . B.S ., 1943, Kansas State; M.S., 1951 , 
Arkansas; Ph.D ., 1954, Iowa State. 1963. 
BUCK, OTTO, Professor of Materials Science and 
Engineering ; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1961 , Stuttgart 
(Germany). 1981, 1983. 
*BUDOLFSON, MARIE A., Emeritus Professor of 
Family Environment. B.S., 1932, M.S., 1943, Iowa 
State . 1943, 1958. 
*BUDRECK, DAVID E., Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics; Assistant Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1984, General Motors 
Institute; M.S., 1985, Illinois ; Ph.D ., 1988, North-
western. 1988. 
BULTENA, GORDON LOUIS, Professor of Sociology. 
B.A., 1957, Northern Iowa; M.A., 1959, Ph.D., 1963, 
Minnesota. 1969, 1972. 
BUNDY, DWAINE S., Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering . B.S., 1965, Eastern Illinois; B.S., 1968, 
M.S., 1969, Missouri ; Ph.D., 1974, Iowa State. 1973, 
1985. 
*BURKHALTER, N. L., Emeritus Professor of Music; 
Emeritus Professor of Secondary Education. L.T.C .L., 
1939, Trinity (London); B.S.M., 1947, Bluffton ; M.M., 
1949, Northwestern; Ph.D ., 1961 , Ohio State. 1966. 
BURKHART, LAWRENCE E., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering ; Professor of Nuclear Engineering . B.S., 
1953, Kansas State; M.S., 1956, Ph.D., 1958, Iowa 
State. 1958, 1964. 
BURNET, GEORGE, Professor of Chemical En-
gineering ; Anson Marston Distinguished Professor in 
Engineering . B.S., 1948, M.S., 1949, Ph .D., 1951 , 
Iowa State. 1956, 1958. 
BURNS, STANLEY G., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering . 
B.S., 1967, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1972, Wisconsin . 1977, 
1981. 
BURRIS, JOSEPH S., Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1964, Iowa State; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1967, Virginia 
Polytechnic . 1968, 1977. 
BUXTON, DWAYNE R., Professor of Agronomy 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1964, M.S., 1966, Utah State; 
Ph.D., 1969, Iowa State. 1981. 
CAIN, BRYAN EDMUND, Professor of Mathematics. 
B.S., 1963, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1968, Wisconsin. 1970, 1981 . 
*CAMPBELL, ARDEN RAY, Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S., 1965, M.S., 1967, Purdue; Ph.D., 1970, Iowa 
State. 1980, 1986. 
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*CANUTE, RUSSELL J., Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education; Assistant Director of the 
Student Counseling Service. B.S. , 1949, Western 
Michigan ; M.A., 1950, Michigan; Ed .D., 1961 , Wyo-
ming. 1958, 1973. 
CARITHERS, JEANINE R., Professor of Veterinary 
Anatomy; Assistant Dean of the Graduate College. 
B.S. , 1956, M.S., 1965, Iowa State; Ph.D., 1968, 
Missouri. 1968, 1976. 
*CARITHERS, ROBERT W., Professor of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences. D.V.M. , 1956, Iowa State; M.S. , 
1968, Missouri ; Ph.D. , 1972, Iowa State. 1968, 1979. 
CARLANDE , KENNETH D., Emeritus Dis-
tinguished Professor of Animal Ecology. B.A. , 1936, 
M.S. , 1938, Ph .D., 1943, Minnesota. 1946, 1957. 
CARLSON, BILLE C., Professor of Mathematics. 
B.A. , 1947, M.A., 1947, Harvard ; Ph.D. , 1950, Oxford 
(England). 1954, 1961. 
*CARLSON, DAVID L., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering . B.S., 1959, Minnesota; M.S., 
1961 , Ph.D., 1964, Iowa State. 1964, 1967. 
CARLSON, IRVING, Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1950, M.S., 1952, Washington State; Ph.D., 1955, 
Wisconsin . 1960, 1973. 
CARLSON, OSCAR NORMAN, Emeritus Professor 
of Materials Science and Engineering ; B.A. , 1943, 
Yankton ; Ph.D., 1950, Iowa State. 1950, 1960. 
CARLSON, RICHARD E., Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S. , 1967, Nebraska; M.S., 1969, Ph.D ., 1971 , Iowa 
State . 1970, 1979. 
*CARLSON, SUSAN LYNN, Associate Professor of 
Engl ish . B.A. , 1975, Iowa; M.A., 1976, Ph .D., 1980, 
Oregon . 1980, 1985. 
*CARSON, THOMAS L., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. D.VM ., 
1970, M.S. , 1973, Ph.D., 1976, Iowa State. 1970, 
1981. 
CARSTENS, ROBERT L. , Emeritus Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.S. , 1943, M.S., 1964, Ph.D ., 1966, 
Iowa State. 1964, 1970. 
CARTER, RICHARD I., Professor of Agricultural 
Education ; Professor of Secondary Education . B.S., 
1966, M.S., 1968, Oklahoma State; Ph.D. , 1976, Iowa 
State. 1971 , 1985. 
*CASSIDY, DELMAR R., Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Pathology (Collaborator). D.VM , 1957, 
M.S., 1958, Texas A & M; Ph.D., 1970, Iowa State. 
1971 . 
*CATRON, DOUGLAS M., Associate Professor of 
English. B.S., 1969, Ohio State; M.S., 1971 , Illinois 
State; Ph.D ., 1978, Tulsa. 1978, 1984. 
CHACKO, THOMAS I., Professor of Management. 
B.Sc., 1968, Madras (India) ; M.A. , 1972, St. Francis; 
Ph.D ., 1977, Iowa. 1980, 1987. 
CHANG, HSI CHIH, Emeritus Professor of Sociology 
and Anthropology. B.A. , 1944, Southwest Associated 
(China) ; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1968, Missouri. 1968, 
1983. 
*CHAPELLE, CAROL ANN, Assistant Professor of 
Engl ish . B.A. , 1977, Michigan State; A.M ., 1979, 
Ph.D. , 1983, Illinois. 1985. 
CHARLES, DON CLAUDE, Emeritus Professor of 
Psychology; Emeritus Professor of Secondary Educa-
tion. B.A. , 1941 , Northern Iowa; M.A., 1947, Ph .D., 
1951 , Nebraska. 1951 , 1959. 
*CHASE, GERALD W., Associate Professor of 
Construction Engineering. B.S., 1957, U.S. Military 
Academy; M.S. , 1962, M.S., 1962, Illinois; Ph.D., 
1983, Iowa State. 1977, 1983. 
CHEN, TSING-CHANG, Professor of Geological and 
Atmospheric Sciences. B.A., 1965, Taiwan Normal; 
M.S., 1968, National Central (Taiwan); M.A. , 1972, 
Johns Hopkins; Ph.D., 1975, Michigan. 1978, 1985. 
*CHEVILLE, NORMAN F., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology (Collaborator). D.V.M., 1959, Iowa State; 
M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1964, Wisconsin; Dr.H.C., 1986, 
Liege. 1966, 1974. 
*CHIDISTER, MARK J., Associate Professor of 
Landscape Architecture. B.S., 1977, Ball State; 
M.S.L.A., 1981 , Wisconsin . 1981 , 1988. 
CHINN, MICHAEL SHANE, Associate Professor of 
Art and Design. B.A. , 1974, San Jose State; M.F.A. , 
1980, California State (Long Beach). 1981 , 1987. 
CHOI, EUN KWAN, Associate Professor of Econom-
ics; M.A. , 1974, Houston; Ph.D., 1978, Iowa. 1985. 
*CHOW, CLEMENT H. M. , Assistant Professor of 
Speech Communication . B.S., 1969, M.A. , 1971, 
Sydney (Australia) ; Ph.D., 1976, Syracuse. 1977, 
1980. 
CHRISTENSEN, GEORGE C., Emeritus Dis-
tinguished Professor of Veterinary Anatomy; Director 
of International Affairs . D.V.M ., 1949, M.S., 1950, 
Ph.D., 1953, Cornell ; D.Sc., 1978, Purdue. 1963. 
CHRISTIAN, LAUREN L., Professor of Animal 
Science. B.S., 1958, Iowa State; M.S., 1960, Ph .D., 
1963, Wisconsin . 1965, 1974. 
CHRISTIANS, NICK E., Professor of Horticulture. 
B.S., 1972, Colorado State; M.S., 1977, Ph.D., 1979, 
Ohio State. 1979, 1987. 
*CHU, CHAO-HSIEN, Assistant Professor of Manage-
ment. B.E., 1974, Chung Yuan (Taiwan); M.B.A. , 
1978, Tatung Tech (Taiwan) ; Ph.D., 1984, Pennsylva-
nia State. 1986. 
*CHUMBLEY, LEONARD S., Assistant Professor of 
Materials Science and Engineering ; B.S., 1981, 
Ph.D., 1986, Illinois. 1987. 
CIANZIO, SILVIA R., Associate Professor of Agron-
omy. B.S. , 1968, Uruguay; M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1978, 
Iowa State. 1979, 1984. 
*CLARK, LYNN G., Assistant Professor of Botany. 
B.S., 1979, Michigan State; Ph.D., 1986, Iowa State. 
1986. 
*CLARK, RAYMOND L., Professor of Agronomy 
(Collaborator) ; Professor of Plant Pathology (Collab-
orator). B.S., 1957, Ph.D., 1961 , Wash ington State. 
1965, 1978. 
CLARK, SAMUEL GEORGE, Professor of Child 
Development. B.S., 1959, M.S., 1963, Drake; Ph.D., 
1968, Iowa State . 1968, 1973. 
CLARK, WILLIAM R., Associate Professor of Animal 
Ecology. B.S., 1971 , Rutgers ; M.S., 1974, Ph .D., 
1979, Utah State. 1984, 1985. 
CLEASBY, JOHN L., Professor of Civil Engineering; 
Anson Marston Distinguished Professor in Engineer-
ing . B.S., 1950, M.S., 1951 , Wisconsin; Ph .D., 1960, 
Iowa State. 1954, 1965. 
CLEM, JOHN RICHARD, Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1960, M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, Illinois. 1968, 1975. 
*COADY, LARRY B., Associate Professor of Electrical 
Engineering . B.S., 1959, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1965, 
Iowa State. 1963, 1975. 
COATS, JOEL, Professor of Entomology. B.S, 1970, 
Arizona State; M.S. , 1972, Ph.D ., 1974, Illinois. 1978, 
1986. 
CODY, ROBERT, Associate Professor of Geological 
and Atmospheric Sciences. B.S., 1960, St. Louis; 
M.A. , 1962, Wyoming ; Ph.D. , 1968, Colorado. 1967, 
1972. 
COHEN; HARRY, Professor of Sociology and 
Anthropology. B.B.A ., 1956, M.A. , 1959, City Univer-
sity of New York; Ph.D., 1962, Ill inois. 1966, 1974. 
COLBERT, JAMES TIMOTHY, Assistant Professor of 
Botany. B.S., 1978, Northern Iowa; M.S., 1981 , Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1985, Wisconsin (Madison). 1988. 
COLE, CHARLES LEE, Associate Professor of 
Family Environment. B.A. , 1967, Texas Wesleyan; 
M.A., 1968, Texas Christian; Ph.D., 1973, Iowa State. 
1976. 
*COLLETTI, JOEDY P., Associate Professor of 
Forestry. B.S., 1972, Humboldt; M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 
1978, Wisconsin . 1978, 1984. 
COLVER, GERALD M., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S.M.E., 1962, Bradley; M.S.M.E. , 
1964, Ph.D ., 1969, Illinois. 1977, 1987. 
COLVIN, THOMAS, Associate Professor of Agri-
cultural Engineering (Collaborator). B.S., 1970, Ph.D., 
1977, Iowa State. 1972, 1983. 
COLWELL, PETER, Professor of Mathematics. B.S., 
1958, Wooster; M.A. , 1960, Ohio; Ph .D. , 1965, 
Minnesota. 1965, 1975. 
COMSTOCK, CHESTER JR., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering . B.E.E., 1959, Union; M.S., 
1964, Ph.D ., 1969, Iowa State. 1967, 1975. 
COMSTOCK, GARY LYNN, Associate Professor of 
Religious Studies. B.A. , 1976, Wheaton; M.A., 1977, 
Ph.D., 1983, Chicago. 1982, 1988. 
CONGER, RAND DONALD, Professor of Fami ly 
Environment; Professor of Child Development; Asso-
ciate Dean of the College of Home Economics. B.S., 
1972, Arizona State; M.A. , 1974, Ph.D., 1976, 
Washington . 1984. 
*CONNOLLY, CHARLES P. , Associate Professor of 
Speech Communication . A.B., 1961 , Dayton; M.A. , 
1962, Ohio; Ph.D ., 1970, Ohio State. 1968, 1972. 
*CONOVER, DARLENE KAY, Associate Professor of 
Physical Education and Leisure Studies. B.A. , 1962, 
Northern Colorado; M.A., 1965, Colorado State; 
PhD., 1973, Ohio State. 1967, 1976. 
CONSIGNY, SCOTI P., Associate Professor of 
English. B.A. , 1969, Harvard ; Ph.D., 1974, Chicago. 
1974, 1979. 
COOK, BARNETI C., Associate Professor of 
Physics. B.S., 1946, Northwestern ; Ph.D., 1956, 
Chicago. 1961 , 1965. 
*COOK, LAURA R., Assistant Professor of Food and 
Nutrition. B.S., 1954, Illinois; M.S., 1956, Pennsylva-
nia; Ph.D., 1979, Iowa State. 1986. 
COOK, WILLIAM JOHN, Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S., 1957, M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1964, 
Iowa State. 1958, 1974. 
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*COONEY, LARRY DON, Associate Professor of 
Physical Education and Leisure Studies. B.S., 1962, 
Kansas State; M.S., ~966, Ed.D., 1972, Brigham 
Young . 1972, 1976. 
CORBETI, JOHN DUDLEY, Professor of Chemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.S., 1948, Ph.D., 1952, Washington. 1952, 1963. 
CORNETTE, JAMES L., Professor of Mathematics. 
B.S., 1955, West Texas; M.A., 1959, Ph.D., 1962, 
Texas. 1962, 1970. 
CORONES, JAMES P., Professor of Mathematics. 
Sc .B., 1966, Brown; Ph.D., 1972, Boston University. 
1973, 1983. 
*COUNTRYMAN, DAVID W., Professor of Forestry. 
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Iowa State; Ph.D., 1973, 
Michigan. 1975, 1980. 
COURTEAU, JOANNA W. S., Professor of Foreign 
Languages and Literatures. B.A., 1960, Minnesota; 
M.A., 1962, Ph.D., 1970, Wisconsin. 1971, 1980. 
*COWAN, ARNOLD RICHARD, Assistant Professor of 
Finance . B.A. , 1977, Augustana (Illinois); Ph.D ., 
1988, Iowa. 1988. 
COWAN, DONNA LEE, Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education ; Associate Dean of 
the College of Home Economics. B.S., 1962, M.S., 
1968, Ph.D., 1973, Wisconsin . 1982. 
COWLES, HAROLD ANDREW, Professor of Indus-
trial Engineering ; Anson Marston Distinguished Pro-
fessor in Engineering . B.S., 1949, M.S., 1953, Ph .D., 
1957, Iowa State. 1949, 1964. 
COX, CHARLES PHILIP, Professor of Statistics. 
B.A. , 1940, M.A., 1947, Oxford (England). 1961 , 1963. 
COX, DAVID FRAME, Professor of Statistics. B.S., 
1953, Cornell; M.S., 1957, North Carolina State; 
Ph.D., 1959, Iowa State. 1959, 1969. 
CRABTREE, BEVERLY, Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education; Dean of the College 
of Home Economics. B.S.Ed ., 1959, M.Ed., 1962, 
Missouri ; Ph.D. , 1965, Iowa State . 1987. 
*CRANDELL, GINA M., Associate Professor of 
Landscape Architecture. B.A., 1970, Michigan State; 
M.A. , 1973, Western Michigan; M.L.A. , 1978, North 
Carolina State. 1979, 1986. 
CRASE, SEDAHLIA JASPER, Professor of Child 
Development. B.S., 1967, Berea; M.S., 1969, Ken-
tucky; Ph.D., 1972, Iowa State. 1971, 1982. 
CRAVENS, HAMILTON, Professor of History. B.A., 
1960, M.A., 1962, Washington; Ph.D., 1969, Iowa. 
1968, 1980. 
CRAWFORD, HAROLD R., Professor of Agricultural 
Education; Professor of Agricultural Studies; As-
sistant Dean of the College of Agriculture. B.S., 
1950, M.S., 1955, Ph.D., 1969, Iowa State. 1965, 
1972. 
CRAWLEY, HENRY BERT, Professor of Physics. 
B.S., 1962, Louisiana Tech; Ph.D., 1966, Iowa State. 
1969, 1983. 
CRESSIE, NOEL A. C., Professor of Statistics. 
B.Sc., 1972, Western Australia; M.A. , 1973, Ph.D., 
1975, Princeton . 1983. 
*CROM, ROBERT LOUIS, Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.S. , 1950, Iowa State; 
M.S., 1956, North Dakota State; Ph.D., 1967, 
Michigan State. 1966, 1976. 
*CROW, MICHAEL M., Associate Professor of 
Management; Director of IPRT. B.A., 1977, Iowa 
State; M.P.A. , 1980, Southern Illinois; Ph.D., 1985, 
Syracuse. 1985, 1988. 
*CROYLE, CORYDON A. , Associate Professor of Art 
and Design . B.FA., 1976, B.A., 1976, Akron; M.F.A., 
1982, Indiana. 1987. 
*CRUM, MICHAEL ROBERT, Associate Professor of 
Transportation/Logistics. B.S. , 1975, M.B.A., 1978, 
D.B.A. , 1983, Indiana. 1980, 1986. 
*CRUMP, MALCOLM H., Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. B.S., 1951, 
Virginia Polytechnic; D.V.M. , 1958, Georgia; M.S. , 
1961, Ph.D. , 1965, Wisconsin . 1964, 1966. 
CRUMPTON, WILLIAM G., Associate Professor of 
Botany. B.S., 1975, M.S., 1978, West Florida; Ph.D., 
1980, Michigan State. 1982, 1988. 
CRUSE, RICHARD M., Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1972, Iowa State; M.S. , 1975, Ph.D. , 
1978, Minnesota. 1979, 1983. 
DAGUE, RICHARD RAY, Professor of Civil Engineer-
ing and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1959, M.S., 
1960, Iowa State; Ph.D., 1967, Kansas. 1985. 
DAHIYA, RAJBIR S., Professor of Mathematics . 
B.S., 1960, M.S., 1962, Ph.D ., 1967, Birla Institute of 
Technology (India). 1968, 1978. 
DAHM, PAUL ADOLPH, Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Entomology. B.A. , 1940, M.A. , 1941 , 
Ph.D., 1947, Illinois. 1953. 
*DAKE, DENNIS MYRON, Associate Professor of Art 
and Design ; Associate Professor of Secondary 
Education. B.A. , 1966, Upper Iowa; M.A. , 1969, 
Northern Iowa. 1971 , 1976. 
DALAL, VIKRIM L., Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing & Computer Engineering . B.S., 1964, Bombay 
(India) ; Ph.D., 1969, Princeton. 1988, 1989. 
*DALY, BRENDA, Assistant Professor of English . B.A. , 
1963, North Dakota; M.A. , 1978, Mankato State ; 
Ph.D ., 1985, Minnesota. 1987. 
*DAMHORST, MARY LYNN, Associate Professor of 
Textiles and Clothing . B.S., 1972, Illinois; M.S, 1975, 
Cal ifornia (Davis) ; Ph.D ., 1981 , Texas . 1982, 1988. 
DANOFSKY, RICHARD A., Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering. B.S., 1955, M.S. , 1960, Ph.D., 1963, 
Iowa State. 1960, 1970. 
*DARK, VERONICA JOY, Assistant Professor of 
Psychology. B.A. , 1971 , Arkansas; Ph.D ., 1977, 
Washington. 1986. 
*DAVID, CAROL SITTLER, Associate Professor of 
English . B.A. , 1952, Beloit ; M.A. , 1970, Ph.D. , 1981, 
Iowa State . 1969, 1985. 
DAVID, HERBERT ARON, Professor of Statistics; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.Sc., 1947, Sydney (Australia) ; Ph.D., 1953, London 
(England). 1972. 
DAVID, HERBERT T., Professor of Statistics; 
Professor of Industrial Engineering. AB. , 1947, 
Harvard; M.A. , 1948, Columbia; Ph.D ., 1960, Chi-
cago. 1956, 1963. 
DAVIS, JAMES A., Assistant Professor of Computer 
Engineering . B.S., 1975, M.S , 1981 , Ph.D., 1984, 
Iowa State. 1984. 
DAY, ALVIN L., Associate Professor of Freshman 
Engineering. B.S., 1974, M.S., 1975, Ph.D , 1979, 
Missouri (Columbia). 1980, 1986. 
DEACON, RUTH ELINOR, Emeritus Professor of 
Fami ly Environment ; Emeritus Dean of the College of 
Home Economics. B.S., 1944, Ohio State ; M.S. , 
1948, Ph.D ., 1954, Cornel l. 1974. 
DEAN, DWIGHT G., Emeritus Professor of Sociology 
and Anthropology. AB ., 1943, Capital ; M.Div , 1946, 
Garrett; M.A. , 1947, Northwestern; Ph.D., 1956, Ohio 
State. 1968. 
DEARIN, RAY DEAN, Professor of Speech Commu-
nication. B.A. , 1963, Harding; M.A. , 1965, Ph.D ., 
1970, Illinois. 1965, 1977. 
*DEITER, RONALD E., Assoc iate Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1971 , M.S., 1973, Wisconsin ; Ph.D. , 
1979, Illinois. 1977, 1984. 
DEKKER, JOHN HENRY, Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B.A. , 1974, Michigan State; B.S., 1977, 
Minnesota; M.S., 1978, Ph .D., 1980, Michigan State. 
1985, 1986. 
DELLMANN, H. DIETER, Professor of Veterinary 
Anatomy. Dr. Vet ., 1954, Alfort (France) ; Habil 
(Ph.D.), 1961 , Munich (Germany). 1975. 
DELUCA, FRED PETER, Associate Professor of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences; Associate 
Professor of Secondary Education. B.S., 1960, 
Western Connecticut; M.A. , 1964, Fairfield ; M.N.S., 
1967, Ph.D. , 1970, Oklahoma. 1970, 1978. 
DEMIREL, TURGUT, Emeritus Professor of Civil 
Engineering. B.S. , 1949, Ankara (Turkey) ; M.S., 1959, 
Ph.D., 1962, Iowa State . 1958, 1970. 
DENISEN, ERVIN LOREN, Emeritus Professor of 
Horticulture. B.S ., 1941 , Minnesota; M.S. , 1947, 
Ph .D., 1949, Iowa State . 1946, 1965. 
DEPRISTO, ANDREW E., Professor of Chemistry. 
B.A. , 1972, New York (Oneonta) ; M.S. , 1973, Pitts-
burgh ; Ph.D ., 1976, Maryland . 1982, 1987. 
*DEVADOSS, S., Adjunct Assistant Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1978, Coimbarove (India) ; M.S., 
1980, New Delhi (India). 1987. 
*DEVGUN, MOHAN SINGH, Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering. B.S., 1961 , Punjab Univer-
sity; M.S., 1970, Aston ; Ph.D ., 1976, Birmingham 
(England); M.S., 1985, Loughborough (England). 
1986. 
*DEWITT, JERALD RAY, Professor of Entomology; 
Assistant Dean of University Extension. B.S., 1967, 
M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1972, Illinois. 1972, 1979. 
DIAL, ELEANORE M., Associate Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1951 , 
Bridgeport; M.A., 1955, Mexico City; Ph.D., 1968, 
Missouri. 1979, 1985. 
DICKSON, SPENCER E., Professor of Mathematics. 
B.A. , 1960, Kansas; M.S., 1961 , Ph.D ., 1963, New 
Mexico State. 1968, 1971 . 
DIEHL, HARVEY, Emeritus Distinguished Professor 
of Chemistry. B.S., 1932, Ph.D. , 1936, Michigan. 
1939, 1947. 
*DIETRICH, NORMAN L. , Associate Professor of 
Landscape Architecture. B.S.M.E., 1958, Michigan 
Tech; B.L.A., 1962, M.L.A., 1964, Michigan; M.S., 
1985, California (Berkeley). 1985. 
DILTS, HAROLD E., Professor of Secondary 
Education; Associate Dean of the College of 
Education. B.S., 1951 , M.A., 1958, Northern Iowa; 
Ph.D. , 1963, Iowa. 1963, 1966. 
DINSMORE, JAMES JAY, Professor of Animal 
Ecology. B.S., 1964, Iowa State; M.S., 1967, Wiscon-
sin; Ph.D ., 1970, Florida. 1975, 1981. 
*DOAK, PAUL D., Associate Professor of Economics . 
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1960, Missouri; Ph.D ., 1965, Iowa 
State. 1961 , 1969. 
DOBRATZ, BETTY A., Assistant Professor of 
Sociology and Anthropology. B.A. , 1969, M.A., 1973, 
Northern Illinois; Ph.D ., 1982, Wisconsin . 1984. 
*DOBSON, CYNTHIA, Associate Professor, Library. 
B.A., 1963, M.A. , 1964, M.A. , 1966, Wisconsin; Ph.D ., 
1979, Iowa State . 1978, 1984. 
DOBSON, JOHN M., Professor of History. Assis-
tant Dean of the Graduate College. B.S., 1962, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.S., 
1964, Ph.D., 1966, Wisconsin . 1969, 1978. 
DODD, JOHN D., Emeritus Professor of Botany. 
B.S., 1938, Syracuse; M.S., 1940, Vermont; Ph.D ., 
1947, Columbia. 1949, 1981. 
DOLPHIN, WARREN DEAN, Professor of Zoology. 
B.S., 1962, West Chester; Ph.D., 1968, Ohio State. 
1970, 1979. 
*DOMOTO, PAUL ALAN, Professor of Horticulture. 
B.S., 1969, M.S. , 1971 , California State (Fresno) ; 
Ph.D., 1974, Maryland. 1974, 1984. 
*DORAN, BENJAMIN M., Assistant Professor of 
Accounting . B.S. , 1968, M.S., 1978, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1984, Iowa. 1984. 
DORFMAN, GERALD A., Professor of Political 
Science (Collaborator). B.S., 1961 , Wisconsin; M.A. , 
1963, Ph.D., 1971 , Columbia. 1983. 
*DORSCH, MICHAEL JOHN, Assistant Professor of 
Marketing . B.S., 1978, Wisconsin (La Crosse) ; 
M.B.A., 1980, Arizona State; Ph.D., 1986, Arkansas. 
1986. 
DOUGHERTY, ROBERT W., Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology (Collaborator). B.S ., 
1927, Iowa State; D.V.M., 1936, Ohio State; M.S., 
1941, Oregon State. 1961 . 
*DOUGLAS, DANNY, Assistant Professor of English. 
B.A., 1966, Culver-Stockton; M.A. , 1972, Hawaii; 
Ph.D., 1977, Edinburgh (Scotland). 1985. 
DOW, JAMES R., Professor of Foreign Languages 
and Literatures. B.A. , 1957, Mississippi College; 
M.A. , 1961 , Ph.D ., 1966, Iowa. 1971 , 1980. 
DOWNS, GARY EUGENE, Professor of Elementary 
Education; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education. B.S., 1964, M.S. , 1969, Western Illinois; 
- Ed.D., 1972, Northern Colorado. 1975, 1981 . 
*DRAPER, DIANNE C., Professor of Child Develop-
ment and Head of the Department. B.S., 1961, 
Denison; M.A. , 1964, Ph .D. , 1968, Missouri. 1971 , 
1988. 
*DRAPER, DONALD D., Professor of Veterinary 
Anatomy and Chair of the Department. D.V.M ., 1966, 
Iowa State; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1971 , Missouri. 1971 , 
1981 . 
DREWES, CHARLES D., Professor of Zoology. B.A. , 
1968, Augustana (South Dakota); M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 
1973, Michigan State. 1974, 1981 . 
*DREXLER, M. BURTON, Professor of Speech 
Communication . B.A. , 1949, Johns Hopkins; M.A., 
1951 , Minnesota; Ph.D ., 1964, Illinois. 1952, 1972. 
DUFFELMEYER, FREDERIC, Professor of Elemen-
tary Education; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education. B.A., 1968, M.A. , 1970, Ed.S., 1975, 
Ph.D. , 1976, Missouri (Kansas City). 1979, 1986. 
*DUFFY, MICHAEL D., Associate Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1975, M.S., 1977, Nebraska; Ph.D., 
1981, Pennsylvania State . 1985, 1987. 
*DUGGER, JOHN C. Ill, Associate Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.S., 1975, 
Virginia Polytechnic; M.Ed., 1978, Virginia State; 
Ph.D., 1982, Texas A&M . 1982, 1986. 
*DUNKER, KENNETH F., Associate Professor of Civil 
Engineering. B.Arch. , 1965, Michigan; M.S., 1967, 
Cornell ; Ph.D., 1985, Iowa State. 1979, 1987. 
DUNLEAVY, JOHN M., Professor of Plant Pathology 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1949, M.S., 1951 , Ph.D. , 1953, 
Nebraska. 1953, 1979. 
*DUNLOP, MARY HELEN, Assistant Professor of 
English. B.A. , 1963, St. Catherine; M.A., 1965, 
Marquette; Ph.D., 1982, George Washington . 1967, 
1982. 
DURAND, DONALD P., Professor of Microbiology; 
Professor of Plant Pathology. AB., 1955, Guilford; 
M.S., 1957, Ph.D., 1960, Kansas State. 1968, 1972. 
DYAS, ROBERT, Professor of Landscape Architec-
ture; Distinguished Professor in Design. B.S.L.A., 
1950, M.L.A, 1954, Iowa State. 1960, 1966. 
DYER, DONALD CHESTER, Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology. B.S., 1961 , Ph .D., 
1965, Kansas. 1975, 1977. 
EARLS, LESTER T., Emeritus Professor of Physics. 
AB ., 1927, M.S., 1929, Wisconsin; Ph.D. , 1934, 
Michigan. 1938, 1951. 
EATON, GORDON P., President; Professor of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences. B.A. , 1951, 
Wesleyan University; M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1957, Califor-
nia Institute of Technology. 1986. 
EBBERS, LARRY H., Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education and Chair of the Department. 
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1968, Ph.D. , 1971 , Iowa State. 1965, 
1981 . 
*EBERT, GLADYS M., Assistant Professor of Family 
and Consumer Sciences Education; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Secondary Education. B.A. , 1942, Northern 
Iowa; M.S., 1967, Ph.D ., 1978, Iowa State. 1967, 
1979. 
*EDELMAN, MARK ALAN, Associate Professor of 
Economics. B.S. , 1975, M.S., 1978, Kansas State; 
Ph.D., 1981, Purdue. 1986. 
EDWARDS, DAVID C., Professor of Psychology. 
B.S. , 1959, Wisconsin; M.A., 1961 , Ph.D., 1962, Iowa. 
1963, 1971. 
*EDWARDS, WILLIAM M., Associate Professor of 
Economics . B.S., 1969, M.S. , 1971 , Ph .D. , 1979, Iowa 
State . 1979, 1984. 
*EGGEBRECHT, JOHN M., Assistant Professor of 
Chemical Engineering. B.S., 1976, M.S., 1980, 
Maine; Ph .D. , 1986, Cornell. 1985. 
ELLIOTT, ELIZABETH A., Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education; Dean of University 
Extension. B.S., 1953, Kansas State; M.S., 1962, 
Ph.D., 1970, Wisconsin . 1977. 
*ELVIK, KENNETH 0., Professor of Accounting and 
Chair of the Department. B.S., 1957, Morningside; 
M.A., 1960, Ph.D., 1970, Nebraska. 1970, 1986. 
EMERY, DENNIS G., Associate Professor of 
Zoology. B.S., 1965, M.S., 1967, Illinois State; Ph.D., 
1974, Florida State. 1976, 1980. 
*EMMERSON, JAMES T., Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication and Chair of the Depart-
ment. B.S., 1960, M.S., 1964, Iowa State; Ph.D., 
1973, London School of Economics . 1974, 1981. 
EMMERSON, MACK A., Emeritus Professor of 
Veterinary Clinical Sciences. D.V.M., 1925, M.S., 
1928, Iowa State; Dr.Med.Vet, 1930, Zurich 
(Switzerland). 1927, 1944. 
*ENDERS, LINDA E., Assistant Professor of Family 
Environment. B.S., 1972, M.S., 1975, Ph.D., 1982, 
Iowa State. 1976, 1983. 
ENDERS, WALTER, Professor of Economics . B.A. , 
1969, M.A. , 1970, Toledo; M.Phil. , 1973, Ph.D., 1974, 
Columbia. 1974, 1985. 
ENGEL, ROSS A., Professor of Professional Studies 
in Education. B.A. , 1948, Northern Iowa; M.S., 1952, 
Drake; Ph.D., 1962, Iowa. 1965, 1974. 
*ENGELBRECHT, MARK C., Professor of Architec-
ture. B.Arch ., 1963, Iowa State; M.Arch ., 1964, 
Columbia. 1980, 1984. 
*ENGELHORN, RICHARD, Assistant Professor of 
Physical Education and Leisure Studies. B.S., 1969, 
Illinois; M.S., 1974, Washington State; Ph.D., 1979, 
Illinois. 1984. 
ENGEN, RICHARD L., Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology. B.S. , 1954, Iowa 
State; M.S., 1958, Colorado State; Ph.D., 1965, Iowa 
State. 1962, 1974. 
ENGER, M. DUANE, Professor of Zoology and 
Chair of the Department. B.S., 1959, M.S., 1961 , 
North Dakota State; Ph.D., 1964, Wisconsin . 1984. 
EPPERSON, DOUGLAS L., Associate Professor of 
Psychology. B.S , 1973, M.S., 1976, Utah; Ph.D., 
1979, Ohio State. 1979, 1985. 
EPPRIGHT, ERCEL S., Emeritus Professor of Food 
and Nutrition. B.S., 1923, Missouri ; M.S., 1930, 
Texas; Ph.D., 1936, Yale. 1945. 
*EPSTEIN, ABRAHAM H., Professor of Plant 
Pathology and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1952, 
Cornell ; M.S., 1954, Rhode Island; Ph .D., 1969, Iowa 
State . 1965, 1975. 
ERBACH, DONALD C., Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering (Col laborator). B.S., 1964, M.S. , 1966, 
Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1974, Iowa State. 1975, 1987. 
*ERTUR, OMER S., Associate Professor of Commu-
nity and Regional Planning . B.A., 1970, M.A. , 1973, 
Memphis State; Ph.D., 1978, Portland State. 1981 , 
1985. 
ESPENSON, JAMES H., Professor of Chemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.S., 1958, California Institute of Technology; Ph.D., 
1962, Wisconsin. 1963, 1971 . 
*EVANS, LAWRENCE E., Professor of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences and Chair of the Department. 
D.V.M., 1963, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1973, Iowa State. 
1963, 1978. 
EVANS, NORMAN CHARLES, Professor of Art and 
Design. B.F.A. , 1971 , M.FA., 1972, Rochester In-
stitute of Technology. 1978, 1983. 
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EVEN, JOHN C. JR., Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . B.S., 1957, M.S., 1959, Northwestern; 
Ph.D., 1969, Oklahoma State. 1968, 1982. 
*EWALD, HELEN R., Associate Professor of English. 
B.A. , 1969, Valparaiso; M.A., 1971 , Arizona; Ph.D., 
1977, Indiana. 1980, 1986. 
EWAN, RICHARD C., Professor of Animal Science. 
B.S., 1956, M.S., 1957, Illinois; Ph.D., 1966, Wiscon-
sin. 1966, 1976. 
EWING, SOLON ALEX, Professor of An imal Science 
and Head of the Department. B.S., 1952, M.S., 1956, 
Ph .D., 1958, Oklahoma State. 1968. 
FADEN, ARNOLD M., Professor of Economics. B.A. , 
1954, City University of New York; Ph.D., 1967, 
Columbia. 1963, 1977. 
FALK, BARRY L., Associate Professor of Econom-
ics. B.A. , 1974, Pennsylvania; Ph.D., 1982, Min-
nesota. 1980, 1986. 
FANOUS, FOUAD S., Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.S., 1969, Cairo (Egypt); M.S., 1980, 
Ph.D., 1982, Iowa State. 1984, 1985. 
FANSLOW, ALYCE M., Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education; Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education; Mary B. Welch 
Distinguished Professor of Family and Consumer 
Sciences. B.S., 1957, Minnesota; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 
1966, Iowa State. 1966, 1979. 
FANSLOW, GLENN E., Professor of Electrical 
Engineering. B.S., 1953, North Dakota State; M.S., 
1957, Ph.D., 1962, Iowa State. 1955, 1984. 
FARRAR, DONALD R., Professor of Botany. B.S., 
1963, Southeast Missouri; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1971, 
Michigan. 1970, 1985. 
FARRAR, EUGENIA SUE, Associate Professor of 
Zoology. B.S ., 1961, Illinois; Ph.D., 1972, Michigan. 
1973, 1987. 
FARRELL-BECK, JANE A., Professor of Textiles and 
Clothing. B.S., 1963, Georgian Court; M.S., 1969, 
Drexel; Ph.D., 1975, Ohio State. 1976, 1987. 
FASSEL, VELMER A., Emeritus DistingUished 
Professor of Chemistry. B.A. , 1941, Southeast Mis-
souri ; Ph.D., 1947, Iowa State . 1950, 1956. 
FEHR, WALTER R., Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1961 , M.S., 1962, Minnesota; Ph.D., 1967, Iowa State. 
1964, 1974. 
FEINBERG, LEONARD, Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of English. B.S., 1937, M.A., 1938, Ph.D., 
1946, Illinois. 1946, 1957. 
•FELLINGER, ROBERT C., Emeritus Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1947, Iowa; M.S., 
1948, Iowa State. 1947, 1960. 
FENTON, THOMAS E., Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1959, M.S., 1960, Illinois; Ph.D., 1966, Iowa State. 
1961, 1974. 
*FERNANDEZ-BACA, DAVID, Assistant Professor of 
Computer Science. B.S., 1980, Mexico; M.S., 1983, 
Ph.D., 1986, California (Davis). 1986. 
FINDLAY, ROBERT ALLEN, Associate Professor of 
Architecture. B.A., 1963, B.Arch., 1967, Minnesota; 
M.Arch., 1975, Iowa State. 1972, 1980. 
FINK, ARLINGTON, Professor of Mathematics. B.A. , 
1956, Wartburg ; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 
1967, 1971. 
FINNEMORE, DOUGLAS, Professor of Physics; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.S., 1956, Pennsylvania State; Ph.D., 1962, Illinois. 
1963, 1968. 
FIRESTONE, ALEXANDER, Professor of Physics. 
B.S., 1962, Columbia; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1966, Yale. 
1975, 1979. 
FIRESTONE, EVAN R., Professor of Art and Design 
and Chair of the Department. B.A., 1962., Kent State; 
M.A., 1965, Ph.D., 1971, Wisconsin. 1983. 
*FISHER, RAY WILLIAM, Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering. B.S., 1948, Iowa State. 
1957, 1962. 
*FLETCHER, CYNTHIA N., Associate Professor of 
Family Environment. B.A., 1971, Simpson; M.S., 1973, 
Ph.D., 1983, Iowa State. 1976, 1986. 
FLETCHER, LEHMAN, Professor of Economics . 
B.S., 1954, Florida; Ph.D., 1960, California (Berkeley). 
1960, 1966. 
*FLUGRAD, DONALD R. JR., Assistant Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1967, M.S., 1973, 
Ph.D., 1981, Missouri (Rolla). 1978. 
*FLYNN, BARBARA B., Assistant Professor of 
Management. M.B.A. , 1981 , Marquette; D.B.A., 1984, 
Indiana. 1987. 
*FLYNN, E. JAMES JR., Assistant Professor of 
Management. B.S., 1973, Indiana; M.B.A., 1975, 
North Carolina; Ph.D., 1985, Indiana. 1987. 
FOLEY, DEAN CARROLL, Associate Professor of 
Plant Pathology. B.S., 1949, Idaho; M.S., 1951, West 
Virginia; Ph.D ., 1955, Pennsylvania State. 1955, 1960. 
*FORD, CLARK FUGIER, Assistant Professor of 
Genetics. B.A. , 1975, California (Los Angeles) ; M.S., 
1977, Ph.D., 1981, Iowa. 1985, 1986. 
FORD, STEPHEN PAUL, Professor of Animal 
Science . B.S., 1971 , Oregon State; M.S., 1973, West 
Virginia; Ph.D., 1977, Oregon State. 1979, 1985. 
FOREMAN, CHARLES F., Emeritus Professor of 
Animal Science. B.S., 1948, M.S., 1949, Kansas 
State; Ph.D., 1953, Missouri. 1955, 1964. 
FORKER, BARBARA E., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Physical Education and Leisure Studies. 
B.S., 1942, Eastern Michigan; M.S. , 1950, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1957, Michigan. 1948, 1957. 
FOSS, JOHN G., Associate Professor of Biochemis-
try and Biophysics. B.S., 1951 , Polytechnic Institute 
of New York; M.S., 1953, Connecticut; Ph.D., 1956, 
Utah. 1961, 1965. 
FOUAD, ABDEL-AZIZ A., Professor of Electrical 
Engineering & Computer Engineering . B.S., 1950, 
Cairo (Egypt); M.S., 1953, Iowa; Ph.D., 1956, Iowa 
State. 1960, 1968. 
FOUFOULA, EFSTATHIA, Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.S., 1979, National Technical Univer-
sity (Athens); M.E. , 1982, Ph.D., 1985, Florida. 1986. 
*FOWLER, BILL FRANCIS, Associate Professor of 
English; Associate Professor of Secondary Educa-
tion. B.A., 1954, Southern Methodist; M.A. , 1966, 
Ph.D., 1972, M.Ed., 1975, Texas. 1975, 1979. 
FOWLES, DOROTHY L., Associate Professor of Art. 
and Design . B.A. , 1961 , Northwestern; M.A. , 1964, 
Cornell; Ph.D., 1979, Missouri. 1980. 
FOX, KARL A., Emeritus Distinguished Professor of 
Economics. B.A. , 1937, M.A. , 1938, Utah; Ph.D., 
1954, California (Berkeley). 1955. 
*FOX, RODNEY, Emeritus Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication. B.S., 1930, Iowa State; 
M.S.J., 1941 , Northwestern. 1936, 1949. 
FRANKLIN, WILLIAM L. , Associate Professor of 
Animal Ecology. B.S., 1964, California (Davis) ; M.S., 
1968, Humboldt; Ph.D., 1978, Utah State. 1975, 1982. 
FRANZEN, HUGO F., Professor of Chemistry. B.S., 
1957, California (Berkeley); Ph.D., 1962, Kansas. 
1963, 1974. 
FREED, RICHARD CURTIS, Associate Professor of 
English . B.A. , 1972, M.A. , 1976, Ph.D., 1979, Illinois. 
1982, 1985. 
FREEMAN, ALBERT E., Professor of Animal 
Science; Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor 
in Agriculture. B.S., 1952, M.S., 1954, West Virg inia; 
Ph.D., 1957, Cornell. 1956, 1965. 
FREY, KENNETH J., Professor of Agronomy; 
Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agri-
culture. B.S., 1944, M.S., 1945, Michigan State; 
Ph.D., 1948, Iowa State. 1953, 1956. 
*FRIEDERICH, KARL H., Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.S., 1954, M.S., 1961 , 
South Dakota State. 1967, 1982. 
*FRIEDMAN, DONNA LEE, Associate Professor of 
Art and Design . B.A. , 1966, M.A. , 1969, M.F.A. , 1973, 
Iowa. 1978, 1981. 
FRINK, ORRIN, Professor of Foreign Languages 
and Literatures. B.A. , 1954, Haverford ; M.A., 1955, 
Middlebury; Ph.D., 1961, Harvard. 1975. 
FRITZ, JAMES SHERWOOD, Professor of Chem-
istry. B.S., 1945, James Millikin; M.S., 1946, Ph.D., 
1948, Illinois. 1951 , 1960. 
FRITZ, MARTIN F., Emeritus Professor of Psychol-
ogy. B.S., 1924, M.S., 1925, Kansas State; Ph.D., 
1931, Chicago. 1927, 1946. 
FROMM, HERBERT J., Professor of Biochemistry. 
B.S., 1950, Michigan State; M.S., 1952, Ph.D ., 1954, 
Loyola (Chicago). 1966, 1968. 
*FRYE, M. VIRGINIA, Emeritus Professor of Physical 
Education and Leisure Studies. B.A. , 1940, Bradley; 
M.S., 1955, Ph.D., 1964, Illinois. 1970, 1975. 
FUCHS, RONALD, Professor of Physics. B.S., 1954, 
California Institute of Technology; Ph.D ., 1957, 
Illinois. 1961 , 1974. 
FULLER, WAYNE A., Professor of Statistics ; 
Professor of Economics; Distinguished Professor in 
Sciences and Humanities. B.S., 1955, M.S., 1957, 
Ph.D., 1959, Iowa State. 1959, 1966. 
*FULLMER, ROLLIN R., Assistant Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering. B.S., 1976, M.S., 1983, 
Ph.D., 1984, Utah. 1984. 
*FUNG, HON PONG, Emeritus Associate Professor 
of Civil and Construction Engineering . B.S., 1942, 
Lingnan (China); M.S., 1948, Ph.D., 1956, Iowa State. 
1952, 1960. 
FUQUA, ROBERT W., Associate Professor of Child 
Development. B.M.E., 1964, Drake; M.S., 1975, 
Ph.D., 1979, Iowa State. 1976, 1985. 
*FUTRELL, GENE ALLEN, Professor of Economics. 
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1957, Iowa State; Ph.D., 1964, Ohio 
State. 1964, 1970. 
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*GADIA, SHASHI K., Assistant Professor of Com-
puter Science. Ph.D., 1978, Illinois. 1986. 
GALEJS, IRMA, Emeritus Professor of Child 
Development. B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, Ph.D ., 1973, 
Iowa State. 1965, 1981 . 
*GALLAGHER, PAUL WILLIAM, Associate Professor 
of Economics. B.A. , 1972, Ph.D , 1983, Minnesota. 
1988. 
GALLOWAY, THOMAS D., Professor of Community 
and Regional Planning; Dean of the College of 
Design. B.A. , 1962, Westmont ; M.U.P. , 1967, Ph.D., 
1972, Washington . 1985. 
GALYON, AUBREY E. JR., Professor of English . 
B.A. , 1950, Maryville (Tennessee); B.D., 1953, Chi-
cago; M.A. , 1956, Tennessee; Ph.D., 1970, Iowa. 
1965, 1979. 
*GALYON, LINDA R., Associate Professor of English . 
B.A., 1956, M.A. , 1962, Indiana; Ph.D , 1974, Iowa. 
1965, 1980. 
GAMBRELL, PATRICIA, Assistant Professor of Eng-
lish . B.A. , 1971, Alabama; M.A. , 1979, Vanderbilt; 
Ph.D., 1987, Texas (Austin). 1987. 
*GAMON, JULIA ANDREW, Assistant Professor of 
Agricultural Education. B.S., 1954, Iowa State; M.A. , 
1977, Iowa; Ph.D., 1984, Iowa State. 1984. 
GARCIA, PILAR A., Professor of Food and Nutrition 
and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1949, Phil ippines; 
M.S., 1950, Michigan; M.S., 1952, Ph.D., 1955, Iowa 
State. 1955, 1974. 
*GARIKEPATI, P., Assistant Professor of Electrical 
Engineering & Computer Engineering. B.S., 1967, 
Osmania (India) ; Ph.D., 1982, Lowel l. 1983, 1986. 
GAUTESEN, ARTHUR, Professor of Mathematics. 
B.E., 1965, Cooper Union; Ph .D., 1968, North-
western . 1980, 1983. 
*GEHA, JOSEPH, Associate Professor of Engl ish. 
B.A., 1966, M.A. , 1968, Toledo. 1977, 1982. 
GEIGER, LOUIS G., Emeritus Professor of History. 
B.S., 1934, Central Missouri ; M.A. , 1940, Ph.D., 1948, 
Missouri. 1972. 
*GELINA, ROBERT JOSEPH, Associate Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.S., 1966, 
M.S., 1967, Wisconsin (Stout) ; Ph.D., 1971 , Maryland. 
1974. 
*GEMMILL, DOUGLAS D., Assistant Professor of 
Industrial Engineering . B.S., 1972, M.S ., 1986, Iowa 
State. 1987. 
GENDEL, STEVEN M., Assistant Professor of 
Genetics; Assistant Professor of Botany. B.S., 1972, 
Case Western Reserve; Ph.D., 1977, California 
(Irvine). 1983. 
GEORGE, RONALD, Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1962, Washington State; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1967, 
Purdue. 1969, 1975. 
GEORGIOU, TRYPHON T., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering. 
Dipl. , 1979, National Technical University (Athens); 
Ph.D., 1983, Florida. 1986, 1988. 
*GERCEK, H. GOKHAN, Assistant Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering . 
B.Sc., 1974, M.S., 1977, Mideast Technical University 
. (Turkey) ; Ph.D., 1986, Arizona State. 1987. 
GERRARD, MEG, Associate Professor of Psychol-
ogy. B.A., 1970, Ph.D., 1974, Texas. 1985, 1986. 
GERSTEIN, BERNARD C., Professor of Chemistry. 
B.S., 1953, Purdue; Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 1961 , 
1976. 
GHOSHAL, NANI GOPAL, Professor of Veterinary 
Anatomy. G.V.Sc., 1955, Bengal Veterinary College 
(India); D.T.V.M ., 1961 , Edinburgh (Scotland); 
Dr.Med.Vet, 1962, Hanover (West Germany); Ph.D., 
1966, Iowa State. 1963, 1974. 
GIBBONS, FREDERICK X., Professor of Psychol-
ogy. B.A. , 1972, Colgate; Ph.D., 1976, Texas. 1980, 
1986. 
*GIBBS, KATHERINE P., Associate Professor of Art 
and Design . B.S., 1968, M.S., 1976, M.F.A., 1978, 
Wisconsin. 1978, 1987. 
*GILLETTE, WILLARD E., Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.S., 1958, New York 
(Albany); M.A. , 1967, Colorado; Ph.D., 1971 , Colo-
rado State. 1975, 1982. 
GILLEY, JAMES R., Professor of Agricultural En-
gineering and Head of the Department. B.S., 1966, 
M.S., 1968, Colorado State; Ph.D., 1971 , Minnesota. 
1988. 
*GILMORE, SHIRLEY ANN, Assistant Professor of 
Hotel , Restaurant, and Institution Mngmt. B.S., 1967, 
North Dakota State; M.S., 1980, Ph.D., 1983, Iowa 
State. 1987. 
*GINDER, ROGER, Professor of Economics. B.S., 
1968, M.S., 1969, Southern Illinois; Ph.D., 1978, 
Kentucky. 1978, 1986. 
GIRTON, JACK RICHARD, Associate Professor of 
Genetics; Associate Professor of Zoology. B.A. , 1973, 
Oregon; Ph.D ., 1979, Alberta (Canada). 1985, 1987. 
*GLADON, RICHARD J., Associate Professor of 
Horticulture. B.S., 1969, Ohio Northern ; M.S., 1974, 
Ph.D ., 1977, Ohio State. 1978, 1984. 
GLASS, LYNN, Professor of Secondary Education ; 
Professor of Professional Studies in Education . B.A. , 
1963, M.A. , 1964, Northern Iowa; Ph.D ., 1970, Iowa. 
1972, 1980. 
GLATZ, BONITA ANN, Professor of Food Tech-
nology; Professor of Microbiology. B.A. , 1971 , Cornell; 
M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1975, Wisconsin. 1975, 1984. 
GLATZ, CHARLES E., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering. B.S., 1971 , Notre Dame; Ph.D. , 1975, 
Wisconsin. 1975, 1986. 
*GLEASON, MARK L., Assistant Professor of Plant 
Pathology. B.A. , 1972, Carleton; M.S., 1976, Ph.D., 
1980, Virginia ; Ph.D., 1985, Kentucky. 1986. 
GLENN-LEWIN, DAVID C., Professor of Botany and 
Chair of the Department. A.B ., 1965, Knox; Ph.D., 
1972, Cornell. 1972, 1987. 
GLICK, MILTON D., Provost Professor of Chemistry. 
A.B ., 1959, Augustana; Ph.D. , 1965, Wisconsin. 1988. 
GLOCK, ROBERT D., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology (Collaborator). D.V.M., 1961 , Ph.D., 1971 , 
Iowa State. 1970, 1981 . 
*GOERING, DONALD H., Assoc iate Professor of 
Agricultural Studies . B.S., 1958, M.S., 1970, Ph .D., 
1978, Iowa State. 1971 , 1987. 
GOGGIN, EIMEAR M., Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics. B.S., 1978, M.S., 1979, University College 
(Dublin) ; Ph.D , 1988, (Madison). 1988. 
GOLDMAN, ALAN I., Assistant Professor of Physics . 
B.S., 1979, M.A. , 1980, Ph.D., 1984, New York (Stony 
Brook). 1988. 
GOTTFRIED, HERBERT W., Professor of Arch itec-
ture. A.B ., 1963, Colby; M.A. , 1966, Montana; Ph.D , 
1974, Ohio. 1980. 
*GOTTFRIED, JAN J. , Associate Professor of Art and 
Design . B.S., 1968, M.S., 1969, Oklahoma State. 
1984, 1988. 
GOUDY, WILLIS J,, Professor of Sociology. B.A. , 
1964, St. Thomas; M.S., 1967, Ph.D , 1970, Purdue . 
1969, 1979. 
*GOURAN, PATRICK D. , Associate Professor of 
Speech Communication . B.S., 1963, M.S., 1965, 
Illinois State; Ph.D., 1975, Colorado. 1971 , 1977. 
GRADWOHL, DAVID MAYER, Professor of An-
thropology. B.A. , 1955, Nebraska; Ph .D. , 1967, 
Harvard . 1962, 1972. 
*GRAHAM, FREDERICK M., Professor of Engineer-
ing Science and Mechanics . B.S., 1948, M.S., 1950, 
Ph.D ., 1966, Iowa State. 1960, 1976. 
*GRAHAM, MARGARET BAKER, Assistant Professor 
of English . B.A. , 1972, Drury; M.A. , 1978, Ph.D., 
1982, North Carolina. 1983, 1987. 
*GRATTO, CHARLES P., Professor of Economics. 
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1959, Cornel l; Ph.D., 1964, Pennsyl -
vania State. 1969, 1975. 
*GRAUPERA, ARTURO, Emeritus Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures . J.D , 1944, 
Havana (Cuba); M.A. , 1966, Iowa. 1966, 1979. 
GRAVES, DONALD JOHN, Professor of Biochemis-
try and Chair of the Department; Professor of 
Biochemistry; Professor of Chemistry B.S., 1955, 
Il linois; Ph.D., 1959, Wash ington . 1961 , 1968. 
*GRAY, GARY R. , Assistant Professor of Physical 
Education and Leisure Studies. B.P.E. , 1974, New 
Brunswick; M.S., 1975, Kentucky; Ed.D., 1983, 
Oregon . 1987. 
*GRAY, JOSEPH NAHUM, Adjunct Assistant Pro-
fessor of Nuclear Engineering. B.A. , 1977, Colorado; 
Ph.D ., 1985, Michigan. 1987. 
*GRAYHACK, WILLIAM T., Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics. B.S., 1981 , M.S., 1984, Ph.D., 1987, 
Northwestern . 1988. 
GREEN, DETROY E., Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 
1954, M.S. , 1961 , Ph.D. , 1965, Missouri . 1964, 1970. 
*GREER, MARY HELEN, Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. B.A. , 1964, 
Centre; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1968, Pennsylvania State. 
1970, 1976. 
GREER, RAYMOND THOMAS, Professor of En-
gineering Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1963, 
Rensselaer; Ph.D., 1968, Pennsylvania State. 1970, 
1977. 
GREGORAC, ROBERT JOHN, Associate Professor 
of Mathematics. B.S., 1960, Case Western Reserve; 
M.S., 1962, Ph .D., 1965, Iowa. 1964, 1969. 
GREIMANN, LOWELL F., Professor of Civil En-
gineering . B.S., 1964, Iowa State; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 
1968, Colorado. 1973, 1981 . 
GREVE, JOHN HENRY, Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology. B.S., 1956, D.V.M., 1958, M.S., 1959, 
Michigan State; Ph.D., 1963, Purdue. 1963, 1968. 
GRIER, RONALD LEE, Professor of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences. D.V.M., 1965, Iowa State; Ph .D., 
1970, Colorado State. 1970, 1976. 
*GRIFFIN-PIERSON, SHARON, Assistant Professor 
of Psychology. B.S., 1981, Illinois; Ph.D., 1988, Iowa. 
1988. 
*GRIFFITH, RONALD W. , Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medic ine. B.S., 
1972 , D.V.M., 1973, Michigan State; M.S. , 1980, 
Ph.D., 1983, Iowa State. 1977, 1986. 
*GROENEVELD, RICHARD, Professor of Statistics. 
B.A. , 1956, Dartmouth ; M.A. , 1963, Ph.D., 1967, 
Boston University. 1970, 1975. 
*GROSVENOR, DALE DAVID, Associate Professor of 
Computer Science. B.S., 1948, B.S. , 1949, M.S., 
1960, Ph.D ., 1963, Iowa State. 1968. 
*GRUBE, NANCY WEATHERHOLT, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Accounting . B.S., 1980, M.B.A. , 1986, 
Ph.D. , 1988, Kansas . 1988. 
GSCHNEIDNER, KARL A., Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering ; Distinguished Professor in 
Sciences and Humanities. B.S., 1952, Detroit; Ph.D. , 
1957, Iowa State . 1963, 1967. 
*GUERIN, MARGARET V., Assistant Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures . B.A. , 1974, 
Dickinson; M.A. , 1975, California (Berkeley) ; Ph .D., 
1985, Yale . 1987. 
*GUNTER, CHERYL D. , Assistant Professor of 
Speech Communicat ion . B.A. , 1977, Tennessee; 
M.A. , 1979, Memph is State; Ph.D., 1987, Texas. 
1985. 
GUTHRIE, WILBUR D., Professor of Entomology 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1950, M.S., 1951 , Oklahoma 
State; Ph .D., 1958, Ohio State. 1964, 1971 . 
*GWIASDA, KARL ERIC, Associate Professor of 
Engl ish . B.S., 1959, Illinois Institute of Technology; 
B.A. , 1964, Butler; M.A. , 1966, Ph.D ., 1969, North-
western . 1969, 1973. 
*HAAS, BARBARA L. , Assistant Professor of English. 
B.A., 1980, Southern Indiana; M.F.A. , 1982, Californ ia 
(Irvine). 1986. 
*HACK, ETHAN, Assistant Professor of Botany; 
Assistant Professor of Genetics. B.A. , 1975, 
Cambridge (England); Ph.D., 1980, Wisconsin. 1983. 
*HADLEY, DOROTHY LEE, Associate Professor of 
English. B.A. , 1956, Drake; M.S., 1961 , Wisconsin . 
1969, 1985. 
HADWIGER, DON F. , Professor of Political Science. 
B.A. , 1953, Oklahoma; M.A. , 1954, Nebraska; Ph.D ., 
1956, Iowa. 1962, 1968. 
*HAGEMOSER, WAYNE A., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology. B.S., 1961 , D.V.M., 1963, Kansas State; 
M.S., 1976, Ph.D. , 1979, Iowa State . 1973, 1983. 
*HAGGARD, FRANK E. , Professor of Engl ish and 
Chair of the Department. B.A., 1955, M.A. , 1965, 
Ph.D. , 1966, Kansas. 1967, 1977. 
*HAGGE, JOHN H. , Assistant Professor of English . 
B.A. , 1974, St. Olaf; M.A. , 1977, Ph.D ., 1983, 
Minnesota. 1985. 
HALE, CLAUDIA L., Associate Professor of Speech 
Communication and Chair of the Department. B.S. , 
1971, Texas Tech ; A.M ., 1973, Ph.D., 1976, Il linois. 
1983, 1986. 
HALE, HARRY W., Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing & Computer Engineering . B.S., 1942, M.S., 1949, 
Ph.D., 1953, Purdue. 1960. 
HALL, CHARLES VIRDUS, Professor of Horticulture 
and Head of the Department. B.S., 1950, M.S., 1953, 
Arkansas; Ph.D., 1960, Kansas State. 1974. 
HALL, JERRY LEE, Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S., 1959, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1967, 
Iowa State. 1960, 1977. 
HALL, RICHARD BRIAN, Professor of Forestry. B.S., 
1969, Iowa State; Ph.D. , 1974, Wisconsin. 1974, 
1982. 
HALLAM, J. ARNE, Associate Professor of Econom-
ics. B.S., 1977, Brigham Young ; M.S., 1980, Ph.D. , 
1983, California (Berkeley). 1983, 1988. 
HALLAUER, ARNEL R., Professor of Agronomy 
(Collaborator). B.S ., 1954, Kansas State; M.S ., 1958, 
Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 1963, 1970. 
HALLBERG, RICHARD L., Professor of Zoology; 
Professor of Genetics. AB., 1963, Carleton; Ph.D., 
1968, Johns Hopkins. 1979, 1987. 
HAMILTON, CARL, Emeritus Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.S., 1936, Iowa State. 
1962. 
HAMMER, CHARLES L. , Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1948, M.S. , 1950, Ph.D. , 1954, Michigan. 1955, 1961. 
HAMMOND, EARL G., Professor of Food Tech-
nology and Head of the Department; Professor of 
Biochemistry. B.S., 1948, M.A. , 1950, Texas; Ph.D., 
1953, Minnesota. 1953, 1966. 
HANDY, CHARLES B., Professor of Accounting ; 
Dean of the College of Business Administration . 
B.A., 1947, Westminster; M.A. , 1956, Iowa; Ph.D ., 
1970, Iowa State . 1958, 1975. 
HANDY, RICHARD L., Professor of Civil Engineer-
ing; Anson Marston Distinguished Professor in 
Engineering . B.S. , 1951 , M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1956, 
Iowa State. 1956, 1963. 
*HANNAPEL, DAVID J., Assistant Professor of 
Horticulture. B.S., 1978, Illinois; M.S., 1981 , Georgia; 
Ph.D., 1985, Purdue. 1987. 
*HANNUM, THOMAS E., Professor of Psychology. 
B.S., 1941 , M.S., 1949, Iowa State; Ph.D. , 1952, 
Nebraska. 1949, 1962. 
HANSEN, ROBERT S. , Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Chemistry. B.S. , 1940, M.S., 1941 , Ph.D., 
1948, Michigan; D.Sc., 1978, Lehigh. 1948, 1955. 
HANWAY, JOHN JOSEPH, Emeritus Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1942, M.S., 1948, Nebraska; Ph.D., 
1954, Iowa State. 1950, 1959. 
HARL, NEIL E., Professor of Economics; Charles F. 
Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agriculture. B.S. , 
1955, Iowa State; J.D., 1961 , Iowa; Ph.D., 1965, Iowa 
State . 1964, 1967. 
HARMON, BRUCE N., Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1968, Illinois Institute of Technology; M.S., 1969, 
Ph.D., 1973, Northwestern. 1975, 1982. 
*HARROD, WENDY JEAN, Associate Professor of 
Sociology and Anthropology. B.A. , 1972, Arizona 
State; M.A., 1974, Ph.D. , 1977, Washington State . 
1977, 1983. 
HART, ELWOOD ROY, Professor of Entomology. 
B.A. , 1959, Cornell College; M.Ed ., 1965, Ph.D ., 
1972, Texas A & M. 1974, 1986. 
HARTMAN, PAUL A., Professor of Microbiology; 
Professor of Food Technology; Distinguished Pro-
fessor in Sciences and Humanities. B.S., 1949, 
Il linois; M.S., 1951 , Alabama; Ph.D., 1954, Purdue. 
1954, 1962. 
*HARTWIG, NOLAN R. , Professor of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences. D.V.M., 1964, Iowa State; M.S., 
1973, Ohio State. 1983. 
HARVEY, ROBERT R., Professor of Landscape 
Architecture. B.S.L.A., 1961, Iowa State; M.L.A., 1964, 
Pennsylvania. 1968, 1978. 
HARVILLE, DAVID A., Professor of Statistics . B.S., 
1962, Iowa State; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1965, Cornell. 
1975. 
*HASIAK, ROBERT JOSEPH, Associate Professor of 
Animal Science; Associate Professor of Food Tech-
nology. B.S., 1966, Rutgers ; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1972, 
Cornell. 1972, 1978. 
*HASSOUN, MARWAN M., Assistant Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering . 
B.S., 1983, South Dakota State; M.S., 1984, Ph.D. , 
1988, Purdue. 1988. 
HAUPTMAN, JOHN M., Associate Professor of 
Physics. B.A. , 1968, Ph.D. , 1974, California (Berke-
ley). 1982, 1986. 
*HAUSAFUS, CHERYL 0., Assistant Professor of 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education ; Assistant 
Professor of Secondary Education. B.S. , 1968, 
Florida State; M.S., 1971 , Pennsylvania State; Ph.D., 
1978, Iowa State. 1978. 
*HAWS, RICHARD H., Associate Professor of 
Journalism and Mass Communication. B.A. , 1966, 
Nebraska Wesleyan ; M.S.J., 1970, Northwestern . 
1983, 1987. 
*HAYDON, PHILIP G., Assistant Professor of 
Zoology. B.Sc ., 1979, Ph.D., 1982, Leeds (England). 
1986. 
HAYENGA, MARVIN L., Professor of Economics. 
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1963, Illinois; Ph.D. , 1967, Californ ia 
(Berkeley). 1980, 1985. 
*HAYES, DERMOT JAMES, Assistant Professor of 
Economics. B.Sc. , 1981 , University College (Ireland); 
Ph.D., 1986, California (Berkeley). 1986. 
*HAYNES, JOSEPH S., Assistant Professor of 
Veterinary Pathology. D.V.M., 1979, Missouri; Ph.D., 
1986, Minnesota. 1986. 
HAZEN, THAMON EDSON, Emeritus Professor of 
Agricultural Engineering . B.S., 1947, Oklahoma 
State; M.S., 1950, Purdue; Ph.D., 1956, Iowa State. 
1952, 1960. 
*HEBERT, KURT ROBERT, Assistant Professor of 
Chemical Engineering . B.S., 1978, Princeton ; M.S., 
1981, Ph.D ., 1985, Ill inois. 1984. 
*HECKENBACH, ALAN J., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. A.B., 1955, M.S., 1957, Northwestern; 
Ph.D., 1964, Missouri. 1964, 1972. 
*HEEMSTRA, HOWARD C., Professor of Architec-
ture. B.Arch ., 1952, Iowa State; M.Arch ., 1958, 
Cranbrook. 1966, 1977. 
*HEFLEY, MURRAY WAYNE, Assistant Professor of 
Horticulture . B.S., 1967, Texas Tech ; M.S. , 1973, 
Ph.D., 1979, Maryland. 1979. 
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HEGGEN, RICHARD D., Professor of Art and 
Design ; Distinguished Professor in Design . B.F.A., 
1958, M.F.A., 1962, Drake. 1966, 1975. 
*HEGLAND, SUSAN M., Associate Professor of Child 
Development. B.A. , 1970, St. Olaf; M.S., 1972, Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1977, Ohio State. 1977, 1985. 
HEIMES, KENNETH A., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics and Chair of the Department. B.S., 
1957, Creighton ; M.A., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, Nebraska. 
1966, 1970. 
HELD, SHIRLEY ELAINE, Professor of Art and 
Design . B.S., 1945, M.S., 1952, Iowa State . 1953, 
1975. 
*HELLE, ANITA, Assistant Professor of English. M.A. , 
1972, Puget Sound; Ph.D., 1986, Oregon . 1986. 
HEMBROUGH, FREDERICK, Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology. B.S., 1952, D.V.M., 
1954, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, Illinois. 1966, 1972. 
HEMPSTEAD, JEAN C., Emeritus Professor of 
Industrial Engineering . B.S., 1926, Iowa State; M.A. , 
1930, Pennsylvania; C.E., 1942, Iowa State. 1930, 
1949. 
*HENDERSON, ERIC R., Assistant Professor of 
Zoology. B.A. , 1979, Ph.D. , 1984, California (Los 
Angeles). 1987. 
*HENDRICH, SUZANNE, Assistant Professor of Food 
and Nutrition. B.A., 1976, California (Los Angeles) ; 
Ph.D., 1985, California (Berkeley). 1987. 
*HENDRICKSON, RICHARD, Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering. B.S., 1955, M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1966, 
Iowa State . 1964, 1985. 
*HENKIN, ALEXANDER, Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S., 1954, Dipl. , 1955, Israel Institute 
of Technology; M.S., 1957, Ph.D , 1962, Michigan. 
1967, 1971. 
HENNEY, MARIBETH, Professor of Elementary 
Education ; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education . B.Ed ., 1957, M.Ed ., 1965, Washburn ; 
Ph.D., 1968, Kent State. 1968, 1987. 
*HENNING, STANLEY J., Assistant Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1966, Iowa State; M.S., 1971 , Ph.D ., 
1975, Oregon State. 1975, 1978. 
*HENRY, MADELEINE M. , Assistant Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures . B.A. , 1971, M.A., 
1974, Ph.D ., 1983, Minnesota. 1985. 
HENTZEL, IRVIN R., Professor of Mathematics . 
B.A. , 1964, M.A. , 1966, Ph.D., 1968, Iowa. 1968, 
1979. 
HERMAN, JERRY J., Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education . B.S., 1952, Northern Michigan; 
M.A. , 1957, Ph.D., 1959, Michigan. 1987, 1988. 
*HERRIGES, JOSEPH A., Assistant Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1978, Marquette; M.S., 1982, Ph.D., 
1983, Wisconsin. 1988. 
HERRNSTADT, RICHARD L., Professor of English . 
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1950, Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1960, 
Maryland. 1954, 1965. 
*HERRNSTADT, STEVEN M. , Associate Professor of 
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HOLT, JOHN G., Professor of Microbiology. B.S., 
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Ohio State University. 1989. 
*McCALLUM, RALPH W., Adjunct Associate Pro-
fessor of Materials Science and Engineering ; B.A. , 
1969, Carleton; Ph.D., 1977, California (San Diego). 
1988. 
McCANDLESS, CHARLES E., Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education; Vice President . B.S., 
1956, M.Ed ., 1965, Texas A & M; Ed.D., 1966, North 
Texas. 1986. 
McCARLEY, ROBERT E., Professor of Chemistry. 
B.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1956, Texas. 1956, 1970. 
McCARTHY, DENNIS M., Associate Professor of 
History. B.A. , 1966, Boston College; M.A., 1970, 
Ph.D., 1972, Yale. 1972, 1979. 
McCARTHY, WILLIAM P., Professor of English . B.A., 
1964, Hobart; M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1974, Rutgers. 
1972, 1987. 
McCAY, ROBERT D., Emeritus Professor of English. 
B.A. , 1932, M.A., 1937, Grinnell ; Ph.D., 1945, Iowa. 
1945, 1965. 
*McCLAIN, JEORALDEAN S., Associate Professor of 
Art and Design . B.A. , 1959, Tulsa; M.A. , 1962, 
Michigan; Ph.D., 1974, Ohio State. 1978, 1987. 
*McCOMBER, DIANE R., Associate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. B.S., 1960, M.S., 1965, Iowa 
State . 1962, 1975. 
McCONNELL, KENNETH G., Professor of Engineer-
ing Science and Mechanics. B.A. , 1957, St. Thomas; 
B.S., 1957, Notre Dame; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1963, 
Iowa State. 1957, 1975. 
*McCONNELL, ROBERT, Assistant Professor of 
Journalism and Mass Communication . B.A. , 1967, 
Indiana; M.A., 1974, Ph .D., 1977, Iowa. 1989. 
*McCORCLE, MICHAEL D. , Assistant Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1980, California (Davis) ; M.S., 1983, 
Ph .D., 1986, Utah. 1986. 
McCORMICK, JAMES M. , Professor of Political 
Science . B.A. , 1968, Aquinas; M.A., 1969, Ph.D , 
1973, Michigan State . 1975, 1985. 
*McCORMICK, THERESA M., Associate Professor of 
Secondary Education; Associate Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education. B.S., 1961 , Oklahoma 
State; M.A., 1967, Ed.D., 1981 , West Virg inia. 1984, 
1987. 
*McCULLY, JOHN, Assistant Professor of Engl ish . 
B.A. , 1957, Mississippi College; M.A., 1960, Mis-
sissippi ; Ph.D., 1976, Rice. 1968, 1968. 
McDANIEL, THOMAS J., Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering. B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, Ph.D ., 1968, 
Illinois. 1973, 1978. 
McELROY, JAMES C., Associate Professor of 
Management. B.S., 1971, Jamestown; M.B.A., 1972, 
South Dakota; Ph.D ., 1979, Oklahoma State . 1979, 
1984. 
McGEE, DENIS C., Professor of Plant Pathology. 
B.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1967, Edinburgh (Scotland). 1978, 
1984. 
McGEE, THOMAS D., Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering ; B.S , 1948, B.S., 1948, 
M.S., 1958, Ph.D ., 1961 , Iowa State. 1956, 1965. 
McGILLIARD, A. DARE, Emeritus Professor of 
Animal Science. B.S., 1951 , M.S., 1952, Oklahoma 
State; Ph.D., 1961 , Michigan State. 1957, 1972. 
*MclLRATH, TIMOTHY J., Associate Professor of Art 
and Design. B.A. , 1966, Dominican (Wisconsin) ; 
M.S., 1969, Wisconsin . 1969, 1979. 
McJIMSEY, GEORGE T., Professor of History. B.A. , 
1958, Grinnell ; M.A., 1959, Columbia; Ph.D., 1968, 
Wisconsin. 1965, 1981 . 
*McKAY, DONALD JEROME, Associate Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.S., 1958, 
St. Cloud ; M.S., 1969, Wisconsin (Stout) ; Ph .D., 
1974, Missouri . 1977, 1980. 
McKEOWN, DONALD I., Emeritus Professor of 
Architecture. B.S., 1947, Illinois ; M.S., 1952, Iowa 
State. 1949, 1972. 
*McMILLAN, THELMA J., Emeritus Professor of Food 
and Nutrition. B.S., 1940, Arizona; M.S., 1942, 
Nebraska; Ph.D., 1951 , Cornell. 1953, 1961 . 
McNABB, HAROLD S. JR. , Professor of Plant 
Pathology; Professor of Forestry. B.S , 1949, 
Nebraska; M.S., 1951 , Ph.D ., 1954, Yale. 1953, 1964. 
McROBERTS, KEITH L., Professor of Industrial 
Engineering and Chair of the Department. B.S., 
1953, M.S., 1959, Ph.D ., 1966, Iowa State. 1957, 
1972. 
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MEEKER, WILLIAM Q. JR., Professor of Statistics. 
B.S., 1972, Clarkson; M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1975, Union. 
1975, 1981 . 
*MEEKS, HOWARD D., Associate Professor of 
Industrial Engineering. B.S., 1960, Iowa State; M.S., 
1966, Ph.D., 1970, Ohio State. 1970, 1975. 
*MEIXNER, MARY L., Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Family Environment. B.A. , 1938, Milwaukee-
Downer; M.A., 1945, Iowa. 1953, 1959. 
*MELVIN, STEWART W., Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering. B.S., 1964, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1970, 
Iowa State. 1970, 1979. 
*MENDELSON, MICHAEL T., Assistant Professor of 
English . B.A., 1967, California (Irvine); M.A., 1969, 
California State (San Francisco); Ph.D., 1981 , Wash-
ington State. 1982, 1984. 
MENGELING, WILLIAM L., Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine (Collaborator). 
B.S., 1958, D.V.M., 1960, Kansas State; M.S., 1966, 
Ph.D., 1969, Iowa State. 1977. 
MENZEL, BRUCE W., Professor of An imal Ecology 
and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1964, Wisconsin ; 
M.S., 1966, Marquette; Ph.D., 1970, Cornell. 1970, 
1980. 
*MERCIER, CLETUS R., Associate Professor of 
Freshman Engineering. B.S., 1957, M.S., 1973, Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1985, Iowa. 1968, 1975. 
*MERCIER, JOYCE, Associate Professor of Fami ly 
Environment. B.S ., 1971 , M.S., 1973, Ph.D ., 1980, 
Iowa State. 1973, 1982. 
*MERICLE, MORRIS H., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering. B.S., 1947, M.S., 1956, Ph.D., 
1963, Iowa State. 1960, 1963. 
*MERKLEY, DAVID F. , Professor of Veterinary Clinical 
Sciences. B.A. , 1967, South Dakota; D.V.M., 1971 , 
Iowa State; M.S., 1974, Michigan State. 1979, 1985. 
*MERKLEY, DONNA J., Assistant Professor of 
Elementary Education. B.A. , 1968, South Dakota 
State; M.A., 1974, Ph.D., 1982, Michigan State. 1985. 
MERRILL, WILLIAM C., Professor of Economics. 
B.S., 1959, Iowa State; Ph.D ., 1964, California 
(Berkeley). 1964, 1970. 
*MESSENGER, JOSEPH C., Professor of Music; 
Professor of Secondary Education. B.S.E., 1961 , 
Bowl ing Green; M.A., 1967, D.M.A., 1971, Iowa. 1969, 
1983. 
METZLER, DAVID E., Professor of Biochemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.S., 1948, Californ ia Institute of Technology; M.S., 
1950, Ph.D ., 1952, Wisconsin. 1953, 1961 . 
MEYER, CHARLES W., Professor of Economics. 
B.A. , 1954, M.A., 1955, Illinois; Ph.D., 1961 , Johns 
Hopkins. 1961 , 1967. 
MEYERS, WILLIAM H., Professor of Economics. 
B.A. , 1963, Goshen; M.S., 1972, Philippines; Ph.D., 
1977, Minnesota. 1979, 1985. 
*MICKELSON, ALAN C., Associate Professor of Art 
and Design . B.F.A., 1979, Utah; M.F.A., 1981 , Virg inia 
Commonwealth. 1981, 1987. 
*MICKLE, JACK L., Professor of Civil Engineering . 
B.S., 1952, M.S., 1955, Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 1952, 
1970. 
MILLER, E. MADGE, Emeritus Professor of Food 
and Nutrition. B.S., 1939, M.S., 1941, Ph .D., 1954, 
Iowa State. 1941, 1956. 
MILLER, ELIZABETH S., Professor of Art and 
Design ; Distinguished Professor in Design. B.FA., 
1951 , Nebraska; M.F.A., 1967, Drake. 1969, 1979. 
*MILLER, GERALD AREY, Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S., 1965, Virginia Polytechnic ; M.S., 1971 , Ph.D., 
1974, Iowa State . 1974, 1983. 
MILLER, LESLIE L., Associate Professor of Com-
puter Science. B.A. , 1967, M.A., 1974, South Dakota; 
Ph.D., 1980, Southern Methodist. 1984, 1987. 
MILLER, LYLE DEVON, Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology. B.S., 1961 , D.V.M., 1963, Kansas State; 
M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1971 , Wisconsin. 1981 . 
MILLER, MARTIN G., Professor of Sociology and 
Anthropology. B.A., 1960, Coe; M.S., 1963, Ph.D ., 
1971 , Michigan State. 1969, 1987. 
*MILLER, PHYLLIS G., Associate Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education; Associate Director 
of the Student Counseling Service. B.S., 1955, Iowa 
State; M.S., 1964, Nebraska (Omaha); Ed.D., 1969, 
Washington State. 1969, 1974. 
MILLER, RICHARD KEITH, Professor of Mathemat-
ics; Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Human-
ities. S.S., 1961 , Iowa State; M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1964, 
Wisconsin. 1971, 1973. 
MILLER, WILLIAM G., Professor of Industrial 
Education and Technology; Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education. B.S., 1957, M.S., 1961 , Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1967, Iowa. 1978. 
MILLER, WILLIAM WADE, Associate Professor of 
Agricultural Education; Associate Professor of Sec-
ondary Education. B.S., 1974, Texas A & M; M.Ed ., 
1976, Stephen F. Austin; Ph.D., 1980, Texas A & M. 
1980, 1985. 
MILLER, WILMER JAY, Professor of Genetics. B.A. , 
1948, Oklahoma; Ph.D., 1954, Wisconsin . 1962, 1980. 
*MILLER, WYATT ALLEN, Assistant Professor of 
Plant Pathology. B.A. , 1978, Carleton ; Ph.D., 1984, 
Wisconsin. 1988. 
*MINION, FRANK C., Assistant Professor of Veteri-
nary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine, 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute. B.S., 1972, 
M.S., 1977, Memphis State; Ph.D., 1983, Alabama 
(Birmingham). 1986. 
MISCHKE, CHARLES R., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S.M.E., 1947, M.M.E., 1950, Cornell ; 
Ph.D., 1953, Wisconsin . 1964. 
*MISRA, MANJIT KUMAR, Associate Professor of 
Agricultural Engineering . B.S., 1971, Orissa (India); 
M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1978, Missouri. 1979, 1984. 
MITCHELL, LAWRENCE G., Professor of Zoology; 
Professor of Animal Ecology. B.S., 1964, Pennsylva-
nia State; Ph.D., 1970, Montana. 1971 , 1988. 
MITRA, AMBAR K., Assistant Professor of Engineer-
ing Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1970, M.S., 1972, 
Jadavpur (India); Ph.D., 1979, Indian Institute of 
Science. 1984. 
MIZE, CARL WESLEY, Associate Professor of 
Forestry. B.A. , 1969, Brockport; M.S., 1973, Hum-
boldt; Ph.D., 1977, Syracuse. 1977, 1986. 
MOLIAN, PALANIAPPA A., Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1972, Madras (India); 
B.E., 1975, M.E. , 1977, Indian Institute of Science; 
Ph.D., 1982, Oregon Graduate Center. 1982, 1987. 
MOLINS, RICARDO A., Assistant Professor of 
Animal Science; Assistant Professor of Food Tech-
nology. B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971 , Ph.D., 1985, Iowa 
State. 1985. 
MONTAG, GERALDINE M., Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . B.A. , 1947, Western Ontario; M.S., 
1963, Ph.D ., 1966, Iowa State . 1966, 1973. 
*MOON, HARLEY WILLIAM , Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology (Collaborator). B.S., 1958, D.V.M ., 1960, 
Ph.D., 1965, Minnesota. 1974. 
MORFORD, VILAS J., Emeritus Professor of 
Agricultural Engineering . B.S., 1925, M.S., 1933, 
Nebraska. 1944, 1947. 
MORGAN, PAUL EMERSON, Emeritus Professor of 
Civil Engineering ; Emeritus Associate Dean of the 
College of Engineering . B.S., 1944, M.S., 1956, Iowa 
State. 1953, 1965. 
MORRIS, WALTER D., Professor of Foreign Lan-
guages and Literatures. B.A. , 1949, California (Los 
Angeles) ; M.A., 1955, Ph .D., 1959, Texas. 1970. 
MORROW, PAULA C., Professor of Management. 
B.A. , 1973, Maryland; M.S., 1975, Virgin ia Poly-
technic ; Ph.D., 1978, Iowa State. 1978, 1988. 
MOSCHINI, GIANCARLO, Assistant Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1978, Catholic (Italy) ; Ph.D., 1986, 
Guelph (Canada). 1987. 
MOSES, JOEL C., Professor of Pol itical Science. 
B.A. , 1966, Beloit; M.A., 1968, Ph.D ., 1972, Wiscon-
sin . 1971 , 1982. 
MUCHINSKY, PAUL M., Professor of Psychology. 
A.B., 1969, Gettysburg ; M.S., 1970, Kansas State; 
Ph.D., 1973, Purdue. 1973, 1980. 
MUKERJEA, RABINDRA, Professor of Architecture; 
Associate Dean of the College of Design . B.Arch ., 
1966, Indian Institute of Technology; M.A.Sc., 1969, 
Waterloo. 1971 , 1982 . 
MULFORD, CHARLES L., Professor of Sociology 
and Anthropology. S.S., 1958, M.S., 1959, Ph.D ., 
1962, Iowa State. 1969, 1972. 
*MULLEN, RUSSELL E., Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S., 1971 , M.S.Ed ., 1972, Northwest Missouri; Ph.D., 
1975, Purdue. 1978, 1986. 
MUNSON, BRUCE R., Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, 
Purdue; Ph.D., 1970, Minnesota. 1974, 1981 . 
MURDOCK, JAMES A., Professor of Mathematics. 
Sc.B., 1966, Brown; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1970, New 
York University. 1976, 1984. 
MURPHY, PATRICIA ANNE, Associate Professor of 
Food Technology. B.S., 1973, M.S., 1975, California 
(Davis) ; Ph.D., 1979, Michigan State. 1979, 1984. 
MURRAY, WILLIAM G., Emeritus Professor of 
Economics. B.A. , 1924, Coe; M.A., 1925, Harvard ; 
Ph.D., 1932, Minnesota. 1927, 1937. 
MUTCHMOR, JOHN A., Professor of Zoology; 
Professor of Entomology. B.Sc ., 1950, Alberta; M.S., 
1955, Ph.D ., 1961 , Minnesota. 1962, 1971 . 
*MYERS, ALAN M., Assistant Professor of Bio-
chemistry and Biophysics; Assistant Professor of 
Genetics. S.S., 1977, Carnegie-Mellon ; Ph.D., 1983, 
Duke. 1986. 
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*MYERS, RONALD KEITH, Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Pathology. S.S., 1970, D.V.M., 1977, Ph.D., 
1982, Kansas State. 1982, 1984. 
*MYERS, RUSSEL M., Associate Professor of 
Speech Communication . B.A. , 1959, Dakota 
Wesleyan; M.A., 1963, South Dakota; Ph.D., 1974, 
Nebraska. 1964, 1976. 
*NABROTZKY, RONALD, Associate Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1965, Utah; 
M.A., 1966, Ph.D., 1973, Northwestern. 1970, 1977. 
NAKADATE, NEIL EDWARD, Professor of Engl ish. 
A.B., 1965, Stanford ; M.A. , 1968, Ph.D., 1972, 
Indiana. 1977, 1985. 
NARIBOLI, GUNDO A., Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics . B.Sc., 1947, M.Sc., 1952, 
Bombay (India); Ph.D ., 1959, Indian Institute of 
Technology. 1966, 1969. 
*NATHAN, TERRENCE R., Assistant Professor of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences; Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics. S.S., 1978, M.S., 1982, 
Ph.D., 1985, New York. 1985. 
NELSON, RON M., Associate Professor of Mechan-
ical Engineering . B.S., 1970, M.S., 1972, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1980, Stanford . 1980, 1986. 
NELSON, STUART A., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. B.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1966, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 1966, 1983. 
NETUSIL, ANTON J. JR., Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education . B.S., 1954, M.S., 1959, Ph.D ., 
1967, Iowa State. 1965, 1974. 
*NEWMAN, GRANT H., Associate Professor of 
Music; Associate Professor of Secondary Education . 
B.F.A., 1954, South Dakota; M.S., 1959, Ed.D., 1966, 
Illinois. 1984. 
NG, CHEUK-YIU, Professor of Chemistry. B.S., 1971 , 
Hong Kong ; Ph.D., 1976, California (Berkeley). 1977, 
1986. 
*NIEBAUER, WALTER E. JR., Associate Professor of 
Journalism and Mass Communication. B.S., 1970, 
M.S., 1972, Wisconsin ; Ph.D., 1986, Michigan State. 
1983, 1987. 
NIELSEN, VERNER H., Emeritus Professor of Food 
Technology. B.S., 1943, Ph.D'., 1953, Iowa State. 
1944, 1957. 
NIKOLAU, BASIL JOHN, Assistant Professor of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics; Assistant Professor of 
Food Technology. B.Sc., 1977, Ph.D., 1981 , Massey 
(New Zealand). 1988. 
*NILSEN, KELVIN, Assistant Professor of Computer 
Science. B.S., 1981 , Brigham Young ; M.S., 1985, 
Ph.D ., 1988, Arizona. 1988. 
NILSEN-HAMILTON, M., Associate Professor of 
Biochemistry. B.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1973, Cornell. 1982. 
*NILSSON, JAMES W., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Electrical Engineering . B.S., 1948, Iowa; 
M.S., 1952, Ph.D., 1958, Iowa State. 1948, 1961 . 
NISSEN, STEVEN LYNN, Associate Professor of 
Animal Science. D.V.M., 1976, M.S., 1977, Ph.D., 
1981, Iowa State. 1982, 1987. 
*NONNECKE, GAIL R., Assistant Professor of 
Horticulture. B.S., 1975, M.S., 1977, Pennsylvania 
State; Ph .D., 1980, Ohio State. 1987. 
NORDLIE, BERT EDWARD, Professor of Geological 
and.Atmospheric Sciences. B.A. , 1960, M.S., 1962, 
Colorado; Ph.D., 1967, Chicago. 1974. 
NORDSKOG, ARNE W., Emeritus Professor of 
Animal Science. B.S., 1937, M.S., 1940, Ph.D., 1943, 
Minnesota. 1945, 1954. 
*NOREM, ROSALIE H., Associate Professor of 
Family Environment. B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971 , Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1979, Minnesota. 1971, 1981 . 
NORRIS, DANIEL M., Associate Professor of 
Accounting . S.S., 1973, Iowa State; M.S., 1976, 
Drake; Ph.D ., 1982, Missouri . 1982, 1987. 
NORTON, DON CARLOS, Professor of Plant 
Pathology. B.S., 1947, Toledo; M.Sc., 1949, Ph.D., 
1950, Ohio State. 1959, 1967. 
*NOSTWICH, THEODORE D., Professor of English . 
B.A. , 1948, M.A., 1950, Ohio State; Ph.D., 1968, 
Texas . 1968, 1988. 
O'BOYLE, MICHAEL W., Associate Professor of 
Psychology. B.S., 1975, Loyola (Chicago); M.A., 
1981 , Ph.D., 1982, Southern California. 1982, 1988. 
*OAKLAND, MARY JANE, Associate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. B.S., 1966, South Dakota State; 
M.S., 1970, Ph.D ., 1985, Iowa State. 1979, 1987. 
*OBRYCKI, JOHN J., Assistant Professor of Ento-
mology. B.S., 1974, New York (Albany); M.S., 1978, 
Ph .D., 1982, Cornell . 1985. 
OKllSHI, THEODORE H., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering . B.S , 1960, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1965, 
Iowa State. 1967, 1977. 
OLDEHOEFT, ARTHUR E., Professor of Computer 
Science and Chair of the Department. BA , 1957, 
M.S., 1959, Oklahoma State; Ph.D., 1970, Purdue. 
1970, 1982. 
OLSON, DENNIS G., Professor of Animal Science; 
Professor of Food Technology. B.S., 1969, Ph.D., 
1975, Iowa State. 1980, 1985. 
OLSON, JAMES ALLEN, Professor of Biochemistry; 
Professor of Food and Nutrition; Distinguished 
Professor in Sciences and Humanities. BS., 1946, 
Gustavus Adolphus; Ph.D., 1952, Harvard . 1975. 
ORAZEM, PETER FRANCIS, Associate Professor of 
Economics. BA , 1977, Kansas; M.Phil., 1979, Ph.D ., 
1983, Yale. 1982, 1988. 
*ORLOWSKI, MARK, Assistant Professor of Architec-
ture. B.S., 1975, M.Arch., 1977, Illinois; D.Arch., 
1986, Michigan. 1983, 1986. 
*OSBORN, WAYNE S., Assistant Professor of History. 
BA, 1959, Simpson; M.A., 1963, Ph.D , 1970, Iowa. 
1968, 1970. 
*OSBORNE, OWEN D., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering; 
Associate Dean of University Extension. B.S., 1966, 
Missouri; M.S., 1967, Ph.D ., 1972, Oklahoma State. 
1982. 
OSMAN, ELIZABETH M., Emeritus Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. B.S , 1937, M.S., 1938, Illinois; 
Ph.D., 1942, Bryn Mawr 1978. 
*OSTERBERG, ARVID ERIC, Associate Professor of 
Architecture. B.Arch , 1969, M.Arch., 1972, Illinois; 
D.Arch ., 1980, Michigan. 1977, 1981. 
OSWEILER, GARY D., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. D.V.M., 
1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1973, Iowa State. 1982. 
OTTO, DANIEL M., Associate Professor of Econom-
ics. BA, 1976, M.S., 1978, Minnesota; Ph .D., 1981, 
Virginia Polytechnic. 1981 , 1986. 
OULMAN, CHARLES S., Professor of Civil Engineer-
ing. B.S., 1955, Ph.D., 1963, Iowa State. 1956, 1974. 
OUTKA, DARRYLL E., Associate Professor of 
Biochemistry. B.S., 1951 , San Diego State; MA , 
1959, Ph.D., 1962, California (Berkeley). 1966, 1968. 
OWEN, DAVID BISHOP, Assistant Professor of 
Secondary Education; Assistant Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education. BA, 1964, Harvard; 
M.A., 1966, M.A., 1980, Ph.D ., 1984, Chicago. 1985. 
*OWEN, MICHEAL D., Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S., 1974, M .S., 1976, Iowa State; Ph.D , 
1982, Illinois. 1982, 1985. 
OWINGS, WILLIAM J., Professor of Animal Science. 
B.S., 1953, M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 1964, 
1973. 
PACKER, R. ALLEN, Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medi-
cine. B.S., 1940, D.V.M., 1940, M.S , 1942, Ph.D , 
1947, Iowa State. 1942, 1952. 
*PADGITT, STEVEN C., Associate Professor of 
Sociology. B.S., 1965, Iowa State; M.S ., 1968, 
Missouri; Ph.D., 1971 , Iowa State. 1982, 1986. 
*PAIGE, WILLIAM D., Associate Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.S., 1968, 
M.S., 1972, New York (Oswego) ; Ph .D., 1978, Ohio 
State. 1978, 1982. 
*PALMER, RAYMOND C., Emeritus Professor of 
English . B.S.Ed ., 1936, A.M , 1938, Oklahoma; Ph.D , 
1946, Indiana. 1946, 1961. 
PALMER, REID G., Professor of Agronomy (Collab-
orator); Professor of Genetics (Collaborator). M S , 
1965, Illinois; Ph.D ., 1970, Indiana. 1973, 1979. 
*PARKS, GERALD A., Emeritus Professor of Indus-
trial Education and Technology. B.S , 1948, M.Ed ., 
1951, Nebraska; Ed.D ., 1969, Wayne State. 1966, 
1978. 
PARKS, W. ROBERT, President Emeritus; Emeritus 
Professor of Political Science. BA, 1937, Berea; 
MA, 1938, Kentucky; Ph.D ., 1948, Wisconsin ; Ll.D , 
1966, Berea; L.H.D., 1968, Westmar; Ll.D , 1968, 
Drake; D.Sc ., 1973, Kentucky. 1958. 
PARRISH, FREDERICK C., Professor of Animal 
Science. B.S., 1959, M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1965, 
Missouri. 1965, 1976. 
PATE, ANNA LIDIA, Associate Professor of En-
gineering Science and Mechanics . B.S., 1970, M.S , 
1972, Technical University of Warsaw (Poland); Ph.D., 
1978, Technical University of Krakow (Poland). 1982, 
1985. 
PATE, MICHAEL BENCE, Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1970, U.S. Naval 
Academy; M.S, 1978, Arkansas; Ph.D , 1982, 
Purdue. 1982, 1987. 
PATTEE, PETER ARTHUR, Professor of Micro-
biology; Professor of Genetics. B.S., 1955, Maine; 
M.S., 1957, Ph.D., 1961 , Ohio State. 1961, 1969. 
PATTERSON, JAMES R. , Associate Professor of 
Architecture. B. Arch ., 1961, Texas A & M; M.S.Arch, 
1962, Columbia. 1988. 
PATTERSON, JOHN W. JR., Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering ; B.E .M ., 1962, M.S., 1962, 
Ph.D., 1966, Ohio State . 1966, 1976. 
PATTERSON, PATRICK E., Associate Professor of 
Industrial Engineering . B.S , 1972, Springfield ; M.S., 
1978, Cleveland State; Ph.D , 1984, Texas A & M. 
1984, 1988. 
PAUL, PREM SAGAR, Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine, 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute . B.V.Sc , 1969, 
Hissar (India) ; Ph.D., 1975, Minnesota. 1985. 
PAULSEN, ARNOLD ALLEN, Professor of Econom-
ics. B.S ., 1951 , Ph.D., 1959, Iowa State. 1958, 1965. 
*PAYNE, WILLIAM DONALD, Associate Professor of 
English ; Associate Professor of Secondary Educa-
tion. BA , 1967, Louisvi lle; M.A ., 1968, Ph.D., 1980, 
Illinois. 1978, 1984. 
*PEAKE, E. JAMES JR., Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics . B.S., 1960, MS. , 1962, Ph.D., 1963, 
New Mexico State. 1963. 
PEARCE, ROBERT BRENT, Professor of Agronomy. 
BS. , 1963, California (Davis); M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 
1967, Virginia Polytechn ic. 1969, 1977. 
PEARSON, PHILLIP T., Professor of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences; Dean of the College of Veterinary 
Medicine; Director of the Veterinary Medical Re-
search Institute . D.V.M ., 1956, Ph.D , 1962, Iowa 
State. 1965. 
PEASE, DAMARIS, Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Child Development. BS. , 1944, MS , 1946, 
Ohio State; Ph.D., 1953, Cornell. 1953, 1963. 
*PEASE, DEAN A., Professor of Physical Education 
and Leisure Studies and Chair of the Department. 
B.S., 1963, Kansas State; MS , 1964, Central 
Missouri ; Ph.D., 1970, New Mexico . 1987. 
PEDIGO, LARRY, Professor of Entomology. B.S., 
1963, Fort Hays; M.S., 1965, Ph.D , 1967, Purdue. 
1967, 1975. 
PELLEGRENO, DOMINICK, Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education. B.M.E., 1958, A.M ., 
1959, Michigan; Ed.D , 1968, Toledo. 1969, 1976. 
PESEK, JOHN THOMAS, Professor of Agronomy 
and Head of the Department; Charles F. Curtiss 
Distinguished Professor in Agriculture. B.S., 1943, 
M.S, 1947, Texas A & M; Ph.D , 1950, North Carolina 
State. 1950, 1958. 
PETERS, JUSTIN, Professor of Mathematics. BA, 
1968, Reed ; Ph.D ., 1973, Minnesota. 1976, 1986. 
*PETERS, LEO C., Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering. B.S., 1953, Kansas State; M.S , 1963, 
Ph.D., 1967, Iowa State . 1961 , 1978. 
PETERS, RONALD H., Professor of Psychology. 
BA , 1960, MA, 1962, Ph.D., 1963, Iowa. 1963, 
1974. 
PETERSON, DAVID T. , Emeritus Professor of 
Materials Science and Eng ineering ; B.S., 1947, 
Ph.D., 1950, Iowa State . 1951 , 1968. 
PETERSON, FRANCIS, Associate Professor of 
Physics . B.E.E., 1964, Rensselaer; Ph.D., 1968, 
Cornell. 1968, 1972. 
PETERSON, JAY B., Assistant Professor of Botany. 
BA, 1972, Southern Illinois; Ph.D., 1976, Indiana. 
1983. 
*PETERSON, MARILYN L., Associate Professor of 
Elementary Education . BA, 1961 , M.A., 1966, Trinity 
{Texas); Ed-.D., 1979, Northern Colorado. 1979, 1984. 
PETERSON, PETER A., Professor of Agronomy; 
Professor of Genetics. B.S., 1947, Tufts ; Ph.D ., 1953, 
Illinois. 1955, 1968. 
PETRICH, JACOB WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry. B.S., 1980, Yale ; Ph.D ., 1985, Chicago. 
1989. 
*PETT, STEPHEN WILLIAM, Associate Professor of 
English . BA, 1971, Colorado College; MA, 1974, 
Hollins; Ph .D., 1980, Utah. 1983, 1988. 
PHYE, GARY D., Associate Professor of Psychol-
ogy; Associate Professor of Secondary Education . 
BA, 1964, M.A ., 1965, Wichita; Ph.D., 1970, 
Missouri. 1970, 1974. 
*PICKETT, MARY S., Professor of Family Environ-
ment; Professor of Art and Design . B.S., 1944, M.S., 
1951, Tennessee; Ph.D , 1958, Iowa State. 1957, 
1968. 
*PICKETT, TERRY A., Associate Professor of 
Speech Communication . BA, 1967, Rockhurst; 
MA, 1970, Bradley; Ph.D., 1974, Kansas . 1981 , 
1984. 
PIERSON, BION LEE, Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering . B.S., 1961 , M.S., 1963, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1967, Michigan . 1967, 1978. 
PIGOZZI , DON LEONARD, Professor of Mathemat-
ics. A.B., 1959, M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1970, California 
(Berkeley). 1971, 1980. 
PINEDA, MAURICIO H., Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology. D.V.M ., 1954, Chile ; 
M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1968, Colorado State. 1979, 1984. 
PITT, JOHN MICHAEL, Associate Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.S., 1968, Missouri (Rolla) ; M.S., 1974, 
Ph.D., 1981 , Iowa State. 1979, 1985. 
PLAKANS, ANDREJS, Professor of History and 
Chair of the Department. BA, 1963, Franklin and 
Marshall; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1969, Harvard. 1975, 
1982. 
PLATT, KENNETH B., Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine. B.S., 1963, 
Pennsylvania State; D.V.M., 1966, Cornell ; M.S., 
1974, Texas A & M; Ph.D ., 1977, Iowa State. 1975, 
1986. 
*PLEASANTS, JOHN MARK, Assistant Professor of 
Botany. B.S., 1971 , Notre Dame; Ph.D , 1977, 
California (Los Angeles). 1984. 
PLETCHER, RICHARD H., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering. B.S, 1957, Purdue; M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 
1966, Cornell. 1967, 1976. 
POAGUE, LELAND A., Professor of English. BA, 
1970, California State (San Jose); Ph.D., 1973, 
Oregon. 1978, 1986. 
POHL, RICHARD W., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Botany. B.S, 1939, Marquette; Ph.D., 
1947, Pennsylvania. 1947, 1956. 
POHLENZ, JOACHIM, Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology (Collaborator). Dr.Med.Vet, 1962, Hannover 
(Germany); Dmv Habil , 1975, Zurich (Switzerland). 
1981 , 1982. 
POHM, ARTHUR V., Professor of Electrical En-
gineering & Computer Engineering ; Anson Marston 
Distinguished Professor in Engineering . B.E.S , 1950, 
B.E.E., 1950, Cleveland State; M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 
1954, Iowa State. 1958, 1961 . 
POLLAK, EDWARD, Professor of Statistics; Pro-
fessor of Genetics. B.S , 1954, Cornell; M.S., 1956, 
North Carolina State; Ph.D., 1964, Columbia. 1964, 
1972. 
*POLLAK, LINDA M., Assistant Professor of Agron-
omy (Collaborator). B.S ., 1978, Ohio State; M.S., 
1980, Ph.D ., 1982, Nebraska. 1982. 
*POLSTER, NANCY L., Associate Professor of Art 
and Design . B.S., 1960, Iowa State; M.S., 1964, 
Syracuse. 1965, 1974. 
*POMETTO, ANTHONY Ill, Assistant Professor of 
Food Technology. B.S , 1976, George Mason; M.S ., 
1973, Ph.D ., 1987, Idaho. 1988. 
*PORTER, MARC DAVID, Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry. B.S., 1977, M.S ., 1979, Wright State; 
Ph.D., 1984, Ohio State. 1986. 
PORTER, MAX LEE, Professor of Civil Engineering . 
B.S., 1965, M.S., 1968, Ph.D ., 1974, Iowa State. 1966, 
1981 . 
*POST, CONSTANCE J., Assistant Professor of 
English . BA , 1966, Nyack; MAT., .1968, MA, 1980, 
M.Phil ., 1982, Ph.D., 1986, Columbia. 1986. 
POST, ROBERT ELGIN, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering . B.Ed ., 1951 , Wisconsin (Whitewater) ; 
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1960, Ph.D ., 1962, Iowa State. 1959, 
1969. 
*POTTER, ALLAN GEORGE, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering . B.S., 1955, Kansas State; M .S., 1959, 
Ph.D., 1966, Iowa State. 1956, 1972. 
*POTTER, ROSANNE G., Associate Professor of 
English. A.B ., 1964, Rosemont; MA, 1964, Chicago ; 
Ph.D., 1975, Texas. 1977, 1981. 
POWELL, EDWIN CADMAN, Associate Professor of 
Zoology. BA, 1963, California State {Chico); M.S., 
1965, Florida State; Ph.D., 1971 , Tulane. 1971 , 1976. 
POWELL, JACK E., Emeritus Professor of Chemistry. 
B.S., 1943, Monmouth; Ph.D., 1952, Iowa State. 1952, 
1963. 
*POWER, MARK L., Associate Professor of Finance 
and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1974, Iowa State; 
M.B.A., 1977, Ph.D., 1981 , Iowa. 1983, 1987. 
PRABHU, GURPUR M., Assistant Professor of 
Computer Science. B.Tech ., 1975, M.Tech., 1978, 
Indian Institute of Technology; Ph.D., 1983, Wash-
ington State. 1983. 
PRESCOTT, JAMES R., Professor of Economics. 
BA, 1957, California (Berkeley); M .A., 1960, Ph.D., 
1964, Harvard. 1973. 
*PRESTEMON, DEAN R., Professor of Forestry. B.S., 
1956, Iowa State; M.S., 1957, Minnesota; Ph.D., 1966, 
California (Berkeley). 1965, 1976. 
PRESTON, KENNETH S. , Emeritus Professor of 
Veterinary Clinical Sciences. D.V.M ., 1940, Iowa 
State. 1958, 1965. 
PRUSA, JOSEPH M., Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . A.B., 1978, B.S., 1978, 
M.S., 1980, Ph.D., 1983, Illinois. 1982, 1986. 
PRUSA, KENNETH JOHN, Associate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition . B.S., 1979, Fort Hays; M.S., 
1980, Ph.D., 1983, Kansas State. 1985. 
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PURSEY, DEREK L. , Professor of Physics. S.S., 
1948, Ph.D., 1952, Glasgow (Scotland). 1965. 
QUINN, LOYD Y., Emeritus Professor of Micro-
biology. S.S., 1941 , M.S., 1947, Ph.D., 1950, Purdue. 
1949, 1963. 
RAHMAN, MUSHTAQ-UR, Professor of Geological 
and Atmospheric Sciences. B.A. , 1953, M.A., 1955, 
Karachi (Pakistan); Ph.D., 1960, Louisiana State. 
1971 , 1981. 
*RAILSBACK, CHARLES E., Associate Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education. B.M.E., 1952, 
Central College (Missouri); M.A., 1957, Ph.D., 1965, 
Iowa. 1982, 1984. 
*RAJAGOPALAN, R. GANESH, Assistant Professor of 
Aerospace Engineering. S.S., 1973, Madras Chris-
tian (India); M.S., 1978, Indian Institute of Science; 
Ph.D ., 1984, West Virginia. 1985. 
RALSTON, AUGUST R., Professor of Finance; 
Associate Dean of the College of Business Admin-
istration. S.S., 1963, Austin Peay; M.A., 1967, Ph.D., 
1973, Pennsylvania. 1982, 1984. 
*RALSTON, STEVEN M., Assistant Professor of 
Speech Communication . M.A., 1981 , Tennessee; 
Ph.D., 1986, Indiana. 1987. 
RAMSEY, FRANK K. , Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Veterinary Pathology. B.S., 1936, North-
ern State; M.S., 1940, Montana; D.VM., 1946, Ph.D ., 
1955, Iowa State . 1946, 1957. 
RAMSEY, JOHN S., Professor of Animal Ecology 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1960, Cornell ; Ph.D., 1965, 
Tulane. 1986. 
RANDIC, MIRJANA, Professor of Veterinary Phys-
iology and Pharmacology. M.D., 1959, Ph.D., 1962, 
Zagreb (Yugoslavia). 1975, 1977. 
RASMUSSEN, JORGEN S., Professor of Political 
Science; Professor of Secondary Education . A.B., 
1957, Indiana; M.A., 1958, Ph.D ., 1962, Wisconsin. 
1973. 
RATCLIFF, JAMES LEWIS, Professor of Professional 
Studies in Education. B.A. , 1968, Utah State; M.A., 
1972, Ph.D ., 1976, Washington State. 1980, 1984. 
*RAWSON, DON CARLOS, Associate Professor of 
History. S.S., 1958, M.A., 1966, Kansas; Ph.D., 1971 , 
Washington . 1968, 1980. 
*RAZZAQUE, MUHAMMAD M., Assistant Professor 
of Nuclear Engineering. B.S., 1976, M.S., 1977, 
Wisconsin ; Ph.D., 1981, Texas. 1984, 1985. 
READ, ALVIN A. , Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing. B.S., 1949, M.S .. 1952, Ph.D., 1960, Iowa State. 
1949, 1963. 
*RECTANUS, MARK W. , Assistant Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1975, 
Valparaiso; M.A., 1977, Ph.D., 1983, Washington 
(St. Louis). 1984. 
*REDLINGER, PATRICIA A., Assistant Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. B.A. , 1976, Marycrest; M.S., 
1977, Ph.D ., 1985, Kansas State. 1988. 
REDMOND, JAMES R., Professor of Zoology. B.S., 
1949, Cincinnati ; Ph.D., 1954, California 
(Los Angeles). 1962, 1967. 
*REDMOND, MARK VINCENT, Associate Professor 
of Speech Communication. B.A. , 1971 , M.A., 1973, 
Purdue; Ph.D., 1978, Denver. 1982, 1988. 
REECE, WILLIAM 0 ., Professor of Veterinary 
Physiology and Pharmacology. D.VM., 1954, Ph.D., 
1965, Iowa State. 1961 , 1969. 
REILLY, PETER J. , Professor of Chemical Engineer-
ing. A.B., 1960, Princeton; Ph.D., 1964, Pennsylvania. 
1974, 1979. 
*REITMEIER, CHERYLL A. , Assistant Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. S.S., 1973, Minnesota; M.S., 
1975, Arkansas; Ph.D., 1988, Iowa State. 1982, 1987. 
RESCHLY, DANIEL JAMES, Professor of Psychol-
ogy; Professor of Professional Studies in Education. 
B.S., 1966, Iowa State; M.A. , 1968, Iowa; Ph.D ., 1971 , 
Oregon. 1975, 1980. 
*REYNOLDS, DONALD LEE, Assistant Professor of 
Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine, 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute. B.S., 1977, 
D.V.M., 1981 , Ph.D ., 1986, Ohio State. 1986. 
*RICE, MARLIN E., Assistant Professor of Ento-
mology. B.S., 1977, Central Missouri ; M.S., 1979, 
Missouri; Ph.D., 1987, Kansas State. 1988. 
*RICHARD, JOHN L. , Professor of Botany (Collab-
orator). B.S., 1960, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1968, Iowa 
State. 1985. 
RICHARDSON, STEVEN M., Associate Professor of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences. A.B., 1968, 
A.M ., 1970, Boston; Ph.D., 1975, Harvard. 1977, 
1982. 
*RICHTER, WARD ROBERT, Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology (Collaborator). M.S., 1962, D.V.M., 1955, 
Iowa State. 1964, 1977. 
RILEY, JOHN NEWTON, Professor of Industrial 
Education and Technology. B.S., 1955, M.Ed., 1965, 
Oregon State; Ed.D., 1972, Rutgers. 1972, 1986. 
RILEY, WILLIAM F., Emeritus Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Engineering Science and Mechanics. B.S., 
1951 , Carnegie-Mellon; M.S., 1958, Illinois Institute of 
Technology. 1966, 1969. 
*RING, STANLEY L., Emeritus Professor of Civil 
Engineering. B.S., 1950, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1973, 
Iowa State. 1967, 1977. 
*RINGWALD, RICHARD C. , Associate Professor of 
Construction Engineering. B.S.C.E., 1949, Bucknell ; 
M.S.C.E., 1950, Michigan. 1979, 1987. 
RIZZO, FRANK J., Professor of Engineering Science 
and Mechanics and Chair of the Department. B.S., 
1960, M.S., 1961 , Ph.D., 1964, Illinois. 1987. 
RIZZO, THOMAS G. , Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1974, Fordham; M.A., 1975, Columbia; Ph.D., 1978, 
Rochester. 1981 , 1987. 
ROATH, WILLIAM W. , Associate Professor of 
Agronomy (Collaborator). S.S., 1957, Ph .D., 1965, 
Montana State . 1985. 
*ROBERTS, CARL W., Assistant Professor of 
Sociology and Anthropology; Assistant Professor of 
Statistics. B.A. , 1975, Maine; M.A., 1977, M.S .. 1982, 
Ph.D., 1983, New York (Stony Brook). 1984. 
*ROBERTS, DAVID D., Associate Professor of 
English . B.A. , 1967, M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1979, Arizona 
State. 1982, 1987. 
ROBERTS, DONALD M., Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering. B.Sc., 1945, Alberta; M.Sc ., 1949, 
Ph.D., 1953, Purdue. 1964. 
ROBERTSON, DONALD S., Professor of Genetics. 
A.B., 1947, Stanford; Ph.D .. 1951 , California Institute 
of Technology. 1957, 1963. 
ROBINSON, DANIEL C., Associate Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education; Ass istant Dean of 
the Col lege of Education . B.S., 1970, M.S., 1971 , 
Ph.D., 1978, Iowa State. 1984, 1986. 
ROBINSON, WILLIAM, Professor of Philosophy. 
A.B., 1962, Yale; Ph.D., 1966, Indiana. 1972, 1983. 
ROBSON, RICHARD M., Professor of An imal 
Science; Professor of Biochemistry. B.S., 1964, M.S., 
1966, Ph.D., 1969, Iowa State. 1972, 1977. 
ROBYT, JOHN F., Professor of Biochemistry. B.S., 
1958, St. Louis; Ph.D., 1962, Iowa State. 1967, 1983. 
RODERUCK, CHARLOTTE E., Emeritus Dis-
tinguished Professor of Food and Nutrition; Director 
of the World Food Institute. B.S., 1940, Pittsburgh; 
M.S. , 1942, Washington State; Ph .D., 1949, Iowa. 
1948, 1954. 
ROGGE, THOMAS RAY, Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1958, M.S., 1961 , 
Ph.D., 1964, Iowa State. 1965, 1975. 
ROHACH, ALFRED F., Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering . B.S., 1959, M.S., 1961 , Ph.D., 1963, 
Iowa State. 1963, 1980. 
ROOCHNIK, DAVID L., Associate Professor of 
Philosophy; Associate Professor of Foreign Lan-
guages and Literatures. B.A. , 1974, Trini ty 
(Connecticut); M.A. , 1981 , Ph.D., 1981, Pennsylvania 
State. 1982, 1987. 
ROSAUER, ELMER A. , Professor of Materials 
Science and Eng ineering; S.S., 1953, Purdue; 
Dr.rer.nat, 1957, Bonn (Germany). 1961 , 1982. 
ROSENBERG, ELI IRA, Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1964, City University of New York; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 
1971, Illinois. 1979, 1987. 
ROSENBUSCH, RICARDO F., Professor of Veteri-
nary Microbiology & Preventive Medic ine, 
Veterinary Medical Research Institute. D.VM., 1964, 
Buenos Aires (Argentina); M.S , 1966, Ph.D., 1969, 
Iowa State. 1977, 1986. 
*ROSENFELD, LOUISE M., Emeritus Professor of 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education . S.S., 
1928, Iowa State. 1943, 1950. 
*ROSS, DALE H., Associate Professor of English . 
B.A. , 1959, M.A. , 1962, Akron ; Ph.D , 1974, Iowa. 
1963, 1979. 
ROSS, DENNIS KENT, Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1964, California Institute of Technology; Ph.D., 1968, 
Stanford . 1968, 1981. 
ROSS, RICHARD FRANCIS, Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine, Veterinary Medi-
cal Research Institute; Clarence Hartley Covault 
Distinguished Professor in Veterinary Medicine. 
D.V.M., 1959, M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1965, Iowa State. 
1966, 1972. 
ROTH, FRED W., Emeritus Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering . B.S., 1941 , M.S., 1951 , Michigan State. 
1957, 1975. 
ROTH, JAMES ALLEN, Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine. D.V.M ., 1975, 
M.S., 1979, Ph .D., 1981 , Iowa State. 1977, 1986. 
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ROTHMAYER, ALRIC PAUL, Assistant Professor of 
Aerospace Engineering ; Assistant Professor of Math-
ematics. B.S., 1980, M.S., 1982, Ph.D ., 1985, 
Cincinnati. 1985. 
ROTHSCHILD, MAX F. , Professor of Animal Sci-
ence. B.S., 1974, California (Davis) ; M.S., 1975, 
Wisconsin ; Ph.D., 1978, Cornell . 1980, 1987. 
ROUGVIE, MALCOLM A., Associate Professor of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics. B.S., 1951 , M.S., 1951, 
Ph.D., 1954, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
1957, 1962. 
*ROWINGS, JAMES E. JR., Associate Professor of 
Civi l Engineering. B.S.C.E., 1975, M.S.C.E., 1979, 
Ph.D ., 1982, Purdue. 1986. 
ROWLEY, WAYNE ALLRED, Professor of Ento-
mology. S.S., 1960, M.S., 1962, Utah State; Ph.D., 
1965, Washington State. 1968, 1976. 
ROY, CHALMER J., Emeritus Professor of Geology. 
B.A. , 1929, M.A., 1930, Missouri; A.M., 1933, Ph.D., 
1936, Harvard. 1947. 
*RUDOLPH, WILLIAM B., Professor of Mathematics; 
Professor of Secondary Education. B.A. , 1960, 
Bethany (West Virginia) ; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1969, 
Purdue. 1969, 1981 . 
RUDOLPH! , THOMAS J., Associate Professor of 
Engineering Science and Mechanics. S.S., 1969, 
M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 1977, Illinois. 1979, 1983. 
RUEBEL, JAMES SHERMAN, Associate Professor 
of Foreign Languages and Literatures and Chair of 
the Department. B.A. , 1967, Yale; M.A., 1970, Ph.D ., 
1972, Cincinnati. 1978, 1985. 
RUEDENBERG, KLAUS, Professor of Chemistry; 
Professor of Physics; Distinguished Professor in 
Sciences and Humanities. Abitur, 1938, Gymnasium, 
Bielefeld (Germany); M.S., 1944, Fribourg 
(Switzerland) ; Ph.D., 1950, Zurich (Switzerland) ; 
Ph.D., 1975, (Hon) Basel (Switzerland). 1964. 
*RUNYAN, THORA J., Associate Professor of Food 
and Nutrition. S.S., 1961 , Idaho; D.Sc., 1968, 
Harvard. 1968, 1975. 
RUNYAN, WILLIAM S. , Professor of Food and 
Nutrition. S.S., 1960, M.S., 1962, Idaho; D.Sc., 1968, 
Harvard. 1968, 1982. 
*RUPNOW, ALLAN A. , Professor of Physical Educa-
tion and Leisure Studies. B.S., 1961 , Wisconsin 
(La Crosse); M.S., 1968, Illinois; Ph.D., 1972, Utah. 
1972, 1987. 
RUSSELL, DAVID R., Associate Professor of English. 
B.A. , 1973, Central State (Oklahoma) ; M.A. , 1975, 
Ph.D., 1981 , Oklahoma. 1988. 
RUSSELL, GLEN A. , Professor of Chemistry; 
Distinguished Professor in Sciences and Humanities. 
B.Ch.E., 1947, M.S., 1948, Rensselaer; Ph.D., 1951 , 
Purdue. 1958, 1961 . 
*RUSSELL, JAMES R. , Associate Professor of 
Animal Science. B.S., 1972, Ph.D., 1979, M.S., 1976, 
Wisconsin . 1979, 1985. 
*RUSSELL, STEVE F., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering. 
B.S.E.E., 1966, Montana State; M.S.E.E., 1973, Ph.D ., 
1978, Iowa State . 1984. 
RUSSELL, WILBERT A. , Professor of Agronomy; 
Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agri-
culture. B.S.A., 1942, Manitoba; M.S., 1947, Ph.D., 
1952, Minnesota. 1952, 1962. 
*RUST, ROBERT E., Professor of Animal Science; 
Professor of Food Technology. B.S, 1951 , Wisconsin ; 
M.S., 1954, Michigan State . 1959, 1975. 
RUTLEDGE, ALBERT J., Professor of Landscape 
Architecture and Chair of the Department. B.S.L.A. , 
1956, New York (Syracuse); M.L.A. , 1964, Illinois. 
1980. 
RYAN, VERNON DEAN, Professor of Sociology. 
S.S., 1966, Utah State; M.S., 1969, Ph.D ., 1974, 
Pennsylvania State. 1978, 1986. 
*RYAN-HAYES, KAREN LEE, Assistant Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1980, 
Cornell; M.A. , 1982, Ph.D ., 1986, Michigan . 1987. 
SACKS, JEROME M., Professor of Statistics 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1961 , Pittsburgh; M.S., 1964, 
Ph.D., 1966, Minnesota. 1982, 1988. 
SACKS, PAUL E., Associate Professor of Mathemat-
ics. B.S., 1976, Syracuse; M.A., 1978, Ph.D., 1981 , 
Wisconsin. 1981 , 1985. 
SANDERS, WALLACE W. , Professor of Civil 
Engineering ; Associate Director of the Engineering 
Research Institute. B.C.E .. 1955, Louisville; M.S., 
1957, Ph.D ., 1960, Illinois; M.Engr., 1973, Louisville. 
1964, 1970. 
SANDERSON, DONALD E., Professor of Mathemat-
ics. B.A. , 1949, Cornell College; M.S., 1951 , Califor-
nia Institute of Technology; Ph.D., 1953, Wisconsin. 
1953, 1964. 
SANDLER, TODD M., Professor of Economics; 
Professor of Poli tical Science. B.A. , 1968, M.A. , 1970, 
Ph.D., 1971 , New York (Binghamton). 1986. 
*SANDOR, JONATHAN A. , Associate Professor of 
Agronomy. B.A. , 1974, California (Santa Barbara); 
M.S., 1979, Ph.D., 1983, California (Berkeley). 1983, 
1988. 
*SAPP, STEPHEN GRAHAM, Assistant Professor of 
Sociology. B.A. , 1974, M.A. , 1980, Florida; Ph.D ., 
1984, Texas A & M. 1984. 
*SAWYER, MARY R. , Assistant Professor of Phi loso-
phy; Assistant Professor of Sociology. B.A. , 1971 , 
M.A. , 1975, Missouri ; M.A. , 1982, Howard Divinity 
School; Ph.D., 1986, Duke. 1986. 
*SCARNECCHIA, DENNIS L., Assistant Professor of 
An imal Ecology. B.S., 1976, Arizona; M.S., 1979, 
Oregon State; Ph.D., 1983, Colorado State. 1985. 
*SCHAFER, ELISABETH A., Assoc iate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. B.S. , 1967, Iowa State; M.A. , 
1970, Pennsylvania State; Ph.D ., 1980, Iowa State. 
1980, 1986. 
SCHAFER, ROBERT B., Professor of Sociology and 
Anthropology. B.S., 1965, Utah; M.S., 1967, Iowa 
State; Ph.D., 1971 , Pennsylvan ia State. 1970, 1979. 
*SCHLOERKE, WALLACE C., Professor of Second-
ary Education . A.B ., 1947, M.S., 1950, Ed .Sp., 1962, 
Ed.D ., 1964, Michigan. 1964, 1972. 
SCHMERR, LESTER W. JR., Professor of Engineer-
ing Science and Mechanics. B.S., 1965, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology; Ph.D., 1970, 
Illinois Institute of Technology. 1969, 1980. 
SCHMIDT, STEFFEN W. , Professor of Political 
Science. B.A. , 1965, Rollins; M.A., 1967, Ph.D., 1973, 
Columbia. 1970, 1985. 
*SCHNABLE, PATRICK S., Assistant Professor of 
Genetics. B.S., 1981 , Cornell ; Ph.D., 1986, Iowa 
State. 1988. 
SCHOFIELD, ROBERT E., Professor of History. 
B.A. , 1944, Princeton; M.S., 1948, Minnesota; Ph.D , 
1955, Harvard . 1979. 
SCHOLTES, WAYNE H., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Agronomy; Emeritus Dist inguished Pro-
fessor of Forestry. BS., 1939, Iowa State; M.F , 1940, 
Duke; Ph.D , 1951 , Iowa State. 1951 , 1955. 
SCHRADER, GLENN L. , Professor of Chemical 
Engineering . B.S., 1972, Iowa State; Ph.D ., 1976, 
Wisconsin. 1980, 1984. 
SCHROETER, JOHN R., Associate Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1973, California Institute of Tech-
nology; Ph.D, 1981, Minnesota. 1983, 1987. 
SCHULTZ, JERELYN K., Professor of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Education and Chair of the 
Department; Professor of Secondary Education . B.A. , 
1967 , M.A. , 1969, Iowa; Ph.D. , 1975, Iowa State. 
1975, 1985. 
SCHULTZ, RICHARD CARL, Professor of Forestry. 
B.S., 1965, M.S. , 1968, Ph.D ., 1970, Iowa State. 1979, 
1982. 
SCHUSTER, DONALD H., Professor of Psychology. 
B.S., 1949, Ohio; M.A., 1953, Minnesota; Ph.D , 1961 , 
Southern California. 1965, 1970. 
SCHUSTER, HELEN HERSH, Associate Professor 
of Anthropology. B.A. , 1963, M.A., 1965, Ph .D. , 1975, 
Washington. 1977, 1980. 
*SCHWABACHER, ALAN W., Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry. B.S., 1978, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; Ph.D., 1985, Columbia. 1988. 
*SCHWARTE, BARBARA S., Associate Professor of 
English . A.B ., 1971 , William Jewell ; Ph.D. , 1981 , 
Illinois. 1981 , 1987. 
SCHWARTZ, JAMES W., Emeritus Professor of 
Journalism and Mass Communication . B.S., 1941 , 
M.S., 1960, Iowa State. 1945, 1963. 
SCHWIEDER, DOROTHY A., Professor of History. 
B.A. , 1955, Dakota Wesleyan ; M.S., 1968, Iowa State; 
Ph.D., 1981 , Iowa. 1966, 1988. 
*SCHWIEDER, ELMER W., Professor of Fami ly 
Environment. B.A., 1955, Dakota Wesleyan ; M.S., 
1957, Denver; Ph .D., 1966, Iowa State. 1968, 1977. 
SCOTT, ALBERT DUNCAN, Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S.A., 1943, Saskatchewan; Ph.D. , 1949, Cornell. 
1950, 1959. 
*SCOTT, J. T., Professor of Economics; Professor of 
Agricultural Studies; Associate Dean of the College 
of Agriculture. B.A. , 1949, Louisiana Tech ; M.B.A., 
1952, Arkansas; Ph.D ., 1957, Iowa State. 1955, 1963. 
SCOTT, NORMAN A., Associate Professor of 
Psychology. B.S., 1965, Bucknel l; M.A., 1967, Tem-
ple; Ph.D ., 1971, Maryland. 1972, 1977. 
*SCOTT, THOMAS MARVIN, Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering. B.S., 1953, Maryland; Ph .D., 
1962, Wisconsin . 1964, 1967. 
SCRUTTON, RALPH F., Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1947, M.S. , 1950, 
Melbourne (Australia) ; Ph.D ., 1981 , New Brunswick 
(Canada). 1981 , 1983. 
*SEABROOK, ROBERTA, Assistant Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1963, 
Adelphi ; Ph .D., 1977, City University of New York. 
1984. 
SEAGRAVE, RICHARD C., Professor of Chemical 
Engineering and Chair of the Department; Anson 
Marston Distinguished Professor in Engineering . 
B.S., 1957, Rhode Island; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1961 , 
Iowa State. 1966, 1971. 
*SEATON, VAUGHN A., Professor of Veterinary 
Pathology, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. B.S., 
1954, D.V.M., 1954, Kansas State; M.S., 1957, Iowa 
State. 1954, 1964. 
SEBRANEK, JOSEPH G., Professor of An imal 
Science; Professor of Food Technology. B.S., 1970, 
M.S , 1971 , Ph.D. , 1974, Wisconsin. 1975, 1984. 
SEIFERT, GEORGE, Professor of Mathemati cs. 
AB ., 1942, New York (Albany); M.A. , 1948, Ph.D. , 
1950, Cornel l. 1955, 1962. 
SEIFERT, KARL E., Professor of Geological and 
Atmospheric Sciences and Chair of the Department. 
B.S., 1956, Bowling Green; M.S., 1959, Ph.D , 1963, 
Wisconsin . 1965, 1972. 
*SEIM, EMERSON L. , Assistant Professor of Trans-
portation/Logistics. B.A. , 1953, Miami (Ohio); M.A. , 
1977, Western Kentucky; M.B.A. , 1983, Ph.D , 1983, 
Indiana. 1985. 
SELF, HAZZLE L., Emeritus Professor of Animal 
Science . B.S., 1948, Texas A & M; M.S., 1950, Texas 
Tech; Ph.D., 1954, Wisconsin. 1959, 1962. 
SELL, JERRY L., Professor of An imal Science; 
Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Ag ri -
cu lture. B.S ., 1957, M.S , 1958, Ph.D ., 1960, Iowa 
State . 1976. 
SERFASS, ROBERT EARL, Associate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition. AB., 1967, Princeton ; M.S., 1969, 
Ph.D., 1975, Wisconsin. 1976, 1982. 
SEROVY, GEORGE KASPAR, Professor of Mechan-
ical Engineering ; Anson Marston Distinguished Pro-
fessor in Engineering . B.S., 1948, M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 
1958, Iowa State . 1953, 1960. 
*SEVERSIKE, LEVERNE K., Associate Professor of 
Aerospace Engineering . B.S. , 1958, M.S., 1961 , 
Ph.D., 1964, Iowa State. 1963, 1976. 
*SHAH, HEMANT, Assistant Professor of Journalism 
and Mass Communication . B.A. , 1979, Cali forn ia 
(San Diego); M.A. , 1982, Purdue; Ph.D., 1986, 
Indiana. 1988. 
SHANK, WESLEY IVAN, Professor of Arch itecture. 
B.A. , 1951 , California (Berkeley); M.Arch , 1965, 
McGill. 1964, 1974. 
SHAO, PAUL, Professor of Architecture. B.A. , 1964, 
Ohio; B.FA. , 1965, Great China Art College (Hong 
Kong) ; M.A., 1966, Kansas; M.F.A. , 1970, Ed.D ., 
1979, Massachusetts. 1970, 1980. 
SHAPIRO, HOWARD N., Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering . B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971 , 
Ph.D., 1975, Ohio State. 1975, 1981 . 
*SHARP, RICKEY LEE, Associate Professor of 
Physical Education and Leisure Studies. B.A. , 1974, 
California State (Chico); M.Ed. , 1976, Nevada; Ph.D., 
1983, Ball State. 1982, 1988. 
SHAW, KENNETH C., Associate Professor of 
Zoology. B.S., 1954, Cincinnati; M.S., 1958, Ph.D ., 
1966, Michigan. 1963, 1975. 
SHAW, ROBERT HAROLD, Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Agronomy. B.S., 1941 , M.S., 1942, Ph.D., 
1949, Iowa State . 1946, 1958. 
SHELLEY, JACK, Emeritus Professor of Journal ism 
and Mass Communication . B.J., 1935, Missouri. 
1965, 1969. 
SHELLEY, MACK CLAYTON, Assoc iate Professor of 
Statistics; Associate Professor of Political Science. 
B.A., 1972, American ; M.S. , 1973, Ph.D., 1977, 
Wisconsin . 1979, 1983. 
SHEN, SHELDON SHIH-TA, Assoc iate Professor of 
Zoology. B.S., 1969, Missouri; Ph.D ., 1974, California 
(Berkeley). 1979, 1984. 
*SHERICK, ALBERT M., Professor of Industrial 
Education and Technology. B.S., 1952, M.S., 1955, 
Iowa State. 1952, 1975. 
SHIBLES, RICHARD M., Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S. , 1956, Maine; M.S., 1958, Ph.D ., 1961 , Cornell. 
1960, 1969. 
SHIDELER, EMERSON W., Emeritus Professor of 
Phi losophy. A.B ., 1937, Pittsburgh; Ph.D. , 1948, 
Chicago. 1950, 1963. 
SHINAR, JOSEPH, Assistant Professor of Physics. 
B.Sc., 1972, M.Sc ., 1974, Ph.D ., 1980, Hebrew 
University (Israel). 1985. 
SHINN, RICHARD DUANE, Professor of Community 
and Regional Planning and Chair of the Department. 
B.Arch ., 1960, Idaho; M.S.C.R.P. , 1962, Southern 
California; Ph.D ., 1969, Washington. 1983. 
SHOEMAKER, RANDY C., Assistant Professor of 
Genetics (Collaborator); Assistant Professor of 
Agronomy (Collaborator). B.S., 1977, Wisconsin 
(Stevens Point); M.S., 1980, Wisconsin (Green Bay) ; 
Ph.D., 1984, Iowa State. 1985. 
SHOWERS, WILLIAM B., Professor of Entomology 
(Collaborator). B.S. , 1958, Arizona; M.S , 1966, 
Louisiana State; Ph.D ., 1970, Iowa State. 1974, 1982. 
*SHRADER, CHARLES B., Assistant Professor of 
Management. BS. , 1976, M.P.A. , 1978, Brigham 
Young ; M.B.A. , 1981 , Ph.D., 1984, Indiana. 1984. 
SHRADER, WILLIAM, Emeritus Professor of Agron-
omy. B.S., 1935, M.S. , 1941 , Missouri ; Ph.D., 1953, 
Iowa State. 1952, 1981 . 
SILET, CHARLES L. , Professor of Engl ish . B.A. , 
1966, Butler; M.A., 1968, Ph.D ., 1973, Indiana. 1973, 
1986. 
SIMONS, RONALD L. , Professor of Sociology and 
Anthropology. B.A. , 1969, Northern Iowa; M.S.S.W. , 
1971 , Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1974, Florida State. 1975, 
1986. 
SIMONSON, MICHAEL R., Professor of Secondary 
Education; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education . B.S., 1967, M.S., 1972, Iowa State; Ph.D , 
1975, Iowa. 1972, 1982. 
SKAAR, STEVEN B., Associate Professor of 
Engineering Science and Mechanics. A.B ., 1975, 
Cornell ; M.S., 1978, Ph.D., 1982, Virginia Polytechnic . 
1982, 1985. 
*SKADBERG, J. MARVIN, Emeritus Professor of 
Economics. B.S., 1951 , M.S., 1959, North Dakota 
State; Ph.D., 1964, Iowa State. 1959, 1976. 
*SLATER, BERNARD JAMES, Professor of Architec-
ture. B.A. , 1946, Notre Dame; M.S. , 1953, Iowa State. 
1947, 1975. 
SLUTZKI, GIORA, Associate Professor of Computer 
Science . M.S., 1973, Weizman (Israel); Ph.D , 1977, 
Te l-Aviv (Israel). 1983. 
SMALL, GERALD J., Professor of Chemistry. B.S., 
1963, British Columbia; Ph.D ., 1967, Pennsylvania. 
1969, 1978. 
SMAY, TERRY ALLEN, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering & Computer Engineering . B.S., 1957, 
M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1962, Iowa State. 1967, 1973. 
*SMIDT, WARNER K. Ill, Assistant Professor of 
Industrial Education and Technology. B.S., 1975, 
M.S., 1982, Ph.D., 1986, Iowa State. 1984, 1986. 
SMILEY, JANE G., Associate Professor of English . 
B.A. , 1971 , Vassar; M.A. , 1975, M.FA., 1976, Ph.D ., 
1978, Iowa. 1981 , 1984. 
SMILEY, MICHAEL W., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. B.S., 1975, M.S., 1976, Michigan 
Technolog ical ; Ph .D., 1980, Michigan. 1980, 1986. 
SMITH, ARTHUR A. JR., Associate Professor of 
Philosophy. B.A. , 1974, Boston College; Ph.D. , 1980, 
New York (Stony Brook). 1980, 1985. 
*SMITH, BRUCE E., Associate Professor of Art and 
Design . B.F.A. , 1967, M.FA. , 1971 , Michigan State. 
1974, 1981. 
*SMITH, CLIFFORD E., Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . B.S., 1949, M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1964, 
Iowa State. 1964, 1975. 
*SMITH, FRANCES, Associate Professor of Fami ly 
and Consumer Sciences Education; Assoc iate Pro-
fessor of Secondary Education . B.S., 1952, 
Southwestern (Oklahoma) ; M.S., 1958, Oklahoma 
State; Ph.D., 1966, Iowa State. 1972, 1976. 
SMITH, FREDERICK G., Emeritus Professor of 
Botany. B.S., 1939, Chicago; M.S., 1941 , Ph.D., 1943, 
Wisconsin . 1948, 1956. 
SMITH, GERALD W., Emeritus Professor of Indus-
trial Engineering . B.S., 1952, M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1961 , 
Iowa State. 1956, 1967. 
SMITH, JOHN FRANCIS, Emeritus Professor of 
Materials Science and Engineering ; B.A. , 1948, 
Missouri (Kansas City) ; Ph.D., 1953, Iowa State. 
1955, 1962. 
SMITH, JONATHAN D. H., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. Ph.D., 1975, Cambridge (England) ; 
D.Habil, 1983, Darmstadt (West Germany). 1984, 
1987. 
SMITH, RICHARD JOHN, Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering. B.Sc ., 1962, Kings College (London) ; 
M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1971 , Iowa State. 1967, 1980. 
*SNOW, CRAIG, Assistant Professor of Engl ish. B.A. , 
1978, New York (Binghamton); M.A. , 1981 , Ph.D., 
1987, Purdue University. 1987. 
SOLOMON, TED JOSEPH, Associate Professor of 
Rel ig ious Studies. B.A. , 1954, Macalester; S.T.B., 
1957, Boston University ; M.A., 1961 , Ph.D., 1966, 
Chicago. 1969, 1971 . 
*SONG, SUNG YELL, Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics. B.S., 1974, Seoul National (Korea); Ph.D., 
1987, Ohio State. 1988. 
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SOUKOULIS, COSTAS M., Associate Professor of 
Physics. B.S., 1973, Athens (Greece); M.S ., 1975, 
Ph.D., 1978, Chicago. 1984, 1986. 
SPALDING, MARTIN H. II, Assistant Professor of 
Botany. B.S. , 1974, M.S. , 1976, Washington State; 
Ph.D., 1979, Wisconsin . 1984. 
*SPEER, JOHN F., Emeritus Associate Professor of 
English. A.B ., 1946, A.M., 1947, Oregon ; Ph.D., 1950, 
Chicago. 1950, 1956. 
SPEER, VAUGHN CURTIS, Professor of Animal 
Science. B.S., 1949, M.S., 1951, Ph .D., 1957, Iowa 
State. 1958, 1966. 
*SPENCER, GARY ROCK, Assistant Professor of 
Civil and Construction Engineering . B.S. , 1982, M.S. , 
1984, Ph.D. , 1987, Oklahoma State. 1987. 
*SPIKE, PHILIP LOWELL, Professor of Animal 
Science. B.S., 1970, M.S., 1972, Michigan State; 
Ph.D., 1975, Iowa State. 1975, 1984. 
SPINRAD, BERNARD I., Professor of Nuclear 
Engineering and Chair of the Department. B.S , 
1942, M.S ., 1944, Ph.D., 1945, Yale. 1983. 
SPITZIG, WILLIAM A., Adjunct Professor of Mate-
rials Science and Engineering ; B.S., 1960, Cleveland 
State; M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, Case Western 
Reserve. 1984. 
SPOSITO, VINCENT A. J., Professor of Statistics . 
B.A., 1965, California State (Sacramento); M.S., 
1968, Ph.D. , 1970, Iowa State . 1968, 1978. 
*SPRAGUE, RICHARD H., Associate Professor of 
Mathematics. B.S., 1949, Maryville (Tennessee); 
M.A., 1952, Ph.D., 1961, Kentucky. 1961, 1967. 
*SPRY, PAUL G., Associate Professor of Geological 
and Atmospheric Sciences. B.S., 1977, M.S. , 1979, 
Adelaide (Australia) ; Ph.D. , 1984, Toronto (Canada). 
1983, 1988. 
*SREENIVASAM, ELSA M., Associate Professor of 
Art and Design . B.A. , 1951 , St. Scholastica; M.A. , 
1969, Minnesota. 1977, 1981. 
STADLER, JOAN K., Professor of Genetics . B.A. , 
1951, Wellesley; Ph .D., 1954, Missouri . 1972, 1981 . 
STAHR, HENRY M., Professor of Veterinary Pa-
thology, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. B.S., 1956, 
South Dakota State; M.S., 1960, Union ; Ph.D ., 1976, 
Iowa State. 1969, 1982. 
STANFORD, JOHN L., Professor of Physics. B.S., 
1960, Texas; Ph.D., 1965, Maryland. 1966, 1974. 
*STANTON, THADDEUS BRIAN, Assistant Professor 
of Microbiology (Collaborator). B.A. , 1972, Thomas 
More. 1987. 
STARLEAF, DENNIS R., Professor of Economics 
and Chair of the Department; B.A., 1959, California 
(Berkeley); M.A., 1960, California (Los Angeles) ; 
Ph.D. , 1967, Vanderbilt. 1963, 1971 . 
STASSIS, CONSTANTINE, Professor of Physics. 
M.S., 1961, Lausanne (Switzerland); Ph.D., 1970, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1971, 1979. 
STEINER, ANNE K., Professor of Mathematics. 
A.B., 1958, M.A., 1963, Missouri; Ph .D., 1965, New 
Mexico. 1968, 1972. 
STEINER, EUGENE F., Professor of Mathematics. 
B.S., 1954, Missouri (Rolla) ; M.A. , 1960, Ph.D., 1963, 
Missouri. 1968, 1971 . 
STEPHENS, LOREN C., Associate Professor of 
Horticulture. B.A., 1971, Iowa; M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 
1982, Minnesota. 1982, 1988. 
*STEPHENSON, DAVID T., Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering. B.S., 1958, Washington State; 
M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, Illinois. 1966, 1970. 
STEPHENSON, JAMES A., Professor of Economics. 
B.A. , 1960, Wittenberg; M.A., 1964, Ph.D ., 1965, 
California (Berkeley). 1964, 1970. 
*STEPHENSON, W. ROBERT, Assistant Professor of 
Statistics. B.A., 1974, Gettysburg ; M.S., 1976, Ph .D., 
1979, Connecticut. 1979. 
STEWART, CECIL R., Professor of Botany; Professor 
of Plant Pathology. B.S., 1958, Illinois; M.S., 1963, 
Ph.D., 1967, Cornell . 1968, 1976. 
STEWART, ROBERT M. JR., Emeritus Professor of 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineering ; 
Emeritus Professor of Computer Science; Emeritus 
Professor of Physics. B.S. , 1945, Ph.D., 1954, Iowa 
State. 1946, 1960. 
STOCKDALE, DAHLIA F., Professor of Child 
Development. B.A., 1953, Northern Iowa; M.S., 1968, 
Ph.D., 1972, Iowa State . 1970, 1979. 
*STOCKDALE, HAROLD J., Professor of Entomology 
and Chair of the Department. B.S., 1958, M.S., 1959, 
Ph.D., 1964, Iowa State. 1964, 1974. 
*STONE, JANIS FINLEY, Associate Professor of 
Textiles and Clothing. B.S., 1959, M.S., 1963, Ph.D. , 
1978, Illinois. 1979, 1985. 
*STONE, KENNETH EUGENE, Professor of Econom-
ics. B.S., 1958, Illinois; M.M.S., 1971, Texas Christian; 
Ph.D., 1976, Illinois . 1976, 1985. 
*STONE, VERNON F., Emeritus Professor of Archi-
tecture. B.Arch., 1948, Washington (St. Louis). 1959, 
1964. 
STOVER, ROGER D., Professor of Finance. B.A. , 
1966, Hamline; M.B.A., 1968, Indiana; D.B.A. , 1975, 
Virginia. 1979, 1984. 
STRAHAN, ROBERT F., Professor of Psychology; 
Professor of Statistics. B.A. , 1961, Pittsburg State ; 
Ph.D., 1967, Minnesota. 1973, 1976. 
STRAND, NORMAN V., Emeritus Professor of 
Statistics . B.S., 1934, M.S , 1935, South Dakota 
State. 1948, 1960. 
*STRAWN, GEORGE 0., Associate Professor of 
Computer Science; Director of the Computation 
Center B.A. , 1962, Cornell College; Ph.D. , 1969, 
Iowa State. 1971, 1977. 
STROMER, MARVIN H., Professor of Animal 
Science ; Professor of Biochemistry. B.S., 1959, B.S., 
1959, Ph.D , 1966, Iowa State. 1968, 1976. 
STRUCK-MARCELL, C. J., Assist-ant Professor of 
Physics. B.S., 1976, Minnesota; M.Phil. , 1978, Ph.D., 
1981 , Yale. 1983. 
STRUVE, WALTER SCOTT, Professor of Chemistry. 
A.B ., 1967, Ph.D., 1972, Harvard. 1974, 1988. 
STURGES, LEROY DONALD, Associate Professor 
of Engineering Science and Mechanics . B.Aer.E. , 
1967, M.S , 1975, Ph.D., 1977, Minnesota. 1977, 
1982. 
SUKHATME, SHASHIKALA, Assoc iate Professor of 
Statistics. B.Sc., 1954, M.Sc., 1955, Poona (India) ; 
Ph.D., 1960, Michigan State. 1967, 1983. 
SUMMERFELT, ROBERT C., Professor of Animal 
Ecology. B.S., 1957, Wisconsin (Stevens Point); M.S ., 
1959, Ph.D , 1964, Southern Illinois. 1976. 
SUMMERS, WILLIAM LYNN, Associate Professor of 
Horticulture . B.S. , 1970, M.S., 1973, Maryland; Ph.D., 
1977, Michigan State . 1976, 1984. 
SVEC, HARRY J., Emeritus Distinguished Professor 
of Chemistry. B.S , 1941 , John Carroll; Ph.D., 1950, 
Iowa State. 1950, 1961 . 
SWANDER, MARY· L., Assistant Professor of 
English . B.A. , 1972, M.F.A. , 1976, Iowa. 1986. 
SWANSON, ROBERT D., Associate Professor of 
Accounting . B.S.B.A. , 1957, Nebraska; M.B.A., 1973, 
Denver; Ph.D., 1978, Iowa. 1982. 
SWEENEY, JAMES EDWARD, Professor of Profes-
sional Studies in Education . B.S., 1965, New York 
(Plattsburgh); Ed.D., 1977, Virginia Polytechn ic . 1979, 
1985. 
*SWEETS, LAURA E., Associate Professor of Plant 
Pathology. B.A. , 1974, Carleton ; M.S , 1976, Ph.D., 
1981 , Minnesota. 1980, 1984. 
SWENSON, CLAYTON A., Emeritus Distinguished 
Professor of Physics . B.S., 1944, Harvard ; D.Phil. , 
1949, Oxford (England). 1955, 1960. 
SWENSON, MELVIN J., Emeritus Professor of 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. D.V.M ., 
1943, Kansas State; M.S , 1947, Ph.D. , 1950, Iowa 
State . 1957. 
SWENSON, RUTH WILDMAN, Emeritus Professor 
of Botany; Emeritus Associate Dean of the College 
of Sciences and Humanities. A.B ., 1946, Mount 
Holyoke; M.S., 1947, Illinois; Ph.D., 1969, Iowa State. 
1969, 1977. 
*SWIFT, ARTHUR G., Professor of Music and Head 
of the Department. B.M.E. , 1957, M.M., 1960, 
Louisiana State; Ph.D., 1969, Iowa. 1967, 1973. 
SWIFT, CURRAN STEWART, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering . B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1968, 
Iowa State . 1966, 1980. 
SWITZER, WILLIAM P., Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine; Clarence 
Hartley Covault Distinguished Professor in Veterinary 
Medicine; Associate Dean of the Col lege of Veteri-
nary Medicine . D.V.M. , 1948, Texas A & M; M.S., 
1951, Ph.D ., 1954, Iowa State; Dr.H .C., 1979, Vienna 
(Austria). 1948, 1961 . 
TABATABAI, LOUISA, Assistant Professor of Bio-
chemistry and Biophysics (Collaborator). B.A. , 1962, 
California (Berkeley) ; M.S., 1966, Ph.D ., 1976, Iowa 
State. 1985. 
TABATABAI, M. ALI, Professor of Agronomy. B.S. , 
1958, Baghdad (Iraq); M.S , 1960, Oklahoma State; 
Ph.D., 1965, Iowa State. 1972, 1978. 
*TABER, HENRY GLENN, Professor of Horticulture. 
B.S., 1965, Cornell ; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1972, Purdue. 
1975, 1984. 
TACHIBANA, HIDEO, Professor of Plant Pathology 
(Collaborator). B.S., 1957, California (Davis) ; Ph.D ., 
1963, Washington State. 1963, 1980. 
TAIT, JOHN LAWRENCE, Professor of Sociology. 
B.S. , 1956, Pennsylvania State; M.S. , 1964, Ph.D., 
1970, Iowa State. 1970, 1978. 
TAKLE, GENE S., Professor of Agronomy; Professor 
of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences. B.A., 
1966, Luther; Ph.D. , 1971, Iowa State. 1971 , 1983. 
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*TAMASHUNAS, VICTOR, Professor of Industrial 
Engineering . B.S., 1950, M.S. , 1959, Iowa State. 
1956, 1974. 
TANNEHILL, JOHN C., Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering . B.S ., 1965, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1969, 
Iowa State. 1969, 1979. 
TANNER, RICHARD T., Professor of Secondary 
Education; Professor of Professional Studies in 
Education . B.S., 1958, Oregon College of Education ; 
M.S., 1962, Oregon State; Ph.D., 1968, Stanford. 
1977, 1985. 
TARTAKOV, GARY M., Associate Professor of Art 
and Design . B.A., 1963, M.A., 1966, Ph.D., 1969, 
California (Los Angeles). 1982, 1985. 
TAYLOR, MICHAEL JAMES, Associate Professor of 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology. M.A. , 1970, 
D.V.M., 1973, Cambridge (England); Ph.D., 1980, 
Oxford (England). 1983. 
*TAYLOR, STERLING E., Professor of Agronomy. 
B.S. , 1966, Utah State; Ph.D ., 1970, Washington 
(St. Louis). 1979, 1984. 
TEAS, ROY KENNETH, Professor of Marketing. 
B.S., 1969, Augustana (South Dakota) ; M.B.A. , 1970, 
Ph.D ., 1975, Oklahoma. 1979, 1985. 
TERRY, RHONDA DALE, Associate Professor of 
Food and Nutrition . B.S. , 1975, North Carolina; M.S. , 
1977, Ph.D., 1982, Tennessee. 1982, 1987. 
THIEL, PATRICIA ANN, Associate Professor of 
Chemistry. B.A. , 1975, Macalester; Ph.D., 1981 , 
California Institute of Technology. 1983, 1988. 
*THIELEN, THOMAS B., Associate Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education; Vice President for 
Student Affairs. B.S. , 1·957, Mankato; M.S ., 1964, 
Wyoming ; Ed .D., 1970, Indiana. 1977. 
THOEN, CHARLES 0., Professor of Veterinary 
Microbiology & Preventive Medicine. B.S., 1959, 
D.V.M ., 1961 , Ph.D., 1971, Minnesota. 1978. 
THOGMARTIN, CLYDE 0., Associate Professor of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures. B.A. , 1962, M.A., 
1964, Kansas; M.A. , 1966, Ph.D. , 1970, Michigan. 
1968, 1974. 
THOMAS, BYRON H., Professor of Biochemistry. 
B.S., 1922, California (Berkeley) ; M.S., 1924, Ph.D., 
1929, Wisconsin. 1931 . 
THOMAS, JAMES A., Professor of Biochemistry. 
B.A. , 1960, St. Olaf; M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1967, 
Wisconsin. 1969, 1988. 
*THOMAS, MARDITH B., Associate Professor of Civil 
Engineering . B.Arc.E., 1968, M.S. , 1969, Iowa State; 
M.S, 1979, Ph.D., 1981, Wisconsin. 1981, 1985. 
THOMAS, REX ALLAN, Adjunct Professor of 
Computer Science. B.A., 1955, Iowa; M.A. , 1961 , 
Northern Iowa; Ph.D., 1970, Iowa State. 1970, 1983. 
*THOMAS, ROBERT W. JR., Professor of Econom-
ics. B.A., 1948, Iowa; M.A. , 1951, New Mexico; Ph.D ., 
1962, Iowa State. 1957, 1972. 
THOMPSON, DONALD 0., Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics . B.A., 1949, M.S., 1950, 
Ph.D., 1953, Iowa. 1979. 
*THOMPSON, ELIZABETH A., Associate Professor 
of Secondary Education ; Associate Professor of 
Professional Studies in Education . B.A., 1965, 
Pomona; M.A., 1966, Stanford; Ph.D., 1980, California 
(Santa Barbara). 1980, 1985. 
THOMPSON, LOUIS M., Emeritus Professor of 
Agronomy; Emeritus Associate Dean of the College 
of Agriculture. B.S., 1935, Texas A & M; M.S. , 1947, 
Ph.D., 1950, Iowa State. 1947, 1950. 
*THOMPSON, MICHAEL L., Assistant Professor of 
Agronomy. B.S. , 1974, Illinois; Ph.D., 1980, Ohio 
State. 1980. 
THOMPSON, R. BRUCE, Professor of Engineering 
Science and Mechanics; Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering ; Associate Director of . 
B.A., 1964, Rice; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1971 , Stanford. 
1980, 1986. 
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H., Emeritus Professor of 
Transportation/Logistics. B.S., 1934, Pennsylvania 
State; M.S., 1939, Syracuse; Ph.D., 1948, Iowa State. 
1944, 1951. 
THOMSON, GEORGE W., Emeritus Professor of 
Forestry. B.S., 1943, M.S., 1947, Ph .D., 1956, Iowa 
State . 1947, 1960. 
*THORNBURG, ROBERT W., Assistant Professor of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics; Assistant Professor of 
Plant Pathology. B.S., 1976, Tennessee; Ph.D., 1981 , 
South Carolina. 1986. 
*THRALLS, CHARLOTTE, Assistant Professor of 
English. 8.A., 1970, Fairmont; M.A., 1972, Ph.D., 
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